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B I O L O G I C A L  A S P E C TS  OF R A D I O A C T I V E  

WASTE D I S P O S A L  INTO THE SEA





B I O L O G I C A L  A S P E C T S  O F  D I S P O S A L  O F  R A D I O A C T I V E  
W A S T E S  I N  M A R I N E  E N V I R O N M E N T S

Abstract
Disposal of radioactive wastes in marine waters allows for an accumulation 

of radioactivity by marine life. Such an accumulation by seafood organisms 
might affect their utilization or availability. Laboratory studies of accumula
tion of important radionuclides present in different wastes by marine plankton, 
benthic invertebrates and various species of marine fish and of the biological 
effects of accumulated radioactivity on these forms are being conducted at 
Beaufort, North Carolina, as a co-operative activity of the US Atomic 
Energy Commission and the US Bureau of Commercial Fisheries. These 
investigations help provide essential information for the formulation of waste 
disposal practices and the safe operation of nuclear-powered ships in coastal 
waters. They are useful also in the development of monitoring programmes 
designed to detect and evaluate hazards from accidental pollution of inshore 
waters.

A S P E C T S  B I O L O G I Q U E S  D E  L ’ E L I M I N A T I O N  D E S  
D E C H E T S  R A D I O A C T I F S  D A N S  L E  M I L I E U  M A R I N

Résumé
L ’élimination des déchets radioactifs dans la mer fait la part d ’une accumula

tion d ’activité dans les organismes vivant dans ce milieu. Cette accumulation 
dans les produits comestibles de la mer peut nuire à leur utilisation ou à leur 
abondance. A  Beaufort (Caroline du Nord), les laboratoires du Bureau des 
pêcheries commerciales des Etats-Unis font, en collaboration avec la Commis
sion de l ’énergie atomique des Etats-Unis, des études sur l ’accumulation de 
radionuclides importants provenant de différents déchets, dans le plancton 
marin, les invertébrés benthiques et les différentes espèces de poissons, ainsi 
que sur les effets biologiques de la radioactivité ainsi accumulée. Ces recher
ches permettent d’obtenir des données de base pour l ’élaboration de méthodes 
d’élimination des déchets et l ’exploitation en toute sécurité des navires à 
propulsion nucléaire dans les eaux côtières. Ces études sont égalemeut utiles 
pour l ’établissement de programmes de contrôle ayant pour objet la détection 
et l ’évaluation des dangers que présente la pollution accidentelle des eaux le 
long du littoral.

Б И О Л О Г И Ч Е С К И Е  А С П Е К Т Ы  У Д А Л Е Н И Я  
Р А Д И О А К Т И В Н Ы Х  О Т Х О Д О В  В М О Р Я

Резюме
Удаление радиоактивных отходов в моря может вызвать скопление радио

активных веществ во всех морских организмах. Такое скопление радиоактивных 
веществ в организмах, питающихся исключительно продуктами моря, может 
отразиться на возможности их использования и на их пригодности. Лабора
торные исследования скопления важных радиоактивных изотопов из различ
ных отходов, обнаруженных в морском планктоне, в беспозвоночных животных 
морского дна и в различных видах морской рыбы, и биологического воздейст
вия накопленных радиоактивных веществ на эти организмы в настоящее 
время проводятся в Бофорте, Северная Каролина, в порядке сотрудничества 
между Комиссией по атомной энергии США и Бюро торгового рыболовства
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США. Благодаря этим исследованиям получаются сведения, весьма важные 
для установления методов удаления отходов и для обеспечения безопасности 
плавания работающих на атомной энергии судов в прибрежных водах. Эти 
данные полезны также для развития программ систематического отбора проб, 
цель которых заключается в обнаружении и оценке риска от случайного загряз
нения прибрежных вод.

A S P E C T O S  B I O L O G I C O S  D E  L A  E V A C U A C I O N  
D E  D E S E C H O S  R A D I A C T I V O S  E N  M E D I O S  M A R I N O S

Resumen
Al evacuar desechos radiactivos en las aguas de mar, es preciso tener en 

cuenta la acumulación de radiactividad por la fauna y la flora marinas. Tal 
acumulación por los organismos marinos que el hombre consume como ali
mento podrían influir en el aprovechamiento o abundancia de esos organismos. 
Como actividad cooperativa de la U .S. Atomic Energy Comission y del U.S.  
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, se están llevando a cabo en Beaufort (North 
Carolina) estudios de laboratorio sobre la acumulación, por el plancton marino, 
los invertebrados bénticos y  diversas especies de peces marinos, de una serie 
de radionúclidos presentes en diferentes desechos, así como sobre los efectos 
biológicos que en dichos organismos ejerce la acumulación de radiactividad. 
Estas investigaciones contribuyen a facilitar datos esenciales para la elabo
ración de métodos de evacuación de desechos y  para asegurar la navegación 
sin riesgos por las aguas costeras de buques propulsados por energía nuclear. 
Son asimismo útiles para el establecimiento de programas de monitoraje 
destinados a descubrir y evaluar los riesgos derivados de la contaminación 
accidental de las aguas interiores.

BIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF DISPOSAL OF 
RADIOACTIVE WASTES IN MARINE  

ENVIRONMENTS
W a l t e r  A .  Ch ip m a n  

U n i t e d  S t a t e s  B u r e a u  o f  C o m m e r c ia l  F is h e r ie s  
U n i t e d  S t a t e s  o p  A m e r ic a

Disposal of radioactive wastes in marine waters allows for an accumulation 
of radioactivity by marine life. Such an accumulation by sea-food organisms 
might affect their utilization or availability. Studies of the uptake and accu
mulation by marine life of radionuclides known to be present in atomic wastes 
provide essential information for the formulation of waste disposal practices 
and the safe operation of nuclear-powered ships in coastal waters. They are 
useful also in the development of monitoring programmes designed to detect and 
evaluate hazards from accidental pollution of inshore waters. Laboratory 
studies of accumulation of important radionuclides present in different wastes 
by marine plankton, benthic invertebrates, and various species of marine
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fish, and on the biological effects of accumulated radioactivity on these forms are 
being conducted at Beaufort, North Carolina, as a co-operative activity of 
the US Atomic Energy Commission and the US Bureau of Commercial Fish
eries. In this paper I shall consider aspects of biological accumulation as applied 
to marine forms and give a brief résumé of some of the results of the laboratory 
studies. The results reported are based on the findings of the investigators who 
have been or are now working at this laboratory. I  wish to thank them for the 
use of unpublished data.

Fundamentals oí Accumulation by Marine Life

Although radioactive wastes may be dilute when released to the environ
ment and further dilution from mixing and dispersion results in very low 
concentrations, there is the known ability of organisms to concentrate chemical 
elements to great degree. Plants and animals of a marine environment selec
tively concentrate elements from sea-water. The accumulation of a radionuclide 
is dependent on many chemical and physical factors and also on metabolic 
processes within the organism.

The extent of accumulation of a radionuclide is dependent on its availability 
to the organism. It is regulated by the abundance of the element and, to some 
extent, by the abundance of other elements. I f  we had complete and reliable 
information of the elemental composition of our various natural waters and 
of the organisms of interest, we could calculate for equilibrium conditions the 
extent of accumulation of a radionuclide. However, equilibrium between the 
biota and phases of its chemical environment may require a very extended 
time. Not only need we consider the elements, but we need also to consider 
chemical compounds and the availability of elements to the biota when in the 
form of specific compounds. It is quite possible that certain radionuclides 
added to a marine environment may be present in chemical combinations not 
readily available to the marine biota. It  has been noted, for instance, by  
D a v is  et al. (1) that, although stable iron was abundant in all the organisms 
of the Columbia River, the isotope iron-59 occurred in substantial amounts 
only in plankton and sessile algae. It was seldom found in measureable amounts 
in organisms of the higher trophic levels. The organisms contained much 
less zinc than iron, but zinc-65 occurred in relatively large concentrations in 
almost all organisms sampled.

The distribution of pollutants added to the sea is not apt to be uniform. 
W e are therefore confronted with the need of information on accumulation 
rates and retention times for various radionuclides. The importance of this in 
biological transport of radionuclides in the sea, particularly through the vertical 
migration of plankton, has been pointed out by K e tc iiu m : and B o w  e x  (2). 
To understand accumulation rates, one must visualize the dynamic state of 
the elements within the living organism. There is continual replacement of 
atoms within the chemical compounds of the body, some being shuffled a 
number of times between different chemical compounds before entering com
binations resulting in their excretion. Incorporation of radioactive atoms may 
result from chemical exchange phenomena or from the formation of new 
body constituents. W ith  limited exchange, the rate of accumulation of a radio
nuclide is dependent on the rate of turnover of body constituents. Some are 
formed and broken down rapidly and others very slowly. W e have thus a 
biological half-life of a radioisotope as well as a physical half-life.
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Nature oî radioactive wastes added to marine environments
Although pollution can result from atomic warfare or from the testing of 

atomic weapons, the production and uses of atomic materials by man for 
peaceful purposes is becoming an important source of radioactive contami
nation of marine environments. These wastes originate chiefly from reactor 
fuel processing, operation of research, power, and production reactors, and 
utilization of radioactive materials in hospitals, industrial plants, and scientific 
laboratories. They may be classified on the basis of their radioactivity, for it is 
their level of radioactivity that governs their handling and their disposal. 
Because of the volumes involved and the widespread origin of low-level radioactive 
wastes, it is obvious that dispersion into man’s environment is necessary and 
some will enter marine waters. Disposal of high-level wastes in great ocean 
depths has been considered. These wastes may be classified also on the basis 
of origin of their contained radionuclides: those with nuclides resulting from 
the fission of uranium, known as the fission products, and those with induced 
radioactivity resulting from neutron bombardment, such as those produced 
in the primary coolant of a reactor from close association with the reactor 
core. Both fission products and a number of induced radionuclides are impor
tant in pollution of the sea. In the latter category are included corrosion pro
ducts from the reactors of nuclear vessels.

Radionuclide composition of wastes
I f  we examine the radionuclide composition of the different radioactive 

wastes entering the marine environment, we find certain ones that may be 
considered of particular biological interest. These include some of the fission

T A B L E  I
P E E  CENT OF TO TA L R A D IO A C T IV IT Y  CONTRIBUTED B Y  CERTAIN  FISSION 
PRODUCTS OF BIOLOGICAL IN TE REST A T  D IFF E R E N T TIM ES A F T E R  FISSION*

20 days 90 days 1 year 3 years 10 years 20 years

S r89 5.0 10.5 2.7
Sr90__Y 90 — — 3.7 17.4 44.0 48.0
Y  91 5.6 12.5 3.8 — — —
Z r95 5.9 14.7 7.2 — — —
N b 95 2.3 18.0 14.7 — — —
M o 99 1.3 — — — — ,—
E u 10® 4.4 7.2 0.8 — — —
R h 103 4.2 7.0 0.8 — — —
R u 106— R h 106 — ' — 4.9 6.0 — —
J131 5.6 — — — .— —
J132 1.1 — — — — —
Cs13 7— B a 137m — — 2.9 13.6 36.0 45.0
L a 140 13.9 1.8 — — — —
B a 140 12.0 1.6 — — — —
Ce141 9.7 8.5 — — — —
p r 143 12.0 11.2 2.6 — — —
Ce144— P r144 2.6 12.0 52.8 42.0 — —
N d 147 5.0 — — — __ __
P m 147 — — 5.7 19.0 16.0 3.4
Smlsl — — — 1.1 2.5 2.6

* Adapted from data o f Hunter and Ballou (1951). CHIPMAN (4).
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products and a few radioisotopes of the trace metals. From examination of 
Table I  we find that those fission products contributing most to the total radio
activity up to about three years of age are radioisotopes of the rare-earth 
elements, or those having chemical characteristics similar to rare earths. 
Because of their long physical half-life, strontium-90 and caesium-137 are of 
considerable importance. In instances of pollution of marine waters with fission 
products, of particular concern are strontium-90, caesium-137, ruthenium-106, 
zirconium-95, niobium-95, and cerium-144. Besides these fission products, 
radionuclides of metals are of importance in pollution of the sea. Radionuclides 
of different metals were present in relatively high amounts in the biota following 
the tests of nuclear weapons in the Pacific. Almost half the radioactivity of 
tuna caught following the tests was due to an accumulation of zinc-65. In the 
giant clam there was a great accumulation of cobalt-60 (3). Also, corrosion- 
product radionuclides are present in reactor coolant water of nuclear-powered 
ships and may enter marine waters. Important ones (Table II) are cobalt-60, 
iron-59, chromium-51, and tantalum-182. They are present in more concen
trated amounts on the ion-exchange resins used with ship reactors.

T A B L E  I I

E ST IM A TE D  AM OUNTS OF IM P O R TA N T RAD IO ISO TO PES EV R E A C T O R  COOLANT 
W A T E R  OF TH E N. S. SAVAN N AH  (5 )

Isotope Concentration *
Corrosion Products (// c/ml)

C o60 1.2 x  10-=
F e 55 1.1 x  1 0 -2
F e 69 5.5 x  10 -4
T a 182 1.7 x  1 0 -2
Cr51 4.0 x  10~2

Fission Products

S r90 1.4 x  1 0 -7
Z r 95 1.4 x  1 0 -6
R u 106 0.9 x  1 0 -5
Cs137 1.5 x  10 -4
N b 95 1.3 x  1 0 -e
Ce144 0.8 x  1 0 -6

* After 100 days’ operation, 1,530 g fuel exposure, with normal purification.

State of radionuclides in sea-water
The physical states in sea-water of some of the elements having radionuclides 

known to be present in wastes are shown in Table III . For the more important 
fission-product radionuclides, only those of caesium and strontium are likely 
to be present in ionic form. Ruthenium, zirconium, niobium, yttrium and the 
rare earths are probably present chiefly as particles. O f the metals important 
in pollution, copper and zinc are likely to be present in ionic form while 
iron and cobalt occur as solid phases.

Liquid radioactive wastes introduced into the sea may contain some radio
active materials which will remain in solution. Others may be precipitated. 
Still others may become associated with living and non-living particles present 
in the water through adsorption to surfaces. Alterations in the chemical and 
physical form of the compounds containing the radionuclides can greatly 
affect their availability for uptake by the biota. Radionuclides in particulate
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P R O B A B L E  PH YSICAL STATES OF ELEM ENTS IN S E A -W A T E R  (G)

TABLE III

Element
I'erccntage in given physical state

Ionic Colloidal Particulate

Caesium 70 7 23
Iodine 90 8 2
Strontium 87 3 10
A n tim on y 73 15 12
Tellurium 45 43 12
M olybdenum 30 10 (Ю
R uthenium 0 5 95
Cerium 2 4 94
Zirconium I 3 96
Y ttriu m 0 4 96
N iobium 0 0 100

form may be removed by filter-feeding marine life and so become available to 
the larger marine fishes. Particulate matter in the sea will tend to settle to the 
bottom, although the rate of settling may be quite slow. Thus, radioactive 
materials may enter bottom sediments and, in some form, become available to 
bottom-dwelling marine life.

Accumulation of radionuclides by marine organisms

Marine phytoplankton

The small phytoplankton are noteworthy for their concentrating ability for 
almost all the pollutant radionuclides. They are thus able to pass concentrated 
amounts of radioactivity to small marine animals and to fishes. W e have 
detected in the ash of phytoplankton cells nearly all the radionuclides present 
in the fission-product mixture added to the water in which they were grown. 
They had taken up ruthenium-106, cerium-144, yttrium-91, strontium-89,- 
strontium-90 and yttrium-90. The presence of zirconium-95 and niobium-95 
was indicated.

Phytoplankton cells accumulate some fission-product radionuclides markedly. 
There is immediate and great uptake of ruthenium radioisotopes, and also 
of those of yttrium. Many species take up only small amounts of radiostron
tium, but a few do accumulate strontium. A  concentration 16,000 times over 
that of the water was found for a species of Cartería (7). In tests employing 
strontium-89 with traces of strontium-90 and yttrium-90 present as contami
nants, most algae became highly radioactive from their great concentrating 
ability for yttrium. The radioactivity was not from uptake of strontium. 
Rare earth radionuclides are accumulated many thousands of times above sea 
water concentrations, as shown from the concentration factors for cerium-144 
reported by R i c e  and W i l l i s  (8) and listed in Table IV . The species of algae 
tested had concentrated the radionuclide from about 2,000 to almost 4,500 
times in 24 hours. The greater part of this uptake was from association of 
radioactive particles with the plankton cells.



TABLE IV
CONCENTRATION FACTORS OF CE144 F O R  V A R IO U S SPECIES OF PLAN KTON IC 

A L G A E , CALCULATED ON A  W E T  W E IG H T  BASIS (S )

Algae

Number o f times over sea-water 
concentration

After 0.5 hours After 24 hours

Carteria sp. 314 2,422
Platymonas sp. 1,843 2,127
Nitzschia closterium 518 1,970
Thallassiosira sp. 2,610 3,346
Amphidinium klebsi 3,001 4,498
Porphyridium cruentum 802 3,344

Marine phytoplankton do not appear to concentrate caesium-137 to any 
appreciable extent. Table V  shows that none of the species tested had a con
centration factor, based on wet weight, greater than 3.1. The uptake appears 
to be related to surface area and it is likely that adsorption plays an important 
part.

T A B L E  У
CONCENTRATION OF CAESIUM  B Y  M A R IN E  A L G A E  (10 )

Concentration
A]gao factor*

Bacillariaceae
Nitzschia closterium ................................................................................... 1.2
Amphora sp ....................................................................................................... 1.5
Nitzschia sp ....................................................................................................... 1.7

C h lorophyceae
Chlamydomonas s p ......................................................................................... 1.3
Cartería sp .........................................................................................................  1.3
Chlorella sp ........................................................................................................ 2.4
Pyramimonas sp .............................................................................................  2.6
Nannochloris atomus ................................................................................  3.1

R h od op h y cea e
Porphyridium cruentum ...........................................................................  1.3

* The concentration factor is reported as the ratio o f Cs137 in the algae (wet weight) to that in an equi
valent weight o f sea-water at an apparent steady-state condition.

Marine phytoplankton also accumulates high concentrations of a number of 
the trace metals of sea-water. Observations have shown that phytoplankton 
concentrates cobalt-60 to relatively high levels. A  rapid and great uptake of 
zinc-65 was observed for Nitzschia closterium when the radioisotope was added 
to the sea-water medium in which the cells were suspended (9). Under the 
conditions of test in which the availability was not maintained, the Nitzschia 
cells removed nearly all the zinc-65 of the medium within 24 hours, much of 
it within the first hour. Experiments are полу under way to test the accumu
lation of zinc-65 and other radionuclides under conditions of maintained 
availability. An apparatus is now employed which allows for a continuous 
flow of sea-water culture medium into a suspension of phytoplankton cells 
in which the cell population is maintained at desired levels.

9



Marine zooplankton

The small-primary consumers in the sea play a very important part in passing 
nutrients to fishes. These minute animal forms possess filtering mechanisms 
which allow them to feed on phytoplankton. They are eaten by small fishes 
which may serve as food for others still larger. The small animal plankton is 
an important link in passing radionuclides accumulated by phytoplankton 
to fishes or other animals in the sea.

Observations in the Pacific following nuclear weapons testing have shown a 
great accumulation of radioactivity in the marine plankton (11). W e have 
observed that marine copepods and other filter-feeding zooplankton forms do 
rapidly become radioactive when exposed to sea-water in which are suspended 
radioactive phytoplankton cells and other radioactive particles. High concen
tration factors can result when such accumulation of radioactive food particles 
can be collected from large volumes of water.

A  great number of the fission-product radionuclides are poorly adsorbed 
from the digestive tract. Consequently, the accumulation of radioactivity of 
these by the filtering zooplankton is related to the presence of radioactive 
particles on the filtering mechanisms and concentrated within the digestive 
tract. W e have observed the rapid loss of cerium-144 by the copepod, Tigropus 
californiens, when radioactive particles were no longer available, the loss appa
rently from accumulation other than in the body tissues.

A  few species of zooplankton have calcareous structures and may concentrate 
strontium. Many species do not. W e have measured concentration factors for 
radiostrontium of about one for the copepod, Tigropus, and less than one for 
the brine shrimp, Artemia. When phytoplankton food is present, however, a 
concentration of particles filtered from the water with concentrations of 
strontium may give an apparent concentration factor somewhat greater than 
1, particularly if the factor is calculated per unit volume of water disregarding 
the abundance of phytoplankton cells.

As for the other radionuclides, experiments have shown almost no accumu
lation of caesium-137 by the copepod, Tigropus. Exposures to sea-water 
containing the radionuclides for periods up to 24 days resulted in concentration 
factors from 2 to 4 times that of the water. W e have observed that zinc-65 
and cobalt-60 were taken up by Tigropus with relatively high concentrations 
resulting.

Bottom-dwelling invertebrates

W ith the addition of radioactive materials to the sea there is very marked 
uptake of radioactivity by bottom materials. The sorption properties of bottom  
materials is great, as is also that of suspended solids, both living and inanimate, 
which gradually settle to form bottom sediments. All have a great ability to 
remove substances from solution. There is need for considerable study of the 
return of such bound materials to the water and to the biota inhabiting the 
bottom, which may in turn make these materials available for pelagic organisms.

A  species of benthic foraminifera, Discorbis floridana, held for 40 days in 
sea- water to which had been added mixed fission products was found by M a r 
t in  (12) to have very high concentration of those radionuclides that are most 
insoluble at the pH  of sea-water, including zirconium-95 and ruthenium-106. 
These protozoans had not concentrated strontium-90 and contained no 
caesium-137.
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Accumulation of pollutant radionuclides by benthic organisms which obtain 
all or part of their food by ingestion of detritus which has settled to the bottom  
is of considerable importance, particularly by those living within estuaries 
and in coastal waters and utilized as food by man directly or serving as food 
organisms for economically important fish and shellfish.

D A Y S

F ig . 1

Experimental work at our laboratory has shown that oysters, clams, and 
scallops accumulate many fission-product radionuclides. Strontium-89 and 
strontium-90 are concentrated in their calcareous shells. There is no accumu
lation of strontium radioisotopes in the soft tissues of the body. The curves 
of Fig. 1 show the uptake of strontium-85 by the hard clam, Mercenaria 
mercenaria, as an example of one such test. It will be seen that the uptake of 
the strontium-85 by the edible meats was rapid, but the concentration during 
the 20 days of observation never equalled that of the water. Caesium-137 
is accumulated to relatively high levels in the soft tissues of shellfish. There 
is a more rapid uptake by the tissues other than muscle than there is in muscle 
itself. However, the highest concentrations are reached in time in the muscles, 
as can be seen in the curves of Fig. 2, which shows the accumulation of cae
sium-137 by the bay scallop, Pecten irradians. Clams concentrate caesium-137 
to a greater extent than do oysters, which agrees with differences in the amount 
of muscle tissue present in the two forms. In general, these shell-fish have 
concentration factors for caesium-137 from about 20 to 50’ times that of the 
surrounding sea-water, depending on the organism and the tissue concerned. 
The rare-earth radionuclides and ruthenium-106, taken up by the molluscs as 
particles or with phytoplankton cells given as food, were accumulated to some 
extent. However, the accumulation was chiefly that of an association of the
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particles with body surfaces and their presence in the organs and structures 
connected with the digestive tract. Oysters and clams fed for several hours 
each day with phytoplankton cells made radioactive from an accumulation 
of cerium-144 took up only a very small amount of the total radionuclide fed 
over a period of 28 days. Following the initial uptake there was virtually no 
further accumulation.

Oysters, clams, and scallops contain very high concentrations of zinc and 
can concentrate zinc-65 to extremely high levels (9). They also concentrate 
radionuclides of other metals very markedly. W e have observed uptake of 
considerable amounts of cobalt-60 by hard clams. The great concentrating1 
ability of lamellibranch molluscs for pollutant metal radionuclides is note
worthy. W e are now studying the uptake and accumulation of many metal 
radionuclides by shellfish and the various factors regulating accumulation.

DAYS

Fig . 2

Only small amounts of the radioactivity of mixed fission products adminis
tered entered the body tissues of the edible blue crab, Callinectes sapidus, 
and the shrimps or prawns of the genus Penaeus. Of that which entered, the 
greater part was present in the internal organs. Daily oral doses to the blue 
crab resulted in a gradual accumulation of radioactivity in the shell and in the 
edible muscles. In these crustacean shellfish there is an accumulation of stron
tium radioisotopes in the shell and other calcified structures. Moulting resulted 
in the loss of the concentrated radioactivity. W e have found no concentration 
of radiostrontium in the muscles. Caesium-137 is concentrated in the edible 
meats. Further studies are under way on the accumulation of radionuclides by 
crabs and shrimps. Experiments employing the common prawn Palaemonetes 
pugio, which may be reared and grown with relative ease in the laboratory, 
have shown concentration factors for caesium-137 after long periods of exposure 
to sea-water containing the radionuclide of about 25 times that of the water.
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In some instances exposure to radioactive sea-water was started with appea
rance of the eggs and was continued through the zoeal stages and metamor
phosis to the. adult form.

Marine fishes

Marine fishes are varied in their mode of life. Consequently accumulation of 
radionuclides by any one group can be quite different from that by another. 
There are, however, some facts regarding accumulation that appJy to fishes 
generally. Uptake of elements may take place from the seawater directly or 
from the ingestion of food containing concentrated amounts. The manner of 
uptake of elements by the different types of marine fishes needs considerable 
study. W e have observed the accumulation of radionuclides by some of the 
marine fishes.

Croakers (Micropogon undulatus) held in sea-water tanks to which mixed 
fission products of about one year of age were added became radioactive from 
accumulation of strontium radioisotopes in the bones and scales. The uptake 
of strontium-89 and strontium-90 was very great, for these contributed only 
a very small amount to the total radioactivity of the mixture. There was very 
little radioactivity in other organs or tissues of the fish. Both croakers and 
bluefish (Pomatomus saltatrix) took up only small amounts of the radioactivity 
of the mixed fission products through the digestive tract. The small amount 
entering the body was concentrated in internal organs, bone, and scales, the 
latter two accounting for the greater part of the total radioactivity present. 
A  part of the radioactivity of the internal organs was due to rare-earth radio
nuclides, but the radioactivity of the bones and scales was primarily from an 
accumulation of strontium-89 and strontium-90. Bluefish receiving mixed 
fission products daily for 55 days in their food had relatively high concen
trations of strontium-89 and strontium-90 in bones and scales. There was also 
an accumulation of caesium-137 in body muscles.

From tests with separated fission products it was found that very little 
ruthenium-106 was taken from the digestive tract by menhaden, Brevoortia 
tyrannus, fed with radioactive plankton (Table V I). Cerium-144 was poorly 
absorbed from the tract when administered to croakers. W ith  repeated daily

T A B L E  V I
R A D IO A C T IV IT Y  OF M EN H AD EN  A F T E R  FEE DIN G  ON PH Y TO PL A N K TO N  CELLS

CONTAINING R u 108 (13 )
(Tissues o f  5 fish analysed  for  each  observation )

Time in hours

Per cení o f  dose

Gills Digestive tract 
and contents

Remainder o f 
fish Total in fish

0 0.64 92.39 0.76 93.79
2 0.05 80.09 1.00 81.14
4 1.13 21.15 0.53 22.81
8 0.06 7.99 0.34 8.39

16 0.08 8.50 0.50 9.14
32 0.02 5.23 0.22 5.47
64 0.02 1.48 0.20 1.70

128 0.01 0.05 0.25 0.31
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doses, the early concentration of cerium-144 in the liver was followed by an 
accumulation in bone. Strontium radioisotopes are highly concentrated in the 
bones, the base of the scales, and other tissues or stuctures having concentrations 
of calcium, such as the sclera of the eye. There is no concentration of strontium 
radioisotopes in the edible body muscles of marine fishes. Continuous exposure 
of young mullets (Mugil cephalus and Mugil curema) to strontium-85 for 30 
days resulted in a concentration factor for the entire fish of only 4.6. In there 
the greater part of the weight of the fish was due to body muscles, while the 
radioactivity was from accumulation in bone and scales. In an experiment 
with the killifish, Fundulus heteroclitus, the body muscles had a concentration 
factor over water for strontium-85 of only 0.15 after exposure for 32 days 
(Fig. 3).

Fig. 3

Caesium-137 is accumulated in the internal organs and the muscle tissues of 
marine fishes. The long-continued uptake by the body muscles results in signi
ficant concentrations. The concentration of caesium-137 in the body muscles 
of Fundulus at 72 days was about 35 times that of the water. In other tests 
using young spot, Leiostomus xanthurus, the concentration of caesium-137 
in the muscles after 5 months was 23 times that of the water.

Marine fishes were found to take zinc-65 into the body tissues very rapidly 
with accumulation in the bone, integument, and muscle tissues. High concen
trations of zinc-65 were present in the internal organs, notably in the kidneys. 
There is a very long retention time for a part of the accumulated zinc-65.

Summary
I  have discussed in this paper some of the general facts regarding the uptake 

of pollutant radionuclides by marine organisms and have given some of the
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results obtained in the laboratory studies of accumulation by some represen
tative species of the different trophic levels. There is no doubt about the need 
for much more information on uptake and accumulation by components of the 
marine biota. Problems of availability of pollutant radionuclides to living orga
nisms are of great importance. We as yet know very little of the passage of 
elements through the food chains of the sea. There is a great need for studies 
of the foods and feeding habits of marine animals. There is need also for infor
mation regarding the damaging effects of accumulated radioactivity on marine 
life.

All policies developed to regulate sea disposal of radioactive wastes and all 
monitoring operations must be based on safe disposal practices. What these 
may be requires the combined studies of marine scientists: chemists, geologists, 
oceanographers, biologists, and fisheries specialists. Through their continuing 
research will come assurance that situations will not develop adversely affecting 
man’s utilization of his ocean resources.
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F I S H E R I E S  R A D I O B I O L O G Y  A N D  T H E  D I S C H A R G E  
O F  R A D I O A C T I V E  W A S T E S

Abstract
In the United Kingdom authorizations to discharge radioactive wastes are 

granted by the Minister of Housing and Local Government, the Minister of Agri
culture, Fisheries and Food, and by the Secretary of State for Scotland. The ha
zards arising from contamination of aquatic animals and plants concern the 
Department of Fisheries ; before authorizations to discharge liquid wastes have 
been given, the Department has made independent forecasts of permissible levels 
of discharge based on extensive studies carried out in its research vessels and 
radiobiological laboratory: for example, where fish have been affected this 
has meant studies of fish populations and fish migration: uptake of radio
activity by fish : public consumption of fish : commercial distribution of affected 
fish: L .D .50: effects of radiation on tissue, etc.

In the course of such work there has been close consultation with the Atomic 
Energy Authority, and agreement with the Atomic Energy Authority about 
the safety factor to be incorporated during the first two years of discharge. 
During these two years, monitoring data collected by the Atomic Energy 
Authority and the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food enable checks 
and revisions of the original estimates to be made, and at the end of that time 
formal authorizations, based on operating experience, are issued.

R A D I O B I O L O G I E  D E S  P E C H E R I E S  E T  E V A C U A T I O N  D E S  
D E C H E T S  R A D I O A C T I F S

Résumé
Au Royaume-Uni, les autorisations d’évacuer des déchets radioactifs sont 

accordées par le Ministre du logement et de l ’administration locale, par le 
Ministre de l ’agriculture, des pêcheries et de l ’alimentation et par le Secrétaire 
d’Etat pour l ’Ecosse. Les risques dus à la contamination des animaux et des 
plantes aquatiques relèvent du Département des pêcheries; avant d ’accorder 
des autorisations d’évacuer des déchets liquides, le Département a évalué 
lui-même les quantités dont l ’évacuation pourrait être admise, en se fondant 
sur des études approfondies qui sont faites dans ses bateaux de recherche et 
son laboratoire de radiobiologie. Par exemple, dans les cas mettant en cause 
des poissons, on a étudié les bancs de poissons et leurs migrations, la dose 
de radioactivité absorbée par les poissons, la consommation de poissons par 
le public, la répartition dans le commerce du poisson atteint, la D .L . 50*, 
les effets des rayonnements sur les tissus, etc.

Pendant ces études, le Département est resté en consultation étroite avec 
1’Atomic Energy Authority, et s’est mis d’accord avec cet organisme sur le 
coefficient de sécurité à respecter pendant les deux premières années d’évacua
tion. Au cours de ces deux années, les données recueillies grâce aux contrôles 
effectués par l ’Atomic Energy Authority et le Ministère de l ’agriculture, des 
pêcheries et de l ’alimentation, permettent de vérifier et de réviser les évalua
tions initiales. A  l ’expiration de cette période, des autorisations formelles, 
fondées sur une expérience concrète, sont accordées.

* D .L . =  dose létale.
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П Р И М Е Н Е Н И Е  Р А Д И О Б И О Л О Г И И  В Р Ы Б О Л О В С Т В Е  И 
У Д А Л Е Н И Е  Р А Д И О А К Т И В Н Ы Х  О Т Х О Д О В

Резюме
В Соединенном Королевстве разрешения на удаление радиоактивных отходов 

предоставляются министром жилищного строительства и местного управле
ния, министром сельского хозяйства, рыболовства и пищевых продуктов и 
государственным секретарем по делам Шотландии. Управление по рыболовству 
занимается вопросами, связанными с опасностью, происходящей вследствие 
заражения водяных растений и животных, живущих в воде. До выдачи раз
решений на удаление жидких отходов это Управление проводит независимую 
оценку на некоторый период времени в будущем допустимых уровней удаления 
отходов. Эта оценка основывается на общирных исследованиях, проводимых 
в радиобиологической лаборатории Управления и в его лабораториях, раз
мещенных на суднах; например, обнаружение зараженной рыбы в некоторых 
определенных местах означает изучение вопросов, связанных с количеством 
рыбы, ее распределением и передвижением, поглощением и распространением 
радиоактивности с помощью рыб, вопросов общественного потребления 
рыбы, распространения зараженной рыбы, дозы облучения, приводящей через 
определенный промежуток времени к смерти 50% облученных, воздействия 
радиации на ткани и т.д.

В ходе такого рода работы проводились тесные консультации с Управлением 
по вопросам атомной энергии, и соглашение по вопросам техники безопасности 
с этим Управлением будет заключено во время первых двух лет проведения 
мероприятий по удалению отходов. На протяжении этих двух лет данные от 
наблюдений, собранные Управлением по вопросам атомной энергии и Мини
стерством сельского хозяйства, рыболовства и пищевых продуктов, позволят 
проверить и пересмотреть первоначальные оценки, и в конце этого периода 
будут даны официальные разрешения на удаление отходов, к^оры е убудут 
основаны на полученном опыте.

R A D I O B I O L O G I A  D E  L A S  P E S Q U E R I A S  Y  E V A C U A C I O N  
D E  D E S E C H O S  R A D I A C T I V O S

Resumen
En el Reino Unido otorgan autorizaciones para la evacuación de desechos 

radiactivos el Ministerio de la Vivienda y de Administración Local, el Minis
terio de Agricultura, Pesquerías y Alimentación y  el Secretario de Estado para 
Escocia. Los riesgos originados por la contaminación de animales y plantas 
acuáticos caen dentro de la esfera del Departamento de Pesquerías; antes de 
que se concedan autorizaciones para descargar desechos líquidos, el Departa
mento realiza distintos cálculos de los niveles de descarga admisibles, basados 
en amplios estudios llevados a cabo en sus buques destinados a trabajos de 
investigación y en su laboratorio radiobiológico : por ejemplo, en los casos en 
que ha habido contaminación de peces, se han realizado estudios sobre la 
población y  las migraciones de los peces, la absorción de radiaciones por los 
mismos, el consumo de pescado, la distribución comercial del pescado conta
minado, la D  L 50, los efectos de la irradiación en los tejidos, etc.

En el desarrollo de esta labor se ha mantenido estrecho contacto con la 
Autoridad de Energía Atómica, y se ha llegado a un acuerdo con la misma por
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lo que respecta al grado de seguridad que conviene establecer durante los dos 
primeros años de descarga. Durante esos dos años, los datos relativos al moni- 
toraje reunidos por la Autoridad de Energía Atómica y por el Ministerio de 
Agricultura, Pesquerías y Alimentación permiten cotejar, y modificar cuando 
es necesario, los cálculos iniciales; al acabar ese período se conceden autori
zaciones oficiales, basadas en la experiencia práctica adquirida.

FISHERIES RADIOBIOLOGY AND THE  
DISCHARGE OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES

F . M organ  
F i s h e r i e s  R a d i o b i o l o g i c a l  L a b o r a t o r y ,

M i n i s t r y  o f  A g r i c u l t u r e ,  F i s h e r i e s  a n d  F o o d  

U n i t e d  K i n g d o m

I."Control in the United Kingdom

In the United Kingdom, authorizations to discharge radioactive wastes are 
granted by the Minister of Housing and Local Government, by the Minister of 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, and by the Secretary of State for Scotland. 
Discharges affecting aquatic animals and plants, and the control of the hazards 
arising, are the concern of the Department of Fisheries. It has been the practice 
of this Department, before authorizing the discharge of liquid wastes, to prepare 
its own independent estimates of permissible levels of discharge, based on 
extensive studies carried out in its radiobiological laboratory and in research 
and commercial fishing vessels. In the course of such work there has been close 
consultation with the bodies concerned, usually Atomic Energy Authority 
(AEA) establishments.

The criterion underlying the estimates and subsequent control has been 
simple and very demanding, namely, that no single member of the public, 
as a result of such discharges, shall be required to change his habits and tastes, 
or be deprived of the natural amenities and enjoyments to which he is accus
tomed or, expressed in more practical terms, that no member of the public 
should receive more than one tenth of the level recommended by the Internatio
nal Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) as permissible for occu
pational workers. The application of this criterion, and the scope of the fisheries 
investigations arising from it, to the problem of the discharges from Wind
scale are reviewed below. The work falls into two parts, that carried out 
before, and that after, the issue of the final authorization to discharge; the 
phases may be broadly distinguished as the initial, or acute phase, during 
which all hazards were identified and related to the rate of discharge, and the 
steady, or chronic phase, in which the problem is the long-term, low-level 
exposure. During this latter phase relating to Windscale, a new Atomic Energy 
Authority site has been developed at Winfrith. It has been interesting to see 
how many of the data obtained from the Windscale discharges could be 
applied to the new problem of disposal from Winfrith, and even more inte
resting to see what new data were required, i.e. the kinds of data that charac
terize a new site.
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2. Research prior to final authorization of discharge
The discharges of aqueous radioactive wastes from Windscale are made from 

a pipeline that extends one and a half miles out into the Irish Sea (1). Preli
minary studies showed that the hazards associated with walking on the beaches, 
sunbathing, sea bathing and sea-fishing would be less restrictive than those 
arising from the contamination of footstuffs, in particular, from the conta
mination of plaice, a bottom-living fish, and from the contamination of por- 
phyra, a seaweed of the inter-tidal zone, which is collected and despatched to a 
few towns in South Wales, where it is cooke.d and eaten, along with weed from 
Scotland, Ireland and Cornwall. Previous studies carried out by the AEA, based 
on the release and dispersion of the dye fluorescein (2), had shown the standing 
contours of radioactivity that might be expected from steady, known rates 
of discharge from the pipeline.
Seaweed

Taking the seaweed problem first, two steps were required: (i) to find the 
maximum individual daily consumption in South Wales of porphyra collected 
on the Cumberland coast, and (ii) to ensure that this daily ration contained no 
more activity than that laid down by the JCRP for the public ; in this way, maxi
mum permissible levels (m.p.l’s) in /i/ic/gr were set, isotope by isotope, for the 
critical foodstuff, porphyra.

These m.p.l’s were applied to the problem of permissible daily discharges 
from the pipeline in the following way. From experiments in the laboratory, 
estimates were made for the relevant isotopes of the concentrations in sea
water which, in equilibrium with porphyra, would give rise to these maximum 
permissible levels in porphyra. Such water concentrations, established in the 
laboratory, were taken to be numerically equal to those permissible along the 
shoreline, near Windscale, under conditions of steady discharge. Finally, the 
rates of steady discharge giving rise to such concentrations along the shore
line were obtained from the AEA dye dilution data. Such estimates of discharge 
applied to isotopes discharged singly; in practice, since the effluent was to 
contain a mixture of isotopes, it was necessary to sum their effects. This was 
done by considering the consumer of porphyra according to the dose he 
would receive : (i) from the sum of those isotopes that are deposited in bone, 
(ii) from the sum of those isotopes that remain in the gut—and so on, and in 
that fashion restricting the dose in each tissue separately. Thus, using m.p.l’s 
based upon the maximum daily consumption in South Wales, the preliminary 
estimates of the permissible discharges from Windscale were set, and still 
are, now that accurate operational data are available.

Reference has been made to maximum individual consumption which was esti
mated by carrying out a survey in the area concerned. The total population 
of consumers was estimated by combining railway records of porphyra consign
ments with the average daily consumption figure. This population size was then 
applied to the distribution obtained from the daily consumption data—collec
ted from personal interviews— and the maximum individual consumption 
estimated.
Fish

The seaweed problem was straightforward, compared with the problem set by 
the free-swimming fish; nevertheless, the problem set by the fish could be 
stated in essentially the same form, namely, to estimate the concentration of
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radioactivity that would be permissible in the water near the outlet if the fish 
were to be fit to eat, and if they themselves were to cóme to no harm ; the com
plete problem was divided as follows:

1. How long would the plaice spend in the contaminated area before being 
caught and landed ?

2. How much radioactivity would they absorb in that time, expressed in 
terms of the concentration in the water ?

3. A t what ports would they be landed 1 W hat proportion of the total landings 
would the contaminated fish represent ?

4. W hat was the maximum individual daily consumption of such fish ?
5. How did the radio-sensitivity of plaice compare with that of mammals, 

for which maximum permissible dose-rates were fairly well defined ?
From talks with local fishermen it was learned that plaice of commercial 

size could be caught feeding in those inshore waters during the warm months, 
and that during the cold months they were elsewhere, spawning. The entire 
sea programme was based on those observations ; the larger fish, which were 
exposed to the contamination only during the feeding season, were assumed to 
be moving randomly during that time, and it was further assumed that their 
movements could be investigated and analysed by methods developed from  
those employed in the study of Brownian movement. This left the smaller 
fish unaccounted for, but their part in the life-cycle of plaice in these contami
nated waters was disclosed later.

In the A E A  work with dyes, an “ equivalent” area had been defined, such 
that it would contain, at a concentration equal to that of the maximum, the 
activity in the whole patch; this area amounted to a few square miles. It  was 
in an area of this size, centred on the proposed site of the pipe outlet, that an 
intensive programme of marking plaice, combined with fishing for recaptures, 
was carried out. In all 36,000 fish were marked, nearly half of which were eventually 
recaptured by commercial fishing vessels. From these ample returns, the ports 
of landing and the proportion of total landings that had been through the 
contaminated area were readily obtained, and from the recaptures made by the 
research vessel fishing in the experimental area estimates were made of the 
time spent by plaice in that area. Finally, after three consecutive summers’ 
work it became possible to construct a chart of the area surrounding the pro
posed site of the outlet showing the average time spent in each square mile 
of sea-bed each year by individual plaice, and during these three summers 
detailed surveys were made of the bottom fauna present before any effluent 
was ever released ; these particular surveys have been of the greatest value in 
the recent past, since they provide a sound basis for assessing long-term effects 
in that area.

While the marking at sea was going on, plaice were kept in the laboratory 
in aquaria containing radiostrontium, radiocaesium or radiocerium and 
graphs were obtained showing the activity in the various tissues (expressed 
in terms of the concentration in the water in which the fish were kept) against 
time spent in radioactivity. Then, when the time spent by plaice in the inshore 
area became available from the marking experiment, these graphs were used 
to read off the activity to be expected in the tissues of plaice caught in inshore 
Cumberland waters.

From this point onwards the procedure was essentially similar to that des
cribed for seaweed, figures for daily fish consumption were obtained, and the 
individual maximum defined; the specially-exposed group consisted of men
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working on, or connected with, the landing market in the nearest fishing port. 
The maximum permissible level in fish, as landed at the port, was set so that 
the maximum individual daily intake would satisfy ICRP recommendations 
for the public. The marking experiment had shown that nine out of ten of the 
plaice landed had never been through the affected area, so, taking into account 
this one-in-ten dilution of contaminated fish, the plaice actually caught in the 
neighbourhood of the outlet were controlled at ten times the level set for total 
landings at the port. This defined the critical concentration in plaice muscle, 
and that, with the aid of the uptake graphs, set the concentration allowed in 
the water near the outlet. Once this permissible concentration in the water 
was known, it was related to the rates of discharge, using the dye release data. 
The estimates were completed, isotope by isotope, as for weed. Finally, when 
the permissible daily discharges set by fish were compared with those set by 
seaweed, it was found that the latter foodstuff was the more restrictive.

The work described above and the provisional estimates based upon it 
were completed before any effluent was discharged; where the uptake data 
were incomplete estimates were based on chemical analyses giving concen
tration factors for stable isotopes.

Provisional authorization

The discharges to be made during the first years of operation were small, 
and they were regarded as pilot discharges completing the preliminary experi
mental work ; for this reason, and on grounds of general safety, the discharges 
for the first two years were covered by a provisional authorization in which the 
permissible levels were set at one-tenth of those arrived at in the estimates. 
During these two years, intensive monitoring of fish, seaweed, shore-sand, 
sea-bed and sea-water was carried out, largely by the A E A . The concentrations in 
the foodstuffs were related to the known rates of discharge, and at the end of 
the two-year provisional period it was satisfying to be able to show, using prac
tical monitoring results, that the additional safety factor of ten, inserted during 
the provisional period, could be dispensed with. A t this stage, formal authori
zations to discharge such wastes, defining permissible rates in terms of curies 
per month, were issued by the responsible Ministries.

3. Research following authorization of Windscale discharge

Since the Windscale authorization was] issued, the underlying aims in the 
fisheries investigations have been to generalize the methods employed and to 
extend the data, in order to be prepared for the problems arising on new sites 
under development by the A E A , the Central Electricity Generating Board, and 
industry.

In  the laboratory, the uptake work has been extended so that comparative 
data are available for most species that are of interest to the fishing industry 
and to sportsmen in the United Kingdom, and work on the effects of radiation—  
which was started before the release of the Windscale effluent but dropped 
when it was realized that the condition that the fish should be fit to eat was 
generally more restrictive than the condition relating to radiation injury to 
fish— has been resumed. It has been shown in acute irradiation experiments 
with 250-kV X-rays that plaice and shrimps are three or four times as resistant 
as mammals, and in chronic experiments with plaice and lobsters kept in 
radioactive solutions for periods up to six years, these comparisons have been
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confirmed. Leukaemoid symptoms in plaice have been observed, following 
both acute and chronic irradiation, in the laboratory.

A t sea, effects of radiation have been sought in plaice caught in the region 
of the Windscale discharge, but none have been established so far. Bottom  
surveys have been carried out in the area that was carefully surveyed before 
the discharges began; there have been no changes which could be ascribed 
to the effects of the discharges. The main impression gained from the surveys 
has been of the stability of the bottom configurations of mud and sand and 
of the fauna associated with them. Plaice caught in the area have been 
regularly assayed for activity; seaweed has been assayed in surveys reaching 
far north and far south of the pipeline. In all this work the object has been, 
in the first place, to test the soundness of the methods employed in making 
the original estimates of permissible discharges, in order that such methods, 
or modified versions of them, may be applied to new sites. In addition, the 
results obtained have served the important purpose, from the point of view 
of the Ministry, of food monitoring, i.e. ensuring that the foodstuffs are fit 
to eat. Using such data, collected quarterly, clearance certificates are drawn 
up at six-monthly intervals, and detailed analyses are being prepared annually.

Application to Winfrith problem

The value of the Windscale monitoring data was shown when the A E  A  proposed 
to construct a new pipeline off the Dorset coast for the purpose of discharging 
radioactive wastes from Winfrith. Many o f the data already obtained, 
relating the radioactivity found in fish, shell-fish, sea-bed and gear to known 
rates of discharge, were directly applicable to the new problem. The data 
missing were those concerned with rates of dispersion along this stretch 
of coast, and those relating to the habits of the critical group of human beings. 
The A E  A  provided the dispersion data from large-scale experiments based on the 
release of dye (3). The critical human beings turned out to be the lobster 
fishermen and their families and friends— the critical animal, the lobster. 
Interviews with the fishermen provided the necessary data on:

1. The length of the local lobster fishing season;
2. The time spent handling fishing gear during the season, and in repairing 

it out of season;
3. The distribution of fishing effort in relation to the proposed site of 

discharge ;
4. The consumption of lobsters and crabs by fishermen, their families 

and friends.

Few people were involved and it became possible to build up a detailed 
picture both of the time the fishermen would be handling contaminated 
gear, in and out of season, and of the quantities of contaminated shellfish— some 
of them surprisingly large— that they and their families would be eating, 
that is, if the discharges were eventually made. Using these data, estimates 
were made : (i) of the discharges permissible if the men were to go on handling 
their gear in their usual way, and (ii) of the discharges permissible if they 
were to go on eating their usual amounts of lobster. For the purpose of control, 
the more restrictive estimate was taken. No discharges have so far been 
made from the Winfrith pipeline but provisional authorizations have been 
issued in which the discharges are set at levels that are a tenth of those believed 
to be permissible.
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In the course of this work connected with A E A  sites and nuclear power- 
station sites it has become apparent that the data relating to fish, shell-fish 
and wood are to a large extent transferable from site to site, whereas the 
ways of human beings call for fresh investigation at every site. In the two 
examples given it has been noted that for the Windscale discharge the critical 
populations are men on the local fish-market, and other men, hundreds of 
miles away, in South Wales ; for the Winfrith discharge, the fishermen them
selves will be the critical population. This observation, that the critical 
groups are highly specific to the site under investigation, needs to be' stressed 
in future work. Proper attention is always given to the study of water move
ment, fish movement, uptake of activity and so on, and proper attention 
needs to be given to the study of the section of the public concerned. Prior 
to the discharge of effluent, the data relating to the habits of the public 
carry the same weight in the calculations of permissible discharges as other 
parameters relating to fish and water; but once the discharges have started, 
and hard facts are available about the concentrations of radioactivity in 
fish, shell-fish, etc., the habits of the public become paramount, and need 
to be kept under regular review. As far as habits are concerned, the problem 
of protecting the exposed members of the public is the inverse of that of 
protecting occupational workers; the latter may be trained to carry out 
a given operation in safety, but where the outside public is involved it is the 
rate of discharge, or the length of the pipeline, or the composition of the ef
fluent, that must be adapted to fit existing habits.

Data already collected have drawn attention to variations from season to 
season, and from year to year, in the activity in fish and seaweed, for a given 
rate of discharge; this has been noticeable in the present year, which has 
been remarkable for its fine, calm weather. More data are required relating 
to these variations; and it may be observed that such variations emphasize 
the importance of monitoring the radioactivity in the critical material rather 
than the radioactivity in the waste that is discharged into the pipeline.

Finally, much has been done during these years of first impact, but we are 
faced with the chronic problems that arise from learning to live with the new 
technology; the keynote is the long-term, low-level exposure of animals and 
plants under natural conditions— not laboratory conditions— and of human 
beings going about their ordinary business. In this new phase more emphasis 
will be placed on radio-ecology, with proper weight on the lower levels in the food 
chains, because so far there has been time to study only those nearest to man.

Most of the problems, so far, have been formulated in terms of the indi
vidual, for example, the effects of radiation on the individual fish, the safety 
of the individual human being, the effects of the isolated discharge of radio
activity and so on. All those problems will have to be reformulated as popula
tion problems, especially those that arise from the steadily increasing number 
of sites of radioactive waste disposal.
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E C O L O G Y  O F  A C A N T H A R I A  A N D  S T R O N T I U M  
C I R C U L A T I O N  I N  T H E  S E A

Abstract
The author first considers the biochemical cycle of strontium in sea-water 

and then examines the proposed programme and the objectives it is hoped to 
achieve.

The Acantharia group was selected for this study since it is the only one 
which has a specific and exclusive deposit of strontium. It is, therefore, of 
particular interest in relation to the problems concerning the circulation of 
strontium and radioactive isotopes resulting from fall-out.

E C O L O G I E  D E S  A C A N T H A I R E S  E T  C I R C U L A T I O N  D U  
S T R O N T I U M  E N  M E R

Résumé
L ’auteur procède d ’abord à une étude du cycle bio-chimique du strontium 

dans l ’eau de mer, puis il procède à l ’étude du programme envisagé et des 
objectifs poursuivis.

Les Acanthaires ont été choisis pour cette étude car ils constituent le seul 
groupe possédant un dépôt de strontium spécifique et exclusif. Il est donc parti
culièrement intéressant ën ce qui concerne les problèmes relatifs à la circula
tion du strontium et des isotopes radioactifs provenant des retombées.

Б И О Л О Г И Я  А К А Н Т А Р И И  ( A C A N T H A R I A )  И Ц И Р К У Л Я Ц И Я
С Т Р О Н Ц И Я  В М О Р Я Х

Резюме
Прежде всего автор описывает биохимический цикл стронция в морской воде, 

а затем переходит к рассмотрению планируемой программы и преследуемых 
целей.

Для этого исследования была выбрана акантария (Acantharia), так как она 
является единственной группой, имеющей специфические и единственные в 
своем роде отложения стронция. Таким образом, она является крайне интерес
ной в отношении проблем, связанных с циркуляцией стронция и радиоактив
ных изотопов, получаемых в результате выпадения осадков.

E C O L O G I A  D E  L O S  A C A N T A R I O S  Y  C I R C U L A C I O N  
D E L  E S T R O N C I O  E N  E L  M A R

Resumen
El autor estudia primero el ciclo bioquímico del estroncio en las aguas del 

mar, y  procede luego al estudio del programa proyectado y de los objetivos 
perseguidos.

Para realizar este estudio se ha escogido a los acantarios porque su esqueleto 
contiene estroncio. Por ello, este grupo es de especial interés en lo que respecta 
a los problemas de la circulación del estroncio y de los radioisótopos procedentes 
de las precipitaciones radiactivas.
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ECOLOGY OF ACANTHARIA AND STRONTIUM  
CIRCULATION IN THE SEA

B run o Schreiber  
D epartm ent of Z o o lo g y , U n iv e rs ity  o f  Parma 

I t a ly
e.
ù

A  new approach to the study of the Sr cycle, particularly in relation to bio
logical problems, has been recently suggested by Od um  (1) and by T homson 
and Ch o w  (2).

It is well known that in the processes of geochemical circulation the behav
iour of Sr is very like that of Ca, with small differences caused by their different 
solubilities and different ionic dissociation. In sea-water the Sr/Ca atom ratio 
is independent of total salt concentration and is equal to 8.9 x 10~3. Conse
quently the sedimentary geochemical cycle of Sr must be considered as 
“ stable” . The beginning of the cycle of both these elements is the disaggrega
tion and dissolving of the eruptive rocks by meteoric waters as a result of 
which they find their way into the sea.

Next, both elements are fixed insolubly in the skeleton of marine organisms 
in the form of carbonates, phosphates and, exceptionally, sulphates. Here, Ca 
and Sr are approximately in the same ratio as in sea-water with differences in 
relation to taxonomic groups. Experimental variations of the Sr/Ca atom  
ratio in the medium induce analogous variations in the skeletons (3).

There is no agreement on the “ stability” of the cycle of these elements in 
relation to geological ages. Odum, who found the Sr/Ca atom ratio in shells 
of palaeozoic brachiopoda (600,000 years) identical with that of the present 
ones, concludes for the stability of the cycle. On the contrary, Thomson and 
Chow think that a loss of Sr occurred in the course of geological time, because 
they found in the oceanic globigerina ooze a Sr/Ca atom ratio lower than that 
in the sea. In about 250 animal and vegetable species with calcareous shells 
these authors found variations of the Sr/Ca atom ratio which appear to be 
specific, and in accordance with their taxonomic position. The range of varia
tion is between 1 and 11 X lO- 3  but generally the values are lower (from 2 
to 5) than those of sea-water, with the exception of corals and Amphineura 
molluscs. The Sr/Ca atom ratio is specific for every species and it is not affected 
by differences of salinity and temperature.

It seems that the mineralogical and crystalline structure and the chemical 
composition of skeletons are important factors in the physiological accumula
tion of these elements. Thomson and Chow showed that in molluscs with 
a large amount of Sr in their shells, calcium carbonate crystallizes as rhombo- 
hedral aragonite, while in molluscs with less Sr, calcium carbonate crystallizes 
as rhombic calcite. They also consider that a progressive transformation of 
aragonite into calcite took place contemporaneously with a loss of Sr in 
the course of geological time.

Research aims.

O f recent years radioisotopes arising from nuclear reactions have entered 
into the Sr and Ca geochemical cycles. In fact these isotopes can replace 
Ca atoms in such organic structures as the skeletons and shells of molluscs. 
W e must not, of course, think that the radionuclides enter into the bio-geo
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chemical cycles as quantitative factors; the amounts involved are too small. 
On the other hand, a knowledge of the natural cycles of the corresponding 
isotopes is important because they are veritable “natural carriers” of the 
radioactive isotopes and for this reason can be used as “ topographical indica
tors”  for the localization and the storage of the latter.

This fact led us to re-examine the problem, particularly in the case of 
Acantharia, whose skeletons are made exclusively of insoluble strontium salts.

The subject o f a specific accumulation of Sr in Radiolaria is only touched 
on in the diffuse monograph by Thomson and Chow. The exclusive 
accumulation of Sr in Acantharia (instead of a mixture of Ca and Sr in varying 
ratios, as in species with carbonate skeleton) seems ascertained, as will be 
discussed in this paper.

Specific accumulation of Sr is due to its insolubility, which in turn is due to 
the presence of sulphur ions : Sr fixed as sulphate by Acantharia seems stable 
from the medium, unlike that fixed as carbonate by species which substitute 
Sr for Ca in carbonates. In fact the latter species can transfer Sr to the medium 
simultaneously with transformation from a rhombic to a rhombohedrical 
structure (aragonite-calcite).

For these reasons Acantharia are perhaps the only group with a “ specific 
and exclusive” deposit of Sr and, consequently, they are of particular interest 
in problems of the circulation of Sr and its radioactive isotopes resulting from 
fall-out.

Two aspects of the biology of Acantharia are of interest in connexion with 
this problem: their universal geographical distribution and the possibility of 
their sudden vertical migration.

Acantharia generally live in the higher levels of the oceans where they take 
advantage of their symbiosis with Zooxantellae. Only for sexual reproduction 
do Acantharia descend to a depth of a thousand or more metres.

A  summary of the ecological data relating to Acantharia will be given in this 
paper in order to show the possible importance of this species in selectively 
capturing and cycling radioisotopes from fall-out.

This is at present only a hypothesis which we intend to check. W e know from 
R ic e ’s works (4) that some planktonic algae can absorb the radioisotopes of 
Sr in quantities which vary from species to species but that while some of 
them, owing to their capacity for accumulation and immediate loss, cannot be 
of great ecological importance as a means of transporting such isotopes to the 
highest levels of the food chain, others such as Chartheria and Thoracomonas 
can concentrate Sr90 and Sr89 to a very high degree indeed (1,600 times) and 
retain them for a long time in their structures. .

W e know nothing about these processes in Acantharia but we think that 
they are worthy of thorough investigation, particularly in view of the very 
special chemical composition in which the Sr is fixed in Acantharia.

The investigations (most of which are still under way) have been planned as 
follows :

1. Systematic zoological and ecological analysis of Mediterranean Acantharia 
by means of taxonomic analysis of species found at various months of 
the year and in various places (plankton calendar). Quantitative compar
isons of Acantharia and other planktons, in'particular those which may 
accumulate Ca and Sr (in collaboration with Dr. Elsa Massera- 
Bottazzi).
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2. Tracing the presence and mineralogical nature of Sr compounds in the 
spiculae of Acantharia by chemical analysis and radiographic structure- 
determination (in collaboration with Professor Luigi Cavalca).

3. Determination of the total content of Sr and Ca in plankton in relation to 
its zoological composition (presence or absence of Acantharia) and its 
regional and vertical variations during the year-cycle.

4. Measurement of the radioactivity of plankton, in particular of the radio
activity due to Sr radioisotopes, in relation to presence or absence of 
Acantharia (total measurement on ash, etc., autoradiography of single 
specimens).

5. Attempts at breeding some species of Acantharia for the study of mineral 
exchange and accumulation and loss of Sr radioisotopes and the effect of 
environmental conditions on them.

As far as the execution of this programmé is concerned, results have so far 
been obtained for the taxonomy of the species present in the Tyrrhenian Sea 
and the structure and chemical composition of spiculae. Studies of the Sr con
tent of plankton and the Sr/Ca atom ratio in relation to the zoological composi
tion of plankton are also in progress.

The measurement of radioactivity, particularly that due to Sr radioisotopes, 
is still in the preparatory stage, although some results have already been ob
tained.

Systematic zoological and ecological investigation of the Acantharia in the Tyrrhen
ian sea

This research, which is on parallel lines to that of Dr. Michael Bernhard 
of the Oceanographical Laboratory of the Italian National Committee for 
Nuclear Research (CNRN) at Lerici, has been conducted with the financial 
assistance of the CNRN and the aid of the Italian Navy, which placed at 
our disposal the naval units required for our periodical excursions. W e  
acknowledge with sincere thanks the help of the Comando in Capo del 
Dipartimento Marittimo dell’Alto Tirreno.

Two buoys were anchored at points off Cinque Terre in the Bay of Spezia, 
corresponding to the 20 and 200 m isobaths respectively. All plankton collect- 
tions were made between these two points, generally once every month. Two 
types of nets were used : a line of small nets with a 30-cm aperture and a series 
of shutters that permitted simultaneous collection at different depths. For 
collecting greater quantities of plankton a larger net was used with a 75-cm  
aperture. A t every station a multiple collection was first made at depths of 
5 m, 25 m, 50 m, 75 m, 100 m, 150 m and 160 m. 'Later 45 collections were 
made with the larger net at the depths which yielded the highest number of 
Acantharia during the first collection. Further collections were made at depths 
of 5 m and 20 m in the Bay of Tigullio (Santa Margherita).

The method of collection was not strictly quantitative, but the volume sampl
ed can be roughly estimated from the speed of the boat and the collecting time.

In every sample a count of the species present was made with Stempell’s 
pipette, and the percentage of Acantharia in the total was calculated for 
comparison with the total amount of Sr in plankton.

The zoological study of Acantharia was carried out by means of observa
tions on unfixed material, material stained with boric carmine, and of observa
tions in Faure liquid or polarized light microscopy.
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The list of families, genera and species given here is a first contribution 
towards a knowledge of the zoological composition of the plankton in the upper 
Tyrrhenian sea and refers to the period January 1959— July 1959.

In general, it confirms the observations made by Sch ew iakoff  (5) in 
the Gulf of Naples, and confirms especially the characteristic behaviour of 
Acantharia described by him, namely that they disappear from the surface 
layers in rough sea, a fact which may be of primary importance in the cycling 
of radioisotopes from fall-out.

The winter catches are richer as regards the number of species, while those 
made in May and June tend to contain a greater number of individuals of 
fewer species. The provisional list given here contains 16 species belonging to 
18 genera and 10 different families. Young forms are numerous.

Until some time ago Acantharia were regarded as a sub-order of Radiolaria 
but are now distinguished from them owing to certain peculiarities which 
bring them nearer to the Heliozoa. Acantharia differ from Radiolaria in having 
a non-siliceous skeleton and a constant number of spiculae which are arranged 
geometrically according to a fixed rule (Müller’s rule), and which all meet in 
the centre forming characteristic shapes. They never have the perforated 
membrane of the central capsule characteristic of Radiolaria, and have an 
outer cytoplasmic layer of gelatinous nature and foamy appearance, forming 
the so-called hydrostatic apparatus, linked with the elastic fibres and mionema 
always present at the base of the spiculae. This organ has been mentioned here 
because it is responsible for one of the characteristic features of Acantharia, 
namely their capacity for rapid vertical migration, effected by varying the 
total volume of the animal. Acantharia are present in the surface layers all 
the year round but migrate to the deep layers (below 500— 1,000 m) in the 
summer, during their reproductive period.

As already mentioned, such rapid and extensive vertical migrations are 
of at least potential importance for the problem of the circulation of fall-out, 
radioactive material in sea-water.

Family
A canthoch iasm idae
A m philith idae
A m philith idae
P seudolith idae
G igartaconidae
G igartaconidae
G igartaconidae
A can th om etridae
A can th om etridae
L ithop teridae
D orotasp idae
D orotasp idae
H exalasp idae
P hyllostauridae
P hyllostauridae
Stauracanth idae

Genus Species
A can th och iasm a rubescens
A m philitiu m con cretu m
A m phibelone h yd rotom ica
P seudolith ium bifidum
G igartacon denticulatus
H eteracon biform is (L ito loph us stage)
E m p h iacon denticulatus
A can th om etra pellucida
A m philonch e elongata
L ithop tera fenestrata (youn g  form )
Pleuraspis costata  (adult and  y o u n g  form s)
L ychnasp is giltschi
Coleaspis (unclassified adu lt and  you n g  form s)
A canthostaurus purpurescens
A canthostaurus conacanthus .
X ip h acan th a quadridentata

Confirmation of the presence of Sr in the skeletons of Acantharia
One of the problems of Acantharia which gave rise to much discussion is 

the chemistry and mineralogy of their skeleton, which constitutes an important 
differential element of this group. In fact, while Radiolaria, the group to which
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they come closest, have a skeleton formed of colloidal S i0 2 which is mono- 
refringent, Acantharia have a birefringent skeleton. The older literature on the 
topic can be summarized as follows: M ü ller , J. (6), Schew iakoff  (5) 
and H utchinson  (7) on the basis of solubility data alone believed the 
skeleton of Acantharia to consist of silicates; H aek er  (8), B ran dt  (9) 
and H er tw ig , R . (10) on the basis of tests of solubility and resistance to 
acids and bases suggested the existence of an unspecified organic substance 
which they called “ acanthine” . B uetschli (11) was the first to demonstrate 
the presence of strontium sulphate by subjecting a hydrochloric-acid solution 
of Acantharia skeletons to spectral analysis and showing that the spiculae 
are insoluble in solutions of the corresponding salts. Schmidt (12) has 

( confirmed this finding by analysis of the spiculae in polarized light. The whole 
problem was recently subjected to a new analysis by Od u m  (3), who con
firmed the presence of strontium with modern spectrophotometrical methods, 
and showed it to be present in the form of celestite, as demonstrated by a 
radiographic investigation of the chemical structure using microcrystalline 
preparations.

Recently Tregouboee (13) criticized these conclusions, considering the 
mineral nature of the spiculae to be still unsettled. In view of the new interest 
which this problem has taken on, I  felt it necessary to check the earlier results 
b y :

(i) chemical analysis of plankton samples containing and not containing 
Acantharia, and samples artificially enriched in Acantharia (by isolating 
individually at least 500 specimens); and

(ii) radiographs of individual spiculae, instead of using the total ashes of 
plankton samples rich in these animals as Odum did.

A  first indirect confirmation was obtained by submitting to spectrophoto- 
metric analysis for Sr content plankton samples containing, and not containing, 
Acantharia. Amounts corresponding to about 1/5 of the total plankton catch 
were washed three times with distilled water, dried in platinum crucibles and 
ashed. After disaggregation with sodium potassium carbonate, the sulphates 
present were dissolved and the hydrochloric solution examined -by means of 
a Beckman flame spectrophotometer at a wave length of 681 ¡л and with a
0.5 mm slit. The calibration was done using SrCl2, and correction for the pre
sence of other salts carried out according to T h o m p s o n  and C h o w  (2 ). 
Table I  shows the data obtained on two plankton samples, one (Bay of La 
Spezia, 21/1/59) containing 3 8%  of Acantharia, the other (Santa Margherita 
Ligure, 27/2/59) showing total absence of Acantharia.

T A B L E  I

Sample Dry weight Ash Sr (total) Sr% (dry) Sr% (ash)

contain ing
A cantharia 0.0415 0.0105 3.7 x  1 0 - “ 0.74 3.5

n ot contain ing 
A cantharia 0.0622 — 0 0 0

The presence in the Tyrrhenian plankton of a characteristic species, Amphi- 
lonche elongata, made possible the radiographic analysis of a single spicula.
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This species possesses two spiculae pointing in opposite directions which are 
much bigger than the other 18, the whole animal having an elongated shape 
around the main spiculae. A  double spicula approximately 1.5 mm in length 
was mounted in a Weissemberg chamber in such a way that the X -ray  beam  
struck only a half of the spicula. The axis of the spicula was made to coincide 
with the rotation axis of the chamber. The diameter of the chamber was 
57.3 mm and the radiation employed was Cu a 1.5418 Â with N i filter. The 
following series of photograms were made:

(i) rotating crystal (Fig. 1);
(ii) Weissenberg photogram of the equatorial layer (Fig. 2);

(iii) Weissenberg photogram of the first layer (Fig. 3).

. FiS- 1Spicula o f  Amphilonche elongata turn ing arou nd its length : ph otogram  o f  rotating
crysta l. К  a rad. o f  Cu

These analyses were carried out by Luigi Cavalca, Professor of Structural 
Chemistry at the University of Parma. All the photograms were well centred 
and enabled the following conclusions to be reached:

1. The spicula of Amphilonche is formed by a single crystal;
2. The elongation axis of the spicula coincides with the crystallographic 

axis and the degree of symmetry of the photograms shows that the 
crystal belongs to the rhombic system.

The constants of the elementary cell were as follows: 
a =  8.39 ± 0 . 0 3  A  
Ь =  5 . 3 4 ± 0 .0 1  A 
с =  6.88 ^  0.01 Â

These values are in excellent agreement with those given in the literature for 
celestite (SrS04, rhombic) by J a m b s  and W o o d  (14) (a =  8.38 A, b =  5.37 A , 
с =  6.85 A).
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S picula  o f  Amphilonche elongata rotatin g  around its length . W eissenberg ph otogram  
o f  equatoria l layer К  a rad. o f  Cu

For purposes of comparison a photogram is given which was obtained by 
the rotating crystal technique with a celestite crystal from Sicily rotating 
(100). The photograms of the celestite and of the spicula are perfectly super
imposable.

This investigation therefore permits us to confirm Odum’s conclusions, that 
spiculae of Acantharia are made of celestite ; moreover they show that every 
spicula is a “ monocrystal” and not a crystalline aggregate, a conclusion that 
would not have been possible with the technique formerly employed.

W e can therefore calculate with a good degree of approximation the Sr 
content of a single specimen of Amphilonche elongata. By micrometric measure
ment of the volume of the two main spiculae of a specimen, the value 7 x 10~7 
cm3 was obtained; their weight therefore corresponds to 2.3 y of celes
tite (density 3.97) or 1 у of Sr per specimen. The contribution of the other 
18 spiculae is almost nil.

The same calculation made on a single specimen from another species, 
Acanthometra pellucida, gave a volume of 1.08 x 10-8 cm3 for each spicula, 
and thus a total of 216.3 x 10~9 cm3 per specimen, with a celestite weight of
0.86 y, and of 0.41 у of Sr per specimen. The capacity to fix Sr seems inciden
tally higher for the former species.

Such values would be perhaps grossly overestimated if other components, 
perhaps of organic nature, participated in the formation of spiculae.

As a check we made an analytical determination of the Sr content of 500

Fig. 2
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Fig . 3
S picula  o f  Amphilonche elongata tu rned around its length . W eissenberg  p h otog ra m  o f  the

1st layer. К  a rad. o f  Cu

individual specimens, among which Acanthometra were prevalent, Amphilonche, 
were well represented, and other not well determined species of Acantharia 
were also present. After disaggregation with soda and dissolution with HCI, 
the Sr content per specimen was found to be 0.21 y. The agreement 
between this and the former value is only qualitative ; a more accurate analysis 
is needed if the presence of other substances in the spiculae besides Sr is to be 
ascertained.

Conclusions—Further development ot the programme
The aim of the research has been only partially accomplished. This was 

to investigate the ecology and physiology of Acantharia in order to ascertain 
if these organisms, the only ones which possess a skeleton normally made of 
strontium salts, have a part in the specific capture and distribution in the 
food chain of the natural isotopes of Sr present in the sea and of its radio
isotopes due to fall-out. .

The first part of this programme has been completed. It ;has allowed us 
first of all to confirm with greater precision the mineralogical nature of the 
skeleton of Acantharia. The spiculae of the examined species are single “ mono
crystals” of celestite (SrS04). This result finally confirms that these planktons 
are endowed with a capacity for the specific and exclusive accumulation 
of Sr atoms.

The next part of the programme is still in operation, especially the zoological 
analysis of plankton population, the chemical analysis of Sr and Ca content
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F ig . 4
“ Celestite”  turned arou nd 100. .Photogram  o f  rotatin g  crystal. К  a rad. o f  Cu

in the same samples of plankton, the measurement of total radioactivity 
and of the ratio between normal Sr and its radioisotopes and single specimen 
autoradiography.

From all these data, and from the experiment in vitro with mineral exchanges 
which is also planned, it will be possible to deduce the value of our first 
supposition, i. e. that Acantharia may have an indicative value for the presence 
of Sr radioisotopes and an ecological value in the bio-geochemical cycle of 
these new elements.

SOME A C A N T H A R IA  FR E Q U E N TL Y  PRE SEN T IN L A  S P E Z IA  PLAN K TO N

F ig . 5 F ig . 6
A can th och iasm a rubescens (K roh n ) A m phiacon  denticulatus (H )
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Fig. 7
Amphilythium concretum. (Haek.)

F ig . 8
A m ph ilon ch e  elongatum . (M üller)

F ig . 9 F ig . 10
L ith op tera  fenestrata  (M üller) A ca n th om etra  pellucid a  (M üller)

f

F ig . 11
A m phibelonen  h id rotom ica  (H aek .)



Fig . 12
H eteracon  b iform is  (L itholophu s form ) (P opofsk i)

F ig . 13
A m philonch e  elon gatu m  (M üller) (from  S chew iakoff)

F ig . 14
A can th ostauru s purpurescens (H )



F ig . 15 
X ip h a ca n th a  quadridentata

F ig . 16
G igartacon  denticu latus (H aek.)

F ig . 17 
A can th om etra  fusca  (M ull.)
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Fig. 18
Coleaspis (Haek.)

F ig . 19
Pleuraspis costa ta  (M üll.)
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T H E  C N R N  R E S E A R C H  P R O G R A M M E  F O R  T H E  S T U D Y  O F  
R A D I O I S O T O P E  A C C U M U L A T I O N  B Y  M A R I N E  O R G A N I S M S  
A N D  I T S  E F F E C T  A S  R E G A R D S  R A D I O A C T I V E  C O N T A M I 

N A T I O N  O F  T H E  O C E A N

Abstract

The paper describes a research programme undertaken by the Gomitato 
Nazionale per le Ricerche Nucleari (CNRN) with a view to considering the 
whole complex ecological system of the sea in order to trace the paths of 
radioactive materials that may reach marine products for human consumption.

The programme will start with an intensive study of a limited area repre
sentative of the Mediterranean and will fall into two parts, descriptive 
analysis and experimental analysis.

The area chosen, details of the laboratory and staff and the general tasks 
to be carried out are briefly described.

Finally, some early results are given.

L E  P R O G R A M M E  D E  R E C H E R C H E S  D U  C N R N  S U R  L ’ A C C U 
M U L A T I O N  D E S  R A D I O I S O T O P E S  P A R  L E S  O R G A N I S M E S  
M A R I N S  E T  S O N  E F F E T  S U R  L A  C O N T A M I N A T I O N  R A D I O 

A C T I V E  D E  L ’ O C E A N

Résumé
Le mémoire expose le programme de recherches que le Gomitato Nazionale 

per le Ricerche Nucleari (CNRN) a entrepris en vue d ’étudier l ’ensemble du 
système écologique complexe de la mer pour retracer les voies suivies par 
les matières radioactives qui peuvent parvenir aux produits marins propres 
à la consommation humaine.

Le programme, qui débutera par une étude intensive d ’une petite zone 
représentative de la Méditerranée, se subdivisera en deux parties: analyse 
descriptive et analyse expérimentale.

Le mémoire décrit succinctement la zone choisie, le laboratoire et le per
sonnel, ainsi que les problèmes généraux à résoudre.

Il donne enfin quelques-uns des premiers résultats obtenus.

П Р О Г Р А М М А  Н А У Ч Н Ы Х  И С С Л Е Д О В А Н И Й ,  П Р О В О Д И М А Я  
Н А Ц И О Н А Л Ь Н Ы М  К О М И Т Е Т О М  П О  Я Д Е Р Н Ы М  И С С Л Е Д О 
В А Н И Я М ,  П О  П О Г Л О Щ Е Н И Ю  Р А Д И О И З О Т О П О В  М О Р С К И 
М И  О Р Г А Н И З М А М И  И П О  З Н А Ч Е Н И Ю  Э Т О Г О  Я В Л Е Н И Я  

Д Л Я  Р А Д И О А К Т И В Н О Г О  З А Г Р Я З Н Е Н И Я  О К Е А Н А

Резюме
В докладе излагается программа научных исследований, Предпринятых 

Национальным комитетом по ядерным исследованиям, с целью изучения 
всей сложной экономической системы моря, т.е. путей движения радиоактив
ных материалов, которые могут попасть в продукты моря, потребляемые 
человеком.

Осуществление программы начнется с активного исследования одного из 
участков Средиземного моря. В программе предусмотрено проведение теорети
ческих и практических экспериментов.

В докладе дается краткое описание избранного участка моря, оборудования
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и укомплектования лаборатории персоналом, а также рассмотрены общие 
задачи лаборатории.

В конце доклада приводятся некоторые результаты работы.

P R O G R A M A  D E  I N V E S T I G A C I O N E S  D E L  C N R N  P A R A  
E S T U D I A R  L A  A C U M U L A C I O N  D E  R A D I O I S O T O P O S  E N  
L O S  O R G A N I S M O S  M A R I N O S  Y  S U S  E F E C T O S  S O B R E  L A  

C O N T A M I N A C I O N  R A D I A C T I V A  D E L  O C E A N O
Resumen

En la memoria se describe el programa de investigaciones preparado por'  
el Gomitato Nationale per le Ricerche Nucleari (CNRN) con miras a estudiar: 
todo el complejo sistema ecológico del mar para determinar el camino seguido, 
por las sustancias radiactivas que pueden llegar hasta los productos marinos ; 
destinados al consumo humano.

El programa comenzará con un estudio minucioso de una limitada zona 
representativa del Mediterráneo, y se dividirá en dos partes, a saber, una 
descriptiva y  otra experimental.

Los autores describen brevemente la zona escogida y  proporcionan datos 
relativos al laboratorio, al personal y a los trabajos previstos.

Por último, facilitan algunos resultados preliminares obtenidos.

THE CNRN RESEARCH PROGRAMME FOR THE  
STU D Y OF RADIOISOTOPE ACCUMULATION BY  
M ARINE ORGANISMS AND ITS EFFECTS AS 
REGARDS RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION OF

THE OCEAN
A. A . B u z z a t i — T b a v e b s o  a n d  M. B e r n h a k d  

N a t i o n a l  C o m m i t t e e  f o e  N t t c l e a b  R e s e a r c h  

I t a l y

One of the major hazards caused by the introduction of radioactive materials 
into the oceans consists in the fact that these materials will end up in marine ; 
products for human consumption. CN RN  has therefore thought it necessary 
to initiate a programme of research into the factors and elements which 
govern the uptake, accumulation and the loss of radioactive materials by  
marine organisms and the consequences of these processes as far as radio- : 
active contamination of the ocean and marine products is concerned.

The data so far available in the literature show that the problems involved 
in radioactive contamination of the ocean are quite complex and that generali
zations with regard to the path of radioactive materials in a marine ecosystem 
cannot be based on the study of single marine organisms selected at random. 
The position of the organisms in the food chain, their life-cycle, feeding and 
spawning habits, metabolic characteristics, etc. have a great influence on the 
specificity and quantity of radioisotopes which are incorporated and passed 
on through the food chain into products for human consumption. It is obvious, 
therefore, that we cannot limit ourselves to studying individual marine species 
but must consider the whole ecological system before deciding whether the 
paths of the radioisotopes studied are indeed significant and that the con
clusions drawn are valid for the Mediterranean.
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It appeared to be most promising to start the investigation by studying 
intensively the details of a limited area. This area should have fairly deep 
waters if it is to be representative of the Mediterranean and shouJd be within 
easy reach of a port.

The analysis of this area is to be carried out for at least three years, during 
which the ways and means of ensuring proper field work and processing of 
the data and samples obtained will be developed and tested. Such analysis 
will further help to determine which of the elements and factors of the marine 
ecosystem are relevant to the problems under study and which should be 
selected for closer investigation during the longer cruises through the Medi
terranean planned for later years. During the earlier years we shall confine 
ourselves to making occasional longer cruises in order to check our instruments 
and methods in deeper waters and over longer periods at sea and also in 
order to compare the conditions in our selected area with those in other 
parts of the Mediterranean. W e believe that a systematic study of the Medi
terranean can be profitable only when we have gained a fairly good under
standing of the ecosystem in the selected area and are sure of having developed 
suitable methods for sampling and measurements which will justify the 
enormous expense of the long cruises required for such systematic study.

The programme will consist of two parts: descriptive analysis and experi
mental analysis. Each part will be greatly dependent on the other. However, 
descriptive analysis must always preceed the experimental phase in order 
to guarantee that the experiments are carried out on the species which are 
o f importance for the understanding of the biochemical cycles and the paths 
of the radioisotopes and that the conclusions drawn from the experimental 
analysis of environmental conditions in the laboratory are really valid for 
the area under investigation and representative of the Mediterranean.

The results of the proposed programme are expected to give us information 
on the path, and/or cycle, of individual chemical elements and their function 
in the ecosystem, taking into special consideration the role they play in 
radiocontamination. It  has to be pointed out, however, that this goal can 
only be reached if we do not hesitate to solve fundamental problems of marine 
ecology and that the work can be adequately handled only by a team in 
which the various branches of oceanography are represented and whose 
members are working closely together.

Area: In co-operation with the Italian Navy (at the La Spezia naval base) 
an area 25 km by 25 km, situated between the 200 m and 500 m isobaths 
approximately 12 km from the coast of the Cinque Terre has been chosen 
and marked by buoys. As the watershed of the Cinque Terre mountains is 
only two or three km inland, the inflow of fresh water can be neglected.

Laboratory and staff: In May 1959 a provisional laboratory was installed 
in a house near Lerici (La Spezia). A t present (1/8/1959) the staff consists 
of a chemist, a zoologist, a microbiologist, a botanist and eight technical 
and secretarial assistants. One additional botanist has been asked to co
operate as consultant on phytoplankton taxonomy and the quantitative 
distribution of phytoplankton species.

Field work: A t first, measurements and collections will be made at only 
a few stations in order to develop and try out methods and techniques. 
Special consideration will be given to unequal microdistribution (patchiness) 
and its effect on representative sampling. Samples and measurements will
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be taken hourly and daily at first for a suitable period in order to determine 
the sampling frequency required and to be able to evaluate and compare 
samples and measurements taken at different times and places on the same 
sampling trip.

Hydrography: A  good knowledge of hydrographic conditions, both physical 
and chemical, is essential to ensure a good understanding of the environ
mental elements and factors affecting the biological populations and in order 
to analyse effectively the environmental factors in the laboratory. W e plan 
to study water movements in the limited area, inflow and outflow, temperature, 
light intensity and quality, salinity, C, N , P in various forms, Si, 0 2, Fe and 
other elements which will prove to be of importance during the work.

Biology : In the biological field work we shall characterize the ecosystem 
by analysing the qualitative and quantitative distribution of species, i. e. 
phytoplankton, marine animals and bacteria, according to number of indivi
duals as well as to their chemical composition.

Further we shall supplement these data with measurements of the radio
activity of marine organisms and of the uptake of radioisotopes by them.

Bacterial species can only be identified physiologically and at present 
reliable test media are not known. Therefore until such test media have 
been developed, we shall have to content ourselves with determining the 
total number of bacteria presentan the samples and the number of bacterial 
species which can be grown.

Laboratory experiments : The hydrographical and the biological field data 
will supply the information necessary for the experimental analysis of ecological 
conditions in the laboratory. W e plan to culture the species which proved 
important in the descriptive analysis of the restricted area and study their 
biology (in the wider sense) and their uptake of radioisotopes as a function 
of the significant environmental factors.

The programme may seem vast, but we are confident that if we proceed 
from the analysis of the most important features of an ecosystem to the less 
important ones we shall be able to say something about the fate of radio
active materials in a marine ecosystem. Admittedly, in the first years our 
estimates will be very approximative, since we shall only be able to consider 
relatively few of the important elements and factors influencing the paths 
of radioisotopes and it will be very unlikely that those under investigation 
will govern a large percentage of all paths. However, by comparing the data 
from the descriptive and the experimental analysis, we hope always to be 
able to say within what limits our conclusions are valid. As we proceed from  
the analysis of the major elements and factors to that of the less important 
ones our margin of uncertainty will decrease.

Since the laboratory was installed only three months ago we have only 
very few data at present. Preliminary determinations of the radio
activity of net plankton ( >  70/г) have shown that its y-spectrum has great 
similarities with the y-spectrum of the fall-out collected in Italy. The qualita
tive and quantitative analysis of the phytoplankton of one station (200 m  
depth) has now been in progress for about half a year. The samples, which 
are collected with water samplers, are analysed down to the species. The 
data obtained show that the Coccolithophoridaceae and Diatomeae provide 
the greatest numbers of individuals. Since the Coccolithophoridaceae are smaller 
than the meshes of the net, they do not contribute to the radioactivity of the 
net plankton.
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A N  I D E A  O N  T H E  M A X I M U M  P E R M I S S I B L E  
C O N C E N T R A T I O N S  O P  R A D I O A C T I V E  M A T E R I A L S

I N  S E A - W A T E R
Abstract

The author of the present paper has tried to find a relationship between 
the level of sea-water contamination by several radionuclides and the level 
of the radiation dose-rate inside the human body caused by these radio
nuclides of marine origin, using the ICR P recommendation and the few 
data on the chemical analysis of sea water and of the human body at present 
available to the author. However, even if the idea of this calculation were to 
be recognized by scientists in the fields of oceanography, public health, 
nutrition, radiation biology, and others, it would still be necessary to get 
further data on the amounts of trace elements in sea-water, in marine products, 
and in the human body in order to complete a table of the maximum per
missible concentrations in sea-water o f various radionuclides. Here the idea 
is merely advanced and a few examples are described.

C O N C E N T R A T I O N S  M A X I M A  A D M I S S I B L E S  D E S  
S U B S T A N C E S  R A D I O A C T I V E S  D A N S  L ’ E A U  D E  M E R

Résumé
L ’auteur a cherché à établir un rapport entre le degré de contamination de 

l ’eau de mer par plusieurs radionuclides et le degré d’irradiation de l ’intérieur 
du corps humain due à ces radionuclides d ’origine marine; à cet effet, il s’est 
fondé sur les recommandations de la CIPR et sur les quelques données relatives 
à l ’analyse chimique de l ’eau de mer et du corps humain qu’il avait à sa dispo
sition. Cependant, même si le principe de ce calcul était reconnu par les océano
graphes, les hygiénistes, les bromatologistes, les radiobiologistes et d ’autres 
spécialistes, il n ’en serait pas moins nécessaire d ’obtenir des renseignements 
supplémentaires sur les quantités d’oligoéléments existant dans l ’eau de mer, 
les produits de la mer et le corps humain, en vue de dresser un tableau complet 
des concentrations maxima admissibles de divers radionuclides dans l ’eau de 
mer. L ’auteur se borne à formuler le concept et à donner quelques exemples.

О М А К С И М А Л Ь Н О  Д О П У С Т И М Ы Х  К О Н Ц Е Н Т Р А Ц И Я Х  
Р А Д И О А К Т И В Н Ы Х  М А Т Е Р И А Л О В  В М О Р С К О Й  В О Д Е

Резюме
В настоящем докладе автор стремится найти связь между уровнем заражен

ности морской воды некоторыми видами радионуклидов и уровнем радиацион
ной дозы, получаемой человеком в результате действия радионуклидов мор
ского происхождения; автор использует при этом рекомендации МКРЗ и 
некоторые данные химического анализа морской воды и человеческого орга
низма, известные ему. Оданко, если идея этих расчетов будет признана учеными 
в области океанографии, здравоохранения, питания, радиационной биологии 
и др., все же потребуются дополнительные данные о количествах метящих 
элементов в морской воде, в продуктах моря и в человеческом организме для 
того, чтобы завершить таблицу максимально допустимых концентраций в 
морской воде различных видов радионуклидов. Идея, высказанная в докладе, 
носит чисто предварительный характер; в докладе также даются некоторые 
примеры.
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C O N C E N T R A C I O N  M A X I M A  A D M I S I B L E  D E  M A T E R I A L E S  
R A D I A C T I V O S  E N  L A S  A G U A S  D E L  M A R

Resumen
E l autor, teniendo en cuenta la recomendación de la Comisión Internacional 

de Protección Radiológica y  los pocos datos de que actualmente dispone 
sobre el análisis químico de las aguas marinas y del cuerpo humano, trata; 
de encontrar una relación entre el grado de contaminación del agua del mar1 
por varios radionúclidos y el grado de intensidad de la dosis de radiación 
en el cuerpo humano causada por estos radionúclidos de origen marino. Sin, 
embargo, aunque los especialistas en oceanografía, salud pública, nutrición,! 
radiobiología y  en otras materias reconozcan la conveniencia de efectuar; 
esos cálculos habrá que obtener más datos sobre la cantidad de trazadores, 
en las aguas del mar, en los productos marinos y  en el cuerpo humano, para 
confeccionar un cuadro de las concentraciones máximas admisibles de diversos 
radionúclidos en las aguas del mar. En la memoria, el autor se limita a enunciar 
la idea y a describir algunos ejemplos.

AN IDEA ON THE MAXIMUM  
PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATIONS OF 

RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS IN SEA WATER

YOSHIO H lY A M A
U n i v e r s i t y  o f  T o k y o ,

J a p a n

Introduction

W ith regard to the maximum permissible ionizing radiation dose-rate for 
the human body, the International Commission on Radiological Protection 
(ICRP) has made recommendations not only for the exposure dose-rate 
but also for the total body burden, as well as for the amount of daily intake 
through air and water for various kinds of radionuclides. In  some countries 
legislation along these lines to limit the total effects of radiation from various 
sources within the country has already been established or proposed. This 
kind of control can be accomplished either by monitoring the radiation level ; 
directly or by the chemical analysis and radio-assay of the various materials ; 
taken in by the people of the country.

Even assuming that technical developments in the disposal of waste radio
active materials in the sea could limit the amount of flow-out of these materials 
into the food-producing parts of the ocean to some degree, if the possibility : 
of contamination of the food-producing areas still existed, it would be necessary 
for the sound and economical development of atomic energy utilization in 
the future to reserve a share of the total national permissible radiation dose 
for internal radiation exposure due to radionuclides of marine origin. This 
would be particularly the case in those countries which geographically are 
oceanic islands, where marine products are important in the national diet 
and where the adjacent seas are likely to be used internationally as important 
places for waste disposal.
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Radionuclides

As it is difficult to get the necessary data for determining the maximum  
permissible concentrations in sea-water for all of the nuclides included in 
the ICR P recommendation, it may be wise to start with some radionuclides 
which are important in view of the character of the waste and their effect 
on public health. The evaluation of the importance of radionuclides in this 
sense cannot be made merely on the basis of the amount of discharge and 
the speed of decay. In addition consideration should be given to the fact 
that some elements are concentrated more than others from sea-water by 
marine organisms and from marine products by the human body. Further
more, in the estimation of physical decay from the time of discharge to the 
time of human intake, the period of preservation and storage of the marine 
products, which possibly differs according to national food habits, must be 
considered in addition to the period of time required for the physical and 
biological transmission of the materials from, the place of discharge to the 
food-producing zone of the sea. The speed of uptake of radionuclides from the 
environmental sea-water is higher in micro-organisms, which also collect 
nuclides adhering to the body surface, than in macro-organisms. The latter, 
which generally have more value as human food than the former, are conta
minated either by intake of micro-organisms or by direct material exchange 
through the gill membranes to and from the sea-water. The time required 
to get equilibrium between the sea-water and the body of a fish varies according 
to the nature of the element and the physiological activity of the fish. Numerous 
experiments have shown that this time is rarely of the order of several hours 
but commonly of several days or weeks. Thus.short-lived radionuclides, with 
half-lives of less than a day, cannot enter into consideration for this problem.

The radionuclides known to the author as having been hitherto discovered 
in marine products made from organisms living in contaminated water are 
as follows: Sr90, Cs137, Co60, Zn65, Ce144, Cd*, Fe*,  I 131, Ru103, Mo99, Ba140 
and La140.

Sea-water to marine organisms

Continuous liquid waste disposal will give rise to a characteristic pattern 
of distribution of concentration through the action of currents. Solid waste 
disposal to deep bottoms would also give rise to a characteristic pattern 
due to the effects of currents and the rate of flow-out. In both cases the distri
bution of contamination and its concentration in food-producing parts of 
the sea must be under constant survey to supply information needed for public 
health considerations. However, it is much more expensive and technically 
difficult to survey the bottom in deep waters than to survey shallow bottoms 
or surface areas.

In considering the quantitative equilibrium between sea-water and marine 
organisms, it must be noted that there are some variations in the physiological 
behaviour of the elements. Most of the elements maintain pretty constant 
concentrations in any given part of the organism under normal physiological 
conditions, without showing any correlation with their concentrations in 
the environmental water. These are elements that are considered to be necessary 
for the maintenance of the normal physiology of the organism. On the other 
hand, there are some elements whose place can be taken by other elements
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of similar chemical character, when the concentrations of these elements 
in the environmental water varies. In both cases the concentration factor (1), 
a ratio of the concentration in the organism to the concentration in the sea
water, is available with a certain degree of accuracy like that of the relation 
between radiation dose and its biological effects, because the oceanic water 
has quite a constant concentration of almost all of the elements normally 
contained in it. In the latter case the discrimination factor or observed ratio (2) 
provides a convenient way to see the relation of relative concentrations 
between one step (e.g. the environmental medium) and the next step (e.g. 
the organism) in any biological procedure, when the concentration of a rare 
element is obtained as a ratio to the amount of a commoner and similar 
element, for example, the amount of Sr to that of Ca. However, in the case 
of sea-water to marine organisms it is not necessary to get the discrimination 
factor in order to see the quantitative equilibrium, because normal oceanic 
water has fairly constant constituents. Thus the concept of the concentration 
factor is more convenient for denoting the quantitative equilibrium between 
sea-water and marine organisms.

However, there are a few other elements, like Pu in animal intake, that 
would accumulate in a part of the body by continuous uptake from the environ
ment. For this type of element, neither the concentration factor nor the idea 
which the author is going to introduce here can be applied.

Sea-water equivalent for daily human intake

The level of contamination of a marine organism by a certain radionuclide 
can be computed from the concentration factor, if the concentration of the 
radionuclide in the environmental sea-water has been ascertained, and if 
the organism has remained in it long enough to come to equilibrium. I f  human 
beings took only a single species of marine organism as food, the maximum  
permissible concentration for sea-water could be obtained simply by extending 
the idea of the concentration factor up to the human body. W e are, however, 
in actuality taking in various kinds of marine products in various amounts. 
Moreover, some elements which we require for normal physiology are taken 
in mineral form, without passing through the biological process, as for example 
NaCl as marine table salt in Japan. Therefore, in order to determine the 
maximum permissible concentration for sea-water, we need a more compre
hensive view than is provided by the concentration factor. The author’s idea 
on this is as follows.

For some elements, we already know the average amount of daily intake 
by one person (1 g per day per person) and the fraction of it which originates 
from either sea-water or marine organisms (M). I f the concentration of that 
element in sea-water (S g per 1) is known, the Sea-Water Equivalent for Daily 
Human Intake (Wd 1 per day per person) can be obtained by the following 
formula :

Wd =  MAX I/S. . .(i)

As the ICRP recommendation has a table of maximum permissible con
centration for drinking water based upon the average volume of daily intake 
by a single person as 2.2 litres, if W d  could be 2.2 1 for all of the elements, 
then the maximum permissible concentration which the author is trying 
to establish for sea-water could be exactly the same as the IC R P ’s maximum
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permissible concentration for drinking water. But this only happens coincident
ally with a few elements. Taking NaCl (table salt) as a simple example, 15 g 
is known to be roughly the average intake per day per person. In some coun
tries rock-salt is used as table salt, but in Japan almost all of the salt consumed 
by human beings is o f marine origin. As the Cl concentration in sea-water 
is 18 g per 1, and that of Na is 10 g per 1, W d  for Cl is 2 1, and for Na is 1.6 1. 
For this reason, the maximum permissible concentration for sea-water cannot 
be the same as that for drinking water.

The ICRP recommendation has a table of maximum permissible amounts 
of daily intake for numerous nuclides (M PDI micro-curie per day per person). 
From this the maximum permissible concentration of a certain radionuclide 
in sea-water (MPCS micro-curie per 1) can be obtained as follows:

MPCS =  M P D I / W d . .  .(ii)

Taking N a24 as an example, as the M PDI for this radionuclide is 1.76 
/гс per day per person, the MPCS is 0.11 /uc per 1, while the maximum 
permissible concentration in drinking water, according to the IC R P’s 1954 
recommendation, is 0.8 /лс per 1.

However, to get the MPCS for a large number of radionuclides, comparable 
with those covered in the ICRP table, would take a long time, even if much 
effort could be concentrated on the task, for at the present moment our in
formation of figures of I for many nations (or international averages) is poor. 
There is, however, another way to obtain the MPCS, as follows.

Sea-water equivalent îor the human body

In the case of elements for which little is known about I but for which 
the average amount of the element in an individual human body (B g) or in 
the critical organ (Beg)  is available [see Tipton et al. (3)], the Sea-Water 
Equivalent for the Human Body (W b 1) or for the Critical Organ (Wbc 1) can 
be obtained as follows:

W b  =  M X B / S .  . . (iii) or W b c = M X  B c / S . . . (iv)

Then the ICR P recommendation can be used to get the maximum permissible 
total body burden (MPTB micro-curie) and that in the critical organ (MPBC 
micro-curie) for various radionuclides. Then the MPCS can be obtained as 
follows :

MPCS =  M P T B / W b .  . .(v) or MPCS =  M PC B /W bc. . .(vi)

Application o! MPCS

W hen the maximum permissible concentration of a radionuclide in sea
water obtained in this way is to be applied to a real case of ocean contamination, 
it is important to know whether or not the nation is actually exposed to other 
radiation sources which should be considered along with this one from the 
standpoint of public health. I f  such other sources exist or are expected to 
exist at some future time, the maximum permissible radiation dose-rate 
caused by internally existing radionuclides o f marine origin must be held
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to a reasonable fraction of the total, and accordingly the MPCS must be 
reduced proportionally.

Leaving out of consideration external radiation and contamination through 
the air surrounding the human body, we must also think of the situation 
on land in considering the entire human food contamination, as not all human 
food is of marine origin. The MPCS obtained by the two methods described 
in the preceding section is valid only for circumstances where the sea alone 
is contaminated but the land is not. In cases where the land is also contaminated 
or expected to be so, with more of the materials in the human body originating 
from the land than from the sea, some reasonable maximum permissible 
concentrations of radionuclides in the soil must be considered, and the MPCS 
must be reduced to a reasonable level accordingly. However, as the composition 
of the soil varies so greatly from one locality to another, and as carrier-free 
contamination so often occurs in plants, it is hard to obtain the maximum  
permissible concentrations of radionuclides in the soil in general. Though 
it is possible, leaving carrier-free contamination out of consideration, to get 
a figure for a particular type of soil, it is almost impossible to get a general 
equilibrium value between the soil and the human body, except in some 
particular case, because the foods that human beings consume come from 
various localities with various types of soil. Therefore, foods originating 
on land must be monitored constantly by chemical analysis and radio-assay 
in order to know the level of their contribution to contamination of the human 
body.

The modification of the MPCS to apply in cases where the radioactive 
contamination also extends to the land is only possible provided that the iso
topic dilution ratio (iv) is similar in foods from both land and sea. Then the 
modified MPCS (MPCS') can be obtained by removing M from the formulae
(i), (iii), and (iv), as follows:

Actually, for many elements adequate values of M are not yet known. 
Therefore it is easier to get MPCS' than to get MPCS at present.

The following table shows MPCS values and the data for calculations by  
formulae (iii) to (ix) for some important radionuclides. This table shows little 
beyond the need for more data on this subject.

The figures in brackets under column В are the rounded values of the ranges 
of variation of В  obtained from the table of Tipton et al., and the smaller 
the figure is, the more constantly the level of the element is maintained in 
the human body in normal physiology. This range of variation must be con
sidered in evaluating the accuracy of the average of В to obtain MPCS.

It must be noted that the MPCS obtained here is the concentration of 
the radionuclide in sea-water necessary to bring the internal radiation in 
the human body to the permissible dose-rate level when equilibrium has been 
established between the sea-water and the human body through a sufficiently 
long period of continuous intake of marine products. Therefore, this idea 
cannot be applied either to temporary contamination of the sea nor to partial

MPCS' =  MPCS X M (vii)
(viu)
(ix)

W d ' = W d / M  
W b ' = W b / M

Notes
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contamination of certain areas. In these cases, examination of the marine 
products can supply the data to show their contribution to internal radiation 
in the human body.

Very often actual contamination of the sea is due to radionuclides of more 
than one kind. As the total internal radiation in a critical organ is what we 
are interested in, if more than one of these radionuclides accumulate in the 
same critical organ, the total maximum permissible radiation dose-rate must 
be properly apportioned to each of the nuclides.

Finally, the author wishes to point out again that the maximum permissible
radiation dose-rate for a human being must not be assigned completely to 
this source alone, but some part of it must be reserved for other possible 
future needs with respect to other radiation sources.
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P R O B L E M S  A R I S I N G  P R O M  D I S P O S A L  O P  L O W - A C T I V I T Y  
R A D I O A C T I V E  W A S T E  I N  T H E  C O A S T A L  W A T E R S  O F  T H E

N E T H E R L A N D S

Abstract
Low-activity waste discharged in coastal waters will find its way into 

the marine food chain in two entirely different ways:
1. Adsorption to the surface of plankton organisms and adsorption to 

silt particles. In the latter case, fish and other creatures may ingest 
the loaded particles with their regular food. I f  the elements under 
consideration are not of primary biological importance to the organisms 
concerned, accumulation will not increase geometrically. Much of the 
radioactive material attached to ingested silt particles will leave the 
organisms later.

2. Accumulation through active uptake of elements collected in dissolved 
state by shell-bearing organisms. Copper, zinc, manganese, cobalt and 
the like are accumulated very strongly by shell-forming creatures like 
molluscs, and are stored in the connective tissues. I f  a part worth mention
ing of these elements is of a radioactive nature, accumulation could attain 
alarming levels. Shrimps, Dover soles, plaice, and mussels being the 
main fishery products in the vicinity of the pipeline planned for the 
Netherlands centre for reactor research, noticeable accumulation of radio
active waste in these organisms should be prevented. The special inter
national position of the Netherlands fish market requires extra care, 
and migration of fishes and shrimps makes it impossible to avoid a 
contaminated area.

P R O B L E M E S  P O S E S  P A R  L ’ E V A C U A T I O N  D E S  D E C H E T S  
D E  F A I B L E  R A D I O A C T I V I T E  D A N S  L E S  E A U X  

C O T I E R E S  D E S  P A Y S - B A S

Résumé
Les déchets de faible radioactivité évacués dans les eaux côtières atteindront 

le milieu biologique marin par deux voies totalement distinctes:
1. Adsorption par le plancton et adsorption par les particules sédimentaires. 

Dans ce dernier cas, les poissons et autres animaux peuvent ingérer les 
particules chargées avec leur nourriture habituelle. Si les éléments en 
question ne présentent pas pour ces organismes une grande importance 
biologique, la quantité accumulée ne croîtra pas dans une proportion 
géométrique. Une grande partie des produits radioactifs fixés sur les 
particules sédimentaires ingérées sera par la suite éliminée.

2. Accumulation à la suite de l ’absorption d’éléments dissous par les testa- 
cés et crustacés. Le cuivre, le zinc, le manganèse, le cobalt, etc., sont 
fortement accumulés par les testacés tels que les mollusques et emmaga
sinés dans les tissus cellulaires conjonctifs. Si une partie tant soit peu 
importante de ces éléments est de nature radioactive, son accumulation 
peut atteindre des niveaux alarmants.
Comme les crevettes, soles, plies et moules constituent le principal produit 
de la pêche à proximité du tuyau d’ecoulement du Centre de recherche
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néerlandais sur les réacteurs, il faudrait empêcher une accumulation 
sensible de déchets radioactifs dans ces organismes. La position inter
nationale particulière qu’occupe le marché du poisson néerlandais exige 
des précautions spéciales ; en raison de la migration des poissons et crevet
tes, il est impossible d ’éviter la zone contaminée.

П Р О Б Л Е М Ы ,  В О З Н И К А Ю Щ И Е  В С В Я З И  С У Д А Л Е Н И Е М
Р А Д И О А К Т И В Н Ы Х  О Т Х О Д О В  Н И З К О Й  А К Т И В Н О С Т И  В 

П Р И Б Р Е Ж Н Ы Е  ВО Д Ы  Н И Д Е Р Л А Н Д О В

Резюме

Радиоактивные отходы с низкой активностью, отведенные в прибрежные 
воды, будут включаться в морской „пищевой обмен" двумя совершенно раз
личными путями.

1. Адсорбция на поверхности планктоновых организмов и адсорбция на 
частицы ила. В последнем случае рыбы и другие существа могут заглотить 
загрязненные частички со своей обычной пищей. В том случае, когда рассматри
ваемые элементы не играют первостепенной биологической роли для данных

организмов, аккумуляция не будет возрастать в геометрической прогрес
сий. Большая часть радиоактивного материала, проглоченного вместе с 
частицами ила, позднее покинет организм.

2. Аккумуляция через активное усвоение элементов, собираемых в состоянии 
раствора организмами, которые носят на себе оболочки. Медь, цинк, 
марганец, кобальт и т.п. элементы аккумулируются в значительной сте
пени существами, которые создают себе покрытие, такими как молюски, 
и сохраняются в соединительных тканях. Если часть таких элементов 
является радиоактивной, аккумуляция может достигнуть опасных преде
лов.
Креветки, морские языки, камбала и двустворчатые раковины, являются 
основным рыбным продуктом в районе, прилегающем к планируемому 
трубопроводу Датского центра по исследованию реакторов, и следует 
предотвратить значительную аккумуляцию радиоактивных отходов в 

этих организмах. Особое международное положение нидерландского рыбного 
рынка требует чрезвычайной осторожности, а миграция рыбы и креветок не 
позволяет избегать загрязняемого района.

P R O B L E M A S  Q U E  P L A N T E A  L A  E V A C U A C I O N  D E  D E S E C H O S  
R A D I A C T I V O S  D E  B A J A  A C T I V I D A D  E N  L A S  A G U A S  C O S T E 

R A S  D E  L O S  P A I S E S  B A J O S

Resumen
Los desechos radiactivos de baja actividad que se evacúan en las aguas 

costeras entrarán en el “ ciclo marino de alimentación” de dos maneras com
pletamente distintas.

1. Adsorción a la superficie de los organismos del plankton y adsorción 
a las partículas de fango. En este último caso los peces y demás ani
males ingerirán posiblemente las partículas cargadas al alimentarse. 
Si los elementos en cuestión no son de importancia biológica primaria
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para sus organismos, la acumulación no se incrementará en proporción 
geométrica. Gran parte de los productos radiactivos unidos a las partí
culas de fango ingeridas saldrán más tarde de sus organismos.

2. Acumulación por asimilación de elementos captados, cuando estaban 
disueltos, por organismos provistos de caparazón. E l cobre, el zinc, 
el manganeso, el cobalto y otros metales se acumulan en elevado grado 
de concentración en los caparazones fabricados por algunos animales, 
como los moluscos, y  quedan almacenados en su tejido conjunctivo. 
Si una parte apreciable de estos elementos es de carácter radiactivo, 
la acumulación puede alcanzar niveles alarmantes.
Dado que los principales productos de pesquería que se obtienen en 
las proximidades de la conducción de descarga proyectada para el centro 
holandés de investigación sobre reactores son los camarones, lenguados 
platijas y  mejillones, habría que evitar que se produjese una acumula
ción apreciable de desechos radiactivos en estos animales. La peculiar 
situación internacional del mercado pesquero de los Países Bajos exige 
particular cuidado, y la migración de peces y camarones impide el evitar 
que exista una zona contaminada.

PROBLEMS ARISING FROM DISPOSAL OF 
LOW -ACTIVITY RADIOACTIVE WASTE IN 

THE COASTAL WATERS OF THE 
NETHERLANDS

D r .  P. . K o r r t n ’ G a,
D i r e c t o r  o f  t h e  N e t h e r l a n d s  I n s t i t u t e  f o r  

F i s h e r y  I n v e s t i g a t i o n s , I J m u i d e n ,
N e t h e r l a n d s

W aves and currents will see to the gradual dilution of dissolved radio
active waste material discharged into the sea. It should not be supposed, 
however, that a continuing dilution will diminish the risks involved more 
and more, so that such a dilution will be reached in due course that the level 
of natural radioactivity is hardly surpassed, which means a reduction of the 
risks to an insignificant level.

The point is that the radioactive waste material may sooner or later cease 
to be in a dissolved state through becoming incorporated in marine organisms 
or silt particles. This can happen in two entirely different ways:

I. Adsorption, a process through which dissolved molecules or ions may 
become more or less firmly attached to the exterior surface of silt partic
les or marine organisms, plankton included. It should clearly be under
stood that the one compound or element is considerably more liable 
to adsorption than the other. Some become so readily adsorbed to 
particles— animate or inanimate— that they leave the truly dissolved 
state promptly after being discharged into a medium carrying parti
culate matter. This is so whether or not they are radioactive. This 
adsorption checks their further dispersion through waves and currents.
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Adsorbed to silt particles or other inanimate objects, the discharged 
material may be deposited in the vicinity of the discharge site, raising 
considerably the level of radioactivity in the local bottom deposits. 
Peculiarly enough such a rise in radioactivity of the bottom deposits 
does not go on and on. It  is not yet quite clear which mechanism pre
vents surpassing of a certain level, but presumably there is a kind of 
exchange with the environment, leading to a certain equilibrium. Part 
of the adsorbed radioactive material may be transported by the cur
rents. Fish and invertebrates feeding on bottom organisms may ingest 
involuntarily with or in their food some radioactive matter adsorbed 
to bottom particles. This is especially so in heavily-contaminated areas. 
Part of the radioactive material thus ingested may become incorporated 
in the body of the predatory organism, but the greater part will no 
doubt leave the intestinal tract, still adsorbed to the original silt particles.

Plankton organisms serving as substratum for adsorbed radioactive 
material will not become dispersed indefinitely by waves and currents 
but will sooner or later either be consumed by pelagic or benthonic 
organisms feeding on plankton, or become imbedded in the bottom  
deposits, then following the same pattern as described for bottom par
ticles bearing radioactive material.

Fish and invertebrates have the facility to absorb from the ingested 
food the compounds they need in building up and maintaining their 
own body. Therefore, any radioactive matter belonging to the com
pounds of a biologically-important nature will become more readily 
adopted if ingested with the food by filter-feeding or predatory organ
isms.

II . Another way in which dissolved compounds or ions may become 
incorporated in marine organisms is through direct uptake, often leading 
to a spectacular accumulation. Filter-feeding organisms especially, 
and above all organisms requiring calcareous material for their shell 
structure, are able to catch and accumulate a variety of dissolved 
compounds and ions. It  is mainly certain bivalent metal ions that 
are taken up in much larger amounts than is biologically necessary, and 
which can be accumulated in the body of the organisms involved. The 
quantities of some metals (e.g. copper, zinc, manganese, etc.) encountered 
in the body of a filter-feeder may exceed 100,000 to a million times 
that present in dissolved state in the same quantity of sea-water. This 
absorption and accumulation takes place above all in the season of 
active shell-growth. The higher the incidental contents of rarely oc
curring ions in sea-water— e.g. through some pollution or other— the 
higher the figures found in analysing the body of the invertebrate 
concerned. Oysters are renowned for their high copper content, but 
where sea-water contains more copper than usual the copper content 
of the oysters may become so exceedingly high that the latter are 
impalatable or even dangerous to eat.

It is a noteworthy fact that different invertebrate organisms may 
specialize in accumulation, of different elements. Some of the filter- 
feeding Ascidians accumulate vanadium, for instance. Exhaustive 
research has not yet been carried through in this field. W ithout doubt 
there will be more organisms capable of a surprising degree of accumu
lation of given elements than is known now. W hen unusual substances—
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either radioactive or not— are discharged in a certain area where a 
variety of invertebratë organisms occurs, accumulation may reach 
astonishing and as yet unpredictable figures in some of these organisms.

It is clear that almost all the accumulated material may sooner 
or later find its way through the regular food chain to fish and shell-fish 
destined for human consumption. Though specialized predators may 
see to a further accumulation of the discharged ions, radioactive or 
not, the greatest increment in concentration is no doubt achieved 
through the activity of the filter-feeders.

It  will be clear from the foregoing that the discharge of radioactive 
waste material into the sea will not lead, through continuous dilution, 
to complete elimination of potential risks. Invertebrates and fish will 
become contaminated in a larger or smaller area in the vicinity of the 
discharge site through adsorption and through biological accumulation. 
Surprisingly high figures can certainly be expected, depending on the 
nature of the discharged material and on the speed with which this 
loses its radioactivity.

The proposed discharge of low-activity radioactive waste material 
on the Netherlands coast near Petten should therefore be considered with 
the greatest caution. This especially because it is as yet still unknown 
which radioactive elements will be present in the soluble waste. The 
greatest danger will arise from any readily accumulated matter with a 
long radioactive half-life. Fish and invertebrates cannot be kept at a 
safe distance from the discharging pipeline. Fish, shrimps, and the like 
which may have taken up radioactive matter either directly or indirectly 
will not stay in the contaminated area, but may migrate in any direction. 
Contaminated fish and shell-fish will be caught for human consumption. 
Heads, intestines and bones are usually not thrown away after filleting 
the fish, but serve as raw material for fish-meal plants, and thus come 
into the human food chain indirectly.

Fish, shell-fish (shrimps, mussels) and fish-meal from the Netherlands 
coastal waters may show increased radioactivity, though this will 
depend to a very great extent on the quality and quantity of the disch
arged radioactive waste material.

For the fishery industry of the Netherlands the rules set by the 
United Kingdom Government concerning pollution by radioactive 
waste are inapplicable. The British plutonium-reprocessing plant pro
duces a low-activity waste of well-known composition, including readily 
adsorbable matter, but not including elements which are readily ac
cumulated by living organisms. A  certain increase in radioactivity 
of fish has been recorded in the water in the vicinity of the point of 
discharge, the edible parts of the fish showing much lower figures than 
the rejected parts, which are not used as raw material for the fish
meal industry. From study of the fish distribution system, figures for 
its mixture with non-contaminated fish were deduced and, hence, 
the amount of radioactivity with which the British fish consumer 
is faced. As long as this figure remains far below the danger level set 
for drinking water, no special measures are considered necessary.

For the Netherlands fishery industry the situation is entirely dif
ferent. Shrimps abound in the shallow water in the area of discharge, 
and shrimps feed largely on small molluscs, which are renowned for
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their biological accumulation of a variety of metals. Small shrimps 
are used for the manufacture of fish-meal. Dover soles and plaice, 
caught on a large scale in the area, feed on bottom organisms, including 
polychaete worms and shell-fish, both liable to serious contamination. 
Sand-eels, feeding on plankton, are caught on a large scale near the 
site where the pipeline will be laid. Mussels, renowned for their enormous 
biological accumulation, are grown on plots not far away from the 
site of discharge, and in the direction of the residual current.

An increment of radioactivity in-some important fishery products is 
therefore by no means inconceivable. Thorough mixing with non
contaminated fish and shell-fish does not always occur before the fish 
is consumed. In particular, the fishermen themselves and their families 
will consume considerable amounts of fish taken in the very area under 
consideration.

Even if the average fish dealt with by the Netherlands fishery industry 
shows a radioactivity well below the danger level, commercial reper
cussions are by no means inconceivable when occasional lots are found 
to contain noticeable amounts of radioactive matter. The Nether
lands Government cannot safeguard its fishery industry by guaranteeing 
that the danger level will not be reached for the average consumer, 
for the Netherlands fishery industry is based to a very high degree 
on export. Importing countries may and will use anjr appreciable 
radioactive pollution of fish as a most dangerous discriminating 
weapon, which will threaten the very existence of the Netherlands 
fishery industry.

Detailed investigation of the biological effects of discharge of radio
active material in the shallow coastal waters and severe prescriptions 
are therefore a prerequisite to safeguarding the Netherlands fishery 
industry.



C O N T A IN M E N T  OF R A D I O A C T I V E  W A S T E  F O R  SEA 
D IS P O S A L  AN D F I S H E R I E S  OFF THE C A N A D I A N  P A C IFIC  

COAST
Abstract

Low-level radioactive waste consists largely of contaminated laboratory 
trash, larger items of equipment, animal carcasses from biological tracer 
experiments, active liquids, and some reactor-irradiated materials.

A  total of 16,288 55-gallon drums of low-level waste has been dumped 
off the coast of California from 1946 to 1957, inclusive.

The major objectives of the criteria for US sea disposal operations have 
been (1) safety in handling between waste originator and disposal site, and
(2) adequate sinking of wastes in the sea. There has been no requirement 
for integrity of container or contents at depth.

Other techniques used or previously suggested for radioactive waste con
tainment, such as canning, adsorption on clay, and integration into glass 
are described. In order to render a radioactive waste harmless to fish and 
other aquatic organisms, it must be either (1) isolated from the environ
ment, or (2) dispersed to levels of permissible concentrations. A  spherical 
vault of suitable engineering design, hermetically sealed and able to with
stand high pressures, is proposed for low-level and intermediate-level solid 
waste disposal, as a means of isolating the waste from the environment.

Fish may be affected by radioactive waste in their environment through: 
(1) direct radiation from the disposed radioactive material; (2) ingestion 
of food organisms containing concentrated radioisotopes; (3) irradiation 
by water containing radioactive ions or particles; and (4) contamination by 
bottom materials rich in precipitated radioisotopes.

Research necessary before widespread marine disposal of radioactive 
waste should be permitted is suggested.

L A  M I S E  E N  R E C I P I E N T S  D E S  D E C H E T S  R A D I O A C T I F S  
E N  V U E  D E  L E U R  E L I M I N A T I O N  D A N S  L A  M E R  E T  L A  
P R O T E C T I O N  D E S  P E C H E R I E S  O P E R A N T  A U  L A R G E  D E  

L A  C O T E  C A N A D I E N N E  D E  L ’ O C E A N  P A C I F I Q U E

Résumé
Les déchets de faible radioactivité sont constitués surtout par des détritus 

contaminés provenant des laboratoires, des accessoires d ’assez grande dimen
sion, des carcasses d ’animaux ayant servi à des expériences biologiques avec 
traceurs, des liquides radioactifs et certains matériaux irradiés provenant de 
réacteurs.

De 1946 à 1957 inclusivement, on a immergé, au large de la côte de Californie, 
un total de 16.288 bidons de 230 litres environ, remplis de déchets à faible 
radioactivité.

Au cours de ces opérations d ’évacuation dans les eaux des Etats-Unis, on 
s’est efforcé d’observer deux critères principaux: 1) assurer la sécurité des 
manipulations entre la source des déchets et le lieu d ’évacuation et 2) d ’englou
tir de façon appropriée les déchets dans la mer. Aucune condition n ’a été 
fixée au sujet de l ’intégrité du récipient ou du contenu, une fois parvenus dans 
les profondeurs de la mer.
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Le mémoire expose d’autres méthodes pour renfermer des déchets radioactifs 
qui ont été utilisées ou suggérées précédemment: mise en récipients métalli
ques, adsorption sur de l ’argile et intégration dans du verre. Afin de rendre 
les déchets radioactifs inoffensifs pour les poissons et autres organismes aqua
tiques, il faut 1) soit les isoler du milieu environnant, 2) soit les disperser afin 
d ’abaisser leur radioactivité à, la concentration autorisée. Il a été proposé, 
pour isoler les déchets du milieu environnant, de les placer dans un récipient 
sphérique construit selon un plan approprié, scellé hermétiquement et capable 
de résister à de hautes pressions; il servirait pour l ’élimination des déchets 
solides à radioactivité faible ou moyenne.

Les poissons peuvent être affectés par les déchets radioactifs de plusieurs 
manières :

1) par rayonnement direct des matières radioactives éliminées;
' 2) par ingestion d’organismes alimentaires contenant des radioisotopes 

concentrés ;
3) par irradiation de l ’eau contenant des ions ou particules radioactifs et
4) par contamination, au contact de matières riches en radioisotopes préci

pitées en profondeur.

L ’auteur pense qu’il est bon de poursuivre les recherches avant d ’autoriser 
l ’élimination en grand des déchets radioactifs dans la mer.

У Д А Л Е Н И Е  Р А Д И О А К Т И В Н Ы Х  О Т Х О Д О В  В М О Р Е  В 
К О Н Т Е Й Н Е Р А Х  И Р Ы Б О Л О В С Т В О  В К А Н А Д С К И Х  

П Р И Б Р Е Ж Н Ы Х  В О Д А Х  Т И Х О Г О  О К Е А Н А

Резюме

Отходы с низким уровнем радиации состоят главным образом из загрязнен
ных лабораторных отходов, более крупных частей оборудования, трупов жи
вотных после биологических экспериментов с меченными атомами, активных 
жидкостей и некоторых материалов, облученных в реакторе.

За период с 1946 года по 1957 год с берегов Калифорнии было сброшено от
ходов с низким содержанием радиоактивных веществ в количестве 16288 
55-галлонных бочек.

Главными критериями для Соединенных Штатов при удалении радиоактив
ных отходов в море являются: 1) техника безопасности при перевозке отходов 
от их источника до места их удаления и 2) соответствующие условия при погру
жении их в море. Никаких требованиий относительно целостности контейнеров 
и их содержимого по погружении на глубину не предъявляется.

Дается описание контейнеров, которыми пользуются или которые раньше 
предлагались для заключения в них радиоактивных отходов, например: за- 
паенные металлические коробки, адсорбция глиной и вплавка в стекло. Для 
того, чтобы сделать радиоактивные отходы безвредными для рыб и других 
водных организмов, надлежит 1) либо изолировать их от среды, 2) либо раз
бавить радиоактивные отходы до уровня допустимой концентрации. Предла
гается для удаления твердых отходов с низким и средним уровнем радиоактив
ности применять сферический резервуар, соответственно сконструированный, гер
метически закупоренный и способный выдерживать высокие давления, как 
средство изолирования отходов от морской среды.
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Радиоактивные отходы могут оказать воздействие на рыбу в морской среде 
через :

1) прямое облучение удаленными радиоактивными материалами;
2) заглатывание организмов, служащих пищей для рыб, содержащих концен

трированные радиоизотопы;
3) облучение водой, содержащей радиоактивные ионы и частицы; и
4) заражение донными материалами, имеющими высокое содержание осев

ших на дно радиоизотопов.

Выражается мнение, что прежде, чем может быть разрешено удаление в море 
радиоактивных отходов, необходимо произвести надлежащие исследования.

C O N F IN A M IE N T O  DE DESECH O S R A D I A C T I V O S  
P A R A  SU E V A C U A C IO N  EN EL M A R,  EN R E L A C IO N  CON 

LAS P E S Q U E R IA S  DE LA  COSTA C A N A D I E N S E  DEL 
PA C IFIC O

Resumen

Los desechos de baja radiactividad suelen ser, por lo general, basuras de 
laboratorio contaminadas, piezas de equipo, cadáveres de animales sometidos 
a experimentos biológicos con trazadores, líquidos activos y  materiales de 
reactor irradiados. s

Desde 1946 a 1957, inclusive, se sumergieron frente a la costa de California 
16.288 toneles de 230 litros de capacidad cada uno que contenían desechos 
de baja actividad.

Los criterios seguidos por los Estados Unidos en las operaciones de evacua
ción de desechos en el mar responden a dos objetivos principales: 1) Conseguir 
que la manipulación de desechos entre el punto de origen y el de evacuación 
se efectúe en las mejores condiciones de seguridad; 2) hundir los recipientes 
a suficiente profundidad. No se ha establecido ningún requisito por lo que 
se refiere a la integridad del recipiente o del contenido después de la eva
cuación.

El autor describe otras técnicas utilizadas o sugeridas para el confina
miento de desechos radiactivos, como el envasado en latas, la adsorción a 
arcilla y  la integración en vidrio. A  fin de que los desechos radiactivos re
sulten inocuos para los peces y  demás organismos marinos, es preciso aislarlos 
del medio o dispersarlos hasta que su grado de concentración no exceda del 
valor máximo permisible. Para aislar del medio a los desechos sólidos de baja y 
mediana actividad evacuados, el autor propone que se emplee un recipiente 
esférico de apropiado diseño mecánico, herméticamente cerrado y capaz de 
resistir grandes presiones.

Los peces pueden sufrir de cuatro maneras diferentes los efectos de los 
desechos radiactivos que hay en el medio: 1) por irradiación directa de las 
sustancias evacuadas; 2) por ingestión de organismos que contienen radio
isótopos concentrados ; 3) por irradiación debida a las partículas o iones radi
activos contenidos en el agua; 4) por contaminación con materiales del fondo 
ricos en radioisótopos precipitados.

E l autor sugiere las investigaciones que será necesario efectuar antes de 
permitir la evacuación en gran escala de desechos radiactivos en el mar.
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CONTAINMENT OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE  
FOR SEA DISPOSAL AND FISHERIES OFF THE 

CANADIAN PACIFIC COAST

M i c h a e l  W a l d i c h u k  
F i s h e r i e s  R e s e a r c h  B o a r d  o f  C a n a d a  

B i o l o g i c a l  S t a t i o n ,  N a n a im o , В. C.
Ca n a d a

1. Introduction

Radioactive wastes of low-level activity in the United States originate 
in tracer laboratories of universities and various private and government 
agencies licensed by the United States Atomic Energy Commission (USAEC) 
to use radioisotopes. The same type of laboratories contribute small quantities 
of low-level waste in Canada.

Early in the era of tracer research, these wastes were generally eliminated 
by being contained in a suitable trash can, ballasted with concrete or other 
heavy substance and released at sea some distance from shore. This practice 
commenced about 1946 as a garbage-disposal type of operation without 
close control or regulation. As these operations increased, some control began 
to be exercised with improvements in packaging methods and dumping 
procedures. Records have been maintained of the number of containers of 
radioactive waste dumped and the general location of the dumping area. 
Estimates of curie content of packages are very rough, based on the judge
ment of individuals, and can be in error by as much as a factor of 10.

It is obvious that wastes of this type are most easily eliminated by ap
propriate packaging and dumping into the sea at a safe distance from shore. 
The fact that no one laboratory produces a large amount of low-level waste, 
that laboratories producing small amounts of such waste are numerous and 
widespread, and that most such laboratories are located some distance inland 
from the sea eliminates the consideration of a central disposal centre where 
wastes could be appropriately treated and effluents could be suitably discharged.

Some of the background information on and present status of regulations, 
licensing and disposal of low-level radioactive wastes in the United States is 
given in a statement presented to the State of California Senate Interim  
Committee on Fish and Game (USAEC, 1958) (1). The data on Pacific coast sea 
disposal of low-level radioactive wastes to 1956 taken from J o s e p h , A .B . (2a 
and b) are given in Tables I and II.

A  major problem in disposal of packaged radioactive waste off the Pacific 
coast of North America is its possible interference with the fisheries. The 
bottom-dwelling fish would be the ones most likely to be affected by diffusion 
of radiomaterial from the packages and/or by precipitation of radioisotopes 
on the sea bed. Moreover, accumulation of containers on the sea bottom  
can be a hazard to trawl gear.

It is assumed that the exchange between bottom water and the surface, 
wind-mixed layer is slow enough so that all the short-lived isotopes and many 
of the longer-lived ones will not be transported or diffused from the bottom  
to the surface in significant concentrations. Consequently, the highly migratory 
fishes, such as the salmon and tuna, will not be considered here.
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TABLE I
YEARLY SUMMARIES OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES DUMPED IN THE PACIFIC 

OCEAN BY THE UNITED STATES (2a)

A. OFF SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

Item 1946—
1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 Total

1. Number of 55-gallon drums
2. Number of concrete blocks
3. Estimated curie content

3,000
19

1,132
12

1,448
19

*

2,100
36

2,300
29

2,600
35

12,580
150

10,000

* Estimated 30 curies o f  long-lived alpha activity dumped from 1946 through 1953.

B. OFF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

. Item 1953 1954 1955 1956 Total

1. Number of 55-gallon drums 103 85 271 370 829
2. Estimated curie content <  1 10 30 <  1 42

TABLE II
SUPPLEMENT YEARLY SUMMARY OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES DUMPED IN THE 

OCEAN BY USAEC AND DOD (2b)

A. OFF SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA*

Category o f waste Nature & extent o f contamination 1956— 1957

Combustible solids 
Solidified liquids** 
Contaminated glove 

boxes

Low-level liquids

a, /3, y; T1/2>  1 yr; 2— 10 mc/pkg. 
F.P.’s +  Transuramics; 3.3— 166 c/pkg.

Various; 3— 10 c/ca.

(55-gallon 
drums) 

2,332 2,636 
56 64

(~ 5 ' x 5' x 8') 
67 72 

190 179

B. OFF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Category o f waste Nature & extent o f contamination 1956

Solids (all) 
Solidified liquids

10.19 me of Th, U ; between 3 & 29 c. 
Unknown isotopes—total

(55-gallon
drums)

855
25

* Does not include radioactive wastes from other Government agencies in areas which also uso N RDL 
servies.

** Dry mixture, measured volume o f vermiculite and concrete. For high levels the drum is encased in 
concreto block.
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From the few deep-ivater explorations by scientific vessels, it is known 
that many forms of invertebrate and fish fauna exist at great depths. As 
fisheries explorations move into deeper water, there is growing evidence 
that certain commercial fish species can be found at greater depths than 
previously recorded. Little is known of the effects that packaged, low-level, 
radioactive wastes would have on these bottom fish and on the organisms 
on which they feed.

The problem concerning low-level radioactive waste disposal on the east 
coast of the United States has been well summarized, with specific recom
mendations, in Publication 655 of the National Academy of Sciences (3). 
The shortcomings of existing knowledge and needed research are fully stated 
in Chapter 5 of Oceanography 1960 to 1970 (4) 1959 b.

2. History of radioactive waste disposal off the Pacific coast of North America

To date, the wastes dumped into the Pacific from North America have 
originated largely from Californian laboratories. These have not included 
as many packages of reactor irradiated materials as the Atlantic disposal. 
However, a greater number of drums containing low-level liquids were in
cluded in the California wastes than in those from the East Coast. Clean-up 
type material evolving from operating particle accelerators and containing 
mainly alpha-emitting wastes constituted the contents of many of the first 
drums released into the Pacific. An estimated 30 curies of alpha activity 
had been dumped by the end of 1953.

2.1 Areas of radioactive waste disposal 1946— 1956

Radioactive wastes from US Pacific Coast operations have been dumped 
mainly in three areas of the Pacific (see Fig. 1).

2.1.1 Off Southern California
Dumping since 1953 has occurred 60 miles off the Southern Californian 

coast in a 1,000-fathom deep “ pot hole” in the Santa Cruz basin (33° 39' N ; 
119° 28' W ). These dumping operations have been carried out by the US Navy  
at the request of USAEC.

2.1.2 Off Central California
The area south of the Farallón Islands, west of San Francisco, has the 

/ longest record on the Pacific Coast of receiving radioactive wastes. A t the
original site, 22 miles from San Francisco in a depth of about 50 fathoms, 
three tug-loads of radioactive wastes were dumped in 1946. Later that year, 
the dumping location was changed to a point 38 miles west of San Francisco 
in 1,000 fathoms of water. This was used until 1951 when a point 30 miles 
from San Francisco on the 500-fathom contour was selected for dumping. 
Since January 1954, dumping has been resumed at the 1,000-fathom line. 
Occasionally, when sudden inclement weather arises or because of mal
functioning equipment, radioactive wastes have been deposited in other than 
the designated areas. Dumping has probably not occurred outside the area 
delineated by the dashed lines in Fig. 1. A t present, vessels carrying radio
active waste for disposal at sea do not leave port under adverse weather 
conditions. Position of disposal is closely controlled by Loran or Shoran 
navigational aids.
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Fig. 1
Chart of the Pacific Coast of North America showing locations of disposal sites used 

to 1958 and new sites proposed in 1958 for low-level radioactive wastes



2.1.3 Off the US Pacific Northwest and British Columbia
Records of waste disposal from the US Pacific Northwest and from British 

Columbia are scanty. Several drums of waste from radioisotope tracer ex
perimentation at the University of Washington have been taken out by the 
University’s oceanographic vessel, М. V . Brown Bear, and dumped in the ocean 
off the Washington coast. A t least one instance of sea disposal of radioactive 
wastes from the University of British Columbia is known to the writer, who 
assisted with such disposal from the Canadian N avy’s oceanographic vessel, 
HMCS Cedarwood, in March, 1950. More recent disposals have been carried 
out at a depth of 1,000 fathoms by the Pacific Naval Laboratory, Esquimatt, 
B.C., with the waste incorporated into concrete blocks ( F l e i s c h e r ,  personal 
communication).

3. Categories oí low-level radioactive waste

Most of the wastes considered here consist of a heterogeneous collection 
of contaminated laboratory trash. Paper wipes, blotting paper, rags, maps, 
ashes, broken test tubes, beakers and other contaminated laboratory glass
ware constitute a large proportion of this waste. As well, there are conta
minated laboratory equipment, such as air filters and duct works, and animal 
carcasses used in tracer and other biological experiments. Some liquids of 
activity of the order of microcuries per litre must be packaged and dumped.

3.1 Combustible solids

Materials which are organic in nature and usually contaminated by mixed 
fission products or other beta-gamma emitters having half-lives greater 
than one year fill this category. Radioactivity contained in drum packages 
of these materials can range from 0 to 1,000 me, but the average is about 
50 me. Radiation of up to 500 milliroentgens per hour has been measured 
at the surface of such packages.

3.2 Other contaminated solids
This category consists of contaminated laboratory equipment, such as 

damaged air ducts and used air filters. Usually these items have been conta
minated by beta-gamma emitters with half-lives greater than one year. 
Radioactivity of such material may range as high as 30 curies per drum, 
with a median figure of about 200 me per drum. Packages of such wastes 
can register as high as 1 roentgen per hour at their surfaeë.

3.3 Reactor-irradiated materials

Included in this category are reactor fuel samples and other reactor ex
periment materials and by-products of isotope production. These materials 
have relatively high specific activities. The space in drums used for holding such 
wastes is largely taken up by lead and concrete shielding. The radioactivity 
contained by one package is usually limited to about 10 curies. Emitted  
radiation at the drum surface may be as high as 1 r per hour.

3.4 Soldi fled Liquids

Low-level and intermediate-level liquid wastes are classified under this 
category. These wastes are incorporated in cement mixtures or with chemical 
gelling materials before packaging and dumping. Drum packages of these 
wastes may contain up to 100 me of radioactivity with an external radiation 
of as high as 1 r per hour.
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4. Regulations in radioactive waste disposal

In packaging wastes, the major objectives of criteria for sea disposal oper
ations are given as follows by TJSAEC:

4.1 Adequate protection for handling
Packaging must be adequate for safety in handling between the site of 

the waste originator and the final disposal. The radiation limits are 200 mr/hr. 
at the surface and 10 mr/hr. at one metre from the source. The package 
must be so constructed as to withstand handling operations during loading 
and unloading'procedures without exposing the contents. It  must be properly 
labelled, and if materials are shipped by common carrier, conformity with 
the Interstate Commerce Commission and Coast Guard regulations is required.

4.2 Satisfactory sinking in the sea
To insure that packages sink throughout the whole water column in the 

sea, the packages must have a minimum of 10 lb/gal of displacement volume. 
While a package is not required to be so constructed as to maintain complete 
structural integrity at 1,000 fathoms, it must be prepared in such a way 
that parts of it or its contents will not float to the surface should the con
tainer rupture due to pressure.

Regulations are spelled out more fully in Appendix III , “ Packaging of 
Contaminated (Radioactive) Scrap for Disposal” , of the C a r r i t t  Report (5).

5. Packaging methods îor radioactive waste disposal

The most common technique employed in the United States for packaging 
low-level radioactive waste has been containment in standard 18-gauge, 
55-gallon drums with concrete for ballast and shielding. For the larger items of 
contaminated equipment, concrete vaults have been fabricated. The various 
adaptations of the drum and concrete vaults for packaging radioactive wastes 
are described and illustrated in Appendix II, “ A  Special Report on Disposal 
of Radioactivity into Atlantic Ocean Waters Past, Present and Predicted” , 
of the C a r r i t t  Report (5), and in “ United States Sea Disposal Operations—  
A  Summary to December 1956” (2a).

Other techniques for radioactive waste disposal have been suggested where 
dangerous fission products can be fixed into a solid medium and thereby 
isolated from the environment. These have been designed largely for land 
disposal as a means of overcoming the hazards of storage of high-level wastes 
in tanks, or seepage of the waste into the ground.

5.1 Adaptation of 55-gallon drums to waste disposal
Second-hand drums, reconditioned with a coat of paint in some cases, 

have been used throughout. Drum containers are used primarily because 
they are: (a) readily available, (b) inexpensive, (c) quite easily handled, 
and (d)' versatile enough so that they can be adapted in various ways for suitable 
shielding with concrete and lead for protection in handling. Some of the various 
methods for utilizing these drums for waste disposal are given in the following :

5.1.1 Bales of compressed combustibles containing radioactive 
wastes are inserted into a drum and concrete is poured into the 
space between the bales and the walls of the drum.
5.1.2 The radioactive waste materials are mixed with concrete 
into a space in the drum between a base and cap of concrete.
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5.1.3 A  30-gallon drum of ashes or solidified liquids is inserted 
into the 55-gallon drum and concrete poured around it.
5.1.4 A  preformed concentric cylindrical space can be built into 
the concrete, lining a drum for the more highly radioactive wastes. 
This space is filled with the active materials and a concrete cap 
is poured on it.
5.1.5 A  preformed, concentric, cylindrical space lined with lead 
has been used for the irradiated and relatively high-level radio
active wastes.
5.1.6 Low-level liquids have usually been solidified by mixing 
into concrete or by gelling with certain chemical compounds. 
These solids are confined in drums lined with concrete.
5.1.7 In some instances, a glass carboy of low-level waste is placed 
on a slab of concrete in a drum and fresh concrete is poured into 
the space between the carboy and the drum wall.

5.2 Concrete vaults for waste disposal

5.2.1 The “ glove box package” has been used solely in disposal 
off San Francisco. It  is a rectangular box with outside dimensions: 
8 ft long by 5 ft wide by 7 ft high. A  6-inch, wire-mesh reinforced 
bottom is poured first. Then the side walls are constructed of 
reinforced concrete and the wastes are inserted. Concrete is poured 
to the top level of the walls. The mesh-reinforced walls and top 
are a minimum of 6 inches thick. A  vent through the upper con
crete slab to the interior allows pressure equalization to take place 
between inside and outside.
Such concrete boxes usually contain from 2 to 10 curies of activity 
each. Several are known to have contained as much as 500 curies.
5.2.2 A  small-size burial vault has been used as an expedient 
package by an east coast installation. It has interior dimensions 
of 40 in by 16 in by 16 in with a capacity of 5.9 ft3. The bottom  
is 31/ 2 in thick and walls 2 in thick. It weighs empty 600 lb and 
loaded 900 to 1,300 lb. A  steel lifting cable secured firmly into 
the concrete facilitates handling.

5.3 Canning of radioactive wastes

A  scheme used in canning highly-active sludge from the treatment of 
radioactive wastes at the Atomic Weapons Research Establishment, Alder- 
maston, England, has been described by W i l s o n  et al. (6). The basic require
ments in this technique were :

1. Sludge was to be discharged into cans, which would be sealed and dumped 
into the sea.

2. The cans were to be strong enough to withstand even abnormally rough 
treatment without leaking.

3. Operators were to be completely protected during the entire. operation 
of filling and sealing the cans.

A five-gallon can (Imperial measure) was considered to be the largest 
which could be handled conveniently. A prototype was designed accordingly 
with 3/16 in mild steel wrapper plate and 1/4 in ends. The neck piece was 
provided with a protecting shroud and was arranged to be closed with a rubber 
bung and externally screwed-ori steel cap. As a precaution against opening
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the cap once the can was filled, a hole was provided in the top of the cap 
to take a hardened steel pin. W hen rammed home, the pin destroyed the 
thread, making subsequent opening impossible.

Canning offers little hope of packaging anything except sludge or liquid 
because of the effect sea pressure would have on the can should combustible 
solids or other compressible trash be so contained.

5.4 Adsorption of radioactivity on clay

Clay has been shown to be an excellent medium for adsorbing radioactivity 
from solutions. Fission-product cations are selectively adsorbed by mont- 
morillonite clay, which has a high exchange capacity of 1.12 milliequivalents 
per gramme [ G in e l l  et al. (7)]. The layer-lattice structure with the exchange
able ions located between the lattice layers of this mineral allows the strong 
adsorption of cations. Adsorbed radioactive ions can be sealed within the 
crystal lattice by heating the clay to 1,000° C. Montmorillonite clay is highly 
stable before and after heating and following radiation exposure. In addition 
to these qualities, montmorillonite clay has the advantage of being widely 
available at relatively low cost.

It has been suggested at various times [H a tc h  (8 ); A m p iile tt  and 
W a r r e n  (9)] that high-level liquid wastes can be passed through columns 
of montmorillonite clays for the removal of the radioactivity. Following 
suitable preliminary treatment, the wastes could be passed through a bank 
of ion exchange columns where the water passing through the clay would 
come out relatively free of radioactivity. The radioactive clay can be con
solidated by a kiln process where it is fired at 1,000° С to produce high-density, 
high-specific-activity, insoluble bricks. Short-term stability tests suggest 
that the montmorillonite clay bricks would be extremely stable. It is unknown 
what the behaviour of the bricks would be in sea-water at great depths.

While the scheme is feasible, it has several disadvantages:
(a) It is only suitable for liquid wastes where non-active ions have been 

removed by pre-treatment and the radioactive ions have been con
centrated.

(b) Ruthenium-106 is not removed by this exchange process.
(c) While a cost estimate of the process on an industrial scale has not 

been examined, it is believed that the operation would be costly. There 
would be required a central agency to carry out the clay adsorption 
and baking process for the numerous laboratories producing inter
mediate-level and low-level liquid wastes. Hazards involved in handling 
unprotected radioactive bricks would necessitate special handling equip
ment and shielded containers for shipping.

5.5 Fusion of radioactive waste in glass

Integration of radioactive waste into glass has been investigated at Chalk 
River, Canada, as a means of storing highly-active liquids in a solid form  
[W a ts o n  et, al. (10)]. Nepheline syenite, commonly used in the glass and 
pottery industry, is mined in an unusually uniform deposit in Ontario and 
is available as a finely-ground powder. Mixed with 15%  CaO as a flux and 
fused at 1,350° C, nepheline syenite was found to incorporate many of the 
radioactive constituents from reactor wastes. The glass formed on cooling 
was found to have a high resistance to leaching.

One of the problems encountered in this method was that ruthenium and
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caesium are volatilized during the fusion process. It  is necessary to remove 
these elements from the gas stream by a scrubber charged with iron oxide 
at 400 to 800° C. It seems hardly an economical disposal technique for pro
cessing low-level radioactive liquids since costs are estimated at between 
$ 1.6 and $ 2.5 per litre.

While disposal of the radioactive glass in the ocean as a final burial place 
is an attractive proposition from the point of view of adequate storage space 
and good dissipation of heat from radioactive decay, release of activity by  
leaching from unprotected glass would be high. No experiments have been 
reported on containment of the glass to reduce leaching in water.

6. Behaviour oí radioactive waste containers used to date

Not all containers used for marine disposal of radioactive waste have 
undergone rigid tests at sea. However, there are some results of tests on 
standard drum containers. No results of tests have been reported on concrete 
vaulte.
6.1 Drum containers

Tests of drum containers in July 1958 by the California Department of 
Fish and Game (11) showed that no damage occurred when the drums were 
lowered into the sea so long as the interior of the drum was exposed to 
pressure equalization from the outside.

A  drum container partially filled with trash and ballasted to 600 lb with 
gravel was sealed with a lid fitted with a rubber gasket and bolted down 
water-tight. This container collapsed so that the lid seal was broken at less 
than 100 fathoms. None of the solid contents of the container was released.

In three representative drums, concrete was used to enclose the contents. 
The concrete mix consisted of 1 part cement to 3 of sand and 3x/ 2 of gravel. 
The concrete was poured from a concrete-mix truck. The bottom layer was 
allowed to cure for six days before the walls and cap were poured. The final 
pour was cu r e d  for five days before testing.

One drum contained a 5-gallon paint can surrounded by concrete. It  was 
connected to the outside by a soft copper tube open at the outside end and 
flattened inside the can and folded over to act as a controlled pressure-release 
inward. W hen tested to 400 fathoms, the copper tube burst open as planned 
and no damage was sustained by the container.

Two drums were set up with open cavities lined by concrete inside the drum 
and no connection to the outside for pressure equalization. In one drum, 
concrete was poured on the bottom to a depth of 8 inches and 6 empty cylindri
cal ice-cream cartons of 2x/ 2 gallons capacity each were placed one on top 
of another as centrally located as possible and fastened in place with wooden 
battens. The remainder of the void was filled with concrete. This barrel was 
tested to a depth of 400 fathoms. Apparently a violent implosion crushed 
in one side rupturing the metal along lines where no seams were previously 
present.

The second drum with the sealed-off space inside consisted of a 5-gallon 
paint can centrally énclosed in concrete. W hen tested to a depth of 400 fathoms, 
this unit collapsed, a cylindrical hole forming in the 6 in. concrete over the 
end of the paint can equal in diameter to the can.

Recent tests have also been carried out by the Scripps Institution of Oceano
graphy on drums of the type used for radioactive waste disposal. These all
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collapsed within the upper 200 fathoms (Isaacs, John D ., personal com
munication).

A  metal drum, although usually painted on the outside, cannot for long 
withstand the corrosive action of sea-water. Its life expectancy is probably 
no more than 10 years in the sea, as calculated by J o s e p h  [(5) Appx. X ] . The 
concrete used in encasing the radioactive waste is probably not very consistent 
and often of poor quality. A  normal-type concrete is said to survive, on the aver
age, 100 years with exposure to the atmosphere. The action of sea-water would 
probably reduce this survival time by 2/3 to about 30 years. It  can be assumed 
that the concrete holding the radioactive contents of the drum will not main
tain its identity for more than 30 years.

6.2 Can containers

The prototype of the can used for radioactive sludge in England was tested 
hydraulically to 100 lb/in2 and was then dropped from a height of 20 feet 
on to spiked angle irons (6). Only a slight distortion of the neck shroud resulted, 
the body and cap remaining sound and undamaged. The performance of 
these cans at sea was not described. A  can such as this may or may not remain 
intact at pressure exerted at 2,000 fathoms where there is a pressure of about
6,000 lb/in2. Certainly corrosive action of sea-water would render metal cans 
rather short-lived.

7. A  proposed container for radioactive waste disposal

There are two alternatives for safe disposal of radioactive waste. First, 
the radiomaterial can be isolated from the environment to insure that at 
some future date dangerous fission products do not become free chemical 
agents available to take part in the life-cycles of plants and animals. Secondly, 
the radioactive wastes can be dispersed into the environment to concentrations 
at tolerable levels. The type of materials considered in low-level waste makes 
controllable dispersion difficult. Consequently, one must turn to suitable 
containment.

One of the uncertainties in low-level radioactive waste disposal can be 
eliminated if a scientifically-engineered container is devised. This container 
could be designed so that its behaviour in the sea is known. It should be 
hermetically sealed and reinforced to withstand pressures at 2,000 fathoms 
without rupture. While design and development of such a container would be 
confronted by various technical difficulties, the ultimate production of a 
satisfactory prototype should not be impossible.

A  concept of the type of package proposed is shown in Fig. 2. It  was designed, 
after consultation on this problem with the writer, by Mr. Arthur Robinson. 
The vault would consist essentially of a sphere of dense aggregate concrete 
holding a dense glass container surrounded by lead shielding. Enclosing 
the concrete would be a polyethylene shroud. A  dense glass lid would enclose 
the radioactive wastes followed by a tapered concrete manhole cover and 
a screw-on shroud lid. Adequate shielding would provide protection in hand
ling during transport from the source of waste to the disposal site. Rings set 
into the concrete would facilitate handling.

This container would essentially fulfil the requirements of the most active 
type of waste considered here, as given in section 3.3. It  could be a suitable 
replacement for the type of drum container described in section 5.1.5. The 
vault would have to be so designed as to reduce leaching of the radioactive
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material to a minimum and withstand pressure up to 9,000 lb/in2 (pressure at
2.000 fathoms plus a 50%  safety factor).

7.1 Advantages of properly-designed container

There are a number of obvious advantages to a standard prefabricated 
vault which meets certain minimum specifications in shielding, strength, 
and containment.

7.1.1 Supervision by regulatory bodies would not have to be 
nearly as great, inasmuch as the requirements of (a) safety 
in handling (i.e. maximum permissible external radiation, no 
exposure of contents during loading, transit, and unloading, 
proper labelling) and (b) rapid sinking in the sea, would be auto
matically met.
7.1.2 No preparation of concrete for ballast and shielding would 
be required by the originator of the waste or the disposal agency. 
Work in packaging by the laboratory contributing the waste 
would be reduced to a minimum.
7.1.3 W ith  a well-established behaviour'of a standard vault, 
through thorough testing in the field, a better estimate can be 
made of the radioactivity in the water caused by irradiation 
leaching, etc. from the contents.
The life expectancy of a specially-prepared, dense-aggregate 
concrete, as it is proposed for a well-designed vault, would be 
of the order of 1,000 years. In that time, all of the short-lived 
and most of the intermediate and long half-life radioisotopes 
would have decayed.
7.1.4 A  proper]у -designed container might offer possibilities of 
other means of sea disposal than discharge at depths of 2,000 
fathoms. It is conceivable that burial of the vaults could be achieved 
by allowing them to penetrate into marine mud found in certain 
basins, some of which lie on the continental shelf close to the 
land [R en n  (2)]. Further research on this type of burial is necessary.

8. Disposal oí packaged radioactive waste and possible bearing on the fisheries 
off the coast of British Columbia

I f  it is assumed that all packaged radioactive waste ultimately reaches 
the bottom of the sea and that dispersion and leaching of the radioactive 
material from the container during its descent from the surface to the bottom  
is negligible, then we can confine ourselves to the consequences to bottom  
organisms. This further pre-supposes that exchanges between the deep water 
and the upper, mixed layer is slow enough that contamination of the surface 
water by the deposited wastes is negligible. The highly migratory fishes, 
such as salmon and tuna, can therefore be ignored in the first approximation. 
However, the many commercial forms which live on or near the bottom deserve 
some scrutiny.

8.1 Behaviour of bottom fish in relation to contamination by radioactive waste

Compared to pelagic fish frequenting the upper layers of the sea, most 
bottom fish exhibit only small migrations. Certain of the cod-like ground-fish 
appear to be almost sedentary, occupying specific reef areas, the year around. 
Many of the flounder-like flat-fish make limited migrations annually from
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feeding grounds to their spawning areas. This apparent lack of extensive 
migration favours disposal of packages of radioactive waste in those areas 
where ground-fish are known to be absent. However, continuous exposure 
to radioactivity can be experienced by those fish which happen to be in the 
area chosen for radioactive waste disposal.

Some of the bottom fishes are known to seek out reefs, large boulders 
and any other type of prominent object for shelter and protection. These 
objects are not necessarily confined to natural outcrops but may also' be 
derelicts of shipwrecks, discarded rubbish from ships, and other refuse. This 
means that barrels or other containers of radioactive waste discharged on to 
flat, muddy or sandy, unrelieved bottoms would be sought as havens of refuge 
by the round, or perch-like, bottom fishes. Because of their gregarious nature, 
these fishes would have a further tendency to congregate near prominent 
objects.

The behaviour of the flat-fishes is somewhat different. Unlike the rock- 
fishes, the flounder-type fishes seek flat, sandy bottoms. Contacts with con
tainers loaded with radioactive waste on the bottom would be only accidental. 
A  greater hazard would be radioisotopes precipitated on the bottom as a result 
of discharge of liquid wastes. While the dilution of the radioactivity by the 
sediments is great, inasmuch as the precipitation is spread over a large area, 
fairly constant contact of the bottom fish with the radioactive sediments is 
assured.

8.2 Bottom topography

The bottom topography has a great bearing on the ground fisheries in 
that distribution of the commercial stocks of bottom fish is related to depth 
and type of bottom. Topography is a primary consideration in radioactive 
waste disposal in that usually disposal sites are chosen where the water is 
deep, at a safe distance from the shore and removed from sea-mounts and 
submarine canyons.

The continental shelf off the coast of British Columbia is moderately broad 
in comparison to that off the Pacific coast of the United States, especially Cali
fornia. The fringe of islands, dominated by the Queen Charlottes and Van
couver Island, presents a 100-mile margin of relatively shallow, sheltered 
waters. Depths increase rapidly to 1,000 fathoms seaward of the continental 
slope. The change in depth thereafter, however, is gradual. A  depth of 2,000 
fathoms is reached at an average distance of 300 miles from the edge of the 
continental shelf. In contrast, the bottom off the coast of California drops 
off to depths of 2,000 fathoms at a distance of only 75 miles off the coast near 
San Francisco and 120 miles off Los Angeles, the major California areas 
from which radioactive waste disposal has occurred. (See Fig. 1).

The proposed restriction of radioactive waste disposal to a minimum 
depth of 2,000 fathoms off the Pacifie Coast may meet with approval from 
waste dischargers along the California coast, who require only 75 to 120 miles 
of sea travel to dispose of their waste. However, objections may be raised 
by those individuals having the responsibility of disposing of radioactive 
wastes off the coasts of Oregon, Washington, British Columbia and South
east Alaska, who may have to travel 300 to 400 miles to reach 2,000 fathoms.

It remains a problem that should be investigated, whether harm can be 
caused to the fisheries or other resources by disposing of radioactive wastes at 
depths between 1,000 and 2,000 fathoms off the BC coast. The additional
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cost that severe restrictions impose on waste disposal because of lack of 
knowledge must be balanced in terms of the cost of investigations which 
might possibly relax the restrictions.

8.3 Depth, of trawl fishing

The maximum depth to which bottom fish off the BC coast are fished 
at present is about 250 fathoms. Fisheries scientists express doubt that depths 
of trawling or long-line fishing off BC will ever exceed 400 fathoms. Most 
of the trawling at the present time is done on the continental shelf. Trawling 
in Hecate Strait is carried on at depths in the neighborhood of 40 fathoms. 
In the Strait of Georgia, trawling at depths greater than 50 fathoms seldom 
occurs. Off. the mid-west coast of Vancouver Island, in the “ Esteban Deep” , 
where depths up to 250 fathoms are found, an extensive fishery for brill 
or petrale sole (Eopsetta jordani) has occurred [A l v e r s o n , C h a t win* (13)].

It  is not the intention to suggest here that sizeable stocks of ground-fish 
will never be found at depths greater than 400 fathoms along the BC coast. 
Trawling explorations along the east coast of Canada have yielded catches of 
redfish (Sebastes marinus) in all sets from 150 to 500 fathoms, the largest 
catches being in the ranges of 176— 200 and 301— 350 fathoms [T em plem an, 
p. 123 (14)]. The redfish is a relative of the rockfish of the Pacific Ocean.
Bottom fish have been found off the coast of California at depths in excess
of 600 fathoms (Isaacs, John D ., personal communication). It  is conceivable 
that, in time, considerable numbers of bottom fish may be found off the BC 
coast at depths greater than 400 fathoms. However, trawlers may never find 
that fishing these stocks is profitable. On the other hand, we must face the 
possibility that future demands for fish and improvements in fishing vessels, 
gear and methods of preservation of fish may induce trawlers to go much 
further afield than envisaged at present.

9. Records oí fishes taken in deep waters off the В С coast

One of the most valuable records of fish taken in deep water off the Pacific 
coast of Canada is that of the United States Fish Commission Steamer, Alba
tross. During 6 voyages between 1888 and 1906, this exploratory vessel made 
43 dredge hauls in BC waters or off the coast. Depths of hauls ranged from 14 
to 1,600 fathoms. Fish were obtained from 25 of these hauls and are listed 
by W xlb y  (15). A  total of 55 species was captured, which represents roughly 
1/i of the total known species in 1934. Some of the species from the Albatross 
collection have not been re-discovered for lack of deep trawling.

It is of interest that two small specimens of the big-scaled black smelt, 
Bathylagus milleri, were taken on 19 May 1906 at the Albatross Station 4,758 
( 5 2 ° 0 2 ' N ;  132° 2 1 ' W )  southwest of Moresby Island, at a depth of 1,600 
fathoms. Since 1929, this species has been taken by the International Fisheries 
Commission at nine stations in the vicinity of the Queen Charlotte Islands at 
depths ranging from 220 to 488 fathoms [C lem ens and W i lb y  (16)]. 
This is an indication that this species has a large vertical range. While the 
big-scaled black smelt may never be exploited commercially, it may transport 
radioactivity from contaminated deep water into the depth range commonly 
trawled.

Two specimens of the long-finned cod, Antimora rostrata, were taken by the 
Albatross on 29 August 1888 at Station 2,860 ( 5 1 ° 2 3 ' N ;  130° 3 4 ' W )  near
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Cape St. James at a depth of 876 fathoms. The only subsequent capture of a 
specimen was also made by the Albatross on 3 September 1890 at Station 
3,342 ( 5 2 ° 3 9 ' N ;  132° 3 8 ' W )  west of Moresby Island at a depth of 1,588 
fathoms. It is noteworthy that this member of the family Gadidae is found at 
such great depths within a broad depth range. Although C le m en s and W i lb y  ( 16) 
express the belief that this species will be taken only in deep trawling on 
scientific expeditions, there is a possibility that its range may extend into 
shallower water than observed.

10. Commercial bottom-fisheries

10.1 Long-line, fisheries

Only two species of bottom fish, halibut (Hippoglossus stenolepis) and 
sable-fish (Anoplopoma fimbria) are taken exclusively by long line. Lingcod 
(Ophiodon elongatus) are also fished as a rule by hook and line in the 
Strait of Georgia but a small percentage is taken incidentally by trawl. Off 
the west coast of Vancouver Island and in Queen Charlotte Sound they are 
exploited almost exclusively by trawls. Generally, halibut is fished to a depth 
less than 100 fathoms although it exists deeper. Halibut fishing grounds exist 
fairly near the coast along the northern part of BC and South-east Alaska as 
well as in the Bering Sea [Thom pson and V a n  C le v e  (17)]. Sable-fish, well 
known in the smoked-fish trade as “ smoked Alaska black cod” , is taken 
mainly off South-east Alaska and the Queen Charlotte Islands at a depth of 
150 to 250 fathoms. Long-line vessels do not turn to sable-fish until the halibut 
season is over, so that catches are light during May and June, with a peak in 
July or August. While the sable-fish fishery extends for 1,200 miles from 
Cape Flattery into the Gulf of Alaska, 50%  of the BC catch is taken on the 
northern fishing grounds off Alaska [K e tc h e n  and F o r r e s t e r  (18)]. The 
habitat of lingcod is near the bottom, ranging from the intertidal zone to at 
least 60 fathoms, among kelp beds and reefs, especially where there are 
strong tidal currents [W ilb y  (19)].

10.2 Trawl fisheries

Of the flounder-like fishes taken by trawl, four species are commercially 
important. The brill (Eopsetta jordani) or petrale sole, as it is known to American 
fishermen, is fished along the open coast at depths from 50 to 250 fathoms. A  
large stock of this flat-fish was recently found to exist deeper than ever fished 
before when a winter population was discovered in a small trough of 250 
fathoms maximum depth, off the west central coast of Vancouver Island 
[A lv e r s o n  and C h a tw in  (13)]. The lemon sole (Parophrys vetulus), 
commonly known as the ‘English’ sole in the US, is fished on banks at 20 to 
50 fathoms deep in Hecate Strait, Queen Charlotte Sound, and in the Strait 
of Georgia, where the bottom is composed of soft sand or mud. In some areas, 
however, it has been taken at depths as great as 110 fathoms. Like most 
flat-fishes, the lemon sole makes only small seasonal spawning and feeding 
migrations [K e tc h e n  (20)]. The rock sole (Lepidopsetta bilineata) is a shallow- 
water species inhabiting hard, sandy bottoms at depths down to 25 fathoms in 
Queen Charlotte Sound and Hecate Strait. In Alaskan waters, it has been taken 
from a depth of 70 fathoms (16). Butter soles (Isopsetta isolepis) is found on 
soft, silty bottom in shallow water off the east coast of the Queen Charlotte 
Islands. It migrates into Skidegate Inlet on the central east coast of these
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islands for spawning [H a r t  (21)], where the channel entrance shoals to 10 
fathoms and the main inlet is only 30 fathoms deep.

O f the round ground-fish, the gray cod (Gadus macrocephalus) is the most 
important on the BC coast [K e tc h e n  (22)]. Although fished inshore, pri
marily by otter trawls, it has been taken off the coast of Alaska and in the 
Bering Sea by an active line fishery. Gray cod is generally taken in 50 to 70 
fathoms deep in winter and is found in shallower water of 20 to 40 fathoms 
during the summer.

About 22 species of rockfishes have been found in BC waters. The vertical 
range of the various species extends from tide-water to depths greater than 
800 fathoms. The spiny-cheeked rockfish (Sebastolobus alascanus) is considered 
by fishermen as one of the choicest of rockfish and has been taken at a depth 
of 822 fathoms. Sebastodes alutus, known to American fishermen as Pacific 
Ocean perch, is also a deep-water rockfish which came into high demand in the 
US after 1950 (13).

Sea-perches (family Embiotocidae) comprise about 20 genera distributed 
along the shores of the North Pacific. They occur in schools and live as a 
rule in the shallow waters along rocky or sandy beaches or around wharves 
and kelp beds. The main concern with these fishes, as well as with the rock
fishes, in radioactive waste disposal is that they tend to seek out prominent 
objects on the sea bottom as a source of food and protection.

11. Status of present knowledge and needed research

Virtually nothing is known about the behaviour in the sea of different 
types of canisters that might be used for radioactive waste disposal. Research 
effort should be expended in determining the containment and life expectancy 
of drums and vaults used at present. I f  they do not meet required standards, 
development of suitably engineered canisters should be carried out. The 
possibility of using hermetically-sealed and well-shielded vaults for radio
active waste disposal in soft muds near shore should be explored.

A  large gap in our knowledge exists in the realm of deep-water circulation. 
Filling this gap is important in order that we might better understand the 
movement of leached radioactivity from canisters deposited on the bottom. 
Diffusion characteristics of these deep waters are still largely unknown.

Since bottom sediments play a vital role in adsorbing certain elements 
by ion exchange, more information should be gathered by research on this 
phase of radioactivity concentration. The bearing such a process might have 
on bottom invertebrates and fish should also be investigated.

The effect of radioactivity on fish has been considered largely in its relation
ship to utilization of the fish by man. Some information is available on the 
somatic effects of radiation and the levels required to produce morphological 
damage or death in marine organisms. But virtually nothing is known con
cerning the genetic effects of radiation on fish. The results of relatively low- 
level radiation exposure on various stages of fish over long periods of time must 
be studied in order that genetic damage can be observed.

Experiments have been conducted in a number of laboratories on the 
uptake, accumulation, and loss of radionuclides in various fishes [B o ro u g h s  
et al. (23)]. This type of research must be extended to include many of the 
commercially-important bottom fishes. The type and quantity of food and 
feeding habits of many fishes are still unknown. A  question which is largely
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unanswered at present is the process by which radioelements pass through 
membranes (uptake) and where and why they concentrate in the organisms. 
The efficiency of ingestion and digestion of food by organisms and the excretion 
of elements into the water in various trophic levels must be known in order 
to evaluate the transport of elements through the different trophic levels.

Areas proposed for radioactive waste disposal should be thoroughly surveyed 
for the biota and sediments prior to such disposal. During the course of disposal, 
complete monitoring surveys should be conducted. Some excellent results 
have been derived from monitoring experiments in the Irish Sea adjacent 
to the Windscale Works from which radioactive effluent is piped into the 
sea [D u n s te r  and F a rm e r  (24); D u n s t e r  (25, 26)]. Contamination 
of the sea-bed, seashore, seaweed, and fish was shown to be low enough during 
the first few years of operation that it was recommended that discharge 
be increased from 1.000 curies per month to 10,000 curies per month.

The distribution, migration, and feeding habits of many of the bottom  
fishes have still to be fully explored. Such information will be very important 
towards selection of suitable disposal sites, preferably where there are no 
fisheries.

Ecological studies at typical waste disposal sites should be conducted 
before and after waste is discharged in order to evaluate the changes which 
occur— immediate, seasonal, and long-term. The effect of steady-state con
ditions in continuous radioactive waste disposal should be studied at all 
trophic levels as well as the exchange of radiomaterials between these levels. 
A  link in the food chain may be greatly changed by the radioactivity and 
may subsequently affect other trophic levels which have economic significance.
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ON M IX IN G  PROCESSES IN THE SEA

Abstract

The sinking of radioactive waste into the sea is no longer just a problem 
to be discussed. It  is an actual occurrence that will become increasingly frequent 
in years to come. Most marine scientists have serious misgivings regarding' 
this practice. The history of technical engineering teaches us that accidents 
due to technical and human failure are unavoidable in spite of the most carefully 
applied precautionary measures. W e therefore must reckon with the fact 
that certain sea areas will become more polluted than others. The physico
chemical and biological effect of such pollution cannot be fully foreseen 
as yet. The biological effects of long-lived artificial radioactivity over wide 
areas of the ocean are unknown. Our knowledge of mixing and spreading 
processes in the sea is insufficient for predictions. The prevailing ignorance of 
possible harmful consequences should by no means induce in us a false feeling 
of security. Therefore all other possibilities of effective disposal of atomic 
waste should be carefully examined. B . Philberth has studied for this reason 
the question of waste disposal in the Arctic and Antarctic ice of the earth. 
Thorough investigations and experiments of the processes resulting from 
dumping radioactive material into the sea are an unavoidable necessity. 
Thorough knowledge of these problems is necessary to answer many open 
questions in this field. The investigation of mixing and spreading processes 
in the sea is of paramount importance in this respect.

A  survey will be given showing the present stage of theoretical knowledge 
and practical experience. W ithin certain limits statistics can shed light on 
the diffusion in sea water of a certain concentrated substance from one point 
over areas of medium radii of 10 to 1,500 km. This method depends on facts 
connected with the turbulence spectrum, still unknown for many sea areas' 
Differing conditions in various areas of the ocean and in the marginal or 
mediterranean seas will be explained. A  plan is submitted for an intensification 
of the necessary oceanographic research work on an international basis.

P R O C E S S U S  D E  M E L A N G E  D A N S  L A  M E R

Résumé

L ’immersion de déchets radioactifs dans la mer a cessé d ’être un objet de 
spéculation : c’est maintenant un fait dont l ’importance augmentera avec les 
années. La majorité des océanographes éprouvent de fortes appréhensions à 
l ’égard de cette méthode. L ’histoire de la technologie enseigne que des accidents 
imputables à des défaillances techniques ou humaines sont inévitables en dépit 
de l ’application la plus scrupuleuse de mesures de précaution. Nous devons 
donc admettre que certaines régions de la mer seront plus polluées que d ’autres. 
Les effets physico-chimiques et biologiques de cette pollution ne peuvent pas 
encore être prévus de façon précise. Les effets biologiques de produits radio
actifs artificiels à longue période sur de grandes étendues de la mer sont 
inconnus. Notre connaissance des processus de mélange et de dispersion dans 
la mer est insuffisante pour nous permettre de faire des prédictions. Ce n ’est 
pas parce que, de façon générale, nous ignorons quelles peuvent en être les 
conséquences nuisibles que nous devons éprouver un sentiment de fausse
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sécurité. Tous les autres moyens permettant d’éliminer efficacement les déchets 
radioactifs devraient donc être examinés avec soin. Pour cette raison, B . Phil- 
berth a étudié la possibilité d ’éliminer des déchets dans les calottes glacières 
de l ’Arctique et de l ’Antarctique. Des recherches approfondies et des expérien
ces étendues portant sur les processus qui suivent l ’immersion de matières 
radioactives dans la mer sont donc absolument nécessaires. Il est indispensable 
de bien connaître ce problème pour répondre à maintes questions qui se posent 
dans ce domaine. Les recherches sur les processus de mélange et de dispersion 
dans la mer présentent à cet égard une très grande importance.

Le mémoire contient un exposé de l ’état actuel des connaissances théoriques 
et de l ’expérience pratique. Dans certaines limites, la statistique peut aider 
à faire comprendre comment une certaine substance concentrée se répand 
dans l ’eau de mer à partir d ’un certain point, à l ’intérieur de zones dont les 
rayons moyens vont de 10 à 1.500 kilomètres. L ’application de cette méthode 
dépend de faits liés au spectre de turbulence, qui sont encore inconnus pour 
bien des régions de la mer. Le mémoire explique les circonstances différentes 
qui prévalent dans diverses parties des océans et dans les mers secondaires 
ou intérieures. Enfin, le mémoire propose un plan pour l ’intensification sur 
une base internationale des recherches océanographiques.

П Р О Ц Е С С Ы  С М Е Ш Е Н И Я  В О Д Ы  В М О Р Я Х  

Резюме

Удаление радиоактивных отходов в моря не является лишь проблемой для 
обсуждения. В настоящее время это непреложный факт, который будет наблю
даться все чаще и чаще в предстоящие годы. Удаление отходов вызывает серьез
ные опасения у большинства океанографов. История развития техники учит, 
что несчастные случаи, связанные с неисправностями в технике и недосмотром 
со стороны людей, неизбежны, несмотря на весьма тщательно применяемые 
меры предосторожности. Таким образом, мы должны принимать во внимание 
тот факт, что некоторые районы морей будут больше загрязняться, чем другие. 
Физико-химические и биологические воздействия такого загрязнения нельзя 
было полностью предусмотреть до сих пор. Биологическое влияние долгожи
вущей искусственной радиоактивности в обширных районах океана неизвестно. 
Наше знание процессов смешения и рассеивания в морях недостаточно для 
каких-либо прогнозов. Отсутствие достаточных знаний о возможных вредных 
последствиях ни в коем случае не должно привести нас к ошибочному чувству 
безопасности. Таким образом, следует внимательно изучить все другие возмож
ности эффективного удаления отходов атомной промышленности. Ввиду это
го В. Филберт изучил вопрос удаления отходов во льды арктического и антарк
тического районов земли. Тщательное исследование и опыты процессов, 
вызванных сбрасыванием радиоактивных материалов в моря, являются неиз
бежной необходимостью. Доскональное знание этих проблем является неиз
бежным для ответа на многие неразрешенные вопросы в этой области. В связи 
с этим исследование процессов смешения и рассеивания в морях приобретает 
первостепенную важность.

Будет проведен обзор, показывающий настоящий уровень теоретических 
знаний и практического опыта. В определенных пределах статистические данные 
могут осветить вопрос о перемещении в морях некоторых концентрированных
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веществ из одной точки в районе со средним радиусом от 10 до 1500 км. Этот 
метод зависит от фактов, связанных с турбулентным режимом, пока еще не 
известным для многих морских районов. Приводится объяснение различных 
условий, существующих в различных районах океана, а также во внутренних 
морях. Предлагается план усиления необходимых исследовательских работ по 
океанографии на международной основе.

L O S  P R O C E S O S  D E  M E Z C L A D O  E N  L A S  A G U A S  D E L  M A R

Resumen

La descarga de desechos radiactivos en Jas profundidades del mar ha dejado 
de ser un problema teórico para convertirse en una realidad cuya importancia 
irá aumentando con el correr de los años. La mayoría de los oceanógrafos 
abrigan hondos recelos respecto de esos procedimientos de evacuación de los 
desechos. Como la historia de la técnica enseña, por mucho cuidado que se 
ponga al aplicar medidas precautorias es inevitable que ocurran accidentes 
como consecuencia de fallos técnicos o de errores humanos. Por lo tanto, hay 
que hacerse a la idea de que determinadas zonas marítimas estarán más conta
minadas que otras. No es posible aún prever con exactitud cuáles serán las 
repercusiones fisicoquímicas y biológicas de la contaminación. En efecto, se 
desconocen los efectos biológicos de la radiactividad artificial de largo período 
sobre vastas zonas del océano. Además, la insuficiencia de los actuales cono
cimientos sobre los procesos de mezclado y de dispersión en los mares no per
miten forjar pronósticos. Ahora bien, este desconocimiento de las consecuen
cias perjudiciales que pudieran derivarse no debe inducir en absoluto a abrigar 
lina falsa sensación de seguridad. Por todo ello es preciso examinar minu
ciosamente todas las demás posibilidades de evacuación eficaz de Jos desechos 
radiactivos. Esta es la razón por la que B. Philberth ha estudiado las posibili
dades de evacuar desechos en los hielos de las regiones ártica y antártica de 
nuestro planeta. Es absolutamente necesario estudiar y experimentar a fondo 
los procesos resultantes de Ja evacuación de materiales radiactivos en el mar. 
En efecto, para poder resolver múltiples interrogantes en esta esfera, hace falta 
conocer a fondo esos problemas. A  este respecto, la investigación de los pro
cesos de mezclado y de dispersión en los mares tiene primordial importancia.

El autor refleja en su estudio el estado actual de los conocimientos teóricos 
y de Ja experiencia práctica. Dentro de ciertos Jímites, las estadísticas pueden 
ayudar a determinar cómo se difunde en las aguas del mar, a partir de un 
punto y sobre zonas de un radio medio de 10 a 1,500 km, una determinada 
sustancia concentrada. Este método depende de ciertos hechos relacionados 
con el espectro de turbulencia, desconocido aún por lo que respecta a muchas 
zonas marinas. En el estudio se explican las distintas condiciones que con
curren en Jas diversas zonas oceánicas y en los mares litorales y continentales. 
Además, incluye un plan orientado a intensificar la labor de investigación 
oceanográfica en el plano internacional.



ON M IXING PROCESSES IN THE SEA

J o a c h im  J o seph  
G erm :a x  H y d r o g r a p h ic  I n s t it u t e , H a m b u r g  

F e d e r a l  R e p u b l ic  of  G e r m a n y

The disposal of radioactive waste in the ocean is no longer a matter for 
speculation; it is already occurring and will become increasingly frequent 
in years to come. By far the greatest part of marine scientists views this 
practice with great misgivings. The history of technical engineering teaches 
us that, in spite of all the most careful precautionary measures, accidents due 
to technical and human failures are unavoidable. Thus it must be reckoned 
with that at least for a time certain sea areas will be more polluted than 
others. A  definite answer to the question of what the physico-chemical and biolo
gical effects of such pollution are cannot be given as yet, for there is 
no experience to fall back on as regards the biological effects of long-lived arti
ficial radioactivity operating over wide areas, nor is our knowledge of the mixing 
and spreading processes in the sea sufficient for predictions. This ignorance 
of the possible negative effects must by no means be regarded as being equal 
to security. AH other disposal possibilities which could help us to avoid burden
ing the sea with atomic waste should therefore be carefully examined first. 
In  my opinion, among the best ideas so far is the very carefully thought-out 
proposal by B. P h ilb e r t h  for disposing of radioactive waste in the ice caps of 
the earth. These proposals are published in Atomkernenergie (1) and I would 
like to draw your attention to this article especially.

For us oceanographers the necessity arises to carry out quickly thorough 
investigations of the processes in the sea, as an understanding of these problems 
is necessary for answering the questions which occur in connexion with the dis
posal of atomic waste. Thereto belongs in the first place investigation of the 
mixing processes caused by normal turbulence.

The difficulties attending any attempt to express the phenomenon of turbu
lence in the sea in terms of scientific laws are fundamental. The mixing pro
cesses are too complicated to be described by a strict causal law such as 
the hydrodynamic equations, for instance. On the other hand they do not 
reflect a state of “ ideal disorder” in the sea which is a condition for the appli
cation of purely statistical considerations. In particular, the horizontal 
mixing processes which are so important for large-scale oceanographic 
investigations cannot be regarded as entirely accidental. They have to be 
interpreted in terms of dynamics as well as of statistics, but the possible expla
nations that these two approaches can provide are limited.

I  would like to show by means of several examples how far problems of 
horizontal diffusion can be solved through statistical methods. Let us assume 
that at time t =  0 a sufficiently large quantity M of a given substance within 
a circular area which can be regarded approximately as a point will be dumped 
on the surface or at a certain depth into the sea. This quantity will follow 
the horizontal diffusion within a thin homogeneous isentropic layer. In the 
turbulence field no specific direction should be taken in the temporal average. 
Moreover we want to assume that after a given time t the distribution of 
the substance can be indicated by lines of equal concentrations. The form 
of these isolines, however, can in a special case be irregular. The maximum
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concentration should accordingly he reached at one point and is set at 100 
after the first day. Let us take so large a number of investigations carried 
out with the same quantity M  that all possible distributions can be observed 
frequently enough. The distribution patterns are placed upon each other so 
that the values of maximum concentration integrate, the observed directions 
remain. I f  we now take the average for all the superimposed values, con
centric circles should result as mean lines of equal concentration around 
the centre of maximum concentration, since it will otherwise be contrary 
to our assumption that no specific direction will be preferred. In this way 
we get a rotational symmetrica] mean distribution in which the concentration 
s is only a function of time t and distance r from the centre which cannot 
be fixed by geographical co-ordinates. The relevant observed distribution 
of the particles is a result of their motion in a random fashion within the 
turbulence field. I f  we imagine that in each experiment a particle is marked, 
we can readily understand that the distribution of the concentration is a 
measure of the probability that the marked particle will after a time t be 
at the distance r from the centre. W e understand by s the probability-density 
for one particle as well as the distribution of many particles, hence the con
centration. Both terms are equal.

In order to derive the diffusion equation we must adopt from Kolmogoroff’s 
theoretical investigations certain data on the statistical features of diffusion, 
namely diffusion velocity and the square deviation of the observations. 
In order to begin with a very simple case, we have first of all postulated that:

1. the particles move away from the centre with a mean velocity indepen
dent of the distance; and

2. the square deviation of the observations increases linearly with increasing 
distance from the centre.

On the basis of these two postulates the following diffusion equations can 
be derived [Joseph, J. and S e ïtd n e r, H . (2)]:

<5t r <5r\ <5г/ K 1

where s is the concentration or the probable density, t is the time, and r the 
distance from the centre. P has the dimension of a velocity and it can be 
shown that P is the most probable diffusion velocity and 2P the mean diffusion 
velocity. The following is obtained on the hypothesis that at a time t = 0  
the total quantity is concentrated in one point:

M
8 ^  =  Тя(Р. ^ - е <2>

The three diagrams given below demonstrate the connexion between the 
three variables s, r and t.

In Figs. 1-3 respectively one of the variables is kept constant in order 
to show the correlation of the other two. In all three graphs the maximum  
concentration after 1 day is 100; P was so chosen that P - 1 day =  l km, 
consequently P =  1 • 16 cm/sec. This value approximately tallies with the 
observations.

Fig. 1 denotes the distribution of the concentration at a relevant constant 
time of 2 hours (h) up to 9 days (d).
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Distribution of s at time t.

As can be seen from equation (2), the logarithm of the concentration de
creases linearly with the distance. These logarithmical plottings therefore 
yield straight lines the gradient of which decreases with the time.

Fig. 2 represents the concentration as a function of the time with an 
accordingly constant distance up to 3.0 km.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 km

Distribution of s as a function of time in distance r.
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The concentration, which is zero for r =  0 at a time t =  0, rises suddenly and, 
in fact, rises more rapidly the nearer we approach the centre, reaches its 
maximum and then slowly decreases again. '

Fig. 3 traces the “ career” of the circles of constant mean concentration. 
They expand at first to a maximum radius and afterwards assemble again 
towards the centre. The lifetimes as well as the expansion of the lines of 
constant concentrations are easily estimated.

So far, we have only discussed statistical mean values for the concentration 
and derived the corresponding diffusion equation. W e now want to extend 
the area of validity and assume that the diffusion equation is also valid for

single experiments as long as M is sufficiently large and has r =  j / ^ , where F

stands for an area formed in a random manner which is surrounded by a line 
of constant concentration. In other words, we investigate the concentration 
as a function of time and area, which is encircled by the isoline of this concen
tration. As the linear scale for the area we choose the radius of a circle with 
equal areas. The function defined thereby does not depend on a co-ordinating 
system. W e therefore neglect questions of place and motion of the area as 
well as the specific form of the isoline and its variations. W e only require 
the size of the area and its dependence on the time. This is the fundamental 
idea underlying our considerations.

Unfortunately, there are only few observations on which we can support our 
theory. I  would like to present you two examples, one being a non-stationary 
diffusion of radioactive materials and the other a stationary diffusion of 
Mediterranean waters of high salinity in the North Atlantic. For the diffusion 
of radioactive materials we have employed the observations carried out by 
F o lso m , T. R. and V in e , A . C. (3). The radioactive material was released 
by Folsom and Vine into the surface of the sea and its distribution measured 
after 40 days. The lines of equal concentration showed a longish form according 
to data by both authors. The maximum concentration after 40 days was
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taken as 100. The estimation of the radii on circles with equal areas was 
made with the area within the lines of equal concentration given by these 
authors. They range over an area of about 10 to 100 km.

Fig. 4 represents the results corresponding to a diagram of Fig. 1.

Mixing'diagram of radioactive materials according to values by FOLSOM and VINE (3).

I \Land. I \0-2000m  Q  <3S.oo iHI>,7Ætro

Fig. 5
Distribution of Mediterranean water in the Atlantic Ocean according to WÜST (4). 
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The measured values are arranged around a straight line which was com
puted by applying the method of least squares. From the slope of this curve 
the product P ■ t can be calculated and since t is known in this case, also P. 
It amounted to approximately 1 • 5 cm/sec.

To quote an example for a quasi-stationary mixing process, we shall study 
the distribution of Mediterranean water in the Atlantic, as this is the classical 
example of a large-scale horizontal mixture. The water of high salinity stretches 
from the Strait, of Gibraltar to a depth of about 1,000— 1,100 m, its salinity 
being reduced by this mixing process. The remaining part of the Mediterranean 
water was estimated by W ü s t  (4) and its distribution is shown in Fig. 5.

Since the distribution takes place in an isentropic layer, the problem can 
be treated in a two-dimensional way. W e must calculate the area within the 
isolines and the characteristic radii. W hen applying the diffusion equation to 
this problem we have to consider the inflow of more than 60,000 km 3 of Medi
terranean water per year from the source of the Strait of Gibraltar. This is 
done simply by adding in our first postulate the local convection velocity, 
which decreases in inverse proportion to the distance from the source. 
The diffusion equation thus expanded can be analytically solved for the 
stationary case. The constants of the solution can again be determined by 
employing the method of least squares from the observations. Fig. 6 gives the 
mixing diagram thus obtained.
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Fig. 6
Mixing diagram of Mediterranean water in the Atlantic Ocean according to JOSEPH

and SENDNER (2).

The thickness of the estimated curve corresponds to a difference of salinity 
of 0.01 ° /00. The diagram shows that, for instance, the isohalsines enclose
35.4 ° /00 of an area which equals a circle with a radius of approximately 
985 km. The mean error of this illustration lies below the titration accuracy. 
From those estimated constants P worked out at about 1.3 cm/sec. The fact 
that from these two completely different examples about the same diffusion 
velocity was obtained has strengthened our confidence as regards the
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accuracy of our considerations. W e believe that we are able to define the 
mixing processes in the open sea over the areas with the linear rates of 
300— 1,500 km with sufficient accuracy in this way. If, however, we want to 
apply the theory to larger or particularly smaller areas, the diffusion velocity 
must not be taken as constant any more, but has to be regarded as a function 
of the linear dimension r of the areas. W ith such a power-formula for P (r) we 
have obtained an even more appropriate adaptation within small areas of high 
concentration.

Diffusion is a result of turbulence and we have every reason to suppose that 
there exists a direct proportion between the diffusion velocity and the turbu
lence velocity. A  statement regarding turbulence is meaningless without the 
data of area and time about which the mean value is formed. By turbulent 
velocity we understand the resulting motion of a given area relative to its 
environment. Fig. 7 gives a hypothetic turbulence spectrum for the sea based 
on general considerations by S tom m el (5).

Fig. 7
Turbulence spectrum for the ocean according to STOMMEL (5).

The units of the ordinates are linear but, owing to lack of observations, 
arbitrary. The turbulent velocity must of course be omitted if the linear rate 
L reaches the dimension of the entire ocean, since it does not possess a mean 
relative motion in relation to its environment. It is probable that within small 
dimensions of the sea, approximately between 1 m and 1 km, the diffusion 
velocity initially increases with the third root of the linear dimension in the 
observed region, that means that for the usual eddy difi'usivity, the well- 
known 4/3 power law is satisfied. In areas between 10 and 100 km the turbul
ence velocity changes only little, which is the reason why in our examples 
the observations can also be described with a constant P. For even larger 
diffusion processes the decrease of the turbulent velocities and the proportional 
decrease of the diffusion velocity respectively must be considered.

For the evaluation, and especially for the prediction, of mixing processes 
over larger sea areas a knowledge of these turbulence spectra is essential. 
On the other hand the only feasible way of determining the turbulence 
spectrum at the present time is to observe mixing processes and, particularly, 
non-stationary processes. Stommel’s turbulence spectrum corresponds
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well with the observations. However, only very little is known about the 
turbulence spectra of other sea areas, the Mediterranean or the North Sea, for 
instance.

Further investigations are necessary wherein our statistical theory must be 
modified in order to be applicable to processes in shallow waters, off-coast 
regions, areas around river mouths, etc. In Publication No. 658 of the National 
Research Council of the United States National Academy of Sciences, entitled 
“Radioactive waste disposal from nuclear-powered ships” (6), an attempt is made 
to estimate on the basis of our theory the maximum permissible amount of 
waste for various sea regions. In so doing the work combines statistical 
considerations with expression in geometrical terms. This is not, strictly 
speaking, admissible. The errors committed as a result may possibly be of no 
great importance, but even that is not known for certain.

B y  applying our form ula we have recently attem pted to interpret the results 
o f m odel investigations carried out b y  B r y a n t  and G e y e r  (7) into the 
“ travel tim e o f radioactivity in w ater” .

Although, owing to analytical difficulties, we have assumed a simplified 
model, satisfactory agreement has been obtained. The diffusion investigations 
become more complicated in shallow sea areas, as in the North Sea, which dur
ing the summer is partly stratified, and also in regions of stronger tidal cur
rents which, however, are mixed vertically. The mixing processes within the 
surface and bottom layer can at all events vary, besides which a continuous 
exchange between water and bottom material takes place in the bottom layer, 
as shown in Fig. 8.

I f  the time interval over which the mean value will be formed consists of 
a multiple of the tidal period, we can, according to the definition, estimate 
the tidal currents under the turbulent processes. This continuous exchange of

Vertical distribution of the suspended material in the south-western part of the North Sea 
during two tidal periods, according to JOSEPH (8).
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material with the bottom must be considered with respect to all observations 
on the transport of radioactive materials in shallow waters with tidal currents.

The situations in tideless seas such as the Baltic and the Black Sea are differ
ent. Here the water masses may remain in self-contained basins over long 
periods, in some cases for several years. In  certain weather conditions the 
bottom water can be lifted and mixed with the surface layer, should water of 
a high salinity flow in from outside. Instances of this kind were described, 
among others, by W y r t k i  (9) for the Bornholm basin. Fig. 9 shows the 
mean range of variability of the salinity in the Bornholm basin and the vertical 
distribution of salinity after the incursion on 29 December 1951.

Fig. 9
Vertical distribution of salinity in the Bornholm Basin on 29. 12. 1951 compared with 

the variations in salinity during preceding years, according to W YRTKI (9).

The incoming North Sea water fills the basin up to a depth of 60 m, which 
corresponds to a water volume of approximately 170 km 3. The frequency of such 
inflows of water of high salinity into the Baltic Sea and the time at which 
they take place cannot be predicted, and it is obvious that the resultant mixing 
processes are not to be described by a simple diffusion theory, as we can hardly 
find the mean values over several centuries.

On the contrary, it seems that the mixing processes in a continuous turbul
ence field can be described and even be forecast to a satisfactory degree of 
accuracy by statistical means. Such forecasts will always be of a probable 
kind, but this is the most suitable descriptive method, as the turbulence 
processes occur at random.

W e therefore require observations and ever more and more observations. 
As Nature only supplies us with very few examples of stationary diffusion 
processes and with hardly any of the non-stationary type, we ourselves have to 
carry out test investigations with suitable radioactive materials. The compar
atively high cost of the equipment required and the experience needed for 
the execution of such investigations make it advisable to conduct such investi
gations on an international basis forthwith. I therefore suggest that an inter
national research committee make a start as soon as possible on test investiga
tions within sea areas of particular interest to us.
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In Europe these are, for instance, the Norwegian Sea, the North Sea and 
the Baltic, the English Channel, the Bay of Biscay and the Mediterranean. 
One of the great oceanographic organizations such as the International Asso
ciation of Physical Oceanography (IAPO) or the Special Committee on Oceanic 
Research (SCOR) could be the sponsor. I  propose that this Conference 
recommend that the organization in question be asked to begin as soon as 
possible to prepare for the investigation of mixing processes by radioactive testing 
methods. Only thus, in m y opinion, will our knowledge be so far extended 
that one day we shall be able to predict the effect of the disposal of atomic 
waste in the sea with that certainty which is necessary for the protection of 
man and all life in the ocean.
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T H E  E F F E C T  O F  F I S S I O N  P R O D U C T S  O N  T H E  
R A D I O A C T I V I T Y  O F  S O M E  H Y D R O B I O N T S  O F  T H E

P A C I F I C  O C E A N

Abstract

The paper emphasizes the fact that currents in the water masses disperse 
radioactive elements over large distances, with the result that many marine 
fauna and flora far removed from the centres of contamination may accum
ulate dangerous concentrations of such elements.

E F F E T  D E S  P R O D U I T S  D E  F I S S I O N  S U R  L A  
R A D I O A C T I V I T E  D E  C E R T A I N S  O R G A N I S M E S  M A R I N S  D E

L ’ O C E A N  P A C I F I Q U E

Résumé

Dans ce mémoire, on souligne que les masses d’eau des courants marins 
transportent les éléments radioactifs à de grandes distances; il s’ensuit que 
de nombreux animaux et végétaux marins vivant loin des foyers de cont
amination peuvent accumuler ces éléments jusqu’à des concentrations dan
gereuses.

В Л И Я Н И Е  О С К О Л О Ч Н Ы Х  П Р О Д У К Т О В  Н А  Р А Д И О А К Т И В 
Н О С Т Ь  Н Е К О Т О Р Ы Х  Г И Д Р О Б И О Н Т О В  Т И Х О Г О  О К Е А Н А

Резюме

В докладе подчеркивается, что водные массы разносят течениями радио
активные элементы на большие расстояния, в результате чего многие морские 
животные и растения, обитающие далеко от очагов заражения, могут накап
ливать зтй элементы до опасных концентраций.

I N F L U E N C I A  D E  L O S  P R O D U C T O S  D E  F I S I O N  E N  
L A  R A D I A C T I V I D A D  D E  A L G U N O S  O R G A N I S M O S  

M A R I N O S  D E L  O C E A N O  P A C I F I C O

Resumen

En el informe se pone de manifiesto que las corrientes de agua transportan 
elementos radiactivos a grandes distancias, por lo cual muchos animales y  
vegetales marinos, que habiten lejos de los focos de contaminación, pueden 
acumular estos elementos en concentraciones peligrosas.
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ВЛИЯНИЕ ОСКОЛОЧНЫХ ПРОДУКТОВ 
НА РАДИОАКТИВНОСТЬ НЕКОТОРЫХ 

ГИДРОБИОНТОВ ТИХОГО ОКЕАН А

П. А. МОИСЕЕВ И А . В. КАРДАШЕВ 
ВСЕСОЮЗНЫЙ НАУЧНО-ИССЛЕДОВАТЕЛЬСКИЙ ИНСТИТУТ МОРСКОГО

РЫБНОГО ХОЗЯЙСТВА И ОКЕАНОГРАФИИ (ВНИРО), Г. МОСКВА, СССР

Проблема влияния осколочных продуктов на радиоактивность водных масс 
и водных организмов приобрела особо важное значение в связи с массовым 
заражением рыб и других водных объектов осколочными продуктами при 
испытании ядерного оружия и в результате загрязнения водоемов радио
активными отходами. (1, 2, 3 ,4).

Обстоятельные и весьма разносторонние исследования ученых многих стран 
со всей убедительностью выявили закономерности образования повышенной 
радиоактивности у водных животных и растений и распространения водных 
масс с осколочными продуктами. Особенно показательны данные о все воз
растающей радиоактивности водных масс и водных объектов в западной и 
северо-западной части Тихого океана в результате неоднократных испытаний 
ядерного оружия. Прежде всего установлено быстрое и весьма широкое распро
странение рыб (тунцов, меч-рыбы, марлин) с повышенной радиоактивностью 
из района термоядерного взрыва по всей акватории западной части Тихого 
океана. Северо-экваториальное течение разносило водные массы с повышенной 
радиоактивностью в западном направлении и спустя 13 месяцев, прошедших 
от момента взрыва, громадная площадь океана — около 3,5 млн. кв. км была 
заполнена водами с радиоактивностью, превышавшую нормальную по мень
шей мере в три раза. Практически все живые организмы, находившиеся в районе 
распространения упомянутых водных масс — зоопланктон, бентосные беспоз
воночные, рыбы и водоросли оказались весьма устойчивыми носителями радио
активных элементов и сделались опасными для здоровья соприкасавшихся с 
ними людей. В дальнейшем радиоактивные водные массы достигли берегов 
Японии и восточного и северо-восточного побережья Азии (5, 6, 7, 8).

Осуществленные советскими исследователями в 1958 году на судне „Нора“ 
работы в обширном районе, расположенном к северо-западу от о-ва Бикини, 
показали, что бета-активность воды была значительно повышена, а на многих 
станциях в десять и более раз превышала естественный калийный фон.

Водные массы Куро-Сио в свою очередь разносят радиоактивные воды прак
тически по всей площади северо-западной части Тихого океана, особенно повы
шая радиоактивность тех районов, куда непосредственно проникают ветви 
этого течения.

Анализ проб планктона, выловленного в различных районах у берегов Совет
ского Дальнего Востока в октябре-ноябре 1958 г., показал повышенную его 
радиоактивность.

Напомним, что ранее опасность радиоактивного заражения людей от исполь
зования водных объектов связывалась прежде всего с употреблением в пищу 
рыб, совершающих протяженные миграции из районов с интенсивной заражен
ностью и доносящих, таким образом, высокую радиоактивность даже туда, 
где водные массы обладают относительно невысоким уровнем зараженности.
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Японские ученые (Хияма и др.) показали, что наряду с повышением радио
активности водных масс у берегов Японии (увеличившейся за период с 1954 
по 1957 г.г. в шесть раз) происходил процесс быстрого нарастания радиоактив
ности морских животных и, в частности, рыб, не совершающих длительных 
миграций и являющихся постоянными обитателями прибрежных вод (Sciena, 
Trachiurus, Theragra, Dinogunellus sp.), причем уровень радиоактивности, 
достигнутой рыбами, значительно превышал соответствующий уровень окру
жающих вод.

Однако, экспериментальные исследования последних лет со всех убедитель
ностью выявили способность большинства животных и водорослей накапли
вать радиоактивность в своем организме до высокой степени концентрации, 
во много раз превышающей концентрацию осколочных продуктов в окружа
ющей их среде.

Проведенные в 1958 году анализы бета-активности мышечных и других тка
ней основных промысловых рыб, обитающих в северо-западной части Тихого 
океана, указали на наращивание радиоактивности рыб, обитающих на многие 
тысячи миль от района основного очага заражения.

Приведенные данные показывают, что значительная часть промысловых 
рыб, обитающих у берегов Камчатки и Сахалина, имеют повышенную радио
активность в результате проникновения сюда водных масс с осколочными 
продуктами.

Нарастание осколочных продуктов в гидросфере привело к повышению 
радиоактивности водорослей и бентосных беспозвоночных животных. Резуль
таты исследований слоевищ ламинарии (Laminaria J.), произрастающей в раз
личных районах дальне-восточного побережья, подтвердили ее повышенную 
радиоактивность.

Данные показывают, что наиболее высокая активность ламинарии свойст
венна для районов, примыкающих к юго-западному побережью Сахалина, 
омываемого водами Цусимского течения, в то время как в других районах 
(кроме залива Петра Великого) наблюдается повышенная активность, но в 
меньшей степени.

Соответствующие показатели повышенной против естественного уровня 
радиоактивности дали при анализах краб волосатый (Echinocheir), осьминоги 
(Polypus), моллюски (Mydia) голотурий (Cucumaria) и др. донные животные, 
обитающие у берегов Сахалина.

Приведенные данные с несомненностью свидетельствуют о чрезвычайно 
широком разносе морскими течениями осколочных продуктов из районов их 
высокой концентрации и большой стойкости этих продуктов в водных массах. 
Одновременно с несомненностью установлено, что животные и растительные 
водные организмы обладают способностью активно ассимилировать из водных 
масс продукты радиоактивного распада, концентрировать их с различной 
степенью (но, как правило, превышающую степень концентрации в окружа
ющей водной среде) в тканях своего тела и сохранять радиоактивность в тече
ние длительного периода (многих лет).

Изложенные свойства водных масс и водных объектов, населяющих моря, 
заставляют категорически возражать против предложений об использовании 
глубин Мирового океана для захоронения радиоактивных отходов, так как 
такие „могилы“ на самом деле окажутся вековыми ядовитыми очагами, отрав
ляющими воду, животный и растительный мир океанических вод.
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THE EFFECT OF FISSION PRODUCTS 
ON THE RADIOACTIVITY OF SOME 

HYDROBIONTS OF THE PACIFIC OCEAN

P. A. M oiseev and A . V. K ard ash ev  
A ll-U n io n  M arine F isheries and O ceanographical S cien tific  R esea rch

In s titu te , M oscow  
USSR

(Translation of the foregoing paper)

The effect of fission products on the radioactivity of water masses and aquat
ic organisms has become a particularly important matter as a result of the 
mass contamination of fish and other aquatic life by fission products released 
during nuclear weapons tests and by entry of radioactive wastes into reservoirs 
(1, 2, 3, 4).

The detailed and highly diversified research work carried out by scientists 
from many countries has conclusively identified natural laws governing accumu
lation of radioactivity in aquatic fauna and flora and the dispersion of water 
masses containing fission products. Of particular significance are the data 
obtained on the constantly increasing radioactivity of the water masses and 
aquatic life in the western and north-western Pacific Ocean brought about by 
repeated nuclear weapons tests. In the first place it was established that there 
was a rapid and very wide-spread dispersion of abnormally radioactive fish 
(tuna, swordfish and marlin) from the area of thermonuclear explosions through
out the surface waters of the western Pacific. The North Equatorial Current 
carried abnormally radioactive water masses in a westerly direction and 
13 months after the explosion a vast area of the Pacific (some 3.5 million 
sq km) contained water whose radioactivity was at least three times the 
normal level. Nearly all the living organisms in the areas penetrated by these 
water masses, such as zooplankton, benthic invertebrates, fish and plants, 
proved to be very stable carriers of radioelements and hence constituted a 
danger to the health of people coming into contact with them. Subsequently 
the radioactive water masses reached the coast of Japan and the eastern and 
north-eastern seaboard of Asia (5, 6, 7, 8).
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The work carried out in 1958 by Soviet scientists on the vessel Nora 
over an extensive area to the north-west of Bikini Atoll established that 
the /3-activity of the water was considerably above normal, at many points 
exceeding the natural potassium background by a factor of ten or more.

The water masses of the Kuro Siwo continue the process of dispersion by 
carrying radioactive water into almost every part of the north-western Pacific, 
the activity-level of areas directly penetrated by branches of this current 
being particularly increased.

Analysis of plankton samples taken from various areas of the Soviet Far 
Eastern seaboard in October and November 1958 showed them to be abnorm
ally radioactive.

It should be recalled that the danger to human beings of radioactive contam
ination from aquatic life previously lay mainly in the consumption as food of 
fish that had made long migrations from highly-contaminated areas, thus 
bringing a high level of radioactivity even into areas where the water masses 
were contaminated to a relatively low degree.

Japanese scientists (Hiyama, et al.) have shown that, in conjunction with 
the increasing radioactivity of the water masses off the coasts of Japan (the level 
rose by a factor of six between 1954 and 1957), the radioactivity of marine 
fauna has been rising rapidly, in particular that of fish such as Sciena, Tra- 
chiurus, Theragra and Dinogunellus sp which do not migrate over long 
distances but have their permanent habitat in coastal waters, and that the 
level of activity attained in the fish is appreciably higher than that of the 
surrounding water.

Recent experimental research has also conclusively demonstrated that the 
majority of aquatic fauna and flora are able to accumulate radioactivity in 
their organisms up to a high level of concentration, many times exceeding that 
of the fission products in their environment.

An analysis made in 1958 of the /5-activity in muscle and other tissue of the 
principal species of food fish living in the north-western Pacific indicated an 
increase of radioactivity in fish living many thousands of miles away from the 
area of the main source of contamination.

The data adduced show that a large proportion of the food fish living off 
the coasts of Kamchatka and Sakhalin have become abnormally radioactive 
as a result of the penetration of those areas by water masses containing fission 
products.

The increase in the quantity of fission products in the hydrosphere has led 
to increased activity in the aquatic flora and benthic invertebrates. The results 
of research on kelp (Laminaria J .)  growing in various parts of the Far Eastern 
coastal waters confirm that it is abnormally radioactive.

The data given show that the most highly radioactive Laminaria are 
typically found in areas adjoining the south-western coast of Sakhalin, which 
is in the path of the Tsushima current, while in other areas (except Peter 
the Great Bay) increased activity has been observed, though to a lesser 
extent.

Similar indices of abnormally high radioactivity were obtained on analysing 
spiny crab (Echinocheir), octopuses (Polypus), molluscs (M yd ia ), holo- 
thurians ( Cucumaria)  and other bottom-dwelling fauna native to the Sakhalin 
coast.

The data given provide indubitable evidence of the extremely wide disper
sion by ocean currents of fission products originating in areas of high concentra
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tion and the great stability of such products in water masses. A t the same time 
undoubted proof is thereby adduced that aquatic animal and plant organisms 
are able actively to assimilate radioactive fission products from water masses, 
to concentrate them to varying degrees (although as a rule exceeding the level 
of concentration in the aquatic environment) in their tissues and to retain 
the radioactivity over periods of many years.

The characteristics of water masses and marine life here described show that 
a categorical objection must be made to utilization of the Pacific Ocean deeps 
for radioactive waste disposal, since in fact these “ burial grounds” will cons
titute long-lived sources of toxicity, poisoning the water and the animal and 
plant-life of the ocean.

(The references used for this paper are to be found at the end of the foregoing
original paper)



(As the following paper is very short, no abstracts are provided but the paper itself 
is presented in four languages)

АДСОРБЦИЯ И БИОЦИРКУЛЯЦИЯ 
В ВОДАХ ОКЕАНА

JI. А. ЗЕНКЕВИЧ 
(СССР)

Известно, что на протяжении последних лет океанографы во всех странах 
уделяли много внимания изучению путей и скорости распространения продук
тов радиоактивного распада в водах океана. Одновременно исследовались 
формы, степень и объем заражения воды океана радиоактивными продуктами. 
Что касается фактора переноса и распределения радиоактивных веществ в 
воде, то вполне понято, что внимание ученых все более сосредоточивается на 
живых организмах.

Б. Кетчум и В. Боуен рассматривают понятие „биологический перенос" и 
делают довольно интересную попытку выразить его математически, а также 
сопоставить с исследованиями „физического переноса14. Появился термин 
„биоциркуляция“ . Очевидно, что этот фактор как средство переноса и система 
адсорбции не может быть не принята в расчет. Большое количество суспензий 
минеральных веществ (не содержащей живых организмов) характеризуется 
относительно медленной подвижностью, и поверхности тел бактерий и фито
планктона образуют огромную адсорбирующую поверхность (таблицы 1, 2). 
Столб воды в океане включает огромное количество взвеси, содержащей живые 
организмы (бактерии, фито- и зоопланктон), и компоненты, не содержащие 
живых организмов (биосестон и абиосестон).

Количественное определение всего сестона дает возможность оценить его 
роль как адсорбирующей поверхности и как механизма биоциркуляции (в вер
тикальном и горизонтальном направлениях).
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Адсорбирующая поверхность для различных групп сестона в зонах распре
деления средней плотности и показатель подповерхностной биоциркуляции в 
столбе воды под 1 м2 в среде обитания приведены в табл. 1 и 2.

ТАБЛИЦА 1

А д сорбцир ую щ ая поверхность в столбе воды  под  1 м 2

Абиосестон в столбе 
воды в 1000 м 
10000-40000 м2

Бактерии на столбе 
воды в 9000 м 

400-500 м2

Фитопланктон на 
столбе воды в 100 м 

0,5-2, 0 -5 ,0  м2 
(до 31 м2)

/
Зоопланктон на столбе 

воды в 4000 м 
0,8-1,1 м2

ТАБЛИЦА 2

Б иоциркуляция  в столбе воды под  1 м 2

Вертикальная (зоопланктон) 10000—20000 км Горизонтальная (рыба) 2,5 —135 км

ADSORPTION AND BIOCIRCULATION IN 
OCEANIC WATERS

L. A . Zenkevich  
USSR

(Translation of the foregoing paper)

It is generally known that in recent years oceanographers in all countries 
have denoted great attention to studying the dispersion routes and speed of 
movement of radioactive decay products in oceanic waters. A t the same time 
the form, degree and extent of contamination of oceanic waters by fission pro
ducts has been investigated. It  is clear that scientists are becoming more and 
more interested in living organisms as a factor responsible for the transport 
and distribution of radioactive substances in water.

B. Ketchum and Y . Bowen discuss the concept of “ biological transport”  
and make an interesting attempt to define it in mathematical terms and 
to collate it with research on “ physical transport” . The term “ biocirculation”  
has come into use. It is evident that this factor cannot be left out of account as 
a means of transport or system of adsorption. The great volume of suspension 
formed of mineral substances and not containing living organisms is character
ized by its relatively low mobility, and the bacterial and phytoplankton bodies 
constitute a vast adsorption surface (Tables 1 and 2). The ocean water column 
contains a vast quantity of matter in suspension, including living organisms 
(bacteria, phytoplankton and zooplankton) and components not containing 
living organisms (bioseston and abioseston).

Quantitative determination of all the seston enables its role as an 
adsorption surface and as a mechanism of vertical and horizontal biocirculation 
to be evaluated.
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The adsorption surface for various seston groups in average density distribu
tion zones, and the index of subsurface biocirculation in a water column less 
than 1 m 2 in the habitat, are given in Tables 1 and 2.

TABLE 1

Adsorption surface in a 1 m 2 water column

Abioseston per 
column of 1,000 m 
10,000— 40,000 m2

Bacteria per. 
column of 9000 m 

400— 500 m2

Phytoplankton per 
column of 100 m 
0.5— 2, 0— 5.0 m2 

(*> 31 m2)

Zooplankton per 
column of 4,000 m 

0.8— 1.1 m2

TABLE 2

Biocirculation in a 1 m 2 water column

Vertical (zooplankton) 
10,000— 20,000 km

Horizontal (fish) 
2.5— 135 km

i

ADSORPTION ET BIOCIRCULATION DANS 
LES E A U X  DES OCEANS

L. A . Z en k évitch  
URSS

(Traduction du mémoire original russe)

On sait que depuis quelques années les océanologues de tous les pays étudient 
avec beaucoup d’attention les modes de diffusion et la mobilité des produits de la 
désintégration radioactive à l ’intérieur des masses d ’eau océaniques. En même 
temps, on fait des recherches sur la forme, le taux et l ’étendue de la contamina
tion des océans par des produits radioactifs. De toute évidence, les hommes de 
science se préoccupent de plus en plus du rôle des organismes vivants sur le 
transport et la diffusion des substances radioactives dans toutes les niasses 
d ’eau.

MM. Ketchum et Bowen étudient ce qu’ils appellent le “ transport biologi
que” et s’efforcent, dans des travaux d ’un grand intérêt, de donner une ex
pression numérique à ce transport et de le comparer au “ transport physique” . 
Une notion nouvelle est apparue, celle de “ biocirculation” . On ne saurait, de 
toute évidence, négliger l ’importance de ce facteur, tant du point de vue du 
transport que de celui de 1-adsorption. La masse des substances minérales en 
suspension dans l ’eau (substances ne contenant aucun organisme vivant), 
qui sont caractérisées par une mobilité relativement faible, ainsi que les bacté
ries, le phytoplancton et le zooplancton créent une énorme surface d ’adsorption 
(tableaux 1 et 2): Les masses d ’eau océaniques contiennent en effet une grande 
quantité de ces éléments inertes et organismes planctoniques, animaux et 
végétaux.
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La détermination quantitative de tous les éléments en suspension permet 
d’apprécier le rôle qu’ils jouent en tant que surface d ’adsorption et moyen de 
biocirculation (dans le sens vertical et dans le sens horizontal).

Les tableaux ci-après indiquent la surface d ’adsorption des différents groupes 
planctoniques dans les zones de diffusion de densité moyenne et la biocircula
tion au sein d’une colonne de 1 m 2 dans ces zones.

TABLEAU 1

Surface d ’adsorption dans une colonne do 1 m- de section

Particules inertes par 
colonne de 1.000 m 
10.000 à 40.000 m2

Bactéries par 
colonne de 9000 m 

400 à 500 ma

Phytoplancton par 
colonne de 100 m 

0,5 à 2,0, 0 à 5,0 m2 
(parfois jusqu’à 31 m2)

Zooplancton par 
colonne de 4.000 m 

0,8 à 1,1 m2

TABLEAU 2

Biocirculation dans une colonne de 1 m 2 de section (Distances parcourues)

à la verticale (zooplancton) 
10.000 à 20.000 km

à l’horizontale (poissons) 
2,5 à 135 km

ADSORCION Y BIOCIRCULACION EN LAS 
AGUAS OCEANICAS

L. A . S e n k e v i t c h  
(URSS)

(Traducción del informe original ruso)

Es bien sabido que en el transcurso de los últimos años, los oceanógrafos 
del mundo entero han venido prestando gran atención al estudio de la distribu
ción y  de la velocidad de desplazamiento de los productos de la precipitación 
radiactiva en las aguas oceánicas. Al mismo tiempo se está estudiando la forma, 
grado y amplitud de la contaminación del océano por sustancias radiactivas. 
Es evidente que la atención de los hombres de ciencia se ve atraída cada vez 
más por los organismos vivos como factor responsable del transporte y  de la 
distribución de esas sustancias radiactivas en las aguas.

B . Ketchum y V . Bowen (1958) utilizaron el término “ transporte biológico” 
y  realizaron un intento muy interesante de expresarlo mediante una fórmula 
matemática y compararlo con el “ transporte material” . Y a  se emplea el término 
“ biocirculación” . Es evidente que no se puede prescindir de este factor al 
considerar el mecanismo de transporte y  los sistemas de adsorción. La masa 
de las sustancias minerales en suspensión (sustancias que no contienen ningún 
organismo vivo), caracterizadas por su movilidad relativamente reducida, así 
como los organismos bacterianos, el fitoplancton y el zooplancton crean una 
enorme superficie de adsorción (véanse los cuadros 1 y 2). En efecto, las masas
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de agua oceánica contienen gran cantidad de esas sustancias inertes y  de orga
nismos planctónicos, animales y vegetales.

La determinación cuantitativa de todos estos grupos sestónicos ofrece la 
posibilidad de evaluar cuál es el papel que desempeñan como superficie adsor
bente y  como factores en el mecanismo de biocirculación (tanto en el sentido 
horizontal como en el vertical).

En los cuadros que figuran a continuación se indica la superficie de adsorción 
de los diversos grupos sestónicos en las zonas de difusión de densidad media, 
así como los índices de biocirculación subácuea, en una columna de agua oceáni
ca de un metro cuadrado de sección dentro de las zonas de vida marina.

CUADRO 1

Superficie de adsorción en una columna de 1 m 2 de sección

Partículas inertes por 
columna a 1.000 m 
10.000 a 40.000 m2

Bacterias por 
columna a 9000 m 

400 a 500 m2

Fitoplancton por 
columna a 100 ni 
0,5— 2,0— 5,0 m2 

(a veces hasta 31 m3)

Zooplancton por 
columna a 4.000 m 

0,8 a 1,1 m2

CUADRO 2

Biocirculación en una columna de 1 m 2 de sección (Distancias recorridas)

Horizontal (peces) 
2,5 a 135 km

Vertical (zooplancton) 
10.000 a 20,000 km





M A R I N E  B I O L O G I C A L  I N V E S T I G A T I O N S  
A T  T H E  E N I W E T O K  T E S T  S I T E

Abstract

The results of marine biological investigations conducted at the Eniwetok 
Test Site since 1952 are summarized. Radioisotopes introduced into the sea 
from the tests at various times since then include fission products and other 
radioisotopes (U 237, N p239, M n54, F e55’ 59, Co57* 58- 60, Zn65 and W 1,85). The 
levels of radioisotopes in plankton samples taken 4 days to 6 weeks after 
contamination are reported and the distribution of the radioactivity between 
plankton and water is given. Grazing fishes contained Zn65, F e55, Co57- 58’ 60 
and Mn54. Carnivorous fishes contained mostly Fe55 and Zn65.

R E C H E R C H E S  D E  B I O L O G I E  M A R I N E  A U  C E N T R E  
D ’E S S A I S  D ’ E N I W E T O K

Résumé

L ’auteur fait le bilan des recherches de biologie marine effectuées depuis 
• 1952 au Centre d’essais d ’Eniwetok. Les radioisotopes qui se sont répandus 
dans la mer à la suite des essais auxquels on a procédé à plusieurs reprises 
depuis cette date comprennent des produits de fission et d ’autres isotopes 
(237U ; 239N p ; 54Mnj 57,5s,6oCo! 65Zn et 185W ). L ’auteur indique les
quantités des radioisotopes présents dans des échantillons de plancton 
prélevés de quatre jours à six semaines après ia contamination, et la 
répartition de la radioactivité entre le plancton et l’eau. Les poissons 
herbivores contenaient du zinc— 65, du fer— 55, du cobalt— 57, 58, 60 et du man
ganèse— 54. Les poissons carnassiers contenaient surtout du fer— 55 et du 
zinc— 65.

Б И О Л О Г И Ч Е С К И Е  И С С Л Е Д О В А Н И Я  М О Р С К О Й  В О Д Ы  В 
Р А Й О Н Е  П Р О В Е Д Е Н И Я  И С П Ы Т А Н И Й  Я Д Е Р Н О Г О  О Р У Ж И Я  

Н А  А Т О Л Л Е  Э Н И В Е Т О К

Резюме

Суммируются результаты биологических исследований морской воды в 
районе испытательных взрывов ядерного оружия на атолле Эниветок, прове
денных с 1952 года. Радиоизотопы, полученные морской водой в результате 
испытательных взрывов, проведенных в различное время с 1952 года, пред
ставляют собой продукты распада, а также другие радиоизотопы (U 237, Np239, 
M n54, Fe55’ 59, Со57’ 58’ 60, Zn65 и W 185). Сообщается об уровнях радиоактив
ности образцов планктона, взятых через 4 дня — 6 недель после радио
активного загрязнения, а также о распределении радиоактивности между 
планктоном и водой. Питающиеся планктоном рыбы содержат цинк— 65, 
железо— 55, кобальт— 57, 58, 60 и марганец — 57, а плотоядные рыбы в 
большинстве случаев — железо— 55 и цинк— 65.
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IN V E S T IG A C IO N E S  S OB RE B I O L O G I A  M A R I N A  EN 
LA ZONA DE E N SA Y O  DE E N IW E T O Kj

Resumen

En la memoria se resumen los resultados de las investigaciones sobre biología 
marina que se vienen realizando desde 1952 en la zona de ensayo de Eniwetok. 
A  consecuencia de los diversos ensayos nucleares efectuados desde esa fecha 
se han introducido en el mar una serie de productos de fisión y otros radio
isótopos (237U , 239Np, 54Mn, 55> 59Fe, 57> 58> 60Co, e5Zn y 185W ). E l autor indica 
la concentración de los radioisótopos en las muestras de plancton tomadas entre 
cuatro días y seis semanas después de la contaminación, así como la distribución 

' de la radiactividad entre el plancton y  el agua. Los peces herbívoros contenían 
65Zn, 55Fe, 57’ S8’ 60Co y 54Mn. Los peces carnívoros contenían principalmente 
55Fe y 65Zn.

MAR INE BIOLOGICAL INVEST IGAT IONS  
AT THE E N I W E T O K  TEST SITE

F r a n k  G. L o w m a n  
L a b o r a t o r y  o r  R a d i a t i o n  B i o l o g y ,  U n i v e r s i t y  o f  W a s h i n g t o n  

U n i t e d  S t a t e s  o f  A m e r ic a

The disposal of radioactive waste products in the sea is of primary interest 
to man insofar as it constitutes a potential hazard in his food materials derived 
from marine sources. At the present time, the principal source of artificial 
radioactive elements in the ocean is past weapons tests. In the future, how
ever, the wastes from nuclear power development and the great volume of 
associated contaminated materials will far surpass the present burden of 
artificial radioactive elements in the sea.

Almost certainly, the radioactive wastes consigned to the sea in the future 
will be deposited in chemical forms different in varying degrees from those in 
fallout material. At first consideration comparison of the fates in the marine 
biotic mass of radioisotopes derived from the two sources might appear to be 
of limited use. However, investigations on the cycling of radioisotopes through 
the marine food webs and the levels of various isotopes in representative samples 
have been conducted for the past eleven years at the Eniwetok Test Site in 
areas contaminated by many different types of nuclear devices fired under a 
wide variety of conditions. The transmission of given radioelements from 
one organism to another follows similar paths whether the fallout is mixed 
with calcium compounds from pulverized coralline islands and reefs, or sodium 
chloride from evaporated sea-water, or is essentially free of either of those non
radioactive materials. Indeed, groups of radioelements with similar chemical 
characteristics tend to follow similar paths in marine organisms. The uptake 
of radioisotopes from areas contaminated by fallout is controlled primarily 
by two factors; the physical factors which determine the distribution of the 
radioactive material in time and space, and the chemical factors which control
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the accumulation of the radioelements by the organisms in the sea. The chemical 
factors include the interaction of the radioelements with sea water and its 
contained salts, and the biochemical factors.

Physical factors

The distribution and availability of radioactive contamination with time in 
the sea is controlled primarily by the times at which the individual radio
elements are condensed from a gas to a liquid within the fireball of the nuclear 
device, and by the physical half-lives of the constituent radioisotopes. 
A d a m s , F a r l o w  and S c h e l l  (1), in a study of fallout particles at the 
Eniwetok Test Site, found that different ratios of radioisotopes were associated 
with different types of fallout particles. Unmelted calcium oxide particles 
collected their radioactivity in cooler parts of the fireball and at later times 
than did spherical particles formed of melted calcium oxide. The latter particles 
lost the porous structure characteristic of the unmelted particles, so that hydra
tion in the particles of melted origin proceeded at a much slower rate. The part
icles also differed in their chemical constitution. Since iron and fission-product 
vapours from the nuclear device and associated structure were concentrated 
near the centre of the fireball, they tended to become incorporated more in 
the particles of melted origin than in the unmelted particles.

Because the radioactive material condensed on to the unmelted particles 
in cooler parts of the fireball and at later times than on to the originally melted 
particles, a fractionating effect occurred in which the unmelted particles con
tained more of the volatile radioactive elements and, in the case of short
lived elements, their daughter products. The un melted particles thus contained 
more radioactive barium (daughter of xenon) and strontium (daughter of 
krypton). j

The effect of the physical half-life of the radioisotopes upon the distribution 
and availability of the contamination to the biomass in the sea is self-evident. 
Radioisotopes of short half-life will be available to the organisms for a limited 
time, after which the isotopes of longer half-lives will be of major importance.

The distribution of radioactive contamination in space within the sea is 
largely determined by oceanographic effects and gravity. Distribution is 
altered to a much lower extent by the movement of organisms in and out of 
the contaminated area.

The geographical distribution of the maj or masses of radioactive contamination 
in the sea is probably determined primarily by ocean currents, although in the 
long run meteorological effects upon global fallout may be more important 
in world-wide distribution of marine contamination.

Horizontal dispersion is dependent upon surface winds, currents, vertical 
and horizontal density gradients, and the size of the contaminated area. The 
rate of horizontal dispersion of radioactive material in sea-water was reported 
by R e v e l l e  and S c h a e f e r  (2) to be about one million times the rate of 
molecular diffusion. W ithin the thermocline most of the motion of soluble and 
colloidal material occurs along surfaces of equal density, and thus dispersion 
in the lateral direction would be much greater than in the vertical. In observa
tions made at the Pacific Proving Ground, D o n a ld s o n  et al. (3), S e y 
m o u r  et al. (4), and P a lu m b o  and L o w m a x  (unpublished) found the 
radioactivity mostly in the mixed layer and in some instances below the 
thermocline, but again the horizontal dispersion was much greater than the
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vertical. In most of the surveys at the Eniwetok Test Site the westward drift 
of the radioactivity was approximately equal to that of the current speed, 
although in some instances it was lower. This may be attributed to the effect 
of daily vertical migration of the macroplankton into deeper water, where the 
current flow is slower than that at the surface, and to eddy effect, if this exists.

A  measure of the transport by surface currents of radioactivity in the 
Pacific Ocean was reported by M iy a k e , S t jg iu r a  and K a m e d a  (6), by 
H a r l e y  (7), and by S e y m o u r  et al. (4).

Miyake et al. reported that 4 months after the nuclear tests at Eniwetok 
and Bikini the radioactivity had moved west to a distance of 1,200 miles, which 
is equal to a drift of more than 9 miles per day. Harley reported the west
ward drift to extend approximately 4,300 miles west from Bikini, which 
gives approximately the same rate of drift.

In an oceanic survey made with the USS Marsh approximately six weeks 
after the 1956 test series at the Eniwetok Test Site (Seymour et al.), the 
highest observed centre of radioactivity was derived from a surface detonation 
at Bikini Atoll. Forty-three days before the Marsh survey, the centre of this 
activity was located almost due north of Bikini Atoll. During the intervening 
time the contaminated centre moved a total of 300 miles at an average rate of 
approximately 7 miles per day. The radioactive material in this area of high 
activity was almost entirely associated with the surface waters (above 25 m), 
and the direction of drift (W SW )  of the contaminated water from the original 
site, at which it was first detected, was in the direction of the prevailing winds 
in that area. Thus the major part of the radioactivity was carried by the 
surface currents in the direction of the wind and remained in the surface 
water for at least a month and a half. The original contaminated deeper waters 
from this detonation appear to have moved almost due west, and according to 
the Marsh survey contained low levels of activity in comparison with the sur
face waters. However, the deeper waters may have initially contained appreci
able amounts of radioactivity which by the time of the second survey had sunk 
to a depth beyond the depth of sampling (300 m).

Revelle and Schaeffer reported that the rate of vertical diffusion 
above the thermocline is about 1,000 times that of molecular diffusion and 
about 1,000 times less than that of horizontal dispersion. The extent of vertical 
stirring within the mixed layer depends upon the surface winds and the vertical 
density gradient.

The thermocline is a layer of rapid temperature change and separates the 
surface layer, which in the area of the Eniwetok Test Site is less than 100 m  
thick, from the deeper waters. Because the temperature is fairly consistent 
throughout the upper or mixed layer, mixing in this layer should occur easily 
and require only small amounts of'energy. Because the thermocline is a layer 
of high stability, transfer of materials across this layer by turbulent diffusion 
would be expected to be much less rapid than in the upper layer. Therefore 
radioactive materials introduced above the thermocline should remain in the 
mixed layer for a long time and be subjected to great horizontal distribution 
and small amounts of vertical distribution. However, radioactive materials 
may cross the thermocline by at least two methods:

1. I f  the radioactive material is accompanied by large amounts of stable 
elements, such as calcium compounds, as where weapons are fired over 
coralline islands or reefs, the calcium may precipitate into particles of
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fairly large size and scavenge the accompanying radioisotopes out of the 
mixed layer and through the thermocline into the deeper layers.

2. Plankton undergoes diurnal vertical migrations of distances that exceed 
the depth of the thermocline, and thus may carry with it radioelements 
adsorbed or ingested in the mixed layer.

Thus three layers of water in the ocean are normally present— the surface 
layer or mixed layer, in which mixing should occur easily; the thermocline, 
which is very stable and across which radioisotopes may exhibit appreciable 
movement only under special conditions; and the body of water below the 
thermocline, in which vertical mixing is limited.

R e v e lle , Folsom , G o ld b e rg  and Isaacs (8) (1955) reported that 
when fission products were introduced at the surface of an area where the 
mixed layer was approximately 300 feet thick, the radioactivity moved down 
at a rate of about 11 feet per hour, so that within 28 hours the radioactivity 
was uniformly distributed to the thermocline.

Any study concerning the influence of gravity on radioactive materials in 
the open sea is complicated by the effects of currents and turbulent diffusion. 
I f  the leading edge of the contaminated body of water is sampled with passage
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Fig. 1
Distribution of total radioactivity in sea-water with depth at 6, 28 and 48 hours
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of time, almost all the radioactive materials appear to remain in the surface 
waters. If the samples are taken at the original site of contamination over an 
extended period, the ocean currents, eddies and vertical turbulence tend to 
obscure the effects of gravity. However, the obscuring effects of these factors 
may be reduced in areas in the lee of land masses.

The effect of gravity upon radioactive materials introduced into the sea was 
studied during the 1958 test series at Eniwetok Atoll. Measurements were 
made within the contaminated area less than one hour after the detonation, 
and a series of three sets of water samples at depths to 300 m were taken over 
a period of 48 hours in the same area. The radioactive material in the water 
samples was divided by filtration into a particulate fraction greater than 
0.45 //, and the colloidal-soluble fraction, less than 0.45 ¡i. The distribution of 
total radioactivity with depth at the three times is shown in Fig. 1. During 
the first 6 hours the major part of the radioactivity was in the top 25 m. 
The radioactivity decreased with depth, so that through the upper edge of the 
thermocline the contamination was about one-eighth that at the surface. A t

Fig- 2Distribution of particulate activity and soluble-colloidal activity with depth at 6, 
28 and 48 hours after an underwater detonation
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28 hours the radioactivity was distributed throughout the upper half of the 
mixed layer, and dropped in value rapidly between the depths of 50 m and 
the upper edge of the thermocline at 100 m. A t 48 hours the major part of the 
total radioactivity was concentrated at the upper edge of the thermocline 
(100m);  the activity fell to a low value at approximately 150 m and then 
rose gradually to a level approximately one-half that at 100 m. Thus the 
radioactivity was distributed throughout the mixed layer between 28 and 
48 hours. Probably at no time, however, was it evenly distributed throughout 
the mixed layer.

The distribution of activity with depth for the particulate fraction and the 
soluble-colloidal fraction at the three times following contamination is shown 
in Fig. 2. During the first 6 hours approximately one-fourth of the radio
activity was in the particulate fraction and was located in the top 25 m. 
The radioactivity associated with particles at this time was highest in the 
top 15 m of water, and a lower level of activity (approximately one-third 
of the radioactivity at the surface) was at approximately 50 m depth. 
A t 28 hours only one-eighth of the total radioactivity was associated with the 
particulate fraction, and the major part of the total activity was located in 
the top 60 m of water. The two peaks of activity noted in the particulate 
fraction at 6 hours had migrated downward a distance of approximately 50 m 
each during the 22-hour period, and the deeper peak of activity coincided with 
the lower edge of the mixed layer. A t 48 hours a major part of the radio
activity in both fractions was concentrated at a depth of 100 m (at the upper 
edge of the thermocline). A t 300 m the radioactivity in both the particulate 
and the soluble-colloidal fractions rose to a value of about one-half that at 
100 m. A t 48 hours the particulate activity accounted for approximately two- 
fifths of the total.

During the period 6— 28 hours following detonation, the activity associated with 
particulate matter dropped from one-fourth to one-eighth of that in the soluble-

HOURS AFTER DETONATION

Fig. 3
Percentage of radioactivity in sea-water in the particulate form at different depths with

increasing time
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colloidal form. However, at 48 hours particulate radioactive material accounted 
for two-fifths of the total radioactivity. A  major part of this activity was con
centrated at the upper edge of the thermocline. Fig. 3 shows the percentage 
of radioactivity in the sea water in the particulate form at different depths 
with increasing time after detonation. In the two samples collected within the 
mixed layer (0 m and 50 m) the percentage of particulate radioactivity in the 
water decreased between 6 and 28 hours and rose slightly at 48 hours. However, 
in the upper edge of the thermocline (100 m) and inside the thermocline 
(300 m) the percentage of particulate activity rose at an increasing rate during 
the interval 6— 48 hours post-detonation. The percentage of radioactivity in 
the particulate form at 300 m rose at an exponential rate from a value of 
approximately 1%  at 6 hours to 37%  at 48 hours.

During the interval 6— 28 hours the leading edges of the particulate radio
activity moved downward approximately 50 m, and those of the soluble-colloidal 
activity approximately 60 m. During the time 28— 48 hours the leading edges 
of both the particulate and the soluble activity in the mixed layer descended 
approximately 50 m. Thus the activity in the mixed layer during the entire 
period of sampling descended at a rate of approximately 2.5 m per hour.
' Below the mixed layer, however, the radioactivity in the particulate form 

appeared to descend much faster than that in the mixed layer. During the 
period 28— 40 hours the peak of radioactivity moved down at least 200 m,

Fig. 4
Ratio of activity in particulate fraction to that in soluble plus colloidal fraction in all 
water samples from four oceanic surveys made during 1956 and 1958 between the Eni

wetok Test Site and Guam
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or approximately 10 m per hour. This may reflect the separation of the particul
ate matter into a heavier fraction, which was observed at 6 and 28 hours as 
deeper concentrations of radioactive particles and which sank below the mixed 
layer ahead of the remaining particulate activity. During the last 20 hours 
the heavier particles descended rapidly through the thermocline.

The failure of the radioactive contamination to become evenly distributed 
throughout the mixed layer might be attributed to the short duration of the 
observations on the movement of the radioactive material in the water, 
although this is probably not the case. In the area of the test site, at least, the 
combination of the effect of gravity on the particulate activity plus the rapid 
movement of the surface waters (above 25 m depth) tends to cause stratifica
tion in the mixed layer of sufficient magnitude to overcome, in part, homo
geneous mixing in this layer. The ability of phytoplankton to concentrate radio
active materials and to remain near the surface probably adds to the tendency 
towards stratification in the mixed layer.

Homogeneous dispersion of the radioactive contamination throughout the 
mixed layer may occur after sufficient time has elapsed, as indicated in the
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Total radioactivity in water samples from four oceanic surveys made during 1956 and 
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Troll Report (7). However, in the area of the Marshall Islands and as far west 
as Guam this dispersion does not occur within 6— 8 weeks after contamination 
of the water mass. According to samples taken during four different surveys 
in 1956 and 1958 the radioactive material was not uniformly distributed in the 
mixed layer. In samples taken a few days after contamination and 6 weeks 
later, the ratio of the radioelements in the particulate matter to those in the 
soluble-colloidal form varied throughout, the upper mixed layer (Fig. 4). Also 
the total radioactivity in the water varied throughout the depths above the 
thermocline (Fig. 5). The values illustrated in these two figures are averages of 
all stations sampled and show only overall trends. The lack of homogeneity 
within the mixed layer was even more marked at individual collection stations 
(Fig. 6).
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In the four oceanic surveys made at the Eniwetok Test Site during 1956 
and 1958, the ratios of particulate activity to soluble activity in water samples 
exhibited similar patterns (Fig. 4), with ratios relatively high at the surface, 
dropping to a minimum value at 25— 50 m, and rising again near the thermo
cline. Only in the 1956 ( Walton) surface samples, taken 4— 23 days after 
contamination, did the particulate fraction contain a greater amount of 
radioactivity than the soluble fraction. The major part of the radioactivity 
observed during the Walton survey resulted from a surface land detonation 
which, at the time of sampling (23 days after detonation), included an area 
approximately 100 miles in diameter.

Another fallout area with much lower activity, observed during the Walton 
survey, resulted from two devices fired over water 4 and 6 days before sampling. 
The contaminated area was approximately 30 miles in diameter. The fallout 
material from the surface shot contained large amounts of calcium compounds, 
whereas the material from the over-water shots was mixed, for the most 
part, with evaporated salts from sea water and the material surrounding the 
nuclear device. The radioactivity was not distributed evenly throughout the 
mixed layer in either contaminated area, and in the areas of high activity 
from both the surface shot and the over-water detonation the activity in the 
water tended to be concentrated near the thermocline (Fig. 7 a).
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Fig. 7a
Total activity in water from two contaminated areas: one from a surface shot and one

from an over-water detonation

The radioactivity in the water was about six times as high in the area cont
aminated by the surface detonation as in that contaminated by the over-water 
shot. The water samples from these two areas were combined into two samples 
to determine if any differences in distribution of activity with depth was _ 
apparent between the two types of fallout. In the area of fallout containing 
relatively large amounts of calcium compounds, the radioactivity in the water 
was high at the surface, low at 25 m, and again high just above the thermocline. 
Within the upper thermocline the radioactivity was about the same as that 
at 25 m. The ratio of radioactivity associated with particulate matter to that 
associated with matter in solution was high at the surface (ratio =  1.17), low 
at 25 m (ratio =  0.03), and rose with increasing depth into the thermocline to 
a value of 0.39 at 100 m (Fig. 7 b).
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Fig. 7b
Ratio of activity in particulate fraction to that in solution plus colloid fraction from 
two contaminated areas : one from a surface shot, and one from an over-water detonation

In samples collected in the area from the over-water detonation, the total 
radioactivity in the water was highest at the surface, decreased gradually at 
50 m to a value about one-third of the surface activity, and rose to a value 
about two-thirds of the surface activity in the upper edge of the thermocline. 
A t 100 m depth the radioactivity was about one-tenth of that at the surface. 
More than half of the radioactivity at the surface was associated with particles, 
and at 25, 50 and 75 m less than one-tenth of the activity was in the particulate 
form. A t 100 m about one-sixth of the activity was associated with particles.

In both contaminated areas the particulate matter at the surface is probably 
primarily comprised of microplankton. In the area contaminated with fallout 
containing calcium compounds, the rise of particulate activity at and in the 
upper edge of the thermocline is probably due, to a large degree, to very small 
inorganic particles hindered from settling through the thermocline because of 
the density gradient. Because few particles would be present in fallout from the 
over-water shot, a rise in ratio of particulate activity at the thermocline would 
not be expected, and the observed rise was only approximately one-fourth that 
observed from the ground detonation. The fallout area from the surface detona
tion was sampled 23 days after contamination ; thus the larger particles present 
in the fallout would have already sunk to depths below those sampled by the 
time of the survey.

Chemical factors

W hen radioactive materials in the particulate form are introduced into sea
water, the particles may go into solution either because of their high solubility 
constant or from increased hydrostatic pressure as they sink through the water 
by gravity. I f  initially in the soluble form, they may.be precipitated as particles 
of varying size by interaction with salts in the sea or with accompanying 
materials, or by adsorption to biological or inorganic particles. The particles, 
whether inorganic or organic, would tend to be removed from the mixed 
layer by gravity, although the planktonic organisms tend to offset this effect
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by swimming upward. Because of the effect of gravity on particles, the soluble 
and insoluble fractions would probably act as two independent systems as far 
as concentration or dispersal processes are concerned.

In the waters of the open sea, the naturally-occurring trace elements zinc, 
cobalt, ruthenium, manganese, caesium, strontium, iodine, and possibly zircon
ium and cerium are present for the most part in solution. The small amount 
of natural iron occurs in the colloidal and particulate form and may have asso
ciated with it a limited amount of manganese and zirconium. All the above- 
named elements except caesium, strontium and iodine, however, when intro
duced to the sea in fallout, would most probably be present in the particulate 
form (36). The fallout elements strontium, caesium and iodine, which occur 
mostly in the soluble form, were found in the least amount in plankton. In  
contrast, the radioactive fission products with the least solubility, Zr95 and 
Ce144, were present in plankton in the greatest amount (36, 7). Lowman (36) 
reported that the non-fission-product radioelements zinc, cobalt, and iron were 
present in plankton from one survey in approximately equal amounts of about 
2 4 %  each and manganese át a level of less than one per cent. All of these 
elements introduced as fallout would exist initially in the insoluble form.

The physical state of any given element in sea-water will depend upon 
whether or not the solubility product of its least soluble compound has been 
exceeded (2, 10), and precipitation will occur when it is exceeded. In order to 
predict the form that a given radioelement will assume in sea-water, the ionic 
activity of the compounds likely to be present must be known. Very few data 
are available concerning the activities of the ionic forms of the fission-product 
elements in the sea. Limited information is available, however, for the neutron- 
induced radioelements found in fallout from thermonuclear devices.

Precipitation of a radioelement in the sea will occur only when precipitation 
of its stable element occurs normally or is induced by accompanying non-radio
active débris swept up into the fireball of the weapon at the time of detonation. 
This débris at the Eniwetok Test Site may be calcium compounds from the 
islands and reefs, materials from nearby structures associated with the nuclear 
devices or from the nuclear devices themselves, or salts from evaporated sea 
water. Several of the abundant fission products belong to the rare-earth series, 
and most of these elements are very insoluble in sea-water. In addition, sea
water is probably naturally saturated with rare-earth elements, so that any 
added material will be present in the particulate form (10).

Radioactive contamination may also occur in the sea in particulate form as 
a result of another process which is neither precipitation nor coprecipitation, 
but rather involves the adsorption of radioactive ions to organic detritus in the 
sea water. This process may be distinguished from the adsorption of radio
active ions or particles on to microorganisms. Both organic detritus and 
microorganisms have exposed polar groups with which transition elements 
such as manganese, iron, cobalt, nickel, copper and zinc, and anions such as 
zirconium, ruthenium, tungsten, neptunium, uranium, tellurium and molyb
denum, may become complexed. A  difference between organic detritus and 
microorganisms is an increased tendency of the former to sink to the depth of 
the sea, thus removing the radioelements from the biosphere. However, for 
the most part organic detritus probably sinks at a slower rate than particles 
of calcium compounds, and would thus tend to be removed from the surface 
waters at a slower rate than radioelements coprecipitated with calcium oxide 
or scavenged by calcite.
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Isotopes of a given element behave similarly in their uptake and meta
bolism by organisms, except the isotopes of hydrogen and possibly some 
of the other light elements. Thus one may assume that a radioactive isotope 
of a given element will follow the stable isotopes of the same element through 
the food web.

Because different isotopes of the same element generally behave identically, 
the degree at which a given radioisotope is taken up and retained by an 
organism depends to a large part on the amount of the stable counterpart 
of the same element present in the environment. The inhibition of uptake 
of a radioisotope by a stable isotope of the same element is known as isotope 
dilution, and is important in regard to health hazards from radioelements 
introduced into the sea. Moreover, elements closely related to each other 
in their ionic properties will tend to behave similarly and thus simulate isotope 
dilution. In this way the presence of stable calcium tends to reduce the uptake 
of radioactive strontium by organisms, and naturally-occurring potassium 
would be expected to have a similar effect on the uptake of radioactive caesium. 
Naturally-occurring potassium, which is similar chemically to caesium, is 
present in sea-water at the relatively high level of about 380 ppm. In com
parison with potassium, Cs137 would be present in extremely small amounts 
by weight even in an area of heavy fallout. Because animals exhibit a limited 
ability to differentiate between the two elements, the uptake of caesium 
would be low in the presence of an abundance of potassium.

Natural calcium occurs in the sea at a level of about 440 ppm, and is very 
similar to strontium with regard to uptake by marine organisms. In the 
case of strontium and calcium, however, the uptake of Sr90 is not directly 
proportional to its occurrence in the water. Sr90 is discriminated against 
with reference to and in the presence of calcium by factors of about 3 
in calcareous algae and foraminiferans, 2 in arthropods, 2— 7 in molluscs,
2.5 in bryozoans (11), and 3— 10 in marine fish (12). In addition to chemical 
competition, isotope dilution by stable strontium would result in reduced 
uptake of Sr90 by marine organisms. Stable strontium is present in the sea 
at a level of 6 to 1,300 times that of the naturally-occurring forms of the other 
major radioelements represented in fallout. As a consequence, the isotopic 
dilution of radiostrontium would be at least 6 to 1,300 times that to which 
the other radioelements would be subjected because of the presence of their 
stable counterparts.

The apparent discrimination by marine organisms against the uptake of 
radiostrontium may also be enhanced by a purely physical factor, including 
scavenging and coprecipitation. Granules of calcite resulting from pulverized 
islands effectively scavenge radioactive strontium as they sink through the 
sea into the deeper waters (36). S t jit o , T a k iy a m a  and U y b d a  (13) reported 
that the ashes from the 1 March 1954 detonation which fell on the No. 5 
Fukuryu Шаги consisted of white granules of calcite approximately 100-400 ¡л 
in diameter. Identification of the chemical-form was made by electron micro
scopy and X -ray  diffraction techniques.

It is usually assumed that particles sink in the sea according to Stoke’s 
Law, in which the assumption is made that the particles are smooth and rigid, 
are of given diameter and density, and do not interact with each other as 
they sink through the water. Calculations by Miyoshi indicate that particles 
of calcite 400 u, in diameter would sink from the surface to 260 m in 26 minutes, 
and particles 100 u, in diameter in 7 hours. Calcium from the pulverized islands
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and reefs on which the nuclear detonations occurred would probably be in 
the form of cal cite and calcium oxide.

Thus the mechanism for rapid scavenging of Sr89-90 in fallout introduced 
into the sea is provided by calcite settling through the thermocline. Co
precipitation with calcium compounds would also scavenge radiostrontium 
from sea-water. When CaCo3 is precipitated in sea-water, strontium is co
precipitated and carried down in the precipitate, a technique commonly used 
in chemical separations for sea-water. Because an appreciable amount of the 
calcium in fallout resulting from surface detonation is in the form of CaO and 
Ca(OH)2, a considerable amount of radioactive strontium would be carried 
to deeper waters by this action. W hen strontium is coprecipitated with calcium 
in the particulate form, it would be available to filter-feeding organisms. 
However, an appreciable amount of the precipitate would probably settle 
out of reach of the biosphere into the deeper water. Some of the radiostrontium 
would undoubtedly be ingested by the filter-feeders. However, a rapid turn
over rate for this element has been observed in all marine invertebrates and 
fishes studied up to now (14, 15). Because of the rapid turnover rate, ingested 
radioactive strontium would be continually recycled to the sea in solution, 
where it would become more and more diluted with the naturally-occurring 
non-radioactive form.

Biological îactors

Biological factors affecting the uptake of radioisotopes include biomass, 
surface area of the biomass, adsorption, absorption, feeding habits and in
gestion, physiological selectivity, deposition, excretion rates, reproductive 
rates, average life-spans and growth rates, mobility, including horizontal 
and vertical migrations, and symbiotic relationships.

The ultimate source of all energy for living material is derived from the 
sun by photosynthetic processes in plants. This energy is utilized to convert 
basic inorganic raw materials into organic compounds, which are then passed 
throughout the food web to the various organisms of the biomass. Since 
the efficiency of conversion at each stage in the food web is low, usually 10 to 
15 %,  the mass at each trophic level decreases with each step of conversion. 
Thus, with equal reproductive rates, the amount of total organic material 
and the average total of biochemically-combined minerals decreases as one 
passes through the food web, and the degree at which the mass decreases is 
dependent primarily upon the reproductive rate and average life-span of the 
populations making up a given level in the food web. The marine biosphere 
may be divided into the following levels: (1) the primary synthesizers, which 
are mainly comprised of photosynthetic plants; (2) the omnivores, which in 
the sea are usually filter-feeders, and (3) the carnivores, which include fishes 
such as tuna and sharks.

Metabolism in all forms of life at the cellular level is similar, although 
the organisms may differ markedly in body form and complexity. This 
similarity is present in organisms of both the plant and the animal kingdoms. 
Marine organisms tend to concentrate transition elements such as manganese, 
iron, copper, nickel, cobalt, zinc, and some of the anions. The transition 
elements, at least, are strongly bound to the organisms and are not easily 
removed by placing the organisms in sea-water containing lower amounts 
of these elements. They may be concentrated by factors up to 100,000.
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G o l d b e r g  (34) stated that two general processes operate in the uptake  
o f trace materials from  the marine environm ent: (1) a direct transfer o f ionic 
species and dissolved substances from  the hydrosphere to the organism, 
and (2) the uptake o f particulate m atter, including adsorbed surface ions.

L eh n in ger (16) discussed the physical bases of the specificity of metal ions 
in enzyme systems in the light of ion structure and properties. Many of these 
properties are also applicable to the study of the specificity of metal ions 
for proteins and other biological substrates, e. g. (1) mass, (2) ionic charge, 
(3) ionic radius, (4) oxidation-reduction potential, (5) the configuration and 
stability of the hydrates of the metallic ion in solution, and (6) the configur
ation and stability of coordination complexes of the metallic ion with substan
ces other than water (i. e. organic detritus, bottom clays and muds).

Manganese, iron, cobalt and nickel are closely related, since they are 
members of the first transition series of the periodical table ; thus they differ 
little in atomic weight, ionic radius, oxidation-reduction potential or mobility, 
and are equal in charge. All are capable of forming coordination complexes 
with many organic functional groups, and may form either ionic or covalent 
linkages.

It is probable that both Mn++ and Mg++ form aquocations of the type 
M g(H20)++  as do Fe++, N i++, and Co++, and all may form coordination com
plexes with organic compounds. Mn++ and the other transition metal ions 
would appear to be more versatile in this respect than Mg, since the unfilled 
3-d electron orbitals allow formation of covalent as well as essentially ionic 
complexes.

The type of electrostatic bonding (ionic bonding) of general importance 
in biological adsorption is the ion-dipole bond, which results from electro
static attraction between the electrically-charged metal ion and a dipolar 
molecule. Many such complexes are known, ranging from the simple aquor 
cations to very complex forms. The ability of metal ions to form such com plexes 
generally increases with ionic potential, except for the ions of the transition 
series, which show ability to form complexes out of proportion to their ionic 
potentials. Ions of low ionic potential such as Cs+, Rb+ and K +  show the 
least tendency to hydrate or form complexes. Those of somewhat higher 
potential, such as Na+, Ca+, Sr+ and Ba+, show intermediate activity.

The transition elements are far more active in forming coordination com
plexes. They differ in that they may form essentially covalent linkages between 
the metal and the complexing molecule as well as ionic complexes. This 
difference is due to the fact that the metals of the first transition series have 
a tendency to borrow electrons from other molecules to fill out their 3-d 
orbitals, thereby establishing essentially covalent linkages in which a pair 
of electrons is shared between the metal and the group bound. The transition 
elements may also form ionic complexes. However, many coordination com
plexes have properties which suggest that the bond must be regarded as a 
hybrid between the two extremes of both types (16).

The relative interactions of the transition elements with any given biological 
substrate do not for the most part depend upon the chemical composition 
of the substrate. The stability usually occurs in the following order:

Mn++ < F e ++ < C o + +  < № + +  < C u ++ >Zn+ + .

Sa l t m a n  (17) observed that the accumulation o f the trace m etal ions, 
iron, copper and zinc, by different cells was unique when compared with other
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transport mechanisms. The transition elements were taken up by cells from 
a solution of very low concentration of the metals without apparent expenditure 
of energy by the cells, and was thus a non-metabolic process. Neither did the 
process obey the laws of diffusion normally observed for other elements, 
in that they did not respond to concentration gradients. Saltman concluded 
that for the transition elements no diffusion barrier was presented by the 
cell membrane, but that the rate of uptake was limited by the rate at which 
the ions found binding sites inside the cell. This process would exert only 
a minor effect on the external surfaces of planktonic organisms, but would 
be of major importance where cell surfaces were exposed.

K orringa (18) noted that oysters and other lamellibranchs concentrated 
considerable quantities of the metals Al, Mn, Fe, Cu, Zn and Pb, especially 
during periods of active feeding, although they occurred in very small con
centrations in the environment. Korringa stated that the electrical properties 
of the food particles and the mucus feeding sheets in the oyster determine 
whether or not particles are rapidly caught. The positive polyvalent ions 
sucK'as A1+++, Cu++, Fe++, Zn++, Hg++ and Mn++ were observed to be caught 
and accumulated by the oyster, but not positive monovalent ions such as 
Na+ and K +, though present in greater amounts.

The ability of plankton organisms to form complexes with heavy metal 
anions and the transition elements is illustrated by observations on the 
uptake of radioelements by these organisms in areas of radioactive fallout. 
The levels of different radioisotopes in plankton change with time after 
introduction of contamination. The change in ratio depends upon at least 
two main factors— the physical decay of the radioisotopes in question, and 
the velocity at which concentration of the individual isotopes occurs within 
the organisms. During the first 48 hours after detonation the principal isotope 
present in the plankton was N p239 (69 % , Table 1). M o "— Tc99m and Te132— I 132 
contributed approximately 1 0 %  each of the total activity. I 132 was the only 
iodine radioisotope found in measurable amount in marine plankton, and 
was present only as a consequence of being the daughter of Te132. Radio
active iodine would be in solution in sea-water and, unless taken up selectively, 
would undergo dilution by stable chlorine, bromine and fluorine, as well 
as isotope dilution by the stable iodine. Other isotopes present in plankton 
within the first 48 hours after contamination at levels of 3 %  or less included 
U 237, radioactive Ru-R h, Ce-Pr, Ba-La, and Zr-Nb. Thus the radioisotopes 
associated with the plankton during the first 48 hours consisted principally 
of radioactive anions (96%) .  Later than one week after contamination 
the ratio of the different isotopes in the plankton changed so that, only 15 %  
of the total radioactivity was contributed by the anions— Zr95— N b95, 6 %  ; 
radioactive Ru— Rh, 5 % ;  N p239, 2 %  and U 237, 2 % . A t this time Co57’ 58> 60 
contributed 4 3 %  of the total radioactivity; Zn85 accounted for 3 %  and 
F e55+59 for 1 6 % .  Ba140— La140 contributed the remaining 2 3 % .  In samples 
collected six weeks after detonation in 1956, the major isotopes were Zn65 
(2 5 % ) ,  F e55 (24 %) ,  and Co57> 58> 60 (24%) .  Most of the remaining activity 
was contributed by Zr95— N b95 (20 %) ,  Ce144— Pr144 (5 % ) ,  and R u106-R h 106 
( 1 . 4 % ) ;  M n54 was present only in trace amounts.

Therefore the initial uptake of radioisotopes by plankton included, for 
the most part, short-lived radioactive anions. However, within a short time 
the radioactive transition elements cobalt, zinc, iron and manganese were 
accumulated and retained by plankton, so that at an interval greater than
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TABLE 1

Average values of radioisotopes in plankton from Wo surveys made during 1958 
and one in 1956 (Marsh). The six samples collected during the period less than 48 hours 
post-shot were from one detonation. The four samples collected at greater than one week 
had been contaminated by fallout from several nuclear devices. The five samples taken 
approximately six weeks after contamination had been subjected to radioactive fallout 
from several detonations.

half-life
Rehoboth 

Survey 
< 48 hours

Collett 
Survey 

> 1 week
Marsh Survey 

G weeks

M o "— Tc99m 66 h 12 0 0
Ce141— Pr141 33 d 2 0 0
Ce144— Pr144 285 d <  1 0 5
Ru103— Rh103 ) 40 d
Ru105— Rh105 I 4.5 h, 36.3 h 3 5 1.4
Ru106— Rh106 J 1 У
Ba140— La140 12.8 d 2 23 0
rFe 132___ J132 77 h 8 0 0
Zr95— Nb96 65 d 1 6 20
Sr89— Sr90 50 d, 28 у 0 0 0
Cs137 26.6 у' 0 0 0
Np239 2.3 d 69 2 0
TJ237 6.8 d 3 2 0
Co57 270 d 0 7 9
Co58 71 d 0 33 14
Co60 5.2 y 0 3 1
Zn66 245 d 0 3 25
Fe55 2.6 y 0 15 24
Fe59 45 d 0 1 0
Mn54 291 d 0 0 <  1

one week after contamination, these radioelements comprised 62 %  of the 
total radioactivity, and at the end of six weeks accounted for 74 %  of the 
contamination associated with the plankton.

The two anions accumulated by plankton (Zr95— N b95 and Ru106— Iihloe) 
probably follow the metabolic path of some chemically similar anion or 
anions normally present in the marine environment. Evidence that radio
active anions are not retained per se is found in observations on the uptake 
by plankton of a radioactive anion with no known metabolic function.

In an oceanic survey made in 1958, Low m an et al (19) found a neutron- 
induced radioisotope of tungsten, W 185, for the first time. The isotope was 
found in high amount in water and plankton ( ~  50 %  of the total activity) 
in an area of high total radioactivity about 180 miles in diameter. About 
one-half of the W 185 in the plankton was associated with silica, probably 
from the skeletons of marine diatoms.

Almost all the radioactivity in the water samples was contributed by 
Zr95—N b95 and W 185. A  major part of the material containing the latter radio
element in the water samples passed through a filter with a pore size of 0 .45/i.

A  second survey was conducted three weeks later. During the time between 
the two surveys the centre of contamination moved 150 miles to the W S W , 
a net advance of 7.3 miles per day. In plankton samples collected during 
the second survey no W 185 was found, although almost all the radioactivity
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in the water samples was contributed by this radioisotope. Zr95—N b95 were 
present in the plankton.

Although there was a high initial uptake of W 185 by the plankton, probably 
by surface adsorption, the loss of the isotope was rapid. W 185 also forms 
complexes with the surfaces of terrestrial plants and marine algae. In  
terrestrial plants it remains complexed to the surfaces of leaves exposed to 
almost daily rainfall, and the degree of binding appears to be directly related 
to the waxiness of the leaf surface. It  was not present in the internal parts 
of the plants.

In marine algae the level of W 185 was related to the exposed surface area. 
Radioactive tungsten is probably removed from organic surfaces in the sea 
by exchange with the ions in the water.

The second process of accumulation of radioisotopes by marine organisms 
is brought about by filter-feeding planktonic organisms which would accu
mulate both inorganic particles and microscopic organisms with their ad
sorbed ions. Some of the radioactivity contributed by the transition radio - 
elements would probably be present in the area in combination with the 
hydrated oxides of iron. Also the radioactive anions accumulated by plankton 
would be largely associated with the same particles. G o ld b e rg  (34) 
showed that a marine diatom was unable to take up ionic iron in the com
plexed form but readily assimilated particles of hydrated iron oxide. Thus, 
in addition to the concentration of transition elements by the filter-feeding 
plankton by direct surface adsorption, a further concentration of these elements 
would occur through ingestion by these organisms of particles of hydrated 
iron with associated radioelements, particles of organic detritus with adsorbed 
radioelements, and contaminated microplankton.

Limited data from both control experiments (15) and field observations (4) 
suggest that an important route for uptake of fallout radioisotopes by marine 
animals is through the ingestion of particulate matter containing the radio
activity, whether the particles be inorganic or phytoplankton. Снгтмлк (15) 
noted that, in addition to the filter-feeding animals, two species of algae were 
also able to concentrate Ce144 several times over the levels in the water although 
the radioisotope was in the particulate form. The uptake of particulate material 
may either involve adsorption of the particle on to the organism or the in
gestion of the particulate material, which would include both food particles 
and non-living particulate detritus.

The fractionation of introduced radioactive materials in the sea between 
the macroplankton, microplankton, nannoplankton, non-living particulate 
matter and colloidal and soluble fractions is important in the interpretation 
of the deposition of radioisotopes in marine organisms or in the bottom of 
the sea. In surveys at the Eniwetok Test Site the total activity in the samples 
was subdivided into three fractions— the macroplankton, the microplankton 
plus particulate matter greater than 0.45 ¡л, and the soluble-colloidal material 
less than 0.45 tu. The macroplankton and some microplankton were collected 
by means of half-metre nets of No. 6 mesh, and the nannoplankton plus 
inorganic particulate matter was collected by filtering 500 ml of sea-water, 
taken at various depths, through a millepore filter with a pore size of 0.45 ¡.i. 
A portion of the filtrate was then treated with concentrated CaCo3 to pre
cipitate practically all the radioelements from the water. The latter fraction 
included colloidal and soluble material.

Although some microplankton was undoubtedly retained by the filter
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paper, the ratio of radioactivity in the macro-microplankton to that in the 
nannoplankton plus particulate matter is insignificant (on the average 0.00025  
of the particulate matter), and all the material on the filter paper may be 
considered to be from nannoplankton and inorganic particulate matter. 
Also, no macroplankton was retained on any of the filter papers.

The radioactivity of the macro-microplankton per unit volume of sea 
water was calculated by using data on plankton volumes reported by the 
Pacific Oceanic Fisheries Investigation from surveys made in 1956 and 1957 
in the Marshall Island areas. In this study, the volumes of water strained by  
plankton nets were measured and compared with the volumes of plankton 
obtained. In. the open sea approximately one ml of plankton was collected 
for every 100,000 ] of water filtered.

In four different surveys made at the Eniwetok Test Site in 1956 and 1958, 
the radioactivity in the macro-microplankton was low in comparison to 
that in the particulate material and to that in the dissolved material (Table II).

TABLE II
RATIO OF ACTIVITY IN WATER TO ACTIVITY Ш PLANKTON

Filter paper 
plankton

C 0 3
plankton

Filter paper + C 03 
plankton

Walton survey 11— 21 June 1956 2,900 7,600 10,500 4— 23 days 
after deto
nation

Marsh survey 1— 21 Sept. 1956 7,800 28,000 36,000 ~ 9 0  days 
after deto
nation

Collett survey, 8— 14 Aug. 1958 1,500 9,400 10,900 at end of 
series

Silverstein survey, Sept. 1958 
Walton.— device detonated over

5,100 100,000 105,000 ~  3 weeks after 
end of test

water 3,400 10,500 series
13,900 4 and 6 davs

Walton— fired on ground 2,900 7,400 post-shot 
10,300 23 days post

shot

The Walton survey was made during the middle two weeks of June 1956 
(during the test series) and included 53 sampling stations. Two centres of 
contamination were included in the survey area and were sampled 4 -6  days 
and 23 days respectively after detonation of the devices producing the fallout. 
In an average of the Walton samples, the particulate matter greater than 
0.45 /.t contained 2,900 times and the dissolved material 7,600 times as much 
radioactivity as did the macro-microplankton per litre of water. The samples 
were also subdivided to include (1) the fallout area resulting from contamin
ation produced by two closely-spaced over-water shots, and (2) a contamin
ated area with fallout containing large amounts of calcium compounds from 
a device fired on the ground. No appreciable difference existed between 
the ratios of particulate activity to macro-microplankton nor the dissolved 
activity to macro-microplankton in these two areas.

Another survey was conducted with the USS Marsh approximately 
2 1 / ¡j months after the Walton survey. The filter paper/plankton ratio was
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7,800 and the carbonate/plankton ratio 28,000. The ratio of the total activity 
in the sea-water to that in the plankton increased by a factor of about 3 1/ 2 
during the 2 1/ 2-month interval between the surveys. A  greater increase in 
activity occurred during the time between the two surveys conducted in 
August and September 1958. The first survey was done aboard the USS  
CoUett during the period 8 -14  August 1958, and the ratio of activity associated 
with the particulate matter to that in the plankton was 1,500 and that for 
the soluble activity to that in the plankton 9,400. During the survey made 
three weeks later aboard the USS Silverstein, the ratios were 5,100 and
100,000 respectively. The total activity in the water compared to that in 
the plankton increased by a factor of about 9.5 during the three-week interval.

The mechanism involved in the apparent increase of activity in the water 
with respect to that in the plankton is not known. In order to determine 
the factors involved, techniques must be devised to divide the particulate 
matter in the water into its organic and inorganic fractions and to separate 
the colloidal and soluble fractions from each other. In addition, accurate 
measurements must be made of the total volume of water strained during 
each plankton haul. A t the present time these problems have not been solved.

Radioactivity in fish samples from Bikini and Eniwetok Atolls cannot 
be related to any specific date of origin of contamination, since the weapons 
test programme at the atolls has continued over a period of years and residual

TABLE III
RESULTS OF RADIOCHEMICAL ANALYSES ON ORGANS AND TISSUES OF FISH 

TAKEN Ш AND NEAR THE ENIWETOK TEST SITE

Isotope*

Sample
Mi.» Fe55 Fe59 Co57 Co58 Co60 Zn05 Zr95—

N b95

Yellowfin tuna— Eniwetok 
Lagoon, June 1958 
(during tests)
Red muscle trace 70 0 trace trace trace 21 8
White muscle 0 33 0 0 0 0 40 26
Liver 4 41 0 3 11 1 36 4
Kidney 1 72 0 4 17 2 1 3
Spleen <  1 86 0 1 5 <  1 7 <  1

Eish liver— Eniwetok 
Lagoon, Sept. 1956 
(six weeks post-shot) 4 35 trace 6 3 5 47 trace

Reef fish liver— Ailinginae 
Atoll, July 1957 
(3 years post-shot**) 1 26 0 22 4 3 40 0

Tuna— Marshall Islands, open 
sea, July— Sept. 1958 
(during tests)
Red muscle 0.2 11 .1 0.2 1.1 0.2 87.0 0
White muscle 0.3 6.9 0.2 1.2 0.3 90.5 0
Liver 0.1 18.1 0.1 0.6 <  0.1 80.9 0
Skin 0 6.1 0.3 1.7 0.4 91.5 0
Bone 2.7 5.4 <  0.1 0.5 0.1 90.5 0

* Sr90— Y 90, R u106— R h 106 Cs137— Ba137, Ce144— Pr144 not found in samples.
** Major contamination during March 1954. Recontaminated slightly during 1956.
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contamination from previous tests is always present in the environment. 
However, comparisons of levels of radioelements in samples collected at 
different times do show the overall trend of uptake of radioactive materials 
by these organisms, and the observed ratios of the different radioisotopes 
in the organs of inidividual specimens indicate the sites of deposition in 
organs and tissues of the fish, and in some instances give evidence concerning 
turnover rates.

In Table III the results of radiochemical analyses on organs and tissues of 
fishes from the Eniwetok Test Site are shown.

In a yellowfin tuna sample from Eniwetok Lagoon, taken during the testing 
period in June 1958, F e55 was the predominant isotope, with red muscle, 
kidney and spleen containing more than 70 %  of the total radioactivity as 
this isotope. The highest level of Co57> 58' 60 was in the kidney, suggesting 
a high turnover rate for radiocobalt in this fish.

The low value of Zn65 in the kidney suggests a low excretion rate for this 
element. The high level of radioactive iron in the kidney is probably not 
caused by a high excretion rate, but rather indicates a concentration of iron, 
which would be expected, since the kidney in fishes is a blood-forming organ. 
Similarly a high level of radioactive iron in the spleen is probably the result 
of active concentration of iron, since the spleen, too, has haematopoietic 
functions. In the red muscle F e55 contributed 70 %  of the total radioactivity, 
but in the white muscle only 3 3 % . Red muscle is known to contain greater 
concentrations of iron than white muscle, and therefore the deposition of 
radio iron in this organ would be expected. M n54 apparently is not concentrated 
in the red muscle, white muscle, kidney or spleen, and was found in the liver 
at a level of only 4 %  of the total radioactivity.

In fish-liver samples collected from Eniwetok Lagoon in September 1956, 
approximately six weeks after the test series, Zn65 contributed 47 %  and 
Fe55 35 %  of the total radioactivity. Radioactive cobalt was present at a 
level of about 1 4 %  of the total radioactivity, about the same percentage as 
that observed in the liver of the yellowfin tuna collected during the tests. 
Thus in fish-liver samples collected six weeks after the test series in 1956, 
the Zn65 was slightly higher and the F e 55 slightly lower than that found 
in yellowfin tuna liver collected during the 1958 test series. In the livers of 
reef fish collected at Ailinginae Atoll during July 1957, approximately three 
years after contamination, the levels of radioisotopes were similar to those 
in the two liver samples from Eniwetok collected during the test period and 
six weeks after.

During the test period in the summer of 1958, tuna samples taken in the 
open sea near the test site had different ratios of radioisotopes from those taken 
in the lagoons. In these samples Zn65 contributed 81— 91 %  of the total radio
activity in five different organs and the levels of Fe55-59 ranged from 5 to 18 % . 
Thus, in the fish samples collected in the open sea, the level of Zn65 in relation 
to the total activity is approximately twice that found in the lagoon fishes, 
and the levels of Fe55 and Co57> 58- 60 are correspondingly lower. In addition, 
whereas small amounts of Zr95—Nb95 were present in some of the lagoon 
samples, this radioisotope was not detected in the tuna samples from the 
open sea.

The plankton samples collected during the Collett survey (Table I) were 
taken at approximately the same time as the tuna samples from the open 
sea near the Marshall Islands (Table III). A comparison of the levels of the
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radioisotopes in the plankton and tuna samples gives some indication of the 
relative concentration factors for the different isotopes in the tuna fish. The 
two radioactive anions ruthenium and zirconium were present in the plankton 
at a level of approximately 11 %  but were absent in the fish samples; 100 %  
of the radioactivity present in the fish samples was contributed by radio
active cations. Co57* 58- 60 contributed 43 %  of the total radioactivity in the 
plankton, and on the average only 1.4 %  of that in the fish organs and tissues. 
Although Zn65 contributed only 3 %  of the total radioactivity in the plankton, 
it was present at an average level of 88 %  in the fish tissues. F e55-59 contributed 
1 6 %  of the total radioactivity in the plankton and an average of 9 .5 %  in 
the tuna fish. M n54 was not detected in the plankton samples and was present 
at an average level of 0.7 %  in the fish samples.

The highest percentage of Zn65 in the tuna samples in comparison with 
that in the plankton suggests a low turnover rate for this radioelement in 
the fishes, and the very low percentage of radioactive cobalt in the tuna 
samples with respect to the percentage observed in the plankton suggests 
a high turnover rate for this element. The percentage of F e55-59 in the tuna 
fish samples and in the plankton samples suggests a turnover rate for iron 
intermediate between that for radioactive cobalt and zinc.

Indirect evidence concerning the relative turnover rates of the three radio
elements iron, cobalt and zinc in fish was found in observations on the levels 
of these three radioelements in plankton samples collected at increasing time 
intervals following contamination of the sea during the 1956 test series (Fig. 8). 
The ratios of Co57/Z n 65 and Co57/F e55 were determined from plankton samples 
collected to the north and to the west of Eniwetok Test Site at distances of

Fig. 8
Ratio of Co57/Zn65 (top) and of Co57/Fe55 (bottom) in plankton taken approximately 

six weeks after the end of the test series in 1956
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150-480 miles. Since the major part of the radioactivity was deposited in 
the vicinity of Eniwetok Test Site, the samples collected at increased distances 
represented older contamination carried to the west by the water currents. 
With increased distance from the test site, the ratios of Co57/Zn65 gradually 
changed from a value of 0.1 at 150 miles to a value of 5.5 at 480 miles, and 
the ratio of Co37/Fe55 followed a parallel course. Thus, with increased time 
after contamination, the level of radioactive cobalt in the plankton increased 
by a factor of approximately 50 over that of Zn65 and Fe55.

Grazing fishes feed upon the plankton and in turn are eaten by the pelagic 
carnivores such as tuna, bonitos and sharks. The rate of movement of these 
fishes is great in comparison with that of the plankton, and thus they would 
tend to disperse the radioactive material accumulated by feeding upon the 
contaminated plankton. I f the pelagic fishes have a high turnover rate for 
cobalt and a low turnover rate for iron and zinc, they would tend to excrete 
the radioactive cobalt back into the water during their migrations through 
the contaminated area and would retain the radioactive zinc and iron. Thus 
the radioactive cobalt would again become available to the plankton, whereas 
the radiozinc and iron would be effectively tied up in a reservoir. The ratio 
of Co57/Zn65 and Co57/Fe55 in plankton would therefore increase with time 
after initial contamination.

In the marine plankton and fish exposed to fallout contamination, the 
principal radioelements concentrated after a few weeks’ interval belonged 
to the transition series. In terrestrial organisms these radioelements are 
either absent or present in very low amounts. Sr90— Y 90 and Cs137— Ba137m 
contributed a major part of the activity in the land plants. Thus either a 
concentrating mechanism operates in the sea for the transition elements, 
or an exclusion mechanism operates on land. Conversely, in the case of Sr90 
and Cs137 concentration occurs on land and exclusion occurs in the sea. Strom 
et al in 1958 reported the Co60/Sr90 ratios in fallout samples from the 1956 
test series. The samples were collected on large trays which had been exposed 
at various locations in the fallout pattern. The average ratio of abundance 
of Co60/Sr90 at zero time was approximately 1/4, and the Co60/Cs137 ratio 
would thus be approximately 1/6. Because Co60 has a half-life approximately 
one-fifth that of Sr90, the ratio in favour of the presence of Sr90 would increase 
with time. I f  there were no exclusion against Sr90 in the sea, one would expect 
it to be present in the samples at a level four times or more that of Co60. 
The same ratios should hold for land plants and land animals. However, 
although Sr90 and Cs137 are found in plants at Eniwetok at levels of approxi
mately 7 %  and 85%  of the total radioactivity, Co60 is absent, or present in only 
trace amounts. In the case of radioactive cobalt, zinc and manganese, the 
previously-discussed factors that limit uptake of Sr90 and Cs137 in marine 
organisms, except the scavenging action by CaO, Ca(OH2), and calcite, would 
tend to cause increased uptake of the non-fission-product elements. Thus 
the cobalt, manganese, and zinc that occur in fallout in the sea in the parti
culate form are not subject to chemical competition by similar elements 
nor to appreciable isotope dilution by their stable counterparts, neither 
should coprecipitation occur. However, cobalt, manganese and zinc would 
tend to precipitate with Fe55 and stable iron into a finely-divided form with 
only a limited tendency to sink through the thermocline, and thus these 
elements along with radioiron would remain available to the plankton in 
the mixed layer.
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Many of the radioisotopes concentrated by plankton organisms are biolog
ically important to man. However, they do not necessarily have a long biolog
ical half-life in man, as has been stated elsewhere (2). O f the isotopes present 
in plankton in significant amounts for the first 48 hours after contamination, 
only Ce141-144— Pr141- 144 (biological half-life 500 days) and N p239— Pu239 
(biological half-life 4.3 x 104 days)* have a biological half-life in man greater 
than one year. The other isotopes present include Mo99— Tc99m (150 days), 
Te132— I 132 (15 days), Ba140— La140 (approximately 200 days) and Ru103- 105-106—  

-io5-loe (20 days). Of the isotopes present in plankton six weeks after 
contamination, only Ce144— Pr144 has a long biological half-life. All of the 
other radioisotopes found in plankton at this time have biological half-lives 
of 65 days or less. These include Zr95— N b95 (50 days), Ru106— R h106 (20 days), 
Zn65 (23 days) Co57- 58> 60 (9 days), F e55 (65 days), and M n54 (5 days) (Hand- 
book-52).

Two isotopes which would be of long-term consequence as hazards to 
man because of their long biological half-life if taken up by plankton are 
Sr90— Y 90 (3.9 x 103 days) and Eu155 (1.4 x 103 days). However, these radio
isotopes are not accumulated in any significant amount by marine plankton.

The biological half-lives of all of the isotopes concentrated by plankton 
are short in comparison with those of two radioisotopes commonly used 
in medicine, Ca45 (18 x 105 days) and P 32 (3.2 x  103 days). However, the 
biological half-life is not the only criterion for determination of hazards 
of radioisotopes in humans. Another important consideration is that of radio
active half-life. The two isotopes Ca45 and P 32 are relatively innocuous because 
of their short physical half-lives.

In fish tissues the predominant radioisotopes have short biological half- 
lives in man. They may therefore be tolerated in food or water for human 
consumption at a much higher level than Sr90— Y 90. F e55 may be present at 
a level of 8,000 times, Zn65 1,000 times, Co57 5,000 times, Co58 1,000 times, 
and Co60 500 times that allowed for Sr90 (Handbook 69).

The most important fission products in fallout on land, from the stand
point of hazard to human consumption, are Sr90— Y 90. Cs137— Ba137m are potential 
hazards to a lower degree (21, 22, 23). The principal route for these radio
elements is from the soil through the plants to man. The plants at Eniwetok 
and in the near vicinity tend to accumulate Sr90— Y 90 and Cs137— Ba137m from 
the soil with greater efficiency than they do the other radioisotopes (Table IV).

In soil from Eniwetok Atoll, Sr90— Y90 accounted for 5 .9 %  and Cs137—Ba137m 
for 3 .8 %  of the total radioactivity. In three plants from the same island, 
Sr90—Y 90 accounted for an average of 7 .3 %  and Cs137—Ba137m for 8 5%  of the 
total radioactivity. On a direct comparison basis of disintegration rates of 
these isotopes in soil and in wet plant material, however, Sr90 was present 
in the plants at a level approximately one-sixth of that in the soil, and Cs137
at a level, on the average, of approximately 5 times that in the soil. In

12 samples of scaevola leaves collected at Rongelap Atoll in March 1958, 
Sr90—Y 90 accounted for approximately 2 6%  and Cs137—Ba137m for 34%  of the 
total radioactivity. In pandanus plant tissues from Rongelap collected in 
1958, the leaves contained the lowest amounts of Sr90—Y 90 (0.37 to 3 .1 % ) and 
Cs137— Ba137m (1.2 to 3 .5 % ). In fruit, Sr90 contributed 5— 7 %  of the total radio
activity and Cs137 7 7— 9 5 % . Wood from the pandanus tree contained the

* Pu239 in the soluble form.
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TABLE IY
LEVELS OF Sr'J0— Y90 AMI (Js137 l.\ TERRESTRIAL SAMI'LES Ж AMI NEAR THE

EMVVETOK TEST SITE

Sr”—Y”° <>137

d/m/g % d/m Is %

Eniwetok Atoll*
Soil dry weight 375 5.9 242 3.8
Messerschmidia wet weight 96 1.1.У 667 83
Fimbristylis wet weight 76 2.0 3,303 86
Sandburrs wet weight 9.4 7.9 100 80.8

Average 7.3 85

Rongelap Atoll
Seaevola leaves (March, 1958)**

(Average of 11 samples) 26.7 33.7
Pandanus fruit (August, 1958)** 4.6 95.4
Pandanus leaves 3.1 3.5
Pandanus trunk borings 71.4 28.6

Kabella Island (Rongalap Atoll) * * 
Pandanus fruit (August, 1958) 6.5 92.6
Pandanus leaves (August, 1958) 0.37 1.2
Pandanus stems (August, 1958) 32.4 49.2
Pandanus bark (August, 1958) 5.4 4.6

Eniaetok Island (Rongelap Atoll)"'*
Pandanus fruit (August, 1958) 7.0 77.0
Pandanus leaves (August, 1958) 1.6 1.4

Average 15.9 38.7

* D.J. South, 1957 (unpublished) 
** D.J. South manuscript

highest percentages of Sr90— Y 90 (71% ), and Cs187— Ba137m accounted for the 
remaining 2 9 % . Thus on land the radioisotopes of strontium and caesium 
and their daughter products accounted for a significant fraction of the total 
radioactivity in the plants. This is not the case in the sea, although these 
isotopes have been considered to be also of primary importance in the contam
ination of marine organisms.

In a series of plankton samples collected at the Eniwetok Test Site ha 1958 
3 to 36 hours after contamination, the ratios of observed Sr90 to expected 
Sr90 based on the observed levels of Mo99—Tc99m, Те132—I 132, Zr95—N b95, 
Ce141— Pr141, and Ba140—La140 were calculated. The results are shown in 
Table V.

In the plankton collected three hours after contamination, no Sr90 was 
detected in the large plankton. The level of Sr90 in the nannoplankton was, 
on the average, 0.43 of that expected on the basis of the levels of the above- 
named isotopes. In plankton collected later, no detectable difference in ratios 
of radioisotopes existed between the large and the small plankton. A t 21 
hours, Sr90 existed at a level 0.06 of that expected, and at 36 hours 0.03 of
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TABLE V
KATIO OP OBSERVED Sr»» TO EXPECTED Sr90 IN PLANKTON BASED ON OBSERVED 

LEVELS OF M o "— Tc99m, Те132— I132, Zr95— Nb95, Ce141—  Pr141 and Ba140— La140

Hours after 
contamination Plankton Mo" Te132 Zr»5 Ce111 B a14» Average

3 large 0 0 0 0 0 0
small 0.16 0.23 0.42 0.18 1.18 0.43

21 large 0.14 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.08 0.06
30 large 0.07 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.03

that expected. This steady decrease in the expected levels of Sr90 with increased 
time is probably caused by a combination of two mechanisms: one, there 
was active concentration of the radioisotopes used for comparison, and two, 
there was little or no concentration of the Sr90. Since Sr90 was not detected 
in any plankton samples collected six weeks after contamination, although 
in many of the samples the total amount of radioactivity was high, Sr90 
was probably not concentrated in plankton organisms, and discrimination 
against its uptake may have occurred.

Strontium-90 is also found at low levels in marine invertebrates collected 
at the Eniwetok Test Site (Table V I) (South, unpublished). In spider-snail 
muscle and mantle, Sr90 accounted for 0 .03%  and 0 .01%  of the total activity. 
In sea-cucumber gonad, Sr90 contributed 0 .06%  of the total radioactivity. 
However, in the hermit crab, which lives on land and derives its food there
from, Sr90 contributed 4 .9 %  of the total radioactivity in the muscle and 
4 0 %  of that in the carapace.

TABLE VI
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL RADIOACTIVITY IN INVERTEBRATES FROM ENIWETOK 

ATOLL CONTRIBUTED BY Cs137, Sr90 AND Co144 (South, unpublished)

Eniwetok Date Cs137 Sr»° Co144

Spider-snail muscle 2/9/55 not done 0.03% 54%
Spider-snail mantle 2/9/55 not done 0.01 % 57%
Hermit-crab muscle 2/9/55 84.7% 4.9 % 1%
Hermit-crab carapace 2/9/55 not done 40.0 % 1%
Sea-cucumber gonad 2/9/55 not done 0.06% 66%

Neither is Sr90— Y 90 found in high amounts in marine fishes collected in the 
contaminated area near the Eniwetok Test Site. N agasaw a et al (25), 
in an analysis of muscle of yellowfin tuna collected at N  4° E  140° on 8 July 
1954, found only 0.003 d/m  of Sr90/g of wet tissue. Sr90 accounted for 0 .2 %  
of the total activity. In the kidney of the same animal no Sr90 was detected. 
K a w a b a ta  (35) reported in a study on contaminated fish tissues collected 
near the Eniwetok Test Site: “ It is a noticeable fact that the activity detected 
in various samples of Group IV  was slight or even negligible.”  This group 
includes strontium.
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H a rd y  and H a r le y  (26) reported the strontium levels in eleven samples 
of albacore and tuna collected in the Western Pacific. The samples were 
canned tuna and contained Sr90 at an average level of 0.00226 d/m /g of wet 
tissue.

H iy a m a  (27) reported Sr90 data on fish collected near the Eniwetok Test 
Site. Of 25 fish taken during the Shunkotsu Maru  survey during June 1956, 
19 contained no detectable Sr90 in the tissues, 5 contained approximately 
0.14 d/m of Sr90/g dry weight of bone (about 0.06 d /m /g wet), and one con
tained approximately 1.4 d/m  of Sr90/g of bone (about 0.6 d /m /g wet). Of 
nearly 100 fish collected during July 1954, the most highly contaminated 
contained 0.003 d/m  of Sr90/g wet weight of muscle.

S ou th  (unpublished) did strontium analyses on 9 samples of fish tissues 
collected in Eniwetok Lagoon between 6 July 1954 and 12 February 1955, 
a,nd found that Sr90—¥ 90 contributed from 0 .0 1 %  to 0 .9 %  of the total radio
activity, an average of 0 .1 3 % . The highest level (0 .9% ) was found in shark 
cartilage, the lowest levels in muscle and liver (Table V II).

TABLE V ll
PERCENTAGE OP Sr9°— Y90, AND TOTAL DISINTEGRATION RATE PER GRAMME 
WET WEIGHT, OF FISH SAMPLES COLLECTED AT ENIWETOK DURING 1954— 1955

Eniwetok* Date Percentage 
Sr90— Y 90

Total d/m /g 
wet weight

Baracuda muscle 7/6/54 0.08 3
Bonito muscle 7/27/54 0.02 64
Shark muscle 10/27/54 6.1 1,500**
Shark skeleton 10/27/54 0.9 4,900**
Shark muscle 10/27/54 0.01 500**
Butterfly-fish liver 1/18/55 0.01 3,700
Mullet liver 2/10/55 0.02 160,000
Blue Bonito muscle 2/12/55 0.02 83
Blue Bonito liver 2/12/55 0.03 1,400

* South, unpublished 
** (1/m/g dry weight

Lowman, Palumbo and South  (9), in ion-exchange separations on 
bonito liver collected at Bikini Atoll, did not find Sr90, although the total 
radioactivity in the sample was 50,000 d/m /g wet weight.

S uyeh iro et al (29), in laboratory studies of the uptake of Sr90 in aquatic 
animals, reported that fresh-water fish took up Sr90 much more readily than 
did marine fish, which accumulated less than one per cent of the amount 
available. Suyehiro attributed the reduced uptake in sea water to salinity. 
However, other factors, including isotope dilution and dilution by stable 
calcium, were probably the primary causes for reduced uptake.

B orou gh s et al (14) found that approximately one to two per cent 
of Sr89 which had been fed to 10 yellowfin tuna was retained after a period 
of 24 hours, and that another fish (Tilapia) contained on the average only 
about 7 1 /2 %  of the ingested amount after 4 days. These animals were sub
jected to acute exposures of Sr90, and the results would probably differ from 
those from a chronic exposure. Because marine organisms are able to concen-
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trate many radioelements from relatively low levels of environmental con
tamination, radioelements may be concentrated in the organisms to a greater 
degree from a long-term than from an acute exposure.

Weapons tests are of use in the study of radioisotopes in the marine environ
ment in that fairly large amounts of radiomaterials may be introduced into 
a given area in a relatively short time and at levels so high that they may 
be detected in the water and organisms for an appreciable time after cont
amination. Because large areas are contaminated from the fallout, most 
of the animals collected in the contaminated area may be considered to 
have been exposed to a chronic rather than an acute exposure of radioactive 
material.

However, the marine organisms analysed by Lowman, Palumbo  
and S ou th  (9), W e la n d e r  (30), and South (24) had been subjected 
to relatively long-term exposures of Sr90, and the observed levels were not 
significantly different from those reported by N agasaw a et al (25) nor 
H i y  ama (28) for fish collected in the open sea in the vicinity of the Marshall 
Islands. Thus Sr90 is probably not concentrated to any extent by most marine 
organisms, even under conditions of chronic exposure.

In laboratory experiments utilizing radioactive strontium under conditions 
approaching chronic exposure, Chipman (15) observed that Sr90 in Artemia 
larvae reached a steady state at about 0.7 that of the sea-water, 
and B orou gh s, T o w n sle y  and H ia tt  (14) reported a value of about 
0.3 in Tilapia. In fish bone and scales, however, the concentration factors 
may be higher. In the croaker (Micropogon undulatus) , concentration factors 
for strontium in vertebrae and scales were 2.5 and 2.1 respectively those 
of sea-water.

Little is known about the uptake and retention of radioisotopes by symbiotic 
organisms. On the reefs at the Eniwetok Test Sité the corals and their asso
ciated algae are symbiotic and comprise the major part of the biotic mass. 
The effect of the symbiotic relationship between coral and algae on the uptake 
and retention of radioisotopes by these two organisms is not known.

Studies on uptake of radioisotopes by symbiotic organisms have been 
made, however, on two related genera of tropical clams. Both Tridacna., 
the giant clam, and Hippopus, the horse clam, contain symbiotic algae, zoo- 
xanthellae, within their phagocytic blood cells. The algae are “ farmed” 
in great numbers in a mantle that is well developed in both species but more 
highly in Tridacna. Both genera of clams are further modified for their speci
alized mode of feeding by having the abnormally large kidneys required to get 
rid of the waste material from the digested zooxanthellae. Because the digestive 
tract contains a constriction which blocks passage of all except microscopic 
particles and there is thus no faecal excretion, at least part of the waste 
materials are stored in the kidneys, mostly in the form of spherical con
cretions. Tridacna “ is the supreme example of exploitation of associated 
algae by animals” (30).

Tridacna and Hippopus are the only animals known to the author in which 
radioactive cations are deposited in one organ and radioactive anions in 
another. In Tridacna (Table V III) 95%  of the total radioactivity in the kidney 
was from cations, 85%  from Co57’ 58>60, and 12%  from M n54. A  total of 
2.5 % of the activity was contributed by the anions Ru106— Rh106 and 
Zr95—N b95. The radioisotopic content of the kidney of Hippopus was similar 
to that of Tridacna except that small amounts of Zn®5 were present.
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TABLE VIII
PERCENTAGE OF RADIOACTIVITY CONTRIBUTED BY DIFFERENT ISOTOPES IN 
TRIDACNA VISCERA!; MASS AND KIDNEY, AND IN THE LIGHT AND HEAVY

FRACTIONS OF THE KIDNEY

Triilacna visceral mass 
% o f activity

Tridacna kidney 
% o f activity

Ru106— Rh106 72.0 2.2
Zr95— Nb95 22.0 0.3
Ce144— Pr144 0 0
Sr90— Y 90 0 0
Cs137—Ba137m 0 0
Mn54 0 11.6
Fe65 0 0
Q q 57, 58, 60 6.0 85.8
Zn65 0 0

Light fraction Heavy f r a c t io n
% o f activity % o f activity

Ru106— Rh100 3.6 0.3
Zr95—Nb95 0.5 0.04
Mn54 8.7 16.4
Co57' 58> 60 87.0 83.0

In the visceral mass only 6 %  of the total radioactivity was from Co57- 58> 60. 
Ru10G— Rh100 (72% ) and Zr95—N b95 (22% ) accounted for the major part of 
the activity.

The deposition of radioisotopes in the concretions of the kidney was studied 
by separating the kidney into a light fraction and a heavy fraction through 
homogenization and centrifugation. The heavy fraction contained more 
concretions than the light fraction. In the heavy fraction, M n54 contributed 
approximately twice as much and the radioactive anions Ru106—R h100, Zr95— 
N b95 one-tenth as much of the total radioactivity as they did in the light 
fraction.

The deposition of radioactive cations in one organ and radioactive anions 
in another appears to be related to the metabolism and retention of stable 
sodium, potassium, calcium, magnesium, phosphate, bromide, and chloride 
in these organs. Metabolism of the heavy metals probably also exerts Ian 
effect on the deposition pattern of radioelements.

The levels of stable elements in the organs tend to parallel those of the 
radioelements. Zn65 was found in Hippopus kidney but not in that of Tridctcna. 
Stable zinc is present in Hippopus kidney at a level 17 times that in Tridacna 
kidney. M n54 contributed twice the percentage of the total radioactivity 
in the heavy fraction of Tridacna kidney as it did in the light fraction, and 
stable manganese was present in the heavy fraction at a level six times that 
in the light fraction. The amount of phosphate in the kidney fractions paral
leled the levels of manganese, which is probably stored in the concretions 
as a manganese-phosphate-protein complex.

The tridacnid clams differ from those in which symbiosis does not occur 
in that almost none of the accumulated ions are lost to the environment
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in the symbiotic forms (31). Conversely the tridacnids, especially Tridacna, 
are able to reject almost completely at least one ion, zinc, which is taken 
up in large amounts by other marine organisms.

Summary

Two physical factors which control the distribution and the availability 
in time of radioactive contamination in the sea are the distribution on fallout 
particles of the individual radioelements, and the half-lives of the radio
nuclides.

Two principal factors control the geographical distribution of radioactive 
contamination in the sea: oceanographic effects and gravity. The dominant 
oceanographic influence is that of ocean currents, and the degree to which 
these affect the body of contamination depends upon surface winds, magni
tude of subsurface currents, vertical and horizontal density gradients, and 
the size of the contaminated area.

The horizontal dispersion of the radioactive contamination is much greater 
than the vertical dispersion. The rate of drift of radioactivity is about equal 
to that of the ocean currents, although the vertical migration of plankton 
may reduce the rate of movement with respect to that of the surface currents.

Near the Eniwetok Test Site most of the contamination was carried by 
the surface currents at depths less than 25 m in the direction of the wind. 
Contamination in the deeper water moved in the direction of the north 
equatorial current.

In an area of contamination near Eniwetok Atoll the radioactive material 
associated with the soluble-colloidal and the particulate fractions moved 
down through the mixed layer at a rate of 2.5 m per hour, and at 4S hours 
most of the radioactivity was concentrated at the upper edge of the ther
mocline. A t depths of 100 and 300 m the percentage of total activity asso
ciated with particulate material increased at an almost exponential rate 
during a period of 48 hours following contamination.

In the area of the Marshall Islands and west to Guam, homogeneous ver
tical dispersion of the radioactive contamination throughout the mixed 
layer did not occur within a period of six to eight weeks following the intro
duction of contamination into the sea.

The uptake of radioisotopes by plankton appears to depend upon the 
physical form of the individual radioelements in sea water. Radioactive iodine, 
strontium and caesium are deposited in the soluble form and are not con
centrated by planktonic organisms. Radiolements in the particulate form 
are concentrated by plankton.

Factors that determine whether or not a radioelement is present in the 
particulate form include solubility products, coprecipitation, and adsorption 
to inorganic and organic detritus or to micro-organisms.

The uptake of a given radioisotope by plankton depends upon the amount 
of isotope dilution and competition by chemically similar elements. Also, 
organisms may actively discriminate against certain radioelements. In the 
sea, discrimination against the uptake of Sr90—Y 90 occurs in most organisms.

Several biological factors affect the uptake and retention of radioisotopes 
by marine plants and animals. The biomass at each trophic level determines 
the total amount of radioactive material contained within that level. Because 
the efficiency of conversion is low between ascending trophic levels, the



higher the level the lower the total amount of radioelements contained therein. 
Reproductive rates, average life spans, and average size of the organisms 
comprising each trophic level modify the total accumulation of radioactive 
material in that level.

The initial stage in the uptake of radioactive elements by nannoplankton 
probably occurs by adsorption of the material on to the surface of the organism 
by means of ionic or covalent linkages.

In plankton collected within 48 hours after contamination, the principal 
isotopes were N p239, Mo99— T c "m, Te132— I 132, U 237, R u 103. 1(J5> i°6— R,h103. 105- 106, 
Ce141>144— Pr141>144, Ba140— La140, and Zr95— N b95. A t one week after contamin
ation the principal isotopes in descending order of abundance were Co58, 
Ba140— La140, Fe55’ 59, Co57, Zr95— Nb95, R u103. 105>106— Rh103. 105. 106, Co60, Zn65, 
N p239, and U 237. A t six weeks Zn65, F e55, Zr95— N b95, Co58, Co57, Ce144— Pr144, 
Ru106— R h106, and Co60 were present in the plankton in the above order of 
occurrence.

The initial uptake of radioelements by plankton included, almost entirely, 
radioactive anions. Within a week, however, radioactive transition elements 
of the first series (cations) accounted for the major part of the radionuclides 
in the plankton.

W 185, which has no known metabolic function, was not retained by plankton, 
although the initial contamination of these organisms by radiotungsten was 
high.

The second stage of accumulation of radioactive contamination by marine 
plankton occurs through the filter-feeders, which probably ingest both inorganic 
and organic particles.

In the contaminated area near the Eniwetok Test Site, only a small fraction 
of the total radioactivity in the sea was associated with the plankton. In four 
surveys taken up to 8 weeks following contamination, the average total activity 
in the water was 40,000 times that in the contained micro-macroplankton. 
However, the radioactivity per unit volume of plankton was much higher 
than that for an equal volume of water.

In the fish samples collected in the lagoons at Eniwetok and Ailinginae 
Atolls, F e55, Zn65, Co57’ 58' 60, M n64 and Zr95— N b95 accounted for the major 
part of the radioactivity. In tuna fish samples taken in the open sea near the 
test site, cations contributed 100 %  of the activity. Zn65 was highest and F e55 
was second in abundance. Co57- 58’ 60 and M n54 were present in low amount, 
and the low level of the cobalt isotopes suggests a rapid turnover rate for 
this element in marine fishes. The amount of radioactive cobalt in plankton 
increases, with respect to that of Zn65 and F e55, with time after contamination. 
This may be related to a rapid turnover rate for cobalt and a low rate for zinc 
and iron in pelagic fishes which feed indirectly upon the plankton.

The uptake of radioisotopes by symbiotic organisms was studied in two 
related genera of tropical clams, both of which contain symbiotic algae. One 
clam is more closely associated with the algae than the other, but both obtain 
a major part of their food through their symbionts. Waste products from 
digested algae are stored in the kidneys of the clams, mostly as concretions. 
Of the radioisotopes deposited in these organs, 95 %  are cations. However, 
in the visceral mass 9 4 %  of the contained radioisotopes are anions.

The amount of Zn65 deposited in the kidneys of the clams is inversely related 
to the closeness of the symbiotic association between the clam and the 
algae.
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D I S C U S S I O N

Mr. P. Cohen (Erance) (translated from French): I am specially grateful 
to Mr. Chipman for his paper, firstly by reason of the very useful information 
he has supplied, and secondly because he throws considerable light on a question 
with which I, as a radiochemist, have been concerned for a very long time, and 
to which I have so far been unable to find the answer. The question concerns 
the part played by the physico-chemical condition of radioisotopes in the sea. 
W hat influence is exerted by the ionic state of radioisotopes liable to be disposed 
of in the sea ? Has the question whether they are radiocolloidal or not any 
importance ? Can Mr. Chipman, despite the fact that his experiments are still 
in the preliminary stages, tell us what conclusions he has come to so far in this 
respect, and can he say whether or not the degree of suspended sediment is 
an important factor in the choice of sites for the disposal of radioactive waste 
at sea ? Again, is it desirable that such sediment on the sea bed should have 
pronounced ion-exchange properties ?

Mr. W . A. Chipman (United States of America) : This question of availabil
ity of radionucleides to organisms is of very great interest, although at present 
too little is known about it. The particles are of extreme importance in the 
usual feeding patterns in the sea, the basic start of the food chain, of course, as 
we know, being with the small plant cells. Not only do the non-living particles 
enter into the story but the living particles too, the phytoplankton. However, 
as we have so far learnt relatively little about the return of radioelements or 
even elements themselves through the food chains— return from the bottom  
sediments to the sea and biota— this is one phase on which we still require 
to compile a great deal more information.

The Chairman (Mr. P. Korringa) (translated from French): Does that answer 
your questions, Mr. Cohen ?

Mr. P. Cohen (translated from, French): I  hope that after the discussion I  
shall have an opportunity of going a little further into the matter with 
Mr. Chipman.

Mr. P. Pellerin (France) (translated from French): Could Mr. Morgan tell 
us the total activity discharged daily by the Windscale pipeline, and the 
maximum concentration observed in the pipeline ?

Mr. F. Morgan (United Kingdom) : I  take it that you are familiar with the 
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority information releases on this sub
ject. The run of the activity for total beta is somewhere between 5 and 10,000 
curies per month. I  am now speaking about the same problem and the same 
situation as those described by Mr. Dunster during Session D . The ruthenium 
itself is restricted to a total of 5,000 curies a month.

It should be very clearly borne in mind at the same time that these figures 
cannot be used in isolation and that they all relate to highly specific features 
of this case— they refer to a mile-and-a-half pipeline ; to a particular configu
ration of bottom ; to a particular set of bottom fauna ; and to particular feeding 
habits of particular fish and particular consuming habits of particular people. 
I  stress this so that nobody thinks he is going to get a short cut to these so
lutions. One of the points I wanted especially to bring out in this connexion 
is the great lengths to which we have gone to extract all these details for this case.

I did not quite understand the second part of the question concerning the 
activity in the pipeline.
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Mr. P. Pellerin (translated from French): I  wanted to know the concen
tration of the liquid discharged through the pipeline during the period of 
discharge.

Mr. F. Morgan: It is of the order of 10-4 microcuries per millilitre, but again 
this is a figure which is of no direct significance to anybody else, if he has a 
different problem to face.

Mr. H. J. Dunster (United Kingdom) : I  think there is still a little confusion 
over this last question. The actual concentration of the effluent prior to 
discharge, i.e. in the pipeline before entering the sea, varies from day to day, 
of course, but is of the order of one microcurie per millilitre. The figure Mr. Mor
gan just quoted refers to the effluent as it is leaving the pipeline during its 
initial mixing with the seawater.

Mr. C. Candillon (France) (translated from French): I  should like to ask 
Mr. Chipman if he has been able to check his laboratory tests with samples 
from specially contaminated areas and how the results agreed ?

Mr. W . A. Chipman: W e ourselves have done no work at all in the field 
nor have we encountered any instances of pollution.

Mr. Krumholz (United States of America): I  should like to emphasize what 
Mr. Morgan has said, that each of these areas must be considered in its own 
right, as a microcosm, if you can look at it that way, and that the particular 
fauna and flora in that area may have particular abilities to concentrate that 
other plants and animals in another area will not have.

Mr. F. M organ : The only comment I should like to make is generally to 
endorse the figures given by Mr. Chipman in his paper. In all we have now 
worked with something like 40 species of marine and fresh-water animals and 
throughout that range the concentration factor of strontium in muscle has 
nearly always been less than one and the range of concentration of caesium 
in muscle from water directly, that is not including food effects, has always 
been in the range of 20 to 40 times that in the water, and this applies to animals 
which have been grown in solutions of caesium for six to seven years.

Mr. Bonet-Maury (France) (translated from French): I  should like to ask 
Mr. Morgan what was the maximum activity observed in the fish showing the 
greatest contamination after passing through the polluted water.

Mr. F. Morgan: This is a difficult question to answer extempore, but I  can 
give the mean activity and express it as a range, if that will help. The following 
figures refer to fish fillet as commercially sold. For total beta the range is from 
10-® to almost 10“ 6 microcuries per gramme; for ruthenium the average is of 
the order of 2 x 10“ 6 microcuries per gramme and for strontium the mean 
activity has been of the order of 5 x 10“ 8 microcuries per gramme. The maxi
mum found in isolated instances amounts to about ten times that mean figure.

Mr. Bonet-Maury (translated from French): Can you also say something 
about the nature of the alpha activity observed ?

Mr. F. Morgan: The alpha activities are of the order of 10“ 8 microcuries per 
gramme. To maintain a proper prespective it should always be remembered 
that, as I explained at the end of my paper, the overall effect o f the parts 
of the fish sold for food is somewhere between 1/ 100 and 1/ 1000 of th e maximum  
permissible levels set for the local people.

Mr. E. S. Simpson (United States of America) : I  should like to ask Mr. Morgan 
if there has been any concentration of activity in the bottom sediments in the 
immediate vicinity of the outfall and if so, what was the magnitude observed.
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Mr. F. Morgan: There has been some concentration there. It has been ex
plained that there is considerable transport in that area; on the other hand, 
the overall configuration in the area of sand and mud and the boundary be
tween them has been remarkably stable and we have found, for instance, over 
these seven or eight years that there has been no substantial movement of 
seabed and that the main types of seabed remained immovable. The activities 
observed in the seabed are of the order of 2— 3 X 10~3 microcuries per gramme 
as far as ruthenium is concerned; expressed as total beta, the activity is of 
the order of, say, 5 x 10-3  microcuries per gramme. But again before seeing 
these things in isolation, remember that these levels are set, or have been 
arranged, so that it is quite safe for fisherman to fish right up to the outlet, 
and that there is no restriction at all on the use of fishing gear, including ropes, 
nets and so on, for the usual day’s work.

Mr. E. S. Simpson: I am a little worried whether over long periods of time 
there may not be a gradual build-up of the activity coming from the outfall. 
In other words, will the radionucleides entering the sea accumulate in the 
sediment and will they continue to build up 1

Mr. F. Morgan: W e have been watching this particular point. There is no 
sign that there is such a build-up taking place. I cannot actually give you the 
half-life of the seabed but we have tried as a physical exercise to express the 
turnover rates in the water as a whole in that area and the North Irish Sea as 
a whole and in the seaweed along the coastline up to 50 miles on either side 
in terms of half-lives, and by varying the rates of discharge and putting out 
a spurt of discharge occasionally, we can follow these pulses and the time it 
takes for them to disperse.

Mr. P. Cohen (translated from French): W hat is the mineralogical compo
sition and ion-exchange capacity of the bottom sediment ?

Mr. F. Morgan: I am not quite sure that I understand the question; we 
have examined the physical size of all the particles and we know the distri
bution of size of grains within the mud boundaries and within the sand-boun- 
daries and further on down the coast, as it turns from sand into gravel and then 
shingle. In particular, we have been following the stability of the size distri
butions. Unfortunately, I cannot say anything about the ion-exchange charac
teristics of these particular materials.

Mr. P. A. Moiseev (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) ( translated from 
Bussian): I  should like to ask Mr. Morgan two questions: first, I  gathered 
from his paper that one fish in ten appearing in the polluted area had a fairly 
high radioactivity count. Did the studies conducted at the same time on the 
average radioactivity of an average sample of fish lead Mr. Morgan to think 
it dangerous that one fish in ten had a comparatively high radioactivity count 
and consequently represented a specific hazard ? Secondly, were observations 
made on the genetics of the plaice, i.e. how did the increased radioactivity 
affect the succeeding generations and what future developments may be ex
pected ?

Mr. F. Morgan: W ith regard to the first question, we paid particular attention 
to the distribution of the uptake by fish and also the distribution of eating 
habits by people. They both appear to follow along normal distributions and 
we have a very good idea of how much individual fish get in roentgens per day 
and how people’s eating habits vary. W e do not consider that the fish are either 
dangerous or are, at the present levels of discharge, exposed to danger them
selves. W e have not so far done any genetic work but we have extended our
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somatic work to the identification and description of the leukaemoid symptoms 
mentioned, which certainly seem to be the most sensitive index for use in 
estimating effects on individual plaice. However, we have not yet faced the 
genetic hazard, although we are fully aware of it and intend to tackle that too. 
As you will have seen, we place most of our emphasis on the ultimate level 
in the food chain, that is man.

Mr. E. Glueckauî (United Kingdom) : As the question of ion exchange of the soil 
in the sea is of such importance, I think it might be useful to make the comment 
that the fact that no changes in the concentration at the sea bottom have been 
observed during several years of discharge must indicate that the sea bottom and 
the soil there must be in equilibrium with the solution which is leaving the pipe. 
That would mean that the discharge, even if it were to continue over centuries, 
would not change the state of affairs, provided that the present level of activity 
and composition of the effluent remained unchanged. ^

Mr. F. Morgan: Thank you very much for bringing out that point. There is 
internal evidence to show that a number of other materials have been at 
equilibrium for some time because there are slight seasonal fluctuations and 
material coming up and down again in winter-time and repeating the same 
cycle year in year out; however, there is no systematic development.

Mr. M. Fontaine (France) (translated from French): Mr. Morgan told us 
that he kept fresh-water fish for very long periods in water contaminated by 
caesium without observing concentration factors greater than 40 times the 
surrounding water. It  seems, however, that this applied to experiments in which 
radioactive caesium was added to the water, while in nature fish are contami
nated primarily by the food chain, and the concentration factors here can reach 
much higher figures. For example, Pendleton, in the case of fish kept in a 
natural biocoenosis in the presence of various essential components of the 
food chain and in water also polluted by caesium, obtained concentration 
factors of several thousands, e.g. 7,500 for Lepomis gibbosus.

Mr. F. Morgan: This may well be true for Pendleton but it has no bearing 
on our own experience. W hat I wanted to make clear is that we have never 
found concentration factors of this order in any real field case. O f course, you 
can load a laboratory experiment and so arrange the food chain as to get any 
answer you like. The whole object of this work is not to produce these astro
nomical figures, it is to go to the pains we have taken to reproduce real con
ditions and set up laboratory experiments that are good simulations of practical 
fishery food chains. In all cases, the concentration factors observed have been 
lower than 100.

Mr. M. Fontaine (translated from French): I  think it is the purpose of all 
of us to learn about what happens in nature, not merely in the laboratory; 
hence it is necessary to reproduce the natural condition in which the fish 
lives and in this case to bring it into a contaminated food chain.

Mr. A . A . Rama Sastry (India) : Mr. Morgan has mentioned that the mi
gration of fish is about 11 miles in the Irish Sea. Does that mean that the fish 
migrating only within 11 miles for spawning and feeding purposes are affected 
by radioactive wastes, or that the total migration for these purposes is only
11 miles ? In India we have observed migration of fish such as sardines and 
mackerel over the entire continental shelf, which is 25— 30 miles from the 
west coast.

Mr. F. Morgan: Again, thisjwas a point which I tried to bring out. In one 
respect we have been very lucky in that the pollution problem has been re
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stricted to within Great Britain. The fish themselves are on the average only 
caught within 11 miles of the point of release. I agree that some pelagic fish 
do migrate large distances and may well constitute international problems, 
but that is not the type of problem I was talking about. W hat I was trying to 
do was to explain the kind of work required to deal with a specific case. W e  
have uptake data on mackerel, herrings, sprats and so on, but these are of 
very limited interest in this particular area. The important fishery is that of 
the sedentary fish, the plaice, and luckily for us its habits are comparatively 
simple.

Mr. P. Pellerin (translated from French): I  should like to ask Mr. Morgan 
and Mr. Dunster what they thought of the figures they have just given us for 
the Windscale pipeline. According to their figure for the exit point there is 
a concentration about 1 million times the maximum permissible concentration 
(MPC) established by the International Commission on Radiological Protection 
(ICRP). I should therefore like to know whether the effluent disposed of in 
this way is treated beforehand and if it could not be still further diluted.

Mr. F. Morgan: I  am afraid I  did not fully understand the question. Would  
the speaker please concentrate on the point he wanted to bring out ?

Mr. P. Pellerin (translated from French): I  thought my question was clear. 
The concentration, at the exit, as indicated to us, is 106 times the figure for 
total beta-gamma activity established by the ICRP. That being so, I asked 
whether it would not be possible to obtain greater dilution of the same daily 
activity, and whether the effluent was given preliminary treatment.

Mr. F. Morgan: But the figures we gave you were 10~4 microcuries per ml 
in the water itself, do you confirm that 1 I  am quite at a loss to understand 
your point here. The whole object of our work has been to recompute the 
quantities permissible in the foodstuffs, taking into account not only dilution 
in water, not only transmission to the lower orders of the food-chain and sub
sequent consumption by marine animals, but also taking into account migration 
of fish, the movement of such fish into other populations of fish from clean areas, 
the habits of the fishermen operating in the area and landing such fish mixed 
up with other catches from other areas, and then finally to relate the whole 
study to the habits of the particularly exposed group composed mainly of 
people who usually receive the fish for nothing at the port of landing.

Mr. II. J. Bunster: I should like to ask Mi\ Hiyama for confirmation on two 
points arising out of his paper. I  did not gather from his presentation that he 
was allowing for the fact that the time taken to reach equilibrium will be quite 
long, compared with the half-life of some of the nucleides he is considering. 
This is a factor which I think does need to be taken into account for many of 
the nucleides. The second point is that I understood the final maximum  
permissible figure which he would recommend is to be taken as an average 
over the whole of the ocean area, at least for the water above the thermocline, 
and not for a local concentration in a small area, resulting say from a single 
discharge of waste. This latter point seems to be a very important one.

Mr. Y . Hiyama (Japan) : Mr. Dunster’s first point is a rather important one, 
which I  am afraid I did not do full justice to in my oral exposition. Fortunately 
the nucleide I was considering has a very long half-life and furthermore with 
some of the nucleides discussed the uptake time required to reach equilibrium—  
that is direct uptake through the gill membranes, etc.— has been very short, 
ranging from a few hours to a few days.
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As to the volume of sea I had in mind, that would depend on the migration 
range of the fish. I  was really considering the equilibrium stage, so that if the 
fish remains in a small area, then the figure would apply to that area; if the 
fish is of a migratory nature then the other environmental media would also 
have to be taken into consideration.

Mr. Bonet-Maury (translated from French): Mr. Hiyama has raised an 
interesting point relating to the establishment of international MPC’s for 
seawater. The ICRP has established concentrations for drinking-water, which 
of course would be quite different from those applicable to sea-water. Perhaps 
he would consider suggesting to the ICRP that it might undertake a study of 
the question at one or more levels, i.e. with reference to local or general concen
trations.

Mr. Y. Hiyama: That is a very interesting comment. Although I personally 
am not concerned at all in the work of the ICRP, I think their recommendation 
is very inadequate as far as environmental contamination is concerned and 
would like to see something done to raise the recommended MPC in the en
vironmental border.

Mr. A. W. Kenny (United Kingdom) : I think that, in all fairness to the 
ICRP, one must try to make this point a little clearer. The levels that are 
laid down for water in the ICRP are not levels for drinking water. The impor
tant thing which the ICRP lays down is the body burden, and the channel by 
which the body burden in respect of a particular isotope is reached is, in a sense, 
irrelevant. Hence it is a mere convenience to express the level in terms of drink - 
ing-water. The correct approach is surely that described by Mr. Morgan in 
connexion with the Windscale effluent, namely that one studies the way in 
which the body burden gets into the population and, of course, it is perfectly 
conceivable and even probable, as Mr. Morgan emphasized, that in different 
areas with different habits of fish consumption, etc. there will be different 
permissible levels in the water. It is therefore somewhat misleading to try to 
reach a universal level in the sea-water which will give permissible body burdens. 
The important concept is the body burden in the human being, not the con
centration in drinking-water or in air.

Mr. J. Bourcart (France) (translated from French): I should like to draw 
attention to the very high concentration of particles, many of which are 
radioactive, floating on the surface of the sea in the form of foam, fuel oil, 
mud, etc., which eventually all settle on the seabed along the coastline. To 
quote an example well known to Mr. Korringa, such sedimentation occurs 
typically in the estuaries and sheltered bays in the Wadden Zee. After some 
time these substances undergo concentration by physical and biological action, 
among which that due to algae is outstanding. Since this precipitation of mud 
particles is both widespread and dangerous and gives rise to mud traps which 
occur among the most productive coastal areas—Netherlands, England, France, 
the Mediterranean, etc.—the subject should be investigated, and experiments 
carried out, perhaps with the aid of isotopes, to determine the extent of this 
contamination.

Mr. P. Korringa (Netherlands) (translated from French): I quite agree that 
it is most necessary to undertake detailed research, however difficult this may 
prove, into developments in these coastal areas, in view of their enormous 
importance for mollusc, crustacean and fish life.

Mr. H. J. Dunster: Mr. Korringa’s paper emphasizes one point which is of 
such importance that it seems to me it cannot be said too often at this Con
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ference. The situation between one marine environment and another can be 
so different that it is almost impossible to extrapolate from work done in one 
area directly to work done in another. The situation in the North Sea is ob
viously going to be entirely different in many respects from that in the Irish 
Sea, and we look forward very much to an interchange of information which 
might enable us ultimately to draw some broad— not specific— general con
clusions about disposal into coastal waters of this type.

Mr. P. Korringa: W e also feel that these totally different situations require 
a set of experiments of a different nature. But the difficulty often is that a 
laboratory under construction cannot yet confirm which elements will be 
discharged and if all the possible elements and all the possible invertebrates 
living in a given environment have to be allowed for the task will require so 
much time that the fishing industry will not be able to wait.

Mr. V. I. Spitsyn (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translated from 
Russian) : I should like to express agreement with Mr. Korringa, who quite 
rightly pointed to the dangerous possibilities of widespread scattering of radio
active contamination over large areas. I  should like to stress the fact that 20—  
30 years ago the role of micro-elements in biology was by no means as clear as 
it is today. And I  am certain that the role of micro-contaminants from radio
isotopes will also be explained shortly and that it will prove to be extremely 
harmful to biological processes. It  seems clear that to examine the danger of 
radioactive contamination from the point of view of what is being done 11 
kilometres from your own coastline, regardless of the scattering of radioactivity 
on other territories, is incorrect. In the Soviet Union this sort of attitude to a 
problem is called “ localism” , by which we mean the consideration of purely 
local interests from a very narrow point of view. I should also like to. say that 
there can be no valid comparison between the behaviour of chemical contami
nants, even the harmful ones such as phenol or fuel oil, and that of radioactive 
contaminants. Chemical contaminants will sooner or later decompose, be 
assimilated and broken up, but radioactive nuclei are not subject to such 
processes.

Mr. P. Korringa: W e do indeed feel that there is a great difference between 
the various elements in this respect and especially that some of the elements 
occurring more rarely in sea-water are the dangerous ones. For instance we 
would not worry at all about the presence of radioactive sodium but a danger 
is undoubtedly constituted by rare elements which are readily accumulated by 
some organisms. I  do not quite follow your point that one should discriminate 
between active and non-active elements of the same nature. The organisms 
accumulate this matter and there may be a certain exchange, so some of the 
elements may disappear later, but there are undeniably some elements which 
stay in an organism for a longer time and are not easily disposed of because 
there is no appropriate mechanism for it; hence the older an organism is, 
especially shell-fish, the higher the content of accumulated metals will be.

Mr. M. Fontaine (translated from French): It  has just been pointed out 
quite rightly that it is incorrect to extrapolate from one marine area to another. 
I should like to state further that the same dangers exist in extrapolating from 
one species to another, even within a given zoological group. Experimental 
research has shown that the fixation of a radioisotope in a group such as the 
teleostei differs greatly according to the average metabolic rate of a given 
species. Thus, a sluggish fish, like the Pleuronectes studied in Britain, will
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probably accumulate less than very active species like mackerel, sardines, 
tuna, etc.

Mr. P. Iiorringa (translated from, French): This problem is familiar to us. 
When we come to undertake laboratory studies on the accumulation of various 
radionucleides, we must make a selection among the various zoological groups, 
but even then differences are to be found almost within a given group. The 
scope for research is very large and much time will have to be spent on it.

Mr. Morgan: I  should like to express agreement with Korringa’s emphasis 
on individual site studies. In this connexion, it is important to point to one 
marked difference between the effluents discharged by research institutions, 
laboratories and hospitals and'those coming from chemical processing plant. 
While it is perfectly true that the effluent from research institutions is much 
more varied and often of unknown composition, the problem is by no means 
the same for a chemical processing plant. In the latter case there is normally 
no doubt at all about what elements are being discharged.

Finally, I would like to add another point. The world itself is the sum of 
a multitude of local areas and once the inhabitants of all these areas have 
declared as much as we have about our activities, then perhaps we will be 
able to reach some generally acceptable basis for discussion and agreement.

Mr. P. Korringa: Thank you very much, Mr. Morgan. A t first sight, it may 
seem that our papers differ very much but in reality we agree on this point 
that there are so many differences and that they should all be taken into 
consideration. But we would much rather have to deal with a reprocessing 
plant of known nature than be faced with the possibility that very different 
types of elements will be discharged.

Mr. Pomarola (France) (translated from French): Mr. Wa-ldich.uk said that 
the concrete of the container was not always resistant. Does this mean non- 
resistance to pressure or to sea-water ?

Mr. M. Waldichuk (Canada) : Mainly resistance to the action of sea-water. 
Much of the concrete used is a mixture that is not necessarily well or uni
formly composed and is merely designed to weight the drums, rather than 
to withstand the action of sea-water.

Mr. Bonet-Maury (translated, from, French): W hat was the total activity 
calculated for the 16,000 drums of waste sunk off the Californian coast?

Mr. M. Waldichuk: The total activity was about 10,000 curies, although, 
as I said when presenting the paper, this calculation could be out by a factor 
of ten.

Mr. D. W . Pritchard (United States of America) : I should like to point 
out that it is perhaps somewhat misleading to quote the figure of 10,000 
curies as the amount disposed of in this way. The estimate of the activity 
in the drums was based on an estimatq made at the time when the material 
was initially used and much of this material is very short-lived, such as phos
phate, iodine-131 and so on. When it was actually disposed of into the sea, 
the amount of activity in the drums was less than the 10,000 curies by a great 
amount. I should also like to point out that in a similar disposal site on the 
east coast of the United States we attempted to find activity on the bottom 
in a little over 1,000 fathoms of water and compare this with activity in the 
bottom in adjacent “ clean” areas. W e , were, however, unable to establish 
any statistical differences between the background counts in each of these 
areas.
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Mr. 0 . Wormser (France) (translated from French): W as any monitoring 
carried oiit at the point o f discharge off San Francisco and, if so, was any 
contamination detected ?

Mr. M. Waldichuk: To my knowledge there has not been any regular moni
toring of these disposal sites, although of course I am open to correction. 
In about 1957, I believe, Mr. Isaacs and some of the staff of the Scripps 
Institution of Oceanography made studies of the activity in the vicinity 
of the disposal sites and found that it was negligible and rather close to the 
background values in sea-water. There is a report on the subject put out 
by the Scripps Institution.

Mr. M. Foyn (Norway) : In connexion with the preceding papers, I should 
like to draw attention to a phenomenon often occurring in Norwegian coastal 
waters. I refer to the high lamination of certain water masses which presum
ably may occur also in other estuary waters, particularly at the mouths 
of rivers. Any radioactive material contained in such rivers might be de
posited in layers on reaching the sea, and might perhaps be very difficult 
to detect.

The Chairman: Perhaps I  may be allowed to put the first question to 
Mr. Zenkevich myself. I was very interested to hear his view that the 
great depths of the ocean are by no means stagnant bodies of water but 
that in fact there is some communication between them and the surface 
layers, and that it is important to see just how much movement there is. 
In this connexion perhaps Mr. Zenkevich would like to say what he 
thinks about the situation in the Black Sea ?

Mr. L. A . Zenkevich (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translated 
from Russian) : At the present time we have very precise figures for the ver
tical circulation in the Black Sea; these figures partly coincide with those 
in my paper. Originally it was thought that the surface zone was an isolated 
body extending to a depth of 2,000 metres above the main mass of deep 
water. However, it now appears that this main mass is laminated throughout. 
A t the limits separating each layer violent turbulent mixing takes place, 
which often throws up at great speed certain substances from the bottom
most depths of the sea to the surface. This mixing process and the vertical 
migration of plankton have hitherto received hardly any attention.

The Chairman: Thank you. Your reply shows that we should be very careful 
to make use of all available data before attempting to arrive at any conclu
sions about the vertical mixing process.

Mr. М. B. Schaeffer (United States of America) : Can Mr. Moiseev give 
us any quantitative data on the levels of activity which he observed in 
the plants and animals in the North-W est Pacific ?

Mr. P. A . Moiseev (translated from Russian): Certain data on this 
question are given in the paper which I  presented to the conference. In parti
cular, we have data on zooplankton showing that the level of beta activity 
in the open areas of the Sea of Japan was 1х/ 2— 2 times higher than the 
activity in the plankton normally found in this essentially potassium back
ground. The actual figure is 110—6 /ле/g. W ith regard to edible fish, we dis
covered that in certain areas, particularly South Sakhalin and Kamchatka, 
there are up to 7 5%  of certain varieties of fish, such as goby, whose activity 
is at least twice as high as that normally found in fish due to their natural 
potassium background. Similar data are available for laminaria and algae.
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Mr. H. J. Dunster: I should like to welcome very greatly two aspects of 
the Soviet papers we have just heard. In the first place, the concept of there 
being no areas of isolation in the ocean seems to me to be an extremely im
portant one. I will go even further : I suspect there are no areas of isolation 
in the world. We are all, in fact, members of one community with one environ
ment and I think this has to be borne in mind in all forms of waste disposal. 
The other aspect which pleases me very greatly is the emphasis on quantitative 
measurements and quantitative discussions. I am firmly convinced myself 
that much of the apparent difference of opinion which has been obvious 
at some of the meetings arises from an inadequate exchange of quantitative 
data. I f these problems can be studied quantitatively in terms of the activity 
found, in the environment and quantitatively related to the source of the 
radioactivity, then I believe that many of these differences will disappear.

The Chairman: Thank you very much, Mr. Dunster, for your very lucid 
exposition of our views. I think we are all in close agreement with him and 
it is very important that the papers presented by Professors Moiseev and 
Zenkevich stress that point so markedly.

Mr. A. K. Ganguly: I have a question for Professor Moiseev. A part of the 
process for the removal of activity in sea-water due to coastal discharges is 
the take-up of activity by settling silt. Do there exist any quantitative in
dications of differences in relative accumulation of activity in bottom dwellers 
as compared to that in analogous organisms in the coastal areas where the 
investigations were carried out ?

Mr. P. A. Moiseev (translated from Russian): Do you mean radioactive 
substances or the distribution of organisms?

Mr. A. K. Ganguly: I beg your pardon, I should have said radioactive 
products.

Mr. P. A. Moiseev (translated from Russian) : I am afraid I have too 
little information on the subject to be able to comment on anything 
relating to the distribution of life in the ocean or quantitative measurements 
of radioactivity.

Mr. Bonet-Maury (tra,nsla,ted, from French): I should like to ask Mr. 
Moiseev if he has investigated alpha activity, and if so, how much and what 
kind has he observed ?

Mr. P. A. Moiseev (transía,ted from Russian): The alpha activity was 
not determined; you will remember that I provided various data on the 
beta activity.

Mr. M. B. Schaeîîer: I have a question for Mr. Zenkevich. I believe that 
we all agree with him that the water in the deep ocean is not completely 
isolated from the surface water—the real question, however, is what is the 
rate of interchange between the mixed surface layer and the deeper water ? 
Data from various sources have led us to arrive at rough estimates for the 
Pacific of the main residence time, according to which a water particle appa
rently remains in the deep ocean for a period of the order of 1,000—2,000 years. 
Does Professor Zenkevich feel that the residence time is appreciably shorter 
and if so, what is his estimate of it and on what data are the estimates based ?

Mr. L. A. Zenkevich (translated from Russian): As this problem will 
be largely dealt with in the paper by Mr. Federov, I think it might be 
advisable to defer the discussion until after the paper has been presented.
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D I S P E R S I O N  OF CO N T A M IN A N T S IN AN E S T U A R I N E
P O R T  A R E A

Abstract

An experiment is described wherein fluorescein dye was introduced into the 
James River Estuary and its subsequent dispersion and dissolution-was mea
sured. Results of this experiment are discussed in relation to the oceanography 
of the estuary and are compared with the dispersion predicted using various 
techniques described in literature.

D I S P E R S I O N  DES C O N TA M IN A N TS DANS LES E S T U A I R E S

Résumé

L’auteur décrit une expérience qui a consisté à déverser dans l’estuaire 
du James River de la teinture de fluorescéine et à mesurer ensuite la dis
persion et la dissolution produites. A l ’aide de diverses techniques décrites 
dans des publications scientifiques, on a examiné les résultats de cette ex
périence, compte tenu des aspects océanographiques de l’estuaire, en les 
comparant à la dispersion prévue.

ДИСПЕРСИЯ ЗАГРЯЗНЯЮЩИХ ВЕЩЕСТВ В ВОДАХ 
ЭСТУАРИЕВ ВБЛИЗИ ПОРТОВ

Резюме

Дается описание эксперимента по введению флюоресцирующего красящего 
вещества в устье реки Джеймс. Приводятся данные по измерению дисперсии 
и растворения. Результаты данного эксперимента обсуждаются в связи с океано
графическими данными устья и сравниваются с предполагаемой дисперсией 
путем использования различных технических приемов, нашедших освещение 
в литературе.

D I S P E R S I O N  DE A G E N T E S  C O N T A M IN A D O R E S  EN 
LAS AGUAS DE UN PUERTO SITUADO EN UN ESTUARIO

Resumen

El autor describe un experimento en el curso del cual se introdujo un colo
rante de fluoresceína en el estuario del río James y se midió su ulterior disper
sión y disolución. Analiza asimismo los resultados de este experimento en rela
ción con la oceanografía del estuario y los compara con la dispersión calculada 
con ayuda de diversas técnicas descritas en la literatura técnica.



DISPERSION OF CONTAMINANTS IN AN 
ESTUARINE PORT AREA

A. R. G ordon, Jr .,
D ivision  of Ocean o g raph y ,

US N a v y  H yd rograp h ic  O ffic e , W ash in gton , D.C.
U n ited  States of A merica

The possibility of an accident in which high-level waste from a nuclear ship 
is introduced into the water of a port area is so remote that it may in clear 
conscience be neglected. However, it may be desirable on occasions purposely 
to release low-level wastes from such ships into estuaries near inhabited 
areas or fishing grounds. Whether or not this can be permitted depends on the 
capacity of the medium to dilute sufficiently and flush away the contaminant.

Recently studies have been undertaken at the Hydrographic Office in 
Washington to determine the flushing characteristics of various major port 
areas. It is known that efficient mechanisms exist in some harbours and their 
approach areas for the flushing of contaminants added to the water, whereas 
in others dilution and transport of the contaminant will proceed at a slower 
rate. This paper will discuss some of the methods available to calculate dis
persal rates, and will illustrate these methods by applying them to a parti
cular harbour area along the United States east coast. The discussion will be 
limited to an instantaneous point source and will concern only that portion 
of a contaminant that goes into solution and partakes of the motion of the 
water. Such factors as adsorption on to particulate matter, radioactive decay, 
settling out on to the bottom, and uptake of the contaminant by marine 
organisms will be neglected.

To evaluate the various techniques available for the practical determination 
of dispersion, the James River Estuary (the embayment on which Norfolk 
and Newport News, Virginia, are located) was chosen as a prototype area for 
making computations.
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The James Estuary is more or less typical of the coastal plain type. The 
water is quite well mixed, exhibiting only a few parts per thousand salinity 
increase with depth. Temperature likewise shows little variation with depth. 
Salinity decreases from about twenty parts per thousand at the mouth of the 
estuary, which opens into Chesapeake Bay, to near zero at Jamestown Island. 
A small lateral variation in salinity is displayed in slightly lower values on 
the right-hand side of the estuary looking toward the bay. Except for the ship 
channel, depths in the estuarine zone of the James River are less than 20 
feet. Depths within the channel are at a maximum of about 60 feet near the 
entrance, and vary between 20 and 30 feet further upstream. The tide is semi
diurnal (2 low and 2 high waters each 24 h 50 mm), and mean ranges vary 
between 2.0 and 2.5 feet. Maximum tidal currents vary between about 0.8 
and 1.5 knots, with the ebb several tenths of a knot stronger than the flood.

The classical tidal-prism method of determining flushing time when applied 
to the James Estuary gives a value of 9 tidal cycles to remove 8 0 %  of the con
taminant. This value is considered too low, because the tidal prism is not filled 
with new sea-water each tidal cycle, i.e. some of the water removed on the ebb 
tide is returned on the following flood tide. Furthermore, this method assumes 
the contaminant to be uniformly dispersed over the estuary initially, which is 
contrary to the concept of an instantaneous point source.

The modified tidal-prism method (1) may also be applied to determine a 
flushing time of the estuarine portion of the James River.

LEN6TH OF VOLUME * 108 H 3
SEGMENT SEGMENT TIDAL HIGH EXCHANGE FLUSHING TIM E 

N . ( N.MI.) PRISM TID E RATIO (1 1 0 A L  CYCLES)

V ! U.U 16.9 80.5 0.210 4 .7
V I I  ¿.0 17.9 98 .¿ 0 .1 8 2  5 .5
V I I !  2.4 19.4 117.8 0 .I6S  6.1

[ X  ¿.О 1ЬЛ 132.8 0-11Э 8Л

F ig . 2

In this method the river is divided into segments, the lengths of which may 
be considered as the average excursion of a particle on the flooding tide. For 
each segment an exchange ratio is computed. If one assumes that contaminated 
water is replaced by new water each tidal cycle without exchange between the 
contaminated and the new water, i.e. that there is a linear rate of removal, it 
is found that the flushing time averages about 6 tidal cycles for each segment
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in the lower part of the estuary. Between the James River Bridge and Okl
Point Comfort, the portion of the estuary of greatest interest to shipping, the 
total flushing time is about 23 tidal cycles or 12 days. It is interesting to note 
that this value compares well with the 24 tidal cycles one obtains as a flushing 
time simply by dividing the total volume of fresh water in this portion of the 
estuary by the river discharge. Furthermore, the value of 23 tidal cycles as a 
flushing time agrees roughly with the 4,000 feet net downstream movement 
per tidal cycle computed for the James River.

If, however, mixing between the new and contaminated water is considered 
to be complete and continuous, the rate of removal would be exponential. In 
this case, 3 5%  of the contaminant would remain in the lower estuary after 
23 tidal cycles. I f  mixing were complete, 35 tidal cycles would be required to 
remove 8 0 % 'o f the contaminant; if no mixing occurred, the same amount of 
contaminant would be removed in only 19 cycles. Since neither complete mixing 
nor complete absence of mixing must be the actual case, the time required for 
removing 8 0%  of the contaminant from the lower estuary must be some
where between 19 and 35 tidal cycles.

The dispersion of contamination can also be considered from the view
point of transport (advection) and diffusion. I f  there were no mixing, the net 
downstream movement of 4,000 feet per tidal cycle would tend to remove 
a contaminant released at the James River Bridge in 18 to 20 tidal cycles. 
However, as the contaminant moves with the current, it diffuses in three di
mensions— vertically, laterally, and longitudinally.

Several investigators (2, 3) have used the following equation to represent 
the time change in concentration of diffusible contamination in estuaries:

Only for estuaries having a constant' cross-section, constant net velocity, and

С =  concentration of contaminant 
M =  initial mass of contaminant 
S =  cross-sectional area of channel 

К  =  coefficient of eddy diffusivity 
t =  time after introduction of contaminant 
x =  distance from point of introduction 
v =  mean speed of current

This solution gives only the distribution of contamination along the longitu
dinal axis of the estuary with time. The same equation has been derived as a 
solution for turbulent flow in a pipe (4).

Equation (2) may be used to compute the distribution of contaminant about 
a point moving downstream in the James River. First, however, it is necessary 
to compute a coefficient of eddy diffusivity. Stommel (5) shows how this 
may be done on the basis of the salinity distribution of the estuary by use of 
the following relationship:

( 1)

constant eddy diffusivity is there an exact known solution to the equation

where
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к =  y a(1 (3)
О ц ( 1 п - 1  —  tjl +  l )

where
Q =  river discharge
a =  distance between segments
fn =  concentration of fresh water at segment n
Su =  cross-section area at n
fu _ i =  concentration of fresh water at segment n— 1 (upstream) 
f11+i =  concentration of fresh water at segment n +  1 (downstream) 

This equation assumes that a steady-state salinity distribution exists and that 
vertical and lateral changes in salinity are small compared with those along 
the river. Coefficients of longitudinal eddy diffusion computed for cross-sectio
nal areas of the estuary at one-mile intervals averaged 5,400 ft2/sec for the 
lower part of the estuary. This average coefficient and a mean cross-sectional 
area can then be used in the diffusion equation to compute the spread of con
taminant in the estuary for the first few tidal cycles.

Since the contaminant is not expected to spread completely across the estu
ary in the first few tidal cycles, only the mean cross-sectional area of the 20-foot 
channel in the lower estuary is used. The advection term, vt, is omitted from 
the equation, and the concentration along the longitudinal dimension of the 
estuary is obtained for 1/ 2, 1, 2, and 4 tidal cycles as shown in Fig. 3. A  mass 
of 1 arbitrary unit is considered as the contaminant introduced at some point 
into the lower estuary. This yields a mean peak concentration of less than
1 X  10~10 arbitrary unit per cubic foot after 1 tidal cycle. This initial decrease 
is undoubtedly exaggerated, because the contaminant is not likely to spread
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completely over the chosen cross section in such a short time. I f  one assumes 
that after one tidal cycle the contamination would spread vertically only 
throughout the top 10 feet, and laterally over 1 mile, the peak concentration 
is about 3 X  1 0 -10 arbitrary unit per cubic foot. W ith the lateral mixing reduced 
to one half-mile, the peak concentration is 6 x I0-10 A U  after 1 tidal cycle.

Fig. 4

Fig. 4 shows the distribution of a contaminant with time along the longi
tudinal axis of the estuary computed from the diffusion equation with the 
advection term, vt, included. The mean speed v is based on a net downstream 
movement of 4,000 ft/tidal cycle, which is roughly the difference between the 
tidal excursion of the ebb and that of the flood. In these curves it is assumed 
that the contaminant was introduced into the water at high-water slack. 
The curves show successive distributions of contaminant also at high-water 
slack. Midway between the times of the curves the tide phase would be low- 
water slack, and the entire curve would be centred downstream a distance 
equal to the ebb excursion, about 25,000 feet. It  can be seen from the figure 
that if one arbitrary unit is considered as the initial mass of contaminant 
introduced into the estuary, the greatest concentration after 1 tidal cycle 
would be about 6 x  10~u  arbitrary units per cubic foot and would be located 
about 4,000 feet downstream from the point of introduction. Pollution in 
lesser concentrations would be spread both upstream and downstream about
40,000 feet. This assumes vertical and lateral spreading over the entire 20-foot 
deep channel mentioned earlier.

In August 1959 three experiments were conducted in the James River using 
fluorescein dye as a tracer to determine how a contaminant would behave 
during the early history of dispersion. Realizing that difficulties would be
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Fig. 5
View from 200 feet about 5 minutes after dye was put into the water. Patch at this 

time was about 65 feet wide and 90 feet long

Fig. 6
View from about 500 feet 30 minutes after release of dye into water. Dimensions of 
the patch at this time are about 210 feet by 270 feet. The ebb current is carrying the 

dye toward the bottom of the picture
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encountered in sampling a space concentration, the first test was made off the 
entrance to Little Creek, south of Norfolk near the entrance to Chesapeake 
Bay, to check out techniques for introducing the fluorescein solution into

Fig- 7
View from 1000 feet about 60 minutes after dye was put into water. The dye is now 
spreading out fan-wise in the direction of the current, in this case towards the top of 
the picture. The “V” shaped indentation in the leading edge of the patch was caused 
by the screws of the boat when the operator suddenly backed down to move the boat 
away from the patch after taking a sample. The dimensions of the patch are now 360 feet

by 480 feet

the water rapidly, for sampling the contaminant, and for positioning the boat. 
The results of this test are shown in Fig. 10.

In the second test the dye was released in the lower James River Estuary 
at slack before ebb with the following weather and water conditions prevailing: 
overcast stratocumulus clouds, later becoming broken; air temperature 81.5° F, 
increasing to 89.0° F at end of test; southwest wind at about 15 knots, be
coming west at 5 knots; sea slight to calm; water temperature 77° F  at surface 
and isothermal to bottom, later becoming 79° F at surface.

One hundred pounds of 4 0 %  sodium salt of fluorescein was thoroughly 
mixed with surface water from the river and then discharged through a 1 lj2 inch 
hose at about 6 feet deep so rapidly that the dye was concentrated in one large 
patch. Thereafter, samples were taken from a boat in different parts of the dye 
patch at the surface, 6 feet, and 15 feet. Concentrations were determined by 
use of a Fisher electrophotometer which could measure dilution to 1 part in 
108. Meanwhile, colour photographs were made from a helicopter at intervals 
of 5, 30, 60, and 120 minutes.

Measured peak concentrations near the surface in the dye patch during the 
approximate 2-hour period in which the dye was detectable are plotted as the 
solid line in Fig. 9. Note the rapid diminution in concentration, amounting to 
about 6 orders of magnitude in about 2 hours, even with the slight mixing that
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Fig. 8
View from about 1500 feet 2 hours after the dye was put into water. Patch is now very 
diffuse and concentration is down to near 1 x 10~3 g/cm8. Close examination of the photo
graph shows considerable inhomogeneity in the patch at this time. Fifteen minutes 
after this photo was taken the dye patch was no longer detectable by eye or electro

photometer

Fig. 9
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occurs near the time of slack water. The dot-dashed curve in the figure repre
sents peak concentrations computed using the one-dimensional equation men
tioned earlier, the entire channel as cross-section, and the average coefficient 
of eddy diffusivity computed for the lower James. Concentrations estimated 
by such criteria must obviously be far lower than those measured. Using 
actual cross-sections (measured from photographs) in the one-dimensional 
equation, the concentrations shown by the dashed curve were computed. This, 
too, shows a more rapid dilution than was actually observed, and probably 
indicates that the coefficient of eddy diffusion used was too large for this stage 
of the tide. In fact, coefficients of eddy diffusion computed from the experi
mental data early in the history of this dispersion experiment are several orders 
of magnitude lower than the average coefficient computed from the salinity 
distribution.

The third test was also conducted in the lower part of the estuary and 
consisted of releasing into the water 200 lb of fluorescein dissolved in about
50 gallons of surface water at about 30 minutes after slack before flood. In 
this test a delay was encountered in getting the dye into the water. This, plus 
the fact that the flood current had begun to run, caused the fluorescein to 
take on an elongated pattern, departing somewhat from the concept of an 
initial point source. From the data obtained during this test, a plot of concen
tration versus time is shown in Fig. 10 for comparison with the dispersions 
measured during the first and second tests. The lower concentrations observed 
during the first hour of the third test might be explained by more intense mixing 
associated with the incipient flood current. The more or less constant concen
trations observed between the second and fifth hours may be explained either 
by a slackening in the mixing processes once the flood current was established, 
or by zones of relatively high concentrations or patchiness within the diffusing 
dye mass which remained detectable by the eíectrophotometer even though

t  (w im d-* * )
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most of the dye had been diluted to a concentration below the threshold of 
the instrument.

Admittedly the techniques used in these experiments were quite crude. 
Manoeuvering the boat to take samples certainly altered the mixing processes 
affecting the dye patch, although care was taken to prevent this as much as 
possible. Sampling was slow, and it was not always certain that the area of 
peak concentration was actually being sampled. What is needed for such tests 
is a method for rapid and direct measurement of concentration without in
fluencing the natural mixing processes. Furthermore, an instrument to measure 
concentrations with greater sensitivity than the one used is required. Such 
instruments exist, but were not available at the time of the tests.

These primitive experiments do, nevertheless, indicate that during the first 
few hours of dispersion in the estuary dilution proceeds at a rapid rate. It 
appears possible that concentrations approaching those predicted by the 
one-dimensional diffusion equation may be reached after several tidal cycles. 
In an estuary of uniform width and depth, once the contaminant has spread 
completely across and down to the bottom, the equation would be expected to 
predict further dilution quite satisfactorily.
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A METHOD OF COMPUTING THE SPREADING OF
MATTER IN THE W A TER OF AN ESTUARY

Abstract

For describing the longitudinal spreading of any quantity of dissolved 
or suspended matter, or of water itself, along a steady-state estuary with 
periodic tides, a mathematical model is used which is, in principle, similar 
to that presented by Stommel (1953).

M E TH O D E  DE CALCUL DE LA D I S P E R S I O N  DE M A T I E R E S  
DANS L ’ E AU  D ’ UN E S T U A I R E

Résumé

Pour exposer la dispersion longitudinale de n ’importe quelle quantité de 
matière dissoute ou en suspension, ou de l ’eau même, le long d ’un estuaire 
stable à marées périodiques, on a recours à un procédé mathématique qui 
est en principe analogue à celui qui a été présenté par Stommel (1953).

М Е Т О Д  В Ы Ч И С Л Е Н И Я  Р А С П Р О С Т Р А Н Е Н И Я  В Е Щ Е С Т В А  В 
В О Д Е  М О Р С К О Г О  Р У К А В А  И Л И  Л И М А Н А

Резюме

Для описания продольного распространения какого-либо количества ве
щества в растворе или во взвеси или самой воды в установившемся режиме 
морского рукава с периодическими приливами используется математическая 
форма, которая в принципе подобна форме представленной Штоммелем 
(1953 год).

P R O C E D I M I E N T O  P A R A  C A L C U L A R  L A  D I S P E R S I O N  
D E  S U S T A N C I A S  E N  L A S  A G U A S  D E  U N  E S T U A R I O

Resumen

Para describir la dispersion longitudinal del agua o de cualquier canti
dad de sustancias disueltas o en suspensión en ella, a lo largo de un estuario 
de márgenes fijas con mareas periódicas, se utiliza un modelo matemático 
que, en principio, es análogo al presentado por Stommel (1953).
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A METHOD OF COMPUTING THE SPREADING OP
MATTER IN THE WATER OF AN ESTUARY

R . D  O RRE S T E IN
K o n in k l ij k  N e d e r l a n d s  M e t e o r o l o g isc h  I n s t it u u t ,

D e  '  B ilt  
N e t h e r l a n d s

For describing the longitudinal spreading o f any quantity o f dissolved 
or suspended m atter, or o f the water itself, along a steady-state estuary  
w ith periodic tides, a mathematical model is used which is in principle similar 
to that presented b y  Stojvlmel (1).

Tw o things are essential in the present treatm ent. First, that no details 
o f tidal scale are considered. The variations within a tidal cycle are left out 
o f consideration; all quantities studied refer to a given phase o f the tide. 
The tidal currents are not used explicitly, but the whole tidal mechanism  
goes into one parameter, the m ixing parameter or exchange parameter, 
which enters into our equation.

This equation, which governs the spreading o f m atter, is— and this is the 
second basic point— a linear difference equation. That it is linear is very  
essential for the present treatment.

The equation expresses the variation o f the concentration o f m atter m  
in the water as the sum of tw o effects, viz. advection b y  the residual current, 
and exchange by  turbulent and tidal mixing.

The total volum e o f water is split up into a finite number o f segments, 
num bered 1, 2, . . .  n . . . ,  with volumes V n, and m ean  concentrations clu 
o f the m atter considered. The change o f mean concentration in a tim e interval 
Zlt (preferably one or one-half tidal cycle) is supposed to be given b y  the linear 
difference equation:

V], A  cn =  A  1 R ' n ' n  (cn' +  Cn) +  D n 'n (cn' —  cn)| j  , (1)
11'

where the sum is to be taken over all segments n ' (normally two) bordering 
on the segment n considered, and cU' and c„ refer to the beginning o f A t ;  
the constants R U'n, represent net water fluxes towards n, and the constants 
Dn-n are exchange factors. For a one-channel estuary, R „ 'n equals the river 
flow and Dn'n can be estim ated from stationary m ean-salinity distributions. 
Rn'n A  t  and Dn'n A  t  should always be much smaller than V u. The sea 
and the river are also considered as segments with, respectively, infinite 
volum e and zero salinity.

The problem  is now, from a  given initial distribution o f concentration  
o f the m atter considered, to compute the distribution o f concentration over 
the various sections at any later m om ent. The difference equation makes 
it possible to perform any such com putation stepwise. N ow , the idea o f the  
com putational technique proposed here is the following. W e  introduce a 
num ber o f basic in itia l d istribu tions, such that the concentration с is zero 
in all sections except in one, section m, where it is 1. The distribution of 
concentration which develops from  that initial distribution is called y t[m (t).

Once the values o f у шц are known for a certain tim e-interval t, for every  
m  and n, one can com pute the distribution o f concentration at the tim e t
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from any given initial distribution, since any initial distribution of concen
tration can be. built up as a linear combination (superposition) of our basic 
distributions. The distribution of concentration to be computed for the time 
t will then be the same linear superposition of the functions ymu (t), or:

On (t) =  ¿ ’ em (i)) y„m (t) (2)
ni

One has only to compute the values yjmi (t) in order to solve any problem 
of spreading of matter over the region considered in the time-interval t.

The ymn (t)—values form a matrix ||y (t)||, an example of which is 
shown in Table I. This example has been taken from an investigation of 
the Ems estuary by the author and is valid for t =  8 tidal cycles. From the 
definition of y]mi (t) it is clear that ymu (0) is the unit matrix, where all 
elements are zero except the diagonal elements, which are one.

TABLE I 
EMS ESTUARY WITH SIDE-BASIN

Values of ymnit) for t =  8 tidal periods 
(in parts per 1,000)

11
m

13
12 11 10 9 8 7 «

GA 0B
5 4 :¡ 2

l

Sea basin river

13 =  sea 1000 302 74 18 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 0 444 241 95 40 17 6 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
11 0 179 372 255 151 82 36 17 7 3 8 3 1 0 0
10 0 62 179 260 229 168 97 57 30 18 34 14 5 1 0

9 0 16 80 172 200 183 134 96 64 48 65 32 12 2 0
8 0 5 34 99 144 157 143 121 99 89 89 50 22 5 0
7 0 2 12 48 89 121 140 139 140 140 111 59 34 U 0
6 0 0 5 28 62 100 1.36 151 174 184 124 81 43 15 0

basin 0 0 1 10 29 57 94 119 163 180 90 54 25 7 0
0 0 I « 21 48 90 122 182 218 88 49 21 5 0

5 0 0 1 5 13 22 33 38 39 40 38 32 21 10 0
4 0 0 0 2 7 15 24 29 34 25 37 40 32 Hi 0
3 0 0 0 1 5 12 22 29 24 21 49 62 54 30 0
2 0 0 0 1 3 9 21 30 21 16 65 94 89 50 0
1 =  river 0 0 0 0 2 7 24 50 22 12 201 430 641 848 1000

The упщ (t)— matrix has a further property, which makes it possible 
to compute it for any time Nzlt (where N is an integer) from the one basic 
matrix ymn (Zlt). To show this we first show that from (2) it follows that:

У т  ( t ,  +  t 8)  =  2J У т р  ( Ч )  У р п  ( t a)  ,

P
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or: У (t, +  t2) y (t j y (ts) (3)

according to the multiplication rule for matrices. From this result it follows 
that

N
y (N A t) У (A t) (4)

Consequently, the difference equation (1) need only be used for the first 
step, viz. to compute the basic spreading matrix ym„ (At). All further com
putations can be perfomed by means of formulas (3) and (4).

Whereas the horizontal rows of the matrix (m =  const.) show how the water 
of one particular section (m) will be spread over the other sections after a 
time-interval t, the vertical columns (n =  const.) show how the water which 
is now in one particular section (n) was distributed over the other sections 
a time-interval t before, in other words: where this water has come from, 
how it has been composed quantitatively. In order to show this we consider 
the water that was in a section m at time -t— t. O f this water the concentration 
in section n at zero time is ymil (t) ; in other words ymn (t) is the fraction 
of the water in n that was in те a time-interval t before. From this result 
it also follows that

2 J У mn (t) =  1 . 
m

By taking sums, the fraction of the water present in an arbitrary combin
ation of segments, which after a time t will be, or which was before a time 
t, in another arbitrary combination of segments, can be readily calculated 
from the у nm-values. In this way one can, for instance, compute the time 
needed for, say, half the water of a particular part of the estuary, or of the 
whole estuary, to be replaced by other water.

Finally, similar considerations can easily be applied to the river water 
and the sea-water, as components of the estuary water, separately.
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V E R T I C A L  AN D H O R I Z O N T A L  M I X I N G  R A T E S  OP 
R A D I O A C T I V E  M A T E R I A L  IN T H E  OCEAN

Abstract

Observations on the vertical distribution of radioactivity in the Pacific 
Ocean showed that presence of activity was mostly limited to the mixed 
layer above the thermocline in June 1954 (Miyake, Sugiura and Kameda, 
1954). In March 1955, however, the activity extended down to about 600 m 
below the surface, the thermocline being present at the depth of 75 m (opera
tion Troll, USAEC, 1956).

I f  there is any biological transport of radioactive material in a vertical 
direction in sea-water, migration of plankton might be more effective than 
decomposition of organic debris in transporting radioactive material, although 
it would be only 1 0 -2 0 %  of the physical mixing rate.

W hen radioactive material diffuses out from a source point, the horizontal 
eddy diffusion coefficient may be obtained from the time change of the 
distribution of the activity.

T A U X  D E  M E L A N G E  V E R T I C A L  E T  H O R I Z O N T A L  D E S  M A 
T I E R E S  R A D I O A C T I V E S  C O N T E N U E S  D A N S  L ’ O C E A N

Résumé

Il ressort des observations sur la répartition verticale de la radioactivité 
dans l ’océan Pacifique que l ’activité, en juin 1954, était presque entièrement 
limitée à la couche mixte située au-dessus du gradient thermique. Cependant, 
en mars 1955, l ’activité s’étendait jusqu’aux environs de 600 m au-dessous 
de la surface, le gradient thermique se situant à une profondeur de 75 m 
(opération Troll, USAEC 1956).

Si donc il y  a un transport biologique quelconque de matières radioactives 
dans le sens vertical, la migration de planctons pourrait être plus efficace 
que la décomposition des débris organiques pour le transport de matières 
radioactives alors qu’elle ne représenterait que 10 à 20 pour cent du taux 
de mélange physique.

Lorsqu’une matière est diffusée à partir d’une source, le coefficient de 
diffusion horizontale des remous peut être calculé d ’après la modification 
du temps de répartition de l ’activité.

С К О Р О С Т И  В Е Р Т И К А Л Ь Н О Г О  И Г О Р И З О Н Т А Л Ь Н О Г О
С М Е Ш И В А Н И Я  

Р А Д И О А К Т И В Н О Г О  М А Т Е Р И А Л А  В О К Е А Н Е

Резюме

Наблюдения за распределением радиоактивности по вертикальной плоскости 
в Тихом океане показали, что в июне 1954 года (Мияке, Сигиура и Камеда, 
1954 г.) присутствие радиоактивности в основном наблюдалось только в 
смешанном слое выше слоя перепада температур. Однако в марте 1955 года 
активность распространилась почти на 600 метров ниже поверхности воды в 
то время, как перепад температур находился на глубине 75 метров (операция 
Тролл, К АЭ США, 1956 г.).
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Таким образом, если имеется какое-либо биологическое перемещение радио
активного материала в вертикальном направлении в морской воде, миграция 
планктона может быть более эффективной, чем нарушение содержания остат
ков органических веществ при перемещении радиоактивного материала, хотя 
оно и составит только 10—12 процентов скорости физического смешивания.

Когда радиоактивный материал в результате диффузии выделяется из точеч
ного источника, то коэффициент горизонтальной вихревой диффузии можно 
получить из времени изменения распределения активности.

V E L O C I D A D E S  DE M E ZCLA V E R T I C A L  Y  H O R I Z O N T A L  
DE SUSTANCIAS R A D I A C T I V A S  EN LAS AGUAS D E L

OCEANO

Resumen

Los estudios realizados sobre la distribución vertical de la radiactividad 
en el océano Pacífico pusieron de manifiesto que, en junio de 1954, dicha 
actividad se circunscribía principalmente a la capa mezclada situada por 
encima de la termoclina (Miyake, Sugiura y Kameda, 1954). Ahora bien, 
en marzo de 1955 la radiactividad se extendió hasta unos 600 metros por 
debajo de la superficie, encontrándose la termoclina a una profundidad de 
75 m. (Operation Troll, Comisión de Energía Atómica de los Estados Unidos, 
1956).

De esta forma se tiene que si en el agua del mar hay un transporte biológico 
de sustancias radiactivas en dirección vertical, la migración del plancton 
pudiera tener más influencia en el transporte de las sustancias radiactivas 
que la descomposición de los restos orgánicos, aunque dicho transporte re
presente solamente de un 10 a un 20 por ciento de la velocidad de mezcla 
física.

Cuando las sustancias radiactivas se difunden partiendo de un punto, 
el coeficiente de difusión turbulenta horizontal puede determinarse par
tiendo de la variación de la distribución de la actividad en función del tiempo.

VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL MIXING RATES OF 
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL IN THE OCEAN

Y. M iy a k e  an d  K . Saruhashi 
Geochemical L ab o r ato r y , Meteorological R esearch  I n stitute ,

T o kyo
Japan

Distribution of man-made radioactivity in the North Pacific

Large-scale contamination of the ocean due to man-made radioactivity 
was confirmed by the first Japanese Bikini Expedition [M iyake, Sugiura  
and Kam eda (1)] conducted aboard the observation ship Shunkotsu 
Maru  in May and June 1954, about one month after Castle Test at the Bikini- 
Eniwetok proving ground. Maximum activity of 91,000 dpm/1 in sea-water
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was found 450 km west of Bikini, and activity more than 1,000 dpm/1 was 
distributed as far as 2,000 km w n w  of Bikini along the North Equatorial 
Current. The highest value in plankton was 800,000 dpm/g wet weight.

From 25 February to 3 May 1955 the United States Atomic Energy Commission 
¡"Operation Troll, USAEC, 1956 (2)] carried out a transoceanic expedition 
in the Pacific for radioactivity measurement aboard the U.S. Coast Guard 
Cutter Taney. Results showed that lower activity, ranging from 0 to 570 dpm/1 
in sea-water and from 3 to 340 dpm/g wet weight in plankton, was diffused 
over a larger area. The highest activity was located off the coast of Luzon 
Island in the Philippines and some activity still remained in water along 
the North Equatorial Current. In summer 1955 the North Pacific Expedition 
(NORPAC) was carried out through international co-operation between 
Canada, Japan and the United States. The measured activity in water was 
0— 30 dpm/1 which remained in a large part of the western North Pacific 
Ocean, maximum activity being observed along the Kuroshio Current off 
the coast of Japan.

About ten nuclear tests were made from May to July 1956 in the Bikini 
and Eniwetok area, which brought further contamination to the Pacific area. 
According to the results of the second Japanese Bikini Expedition (3), the radio
activity in sea-water was lower than that in 1954 by a factor often. The lower 
values resulted from the fact that the observations were made during an earlier 
stage of the test series and that the observation points were located more 
than 900 km from the test site. However, considerable radioactivity was 
found not only along the North Equatorial Current but also in the region 
of the Equatorial Counter-Current. According to observations, there was 
a remarkable correlation between the radioactivity of falling dust on deck 
and in the sea. Therefore, contamination of the sea-water in May and June 1956 
could have been due mainly to direct fall-out of air-borne dust rather than 
to transport of contaminated sea-water by ocean currents from the test 
area.

In July and August 1956, the Equatorial Pacific Expedition (EQUAPAC) 
was undertaken by oceanographers of Canada, France, Japan and the United 
States. Results showed that radioactivity was concentrated in the sea area 
of 5 -15° N  and 145-165° E. The highest activity, 193 dpm/1 (evaluated 
one year after sampling), was found near 10° N , 160° E . Only a trace amount 
of fission product was detected either in the area south of the Equator or 
east of 180° W . In September 1956 a survey o f  radioactivity was made by 
the USAEC in collaboration with the Applied Fisheries Laboratory of the 
University of Washington (4) in an area bounded by 09° and 15° N  and 
approximately 145° and 166° E . The highest value for water activity was
19,000 dpm /1, between Eniwetok and Ujelang; 21,000 dpm/g wet weight was 
the highest value found in plankton, about 1,300 km north of Eniwetok.

In this paper the results of study of radioactive contamination of the North 
Pacific through the summer of 1955 are given. The activity in sea-water was 
converted to the value of strontium-90 (assuming that Hunter-Ballou’s table 
is applicable), in order to make the activities comparable with each other. 
Results are summarized in Table I  and Fig. 1. As shown in Fig. 1, the activity 
was transported mainly to the west from Bikini, then to the north towards 
the coast of Japan, and finally south along the Kuroshio Current. The 
contaminated area is located mainly in the western half of the North 
Pacific.
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TABLE I
RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION OF NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN, 1954— 1955

unit: jUjUc/1 of Sr-90

Period
Contaminated 

Area 
> 0.1щлс/1

Max. 
Activity 
observed 
(Location 

and Depth)

Max. 
Averaged 

Activity of 
Water 

Column

Averaged Activity in 
the Contaminated Area

Total 
Amount 
o f Sr9"

1 st Shunkotsu 
Expedition

31 May- 
30 J vine 

1954
4.2 x 10e km2

194* 
l l o05'N 
160°12'E 

80 m

45* 
(down to 

100 m)
7*

(down to 100 in)
2.6+  .T

Me

Operation
Troll

9 March- 
13 April 

1955
1.9 xlO’ km2

3.9
21°30'N 

124°45'E 
0 m

1.8
(down to 
400 in)

0.4
(down to 400 m) 3 Me

NORPAC
Expedition

August-
Septem-

ber
1955

2.7 x 107 km2
0.5 

28°25'N 
129° E 

0 m

0.5 
(down to 

500 m)

Conta
minated

Area
(>0.1
filicjl

Less
Conta

minated
Area 3 Me**

0.2 
(500 m)

0.03 
(500 m)

* .Except near the test site 
** Tn which 0.1 Me o f  Sr00 is attributed to fall-out

Radioactive contamination of the North Pacific. (Shadow indicates each maximal
contaminated area)

Vertical distribution of radioactivity in sea-water is shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 
Fig. 2 shows that in June 1954 the distribution of activity was limited to 
the mixed layer above the thermocline. In  March 1955, however, the activity 
extended down to about 600 m below the surface.
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Vertical distribution of Sr90 in sea-vvater on the vertical section perpendicular to the 
North Equatorial Current along the lines 570 km west of Bikini Atoll, June 1954. (Dotted 

line shows the depth of thermocline) (Sr90 /i/ic/1)

l l ' ^ X w ' í l ' E  Z2* lZ 'N,13e*2í .5 'E

300 L

Fig. 2

Vertical distribution of Sr90 on the vertical section in the tropical region of the North 
Pacific, March, 1955. (Dotted line shows the depth of thermocline) (Sr90 /i/ic/l)

Vertical mixing rate
According to S teem an n  N ie ls e n  (5), organic productivity in the sea is

0.2 c/day/m 2 or 73 g c/year/m 2 in the tropical Pacific. I f  the thickness of the 
euphotic zone is assumed to be 100 m, then the rate of formation of organic matter 
in a year is only 0.7 mg c/1 or about 2.7 mg c/1 of planktonic organism. 
Assuming that the enrichment factor of radionucleides in marine organisms 
is 103, the fraction of activity in organisms descending down to the deeper
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layer is only 0 .3 % of that in sea-water. Therefore, decomposition of marine 
life may not be the cause of contamination of sea-water below the thermocline.

As to the eifect of the migration of organisms upon transport of easily 
labile chemical elements, Ketchtjm and Bowen (6), gave the following 
equation :

_ tj  /<> d ' dln
Tp n A x t ’

where Tn  and T p are respectively the biological and physical transport, 
Vo  the volume of organisms per unit volume of water, /о the ratio of con
centration of the element in the organism to the total concentration in the 
water, A z  the vertical coefficient of eddy diffusion, d the depth of the gradient 
zone, dm the distance over which the organism migrates, and t the period 
of migration. M iyo sh i (7) gave about 5 to 10 cm2/sec as the value of А/  
near the Bikini area. Assuming that Fo is 1 x 10-G (1 cc of wet plankton 
per eu m of sea-water), that both d and dm are 100 m and that t is 
10® sec, the ratio Тц/Ту will be 0 .1 -0 .2  when the enrichment factor is 103. 
Thus, if there is any biological transport of radioactive material in a vertical 
direction in sea-water, migration of plankton might be more effective than 
decomposition of organic debris in transporting radioactive material, although 
it would be only 1 0 -2 0 %  of the physical mixing rate.

Horizontal mixing rate

When radioactive material diffuses out from a point source, the horizontal 
eddy diffusion coefficient may be obtained from the time change of the distri
bution of the activity. The relation between the eddy diffusion coefficient k, 
time I, and the lateral distance Y  from the centre of diffusion is as follows:

Y 2 =  2 Id

From the observed values of Y  and I, the value of к was calculated and is 
given is Table IL

TABLE II
HORIZONTAL EDDY DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT CALCULATED FROM THE TIME 

CHANGE OF DISTRIBUTION OF RADIOACTIVITY IN THE OCEAN

t (days) Y  (km) h in g/cm/sec

00 890 0 .8  x 1 0 9
270 2100 L.O x I 0 9
420 3200 1.4 x I 0 9

According to I n o u e  (8), the horizontal eddy diffusion coefficient к for 
oceanic turbulence may be expressed as follows:

к =  0.0 I  L^1 (1010 cm >  L  >  10 c m ) ,

where L  is the magnitude of diffusion phenomena in the ocean.
B y putting the value of к into the above equation, log ¿  =  8.1 —  8.4 was 

obtained; which corresponds with the observed value of log Y  —  7.9 ■—  8.5.
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C I R C U L A T IO N S  IN T H E  B A Y  OF B E N G A L  AND THE 
A R A B I A N  SEA W I T H  R E F E R E N C E  TO SAFE D IS P O S A L  
OF R A D I O A C T I V E  W A S T E S  N E A R  TH E I N D I A N  COASTS

Abstract
The author briefly reviews the general knowledge of oceanographic condi

tions in the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea. On the basis of studies 
made for some years by the numerous oceanographic stations which oper
ate along the coasts of India, the author studies such oceanographic 
conditions from the point of view of the safe disposal of radioactive wastes 
and, using data collected by various expeditions in the Indian Ocean, he 
studies the physical oceanography of the region north of the equator.

Early knowledge of the oceanography of the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian 
Sea is briefly reviewed. In the light of the numerous oceanographic stations 
occupied along the coasts of India, in recent years, oceanographic con
ditions with reference to safe disposal of radioactive wastes into the sea 
are discussed. Also utilizing the data collected by different expeditions to 
the Indian Ocean, the physical oceanography of the region north of the equator 
has been studied.

In the upper 200 m there are at least three different water masses both 
in the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea. Because of very great dilution in 
the Bay of Bengal, the surface waters could be further sub-classified. From 
horizontal distributions of various oceanographic parameters, circulation at 
different levels along the Indian Coasts is given for the upper 150 m and the 
same is inferred down to 500 m from the vertical sections. The level of no 
motion seems to be well above the 500 m depth level and fluctuates both 
in space and time. Mixing of water is deduced from the T-S relations.

The seasons of occurrence of upwelling and sinking along the coasts and 
the region affected are given. Intensity of up we I ling along the coast is more 
pronounced and during that period a complete overturning of water over 
the continental shelf takes place.

In deeper levels, water masses in the order of their abundance are the 
Indian equatorial water, Antarctic intermediate water together with Red 
Sea water and a slight admixture of the Indian Central water, Indian deep 
water and the Antarctic bottom water. The distribution of these water masses 
and the deep water circulation north of the equator are given.

During the past 60 years, the Antarctic bottom water seems to be advancing 
further north of the equator both into the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea. 
Consequently, loweringof salinity is recorded both in the Bay and the Arabian Sea.

Finally, a programme of further oceanographic work in connexion with 
the safe disposal of radioactive wastes, particularly into the Arabian Sea, 
is suggested. 

LES C I R C U L A T IO N S  DANS LES E A U X  DU G O LFE  DU B E N 
GALE ET DE LA  M E R  D ’ OMAN ET L ’ E L I M I N A T I O N  SANS 
D A N G E R  DES D E C H E T S  R A D I O A C T I F S  P R E S  DES COTES

I N D IE N N E S
Résumé

L ’auteur passe rapidement en revue les connaissances générales acquises 
sur l ’océanographie du golfe du Bengale et de la mer d ’Oman. Sur la base 
des études effectuées depuis quelques années par les nombreuses stations
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océanographiques qui fonctionnent Je long des côtes indiennes, l ’auteur étudie 
les conditions océanographiques du point de vue de l ’élimination sans danger 
des déchets radioactifs. Il s’est également servi des données réunies par 
différentes expéditions dans l’océan Indien pour étudier l ’océanographie 
physique de la région située au nord de l ’Equateur.

Jusqu’à 200 m au-dessous de la surface, les masses d ’eau du golfe du Bengale 
et de la mer d ’Oman se répartissent en trois catégories au moins. Dans le golfe 
du Bengale, étant donné le taux de dilution très élevé, les eaux de surface 
pourraient être divisées en un plus grand nombre de catégories. Compte 
tenu de la valeur de différents paramètres océanographiques sur divers plans 
horizontaux, ou a calculé la circulation le long des côtes indiennes à plusieurs 
niveaux jusqu’à 150 m de profondeur; à partir de sections verticales, on a 
déduit la circulation jusqu’à une profondeur de 500 m. La profondeur à 
laquelle il n ’y a pas de mouvements paraît bien inférieure à 500 m ; elle varie 
dans l ’espace et dans le temps. Le taux de mélange des eaux est calculé à 
partir des rapports espace-temps.

L ’auteur indique les saisons au cours desquelles les mouvements verticaux 
sont les plus prononcés le long des côtes, ainsi que les régions intéressées. 
Les courants ascendants sont plus intenses le long de la côte ; à cette époque, 
il se produit un brassage complet de l ’eau au-dessus du plateau continental.

En profondeur, les masses d’eau sont —  par ordre d’abondance décroissante 
—  celles de la partie équatoriale de l ’océan Indien, les masses intermédiaires 
de l ’Antarctique et les eaux de la mer Rouge, puis un mélange d ’eaux de la 
région centrale de l ’océan Indien, d ’eaux profondes de l ’océan Indien et du 
fond de l ’Antarctique. L ’auteur indique la répartition de ces masses d ’eau 
et la circulation des eaux profondes, au nord de l ’Equateur.

Depuis 60 ans, les eaux du fond de .l’Antarctique semblent avancer au nord 
de l ’Equateur, vers le golfe du Bengale et la mer d ’Oman. De ce fait, on en
registre une baisse de la concentration saline, tant dans le golfe du Bengale 
que dans la mer d’Oman.

En conclusion, l ’auteur suggère un programme d’études océanographiques 
plus poussées, du point de vue de l ’élimination sans danger des déchets radio
actifs, dans la mer d’Oman en particulier.

Ц И Р К У Л Я Ц И И  В О Д Н Ы Х  М А С С  В Б Е Н Г А Л Ь С К О М  З А Л И В Е  И 
А Р А В И Й С К О М  М О Р Е  И Б Е З О П А С Н О Е  У Д А Л Е Н И Е  

Р А Д И О А К Т И В Н Ы Х  О Т Х О Д О В  В Б Л И З И  И Н Д И Й С К О Г О
П О Б Е Р Е Ж Ь Я

Резюме

Кратко излагаются первые данные об океанографии Бенгальского залива и 
Аравийского моря. В свете работы многочисленных океанографических стан
ций, находящихся вдоль индийского побережья изучаются океанографические 
условия в связи с безопасным удалением радиоактивных отходов в моря. 
Кроме того на основе данных, собранных различными экспедициями в Индий
ском океане, изучается физическая океанография в районе к северу от экватора.

Как в Бенгальском заливе, так и в Аравийском море на глубине до 200 метров 
имеется по крайней мере три различных водных слоя. В виду очень сильной
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растворительной способности вод Бенгальского залива поверхностные воды 
могут быть подразделены еще на несколько категорий. По горизонтальному 
распределению различных океанографических параметров дается циркуляция 
водных масс на различных уровнях до 150 метров вдоль индийского побережья ; 
это же относится и к водным массам до 500 метров по вертикальному сечению. 
Уровень неподвижных вод, как кажется, находится выше 500 метров и меняется 
как по площади, так и по времени. Смешение вод выводится из отношения 
Т-S (время-площадь).

Приводятся сезоны повышения и понижения уровня воды вдоль побережья 
и рассматриваемого района. Интенсивность повышения уровня воды вдоль 
побережья более выражена и в течение этого периода происходит полное 
смешение слоев воды на прибережной отмели.

Глубоководные массы разделяются на воды экваториальной части Индийско
го океана, антарктические промежуточные слои воды совместно с водами 
Красного моря и на незначительную часть вод центральной части Индийского 
океана, глубоководные массы Индийского океана и антарктические донные 
воды. Дается распределение этих водных масс, а также циркуляция глубинных 
водных слоев к северу от экватора.

Как кажется, за последние 60 лет антарктические донные воды продвигаются 
далее к северу от экватора как в Бенгальском заливе, так и в Аравийском море. 
В связи с этим наблюдается понижение солености как в Бенгальском заливе, 
так и в Аравийском море.

В заключение предлагется программа дальнейших океанографических иссле
дований в связи с безопасным удалением радиоактивных отходов, в частности 
в Аравийское море.

C I R C U L A C I O N E S  E N  E L  G O L F O  D E  B E N G A L A  Y  E N E L  M A R  
A R A B I C O  C O N  R E L A C I O N  A  L A  E V A C U A C I O N  S I N  R I E S 
G O S  D E  D E S E C H O S  R A D I A C T I V O S  F R E N T E  A L  L I T O R A L

I N D I O

Resumen

En esta memoria se resumen brevemente los conocimientos de oceano
grafía relativos al golfo de Bengala y al mar Arábigo. Con los datos propor
cionados en los últimos años por varios centros oceanográficos del litoral 
indio, el autor examina las relaciones entre las condiciones oceanográficas 
y la evacuación sin riesgos de desechos radiactivos en el mar. Trata asimismo, 
según los datos recogidos por diferentes expediciones al Océano Indico, de 
la oceanografía física de la región situada al norte del ecuador.

Tanto en el golfo de Bengala como en el mar Arábigo existen, hasta una 
profundidad de 200 metros, por lo menos tres tipos distintos de masas de 
agua. En el golfo de Bengala, debido al elevado índice de dilución, podrían 
distinguirse más tipos de masas de agua superficiales. Fundándose en la 
distribución horizontal de varios parámetros oceanográficos, el autor de la 
memoria indica la circulación, hasta 150 metros de profundidad, en diferentes 
niveles a lo largo del litoral indio. Las secciones verticales permiten deter
minar la circulación en diferentes niveles hasta 500 metros de profundidad. 
E l nivel de las aguas estáticas parece estar situado muy por debajo de los
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500 metros y varía según el lugar y e] tiempo. La mezcla de las aguas se deduce 
de las relaciones tiempo-espacio.

También se señala en la memoria en qué estaciones del año y en qué re
giones se observan corrientes ascendentes y descendentes frente a la costa. 
La intensidad de las corrientes ascendentes es más pronunciada en el litoral, 
por lo que durante la estación correspondiente se produce una renovación 
total de las masas de agua de la plataforma continental.

A  mayor profundidad, las masas de agua más caudalosas son, por orden 
de importancia, las aguas ecuatoriales del Indico, las aguas intermedias del 
Antartico junto con las del mar Rojo y una ligera mezcla de las del Indico 
Centra], las aguas profundas del Indico y las aguas del fondo del Antartico. 
El autor indica la distribución de esas masas de agua y la circulación de las 
aguas profundas al norte del ecuador.

Desde hace 60 años, las aguas del fondo del Antártico parecen estar avan
zando hacia el norte del ecuador tanto en el golfo de Bengala como en el 
mar Arábigo. Esto ha producido, en el golfo y en el mar Arábigo, un des
censo del índice de salinidad.

Por último, el autor sugiere un programa de trabajos oceanográficos re
lacionados con la evacuación sin riesgos de desechos radiactivos, particular
mente en el mar Arábigo.

CIRCULATIONS IN THE BAY OF BENGAL AND 
THE ARABIAN SEA WITH REFERENCE TO SAFE 
DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES NEAR THE 

INDIAN COASTS
A. A . Ram a S a s t r y  

. M e t e o r o lo g ic a l  O ff ic e , P oon a 5,
I n d ia

1. Introduction

The natural level of radioactivity in the oceans is extremely low compared 
with that of igneous rocks on land. But bottom sediments are very rich in 
radioactive elements. Even if all the energy required by human beings were 
to be produced by nuclear fission and the waste products be disposed of 
only into the sea, on an average the rate of increase of radioactivity of the 
sea would be quite low (1). But mixing and diffusion may lead to tremendous 
increases in certain water masses. This increased radioactivity could be further 
concentrated, even to dangerous levels, in certain of the organisms living 
in the contaminated waters. Shallow-water disposal of wastes in inorganic 
non-soluble form could either be washed ashore or be dangerous to the marine 
species which are commercially important.

Thus for oceanic safe disposal of radioactive wastes one requires a complete 
knowledge of almost all phases of oceanography, not only of the region where 
the waste is to be put but also of the general character and the possible inter
action of the contaminated water mass with the neighbouring ones. The



proposed harnessing of atomic energy somewhere near the west coast of India 
and the resulting waste disposal problem calls for more specialized knowledge 
of the surrounding seas in particular and of the Indian Ocean in general.

Unfortunately, little is known of the Indian Ocean, though in recent years 
much attention has been paid to the marine sciences in India. Our informa
tion of even a narrow strip of waters over the continental shelf round the 
Indian Peninsula is still fragmentary. The west coast of India accounts for 
nearly 8 0%  of the country’s production of sea fish. Further, there are rich 
deep sea fishing grounds off Kathiawar and extensive prawn resources off 
Bombay and Cochin (2). Consequently, the problem of waste disposal near 
the Indian coast, and particularly into the Arabian Sea, should be considered 
carefully to protect the sea fisheries. Keeping these facts in view, an attempt 
is made here to summarize the present-day knowledge of the circulations in 
the region of the Indian Ocean north of the equator and between longitudes 
50° E and 100° E.

The Indian Ocean was partially explored by different expeditions, viz. 
Investigator, Vadivia, Gauss, Dana (3), Discovery (4), John Murray (5), 
Planet, Albatross (6), Galathea, etc. A  few of these expeditions have occupied 
stations north of the equator. However, most of the expeditions did not 
make sufficient physical oceanographic observations.

Early studies were mainly concerned with these observations and were 
made notably by S ch o tt, M ô lle r  (7), Thomsen (8), and S e w e ll  (9). 
The need for more detailed studies has been partly fulfilled, during recent 
years, by the Andhra University at Visakhapatnam on the east coast and 
the Central Marine Fisheries Research Station from Cochin on the west coast. 
They have made several hundred stations along the respective coasts in the

Map showing the areas under investigation and positions of deep sea stations. AU— Area 
under investigation by the Andhra University; Ka— Area under investiagtion by the 
research vessel ‘Kalava’ of the Central Marine Fisheries Research Station ; I— Investigator 
(1888 to 1922); Vi— Vitiaz (1889); Va— Valdivia (1899); Pa— Planet (1906); X —Name 
of the vessel not known (1909) ; Da— Dana (1929) ; J— John Murray expedition (1933— 34); 
Di— Discovery (1935); A— Albatross (1948); AU: Andhra University (1952—present)
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thickly-shaded regions of Fig. 1. In the lightly-shaded portions sub-surface 
salinity observations are not available and they were covered partly by 
these institutions and partly by the Indian Naval Physical Laboratory at 
Cochin.

In this investigation all the available data, including those from the earlier 
expeditions have been utilized and the station positions (except along the 
Indian coasts) are indicated in Fig. 1.

2. Water masses and currents in the upper layers

2.1 Water Masses

Though the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal are two major extensions 
of the Indian Ocean, being separated by the Indian Peninsula, oceanographic
ally they are very different. The Arabian Sea is characterized by high salinities 
whereas the Bay waters are much diluted by enormous river discharges. 
The influence of Red Sea water is very important in the Arabian Sea while 
waters of Pacific origin could be traced in the Bay. Further, since there is 
no appreciable exchange of waters between these two areas as such, their 
characteristics could be discussed independently. But there are certain 
similarities too, for example, the predominance of Indian equatorial water, 
the extension of Antarctic bottom water, certain features of deep water 
circulation, upwelling and sinking along the coasts, etc.

In the mid-regions of the Arabian Sea during periods of strong upwelling 
a water type is formed at the sea surface which mixes with the surface layers 
forming the surface water. All the T-S characteristics observed along the 
Malabar Coast (up to 12° 30' N  from the coast west of Cape Comorin) (10,11,12)  
in different months (Fig. 2) fall within the stations Dana 3912 and Discovery 
1588 made nearly a quarter of a century ago. Further, the remarkable coincidence 
of the winter characteristic with Dana 3912 indicates the undisturbed con
ditions in the south-eastern Arabian Sea during this period. Salinity in the 
upper 75 m rapidly increases whereas temperature remains roughly constant. 
In the next 50 m or so, salinity variation is small while temperature decreases 
rapidly. Thus the two straight parts of the T-S characteristics are represen
tative of two distinct water masses, the upper one being the surface water 
while the lower one could be termed sub-surface water. These water masses 
are formed in the central regions of the Arabian Sea where high salinity is 
found at the sea surface. There the surface water gradually sinks and mixes 
in the upper layer giving rise to the sub-surface water. Further sinking down 
to about 400 m gives rise to the I-W ater of Thomsen (8) with T =  l l °  С 
and S =  35.15° /00. Thus the sub-surface water with salinity greater than 
35.15 ° /00 is an extension of the I-W ater upwards and is stable because of 
high temperatures. This sub-surface water is also shown to be homogeneous and 
to fill the entire area (13).

During the periods of up welling along the Malabar Coast, the surface 
water drifts away and a good portion of the sub-surface water is drawn 
to thè surface. Thus, depending upon whether or not it is influenced by the 
seasonal changes, the sub-surface water could be further sub-divided into 
Arabian Sea upper sub-surface water and Arabian Sea lower sub-surface water. 
An examination of the data of the Albatross, Discovery and John Murray 
stations south of 12° N  shows the existence of the two water masses dis
cussed above. The above classification generally holds good at the John
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Murray stations to the north of the equator (Stations 61, 76 and 174), though 
the surface salinities are as high as 37.00°/00 and convective cells in the 
upper layers are found as a direct influence of the highly saline waters ‘of 
the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea. From the thermal structures north of 
the Malabar coast a circulation slightly different from that in the south could 
be inferred (14). Also the available surface salinity observations indicate 
the presence of the Arabian Sea surface water all along the Indian coast 
with a slightly altered pattern of seasonal changes.

The formation of surface water masses in the Bay of Bengal does not seem 
to be as simple as in the Arabian Sea. Water masses in the upper layers of 
the Bay of Bengal have been studied by the Andhra University group of 
workers. P oorn ach an d ra R ao (15) and B alaram a M u r ty  (16) have 
suggested a nomenclature for the water masses with reference, to density 
and specific T-S relations in March and November respectively, whereas 
L afon d  (17) has classified only from the density considerations. These 
classifications are not free from confusion.

However, it is clear from these studies that there are two regions for the 
formation of the surface water masses, viz. the head of the Bay, where great 
dilution occurs, and the central and southern regions, where a clear oceanic 
type of water with salinity between 33.50°/00 and 34.50°/00 exists. From 
season to season these waters mix in different proportions in any region, 
giving rise to the sub-divisions observed by the above investigators. The thick
ness of the surface water rarely exceeds 75 m where the top of the thermocline 
normally forms. Below this, up to about 100 m, the sub-surface water is affected 
by upwelling and is drawn up to the surface. This water was generally referred 
to as “ the upwell water” by the above authors. But they differ considerably 
in assigning the at range for it. Actually this water is a transition layer between 
the surface water and the one below showing a salinity maximum and could 
be termed the upper sub-surface water corresponding to that in the Arabian 
Sea. The water below this is referred to by Lafond as “ sub-surface shelf 
water” , indicating that it fills the continental shelf along the Indian Coast, 
whereas B alaram a M u rty  calls it intermediate water (16). Generally 
the name intermediate water is used only for that which occurs at deeper 
levels and hence in this context is misleading. Its characteristics are the same 
as those of the waters at the corresponding depths in the open Bay. Hence 
it is the sub-surface water of the Bay of Bengal and could be called lower 
sub-surface water as compared with that in the Arabian Sea. Thus in all 
we get two water masses in the Bay of Bengal with the following sub-divisions : 
(1) Bay of Bengal surface water— (a) the northern dilute and (b) the southern 
Bay of Bengal; (2)Bay of Bengal sub-surface water— (a) upper and (b) 
lower. It is interesting to note that the T-S curves of the Albatross, Investi
gator and Vitiaz (Fig. 2) are in general agreement with the above classi
fication in spite of the fact that they are far removed from one another both 
in space and time.

Both in the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal below the sub-surface 
waters, the T-S relations show the predominance of Indian equatorial water. 
Red Sea water was considered to be present in the Bay of Bengal at about 
400 m by P oorn ach and ra R ao (15) and was doubted by B alaram a  
M tjrty  (18). The observations of the earlier expeditions and the circulation 
do not suggest the presence of Red Sea water in the Bay of Bengal. Further, 
it is impossible that the Red Sea water, which usually sinks to depths of
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Ï-S  relation in the upper 500 m of the sea

about 1000 rn in the Indian Ocean, should occur at relatively shallow depths 
as suggested above. Therefore, high salinity values observed at these depths 
in the Bay of Bengal (near the Indian Coast) during March require further 
confirmation before an explanation is sought.

2.2 Currents

The currents at the sea surface in the Indian Seas follow to a great extent 
the direction of winds of the prevailling seasons (19). During the north-east 
monsoon, south of 10° N  the current is mainly westerly. But in the rest of 
the Bay and the Arabian Sea east of 60° E  anticlockwise circulations exist. 
Also from the region west of 60° E the current is directed into the Red Sea 
and the Persian Gulf. The current directions are more or less reversed during 
the south-west monsoon. During the remaining periods of the year the cir
culation is in transition. The circulation at different levels in the thickly 
shaded regions of Fig. 1 was inferred mainly from the distributions of tem 
perature, salinity and density either at different levels or in vertical sections 
( 10, 11, 12, 20 , 21).
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The south-westerly to southerly current along the east coast continues 
even during the period of transition between the south-west and north-east 
monsoons (the post-monsoon season). The depth to which it extends is variable. 
Further, the southern Bay of Bengal water is drawn and piled up along the 
east coast, leading to sinking. This water flows away as a counter-current 
at a mean depth of 30 m. During the north-east monsoon south of 15° N  the 
surface current continues to be southerly, but in the north with the establish
ment of anticlockwise circulation the current breaks off into a number 
of eddies along the coast with a mean flow north-eastwards. In summer the 
coastal flow is directed northwards along the coast. During the north-east 
monsoon and summer the surface current is at least 125 m thick.

Along the west coast in the post-monsoon season the surface current is 
mainly southerly. Off the Malabar coast this extends to a depth of nearly 50 m 
and in the next 50 to 100 m the current is mainly northerly. Within a thin 
layer between the above currents the flow is into the Bay of Bengal through the 
Palk Straits. A t still greater depths the current is north-westerly. This 
circulation might have its origin in the north equatorial current of the Indian 
Ocean. In winter the flow is mainly to the north-west up to a depth of about 
200 m along the coast, but at greater depths the direction of flow seems to be 
variable, finally tending to have a more southerly component. In summer, the 
northerly current along the coast is only 50 m deep. From 50 to 150 m the 
flow is southerly.

It is clear from the sub-surface circulations presented above that, for dy
namic computations of surface currents in the Indian Seas, serial observations 
need not be extended generally beyond 500 m, within which the level of no 
motion could be found. But the difficulties in fixing the level of no motion are 
many, especially if one works near the coast, since it is seen in most of the 
vertical sections off the west coast that the isopJeths tend to converge near the 
continental slope. Also the depth of the level of no motion seems to fluctuate 
from season to season. Relative currents in an east-west section about 225 km 
in length off Visakhapatnam, with reference to a 400-decibar surface 
show a strong northerly component during March (22). A  weak southerly 
flow below 150 m in the middle of the section is also indicated. This shows 
that near the Indian coast the level of no motion is above 500 m and has a 
variable slope.

3. Upwelling and sinking along the Indian coasts

Secondary vertical circulations, superimposed on the general circulations 
as described above, are present along the Indian coasts. Off the east coast, 
under the influence of the prevailing winds, upwelling occurs from February 
to April and sinking from September to November (23). The intensity and period 
of occurrence of maximum upwefling varies from year to year. It  is more 
pronounced off Visakhapatnam than off Madras. Sinking is confined only to 
the topmost layers though the distance from the coast to which it could be 
traced is more than for upwelling (22).

Along the west coast upwelling seems to occur during different parts of 
the year in different portions. Along the Malabar coast it occurs towards the 
end of the south-west monsoon, i.e. between August and October (10). Here the 
intensity is more than on the east coast and is more prominent towards south 
of Cochin. It  also occurs from greater depths than off the east coast. It  is likely
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that upwelling during this period along the west coast extends up to 16° N. 
But further north it appears that upwelling takes place in February. This 
feature may, perhaps, be also inferred from the maximum phytoplankton 
production during January and February oif Bombay as contrasted with its 
occurrence during the south-west monsoon along the rest of the west coast (24). 
Associated with these secondary circulations during February to April off 
the east coast and in September and October off the Malabar coast, a nearly

F ig . 3
Seasonal variation of water masses in the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal 
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isothermal water is encountered over the bottom of the continental shelf. 
These seasonal changes, together with different water masses present in the 
upper layers of the sea, are shown in Fig. 3.

4. Deep-water circulation and the water masses.

M ô l l e r  (7) has recognized three different water masses below the upper 
layers of the Indian Ocean. They are:

(i) Antarctic intermediate water, having low temperatures and salinities 
with its axis at about 1,200 m. This initially flows north-west, then 
changes to north-east in the Indian Ocean and finally mixes with the 
North Indian deep current;

(ii) North Indian deep water, which is warm and more saline flowing towards 
the south between 1,300 m and 2,000 m ;

(iii) the Antarctic bottom water, with low temperatures and salinities, flowing 
towards the north and losing its characteristics near the Equator.

The circulation described by Môller was further discussed by S e w e l l  (9), 
T h o m s e n  (8 ), and S v e r d r u p  (25) and the two latter authors doubted 
the existence of the southerly flow of the Indian deep water, particularly to 
the higher latitudes of the southern hemisphere. There is, however, no disagree
ment as to the classification of the water masses in general.

Most of the available deep sea observations, including the recent observations 
for both the areas, are shown in Fig. 4 on the salinity and potential temperature 
axes. The boundaries of different water masses are also shown. Red Sea 
water and that part of the Indian central water which is less saline than the 
equatorial water at temperatures less than 10° С are present only in the 
Arabian Sea. This portion of the central water is sandwiched between the sub- 
Antarctic water and the Antarctic intermediate water. A t greater depths the 
presence of Antarctic intermediate water is seen by the reduction of salinities 
in the Arabian Sea, while its presence is not felt in the Bay of Bengal. Antarctic 
bottom water drifting northwards across the Equator could be recognized by 
its low temperatures in both the regions.

An analysis of deep sea observations made by the Albatross expedition 
(1947— 48) on the fines of Thomsen does not show any evidence of penetration 
of the Red Sea water to depths greater than 1,000 to 1,200 m in the Indian 
Ocean. Môller observed a salinity maximum at 2,500 m in the southern lati
tudes of the Indian ocean and explained it as dúe to the Red Sea water. 
Thomsen suggested an alternative mechanism by which this salinity maximum  
could occur and doubted the direct transport of the Red Sea water across 
the Equator. Albatross 225,which is close to Dana 3920 (near 1° S and 62° E) 
does not show any salinity maximum; on the other hand, salinity decreases 
continuously from 600 m (S =  35.01°/0o) 4,000 m (S =  34.72°/00). Thus it
may be concluded that Red Sea water is not carried directly southwards 
across the Equator there by giving rise in particular to a salinity maximum in 
the Indian deep water. Indian deep water could contain Red Sea water only 
north of the Equator. There is no appreciable southward transport of Indian 
deep water across the Equator. Both the intermediate and bottom waters 
move in a northerly direction (25). The available temperature data at depths 
greater than 2,000 m show that the north-moving intermediate and bottom  
waters tend to be westerly after crossing the Equator. Thus the Antarctic,
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Fig. 4
Water masses in the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal (B : Bottom water of the Indian 
Ocean; IEW : Indian equatorial water; 10 W : Indian Central Water; Vitiaz (1889) О ; 
Valdivia (1899) A ; Planet (1900) □ ; Investigator (1922) v ; Dana (1929) T ; John 
Murray (1933— 34) • ; Discovery (1935) ■  ; Albatross (1948) A ; Kalava (1958) G

bottom water crosses the Equator at mean longitudes 62° E  and 90° E  and 
enters into the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal respectively. In both these 
regions the spread is towards north-west.

The potential temperature at corresponding levels between 800 m and 
1,200 m at nearby stations in the Arabian Sea observed during different expe
ditions shows an increase with time. The corresponding salinity changes .are 
very small, though on the whole salinity seems to be increasing. This feature 
could probably be due to the spread of the Red Sea water in the Arabian Sea. 
From the very few observations, both in the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian 
Sea, at depths greater than 2,000 m the potential temperature appears to be 
decreasing during the last 60 years or so. This occurs in regions where the 
Antarctic bottom water was traced by S e w e ll  (9). Salinity is also found to 
decrease in the same area of the Bay of Bengal region while in the Arabian 
Sea salinity does not appear to change. This may be due to the continued 
advance of the Antarctic bottom water north of the Equator. Thus it appears 
that the spread of the Antarctic bottom water north of the Equator and of the
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Red Sea water in the Arabian Sea is still continuing. The absence of any change 
of salinity in the bottom water of the Arabian Sea as well as the above hypo
thesis needs further study and confirmation.

5. An outline oí further work.
I f  the problem of oceanic disposal of radioactive wastes into the seas around 

India is to be considered, much more preliminary work is yet to be done. Be
cause of the presence of almost all the water masses of the Indian Ocean in 
the Arabian Sea, deep-sea studies are much needed here. In the case of the Bay of 
Bengal the circulation in the upper layers appears to be more important 
because at greater depths only a single water-mass— Indian Equatorial W ater—  
is prominent. In both the regions observations need to be extended to the parts 
of the coastline yet to be covered.

The few available stability parameters and mixing coefficients in the upper 
layers (18, 26) show, as would be expected, that vertical mixing takes place 
only in the surface layers. In the Arabian Sea, off the Malabar Coast, between 
400 m and 600 m the T-S curves in most months indicate a transition layer 
between two water masses. This feature gradually disappears at places far 
removed from the coast. Thus even at these depths more eddy diffusion is 
likely near the coast-line. Hence the introduction of the radioactive wastes is 
to be considered at still greater depths. Disposal in shallow water is not possible 
because of the presence of the secondary circulations and related phenomena 
discussed above. Introduction at greater depth would protect the living marine 
organisms also, since most of the biological activity is found only in the upper 
few hundred metres of the sea.

Mixed fission products were introduced into the deep stratified layers of the 
sea by R e v e l l e  and others (1). They found that radioactivity spreads to an 
area of about 100 km2 within a thin layer of about one metre thickness. The 
movement of that sheet of water, in their case, was nearly horizontal and moved 
with the same velocity as the waters above and below and mixing was almost 
absent. I f  such a layer could be found in our regions, its probable movements 
and its possible interaction with other water masses (if it comes in contact 
with them) would need investigation.

Probably the best method to study the problem of marine disposal of radio
active wastes in deeper levels is to use radioactive substances themselves, i.e. 
introduce radioactive isotopes at deeper levels of the sea and trace their move
ments. Before such an attempt can be made, the probable regions of least 
mixing and high stratification with practically no motion will have to be found. 
This involves a detailed and fundamental study of deeper waters.
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THE D ISTR IB U TIO N  OF ELEMENTS IN THE SEA

Abstract

The distribution of elements in the ocean by eddy diffusion is discussed. 
Eddy diffusion is known to vary with the depth. Different methods have been 
used to determine the magnitude and the variations.

Eddy diffusion shows two minima. One is seated in the thermocline and is 
supposed to coincide with the layer of no motion. The other one is a laminar- 
friction layer close to the ocean floor.

Above the layer eddy diffusivity shows a maximum and decreases logarith
mically with the height towards the upper minimum. In the surface layer of 
the ocean is a second maximum of eddy diffusivity, which is caused by wind 
steering. Diffusion in the sediment is very low and has been determined at 
about 10“ 9 cm2/sec. The lower maximum was found by the distribution of 
radium in the deep sea to be between 2 and 30 cm2/sec. The upper minimum 
seems to have a value of 10-2  cm2/sec.

For that reason in some parts of the ocean the deep sea floor seems to be 
suitable as a dumping ground for low-level radioactive wastes. Two graphs 
are given which show the distribution of an element released on the ocean 
floor in the ocean water when only eddy diffusion is considered and strong 
currents do not exist.

W e are not considering using the ocean floor as a dumping ground for high- 
level waste products, but the possibility is discussed of disposing of some of 
this material in the sediment layer which may be an excellent receptacle for 
waste products.

L A  D I F F U S I O N  D E S  E L E M E N T S  D A N S  L A  M E R

Resume

Le mémoire examine la diffusion (en remous) des éléments dans l ’océan. 
On sait que cette diffusion varie avec la profondeur. Différentes méthodes 
ont été employées pour en déterminer l ’ampleur et les variations.

On observe dans la diffusion en remous deux minima. L ’un se situe dans 
la thermocline et l ’on admet qu’il correspond à la couche sans mouvement. 
L ’autre correspond à une couche de friction laminaire proche du fond de 
l ’océan.

Au-dessus de cette couche, la diffusivité en remous passe par un maximum  
et décroît avec le logarithme de la hauteur jusqu’au minimum supérieur. 
A  la couche de surface de l ’océan la diffusivité en remous est marquée par 
un deuxième maximum qui est dû à l ’action du vent. La diffusion dans la 
couche sédimentaire est très faible; elle a été évaluée à environ 1 0 -9 cm2/sec. 
Le maximum inférieur a été déterminé par diffusion du radium dans les eaux 
profondes; il s’établit entre 2 et 30 cm2/sec. La valeur du minimum supérieur 
semble être 1 0 -2 cm2/sec.

Ces données indiquent que, dans certaines parties de l ’océan, le fond des 
eaux pourrait constituer un lieu d ’évacuation convenable pour les déchets 
faiblement radioactifs. Le mémoire contient deux graphiques qui montrent 
la diffusion dans les eaux marines d’un élément libéré au fond de l ’océan
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lorsqu’il n ’y a pas de courants forts et que l ’on ne tient compte que de la 
diffusion en remous.

L ’auteur n ’envisage pas l ’immersion au fond de l ’océan de déchets de haute 
activité, mais examine la possibilité de déposer certaines de ces substances 
dans la couche sédimentaire, qui peut être un excellent réceptacle pour les 
déchets.

Р А С П Р О С Т Р А Н Е Н И Е  Э Л Е М Е Н Т О В  В М О Р Я Х  

Резюме

В докладе обсуждается распространение элементов в океане путем вихревой 
диффузии. Как известно, вихревая диффузия изменяется в зависимости от глу
бины. Использовались различные методы для определения ее величины и 
изменения.

Вихревая диффузия имеет два минимальных значения: одно находится на 
температурном перепаде и, как предполагается, совпадает со слоем неподвиж
ной воды. Второе минимальное значение находится в ламинарном трущемся 
слое, примыкающем к дну океана.

Выше этого слоя вихревая диффузия показывает максимальное значение и 
логарифмически уменьшается с высотой к своему верхнему минимуму. На 
поверхностном слое океана имеется вторичный максимум вихревой диффузии, 
вызываемой влиянием ветра. Диффузия в осадочных отложениях очень низка 
и определяется приблизительно в 10-9  см2 сек. Нижний максимум определен 
путем распространения радия на большой глубине и равняется от 2 до 30 см2 сек. 
Верхний максимум, как кажется, равняется 10-2  см2 сек.

По этим причинам в некоторых частях океана дно морских впадин, как 
кажется, подходит для сброса радиоактивных отходов низкой активности. 
Приводятся два графика, показывающие распределение сброшенного на дно 
океана элемента, в водах окена, когда во внимание принимается лишь вихревая 
диффузия, а сильные течения не существуют.

Мы не рассматриваем дно океана как место сброса высокоактивных продук
тов отхода, однако, обсуждается возможность удаления некоторых таких мате
риалов в осадочные отложения, которые могут явиться прекрасным местом 
для захоронения продуктов отхода.

D I S T R I B U C I O N  D E  E L E M E N T O S  E N  E L  M A R

Resumen

El autor estudia la distribución de elementos en el mar causada por la difu
sión turbulenta. Esta difusión varía en función de la profundidad. Para deter
minar su magnitud y sus variaciones se han empleado diferentes métodos.

La difusión turbulenta tiene dos mínimos : uno está situado en el termoclinal 
y  se supone que coincide con la capa de inmovilidad. El otro está determinado 
por una capa laminar de frotamiento, próxima al fondo del océano.

Por encima de esa capa la difusión turbulenta presenta un máximo y decrece 
logarítmicamente con la altura, hasta llegar al mínimo superior. En la super
ficie del océano se registra un segundo máximo que se debe a la acción del viento. 
La difusión en los sedimentos es mínima y se ha determinado su valor que es,
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aproximadamente, igual a 10~9 cm2/s. Se ha calculado, marcando con radio 
las aguas profundas, el valor del máximo inferior, que está comprendido entre
2 y 30 cm2/s. El mínimo superior tiene, al parecer, un valor de 10~2 cm2/s.

Por esta razón es posible que algunas partes del lecho del océano sean ade
cuadas como lugar de evacuación de desechos de baja actividad. La memoria 
contiene dos gráficos que representan la distribución en las aguas del océano 
de un elemento vertido en eí fondo del mar cuando sólo se tiene en cuenta la 
difusión turbulenta y no existen corrientes fuertes.

El autor no estudia la posibilidad de utilizar el lecho del océano como lugar 
de evacuación de desechos de elevada actividad, sino la de evacuar cierta 
cantidad de ese material en la capa de sedimentos, que puede constituir un 
receptáculo excelente para los desechos radiactivos.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF ELEMENTS IN THE SEA
F. F. K o c z y *

T h e  M a r i n e  L a b o r a t o r y ,
U n i v e r s i t y  o f  M i a m i , F l o r i d a ,

U n i t e d  St a t e s  o p  A m e r ic a

The distribution of elements in the sea is dependent upon the supply of 
elements from a source, the currents in the sea, the random motion of water 
masses, and the boundaries of the sea. When the element is radioactive the 
decay constant is also important. In the case of radioactive waste disposal in 
the sea, the first parameter can be controlled by man. The other parameters 
are determined by the current field and the circulation in the ocean and by the 
natural boundaries of the ocean. In order to find the best method of waste 
disposal, the latter parameters must be studied. After their magnitudes and 
variations with time and location are determined, it will be possible to make 
an intelligent decision about the problem of radioactive waste disposal, i.e., 
ivhere radioactive waste can be disposed of, how it can be disposed of, and to 
what extent it will be safe to use the deep sea for this purpose.

1. Tlic random motion oí water
The most discouraging fact is that we do not have a general theory of tur

bulence in the ocean and we know even less about turbulent diffusion than we 
do about turbulence. Many attempts to formulate a theory have been made. 
W e hope that further work will slowly enable us to build a theory around ex
perimental data. The data can be obtained by studying the distribution of 
elements from a given source.

a) Vertical eddy diffusion

The one-dimensional eddy diffusion problem can be solved theoretically and 
an apparent constant of eddy diffusion can be obtained. However, for this 
case we must find, or create, a plane source. Either the surface of the ocean

* Contribution No. 000 from. the Marine Laboratory, University of Miami.
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and/or the bottom of the ocean can be used. W e use the radioactive tracers 
which are added to the surface from the atmosphere, among them being 
С14 and tritium.

Radium has been used as a tracer near the sea floor. The bottom values 
show a slow variation in the direction of the general deep-sea circulation, 
according to the few data which are available. There is a decrease in radium 
content from the bottom up to the layer of no motion where an inflection point 
occurs. A  minimum of radium is generally found at about 500 m, after which 
an increase towards the surface is sometimes found. By stepwise integration 
of the diffusion equation and consideration of the decay rate of radium, it is 
possible to obtain values for the vertical eddy diffusion. The data show that 
the most intense diffusion occurs in the deepest layer where values of from 3 
to 30 cm2/sec have been calculated. The mixing decreases with height above 
the sea floor and reaches a minimum value of about 10-2 cm2/sec at about 
1,500 m, i.e. in the layer of no motion.

The vertical mixing near the surface is mainly influenced by wind action. 
Values of 50 to 500 cm2/sec were found.

The diffusion near the ocean floor can be studied through the distribution 
of the elements which are consumed on the ocean floor. The consumption of 
oxygen, phosphorus, and silicon has been used to obtain some tentative values 
(F. F. Koczy, 1954). The observations indicate that a friction layer of about 
20 to 50 m exists close to the ocean floor. In this layer, the eddy diffusion de
creases from the deep-water value to the molecular diffusion. Values of 10~2 
to 10-3 cm2/sec have been calculated from the distribution of silicon and oxy
gen. This picture is strictly valid only for the'tropical and sub-tropical regions 
where a permanent thermocline is established. In the Polar regions, the cooling 
of the surface waters creates an overturn and a thorough mixing in the water 
column and deep water is brought to the surface. Thus an intense exchange can 
be expected in these restricted areas.

The diffusion rates of elements in the deep-sea clay has never been discussed 
in connexion with disposal of radioactive waste. In studying the distribution 
of radium iii the upper part of the sediment, the constant of diffusion was
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found to be of the order of 1 0 -9 cm2/sec. This value is valid for concentrations 
of about 10-11g Ra/g. It must be assumed that the constant of diffusion is 
strongly dependent on the concentration. Because the water content of this 
sediment is about 6 0%  the molecular diffusion should be about 10-5 , so the 
lower diffusion must be explained by the adsorption of radium on to the clay 
particles. However, when the concentration is increased the equilibrium be
tween absorbed radium and radium in solution is shifted towards a higher con
centration of dissolved radium. This would be so in the case of waste products 
also. Mean values of 10-5  to 10~6 cm2/sec could be expected for the diffusion 
constant.

Summarizing the situation for vertical diffusion, we would obtain the picture- 
given in Fig. 1.

Let us keep this picture in mind for later use. For the present, let us note 
only that there exist two layers of rather slow diffusion and two layers in which 
the rate of diffusion is high. One layer of slow diffusion is in the thermocline, 
because of the high stability of the water masses, and the other is found at the 
sea floor, continuing into the sediment where the diffusion rate has the smallest 
value.

b) Horizontal eddy diffusion

Very little is known about horizontal eddy diffusion. In the surface waters, 
over short distances, values of about a few hundred cm2/sec have been deter
mined. Over longer distances, rather high values have been obtained. However, 
the validity of the calculation is in doubt. Several new theories of horizontal 
eddy diffusion have been proposed, but none are satisfactory. The physical 
background for all of them seems rather weak. The only large-scale horizontal 
diffusion in nature, the distribution of highly saline water in the Atlantic 
(which water originates in the Mediterranean and enters the Atlantic at 
Gibraltar) can be explained by several theories and it is not yet possible to 
decide which, if any, of these theories of turbulent diffusion is the correct 
one.

By assuming that the Fickian equation is valid, we must expect values 
between 100 and 107 cm2/sec. Sendner and Joseph’s model of diffusion assumes 
that the measurements are correct. The mathematical model which they have 
constructed seems to be useful in the calculation of the effect of horizontal 
diffusion.

2. Currents and circulation
The current field transports water masses more or less as units. The speed, 

measured in the surface at some locations in the deep sea, indicates high trans
port velocities. Surface currents of one knot are rather common and open 
ocean currents have been measured at four knots. This results in a rather short 
mixing time for the surface waters. Still in the neighbourhood of the surface, 
strong currents have been detected under strong surface currents going in the 
opposite direction; some were found in deep water also. It is suspected that 
the latter are not permanent currents and contribute more to horizontal mixing 
than to water transport.

The general circulation has been theoretically described by Stommel and 
many indications support his theory. The essence of the theory is that the 
deep waters are formed from Atlantic surface waters, essentially in two places, 
by cooling and sinking en route to the wastern side of the ocean towards the
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equator. On the way to the bottom, they change characteristics by mixing 
and diffusing with and into the surrounding waters. Thus, by a vertical up
ward movement, the waters slowly return to the surface.

The total overturn of water has been determined by C14 measurements and 
by radium measurements. The time span for the total displacement of surface 
water by deep water or vice versa is about 400 to 600 years in the Atlantic 
and 1,500 to 2,000 years in the Pacific. The resulting vertical velocities are of 
the order of meters per year or about 10~5 cm/sec.

The oxygen decrease and the phosphorous increase in slowly exchanging 
waters are good indicators of the general trend of the permanent deep sea 
circulation.

3. Boundaries
The effect of the boundaries on the transport of waters enters the picture in 

many ways. Some of them have already been discussed. The effect of the sur
face, where the wind stirs the waters, is important as is the effect of the bottom  
which reduces the turbulent transport both by its position and by affecting 
the eddy size. The boundaries formed by the continents channel the currents 
in certain directions. They are responsible for the distribution of currents in 
the ocean.

The finite extension of the ocean, particularly in the vertical direction, is of 
additional importance since it precludes the use of the simple diffusion equations 
which are usually based on infinite extension.

The most important boundaries, however, are the coast lines of the conti
nents and the islands in the oceans. Upwelling of deep water is caused by the 
wind thus increasing the transport. Similarly, upwelling occurs at divergencies 
in the ocean. This creates chimneys through which intermediate water reaches 
the surface faster than through general circulation.

It is believed that the combination of this upwelling region and the intense 
winter overturn in the Polar regions causes the slight increase in the radium 
content of the surface waters of the tropical regions.

4. The problem oí waste disposal
It is rather difficult to construct a sufficiently accurate picture of the process 

of distribution of high level radioactive wastes in the deep sea with our limited 
knowledge of the parameters involved. Furthermore, other conditions, such as 
economic and technical feasibility, must be considered.

I  Avant to underline that I am discussing high-level radioactive wastes. 
However, the problem is valid for low-level wastes also, even if our existing 
knowledge already assures the possibility of disposal.

In studying the spreading of the waste projects, we will assume that:
a) They are dissolved or readily soluble in water.
b) They will be disposed of at a single point in the ocean.
c) The waste is released instantaneously or at a constant rate.
d) The velocity of the water masses is constant and in one direction which 

we shall call the x-axis.
e) The eddy diffusion can be described by two diffusion constants in the 

x, y, and z directions, i.e., D x =  D y =  D and Dz.
f) The radioactive material decays as it is being transported by the water 

mass.
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g) The depth of the ocean is finite.
h) The economic factor involved in shipping them to the place of disposal 

and in  enclosing them in proper containers need not be considered.
The differential equation to be solved is:

U  =  D- S - +  ■& = f  - vc - я 0 +  s (x’ У’ z>
where :

с =  concentration 
X =  decay constant 
S = ra te  of production.

Solution of the equation can give several indications about the im portant 
parameters. Let us assume that strontium-90 is the element in question 
(A =  8 x 10-10/sec) and th at the horizontal diffusion is rather slow, only 
200 cm2/sec. The maximum concentration at a given height above the source, 
expressed in unit strength of the total impulse, is then given by the value of 
D z and demonstrated in  Fig. 2. The horizontal velocity does not affect the 
concentration, only the place at which it  w ill appear at the given height.

Fig. 2

Let us now consider the case of continuous release of strontium-90 and assume 
that D z =  10 cm2/sec. D  is again 200 cm2/sec, and there is no current. I f  the 
depth of the ocean is less than 1,000 m, the reflection on the surface must be 
taken into account (Fig. 3). Q is the horizontal distance from the source; 
the abscissa is the depth. I t  must be noted that, a t a distance of 4 km, the 
concentration is constant over the whole depth because of the reflection of the 
upper surface.
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p  « 4 * 1 0 *

0,5 uio’ ern■ ■------

Fig. 3

-'oQioC ( s0 = o.i curie/sec)

Fig. 4

Let us now consider the concentration in relation to the release of radioactive 
waste at various amounts of horizontal diffusivity, independent of the layer 
depth. Let us assume th at the release rate is 0.1 curie/sec and the concentration 
is given in curies/ml (Fig. 4). I t  can easily be seen that under such conditions, 
at a tim e when it  is expected th at the release rate w ill be 75 curies/sec, it  
would not be possible to deposit the radioactive waste at a single point on 
the sea floor for we cannot assume that the average diffusivity w ill be less 
than 0.5 cm2/sec.
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Returning to Fig. 1, we can see how it  is possible to obtain better pro
tection. I t  is obvious that, if  we can introduce the high-level radioactive waste 
products into the sediment, we would gain much tim e for “cooling” the radio
activity. I f  we assume th at 10 curie/sec are released a t a depth of 40 m in  
the sediment, the maximum activity at the sediment-water interface would be 
only 10-so curie/ml and need not be considered.

5. Future Research

Even if  the method of disposal outlined above is found feasible by engineers 
and economists, research into the various aspects of disposal must be continued, 
because one of the disposal tubes may fa il to penetrate the sea floor or there 
may be damage during transport.

Since all disposal methods w ill be bound to a point-source, the diffusion in  
the ocean from such a source must be investigated and the existing theories 
must be checked. Fluorescent dyes, which can be detected to concentrations 
of 10-11, can be used instead of radioactive materials. Radioactive elements 
can be used in the deep sea in moored buoys, according to the methods out
lined by Folsom and Vine. I t  seems to be very im portant to establish values 
for horizontal diffusion in  both the surface and deep waters. During these 
experiments means of elim inating the advection must be developed.

In  connexion w ith the experiments, the turbulence spectrum can be studied 
by using hot-wire anemoneters. Only a close combination of experimental 
work and theoretical work w ill yield the necessary results. The most promising 
theoretical approach seems to me to be the tentative theory of Bourret in  
which a memory function for the movement of water parcels was introd
uced.

I t  is still possible to study vertical diffusion as a one-dimensional diffusion 
problem using the natural radioactive tracers, i.e., radium, C14, and tritium . 
The sampling programme for C14 was originally designed for determination of the 
overturn of water rather than for studies in diffusion. Radium measurements 
are very scarce and must be increased in number over a wide area.

The deep sea currents may be able to transport the released elements rather 
quickly in  a horizontal direction and in case there is any possibility that this 
water w ill reach a region of upwelling, the current field- and the transport of 
water masses must be determined. Generally, upwelling water does not origi
nate in  the deep sea, but we must know accurately the amount of deep water 
included in the up welling waters.

In  connexion w ith  disposal in  the deep sea sediment, a rather thorough 
study of the physical, geological, and chemical activities of the sediment must 
be carried out. We must know whether there is a vertical water flow upward 
through the sediment carpet and if  one exists, we must determine its speed. 
Further, a study of the geological stability of the sediment must be made. I f  
there is any possibility that fissures w ill be formed, the usefulness of the size 
would be in doubt. An eroding bottom current also detracts from the suitability 
of the location. Furthermore, the relation of the diffusion constant to the con
centration must be determined, for the particular element and sediment.

Upon completion of this basic research, we can make an intelligent guess 
on the basis of the results of the research and our knowledge of the bottom  
sediments in the ocean. Special studies must be made in this area to insure the 
feasibility of waste disposal.
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T H E  D E P T H S  O F T H E  O C E A N  A N D  T H E  Q U E S T IO N
O F

R A D IO A C T IV E  W A S T E  D IS P O S A L  IN  T H E M

Abstract

There are 23 deep water troughs w ith depths of more than 6,000 m in  the 
oceans of the world. None of the troughs has any morphological features which 
might prevent the free circulation of deep water in them. An increase in  water 
temperature at the bottom of the troughs, beginning a t a depth of 3— 5 km, 
results in the vertical convective mixing of deep water. I t  has been proved 
theoretically that in  spite o f the stabilizing effect of the earth’s rotation, 
steady cellular convection w ill take place in the deep layers even when there 
are very small superadiabatic temperature gradients.

The vertical distribution of oxygen, showing a characteristic increase in 
percentage saturation and absolute concentration w ith depth from a minimum  
level of 1,000 m to the bottom, may be taken as evidence of the existence of 
both vertical and horizontal movements or horizontal mixing throughout 
the deep water mass. Otherwise the biochemical consumption of oxygen 
(not less than 0.1 ml/1 per year) would lead to complete exhaustion of oxygen 
resources in deep water after a very short tim e (40— 60 years).

Horizontal currents w ith comparatively high velocities (5— 17 cm/sec) 
have been detected at depths of 1,000— 3,000 m by direct measurements in  
the Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans.

The physical circulation of water is not the only means by which dissolved 
and suspended materials are dispersed in  the ocean. The continuous migration 
of living organisms adds to the risk that radioactive materials, which have 
accumulated in living tissue, w ill be dispersed and transm itted through the 
food chain over large distances at great speeds, which was the case after experi
mental atomic explosions in the Pacific.

I t  must therefore be recognized that radioactive waste disposal in the deep 
water troughs cannot be perm itted without endangering the health of the 
whole of mankind through radioactive contamination.

L E S  G R A N D E S  FO S S E S  O C E A N IQ U E S  E T  L ’ IM M E R S IO N  D E S  
D E C H E T S  R A D IO A C T IF S  D A N S  CES E A U X  P R O F O N D E S

Résumé

Les mers du globe comptent 23 fosses d’une profondeur supérieure à 6.000 
mètres. Aucune d’elles ne possède de particularités morphologiques pouvant 
empêcher les eaux profondes d’y pénétrer ou de s’écouler. L ’augmentation 
progressive de la température de l ’eau à partir de 3.000 à 5.000 mètres de 
profondeur jusqu’au fond de ces fosses provoque des courants verticaux de 
convexion dans les eaux profondes. I l  est théoriquement prouvé que malgré 
l ’effet stabilisateur du mouvement de rotation de la  terre, il doit exister
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des courants de convexion alvéolaires, même lorsque les differences de tem 
pérature superadiabatiques restent très petites.

La répartition verticale de la  teneur en oxygène en fonction de l ’augmentation 
caractéristique du taux de saturation et de concentration en 0 2, qui va en 
s’accentuant depuis la  couche minimum (1.000 mètres) jusqu’au fond, permet 
de présumer l ’existence d’un mouvement horizontal et vertical ou bien d’un 
déplacement horizontal des eaux profondes dans toute leur masse. S’il n ’en 
était pas ainsi, l ’utilisation biochimique de l ’oxygène (au moins 0,1 m l par an) 
entraînerait un épuisement to ta l des réserves de cet élément dans les eaux 
profondes en un laps de temps relativement court (40 à 60 ans).

L ’existence de courants horizontaux assez rapides (5 à 17 cm/s) à des pro
fondeurs de 1.000 à 3.000 mètres a été démontrée par les mesures directes 
qui ont été effectuées dans l ’Atlantique et le Pacifique.

L a diffusion des particules dissoutes ou suspendues dans la mer n’est pas 
uniquement due à la circulation des eaux, au sens physique de ce terme. 
Le déplacement continu des organismes vivants constitue, en effet, un risque 
supplémentaire de voir les substances radioactives accumulées dans les tissus 
de ces organismes être diffusées par ceux-ci ou transmises par les chaînes 
alimentaires à des distances considérables et à une grande vitesse, comme 
on a pu le constater après les explosions expérimentales qui ont eu lieu dans 
l ’Océan Pacifique.

I l  faut donc admettre qu’il est impossible d’immerger des déchets radioactifs 
dans les fosses océaniques profondes sans exposer toute la population du
globe au danger d’une contamination radioactive.

Г Л У Б И Н Ы  О К Е А Н А  И  В О П Р О С  З А Х О Р О Н Е Н И Я  
Р А Д И О А К Т И В Н Ы Х  О Т Х О Д О В  В Н И Х

Резюме

В Мировом океане имеется 23 глубоководных впадины с глубинами свыше 
6 км. Ни одна впадина не имеет никаких морфологических особенностей, кото
рые препятствовали бы свободному втеканию и вытеканию глубинных вод. 
Повышение температуры воды по направлению ко дну впадины, начиная с 
глубины 3—5 км, является причиной вертикального конвективного перемеши
вания глубинных вод. Теоретически доказано, что, несмотря на стабилизиру
ющий эффект вращения земли, устойчивая ячеистая конвекция должна суще
ствовать в глубинных слоях даже в случае весьма малых сверхадиабатических 
градиентов температуры.

Распределение содержания кислорода по вертикали с характерным возраста
нием процента насыщения и абсолютной концентрации 0 2 с глубиной от слоя 
минимума (1000 м) до дна позволяет предполагать наличие не только верти
кальных, но и горизонтальных движений или горизонтального перемешивания 
во всей толще глубинных вод. В противном случае биохимическое потребление 
кислорода (не менее 0,1 мл/л в год) привело бы к полному истощению его запа
сов в глубинных водах в сравнительно короткий срок (40—60 лет).
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Существование значительных по скорости (5—17 см/сек) горизонтальных 
течений на глубинах 1000—3000 м было установлено непосредственными изме
рениями в Атлантическом и Тихом океанах.

Не только циркуляция вод в физическом смысле осуществляет перенос раство* 
ренных и взвешенных веществ в океане. Непрерывное перемещение живых орга
низмов создает дополнительную угрозу того, что радиоактивные вещества, 
после аккумуляции их в тканях живых организмов будут разнесены последними 
и переданы по пищевым цепям на большие расстояния и с большой скоростью, 
как это уже имело место после испытательных взрывов в Тихом океане.

Таким образом, следует признать, что нельзя производить захоронение 
радиоактивных отходов в глубоководных впадинах мирового океана, не подвер
гая тем самым население всего земного шара опасности радиоактивного зара
жения.

C U E S T IO N E S  R E L A C IO N A D A S  C O N  L A  IN M E R S IO N  
D E  D E S E C H O S  R A D IA C T IV O S  E N  L A S  G R A N D E S  FO S A S

O C E A N IC A S

Resumen

En Jos mares del globo hay 23 fosas de más de 6,000 metros de profundidad. 
Ninguna de ellas posee características morfológicas que impidan la libre entrada 
y  salida de las aguas profundas. La elevación progresiva de la temperatura del 
agua a partir de 3,000— 5,000 metros hasta el fondo de las fosas provoca 
corrientes verticales de convección en las aguas profundas. Se ha demostrado 
teóricamente que, pese al efecto estabilizador de la  rotación terrestre, hay 
corrientes alveolares de convección, aun en el caso de que las diferencias de los 
valores superadiabáticos de la temperatura sean muy pequeñas.

La distribución vertical del contenido de oxígeno en función del aumento 
característico del porcentaje de saturación y de concentración de 0 2, que se 
acentúa a partir de la capa superficial (1,000 metros) hasta el fondo, permite 
conjeturar la existencia de movimientos verticales y  horizontales, o bien de 
un desplazamiento horizontal del conjunto de las aguas profundas. De no ser 
así, el consumo bioquímico de oxígeno (no inferior a 0,1 m i anual) agotaría 
por completo las reservas de este elemento en las aguas profundas en un plazo 
relativam ente breve (de 40 a 60 años).

Mediante mediciones directas se ha comprobado la existencia en el Atlántico 
y en el Pacífico de corrientes de considerable rapidez (de 5 a 17 cm/seg) a 
profundidades comprendidas entre 1,000 y 3,000 metros.

La difusión de las partículas disueltas o en suspensión en el mar no se debe 
únicamente a la circulación del agua, en el sentido físico de este término. 
En efecto, el desplazamiento continuo de los organismos vivos entraña también 
el peligro de que las sustancias radiactivas acumuladas en sus tejidos sean 
difundidas por estos organismos o transmitidas por la cadena alimentaria a 
grandes distancias y con gran rapidez, como se ha podido comprobar después 
de las explosiones experimentales realizadas en el Océano Pacífico.

Por consiguiente, debe admitirse que no se pueden evacuar desechos radiac
tivos en las fosas oceánicas profundas sin exponer a la  población del mundo 
entero a los peligros de la  contaminación radiactiva.
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ГЛУБИНЫ ОКЕАНА И ВОПРОС ЗАХОРОНЕНИЯ 
РАДИОАКТИВНЫХ ОТХОДОВ В НИХ

В .Г . БОГОРОВ, Б .А . ТАРЕЕВ, К .Н .  ФЕДОРОВ 
И н с т и т у т  о к е а н о л о г и и  А Н  СССР, М о с к в а

В связи с проблемой захоронения радиоактивных отходов часто высказы
ваются предложения об использовании для этих целей глубин океана и особенно 
глубоководных впадин. Этот вопрос уже специально обсуждался на Второй 
Международной конференции по использованию атомной энергии для мирных 
целей, состоявшейся в Женеве в сентябре 1958 г. На этой конференции В.Г. Бо- 
горов и Е.М . Крепе выступили с докладом, в котором привели доказательство
о невозможности захоронения в глубоководных впадинах радиоактивных 
отходов.

В мировом океане известно 23 глубоководных впадины, глубины которых 
превышает 6 км. Из них в Тихом океане — 19; в Индийском — 1, в Атланти
ческом — 3 впадины. В Северном Ледовитом океане таких глубоководных

Т А Б Л И Ц А  I

М А К С И М А Л Ь Н Ы Е  ИЗВЕСТНЫЕ Г Л У Б И Н Ы  ГЛ У БО КО ВО Д Н Ы Х В П А Д И Н
(ЖЕЛОБОВ) (ПО  УД И Н Ц ЕВУ)

Тихий океан

1. Марианская 11034м 11° 20,9 с.ш. 142° 11,5 в.д.
2. Тонга 10882 22° 16,7 ю.ш. 174° 44,3 з.д.
3. Курило-Камчатская 10542 44° 15,2 с.ш. 150° 34,2 в.д.
4. Филиппинская 10265 10° 23,8 с.ш. 126° 40,5 в.д.
S. Кермадек 10047 31° 52,8 ю.ш. 177° 20,6 з.д.
6. Идзу-Бонинская 9810 29° 05,9 с.ш. 142° 53,05 в.д.
7. Бугенвильская 9140 6° 19,9 ю.ш. 153 °44,5 в.д.
8. Яп 8527 8° 33,2 с.ш. 138° 02,5 в.д.
9. Японская 8412 36° 08 с.ш. 142° 43 в.д.

10. Ново-Британская 8320 5° 14,5 ю.ш. 152° 20,5 в.д.
11. Палау 8138 7° 40,7 с.ш. 135° 04,5 в.д.
12. Атакамская (Перуанско-

Чилийская) 8039 23° 18 ю.ш. 71° 40 з.д.
13. Алеутская 7679 51° 13 с.ш. 174° 48 в. д.
14. Ново-Гебридская 7570 20° 34 ю.ш. 168° 42 в. д.
15. Рюкю 7507 25° 15 с.ш. 128° 32 в.д.
16. Банда 7440 5° 34,7 ю.ш. 5° 40,0 ю.ш
17. Бартлет 7057 19° 10 с.ш. 79° 53 з.д.
18. Гватемальская 6662 14° 02 с.ш. 93° 39 з.д.
19. Витязя (меланезийская) 6150 10° 26,7 ю.ш. 170° 17,3 в. д.

Атлантический океан

20. Порто-Рико 8385 м 19° 38 с.ш. 66° 00 з.д.
21. Южно-Сандвичева 8264 м 55° 07,3 ю.ш. 26° 46,5 з.д.
22. Романш 7728 м 0° 13,0 ю.ш. 18° 26,0 з.д.

Индийский океан

23. Яванская 7450 м 10° 20 ю.ш. 110° 10 в.д.
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впадин нет. Институтом океанологии А Н  СССР на „Витязе" комплексно обсле
дованы 12 впадин Тихого океана. В них установлены максимальные глубины, 
конфигурация, протяженность, распределение вод, химия вод и грунта, жизнь 
во всей толще и на дне.

По данным Г.Б. Удинцева максимальные глубины впадин следующие (см. 
табл. № 1).

Рельеф впадин везде имеет однотипный характер, хотя абсолютная глубина 
и протяженность, естественно, в каждой впадине различны. Располагаются 
глубоководные впадины не в центре океанов, а вблизи материков или цепи 
материковых островов. По своему характеру они являются узкими желобами, 
вытянутыми на сотни и тысячи километров при ширине глубоководной части ' 
в несколько километров. По сравнению с ложем океана максимальные глубины 
впадин превышают глубину ложа на 3—5 км. Как уже отмечалось ранее (1958) 
ни одна впадина не имеет в рельефе дна никаких порогов или других морфоло
гических особенностей, которые могли бы препятствовать свободному втеканию 
и выходу глубинных вод. Распределение гидрологических условий, особенно 
температура воды, соленость и другие, естественно, в каждой впадине несколько 
отличаются в связи с положением впадин в разных географических поясах 
Земли. Но есть и много общих черт. Для примера рассмотрим распределение 
температуры воды в нескольких впадинах, расположенных на большом уда
лении друг от друга:

Т А Б Л И Ц А  2

ТЕМ ПЕРАТУРА ВО ДЫ  В  ГЛ У Б О К О В О Д Н Ы Х  ВП АД И Н АХ, 
РАС П О Л О Ж ЕН Н Ы Х В РАЗЛ ИЧНЫ Х ОБЛАСТЯХ 
НАЗВАНИЕ В П А Д И Н  И  М ЕСЯ Ц  НАБЛ Ю Д Е Н И Я

Глубина в м Курильская Марианская Бугенвильская Тонга Кермадек

X X VII XII I

0 6.98 29.16 27.75 24.88 25.76
25 5.54 29.16 27.76 24.87 24.56
50 1.52 28.85 27.76 24.90 24.40

100 0.77 27.26 27.70 23.80 23.80
200 2.31 16.22 17.37 20.28 20.40
500 2.89 7.50 6.78 11.08 11.11

1,000 2.43 4.52 4.06 4.55 4.10
2,000 1.91 2.17 2.26 2.32 2.26
3,000 1.54 1.54 1.88 1.74 1.67
4,000 1.46 1.43 1.99 1.27 1.33
5,000 1,51 1.47 2.12 1.08 1.04
6,000 1.63 1.61 2.21 1.16 1.14
7,000 1.73 1.74 2.42 1.25 1.25
8,000 1.95 1.86 2.55 1.40 1.40
9,000 2.08 2.07 2.70 1.54 —

10,000 --- 2.13 — — —

К  сожалению, исследование больших глубин началось совсем недавно и у 
нас нет достаточного сравнительного материала, позволяющего посмотреть, 
как скоро изменяются гидрологические условия во времени. Только во впадине 
Тонга мы сможем сравнить температуру воды в глубинных слоях, измеренную 
в 1952 г. во время работ датской экспедиции на „Галатее“ с материалами, 
полученными в советской экспедиции на „Витязе“ в 1958 г.(2). Сравнение пока-
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зывает, что в 1952 г. температура глубинной воды была выше, чем через пять 
лет. Так на глубине в 7 км температура воды была в 1952 г. +1.410 С, а в 1958 г. 
только +1.25° С. На глубине в 8 км. соответственно по этим годам +1.51° С 
и +1.40° С. На глубине в 9 км +1.70° С и +1.54° С. Таким образом даже на 
больших глубинах в течение короткого периода гидрологические условия могут 
претерпевать значительные изменения.

Для впадин, расположенных в Тропической области характерны очень вы
сокие температуры воды для верхних 200 м воды. Глубже наступает резкое 
понижение температуры. Температура воды на глубине в 2000 м вне зависи
мости от географической ширсты очень близкая. Характерно для всех впадин 
большое значение геотермического обогрева глубинных слоев. В силу этого 
у дна температуры воды на 0.5° выше, чем на глубине в 4,000 м. Таким образом 
геотермический обогрев сказывается на расстоянии в 4-5-6 км от дна океана. 
Во впадинах на глубинах в 3-4 км наблюдается минимальная температура. 
Для рассматриваемого нами вопроса очень важным является увеличение тем
пературы воды с глубиной. Особенно ввиду того, что глубже 3-4 км соленость 
воды изменяется обычно мало. В результате плотность воды, с глубиной, все 
время уменьшается. Естественно, что воды с меньшей плотностью, как более 
легкие, будут подыматься вверх и в глубинах, даже самых больших, не смогут 
образоваться застойные воды.

По расчетам Б. А. Тареева (3, 4), проведенными в Институте океанологии 
А Н  СССР, воды глубоководных впадин не находятся в застойном состоянии, 
так как в придонном слое, в случае существования сверхадиабатического 
повышения температуры с глубиной, вызванного геотермическими притоком 
тепла, возникает ячеистое конвекционное движение. Благодаря конвекции 
частицы воды от дна поднимаются к верхней границе конвективного слоя 
и опускаются вниз, осуществляя перенос тепла, примесей и других свойств от 
дна к верхней границе конвективного слоя. Под конвективным слоем подразу
мевается слой, в котором имеет место увеличение потенциальной темпера
туры океанической воды с глубиной. Соответственно верхняя граница кон
вективного слоя определяется как поверхность раздела, где градиент потен
циальной температуры переходит через нуль. Таким образом, в рассматри
ваемом случае всю толщу вод океана можно разделить на верхний слой устой
чивой вертикальной стратификации, простирающейся от поверхности океана 
до границы конвективного слоя, и нижний конвективный слой, от этой границы 
до дна. Постоянная температура на верхней границе конвективного слоя, 
постоянный поток тепла (а также примесей, если они имеются, и других свойств) 
через верхнюю границу конвективного слоя поддерживается благодаря гори
зонтальной адвекции, турбулентной теплопроводности и диффузии в верхнем 
слое. Фактическое возникновение конвекции определяется критическим зна
чением безразмерного числа Рэлея.

Было установлено, что критическое значение числа Рэлея в очень сильной 
степени зависит от некоторого безразмерного параметра, характеризующего 
совместное влияние вращения земли и вертикального масштаба рассматри
ваемого движения, причем оказалось, что в данном случае необходимо учесть 
и вертикальную и горизонтальную составляющую вектора угловой скорости 
вращения земли. Вращение Земли оказывает в общем случае стабилизирующее 
влияние на конвекционное движение, иначе говоря, приводит к увеличению 
критического значения числа Рэлея. Однако исследование реальных значений 
параметров конвекции, входящих в число Рэлея, показало, что фактические 
числа Рэлея, соответствующие условиям глубоководных океанических впадин,
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обычно значительно больше критических и что конвекция должна иметь место 
даже в случае крайне малых сверхадиабатических температурных градиентов. 
Помимо определения порога конвекции, был произведен также теоретический 
расчет поля скоростей и температур в конвекционном движении. Поскольку 
исследование проводилось методами линейной теории гидродинамической 
устойчивости, искомые гидродинамические элементы, удовлетворяющие ли
неаризированным однородным дифференциальным уравнением и однород
ным граничным условиям, определяются с точностью до общего им всем 
постоянного безразмерного множителя, найти который можно, задав, на
пример, определяемое из наблюдений значение температуры в одной точке в 
выбранной системе координат. Используя данные Б. Шульца, приведенные
H . Н . Зубовым (5), по распределению температур в Филиппинской и Буген
вильской глубоководных впадинах, удалось рассчитать соответствующее 
распределение потенциальных температур и, получив в одной точке откло
нение температуры от равновесного (соответствующего состоянию покоя) 
линейного распределения, найти теоретическое распределение температуры, 
полностью совпадающее (в пределах точности измерения температур, которая, 
как известно, в оптимальном случае порядка (0.01 град) с данными наблюдений. 
Затем уже можно было определить поле скоростей и порядок вертикальной 
составляющей скорости. Правда, в выражение для скорости входит коэффи
циент турбулентной температуропроводности, но его в рассматриваемом 
случае удалось определить из косвенных соображений, зная среднее значение 
геотермического притока тепла (1,3. 10~6 кал/см2/сек), а также значение темпе
ратуры у дна и на верхней границе конвективного слоя. Этот коэффициент 
оказался равным 2 см2/сек, а соответствующая вертикальная составляющая 
скорости, вычисленная по полученным теоретическим формулам для реальных 
условий Филиппинской и Бугенвильской впадин, оказалась порядка 10_ 4 см/сек, 
или, примерно 30—60 м/год. Следовательно, если порядок высоты конвектив
ного слоя 1,000 м, то частица, находящаяся на дне, через несколько десятилетий 
достигнет верхней границы конвективного слоя и может быть вовлечена в 
горизонтальную циркуляцию вышележащих вод. Для получения более точных 
величин скорости необходимы тщательно поставленные специальные измерения 
температур. Во всяком случае результаты теоретического расчета не противо
речат выводам, полученным при сравнении данных „Витязя“ и „Галатеи“ (6), 
так как приведенные здесь оценки еще не дают наибольшего значения скорости. 
Дело в том, что для получения величин наибольших отклонений температур 
от равновесного значения (и соответственно наибольших скоростей) необ
ходимо достаточно подробно измерить распределение температур по гори
зонтали на расстоянии, равном, по крайней мере, учетверенной высоте конвек
тивного слоя,

Как известно, в некоторых глубоководных районах не наблюдается сверх- 
адиабатического повышения температуры с глубиной. Это обстоятельство 
может служить косвенным свидетельством того, что воды в этих районах 
находятся в горизонтальном движении. В самом деле, воды глубоководных 
впадин при отсутствии горизонтальных движений и стороннего (положитель
ного или отрицательного) притока тепла с течением времени должны были 
бы притти в состояние теплового равновесия: фактическая температура по
стоянна, а потенциальная температура убывает с глубиной, что соответствуют 
устойчивому (а не безразличному) механическому равновесию. Однако, как 
мы знаем, сторонний геотермический приток тепла всегда имеет место, что, 
при отсутствии горизонтального переноса, должно привести к возникновению
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инверсии температуры и ячеистой конвекции. Отсутствие инверсии темпера
туры в придонных слоях некоторых глубоководных впадин говорит, таким 
образом, о горизонтальном движении вод.

Скорость горизонтальных перемещений вод в океане обычно значительно 
превышает скорости вертикальных движений. В поверхностном слое океана 
области интенсивных вертикальных движений соответствуют так назы
ваемым зонам конвергенции и дивергенции. Как было показано, в частности 
Ю . А. Ивановым и Б. А. Тареевым (7) вертикальные составляющие скорости 
в поверхностном слое трения океана, вызываемые прохождением циклони
ческих систем над морем, имеют порядок 10_3 см/сек, т.е. порядок сотен 
метров в год. Более того, расчеты, проведенные Ю . А. Ивановым (8) для 
Индийского сектора антарктических вод показывают, что даже на глубинах 
порядка 2000 м вертикальные скорости течения могут достигать значения 
1 0 -3 см/сек. Таким образом, частицы воды, перемещаясь преимущественно 
в горизонтальных направлениях, могут подниматься к поверхности океана 
или опускаться в нижележащие слои вод и принимать участие в движении 
этих слоев. За последние годы в различных странах были проведены исследо
вания глубинной циркуляции, при этом были получены инструментальные 
данные и по скорости движения вод. Объединенные англо-американские работы 
в районе Гольфстрима в 1957 г. с помощью поплавков нейтральной пловучести 
конструкции Д-ра Сваллоу (9, 10) показали, что течения под Гольфстримом 
на глубине 2,500 метров направлены на юг-югозапад со скоростями 2.6— 
—9.5 см/сек (по данным дрейфа трех поплавков). Несколько глубже на 2800 м 
четыре поплавка дрейфовали на юг со скоростями 9.7—17.4 см сек. Д-р Лаутон 
(11) с помощью подводной фотокамеры, фиксирующей отклонение легкого 
шарика на нити вместе с компасной катушкой на штативе, спускающемся на 
дно, установил, что на глубине 3,200 м на расстоянии всего 50 см от дна скорость 
течения все еще около 5 см/сек на юг.

В 1957 г. в 25 рейсе „Витязя“ „методом различия" было установлено, что 
глубинные течения на глубине около 1000 м в открытом океане имеют скорость 
порядка 10—15 см/сек, а в прибрежных районах часто достигают одного 
узла и более (2).

На У  ассамблее М Г Г  в 1958 г. Дикон сообщил об английских исследованиях, 
обнаруживших большие скорости течений на большой глубине. Весьма малые 
изменения солености и постоянство солевого состава морской воды на больших 
глубинах являются свидетельством интенсивного развития диффузионных 
процессов и перемешивания глубинных вод. Хорошим индикатором переме
шивания вод до самых больших глубин является распределение химических 
особенностей вод и грунта. Для примера рассмотрим распределение кисло
рода, фосфатов в толще воды и процессы окисления совершающиеся в грунте. 
В табл. № 3 дано распределение кислорода в глубоководных впадинах (в 
графе I  дано количество кислорода в мл/л, а в графе I I  в % насыщения). См. 
табл. № 3.

Данные настоящей таблицы показывают, что кислород в значительных коли
чествах имеется на всех глубинах, включая и самые большие. Известно, что 
насыщение воды кислородом происходит в поверхностных слоях воды. Здесь 
он поглощается из атмосферы, а также в процессе фотосинтеза выделяется 
водорослями. Все слои воды глубже зоны фотосинтеза (0—200 м) получают 
кислород в готовом виде, а населяющие глубинные слои животные только 
потребляют его. Кроме того большие количества кислорода расходуются на 
окислительные процессы в воде и грунте. Следовательно происходит интен-
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ТАБЛИЦА № з

Глубина в м Тонга Кермадек Палау Алеутская Курило-
Камчат. Японская Мариан

ская
Бугенвиль

ская

I II I II I II I II I II I II I П I II

0 4.84 97 4.73 98 4.54 98 6.71 97.0 5.87 99 5.26 99 4.55 98 4.46 96
100 9.93 91 4.82 96 3.83 76 1.25 23.8 6.99 91 4.09 65 4.87 99 4.17 90

1,000 3.95 57 3.66 50 2.15 30 0.50 6.6 0.96 13 1.04 14 1.25 16.9 3.42 47
2,000 3.21 46 3.29 43 2.78 37 1.48 19.2 — . — 1.89 25 2.42 32 2.85 38
3,000 3.24 49 3.39 44 3.30 42 2.82 36.5 3.08 38 2.89 37 2.86 37 3.02 39
4,000 4.53 53 4.57 58 3.44 44 3.37 43.4 — — 3.49 45 3.38 44 3.33 43
5,000 4.58 57 4.57 58 3.65 47 3.54 46 2.48 32 3.70 48 3.74 48 3.34 49
6,000 4.60 57 4.51 58 3.66 47 2 3.40 44 3.74 50 3.74 48 3.05 40
7,000 4.30 57 4.30 55 3.70 48 3.28 43 3.77 49 3.10 42 3.20 12
8,000 4.74 58 4.60 59 3.26 44 3.72 49
9,000 4.74 58 3.54 47

сивное перемешивание (вентиляция) всей водной толщи до самого дна, иначе 
кислород быстро был бы израсходован.

Фосфаты необходимы для роста водорослей, поэтому их количество мини
мально в верхних 100 метрах воды. С глубины в 200 м их количество начинает 
увеличиваться, а с 1,000 м оно почти неизменно равно 70 мг Р м3. Если бы 
отсутствовала хорошая вентиляция всех слоев воды, то по мере приближения 
ко дну происходило бы постоянное накопление фосфатов. Отсутствие этого- 
наглядное доказательство хорошего перемешивания глубин океана.

Исследования грунтов на больших глубинах, включая и глубоководные 
впадины, показало, что для верхних слоев ила характерны окислительные 
условия. Последнее свидетельствует о том, что большие количества кислорода 
доходят в процевсе перемешивания до самого дна. На дне впадины Тонга 
положительный окислительно-восстановительный потенциал равен 181 мв. 
Восстановительная зона в грунте находится в различных впадинах на различной 
глубине. Во впадине Тонга на 15 см, во впадине Кермадек на глубине в 50 см. 
Везде окисленный слой ила занимает поверхностный слой грунта, доказывая 
этим, что он соприкосается с богатыми кислородом придонными водами. 
На принос большого количества свободного кислорода указывают также 
наличие высокого положительного окислительно-восстановительного потен
циала, окисного железа, сульфатов, и другие химические особенности грунта.

Хорошее перемешивание всей огромной толщи вод океана создает условия 
благоприятные для развития жизни во всех и даже самых больших глубинах 
океана. Еще до 1949 г. существовало предположение о безжизненности глубин 
свыше 7 км. После работ „Витязя“ и „Галатеи“ стало совершенно очевидным 
наличие разнообразной фауны даже в глубоководных впадинах (см. 12). 
Тралирование на дне впадины Тонга и Марианской, проведенное на „Витязе41 
в 1958 г. на глубинах свыше 10,700 м показало, что фауна этих ультраабиссаль- 
ных глубин, хотя количественно и не богата, но содержит различные виды 
губок, червей, ракообразных, моллюсков, иглокожих и других животных. 
Количественная бедность объясняется удаленностью от фотосинтезирующего 
слоя океана, где создается вся основная продукция органических веществ 
кормящих прямо или косвенно всех животных. Так как обитатели дна глубо
ководных впадин живут на расстоянии около 10 км от фотосинтезирующего 
слоя, то до них доходит очень мало пищи. Она поглощается в большой мере
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обитателями срединных слоев воды. Поэтому на дне глубоководных впадин 
биомасса бентоса очень мала — менее 10 мг/м2.

Жизнь в толще воды находится в беспрерывном перемещении. Не только 
рыбы и кальмары, но и мелкие планктонные животные совершают значитель
ные миграции. В течение суток планктонные рачки ночью подымаются из 
глубин к поверхности, а днем уходят в глубину. Многие животные во взрослом 
состоянии живут на большой глубине, а молодь населяет поверхностный слой. 
В планктоне, в определенное время, много личинок донных животных. Таким 
образом, в течение суток, в различные сезоны, в связи с возрастом, переме
щается огромная масса животных организмов, охватывая все глубины океана. 
Вместе с грандиозными миграциями рыб и других крупных животных — 
биоциркуляция является могучим транспортом различных веществ, включая 
и поглощенные радиоактивные.

В свете рассматриваемой проблемы важным является изучение накопления 
и разное различных радиоактивных изотопов, вредных для человека в морской 
воде и организмах. Харлей (13), исследуя рейсы к западу от атолла Бикини 
нашел, что радиоактивность планктона была в 470 раз больше, чем в воде 
океана. Е. М . Крепе (14) проводит следующее высказывание японских авторов: 
„И в рыбах, и в планктоне было обнаружено значительное количество радио
активного цинка — 65. Этот элемент обычно не содержится среди продуктов 
расщепления при взрыве бомбы, и он возникает, вероятно при взрыве в резуль
тате нейтронной бомбардировки корпуса бомбы. Организмы, как известно, 
концентрируют цинк из морской воды. Точно также поступают они и с радио
активным изотопом цинка, если он оказывается в морской воде. Весной 1945 г. 
радиоактивная рыба попадалась только поблизости Маршалловых островов. 
В мае и июне загрязненная рыба проникла дальше на запад до Каролинских 
островов, а затем к северу в район Тайвань и Бонин. Повидимому, рыба 
мигрировала вдоль течения Куро-Сиво, „Рыба, настолько загрязненная, что 
улов приходилось уничтожать, вылавливалась на большом пространстве в 
виде сектора, радиусом свыше 3,000 км с центром в районе Бикини. Вначале 
радиоактивная рыба встречалась только на загрязненных участках моря, но 
потом она появилась к западу и к северу; „радиоактивные тунцы“ вылавли
вались даже у самых берегов Японии, где воды не содержали радиоактивных 
веществ.

Запретная загрязненная зона вокруг Бикини охватывала районы, где в обыч
ное время добывалось около 1/5 всего улова тунцов. Еще важнее то об
стоятельство, что эти районы считаются главным местом нереста тунца и 
меч-рыбы. Радиоактивная загрязненность нерестелшц, несомненно, принесет 
в будущем еще больший ущерб1'. Организмы и части их тела способны кон
центрировать избирательно и в огромном количестве различные радиоактив
ные изотопы. За последнее время появилось много исследований по накоплению 
различных радиоактивных в том числе и вредных веществ организмами 
(см. напр. 14, 15). Высокое содержание радиоактивных веществ в воде было 
обнаружено Мияка и Сугиура (16). Интересной является попытка количест
венного сопоставления физического и биологического переноса различных 
веществ. Кечуми Бовен (15) приходят к выводу, что биологический транспорт 
иногда превышает роль физического перемешивания. Несмотря на проведение 
многих исследований роль биоциркуляции в транспорте веществ пока еще 
только вырисовывается. Особенно мало исследований по глубинной био
циркуляции, хотя известно, что суточные миграции совершает крупный планк
тон на глубинах в несколько километров (до 6 км).
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Таким образом захороненные в глубинах океана радиоактивные вещества, 
перейдя в раствор, будут подняты в верхние (промысловые) слои воды как 
с помощью фактической, так и биологической циркуляции. Накапливаясь в 
больших концентрациях в промысловых объектах долгоживущие радиоизотопы 
станут опасными для жизни людей. Благодаря горизонтальным течениям, 
а также благодаря миграции рыб, кальмаров и китов, радиоактивные вещества 
могут оказаться в весьма удаленных от места сбора районах и стать опасными 
для человека. При этом нужно иметь в виду, что предположение о некоем 
равномерном распределении поступивших в океан радиоактивных веществ 
ria весь объем вод океана ни на чем не основано. Наоборот мы знаем, что 
течения несут свои воды локализованно и только по прошествию громадного 
отрезка времени происходит всеобщее разбавление всех веществ поступивших 
в океан. Тоже характерно и для биоциркуляции; передача идет по определенной 
цепочке пищевых связей.

Итак рассмотрение различных вопросов, связанных с проблемой захоронения 
радиоактивных отходов в глубинах океана говорит о том, что по имеющимся 
сейчас данным производить такое захоронение нельзя. Хотя вопрос о сбросе 
радиоактивных веществ в прибрежные воды (17) не является предметом обсуж
дения в настоящей статье, но мы считаем и это мероприятие чрезвычайно 
опасным.
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THE DEPTHS OF THE OCEAN AND THE QUESTION  
OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL IN THEM

V. G. B o g o r o v ,  B. A. T a r e e v  a n d  K . N . F e d o r o v  
O c e a n o g r a p h ic a l  I n s t i t u t e  op  t h e  A c a d e m y  o f  S c ie n c e s  o f  t h e  USSR,

M o sc o w , U S S R

(Translation of the foregoing paper)

I t  has often been suggested that the ocean depths and particularly the deep- 
water troughs could be used for radioactive waste disposal. This question was 
discussed in some detail at the second International Conference on the Peaceful 
Uses of Atomic Energy, held at Geneva in September 1958. A t this conference 
V . G. B o g o r o v  and E . M . K r e p s  presented a paper in  which they advanced 
evidence to show the impossibility of burying radioactive wastes in the ocean 
deeps.

In  the oceans of the world, 23 deep-water troughs have been found w ith  
depths of over 6 km. Nineteen of them are in the Pacific Ocean, one in the

TABLE I
THE MAXIMUM KNOWN DEPTHS OF THE DEEP-WATER TROUGHS (FURROWS)

(ACCORDING TO UDINTSEV)

Pacific Ocean

1. Mariana 11,034 m 1 1 ° 20.9 N. Lat. 142° 11.5 E. Long.
2 . Tonga 10,882 m 22° 16.7 S. Lat. 174° 44.3 W . Lons.
3. Ruril-Kamchatka 10,542 m 44° 15.2 N. Lat. 150° 34.2 E. Long.
4. Philippine 10,265 m 10° 23.8 N. Lat. 126° 40.5 E. Long.
5. Kermadec 10,047 m 31° 52.8 S. Lat. 177° 20.6 W . Long.
6 . Izu-Bonin 9,810 m 29° 05.9 N. Lat. 142° 53.05 E. Long.
7. Bougainville 9,140 m 6 ° 19.9 S. Lat. 153° 44.5 E. Long.
8 . Yap 8,527 m 8 ° 33.2 N. Lat. 138° 02.5 E. Long.
9. Japanese 8,412 m 36° 08.- N. Lat. 142° 43.0 E. Long.

10. New Britain 8,320 m 5° 14.5 S. Lat. 152° 20.5 E. Long.
11. Palau 8,138 m 7° 40.7 N. Lat. 135° 04.6 E. Long.
12. Atacama (Peru-Chile) 8,039 m 23° 18.0 S. Lat. 71° 40.0 E. Long.
13. Aleutian 7,679 m 51° 13.0 N. Lat. 174° 48.0 E. Long.
14. New Hebrides 7,570 m 20° 34.0 S. Lat. 168° 42.0 E. Long.
15. Ryukyu 7,507 m 25° 15.0 N. Lat. 128° 32.0 E. Long.
16. Banda 7,440 m 5° 34.7 S. Lat. 5° 40.0 S. Lat.
17. Bartlet 7,057 m 19° 10.0 N. Lat. 79° 53.0 W . Long.
18. Guatemala 6,662 m 14° 02.0 N. Lat. 93° 39.0 W . Long.
19. Yityaz (Melanesian) 6,150 m 10° 26.7 S. Lat. 170° 17.3 E. Long.

Atlantic Ocean

20. Puerto Rico 8,385 m 19° 38.0 N. Lat. 6 6 ° 00.0 W . Long.
21, South Sandwich 8,264 m 55° 07.3 S. Lat. 26° 46.5 W . Long.
2 2 . Romanche 7,728 m 0° 13.0 S. Lat. 18° 26.0 W . Long.

Indian Ocean

23. Java 7,450 m 10° 20.0 S. Lat. 1 1 0 ° 1 0 . 0 E. Long.
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Tndifl.n Ocean and three in  the A tlantic. There are no such deep-water troughs 
in  the Arctic Ocean. Twelve troughs in the Pacific have been investigated in 
detail by the Oceanographical Institu te of the Academy of Sciences of the 
USSR On board the Vityaz. The maximum depth, shape and size of the troughs 
was determined and a study made of the distribution of water, the chemistry 
of the water and ocean bed and the life existing at all levels and a t the bottom.

According to G. B. U d in t s e v  (1) the maximum depths of these troughs 
are as shown in Table I .

The relief of the troughs is similar in  all cases, although the absolute depth 
and the size naturally vary w ith each trough. Deep-water troughs are not situat
ed in  the middle of the oceans but close to continental masses or chains of 
continental islands. They are in the form  of a narrow channel which extends 
over hundreds or thousands of kilometres, the deep water portion being only 
a few kilometres broad. In  their maxim um depths the troughs are 3— 5 kilo
metres deeper than the ocean bed. As has been pointed out previously, in  no 
case have the bottoms of the troughs ridges or other morphological pecularities 
which might interfere w ith the free flow of deep water into and out qf them. 
The hydrological conditions, particularly the temperature of the water, the 
salinity and other factors, naturally vary somewhat in  each trough depending 
on which geographical zone it  is in, but there are many features in  common. 
B y way of example let us examine the temperature distribution of the water 
in several widely separated troughs, as shown in Table I I .

TABLE II
W A T E R  T E M P E R A T U R E  IN  D E E P -W A T E R  TROUGHS OF D IF F E R E N T  REGIONS 

N A M E  OF TR O UG H A N D  M O N TH  IN  W H IC H  O BSERVATIONS W E R E  M A D E

Depth in metres Kuril Mariana Bougainville Tonga Eermadoc

Oct. Oct. July- Dec. Jan.

0 6.98 29.16 27.75 24.88 25.76
25 5.54 29.16 27.76 24.87 24.66
50 1.52 28.85 27.76 24.90 24.40

100 0.77 27.26 27.70 23.80 23.80
200 2.31 16.22 17.32 20.28 20.40
500 2.89 7.50 6.78 11.08 11.11

1,000 2.43 4.52 4.06 4.55 4.10
2,000 1.91 2.17 2.26 2.32 2.26
3,000 1.54 1.54 1.88 1.74 1.67
4,000 1.46 1.43 1.99 1.27 1.33
5,000 1.51 1.47 2.12 1.08 1.04
6,000 1.63 1.61 2.21 1.16 1.14
7,000 1.73 1.74 2.42 1.25 1.25
8,000 1.95 1.86 2.55 1.40 1.40
9,000 2.08 2.07 2.70 1.54 —

10,000 — 2.13 — — —

Unfortunately, investigation of the large troughs was only begun quite 
recently and we do not have sufficient comparative m aterial for us to examine 
the speed w ith which hydrological conditions change a t different times. 
Only in  the case of the Tonga trough can we compare the temperature 
of the water in the lower layers, as measured in 1952 by the Danish expedition



on board the Galatea with the information brought back by the Soviet 
expedition on the Vityaz in 1958 (2). This comparison shows that the 
temperature of the deep water was higher in 1952 than it was five years 
later. Thus at a depth of 7 km the temperature of the water in 1952 was 
+ 1 .41° С while in 1958 it was only + 1 .25° C. At a depth of 8 km the corres
ponding temperatures for these years were +  1.51° С and +  1.40° C. At a 
depth of 9 km they were +  1.70° С and +  1.54° C. Thus, even at great 
depths, the hydrological conditions may undergo significant changes over a 
short period.

Troughs situated in  the tropics are characterized by very high tempera
tures in the top 200 m of water. Lower down there is a sharp decrease in 
temperature. The water at a depth of 2,000 m is very similar a t whatever 
latitude. A ll troughs have a high degree of geothermal heating in  the bot
tom  layers. Because of this the temperature at the ocean bed is 0.5° higher 
than at a depth of 4,000 m. Thus geothermal heating is effective up to distan
ces of 4.5 or 6 km  from the ocean bed. The lowest temperatures in the 
troughs are found at a depth of 3 -4  km . For the problem w ith which we 
are concerned the rise in  temperature of the water as the depth increases 
is very im portant, particularly as the salinity of the water normally changes 
very little  a t depths greater than 3-4  km . Consequently, the density of 
the water constantly decreases w ith the depth. N aturally, the less dense, 
and therefore lighter, water w ill rise, and even in the deepest troughs stagnant 
water cannot accumulate.

According to calculations carried out by B. A. T a b e e v  (3, 4), in  the 
Oceanographical Institu te of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, the 
water in the deep troughs is not stagnant because the effect of a super- 
adiabatic increase in  temperature w ith depth, as a result of the geothermal 
heat flow, is to cause a cellular convection movement in  the bottom layer. 
B y convection particles of water rise from the bottom to the upper lim it 
of the convection layer and descend again, transferring heat, impurities 
and other properties from the bottom to the upper lim it of the convection 
layer. The term  ‘convection layer’ means a layer in which there is an increase 
in  the potential temperature of ocean water w ith depth. Consequently the 
upper lim it of the convection layer is the surface of separation where the 
gradient of the potential temperature passes through zero. In  this way, in  
the case we are considering, the whole mass of ocean water can be divided 
into an upper layer of stable vertical stratification, extending from the sur
face of the ocean to the upper lim it of the convection layer, and beneath 
it  a convection layer, extending from this level to the ocean bed. A  constant 
temperature at the upper lim it of the convection layer and a constant heat 
flow across the upper lim it of the convection layer (carrying w ith it  impurities, 
i f  there are any, and other properties) are maintained by horizontal advection, 
turbulent heat transfer and diffusion in the upper layer. Convection com
mences when the dimensionless Rayleigh number reaches a critical value.

It was established that the critical value of the Rayleigh number depends 
to a very large extent on a certain dimensionless parameter which describes 
the joint effect of the earth’s rotation and the vertical scale of the move
ment in question. At the same time it appeared that in the present case it 
is essential to take into account both the vertical and the horizontal com
ponents of the vector of the angular velocity of the earth’s rotation. In general 
the rotation of the earth exerts a stabilizing influence on the convection
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movement; in  other words, it  tends to increase the critical value of the R ay
leigh number. However, investigation of the real values of the convection 
parameters which form the Rayleigh number has shown that the actual 
Rayleigh numbers corresponding to conditions in deep-water ocean troughs 
are usually well above the critical values, and that convection will begin 
even when there are extremely low superadiabatic temperature gradients. 
In  addition to determining the convection threshold, a theoretical calculation 
was made of the field of velocities and of temperatures in  the convection 
movement. Since the investigation followed the methods of the linear theory 
of hydrodynamic stability, the unknown hydrodynamic elements which 
satisfy the linearized uniform differential equation and the uniform boundary 
conditions can be accurately determined up to a constant dimensionless number 
common to all of them. One way of establishing this is to use a temperature 
found by observation at a particular point in  the selected system of co-ordina
tes. On the basis of S c h u l t z ’ s  figures for the temperature distribution in the 
Philippine and Bougainville deep-water troughs quoted by N . N . Z u b o v  (6) 
it  was possible to calculate the corresponding distribution o f potential tem 
peratures. Having obtained at a particular point the divergence of tem 
perature from the equilibrium linear distribution (corresponding to the 
state of rest), the theoretical distribution of temperature was found. This 
fu lly  coincided w ith the observed facts (w ithin the lim its of accuracy for 
temperature measurements, i.e. under optimum conditions w ith an error 
not exceeding approximately 0.01°). I t  was now possible to determine the 
field of velocities and the vertical component of velocity. I t  is true that the 
coefficient of turbulent temperature conductivity enters into the expression 
for the speed, but in  this case we were able to determine it  by indirect methods 
as we know the average value of the geothermal heat flow (1.3 x  10-e cal/cm2 
sec), and also the temperature at the ocean bed and at the upper lim it, of 
the convection layer. This coefficient equalled 2 cm2/sec, while the correspond
ing vertical component of velocity, worked out according to the theoretical 
formulae for real conditions in the Philippine and Bougainville troughs, 
was approximately 10-4 cm/sec, or 30-60 m /yr. Consequently, if  the con
vection layer is 1,000 m high, a particle lying a t the bottom w ill reach the 
upper lim it of the convection layer after a few decades, and may be drawn 
into the horizontal circulation of the water above. To get more precise figures 
for the velocity, carefully regulated special measurements of temperature 
w ill have to be taken. In  any case, the results of the theoretical calculation 
do not contradict the conclusions drawn from a comparison of the information 
provided by the Vityaz and the Galatea (6), as the estimates made 
here still do not give a maximum figure for the velocity. The point is that 
in order to obtain figures for the maximum temperature divergence from  
the equilibrium value (and consequently the maximum velocity), it  is essential 
to measure in  some detail the horizontal temperature distribution over an 
area equal to at least four times the height of the convection layer.

We know that in certain deep-water areas superadiabatic increases in 
temperature with depth are not found. This fact can be taken as an indirect 
indication that the water in these areas are in horizontal movement. In 
fact, in the absence of horizontal movement and lateral heat flow (positive 
or negative) water in the deep-water troughs, should, with the passage of 
time, attain a state of thermoequilibrium : the actual temperature is constant 
but the potential temperature decreases with depth, corresponding to a
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stable (but not neutral) mechanical equilibrium. However, as we know, 
the lateral geothermal flow of heat takes place all the time and, in the absence 
of horizontal transfer, it  should give rise to inversion of temperature and 
cellular convection. The fact that there is no inversion of temperature in 
the bottom layers of certain deep-water troughs indicates, therefore, that 
there is a horizontal movement of water.

The rate of horizontal mixing of water in the ocean is usually much higher 
than the rate of vertical movement. In the uppermost layer of the ocean 
the areas of intense vertical movement correspond with the so-called zones 
of convergence and divergence. As Y. A. Ivanov and B. A. Tareev (7) 
among others have demonstrated, the vertical components of velocity in 
the uppermost mixing layer, which are caused by the passage of winds over 
the sea, are approximately 10-3 cm/sec, i.e. several hundred metres a year. 
In addition, the calculations carried out by Y. A. Ivanov (8) in the Indian 
section of the Antarctic Ocean in 1959 show that even at depths of approx
imately 2,000 m the vertical speeds o f the currents can reach a value of 
10~3 cm/sec. Thus, particles of water migrating chiefly in a horizontal direction 
may rise to the surface of the ocean or descend to the lower layers o f water 
and take part in the movement of those layers. Research into deep-water 
circulation has been carried out over recent years in various countries and 
instrumental data have been obtained on the speed of water movement. 
The joint Anglo-American investigations in the Gulf Stream in 1957, carried 
out with neutrally-buoyant floats built by Swallow (9, 10), showed that 
the currents at a depth of 2,500 m below the Gulf Stream move south-south- 
west at speeds o f 2.6 to 9.5 cm/sec (according to the figures for the drift of 
three floats). At a slightly greater depth of 2,800 m, four floats drifted south
wards at speeds of 9.7 to 17.4 cm/sec. Using an underwater camera which 
recorded the deflection o f a light ball on a thread against a compass, which 
was lowered on a support to the ocean bed, Laughton (11) established 
that at à depth of 3,200 m the velocity o f the current 50 cm above the 
sea-bed was still 5 cm/sec in a southerly direction.

On its 25th voyage in 1957, the Vityaz established by the “ differentiation 
method”  that deep-water currents at a depth of approximately 1,000 m

TABLE III

Depth in 
metres Tonga Kermadec Palau Aleutian Kuril-

Kamchatka Japanese Mariana Baugain-
ville

I II I 11 I II I II I n I II I n I II

0 4.84 97 4.73 98 4.54 98 6.71 97.0 5.87 99 5.26 99 4.55 98 4.46 96
100 9.93 91 4.82 96 3.83 76 1.25 23.8 6.99 91 4.09 65 4.87 99 4.17 90

1 ,0 00 з;95 57 3.66 50 2.15 30 0.50 6.6 0.96 13 1.04 14 1.25 16.9 3.42 47
2 ,0 0 0 3.21 46 3.29 43 2.78 37 1.48 19.2 — — 1.89 25 2.42 32 2.85 38
3,000 3.24 49 3.39 44 3.30 42 2.82 36.5 3.08 38 2.89 37 2.86 37 3.02 39
4,000 4.53 53 4.57 58 3.44 44 3.37 43.4 — — 3.49 45 3.38 44 3.33 43
5,000 4.58 57 4.57 58 3.65 47 3.54 46 2.48 32 3.70 48 3.74 48 3.34 49
6 ,0 0 0 4.60 57 4.51 58 3.66 47 2 3.40 44 3.74 50 3.74 48 3.05 40
7,000 4.30 57 4.30 55 3.70 48 3.28 43 3.77 49 3.10 42 3.20 12
8,000 4.74 58 4.60 59 3.26 44 3.72 49
9,000 4.74 58 3.54 47
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ill the open sea have a speed of about 10 to 15 cm/sec., and in coastal waters 
often reach 1 or more knots (2).

A t the 5th IG Y  Assembly in 1958, D e a c o n  gave an account of some 
British research work which revealed the fact that currents at great depths 
have high speeds. The extremely small variations in salinity and the constant 
saline content of sea-water at great depths show that there are strong dif
fusion and mixing processes in deep water. The distribution of chemical 
properties in water and the sea-bed are a strong indication of the mixing 
of waters down to the greatest depth. As an example we can examine the 
distribution of oxygen and phosphates in  the water mass and the oxidation 
processes which take place in the ocean bed. Table I I I  shows the distribution 
of oxygen in deep-water troughs (column I  gives the amount of oxygen in 
ml/1, and column I I  the percentage saturation).

The figures in this table show th at the oxygen is present in large quantities 
at all levels, including the very deepest. W e know that water is impregnated 
w ith oxygen on the surface layers where it  is absorbed from the atmosphere. 
I t  is also given off by algae during photosynthesis. A ll layers of water below 
the photosynthesis zone (0-200 m) receive oxygen in a form ready for use 
and the animals living in the lower layers use it  exclusively. In  addition 
large quantities of oxygen are used up by oxidation in  the water and the 
sea-bed. Consequently there must be a strong mixing process (ventilation) 
throughout the water mass down to the lowest level, otherwise the oxygen 
would be quickly exhausted.

Phosphates are essential to the growth of algae, and they are therefore 
present in minute quantities in the top 100 m of water. From a depth of 
200 m the amount of phosphates begins to increase, and from 1,000 m down 
it  is almost constant at 70 mg P /m 3. I f  all water layers were not well ventilated, 
there would be a constant increase in  phosphates as one approached the 
bottom. The fact th at this is not so is illustrative evidence of the thorough 
mixing in the ocean depths.

Study of the ocean beds at great depths, including the deep-water troughs, 
has shown that the upper layers of sediment are subject to oxidation condi
tions. This indicates th at large quantities of oxygen penetrate to the sea-bed 
during mixing. On the bed of the Tonga trough the positive oxidation reduc
tion (redox) potential equals 181 M V. The reduction zone in the sea-bed is 
at different depths depending on the trough concerned. In  the Tonga trough 
it  is at a depth of 15 cm and at the bottom of the Kermadec trough at a 
depth of 50 cm. In  all cases the oxidizing layer of sediment forms the sur
face layer of the sea-bed, thus showing that it  is brought in  contact w ith  
the bottom water enriched by oxygen. The fact that free oxygen is brought 
in in  large quantities is also indicated by the presence of a high positive 
redox potential as well as by the presence of iron oxide and sulphates and by 
other chemical properties of the sea-bed.

The thorough m ixing of the whole mass of ocean water creates favour
able conditions for the development of life at a ll depths, including the very 
lowest. U n til 1949 it  was presumed th at life could not be supported below 
a depth of 7 kilometres. A fter the research carried out by the Yityaz and 
the Galatea it  has become quite clear th at fauna of many sorts are present 
even in the deep-water troughs (12). Trawling carried out by the Vityaz 
in  1958 at depths exceeding 10,700 m along the bed of the Tonga and Mariana 
troughs showed th at the ultra-abyssal fauna, although not numerous, includes
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several species of sponges, worms, crustacea, molluscs, echinoderms and 
other forms of life. The reason for the low numbers is the remoteness 
from the photosynthesis layer, which is the source of all the basic material 
of the organic substances, which directly or indirectly provide food for all 
forms of life. As the organisms which inhabit the bottom of the deep water 
troughs are approximately 10 km away from the photosynthesis 
layer, very little food reaches them, as the greater part of it is absorbed by 
the creatures in the middle layers of water. Consequently the biomass of the 
benthos at the bottom of deep water troughs is very low: less than 10 mg/m2.

Life in  the ocean is constantly on the move. N ot only the fish and calamaries, 
but also the tiny plankton organisms carry out considerable migrations. 
In  the course of a 24-hour period, small planktonic crustacea rise from the 
depths to the surface at night and descend to the bottom by day. Many 
adult organisms live in deep water but are found in the surface area 
before they are fu lly grown. A t certain times plankton contains many larvae 
of deep-water organisms. Thus, in the space of 24 hours enormous numbers 
of living organisms are in migration over the whole deep-water areas of the 
ocean at various times of the year, depending on their age. In  addition to these 
large-scale migrations of fish and other sizeable forms of life, biocirculation 
is a powerful factor in the movement of various substances including absorbed 
radioactivity.

In  the light of the problem under consideration it  is im portant to study 
the accumulation and dispersal in sea-water and in organisms of various 
radioisotopes which are harm ful to man. H a r l e y  (13), in  the navigational 
study he made to the north of B ikin i atoll, found that the radioactivity  
of plankton was 470 times higher than in ocean water. E . M. K e e p s  (14) 
quotes the following statement by Japanese authors: “Both in fish and in 
plankton we discovered significant amounts of radioactive zinc-65. This 
element is not usually one of the fission products of a bomb explosion and 
is probably produced during the explosion by neutron bombardment of the 
bomb case. As we know, organisms concentrate zinc from sea-water and w ill 
do the same w ith the radioactive isotopes of zinc if  it  is present in the sea. 
In  spring 1954 radioactive fish were found only in the region of the Marshall 
Islands. In  M ay and June the contaminated fish travelled westwards to the 
Caroline Islands and then northwards around Taiwan and the Bonin Islands. 
The fish evidently migrated along the Kurosiwo current. The fish, which 
were so badly contaminated that the whole catch had to be destroyed, were 
caught over a large area in  the form of a sector w ith a radius of over 3,000 km  
centered near B ikini. A t first the radioactive fish were found in the contaminat
ed areas only, but they subsequently appeared to the west and the north; 
radioactive tunny were caught close to the shores of Japan, where the 
water contained no radioactive substances.

“The condemned zone of contamination around Bikini included the areas 
where normally about one-fifth of the total catch of tunny was made. Even 
more important is the fact that these areas are considered the main spawning 
ground for tunny and sword-fish. The radioactive contamination of the 
spawning grounds will no doubt give rise to even greater losses in the future.”

Organisms and particular parts of their bodies are capable of concentrating 
various radioisotopes selectively and in vast quantities. Many studies have 
recently been made of the way organisms accumulate various radioactive 
substances, some of them harmful (see for example 14 and 15). M iy a k e
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and Sugiura (16) discovered large quantities of radioactive substances 
in  water. An interesting attem pt was made to carry out a quantitative com
parison of the physical and biological transmission of various substances. 
К е т с н т т м  and Bowen (15) came to the conclusion that biological transmission 
is sometimes more im portant than physical mixing. Despite many investi
gations, the role of biocirculation in the transmission of substances is still 
only sketchily known. There has been very little  investigation of biocircula
tion in deep water, although it  is known that a 24-hourly migration is carried 
out by large plankton at depths of several kilometres (up to 6 km).

Thus radioactive substances buried in  the ocean deeps, while they are 
dissolving, w ill be brought up to the upper, i.e. commercially exploited, layers 
of water both by normal and by biological circulation. Accumulating in high 
concentrations in objects which are used commercially, radioisotopes w ith  
a long half-life w ill become a menace to human life. Through horizontal 
currents and also through the migration of fish, calamaries and whales, radio
active substances may appear a very long way away from the point where 
they were picked up and become a danger to man. Therefore we should bear 
in  mind that there is absolutely no foundation for the suggestion that radio
active substances released in the ocean would be uniform ly distributed 
over its whole area. On the contrary, we know that currents flow along a 
localized path and only after a very long period of tim e is there a general dilution 
of all the substances which enter the ocean. The same is true of biocirculation; 
transmission takes place in a fixed sequence of food cycles.

Thus an examination of the various questions connected w ith  the problem  
of radioactive waste disposal in  the ocean deeps shows that according to 
the information available at present we cannot perm it this form of disposal. 
Although the question of releasing radioactive materials in coastal waters (17) 
is not discussed in the present paper, we consider this an extremely dangerous 
practice.

R E F E R E N C E S

(The references used for this paper are to be found at the end of the fore
going original paper.)





D IS C U S S IO N

The Chairman (M r. P. V . Zimakov, USSR) (translated from Russian): 
I  accepted the chairmanship of this session w ith  a deep feeling of responsibility 
because there are two conflicting opinions on the subject to be discussed, 
which is of v ita l importance to everybody. The Soviet scientists consider 
th a t radioactive materials should, in  no circumstances, be disposed of in  
the sea. Another group feels that, provided certain precautions are taken, 
i t  is possible, and sometimes even necessary, to dispose of such wastes in  the 
sea.

I  hope, therefore, that the scientists, when discussing this problem, w ill 
attach prim ary importance, not to the economic factors, but to the possible 
effect of such disposal on the health of the present and future generations.

M r. K . N. Fedorov (USSR) (translated from Russian): W hich is the most 
suitable diffusion coefficient in  the fundamental diffusion equation, the 
constant or the changing coefficient, for determining the concentration of 
contaminants after several tidal cycles ?

M r. A . R . Gordon, Jr. (United States of America) : Obviously the constant 
coefficient which we used is not pertinent throughout the entire tidal cycle, 
but it  was the only one we could use for this type of work. I t  is based on an 
equation presented in a paper by Stommel and is dependent on the concen
tration of some conservative property of the water.

M r. D. W . Pritchard (United States of America) : I  should like to comment 
on M r. Gordon’s paper. W e have studied the dispersion in estuaries and the 
appropriate equation is one which would have a coefficient which varied 
w ith  the site of the diffusing cloud rather than a constant coefficient. Obser
vations show also th at the coefficient w ill vary w ith  position in the estuary. 
This can be seen from the fact th at the observed distribution w ill be skewed 
or distorted, and th at the peak concentration w ill not move at the same 
rate as indicated by the mean velocity but w ill move at a different velocity 
which depends on a turn, which involves not only the mean motion but also 
the rate of change of the coefficient of diffusion w ith  distance in  the estuary.

Nearly at the same tim e as M r.. Gordon’s group was employing the 
fluorescent dye, of which they used about 40 kg in  the James R iver and 
followed it  for six hours or so, we had been using a new technique, which 
we had just developed, for following fluorescent tracer m aterial in  a similar 
estuarine area further up the Chesapeake Bay and we were able to trace 
20 kg of m aterial for five days, at which tim e the concentration of the 
m aterial was still ten times our lim it of detectability, which is about
3 x  10-11 g per ml.

The Chairman (translated from Russian): I t  would be interesting to know 
i f  the practical conclusions of the experiments carried out by M r. Gordon 
and M r. Groen indicate whether waste disposal into the sea is advisable or 
not. Since they do not refer to that question, I  must assume th at they are 
not in a position to do so.

M r. В. H . Ketchum (United States of America): I  would like to make a 
brief comment on the paper read by M r. Miyake. W e all know and admire 
the work that M r. M iyake has done in  describing the distribution of radio
isotopes in  the Pacific. To m y mind, however, he has made some assumptions 
th a t would minimize the biological transport which he has evaluated in his
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paper. He has used, in the first place, for the vertical transport by migration, 
an eddy diffusion coefficient which is perfectly correct, I  am sure, for the 
surface waters, but the im portant problem which faces us in the question of 
transport between layers is the diffusion which occurs in a layer where the density 
is changing rapidly. If ,  indeed, his eddy diffusion in the Pacific, in  the density 
discontinuity layer, is of the order of 5-10 cm2/sec, it  is an order of magnitude 
greater than it  is in our comparable regions of the A tlantic Ocean. In  this 
case, therefore, where he calculates that the biological transport could be 
10 or 20 % of the physical transport, if  he used the coefficient that I  
would use in the A tlantic Ocean it  would be equal to or double this, provided, 
of course, his population of zooplankton is as large as he has used. I  am afraid  
that he has used the population size that I  used in  the original computation 
and this may be unduly large for the Pacific.

I  should also like to make a comment on the sedimentary process and, 
rather than go into detail on this, I  should simply like to say that the nutrients 
in  the surface waters are low, in the active phytoplankton growing part of 
the year, in  all oceans of the world. They are low because of the biological 
accumulation and the sedimentation of the particles from the surface waters. 
W ith  the nutrients, the entire physical diffusion is working against the sedi
m entary process, so that the sedimentary process which strips the surface 
of nutrients is working vastly in excess of any diffusion, otherwise the surface 
waters would not become stripped of their nutrient content. I  would, there
fore, make somewhat different assumptions on his sedimentary process and 
I  believe that I  should arrive at rather higher values for this process as well 
as for the other.

I  may add that I  was pleased to learn from M r. Zenkevich’s paper that 
the Soviet scientists also consider this biological transport in the open sea 
to be an im portant part of the distribution of elements and materials in the 
sea.

M r. P. Groen (Netherlands): A t the beginning of his lecture M r. M iyake 
showed some figures, w ith lines which were lim its of contamination, and, 
at the end of his lecture, there was a table w ith  distances, as a function of 
tim e, and they were called “y ” , I  believe. How were these distances and 
lim its of contamination defined?

M r. Y . Miyake (Japan): I  should like to answer M r. Ketchum’s question 
first. He pointed out that the figure of diffusivity of 5 or 10 is too big. I  have 
no good data from the tropical area of diffusivity and, for that reason, I  
used that figure, but I  also took the enrichment factor to be 10,000 and this 
figure is too big, at least for strontium-90 or caesium-137. I  do not know, 
therefore, whether my estimate is too low or too high and I  th ink it  w ill 
require further study.

I  should like to say, in  reply to M r. Groen’s question, that a lim it of con
tam ination was defined. The concentration of the strontium-90 is more than
0.1 щлс per 1 and I  estimated the range of division in the area which is 
not affected by the oceanic current.

W ith  regard to the question concerning the magnitude of contamination 
of the Northern Pacific and the maximum permissible amount of strontium-90 
in  sea-water which was registered by M r. Pritchard, I  should like to report 
my recent data on the concentration of strontium-90 in  the western part 
of the Northern Pacific. The figure is about 1-2.5 /г/лс of strontium-90
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per 1, according to the radio-chemical analysis in  the Pacific, and this 
figure is more than ten times larger than those in  the Northern Atlantic.

M r. C. A . Mawson (Canada): I  should like to ask M r. Miyake, or anyone 
else who feels qualified to te ll me, how much radioactive m aterial has already 
fallen into the sea from the sky and how much is going to fa ll into the sea 
from the sky during the next ten years, because it  appears to me, although
I  do not wish to say th at two blacks make one white, th at when we worry 
about whether we can put 100 curies or 1,000 curies per month into the sea 
at a certain place we may be a little  b it silly. I  know that we have to consider 
carefully the effects of a local introduction, the effects around the pipeline 
or the dumping place, but I  am a little  doubtful whether, in view of the large 
amounts of radioactive m aterial which have fallen into the sea and are going 
to fa ll into the sea during the next ten years, it  would really have a very 
significant effect on the whole ocean if  1,000 с were put into the sea per 
month at Windscale.

M r. Y. Miyake (Japan): In  the northern hemisphere the average amount 
of strontium-90 fall-out is now about 20-25 me per sq km and it  corresponds 
to the concentration of the strontium-90 in  the sea water, less than 0.1 ppс 
per 1. O f course, this depends on the depth to which strontium-90 penetrates.

M r. J. Bourcart (France) (translated from French): I  should like to refer, 
first of all, to the fact th at containers penetrate deeply into the sludge covering 
the sea-bed. This penetration depends on the geophysical properties of the 
sludge. Secondly, w ith regard to covering by the sedimentation, I  should 
like to advise those who th ink that sedimentation is a vertical process to 
consult the extremely valuable work published in the United Kingdom by 
the Royal Astronomical Society, in  which it  is shown that sedimentation 
is mainly a sliding process which occurs on submarine slopes. The rate of 
sedimentation depends on the configuration of the sea-bed and is, therefore, 
very variable.
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S O M E  H Y D R O G R A P H I C  S T U D I E S  R E Q U I R E D  F O R  
A S S E S S IN G  T H E  E F F E C T S  O F  A T O M IC  W A S T E  D IS P O S A L

Abstract
In  order to be ab]e to assess the probable movement of effluent discharged 

into the sea, a sound knowledge of the cause of water movements and a 
practical knowledge of their measurements are essential.

This paper emphasizes the considerations which should be borne in  mind 
when those measurements and studies are carried out. T idal streams, residual 
current, oceanic currents and eddies are discussed, as well as the scope of 
the observations which are considered necessary.

Q U E L Q U E S  E T U D E S  H Y D R O G R A P H I Q U E S  N E C E S S A I R E S
P O U R  E V A L U E R  L E S  E F F E T S  D E  L ’E V A C U A T I O N  D E S  

D E C H E T S  A T O M IQ U E S

Résumé
Pour pouvoir déterminer les mouvements probables des effluents évacués 

dans la  mer, il est essentiel de bien connaître les causes des mouvements 
des eaux et de savoir comment mesurer ces mouvements dans la  pratique.

L ’auteur souligne les considérations dont il faut tenir compte en procédant 
à ces études et mesures. I l  traite des marées, des courants résiduels, des cou
rants océaniques et des remous, ainsi que de la nature des observations qui 
sont jugées nécessaires.

Г И Д Р О Г Р А Ф И Ч Е С К И Е  И З У Ч Е Н И Я ,  Т Р Е Б У Ю Щ И Е С Я  Д Л Я
О Ц Е Н К И  Э Ф Ф Е К Т О В , В О З Н И К А Ю Щ И Х  В Р Е З У Л Ь Т А Т Е  

У Д А Л Е Н И Я  А Т О М Н Ы Х  О Т Х О Д О В

Резюме
Для того, чтобы получить возможность оценнть вероятное движение 

эфлюента, спущенного в море, необходимо иметь твердые знания причин, 
вызывающих движение воды, а также очень важно иметь практические знания 
в отношении методов их измерения.

В этом документе уделяется внимание соображениям, которые необходимо 
иметь в виду при проведении такого рода изучений и измерений. В документе 
обсуждаются такие вопросы, как приливы и отливы, течения, содержащие 
остаточные продукты, течения в океане и вихри, а также рассматривается 
объем наблюдений, которые считаются необходимыми.

A L G U N O S  E S T U D I O S  H I D R O G R A F I C O S  Q U E  S E  P R E C I S A N  
P A R A  D E T E R M I N A R  LO S  E F E C T O S  D E  L A  E V A C U A C IO N  

D E  D E S E C H O S  A T O M IC O S

Resumen
Para poder determinar el movimiento probable de los efluentes que se 

vierten en el mar es imprescindible conocer a fondo las causas de los movi
mientos del agua y  poseer nociones prácticas de su medición.
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E l autor destaca la importancia de las consideraciones que han de tenerse 
en cuenta al efectuar estas mediciones y estudios. Se discuten las corrien
tes de las mareas, las corrientes residuales, las corrientes y los torbellinos 
oceánicos, así como la  finalidad de las observaciones que se consideran 
necesarias.

SOME HYDROGRAPHIC STUDIES REQUIRED FOR 
ASSESSING THE EFFECTS OF ATOMIC WASTE  

DISPOSAL
C om m an der D . L . G o r d o n , F.R .I.C .S ., R .N .

U n it e d  K in g d o m

U p to the present time all atomic power stations and research establish
ments in the British Isles have been built on or near the sea, or in river 
estuaries where there is a tid a l flow. The position chosen is dictated, to a 
large extent, by the necessity for large quantities of cooling water and, perhaps 
to a lesser but nevertheless im portant extent, by the necessity for a convenient 
method of disposing of the radioactive effluent waste.

In  every case, very necessary experiments have been carried out to deter
mine the best method of disposing of this waste into the sea, as well as to 
assess the probable effect of this effluent on living organisms in the sea.

I t  is not proposed to discuss the purely oceanographic problems, or the 
biological problems. I t  is unnecessary, also, to go into details of normal survey 
work, such as delineating the contours of the sea-bed. The main hydrographic 
problem is what w ill happen to effluent deposited in the sea and where it 
w ill be carried.

The problem is basically a tidal problem, complicated by meteorological 
factors. In  no two cases are the problems likely to be the same, because there 
are so many variable factors that the possible permutations are infinite. 
In  the first place, there are no two places in the world where tidal conditions 
are exactly similar ; in addition, there are no two places where the topography 
of the sea-bed is exactly similar. F inally, the average meteorological condi
tions are unlikely to be exactly the same. There is therefore not the slightest 
likelihood of the conditions a t one place being reproduced at another, and 
each case must be treated as being separate and distinct from the others.

For the dispersal of effluent, water movement is the all-im portant factor. 
In  non-tidal waters where there is little  or no additional current, the rate 
of dispersal will be very slow. In  other cases, the effluent may be carried 
right away to be dispersed and diluted in  the open sea.

I t  is therefore im portant to understand the nature of the water movements 
which actually take place and which can be classified as follows:

(a) Ocean currents
(b) Tidal currents
(c) Miscellaneous residual currents
(d) Eddies

(a) Ocean currents.— There are no difficult problems concerned where 
an ocean current is available to carry the effluent away, unless they 
be political ones. The problem is merely to be able to discharge the 
effluent into the current, which w ill then carry it  away, dispersing
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and diluting it  as it  goes along. Happy is the man whose problems 
can be settled so easily.

(b) Tidal currents.— Tidal currents (or tidal streams, as they are called 
in Great B ritain) do not, by themselves, produce more than a negligible 
nett transfer of water. The ordinary tidal stream, uncomplicated 
by residual current, w ill deposit, about 25 hours later, a floating object 
almost exactly in the position from which it  started. In  this connexion 
it  is im portant to note that the complete tidal cycle is 25 hours (approx
im ately) and not 13 hours as is sometimes believed. In  the case of 
semi-diurnal streams, therefore, the cycle which should be observed 
consists of two high waters and two low waters, or streams w ith two 
maxima and two minima. Owing to the tidal effect known as “diurnal 
inequality”,.the  heights of alternate high or low waters may be either 
higher or lower than those preceding and following them and, as the 
maximum rate of the stream is approximately proportional to the 
range of the tide, the duration and rate of, say, successive east-going 
streams can vary considerably. I t  follows, therefore, that a floating 
object deposited in the water a t slack water w ill not necessarily return 
to the same spot on the succeeding tide.

Fig. 1

The figure shows an example of how a floating body would move, solely 
under the influence of the tidal stream, in one small area in  the Thames 
Estuary. I t  w ill be seen that the floating body w ill take about 25 hours 
to return to its original position and that after 13 hours it  w ill be ap
proxim ately half a mile to the eastward of its original position. I t  is 
therefore im portant that tidal stream observations should extend 
over the fu ll period of 25 hours if  a realistic picture of the water move
ments is to be obtained.

(c) Residual currents.— In  actual practice it  is rare for the water movement 
to be confined to tidal movement only. In  most cases there is a residual 
current, which w ill produce a nett d rift in  the 25-hourly period one 
way or another. These residual currents are caused chiefly by changes 
in  meteorological conditions and the most im portant of these is surface 
wind.
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Around the British Isles there is a slow and irregular circulation of 
water which is almost certainly caused by a slight prevalence of winds 
from certain directions. Thus on the south coast the prevailing wind 
is from the south-west, which causes a small nett d rift from west to 
east. The rate is very irregular, on some days amounting to as much 
as 20 miles per day and, on others to nothing or even to a d rift in  the 
opposite direction. The nett movement over a long period is probably 
about 3 to 5 miles per day (1/8 to 1ji knot).
To obtain observations which will be representative of average con
ditions is not always easy. Current set up by wind sometimes persists 
for several days, so that, even when the weather is apparently ideal, 
it  does not necessarily follow that current conditions w ill be average. 
The. current can be affected not only by past weather but also by future 
weather, or by the weather a considerable distance away. Unless the 
weather conditions are taken fu lly into account— and this is a very 
specialized subject— the conditions measured w ill probably not be 
representative of average conditions, except by chance. Expert advice 
is, however, usually obtainable, and it  is evident that this should be 
obtained whenever practicable.
The problem is further complicated by the fact that, at any particular 
position, the tidal streams are not necessarily the same, either in strength 
or direction, at different depths. The effluent may enter the sea at 
any level from the sea-bed up to the surface ; in addition, differences of 
specific gravity and turbulence may cause the effluent to be transported 
from one level to another in a manner which is difficult to predict. 
I t  seems essential, therefore, to obtain observations at different depths 
and, if  possible, to integrate the entire water movement, perhaps w ith  
the aid of a model.

(d) Eddies.— Eddies can be divided into two categories— systematic and 
casual. Both are of topographical origin. We ate only concerned w ith  
the larger systematic eddies, that is to say those eddies which are 
sufficiently large and definite to repeat themselves in a recognizable 
pattern on each alternate tide.
Such an eddy exists to the east of Portland B ill, on the south coast 
of England. The Mermaid report (1) refers to this as a nett shoreward 
drift. This is, perhaps, a little  misleading. Wh le it  is true that the cur
rent, measured from any particular point in this area, w ill indicate 
such a d rift, the movement is really part of a r. itatory movement rather 
than a linear one.
Observations of eddies, to be of real value, ai4i lengthy, and laborious.. 
The number of observations obtained should be sufficient to enable 
charts to be drawn for each hour of the tide, and the observations should 
be sufficiently closely spaced to enable accurate interpolation to be 
made in  the gaps. Satisfactory results can be achieved by direct measure
ment by current meter, but observations of a large number of freely 
moving floats is perhaps a superior method.

R E F E R E N C E S

(1) BOWLES, P., BURNS, R. H., HUDSWELL, F. and WHIPPLE, R. T. P., “Exercise 
Mermaid”, HMSO, London (1958).
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T H E  A P P L I C A T I O N  O F  E X I S T I N G  O C E A N O G R A P H IC  
K N O W L E D G E  T O  T H E  P R O B L E M  O F  R A D I O A C T I V E  

W A S T E  D IS P O S A L  I N T O  T H E  S E A
Abstract

This paper is presented in  three major sections. In  the first section the 
general approach to the overall problem of disposal of radioactive materials 
into the sea is presented. Those areas where oceanographic knowledge is 
required are indicated, and a general outline of the status of our present 
knowledge in  these areas is presented.

In  the second section existing oceanographic knowledge is applied to waste 
disposal problems, including physical, chemical and biological aspects. I t  is 
shown that, on the basis of existing oceanographic knowledge, fa irly  large 
amounts (megacuries per year) of packaged wastes can be disposed of into 
the deep sea without endangering man’s safe uses of the sea. Low-level 
packaged wastes of the order of several hundred curies per year per disposal 
site could be safely disposed of on the continental shelf. Discharge of several 
hundred curies w ith the spent ion-exchange beds from nuclear-powered ships 
can be made into surface layers of the open sea w ithout undue risk. The 
special aspects of near-shore and estuarine environments w ith respect to 
nuclear ship operation are discussed.

In  the th ird  section of the paper a brief discussion is given of some of the 
oceanographic research activities now under way in the United States appli
cable to the radioactive waste disposal problem.

A P P L I C A T I O N D E S  C O N N A IS S A N C E S  O C E A N O G R A P H IQ U E S  
A C T U E L L E S  A U  P R O B L E M E  D E  L ’E L I M I N A T I O N  D E  D E 

C H E T S  R A D I O A C T I F S  D A N S  L A  M E R
Bésamé

Ce mémoire comprend trois parties principales. Dans la première, l ’auteur 
expose la  manière dont on envisage le problème général de l ’élimination 
de matières radioactives dans la mer. I l  précise les domaines dans lesquels 
des connaissances océanographiques sont indispensables et il expose, d’une 
façon générale, le niveau actuel de notre science en cette matière.

Dans la deuxième partie, les connaissances océanographiques actuelles sont 
appliquées aux problèmes d’élimination des déchets, notamment aux aspects 
physiques, chimiques et biologiques. L ’auteur montre que, selon les con
naissances océanographiques actuelles, on peut élim iner en haute mer des 
quantités assez importantes de déchets emballés (de l ’ordre de plusieurs 
mégacuries par an) sans compromettre l ’utilisation par l ’homme des produits 
de la mer. On pourrait éliminer sans danger sur le plateau continental des 
déchets emballés de faible activité, de l ’ordre de plusieurs centaines de curies 
par an et par lieu d’évacuation. Les navires à propulsion nucléaire peuvent 
décharger sans trop de risques dans les couches superficielles de la haute 
mer plusieurs centaines de curies avec les matières échangeuses d’ions usées. 
L ’auteur étudie en particulier J’influence que peut avoir sur les m ilieux voisins 
des rivages et des estuaires l ’exploitation de navires à propulsion nucléaire.

La troisième partie du mémoire contient l ’exposé succinct de certaines 
recherches océanographiques faites actuellement aux Etats-Unis, et qui 
peuvent éclairer le problème de l ’élim ination des déchets radioactifs.
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И С П О Л Ь З О В А Н И Е  С У Щ Е С Т В У Ю Щ И Х  З Н А Н И Й  В О Б Л А С Т И  
О К Е А Н О Г Р А Ф И И  Д Л Я  Р Е Ш Е Н И Я  П Р О Б Л Е М Ы  У Д А Л Е Н И Я  

Р А Д И О А К Т И В Н Ы Х  О Т Х О Д О В  В М О Р Е  
Резюме

Записка состоит из трех главных разделов. В первом разделе разбирается 
общий подход ко всей важной проблеме удаления радиоактивных материалов 
в море. Указаны те районы, где требуется знание океанографии, а также дается 
общее понятие о состоянии нашего знакомства с этими районами в настоящее 
время.

Во втором разделе существующие океанографические знания применяются 
к проблемам удаления отходов, включая физические, химические и биологи
ческие аспекты. Показывается, что на основе существующих океанографи
ческих знаний можно удалять сравнительно большие размеры (порядка не
скольких мегакюри в год) упакованных отходов в глубоководные впадины, 
не угрожая безопасности человека на море. Низкоактивные упакованные 
отходы порядка нескольких сотен кюри в год на одно место удаления могут 
без опасности сбрасываться в континентальном шельфе. Без какого-либо 
особого риска можно сбрасывать активности порядка нескольких сотен кюри 
в использованных заполнителях ионообменников ядерных судов. Рассматри
ваются специальные аспекты эксплуатации ядерных судов в прибрежных и 
эстуариальных водах.

В третьем разделе записки дается краткий обзор исследовательской деятель
ности в области океанографии, которая ̂ ведется в настоящее время в Соединен
ных Штатах применительно к проблеме удаления радиоактивных отходов.

A P L I C A C I O N  D E  L O S  C O N O C IM IE N T O S  O C E A N O 
G R A F IC O S  A C T U A L E S  A L  P R O B L E M A  D E  L A  E V A C U A 

C IO N  D E  D E S E C H O S  R A D I A C T I V O S  E N  E L  M A R
Resumen

La memoria se divide en tres partes principales. En la primera, el autor 
expone los criterios seguidos para abordar el problema general de la eva
cuación de sustancias radiactivas en el mar. Indica aquellos sectores en los 
que se requieren conocimientos oceanográficos y estudia sucintamente el 
estado dé nuestros conocimientos actuales en estos sectores.

En la segunda parte, los conocimientos oceanográficos existentes se aplican 
a los problemas de evacuación de desechos, inclusive sus aspectos físicos, 
químicos y biológicos. E l autor demuestra que, sobre la base de los conoci
mientos oceanográficos actuales, la evacuación en las profundidades del mar 
de grandes cantidades (del orden de los megacuries por año) de desechos 
envasados puede hacerse sin comprometer la utilización del mar y de sus 
productos por el hombre. Los desechos envasados de baja actividad, en 
cantidades del orden de varios centenares de curies por año y por lugar de 
eliminación, podrán evacuarse en la plataforma continental. Asimismo, podrá 
permitirse la evacuación en las capas superficiales de la alta mar de resinas 
de intercambio iónico agotadas en cantidades del orden de varios centenares 
de curies sin crear riesgos innecesarios.

En la  tercera parte del trabajo, el autor describe sucintamente algunas 
investigaciones oceanográficas actualmente en curso en los Estados Unidos 
que pueden contribuir a la solución del problema de la evacuación de desechos 
radiactivos.
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THE APPLICATION OF EXISTING OCEANO
GRAPHIC KNOWLEDGE TO THE PROBLEM OF 
RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL INTO THE SEA1

D . W . P e it c h a b d  
T h e  J o h n s  H o p k in s  U n iv e r s i t y ,  B a lt im o r e ,  M d.

U n it e d  St a t e s  o f  A m e r ic a

Introduction

An unavoidable consequence of the utilization of atomic energy for power 
production and other peaceful purposes is the production of unwanted fission- 
product wastes. W hile the major portion of these wastes is now, and w ill 
be in the future, stored in tanks on land, it  is difficult if  not impossible to 
avoid the discharge of low-level operational wastes to the environment. 
In  addition to these low-level operational wastes, the use of isotopes for 
research and industrial testing produces a small but significant quantity 
of contaminated trash, which must be packaged and stored or otherwise 
removed from man’s immediate environment. Large pieces of machinery 
may be accidentally contaminated and require disposal.

I t  is not the purpose of this paper to discuss in any detail the various types 
of radioactive wastes, other than to point out th at in deciding to utilize 
the benefits of nuclear energy, man must also face the necessary task of 
safely disposing of the wastes which are consequently produced. Also, it  
is not the purpose of this paper to compare the advantages or disadvantages 
of the various possible methods of disposal or of the relative merits of disposal 
on land, into the atmosphere, or into the sea. In  fact, each of these environ
ments w ill inevitably receive some activity through man’s use of atomic 
energy.

The purpose of this paper is rather to evaluate, on the basis of existing 
knowledge, the suitability of the sea to receive radioactive waste materials 
without undue risk to man or to man’s utilization of the sea. Before attem pt
ing to utilize our present knowledge of the sea in any determination of the 
safety w ith which specific waste-disposal operations might be carried out 
in specified segments of the sea, a general approach to the evaluation of 
the suitability of a marine locale as a receiver of nuclear wastes is presented.

General approach to the evaluation of the suitability of a marine locale as 
receiver of nuclear'wastes

The fate of radioactive m aterial introduced into the marine environment 
is dependent upon the following considerations:

1. The physical and chemical form in which the material occurs a t the tim e of 
introduction, together w ith any relatively rapid changes in the physical 
and chemical character of the introduced m aterial which occur when it 
is brought into contact w ith sea-water. The subsequent dispersion by 
physical processes and reconcentration by the biota and bottom materials

1  Contribution No. 47 from the Chesapeake Bay Institute. This work was supported 
in part by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.



w ill be greatly affected by the physical and chemical form in which the 
wastes occur in  sea-water.

2. In itia l mechanical dilution of the wastes by the receiving waters, which 
will depend upon the manner of introduction. Thus a liquid waste w ill 
be subject to greater in itia l mechanical dilution if  introduced as a strong 
je t into the body of the receiving waters than if  introduced as a gently 
flowing stream on the surface. Large in itia l mechanical dilution is impor
tan t in  reducing the density difference between the in itia l contaminated 
volume and the surrounding receiving waters. This reduction in turn  
favours subsequent turbulent diffusion.

3. Advection of the waste m aterial away from the source region, and simul
taneous turbulent diffusion, which lead to reduced concentrations of the 
radioactive components ' in the water.

4. Uptake of the activity on to suspended silt and bottom sediments, which 
removes some of the radioactive materials from the water and restricts 
further dispersion. In  deep water such removal would-be favourable, 
since material incorporated w ith the bottom sediments there would be 
unlikely to return to man’s environment. In  shallow coastal areas con
taining bottom -living shellfish and bottom-feeding commercial fin fish, 
concentration of radioactivity on the bottom may be unfavourable, 
since these detritus and filter feeders may further concentrate the activity  
from the bottom m aterial.

5. Concentration of activity by various parts of the biota, including shellfish 
and fin fish im portant to man as a source of food. Some im portant fission 
products and corrosion products are concentrated by marine organisms 
by factors of 100 to 10,000 over the concentrations of these isotopes in 
the water.

The evaluation of the suitability of any particular marine locality as a 
receiver of nuclear wastes ideally involves the precise, step-by-step consi
deration of all factors affecting the possible return of radioactive m aterial to 
man. The general procedure is the same whether the evaluation concerns 
(a) the selection of suitable disposal areas for packaged wastes ; (b) the selection 
of the position of an outfall discharging low-level liquid effluent from a chemical 
processing plant ; (c) the consideration of the suitability of a given harbour 
or harbour approach to receive low-level liquid wastes from nuclear-powered 
ships ; or (d) the determination of the suitability of the mixed layer of the open 
ocean to receive wastes from the ion-exchange resins on nuclear-powered 
ships.

Fig. 1 presents in schematic form such a step-by-step procedure. The 
solid arrows between blocks on the diagram indicate the route taken by the 
radioactive m aterial in returning to man, while the dashed arrows indicate the 
reverse course taken in the evaluation. The starting point in  the evaluation is 
man. In  order to make any evaluation of the problem at all, some maximum 
permissible rate of exposure must be adopted. The usual basis for the selection 
of such a maximum rate would be the national (or international) published 
statement of the maximum permissible ingestion rate for the various isotopes 
for the general population.

Considerable care should be taken in any evaluation that the potential 
additive effect of exposure to radiation from various sources is, given due
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consideration. The second step in the evaluation is then a consideration of all 
the sources of radiation exposure affecting the particular segment of the 
population which would also be potentially affected by the waste disposal 
operations. On the basis of such consideration a portion of the maximum  
permissible dose is assigned to sea disposal.

The next step is the consideration of the various routes which the radioacti
v ity  can take in reaching man from the marine environment. Here an evaluation 
of the uses man makes of the marine environment is required. The possible 
danger of direct radiation, the harvest of sea-food, possible contamination of 
fishing gear and of beach sand are some of the items which should be consi
dered at this stage of the study.

The determination of the maximum permissible concentrations of the various 
significant isotopes in those parts of the marine environment (sea-food, bottom  
sediments, and shore m aterial) which constitute the routes by which radio
activ ity  may return to man from the sea then follows as the next step in the 
process. From a consideration of the known factors by which the biota and the 
sediment concentrate the various radioactive isotopes from the sea-water, it  
is then possible to arrive at the maximum permissible concentration of the 
various isotopes in the sea-water.

The final steps involve evaluating the changes in the concentration and 
distribution of radioactivity which may be brought about by:

1. Exchange between bottom sediment and suspended or dissolved m aterial 
in  sea-water ;

2. Advection and turbulent diffusion, both w ithin a given marine environ
ment and between adjacent environments;
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3. In itia l mechanical dilution, influenced by manner of discharge; and
4. Physical and chemical form of the wastes at time of release.

The end result is an estimate of the maximum rate of introduction of radio
active m aterial which w ill not exceed the maximum permissible concentration 
in  sea-water.

The marine biologist and the oceanographer are essentially concerned w ith  
those steps in  this general approach dealing w ith (a) the concentration factors 
from sea-water to the various parts of the marine environment which constitute 
the return routes to man (i.e., the food chain, beach sand, etc.); (b) rate of 
transfer of radioactive materials to bottom sediments from solution or sus
pension in the sea-water; (c) advection and turbulent diffusion of the in tro
duced contaminant ; and (d) the effects of the physical and chemical form of 
the-wastes, and the manner of discharge, on these various processes.

Understanding of the various oceanographic aspects of the problem is far 
from complete, and considerable continued research is indicated if  reasonably 
precise estimates are to be made of the capacity of the marine environment 
to receive nuclear waste m aterial. However, oceanographic knowledge is 
already sufficient to perm it order-of-magnitude estimates of the rate at which 
nuclear materials may be introduced into the sea w ithout undue risk to man. 
Present knowledge is sufficient to ensure th at such estimates w ill be conser
vative— that is, on the safe side.

The manner in  which existing oceanographic knowledge may be applied to 
problems of radioactive waste disposal into the sea, the adequacy of such 
knowledge, and the areas in which information is critically deficient are most 
readily brought out by treating specific examples of possible waste-disposal 
problems. Three such problems are treated here : (a) the disposal of packaged 
or solid intermediate-level waste into the deep sea; (b)the disposal of low-level 
packaged waste on the continental shelf; and (c) the disposal of operational 
wastes from nuclear-powered ships.

The meaning oï the terms “high” , “intermediate” , and “low-level” wastes

The classification of radioactive m aterial into the three divisions of high- 
level, intermediate-level and low-level has been, and still is, a very arbitrary  
procedure related in most instances to the source of the wastes.

Thus the fission products confined in spent fuel elements, and the bulk of 
thesê products after separation from useful fuel m aterial in chemical pro
cessing plants and storage in containers on land are termed high-level wastes. 
A t the present time technical and financial considerations of the problems of 
handling and transportation indicate that, a t least for the near future, there 
w ill not be any pressure to utilize the sea for disposal of such materials. Techni
cal advances which might alter existing conditions would include (a) an im 
provement of fuel bum-up efficiency such th at chemical processing would not 
be required and the disposal problem would then involve protection from  
direct radiation and cooling of the fuel elements ; and (b) the development of 
means of incorporating waste materials into ceramic bricks of extremely low 
leach rates, which would also require cooling.

Intermediate-level wastes might include large pieces of contaminated equip
ment, or packages of spent ion-exchange resins, containing activity o f the order 
o f 10 to 1,000 curies.
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Low-level wastes might include laboratory trash, contaminated clothing, 
glassware and small pieces of equipment. Packages of this m aterial normally 
have activities in the m illicurie range or less. For the purposes of this paper, 
packages having activity of the order of one curie or less would be classed as 
low-level waste.

In  making any classification of wastes in terms of activity, consideration 
must be given to the differences in biological significance of the isotopes in 
volved. Thus, from the standpoint of dispersal in the sea, one might consider 
several thousand curies of tritium  as a low-level waste.

Partial, maximum permissible concentration of radioisotopes in sea-water

The sea w ill conceivably receive radioactivity from several distinct sources. 
Operational wastes from nuclear-powered ships, packaged waste materials, 
and low-level liquid effluents from outfalls might each contribute to the sea. 
In  any given area, only a portion of the safe capacity may be utilized by any 
given type of waste-disposal operation. Each general class of waste source 
might be considered as contributing a partial concentration of activity. The 
maximum concentration which may result from that class of waste-disposal 
operation without introducing an undue risk to man may then be termed the 
partial maximum permissible concentration.

The evaluation of the partial maxim um permissible concentration for a 
given type of operation in a given region of the sea requires the following step- 
by-step consideration:

1. The apportionment to waste-disposal operations in the sea of a fraction 
of the total dose which man may receive w ithout undue risk;

2. The allotment of a portion of such a partial permissible dose to the parti
cular type of disposal operation;

3. An evaluation of the uses man makes of that particular ocean area ; and
4. The determination of the effects of concentration of activ ity  from the sea 

water to the marine biota.

Most waste disposal, problems w ill involve a local area of the sea and affect 
a small population group. Some types of waste disposal operation, such as 
those associated w ith nuclear-powered ship operation on the high seas, have 
international implications and must be considered as affecting whole popu
lations. The determination of the maximum permissible dose which may be 
allowed to arise from any particular disposal of waste into the sea depends 
upon whether the effects of such an operation may be considered to be p ri
m arily of local character or to involve whole populations.

The details of such an evaluation w ill not be treated here. Reference is made 
to the United States National Academy of Sciences— National Research 
Council Publication 658, “Radioactive Waste Disposal from Nuclear-Powered 
Ships” (1), and to the forthcoming report of the Panel on Radioactive Waste 
Disposal to the Sea, International Atomic Energy Agency (in particular 
Appendices V II ,  VUIj and IX )  for various approaches to such an evaluation. 
I t  w ill suffice here to state the necessary conservative assumptions employed 
and to present the resulting partial permissible concentrations.

For those problems, such as the disposal of low-level packaged wastes on 
the continental shelf, which affect only a local region, it  is assumed that the 
population group potentially affected represents 10% of a whole breeding
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population. The individuals of this group are assumed to receive all their 
protein requirements from the affected area.

For those disposal operations which must be considered from the standpoint 
of whole populations, it  is here assumed that l/25th of the allowable genetic 
dose to a whole population which receives all its protein requirement from the 
sea is apportioned to waste-disposal operations in the sea.

For each of the various isotopes likely to be involved, conservatively high 
estimates of the concentration factors from sea-water to sea-food were taken.

T A B L E  I

D A T A  ON C ER TAIN  RADIOISOTOPES W H IC H  M A Y  BE  PRESENT IN  W ASTE
R E LE A S E D  INTO  T H E  SEA

Tsotopo H alf
life

mpc in 
drinking 

water

(/iclmlj

Partial maximum 
permissible concentra

tions in marine foods

Concen
tration 
factors» 

sea-water 
to sea-foorl

(wlg)

Partial maximum 
permissible concentra* 

tions in eca-water

Case A
(wla)

Case B 
(i‘cla)

Case A
(w h)

Caso B 
(мс/д)

Cobalt-60 5.2 у 3 x  10~4 1 X 10-4 3 x  lO-o 3 x  103 3 x  10-® 1 x  10~9
Iron -6 5 2.9 у 8 x  10-* 3 x  10 -3 8 x  1 0 -5 3 x  103 1 x  1 0 -“ 3 x  1 0 -8
Iron -5 9 45 d 5 x  10-4 2 X 10 -4 5 x  10-« 3 x  103 7 x  1 0 -8 2 x  1 0 -9
Chrom ium -51 27 d 2 x  10~2 7 X 1 0 -3 2 x  10-4 3 x  102 2 x  1 0 -5 7 x  1 0 -7
Copper-64 12.8 y 2 x  10-3 7 X 10-4 2 x  10 -5 2 x  103 3 x  1 0 -7 1 x  1 0 -8
T anta lum -182 112 d 4 x  10 -4 1 X 10 -4 4 x  10~* 3 x  102 3 x  1 0 -7 1 x  10 -8
Zinc-65 250 d 1 x  10~3 3 X 10 -4 1 x  1 0 -5 З х  103 1 x  1 0 -7 3 x  10-»
Caesium-137 33 y 2 x  10-4 7 X 1 0 -5 2 x  10-« 18 4 x  10~e 1 x  1 0 -7
S tron tiu m -90 28 y 1 x  1 0 -“ 3 x  10~7 1 x  1 0 -8 13 2 x  1 0 -8 1 x  10-»
Z ircon ium -95 65 cl 6 x  10-4 2 X  1 0 -4 6 x  10-« 5 x  102 4 x  1 0 -7 1 x  10-®
N iob ium -95 36 d 1 x  Ю -3 3 X io-4 1 x  1 0 -5 120 3 x  1 0 -e 1 x  1 0 -7
R u th e n iu m -106 l y 1 x  10-4 3 X io-6 1 x  10-» 3 x  10* 1 x  1 0 -7 3 x  1 0 -9
Iodine-131 8 d 3 x  îo-5 1 x  1 0 -5 3 x  1 0 -’ 28 3 x  io-7 1 x  1 0 -8

Starting w ith the maximum permissible concentrations in drinking water as 
contained in the Tables of the International Commission on Radiological Pro
tection (IC R P), the partial permissible concentration for each of the various 
isotopes in sea-food and in sea-water may be obtained. Table I  presents the 
results of such an evaluation for a selected group of isotopes. Case A  refers to 
disposal having only local effect, while Case В refers to problems which might 
involve whole populations.

I t  is seen from this table th at for the most critical isotopes the partial m axi
mum permissible concentration (ppc) for Case A  is of the order of 1 0 -8 ¿мс/m l, 
and for Case В of the order of 10-® ¿íc/ml. For comparison, the average natural 
activity  in  the sea due to potassium-40 is about 3 x  10~7 /¿c/ml.

By the very nature of the procedure used in the computation, these ppc 
values apply to long-term areawise average concentrations. Short-term and 
very localized concentrations may exceed these values w ithout introducing 
any undue risk. The lim iting consideration on such short-term, small-scale 
concentrations involves the assurance against somatic damage to any indivi
dual tem porarily utilizing products from such areas.

These ppc values also apply to that part of the sea from which man harvests 
his sea-food. Below a depth of about 1,000 m, concentrations could be much
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higher w ithout introducing undue risks to man. The prim ary consideration in  
this case is the rate of exchange between the productive upper layers of the 
sea and the deeper waters.

Deep-sea disposal

Por the evaluation of the suitability of the deep sea for disposal of interm e
diate-level solid or packaged wastes, consider an area at mid-latitudes in the 
North Atlantic Ocean, having a depth of 4,000 m. Properly-designed packages, 
and even exposed solid pieces of contaminated equipment, would not release 
all their activity to the sea-water at once, but rather a low leak rate or leaching 
rate could be expected. During the period of containment, decay would occur. 
However, for this specimen evaluation, such possible beneficial decay w ill be 
neglected. Instead it  is assumed th at the rate of release of activity is the same 
as the rate of introduction, w ithout decay. The probable batchwise addition 
to the environment is approximated by a steady rate of discharge.

Present evidence indicates that the deep water, say below 2,000 m, has a 
mean residence tim e of from 400 to 1,000 years, and the mean rate at which 
this water is ascending is 2— 5 m per year. W ithin this period of residence 
large-scale advective and diffusive processes take place. However, these pro
cesses of movement and mixing are not understood except in the broadest 
terms. For this reason the following very simple model of movement and dis
persion of activity discharged at the bottom of the deep sea is assumed.

A ll the activity introduced during a one-year period is assumed to be released 
as an instantaneous source at a depth of 4,000 m and to be instantly mixed 
over a depth interval of 5 m. A  vertical advection of 5 m per year is assumed 
to occur throughout the water column. Hence the activity released each year 
is assumed to be released into, a “new” 5-m layer, which is moved vertically 
upward a distance of 5 m before the next release occurs. During the slow verti
cal advection of the layer, horizontal dispersion results from eddy diffusion, 
though no vertical mixing of material out of the 5-m layer is assumed. Thus 
a pseudo-steady state is envisaged involving a stack of 5-m layers, each con
taining one year’s accumulated waste m aterial, w ith each successive layer 
having greater horizontal spread and hence lower concentration than the 
layer just below it.

The processes of eddy diffusion in the sea are receiving increasing attention  
from oceanographers. Recently J o s e p h  and S e n d n e r  (2) have proposed an 
equation for horizontal diffusion of an instantaneous vertical line source 
which apparently satisfies many features of observed distributions of diffusing 
substances in the ocean over a wide range of phenomena. The relationship 
proposed by Joseph and Sendner has the disadvantage of being discontinuous 
in  slope at the centre of the diffusing volume— that is, the distribution is 
sharply peaked at the origin rather than flat as would be expected. Also, if  
one attempts to integrate the solution of Joseph and Sendner in  order to obtain 
relationships applicable to continuous point sources, or to line sources having 
a finite in itia l area, one obtains, under certain conditions, rather anomalous 
results.

In  a paper now in preparation, O k u b o  and P r i t c h a r d  (3) propose a 
relationship for horizontal diffusion from a vertical line source which over
comes some of the problems associated w ith the equation of Joseph and 
Sendner. This relationship is:
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where с is the concentration at distance r from the centre of the dispersing 
volume at time t after release; M  is the source strength; D is the vertical d i
mension of the layer w ithin which the horizontal spread occurs (note that the 
concentration is assumed uniform w ithin the layer defined by D  and zero out
side it); and P  is a constant “diffusion velocity” which, as in  the case of 
Joseph and Sendner, is equal to approximately 2 cm/sec over a wide scale of 
phenomena. This relationship is much like that of Joseph and Sendner except 
for the power of the terms in the exponential, though the derivation results 
from quite a different approach from that employed by those authors.

For the dispersion model assumed, 600 years would be required for any 
given year’s release of activ ity  to move upward to a depth of 1,000 m. For 
a diffusion velocity P  of 2 x Ю-2 m/sec, which is characteristic of oceano
graphic phenomena in the upper 1,000 m, equation (1) indicates th at hori
zontal spread would be complete throughout the area of the North A tlantic 
in about four years. W hile there is not sufficient information on the deep ocean 
layers to allow the establishment of the probable value of the diffusion velo
city for these deep layers, the few direct measurements of motion in the deep 
layers of the sea do indicate large-scale eddy motion. The value of P  for the 
deep layers is most probably larger than 1/100th the value found for the pheno
mena in the upper layers, and likely to be more like l/10 th  that value. For 
P  equal to 2 x 10-3 m/sec, essentially uniform horizontal spread of m aterial 
over most of the area of the North A tlantic would occur in  40 years, and even 
for the minimum value of 2 x 10-4 m/sec, uniform horizontal spread would 
occur in 400 years, which is still less than the 600 years required to ascend 
from the point of release to the 1,000 m depth.

The concentration of activity at a depth of 1,000 m is then obtained by 
assuming uniform dispersion of one year’s release in a layer 5 m thick having 
a horizontal area of, say, 3 x  1013 ma. During the 600 years required to reach 
the 1,000 m level, radioactive decay would occur. I f  the conservative approx
im ation is made that the N orth Atlantic Ocean is a closed system, then the 
water which passes upward through the 1,000 m level must eventually be 
returned to the deep layers through sinking at high latitudes, and hence 
the water available for mixing w ith more recent releases w ill have some 
small residual activity.

In  addition to radioactive decay, geochemical processes w ill result in  the 
slow loss of the radioactive isotopes into the bottom sediments. G o l d b e r g  
and A r r h e n iu s  (4) have computed the mean residence tim e of various 
elements in the ocean. In  general, when considering a large fraction of the 
vertical extent of the ocean, these residence times are large compared to 
the radioactive half-life.

For this case of deep-ocean bottom disposal the conservative approach 
is taken of neglecting the geochemical “sink” in  comparison to radioactive 
decay.

Designating :
M  =  amount of activity (in curies) released on the bottom per year
D =thickness of the layer w ithin which each year’s release is assumed to 

be confined, here taken as 5 m
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A =  area over which the activity is uniform ly dispersed, here taken as 
. 3 x  1013 m2 

yi =  radioactive decay constant for isotope i
t j= t im e  required for the activity released in a given year to be advected 

vertically to depth h 
t 2 = tim e  required for one complete circuit of vertical circulation from  

bottom into the surface layers, and return to the deep layers 
n = a n  integer, varying from one to infin ity

then, for this simplified model, the steady-state concentration of activity, 
c(h), at a depth h so far from the bottom th at complete dispersion over the 
area A  has taken place, is given by :

CO

° ( h ) =  Т 5 7 а т [ 0 - У ‘  J ^ , e - h v ( t i  +  t 2)j  ( 2 )
n= i

This relationship is utilized to obtain an order-of-magnitude estimate of the 
amount of activity, M, which, i f  released each year on the bottom in the deep 
sea at mid-latitudes, would produce a steady-state concentration of activity  
at the bottom of the ocean layer harvested by man, not exceeding the ppc 
values for the isotope involved. The computation is carried out for strontium-90, 
w ith a ppc value of 10-9 fic/ml and a half-life of 28 years (y =  2.5 x 10~2 y r-1 ). 
The value of t x is taken at 600 years and t 2 at 800 years. For these values the 
infinite series in equation (2) converges rapidly. Equation (2) then gives:

g —is  _|_ 11- 35
1 1 = 1

n =  integer values only

Using the first three terms of the series gives for M  a value of 5 x 1011 curies 
per year.

W hile this relatively simple model shows that the concentration at and 
above 1,000 m resulting from the release of 5 x 1011 curies per year on the 
bottom at 4,000 m in m id-latitudes would not exceed ppc values, the con
centration in the near-bottom layers would be quite high. A t 200 m from the 
bottom the activity would be about 10~3 /ic/m l, w ith much higher values 
below this depth. Actually, the layer between 3,000 and 4,000 m in depth 
has a density gradient very nearly equal to the adiabatic gradient, and vertical 
m ixing in  this layer may be quite rapid when compared to the tim e scale under 
consideration. I f  it  is assumed that the lower 1,000 m of the water column 
are completely mixed and the vertical movement from this layer then occurs 
at 5 m per year, the calculated rate of release of activity on the bottom which 
would produce an activity of 10~9 /¿с/m l at 1,000 m depth, for strontium-90, 
is 8 X 109 curies per year. The mean concentration in the lowest 1,000 m would, 
under these conditions, be 2 x 10 -5 ¿¿c/ml. I f  the added condition were intro
duced that the mean concentration in  the lowest 1,000 m of the 4,000 m 
water column does not exceed 10-7  /¿c/ml, then the allowable rate o f release on 
the bottom would be 4 x 107 curies per year, and the concentration at and 
above 1,000 m would not exceed 5 x 10~12 /лс/m l.
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W hile these computations are order-of-magnitude estimates based on a 
very unsophisticated model and lim ited data, they do indicate that packaged 
or solid wastes could be disposed of in the bottom of the deep sea in  m id-lati
tudes in amounts in  the megacurie-per-year range. I t  is not proposed here 
that disposal of such amounts proceed w ithout further oceanographic investi
gation. In  fact, it  is not likely that there would be economic justification for 
such a disposal practice in the near future. However, this exercise does indicate 
the type of knowledge which is required to put the estimates of allowable rates 
of discharge on a firmer foundation, and also indicates that the results of such 
further study are very likely to show that the deep sea can be used for the 
disposal of quite large amounts of activity.

Evaluation of the suitability of the continental sliclf for disposal of low-level 
packaged waste materials

Recently a working panel of the United States National Academy of Sciences- 
N  ational Research Council conducted a study on the safety of disposal of low-level 
packaged wastes on the continental shelf and issued a report entitled “Radio
active Waste Disposal into Atlantic and G ulf Coastal W aters” , NAS-NRC  
Publication 655 (5). A  brief independent evaluation of this same problem is 
presented here in  order to indicate how existing knowledge may be utilized  
to judge the extent to which such disposal operations may be carried out w ith
out introducing undue risks to man.

There are certain general criteria which must be applied in  the selection of 
a site which might serve for disposal of low-level packaged waste. These criteria 
are:

1. There must be a negligible probability that the packages w ill be acci
dentally recovered by man;

2. There must be a negligible probability that natural processes w ill lead 
to a movement of the packages outside of the designated disposal site ;

3. There must be a negligible probability that natural processes w ill lead 
to a premature rupturing of the packages in the disposal site;

4. There must be a negligible probability that m aterial released, when the 
packages finally do fail, w ill be carried in any significant amounts to the 
shore; and

5. N atural processes of advection and diffusion must provide for so rapid 
a dilution of any released wastes that the level of activity taken up into 
the food chain w ill not exceed allowable amounts.

W hile each prospective site w ill be subject to an individual evaluation, the 
criteria listed above provide a set of conditions which control the selection 
of several prospective sites, which are then subject to a detailed study.

First of all, the site must be in an area not used and not conceivably usable 
for bottom trawling or other forms of bottom fishing. I t  should not be in  a cable 
area, or in any area in which man’s activity m ight result in  accidental recovery 
of the packages.

The site should not be closer than ten nautical miles from shore. Because of 
the lim it placed on the allowable rate of disposal by the route to man through 
the food chain, this rule w ill generally satisfy the criterion th at the concen
tration of activity which reaches the shore be at an insignificant level. However, 
each prospective site should be examined in detail from this standpoint even 
though more than ten miles from shore.
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The bottom depth should be such that wave action w ill not lead to move
ment of the disposed packages.

I t  is here presumed that the packages which would be disposed in such 
continental-shelf waters would be steel drums of about 2101 capacity, or 
reinforced-concrete containers of about the same capacity, having no voids 
and having a density of between 1.5 and 3.0 depending on the density of the 
waste m aterial mixed w ith the concrete or other solid filler in  the container. 
The packages would then have a net weight in water of between 1Ô5 and 
420 kg.

On the basis of a consideration of the decrease in  wave motion w ith depth, 
and a statistical evaluation of the probability of waves of various height and 
period characteristics over the continental shelf of the eastern coast of the 
United States, it  is concluded that there is a negligible chance that such packa
ges could be moved by wave action if  deposited in water 20 m or more in  
depth. Thus disposal sites along the A tlantic coast of the United States should 
not be located in water shallower than 20 m.

A  major consideration in the evaluation of packaged-waste disposal on the 
continental shelf is the physical hazard presented by the packages to fishing 
gear. These packages could damage bottom-trawling gear, and conceivably a 
package might be brought up to the surface in the fishing gear. W hile, at the 
concentrations involved, no undue risk to the fisherman would result, the 
problem of public relations makes it  imperative that possible disposal sites 
be located in regions which are otherwise unsuited for bottom trawling or 
other forms of bottom fishing, and also which are not particularly suited for 
other types of fishing. I t  is difficult to get fishermen to agree that any place 
is not ultim ately a potential fishing area, and it  is possible that the continental 
shelf areas w ill never be utilized for disposal of low-level packaged waste simply 
because no agreement can be reached as to whether any site on the shelf can 
be designated as a non-fishing area.

However, this criterion prim arily involves the nuisance features of the 
packages themselves rather than the public health aspects. In  this treatm ent 
of the radiation hazards from disposal of low-level packaged waste, it  is pre
sumed that a non-fishing area in  waters of 20 m or more in  depth at a distance 
of over ten nautical miles from the coast does indeed exist. Consider now the 
question of dilution by turbulent mixing of any activity released from the 
packages.

The life of the packages now in  use for sea disposal is estimated at ten years 
or more. During this period of confinement considerable decay would occur 
for many of the isotopes likely to be involved. In  view of the uncertainties 
in  this type of evaluation, the decay associated w ith this period of contain
ment for such long-lived isotopes as strontium-90 w ill be neglected.

Consider a site off the east coast of the United States defined by a 10 km  
by 10 km  square. Though the packages would be disposed of on the site at 
discrete, non-uniform tim e intervals randomly over the area of the site, an 
order-of-magnitude estimate of the rate at which radioactive materials could 
be released on the site w ithout introducing undue risk to man can be made by 
considering a continuous point source at the centre of the site.

The criteria of safety are based on the assumption that 10% of a whole, 
population receives all its protein requirement from sea-food harvested just 
outside the site. The requirement is then set that the concentration of activity  
at and beyond the site boundaries shall not exceed the ppc value for the p arti
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cular isotope involved. I t  is seen from Table I  that for this situation (Case A  
in  the table) the ppc values for the most hazardous isotopes are of the order 
of 10- 8 ^c/ml.

Equation (1) can be utilized to obtain an equation for the horizontal distri
bution o f contaminant concentration from a continuous source in the presence 
of a current of velocity U directed along the x-axis. The relationship obtained 
is given by:

c(x,y) =  — - = — —-------------------------------------- p E x p i—  р2У а2У!  1 { l +  Ф ( _21/T ) }
2л/2п DP (x2 +  y2)1/2 L 2 P2 (x2 +  y2) J ( \ V 2 F ( X +  У Г

(3)
a

where Ф (a) =  -^=r f e-^d/? 
y  n J 0

and is obtained from tables of the error function. Here с (x, y) is the concen
tration at the point x, y ; m is the rate of release of activity ; D  is the vertical 
extent of the layer containing the activity; P  the diffusion velocity, which 
may be taken for this case at 2 x 10~2 m/sec; and V  the velocity, which is 
directed along the x-axis. The maximum concentration occurs along the axis 
of the plume; that is, at y  =  0, where

cW = T V # D P T { 1 + ® ( f ^ ) }  <*>

The currents over the shelf along the A tlantic coast of the United States 
are quite variable, but are generally directed parallel to the coast, and a 
conservative estimate of the average speed is 0.05 m/sec. Actually, the value 
of U prim arily influences the lateral distribution of concentration; the depen
dence of the concentration along the axis of the plume on the value of U is 
not great.

The thickness of the layer over which vertical mixing occurs is assumed to 
be lim ited to 10 m.

Setting the distance ж at 5 km, the distance from the centre of the area to

TABLE II
N U M B E R  OF CURIES OP E A C H  OF A  SELECTED GROUP OF ISOTOPES E Q U IV A LE N T  

TO 300 CURIES OF STRO NTIUM -90

Isotopo Ono-year containment Five-year containment

Cobalt-GO 5.0 x 102 8.7 X 102
Iron-55 1.9 x 10* 5.0 X 104
Iron-59 2.9 x 105 1.6 X 1016
Chromium-51 3.6 x 109 1.5 X 102«
Copper-64 4.8 x 103 5.9 X 103
Tantalum-182 4.3 x 104 3.1 x 108
Zinc-65 1.2 x 10* 6.9 x 106
Caesium-137 6.0 x 104 6.0 x 104
Zirconium-95 2.9 x 105 1.8 x 1012
Niobium-95 5.0 x 107 9.0 x 1019
Rutheniúm-106 3.0 x 103 4.8 x 104
Iodine-131 2.2 x 1017 2.5 X 1072
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the boundary, and solving equation (4) for the rate of discharge, m, which 
would produce a concentration of activ ity  not exceeding the ppc value for 
the most critical isotopes of 2 x  10 -8 ¿ttc/ml (the value for strontium-90), 
gives 10-® curies/sec, or 315 curies/year.

For isotopes w ith  higher ppc values than that for strontium-90, the computed 
rate of disposal would be proportionately greater. I t  is certainly conservative 
to assume th at the packages would be effective in  containing the wastes for a 
period of five years. Table I I  gives the number of curies for each of a selected 
group of isotopes equivalent to 300 curies of strontium-90, for the two cases 
of one year’s and five years’ containment in the package.

Radioactive wastes from nuclear-powered ships

B y their very nature, nuclear-powered ships are a source of radioactive 
waste materials, some of which w ill very probably be released to the sea.

The waste to be disposed at sea in connexion w ith nuclear shipping w ill 
depend upon the design of the reactor and ancillary equipment used. I t  is 
only possible to deal w ith ship-propulsion units already proposed, but it  can 
be assumed that such wastes w ill be of low or intermediate activity for the 
present. Radioactive waste materials which might be introduced into the marine 
environment from ships powered by pressurized-water-moderated reactors 
hitherto designed include low-level liquid effluents originating from warm-up 
expansion volumes and leakage of the prim ary coolant, plus intermediate- 
level wastes contained in spent ion-exchange resins.

Nuclear-powered ships differ from other potential sources of radioactive 
waste m aterial to the sea in the following respects:

1. The source of wastes is not stationary, but moves through all types of 
marine environments. This has the disadvantage that the most restrictive 
segment of the marine environment from the standpoint of suitability 
as a waste receiver must control certain features of the regulations 
concerning the operation of nuclear-powered ships. I t  has the advantage 
that certain wastes, which are unsuitable for discharge in some segments 
of the sea, may be stored on shipboard and discharged when the ship is 
passing through areas which have the safe capacity to receive them.

2. The significant wastes are not discharged as a continuous effluent, but 
are released as discrete amounts of activity at essentially a point source 
in  tim e and space. The end product of any evaluation of the marine en
vironment is then not an allowable rate of discharge of radioactive wastes, 
but rather a conclusion regarding the allowable amount of activity which 
may be contained in  any single release of waste m aterial from a nuclear- 
powered ship, and the number of such releases which may be made 
in  a given segment of the sea in  a given period.

Because nuclear-powered ships w ill potentially traverse all types of marine 
environments, regulations controlling general operating doctrine must be based 
on the most restrictive consideration regarding the return of radioactive 
materials to man. Thus, in the computations which follow, the population 
group considered is assumed to receive all its protein requirements from the 
sea, and it  is further assumed th at the sea-food utilized by such a population 
w ill have a maximum capacity for concentration of activ ity  from the sea-water. 
On the other hand, any specific evaluation of the suitability of a given harbour,
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for example, to serve as a base or major port of call for nuclear-powered, ships 
should include a study of man’s actual utilization of that particular 
area.

In  the National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council Publication 
658, “Radioactive Waste Disposal from Nuclear-Powered Ships” (1), the cha
racteristics and amounts of activity which might be released to the sea from  
present or contemplated ships powered by pressurized-water-moderated reactors 
are discussed. Existing oceanographic knowledge is utilized in that report to 
determine the suitability of various segments of the ocean for the release of 
normal operating wastes.

The above-referenced report indicates that nuclear-powered merchant 
ships similar to the NS Savannah, now under construction, might have the 
requirement of discharging, at frequencies of perhaps two to three times each 
month, low-level liquid waste having a gross activity of about 0.3 c. This 
activity would result prim arily from the corrosion products cobalt-60, iron-55, 
iron-59, and tantalum -182. In  addition, spent ion-exchange beds containing 
a total activity of 200— 400 c, resulting prim arily from chromium-51, 
tantalum -182, cobalt-60, iron-55 and iron-59, would require discharge at 
frequencies of two to six times each year.

The conclusions of that report, pertaining to the normal operation of nuclear- 
powered ships having waste sources of the same character as those described 
above, may be summarized as follows.

Nuclear-powered ships will traverse regions of the sea which are unsuited 
as safe receivers of nuclear wastes. However, over much of the open-sea region 
traversed by trade routes, conditions are suitable for the discharge, without 
undue risk to man, of amounts of activity associated with the normal operating 
wastes from nuclear ships.

Harbours, estuaries and other inshore areas appear unsuited for the discharge 
of spent ion-exchange resins from nuclear-powered. ships. M any harbours 
could, w ithout undue risk to man, receive the low-level liquid effluent asso
ciated w ith the warm-up expansion volume and normal leakage. However, 
some harbours of poor flushing character from which man harvests a significant 
amount of food would be un suited for such release of activity. The degree to 
which a particular inshore area can be utilized as a receiver of low-level liquid  
wastes from nuclear-powered ships can only be judged from a specific study 
of the area.

The continental shelf and coastal area, from a few miles offshore out to the 
400-m depth contour, has adequate safe capacity to receive the low-level 
liquid wastes arising from normal operations of nuclear-powered ships. This 
area of the sea is not recommended for the release of spent ion-exchange resins 
from nuclear-powered ships.

The open sea having depths greater than 400 m can receive the low-level 
liquid wastes and the intermediate-level wastes from the spent ion-exchange 
beds, resulting from normal operation of nuclear-powered ships, w ithout 
undue risk to man.

In  making this evaluation it  was assumed that by the end of the next 
10 to 15-year period some 300 nuclear-powered ships would be in  operation.

Por the purpose of indicating the manner in which existing oceanographic 
knowledge may be utilized in evaluating the possible risks àssociated with 
the release of normal operating waste from nuclear-powered ships, the evaluation 
of the suitability of the open sea for discharge of spent ion-exchange resins
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w ill here be approached in  a somewhat different manner from that utilized  
in  NAS-NRC Publication 658.

In  this evaluation it  is assumed that spent ion-exchange beds, each con
taining about 200 с of activity, are to be discharged into the North A tlantic  
Ocean from 300 nuclear-powered ships .at a frequency of four times per year. 
The 200 с would be composed of about 75 с of chromium-51, 50 с of tan
talum-182, 37 с of cobalt-60, 36 с of iron-55 and 2 с of iron-59. These amounts 
of activity are consistent w ith the most recent estimates regarding the probable 
activity on the spent ion-exchange beds of the NS Savannah, and are consid
erably higher than those which have actually been observed in the case of 
United States N avy nuclear submarines.

The release of 200 с of activity w ithout any in itia l mechanical mixing 
would produce a small volume of very high concentration for a short period 
of tim e. Actually, the mechanics of discharge of a spent ion-exchange bed 
would require some ten minutes or more, and this feature would tend to give 
some in itia l dilution. Considerably greater in itia l mechanical dilution could be 
obtained, however, if  the spent ion-exchange resins were discharged into the 
turbulent propeller wake while the ship is under way at near maximum speed.

Ships of the size likely to be powered by a nuclear reactor, travelling at, 
say, 15 knots for a period of 10 minutes, would sweep out a turbulent wake 
having a volume of about 10® m 3. I f  the spent resin were discharged at a uni
form rate during this 10-minute period the activity would be uniform ly dis
tributed w ithin this volume. The in itia l concentration of activity would then 
be 2 x 10-4 /ic/m l for a discharge of 200 c. The weighted mean mpc 
value for occupational workers is 8 x  10~4 цс/m l for the isotope m ix given 
above for the spent ion-exchange resins. Thus the in itia l concentrations would 
be below levels which would give any concern from the standpoint of direct 
individual exposure, but well above the partial maximum permissible concen
trations listed in Table I  for disposals possibly affecting whole populations 
(Case B).

The partial maximum permissible concentrations are, however, based on the 
apportionment of the genetic dose for a whole population, and are computed 
on the basis of continual exposure of the entire protein food supply of the 
population. Concentrations exceeding ppc values originating from a single 
discharge of a spent ion-exchange bed would occur over a lim ited area compared 
to the area from which the subject population could harvest its entire protein 
food supply, and would occur for a lim ited time. A fter one day the m aterial 
would be mixed vertically down to the depth of the thermocline (50— 100 m 
in  the open sea) and would have been dispersed horizontally. On the basis 
of available data on diffusion in  the ocean, the peak concentration in  the 
centre of the dispersing volume of waste materials would, after one day, be 
reduced to about 1 x 10-7 ¿tc/ml for the 200-c release. A fter ten days the 
corresponding concentration would be about 1 x 10~9 ^c/m l.

The concentrations given above are based on the condition that the mixing 
is taking place w ith water which is not contaminated by previous discharges. 
The question of whether disposal of spent ion-exchange resins from nuclear- 
powered ships can be made safely into a given ocean area then involves the 
rate of exchange of the waters in that area w ith waters from adjacent areas.

Consider, for example, a given region of the ocean which is presumed to 
supply the entire protein requirement of a whole population and into which a 
given number of discharges of waste materials is made in a given time. The rate
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at which “new” water is added to this subject region must be such that the 
mean concentration of activity within the region is less than the ppc values 
for the isotope mix which is discharged. The mean value utilized cannot be a 
simple arithmetic mean over the area, however, since it cannot be presumed 
that the discharges will be completely random in time and space, and since 
present evidence indicates that the rate at which radioactive isotopes will be 
taken up by the biota in regions of higher than average activity is greater 
than the rate at which the concentration of activity in the marine population 
decreases when exposed to waters of less than average concentration. Thus 
some sort of weighted mean concentration, higher than the arithmetical mean 
concentration over the area, must be utilized. Present information is insufficient 
to provide for any accurate method of obtaining the correct weighted mean 
concentration. However, it would certainly be on the safe side to take the 
weighted mean concentration as twice the arithmetical mean over the area.

Thus the criterion which will be utilized in determining the rate at which 
waste materials from nuclear-powered ships may be introduced during a given 
time period into a given segment of the ocean is that the mean concentration 
over the subject area should not exceed one-half of the ppc values for the 
isotope mix involved. The mean concentration is computed on the basis of the 
fractional rate of exchange of the waters of the subject area with adjacent 
areas, rather than on the basis of the total volume of water present in the 
upper mixed layer of the subject area at a given time.

The arguments leading to the above criteria require that there be available 
to the subject segments of the ocean a supply of relatively uncontaminated 
“new” water for dilution. The surface layers of the ocean do exchange with 
deep waters, and activity will be slowly removed from the surface layers as a 
result of uptake on particulate matter and ultimate sedimentation. Radioactive 
decay would of course represent an effective rate of removal of activity.

At steady state the rate of introduction of activity to the surface layers 
of the ocean will equal the rate of removal by the three processes given above. 
The present best estimate of the average retention time for the waters in the upper 
75 m (the mean depth of the upper mixed layer) is seven years. G o ld b e r g  
and A r r h e n iu s  (4) have computed the mean residence time of various 
elements in the ocean, including iron and cobalt, two major contributors to the 
activity on spent ion-exchange beds. These values, together with the known 
decay rates for the various isotopes, can be utilized in computing the mean 
steady-state concentration of activity in the surface layers of the ocean for a 
given rate of introduction of radioactive materials.

If each of 300 nuclear-powered ships were to discharge spent ion-exchange 
resins, containing about 200 с each discharge, four times a year into the 
North Atlantic Ocean, the steady-state mean concentration of activity in the 
upper 75 m would be 7 x  10-11 ¿tc/ml, of which about 3 x  10-11 /¿с/ml would 
be cobalt-60. For the isotopes involved, these concentrations are sufficiently 
below the maximum partial permissible concentrations, as listed in the last 
column of Table I, so that in the computations for a given segment of the oceans 
the diluting waters can, without serious error, be considered uncontaminated.

Thus, since the release of activity in a single discharge of a spent ion-exchange 
bed would not produce concentrations for any significant period of time or over 
any significant area which exceed ppc values, and since the accumulated effect 
of some 300 nuclear ships over the North Atlantic Ocean would provide a 
steady-state activity in the surface layers well below the ppc values for the
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isotopes involved, it would appear that the discharge of spent ion-exchange 
resins from nuclear-powered ships into the waters of the open sea (with depths 
greater than 400 m) can be made without undue risk to man or his utilization 
of the sea.

Comments regarding current and future research programmes

Other contributors to this Conference have, as the primary subject matter 
of their papers, the current research activities in oceanography which bear 
on the problems of radioactive waste disposal. Still others will treat the sub
ject of desirable research not now under way. However, in this concluding 
section of my presentation I would like to discuss briefly one aspect of current 
and future research programmes.

Though in the foregoing text I  have made extensive use of relationships 
expressing the effects of turbulent diffusion, as well as of statements regarding 
exchange rates between various segments of the ocean and vertical advective 
motions, the observational bases for the estimates utilized are insufficient 
for anything but gross order-of-magnitude determinations. Direct observation 
of diffusion and exchange are necessary.

Some of the required information can be obtained by study of the distri
bution of naturally-occurring tags, such as carbon-14. This approach was 
discussed by C r a ig  (6). However, some of the necessary information can only 
be obtained by means of artificially tagging a given water volume through 
introduction of a suitable tracer material. The possible use of artificially- 
introduced radioactive material for this purpose has been discussed by F o l 
som  and Vine (7). I t  is here suggested that non-radioactive, non-toxic mate
rial may be utilized as an artificially-introduced tracer for the purpose of 
obtaining much of the necessary information on diffusion and exchange.

Fluorescent dyes have been utilized for small-scale dispersion studies in the 
ocean. Thus S e lig m a n  (8) reports on the use of fluorescein in studies related 
to the discharge of activity into the Irish Sea off the Windscale Works in 
England. A limit of detectability of one part in 10® is indicated in that paper. 
A paper presented by the Japanese Governmental Agencies (9) points out the 
problems associated with the fading of fluorescein in sunlight. They selected 
rhodamine-B as the most suitable dye for their studies, and report a limit of 
detectability of two parts in 108.

One problem associated with the use of fluorescent materials as tracers is 
that many natural organic components of sea-water also fluoresce, and it is 
difficult to obtain the theoretical limit of detectability against this fluctuating 
natural background. The problem is particularly acute in productive, near-shore 
environments.

Dr. James H. Carpenter, of the Department of Oceanography of The Johns 
Hopkins University, has recently modified a Turner Filter Fluorimeter for 
use with a continuous-flow cuvette. He found the wave-lengths for the exciting 
and excited light for rhodamine-B are such that they minimize that back
ground which is due to natural fluorescence and to scattering by suspended 
particles. By suitable selection of cut-off filters, the problems associated with 
natural background and scattering, even in very productive and turbid estuarine 
water, were practically eliminated. The actual attained limit of detection in 
field studies has been three parts in 1011. In a field study, 50 lb (23 kg) of 
rhodamine-B was released in Baltimore Harbour and the dispersing dye was
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traced for five days, at which time maximum concentrations were still ten 
times the lower limit of detectability.

F o ls o m  and V in e  (6) indicate that existing in situ gamma detectors for 
radioactive tracers would have a sensitivity for ten seconds’ counting time in 
deep water of about 1.6 x 10-9 c/1; in shallow water where cosmic-ray 
background would be important, these authors indicate a sensitivity for 
the same counting time (ten seconds) of about 2.1 x 10-8  c/1. Recent 
improvements in design make it probable that these values could be lowered 
by a factor of from one-tenth t c  one-hundredth. Thus it appears that in situ 
gamma detectors could now be constructed having a sensitivity against the 
background in deep water of about 2 x 10“ 10 c/1 for ten seconds’ count
ing time, and for shallow water of about 2 x 10-9 c/1 for the same count
ing time. Possibly an improvement of another factor of ten could be 
obtained.

The present limit of detection for fluorescent measurements as actually 
observed in field studies by Carpenter is about 3 x  10“ 11 kg/1. As in the case 
of the radioactive detector, it appears likely that this could be improved, 
through special instrumentation, by a factor of ten. Thus it appears that, 
insofar as tagging of water volumes for studies of dispersion or water move
ments is concerned, approximately 0.1 kg of dye is equivalent to one curie of 
gamma activity.

Rhodamine-B costs, in ' the United States, about $ 10 per kilogramme. 
In a recent publication by the Committee on Oceanography of the National 
Academy of Sciences-National Research Council (10) it was estimated that
20,000 с of an isotope suitable for deep-water tagging experiments could 
be delivered to the dock for $ 50,000, or a per curie cost of $ 2.50. Since 
the equivalent unit of dye would cost about $ 1, it appears that experi
mental tracer studies in the ocean could be accomplished with non-radioactive, 
non-toxic substances at less cost, and certainly with less danger, than with 
radioactive isotopes.
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D IS C U SSIO N  OF P A P ER S

Mr. F . Duhamel (France) (transated from French): Could Mr. Pritchard give 
any details regarding the sedimentation rate in the sea ? Is the sedimentation 
process sufficiently fast to cover, within a relatively short time, the containers 
lowered into the sea, which must remain intact for several hundreds of years ?

Mr. D. Pritchard (United States of America): The computation was not 
based on the assumption that the packages should remain intact but essentially 
that there should be no release of their activity to the environment. I  do not 
believe that it is desirable to base decisions regarding the disposal of packaged 
waste or solid material on the premise that they will be contained, but 
rather on the very conservative assumption that all the waste is immediately 
released to the environment at the bottom. I t  is then desirable to determine, 
on the basis of what seems to be reasonable considerations of the rate of the 
movement into the surface layers at that time, what amount can be released 
in order that the concentration in the part of the environment utilized by 
man will not exceed an amount determined on the basis of man’s utilization 
of the environment.

Mr. F . Duhamel (translated from French): I  did not intend to suggest that 
the waste would be released, but I  should like to know if Mr. Pritchard can 
give any details regarding the process of sedimentation since, in my opinion, 
such information is essential if the containers are to be kept intact. Even 
in the case of leakage it would be reassuring to know that the wastes released 
were covered by sediment.

Mr. D. Pritchard: I  am sorry to have misinterpreted your question. The 
point I was making is that this was not part of my computations. I  consider 
it conservative and something that we can count on, but the rate of sedi
mentation in the deep sea is very small, of the order of a few millimetres 
per thousand years, say perhaps a centimetre per thousand years, and, that 
being so, we could not count on sedimentation covering the containers at 
any time.

P A N E L  D ISC U SS IO N

Mrs. G. Alivcrti (Italy) (translated from French): I  should like to speak 
about the special aspects of the Mediterranean as regards elimination of 
radioactive waste.

The Mediterranean is an almost entirely enclosed sea with a comparatively 
small average depth (1,400 m). Little is known as yet about the circulation 
of its deep layers, but circulation there certainly is. In this connexion two 
points should be borne in mind: firstly, the temperature at depths below 
100 to 150 m. varies but little and is in the neighbourhood of 13° С right 
down to the sea bed ; secondly, salinity is at its maximum at depths of about 
300 to 500 m, below which it decreases proportionately to the increase in 
depth. As regards these variations in temperature and salinity, the density 
as a function of these two factors, o (TS), decreases slightly the deeper one 
goes below the level of maximum salinity; hence the deeper layers are not 
very stable, a condition relatively favourable to vertical turbulence. That 
would not be the case if there was great stability, due to the density g (TS) 
increasing with depth.

A further factor to be taken into account is that at certain points in the 
Mediterranean volcanic phenomena occur, resulting in an increase in the
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temperature of the water and consequent instability, giving rise to mani
festations of vertical turbulence.

26.00 st

Lastly, it should be borne in mind that as a result of seasonal changes in 
physical conditions on the surface of the sea, the whole water mass is almost 
homothermal in winter, in the same way as, at that time of year, the so- 
called thermocline layer is entirely absent. This layer, which is present and 
very noticeable during the hot season, possesses great stability, a condition 
that prevents vertical turbulence. Since the thermocline layer is absent in 
winter, conditions favourable to the creation of vertical turbulence, and in 
consequence to the mixing of the various layers, obtain throughout the water 
mass from surface to sea-bed. I t  should be borne in mind that, in winter, 
surface cooling-off and evaporation are both at their maximum.

As regards the thermocline layer, it should be noted that its lower limit is 
at a depth of only about 100m ; hence a vertical exchange of physical and 
chemical properties can take place from the sea-bed up to a depth of about 
100 m at all seasons of the year. But in winter, the thermocline layer dis
appears and mixing can proceed right up to the surface, so that properties of 
the water can spread right up to zero level.

Now, to return to our problem, we should add to what has already been 
said that radioactive waste deposits on the sea-bed will be another, by no means 
negligible, factor in raising the temperature of the ocean depths. Hence, they 
will promote the instability of the layers and vertical turbulence. I^om all 
that has been said, it is easy to foresee that emissions from radioactive sub
stances deposited on the sea-bed will fairly quickly be dispersed throughout 
the whole mass.
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Lastly, in view of the fact that it is the physical and chemical properties of 
a sea which determine the living conditions of its fauna, it follows from the 
considerations put forward above that the Mediterranean has special oceano
graphical characteristics that militate against the disposal of radioactive waste 
in it.

Mr. L. Fage (Prance) (translated from French): Biologists have a lot to 
worry about. Several conferences, with aims similar to those o f  the present 
one, have been held with a view to protecting sea coasts and marine fauna 
and flora from the effects of discharging the waste products of fuel-oil com
bustion into the sea. One of the recommendations already made at the close 
of the 1954 conference was that steps be taken to encourage or initiate a de
tailed study of surface currents by setting afloat a large number of markers in 
order to determine when such discharge would do least damage. In the same 
way I consider that, before authorizing the disposal of radioactive waste into 
the sea, we should, as a first step, adopt a resolution calling for a thorough 
study of currents at great depths.
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We know that such currents exist. They have been identified, and seen 
during a number of bathyscaph descents, off Dakar and the Portuguese coast 
in the Atlantic, at certain points in the Mediterranean and off the coast of 
Japan. During the International Geophysical Year their speed was measured 
and found to be equivalent to one-third and one-fifth of a knot at depths of 
3,200 m.

The existence and speed of such currents could also be deduced from the 
variations which the Meteor expedition showed to exist in the dissolved 
02 content of intermediate Atlantic waters. Maximum figures, noted at inter
vals of about 200 miles, taken in conjunction with annual variations in the 
02 content of surface water in the Polar regions, indicate a speed of about 
200 miles a year for this intermediate current ; and this result tallies with the 
estimates of the bathyscaph divers and the measurements made on board 
the Discovery. H. Stommel has also propounded a theory on the circulation 
of water in ocean depths, the application of which yields striking Jesuits.

We know, moreover, that the question has already been studied, and that 
in 1957 and 1958 the Atlantis and the Crawford repeated in the Atlantic 
between latitudes '48 N  and 32 S, the soundings made by the Meteor in the
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same waters. Salinity and 0 2 measurements were made with a view to assessing 
the changes that had taken place in the water masses over the intervening 
30 years. I  confess that the results of these cruises are not known to me.

However that may be, these currents exist, and however deeply atomic 
wastes are sunk, even if they are carefully enclosed, they will in the end be 
stirred up by them.

Nor must we forget the fact that the danger is increased by the well-attested 
presence of vertical currents which bring deep water up to the surface, more 
particularly in the coastal areas.

The danger is further increased by the fact that plankton organisms are for 
the most part active accumulators of radioactive substances. Since they are 
always on the move, often in a vertical direction, they are extremely effective 
agents for the dispersion of these substances, which subsequently pass into the 
bodies of those that feed on them.

It is extremely striking to note that, according to Ketchum and 
Bowen, these organisms can, by their vertical migration, carry isotopes from 
the contaminated depths to the surface more rapidly than can be done by the 
physical process of water exchange.

To maintain a priori that the pelagic fishes of the high seas, such as tunny 
fish or clupeidae, which feed almost exclusively on plankton, escape conta
mination, seems to me a serious mistake.

The study of deep-sea currents is no doubt difficult and calls for long and 
costly operations ; but in view of the deadly dangers with which we are faced, 
it seems to me a prerequisite to any decision to authorize the disposal of radio
active waste to the sea ; and I hope that this Conference will express its desire 
for such an investigation in no uncertain terms.

We have, moreover, heard it stated, in particular by our colleague, Mr. Nace, 
that given the necessary precautions, the soil is the only suitable depository 
for these wastes. I  heartily endorse that view.

This is all the more the case since, unfortunately, the sea is the only possible 
dumping ground for the radioactive substances which nuclear-propelled vessels 
will emit in frightening quantities from their hulls, if sunk. I t  should not be 
asked to do more. The building of nuclear-propelled submarines and cargo 
vessels is making giant strides (the United States Navy has at present eight 
atomic submarines in service and 25 under construction), and the possibility of 
an accident or a shipwreck in itself constitutes a permanent menace to life in the 
sea and, indirectly, to our own.

Mr. M. Saviano (Italy) (translated from French): I  should like to put for
ward a proposal for setting up a Mediterranean regional group for monitoring 
the radioactivity of the seas and marine organisms and for studying the physio
logical and nutritional aspects of the question.

As a doctor and a physiologist, I  am naturally interested in anything that 
can endanger or harm the human body.

There can be no question that the elimination of radioactive waste can 
raise important biological and nutritional problems that call for the services 
of the physiologist. It  has been noted that some radioactive isotopes, when 
introduced directly into waterways, or produced by the irradiation of substan
ces contained in the water used for cooling nuclear reactors, are concentrated 
by phytoplankton, zooplankton, fishes, and birds that feed on fishes. Of such 
isotopes, special mention should be made of strontium-90, caesium-137 and 
phosphorus-32, which can achieve a very high degree of concentration. Other
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evidence of the power possessed by living organisms to concentrate some 
radioactive isotopes has been provided by studies on the progressive depositing 
of radioactive dust; it has for instance been possible to observe an accumu
lation of strontium-90, more particularly in children’s bones. Particularly 
striking evidence of the accumulation of radioactivity in plankton and in 
fish was found in the Pacific Ocean in 1954. Since contaminated fish may 
travel great distances from the pollution zones, they constitute a widespread 
danger.

Again, development in the use of nuclear power in the steadily increasing 
number of countries that have reached, or are on the point of reaching, a high 
level of industrialization, renders it necessary to take up the problem of super
vision in seas which are largely cut off from the oceans. Italy and its islands 
have a Mediterranean coastline of about 8,000 km, adjoining that of other 
Members of the IAEA. Hence it is desirable that national and international 
bodies (such as the IAEA and FAO) set up a Mediterranean regional group 
for the systematic monitoring of radioactivity in seas and marine orga
nisms, and investigate the accumulation of radioisotopes in the human body 
itself. I t  is essential to arrange at all times for the steadily increasing partici
pation of physiologists in order to make a thorough study of the effects of the 
use of atomic energy and the elimination of radioactive waste on the functioning 
and biochemical processes of the human body and on its food.

Mr. У. Romanovsky (France) (translated from French): Although it is 
possible to speak in general terms of the circulation in the Atlantic and Pacific, 
it is very difficult to do so in the case of the Mediterranean since it consists 
of separate basins and each basin must, therefore, be studied separately. At 
certain points there are no currents near the sea-bed.

With regard to the storage of waste, we are concerned with the current at 
the exact point where the containers are located and not with the currents at 
other depths. We are concerned only with currents which are in the immediate 
proximity of the sea-bed, i.e. 10, 20, 30 or 50 cm from the sea bed.

Mrs. G. Aliverti (translated from French): That is correct, but I  think that 
the disposal of radioactive wastes generates heat which causes a rise in tem
perature. The waste, therefore, continues to be deposited on the same spot and 
the accumulation raises the temperature of the water. The normal temperature 
of water at great depths is about 13°, extending to the sea-bed, and its salt 
content does not increase with depth. Thus the rise in temperature creates 
unstable conditions and this instability may produce a current, which, in turn, 
will cause rapid diffusion. I have calculated the instability near the sea-bed 
and, in my opinion, a slight rise in temperature would be sufficient to create 
unstable conditions.

Mr. H. J . Dunstcr (United Kingdom) : May I make yet another appeal to 
all the specialists engaged in this sort of work to apply their specialities in a 
quantitative and numerical manner. This question of heating, for example, 
has to be looked at in the context that the rate of heat released is approxi
mately 60 mW for each curie on the sea-bed. This is a small amount of 
heat unless large radioactive sources are deposited. The approach that I 
think is the only one which will lead to useful discussions in this field is similar 
to that outlined by Mr. Pritchard. The use of a numerical assessment of what 
we now know, with conservative assumptions where we are doubtful, can already 
give us valuable information. We would be foolish if we were to ignore that 
information because we have not yet got all the answers.
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DISPOSAL INTO THE SEA AND INTO GEOLOGICAL  
STRUCTURES ОГ WASTES RESULTING FROM 
THE PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC EN E RG Y

Abstract
Practices which lead to safe disposal of radioactive wastes permit the 

return of the wastes to man only at levels below maximum permissible con
centrations, and do not prevent the development of resources which in the 
absence of disposal could make a significant contribution to man’s well-being.

The design of safe disposal procedures for any selected marine location is at 
present limited by our knowledge of several parts of the system which is 
involved in the return of radioactivity from the disposal site to man. Because 
of our present lack of knowledge, disposal procedures now being considered 
in the United States contain an unknown amount of “over-design” and, al
though they are believed to be conservative, are not unduly restrictive at 
present levels of waste generation.

A better understanding of (a) turbulent mixing processes in the oceans, 
(b) the physical and chemical states of waste-product elements when in equi
librium with sea-water, and (c) the interaction of waste-product elements with 
the marine biota, their biological half-life, and the extent of their concen
tration or rejection by marine organisms in all trophic levels, will provide the 
basis for a more efficient and safer utilization of the marine environment for 
the disposal of radioactive wastes.

REJET EN MER ET DANS LES FORMATIONS GEOLOGIQUES  
DE DECHETS PROVENANT DES UTILISATIONS PACI

FIQUES DE L ’ENERGIE ATOMIQUE

Résumé
Les pratiques qui assurent une élimination sans danger des déchets radio

actifs ne permettent le retour de ces déchets à l’homme qu’à des activités 
d’un niveau inférieur aux concentrations maxima tolérées et n’empêchent 
pas le développement de ressources qui, en l’absence de toute élimination, 
pourraient constituer une contribution importante au bien-être de l’homme.

La mise au point de procédés d’évacuation pour tout endroit choisi de 
la mer est à présent limitée par le niveau de nos connaissances en ce qui con
cerne plusieurs éléments du processus par lequel la radioactivité des déchets 
retourne vers l’homme. Du fait qu’à l’heure actuelle ces connaissances sont 
insuffisantes, les procédures d’évacuation que l’on examine aux Etats-Unis 
sont élaborées pour faire face à un nombre inconnu d’éventalités, et, bien qu’elles 
soient considérées comme prudentes, elles ne sont pas restrictives outre 
mesure vu l’activité des déchets produits à l’heure actuelle.

L’utilisation plus efficace et moins dangereuse du milieu marin pour l’éva
cuation des déchets radioactifs ne pourra être réalisée que grâce à une con
naissance de base plus approfondie: a) des processus de mélange turbulent 
dans les mers; b) des états physique et chimique des éléments composant 
les déchets lorsqu’ils se trouvent en état d’équilibre avec l’eau de mer; c) de 
l’interaction entre les éléments de déchets et la faune et flore marines; des 
taux de concentration ou d’élimination de ces éléments par les organismes 
marins à tous les niveaux trophiques ainsi que de leur période biologique.
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У Д А Л ЕН И Е В М ОРЯ И ГЕ О Л О ГИ Ч Е С К И Е С Т Р У К Т У Р Ы  
РА Д И О А К ТИ ВН Ы Х ОТХОДО В, ОБРАЗУЮ Щ ИХСЯ ПРИ  

МИРНОМ  ИСПОЛЬЗОВАНИИ АТОМНОЙ Э Н ЕР ГИ И

Резюме
Практика, связанная с безопасным удалением радиоактивных отходов, 

допускает использование человеком лишь таких отходов, которые имеют 
активность ниже максимально допустимого уровня, и не препятствует развитию 
таких ресурсов, которые при отсутствии необходимости удаления радиоактив
ности могут принести человеку значительную пользу.

Процесс безопасного удаления отходов в любом морском бассейне в настоя
щее время ограничивается нашими познаниями некоторых сторон системы, 
которая включает возврат радиоактивных веществ из места захоронения 
обратно в пользование человека. Из-за недостатка необходимых познаний 
рассматриваемая в Соединенных Штатах процедура удаления радиоактивных 
отходов содержит много „расчетов с большим запасом*' и, хотя эта процедура 
считается консервативной, она не зря является ограничительной при сущест
вующем уровне активности обрабатываемых отходов.

Лучшее понимание : а) процессов турбулентного смешения в океанах, Ь) физи
ческого и химического состояния элементов продуктов отходов при равно
весии с морской водой и с) взаимодействия элементов продуктов отхода с 
подводной биосферой, распространения концентрации или отражения и био
логического полураспада элементов с участием подводных живых организмов 
при всех трофических уровнях — обеспечат основу более эффективного и безо
пасного использования подводной среды для удаления радиоактивных отходов.

E L IM IN A C IO N  E N  E L  M AR Y  E N  E S T R U C T U R A S  
G EO LO G IC A S D E  D E S E C H O S  P R O C E D E N T E S  D E L  

USO P A C IF IC O  D E  L A  E N E R G IA  ATOM ICA

Resumen
Gracias a los procedimientos de evacuación sin riesgos de desechos radiacti

vos se consigue que éstos lleguen al hombre en un grado de concentración in
ferior al máximo admisible, y no se impide el desarrollo de recursos que podrían 
contribuir en gran medida al bienestar de la humanidad.

Actualmente, la preparación de procedimientos de evacuación sin riesgos 
en una zona marina determinada se ve limitada por el escaso conocimiento 
que poseemos de algunas de las etapas del proceso mediante el cual la radiacti
vidad pasa del lugar de la evacuación al hombre. A consecuencia de ello, los 
procedimientos de evacuación que se estudian en los Estados Unidos de América 
se caracterizan por un exceso de prudencia y aunque se les considera moderados, 
no son exageradamente restrictivos con respecto, al nivel actual de acumulación 
de desechos.

Para llegar a una utilización más eficaz y sin riesgos del mar como lugar 
de evacuación de desechos radiactivos será preciso conocer mejor: a) los pro
cesos de mezcla turbulenta en los océanos, b) el estado físico y químico de los 
elementos constitutivos de los productos de desecho cuando están en equilibrio 
con el agua del mar, y c) la acción recíproca de esos elementos con la fauna y 
la flora marina, el grado de concentración o expulsión por organismos marinos 
en todos los niveles tróficos, así como el período biológico de los elementos.
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DISPOSAL INTO THE SEA AND INTO GEOLOGICAL 
STRUCTURES OF WASTES RESULTING FROM THE  

PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY
D a y t o n  E . C a r r i t t  

D e p a r t m e n t  o f  O c e a n o g r a p h y  
T h e  J o h n s  H o p k in s  U n iv e r s i t y  

B a lt im o r e ,  M d.
U n it e d  St a t e s  o f  A m e r ic a

Introduction

Sea-disposal of packaged low-level radioactive wastes has been carried out 
along the Atlantic and Pacific coasts of the United States since 1951. With 
only minor exceptions, disposal has always been into water at least 1,000 
fathoms deep. The disposal of preferably packaged wastes and deposition into 
water not shallower than 1,000 fathoms are recommendations given in United 
States Bureau of Standards Handbook 58 (1). Since the beginning of sea dis
posal operations, an amount of activity between 10,000 and 100,000 curies 
of a wide variety of isotopes has been committed to the sea bottom.

In 1955 six committees were organized by the National Academy of Scien
ces—National Research Council to bring together all available information 
concerning the biological effects of atomic radiations. One of these committees, 
that which was concerned with the effects of atomic radiation on oceanography 
and fisheries, reported the results of its work in National Academy of Sciences— 
National Research Council Publication 551 (2).

In 1959 the National Academy of Sciences—National Research Council 
issued two publications concerned directly with the sea disposal of radioactive 
wastes. They are Publication 655 (3), entitled “Radioactive Waste Disposal 
into Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Waters” and Publication 658 (4), entitled “Radio
active Wastes Disposal from Nuclear-Powered Ships”. The four National Aca
demy of Sciences—National Research Council publications mentioned above 
provide a convenient guide to sea disposal problems and procedures as they 
have developed in the United States, and contain reference lists to major research 
papers.

Handbook 58 (1) pointed out many of the areas in which additional infor
mation was then needed to provide the basis for precise predictions of the fate 
of radioactivity disposed of to the oceans. The authors note (1, p. 2):

“ . .  .The problems raised are in many ways unique, and they 
brought to light the lack of knowledge that exists concerning any 
of the factors that will be involved in the ultimate distribution and 
fate of radioactive isotopes dumped in the .ocean. Much research 
on the basic factors, as well as engineering investigations of specific 
methods of disposal, remains to be done to provide the proper 
guidance in this problem that is of ever-increasing local, national, 
and international concern.” 

and again on pp. 28 and 29:
“Knowledge concerning the physical processes that will distri

bute the wastes through the ocean waters is almost completely 
lacking. The biological processes by which isotopes may be concen
trated by marine organisms are, as yet, quantitatively unknown
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and for this reason it is not currently possible to set maximum 
permissible levels for sea-water. Such values should be established 
for the guidance of those concerned with waste-disposal practices 
and for those agencies that may be charged with the responsibility 
of supervising disposal operations or of monitoring the conditions 
of the ocean. Natural backgrounds are virtually unknown and these 
should be determined at an early date.”

The recommendations contained in Handbook 58 appear to us now as 
judgments based upon a belief that the ocean floor beyond the 1,000-fathom 
line is very largely divorced from man’s environment, even indirectly through 
a food chain that terminates with man. In addition to a lack of information 
concerning ocean properties, apparently the authors had no information as to 
the quantities of radioactivity that might be available for sea disposal. After 
calculating the quantity of radium necessary to bring sea-water concentration 
up to drinking-water levels, they concluded (1, p. 19):

“ These calculations emphasize the fact that it is highly improbable 
that disposal of radioactive wastes at sea will ever materially affect 
the ocean as a whole. Local concentrations, however, might become 
hazardous unless precautions are taken to avoid their accumulation 
by marine organisms. This emphasizes the desirability of disposal 
in the deep basins or at initially low concentrations.” (Italics theirs.) 

•By 1955 the scope of the radioactive waste disposal problem was fairly well 
defined. The rate of production of high-and low-level wastes was known and 
the information was available that would permit an evaluation of the rate of 
increase of production of several kinds of wastes. In addition, there had been 
a considerable increase in the amount of time, manpower and money spent 
on oceanographic research in the years following World War II, and some of 
this work was directly applicable to sea disposal problems. Furthermore, 
gradual declassification of information obtained during weapons testing pro
grammes in the Pacific gave, in some cases, results of the direct measurement 
of the distribution of fission products in the oceans, and indications of some of 
the factors which may modify and control the movement of the wastes. Thus, 
National Academy of Sciences—National Research Council Publication 551 
contains a great deal more detailed information concerning the interaction 
between radioactive wastes and the oceans than was possible in Handbook 58.

Publication 551 is essentially a collection of papers in which major features 
of ocean/radioactive-waste systems are discussed. No attempt is made to inte
grate the information to provide recommendations concerning preferable 
areas for disposal, maximum rates of disposal, maximum permissible sea-water 
concentrations, etc. Nevertheless, many features of the problem are made 
evident, and broad limits for disposal are suggested. For example, the marked 
difference between disposal into the deep sea and into shallow coastal waters 
is noted. In a discussion of Predicted Effects of Introduced Radioactive Materials, 
(2, p. 19) R e v e l l e  and S c h a e f e r  say:

“Because of the above considerations” (wide range in physical, 
chemical and biological properties and processes in coastal waters) 
“the quantity of radioactive materials that can be introduced safely 
into coastal waters near shore is very limited, of the order of a few 
hundred curies per day. The particular physical, chemical, and 
biological factors vary so widely from one coastal area to another, 
that careful study is required to determine the safe amount in any
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particular locality, and continuous monitoring should be conducted 
to guard against effects of unforeseen variability in environmental 
factors.”

On p. 21 the same authors, discussing the deep sea problem, note:
“Although we cannot say at this time with any precision what 

quantities of reactor-waste products can be safely deposited in the 
deep sea, it appears certainly safe to employ quantities up to a 
few tons a year in careful experimental studies. It is not impossible 
that 1,000 tons a year can be safely disposed of in deep isolated 
basins where the residence time is much greater than the 300-year 
average estimated for the deep sea generally. For quantities of the 
order of 100 tons a year or more, effects on the animal populations 
of the deep sea, and resulting effects on the whole ecology of the 
sea could become important; as to this no information is at present 
available.”

Thus coastal waters appear to be associated with disposal rates up to 
a few hundred curies per day and the deep sea with megacurie levels.

Before outlining what I believe are areas in which oceanographic research 
needs be done in order to ensure the safe use of the sea as receiving ground 
for radioactive wastes, I  should like to comment on three basic points that 
I believe have been misinterpreted in some of the discussions in this Conference.

1. I  believe it is inevitable that man-made radioactivity will be intro
duced into our environment. The only way it can be stopped is for all 
countries to make a basic change in policy to one in which the fission 
process is stqpped. We are not here to discuss that possibility. Rather 
our discussions fall within the framework of how much activity is safe 
and how can we keep it at or below those levels.

2. On several occasions discussions have neglected the very important 
fact that radioactivity can be as quantitative as the weight of a salt, 
the number of bacteria, etc.
I  believe the meaning of the terms high-level, intermediate-level and 
low-level wastes, though they are semi-quantitative, is understood by 
all. I  would emphasize that there has been no suggestion that the high- 
level wastes, the megacurie quantities of fission products associated 
with the processing of spent reactor fuels be dispersed in the ocean. 
We are concerned with low- and intermediate-level wastes only.

3. I  believe that the statement “absolutely no radioactivity shall be put 
in the oceans” can have as a basis only one of the following:
a) A belief that the ICRP standards are grossly in error. If they are, 

the consequences go far beyond the topic of sea disposal.
b) A belief that the mechanism, the combination of physical, biological, 

chemical and geological processes, that returns radioactivity from 
the site of disposal to man are incorrectly assessed. If  such is the’ 
case, we need only increase our efforts as scientists and discover 
what combinations of these processes are correct.

c) A belief that the economic factors are produced by a fear of the word 
“radioactivity” , which—and this I recognize is a very real problem—  
outweighs the advantages of disposal to the sea in quantities that 
the best evaluation of scientific evidence says will be safe. This 
problem, although very real, is one I think most of us here are not 
qualified to discuss in detail. It might well be the sùbject of another
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congress to which we send our economists, psychologists and psychiat
rists.

To provide a firmer basis for predicting the ultimate fate of radioactive 
wastes in the oceans, research in the following is suggested in Publication 551(2) :

1. Dispersion in the upper mixed layer.
2. Circulation in the intermediate and deep layers.
3. Exchange between the surface layer and deeper layers.
4. Sedimentation processes.
5. Effects of the biosphere on the distribution and circulation of elements.
6. Uptake and retention of elements by organisms used as food for man.
7. Effects of atomic radiation on populations of marine organisms.
National Academy of Sciences—National Research Council Publications

655 and 658 both have limited objectives. The former discusses the problems 
associated with the disposal of low-level packaged wastes into coastal waters. 
These are primarily the wastes generated during the experimental uses of 
radioisotopes, and do not include the massive quantities of wastes associated 
with the processing of spent fuel elements. The latter publication, 658, is 
concerned with the release of relatively small quantities of activity during 
the operation of nuclear-powered vessels. The fission products in fuel elements 
were not considered.

Both publications, 655 and 658, demonstrate a workable structure that 
will permit evaluation of the maximum safe rate of disposal of radioactive 
wastes into aquatic environment. Fig. 1 in Publication 658 provides a schematic 
representation of the system.

The primary concern in all disposal operations is man. Since only in the 
case of complete containment will there be no chance of the return of the waste 
from site of disposal back to man, arrangements must be made in the practical 
case to prevent the return at a rate greater than that permitted by the ac
cumulation of maximum body burdens as defined by various national and 
international commissions on radiation protection. These maximum permis
sible body burdens must form the separation between safe and unsafe pro
cedures. Having now established the maximum allowable rate of return 
to man, we need only to limit the rate of disposal to that which by a combination 
of the natural physical, chemical, and biological processes in the environment 
will not exceed that maximum.

It  will be obvious to all who have considered systems of this kind that 
the “combination of the natural physical, chemical, and biological processes 
in the environment” noted above is not arrived at by any simple process. 
The following simplifications and assumptions were necessary for an attempt 
to evaluate these processes for the coastal waters situation treated in Public
ation 655.

First, we were limited to the disposal of packaged wastes. The main 
advantage of the disposal of packaged wastes rather than free disposal is 
that containment is afforded during which radioactive decay will destroy 
a part of the waste. The containers used in the United States are primarily 
55-galloii steel drums which contain the waste frequently mixed with concrete. 
Usually an overlay of concrete is added to the drum to increase the density 
and to provide containment in addition to that afforded solely by the drum. 
According to corrosion rates of the steel drum, containment for approximately
10 years can be expected. The concrete overlay and liner add additional 
containment even though the drum may have ruptured during disposal.
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Although it was generally felt that canisters of this type would afford at 
least 10 years’ containment when deposited in relatively shallow coastal 
waters, it was convenient to neglect containment completely and to assume 
that the waste was free to diffuse at the time of disposal. I t  was considered 
that canister design and testing involved straightforward engineering solutions 
and that rather precise evaluation of the extent of containment can be made 
if necessary.

The first dispersing factor considered was that afforded by the turbulent 
mixing processes in the sea, assuming, as noted above, that the canister 
immediately disappeared on striking the bottom. Here we had no direct 
measurements of the rate of dilution of a contaminant at the ocean-ocean 
bottom interfaces. A theoretical model was set up and analysed, the situation 
taken being similar to that for atmospheric turbulence. The decrease in 
concentration of a contaminant, as a function both of time after introduction 
and of distance from the disposal site, obtained from the theoretical model 
was less than occurs in atmospheric studies and in the few aquatic studies 
that are at all comparable with the actual disposal problem. Despite the 
conservatism obtained by the theoretical approach and thus the built-in 
safety factor in any actual situation so examined, obviously much work 
needs to be done here.

Studies of turbulent mixing processes should be undertaken to provide 
a measure of the scale of turbulences involved and of the rate of mixing 
as a function of distance from the bottom, in situations in which depth of 
water, water velocities, and bottom roughness vary in the ranges likely to 
be found in actual disposal areas. I  suggest that these measurements can 
best be made by using a tracer material similar to Rhodamine B, for which 
present analytical methods will detect less than one part in 1011 by the measure
ment of fluorescence, which is stable toward photochemical decomposition 
over relatively long periods (in contrast to fluorescein), and which is biologic
ally inert and not adsorbed by bottom sediments. The properties of this 
tracer and probably other similar substances permit measurement of the 
effects of the physical part of the system very nearly completely divorced 
from the chemical and biological parts of the system: This is not the case 
with radio tracers.

I t  was found impossible to evaluate quantitatively the effect produced 
by the adsorption of radioactive wastes on to suspended solids and bottom 
sediments. Therefore this factor is neglected in the evaluation given in Public
ation 655, with the note that sorption on to the bottom provides contain
ment and is an additional factor of safety, except in situations where bottom 
organisms become a part of man’s food chain.

The sorption problem brings up several peripheral problems all of which 
need to be examined. First, all naturally occurring organic and inorganic 
solids appear to have appreciable adsorption capacity for many substances 
that may appear in radioactive wastes. Needed is quantitative information 
concerning the capacity and specificity of natural bottom components for 
waste components. In addition, studies of this kind should give an indication 
of the physical and chemical nature of radioactive waste components when 
dissolved or suspended in sea-water. Furthermore, a measure of the effective
ness of the bottom, which must act primarily as a two-dimensional sheet 
having practically no depth, in removing radioactive substances from the 
water as it moves over the bottom is also needed. I t  appears that an
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understanding of the dynamics of this system is as important as measurement 
of the sorptive capacities of bottom solids.

Man’s most likely source of radioactive substances that were at one time 
disposed of at sea is in contaminated marine food products, fish and shellfish. 
A few direct measurements have been made of the ability of marine fish to 
concentrate elements that may appear in low-level wastes. Few species have 
been examined for their uptake and retention of strontium. Concentration 
factors of approximately unity were measured. For further consideration 
we assumed a concentration factor of ten. The evidence here is at best very 
sparse. Needed are measurements involving all commercially important 
fish, and radioisotopes of long physical and biological half-lives. Measure
ments should be made under conditions that will ensure the attainment of 
equilibrium between organism and contaminant in the environment, and 
rates of accumulation and rejection determined for various non-equilibrium 
situations.

In summary, the list of the seven areas noted in Publication 551 as needing 
expanded research effort could be repeated here and used as the basis for a 
panel discussion on “Further Oceanographic Knowledge Needed” . To be 
sure, some work has been done since the appearance of Publication 551. 
Nevertheless all these areas need continued studies.
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NEW RESEARCH REQUIRED IN SUPPORT OP R A D I O 
ACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL

Abstract

Numerous physical, chemical and biological processes influence the distrib
ution of radioactive materials and their return to man. These include vertical 
and horizontal advection, turbulent diffusion, precipitation and sedimentation, 
uptake concentration, and transport by organisms, and transfer to man 
through his food from the sea.

Research is urgently needed on the flushing characteristics of typical 
harbours, estuaries and open coastal waters, on diffusion and sedimentation 
processes in inshore waters, and on the passage of radioactive elements 
through the food web in this portion of the sea.

Research is needed to delineate present and potential fishing areas, and 
non-fishing areas, by basic studies of biological productivity and other means. 
Studies are also required to determine rates of transfer of radioactive materials 
between areas by horizontal advection and turbulent diffusion, rates of 
dilution by diffusion, sedimentation, and vertical transport, and rates of 
uptake and transfer by the biota.

Research is required on efficient means of monitoring waste disposal areas. 
The ability of certain organisms selectively to concentrate particular elements 
offers a possible economical basis of monitoring radioactive wastes in the 
sea at very low concentrations.

Specific research proposals have been recently developed by several groups 
of oceanographers in the United States. These are summarized, together 
with cost estimates.

RECHERCHES NOUVELLES NECESSITEES PAR LE 
PROBLEME DE L ’ELIMINATION DES DECHETS R A D IO 

ACTIFS

Résumé

De nombreux processus physiques, chimiques et biologiques influent sur la 
répartition des matières radioactives et sur leur retour à l’homme. Parmi ces 
processus, il y a notamment l’amenée verticale et horizontale, la diffusion tur
bulente, la précipitation et la sédimentation, l’entraînement, la concentration 
et le transport par des organismes, et leur transfert à l’homme par les aliments 
qu’il retire de la mer.

Des recherches s’imposent d’urgence sur les caractéristiques de curage des 
eaux dans les ports, estuaires et rades foraines typiques, sur les processus de 
diffusion et de sédimentation dans les eaux proches du rivage et sur le passage 
des éléments radioactifs tout le long de la chaîne alimentaire dans cette partie 
de la mer.

Il faut entreprendre des recherches pour délimiter les zones de pêche pré
sentes et éventuelles et les zones où la pêche ne se fait pas, en procédant à des 
études fondamentales sur la productivité biologique ou en recourant à d’autres 
moyens. Des études sont également nécessaires pour déterminer les taux 
de transfert de matières radioactives entre les diverses zones par amenée 
hori-zontale et par diffusion turbulente, les taux de dilution par diffusion,
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sédimentation et transport vertical, et les taux d’entraînement et de transfert 
par les organismes.

Une recherche s’impose en ce qui concerne les moyens efficaces de contrôle 
des zones d’évacuation des déchets. Certains organismes sont capables de 
concentrer sélectivement des éléments déterminés ; 1 cette capacité constitue 
une base économique éventuelle pour le contrôle des déchets radioactifs exis
tant dans la mer à des concentrations extrêmement faibles.

Des propositions précises de recherche ont été récemment mises au point par 
plusieurs groupes d’océanographes aux Etats-Unis. Ces propositions ont été 
résumées en même temps que les estimations de. dépenses y afférentes.

Н ЕО БХО Д И М Ы Е НО ВЫ Е И ССЛЕД О ВА Н И Я В ОБЛАСТИ  
УД А Л ЕН И Я  РА Д И О А К ТИ ВН Ы Х ОТХОДОВ

Резюме

Многочисленные физические, химические и биологические процессы влияют 
на распределение радиоактивных материалов и их возвращение к человеку. 
Сюда входят вертикальная и горизонтальная адвекция, турбулентная диффузия, 
выпадения осадков и отложения, поднятие, концентрация и перемещение 
организмами, а также перемещение к человеку через его пищевые продукты 
из моря.

Настоятельно необходимо исследовать связанные с приливами данные в 
типичных гаванях, эстуариях и в открытых береговых водах, а также прохож
дение радиоактивных элементов через пищевые ткани в эту часть моря.

Необходимо провести исследования для того, чтобы разграничить потен
циальные рыболовные и не рыболовные районы с помощью теоретического 
изучения биологической продуктивности и другими способами.

Необходимо изучить эффективные средства контроля за районами удаления 
отходов. Способность некоторых организмов концентрировать лишь от
дельные элементы порядка нескольких тысяч может послужить экономичной 
основой для контроля за радиоактивными отходами в море при очень низких 
концентрациях. '

Недавно несколько групп океанографов в Соединенных Штатах разработали 
специальные исследовательские предложения. В документе они обобщаются 
и приводятся вместе со сметой расходов.

N U E V A S  IN V E S T IG A C IO N E S  N E C E S A R IA S  P A R A  LA  
EV A C U A C IO N  D E  D E S E C H O S  R A D IA C T IV O S

Resumen

Numerosos son los procesos físicos, químicos y biológicos que influyen 
en la forma en que las sustancias radiactivas se distribuyen y vuelven al 
hombre. Entre ellos figuran la convección vertical y horizontal; la difusión 
turbulenta; la precipitación y sedimentación; la captación, concentración y 
transporte de los materiales radiactivos por organismos, y su paso al hombre 
por ingestión de alimentos de origen marino.

Hay que estudiar urgentemente las características del flujo y reflujo de 
las aguas en puertos típicos, estuarios y aguas costeras abiertas ; los procesos
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de difusión y sedimentación en las aguas costeras, y el paso de los elementos 
radiactivos a través de la cadena alimenticia que se encuentra en esta parte 
del mar.

Es necesario efectuar investigaciones para poder delimitar las zonas de 
pesca presentes y futuras, y  las zonas en que la pesca no es posible, mediante 
estudios básicos sobre la productividad biológica, etc. También es preciso 
realizar estudios para determinar la velocidad de traslado de las sustancias 
radiactivas de una zona a otra por convección horizontal y por difusión 
turbulenta; la velocidad de dilución por difusión, sedimentación y transporte 
vertical, y la velocidad de captación y transmisión por los organismos vivos.

Es necesario realizar investigaciones sobre los medios más eficaces para 
someter a monitoraje las zonas de evacuación de desechos. Algunos organismos 
pueden concentrar selectivamente determinados elementos; esto ofrece la 
posibilidad de efectuar, en condiciones económicas, jel monitoraje de desechos 
radiactivos de baja concentración eliminados en el mar.

Varios grupos de oceanógrafos de los Estados Unidos han propuesto re
cientemente algunos trabajos específicos de investigación cuyo resumen 
aparece en esta memoria, junto con un cálculo de su costo.

NEW  RESEARCH REQUIRED IN SUPPORT OF 
RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL

M il n e r  B. S c h a e f e r  
I n t e r -A m e r ic a n  T r o p i c a l  T u n a  C om m ission  

S cr ip p s  I n s t i t u t io n  o f  O c e a n o g r a p h y  
L a  J o l l a ,  C a l i f .

U n it e d  Sta t e s  o f  A m e r ic a

Introduction
Safe disposal of radioactive materials in the sea depends on limiting the 

resulting radiation dose to man, received either directly or through his food 
from the sea, to tolerable levels. This may be accomplished by either of two 
means, or by a combination of them—isolation and dispersion. Radioactive 
materials introduced, or subsequently deposited by physical, chemical or 
biological processes, into regions of the sea not frequented by man, or not 
furnishing his food, are isolated. Dining the period of such isolation, they 
dimmish by radioactive decay. Radioactive materials which enter into those 
parts of the sea used by man may be so diluted by dispersion throughout 
the environment that the quantities of resulting radiation reaching man are 
tolerable.

Exposure to external radiation in some circumstances (such as accidental 
recovery of solid wastes during fishing or salvage operations, or where certain 
isotopes are concentrated in beach sands or sediments) might constitute 
a direct hazard from atomic wastes placed in the sea ; but in general the haz
ard from contaminated food organisms will be the critical consideration. 
R e v e l l e  et al (1) concluded:

“The most serious potential hazards to human beings from the introduction 
of radioactive products into the marine environment are those that may
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arise through the uptake of radioisotopes by organisms used for human food. 
There are several reasons why these indirect hazards are more critical than 
the direct hazards: (1) the radiation received from a given quantity of an 
isotope ingested as food is much greater than the dose from the same quantity 
in the external environment; (2) many elements, including some of those 
having radioactive isotopes resulting from nuclear reactions, are concentrated 
by factors up to several thousand by the organisms in the sea; (3) the vertical 
and horizontal migrations of organisms can result in transport of radioactive 
elements and thereby cause distributions different from those that would 
exist under the influence of physical factors alone; for example, certain ele
ments may be carried from the depths of the sea into the upper mixed layer 
in greater amounts than could be transported by the physical. circulation.

“I t  is quite certain that the direct hazard to man through danger of contam
ination of food from the sea will require limiting *the permissible concentration 
of radioactive elements in the oceans to levels below those at which there 
is any direct hazard. Any part of the sea in which the contamination does 
not cause dangerous concentrations of radioactive elements in man’s food 
organisms will be safe for man to live over or in.”

In evaluating the suitability of any marine locale as a receiver of atomic 
wastes, we must consider numerous chemical, physical and biological pro
cesses which affect the distribution of the radioactive materials and their 
eventual return to man through various routes, including the marine food 
harvest. P r i t c h a r d  et al (2) have diagrammed the various processes which 
must be considered in the step-by-step evaluation of a portion of the sea 
as a receiver of nuclear wastes. This is reproduced here as Fig. 1. In this
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figure the solid arrows between blocks indicate the route taken by the radio
active material in returning to man, while the dashed arrows indicate the 
reverse course taken in making the evaluation.

I t  may readily be seen from this diagram that the evaluation requires quanti
tative consideration of the following:

1. Uptake and concentration of radioactive isotopes by organisms from 
sea-water and from sediments.

2. Exchange between bottom sediments and material suspended or dis
solved in sea-water.

3. Advection and diffusion (by both physical and biological processes) 
both within a given marine environment and between adjacent environ
ments.

4. Site of initial release, initial mechanical dilution, and physical and 
chemical form of the waste at time of release.

Unfortunately, knowledge of most of the processes involved is quite limited. 
Therefore, to be on the safe side, we make “conservative” assumptions—that 
is, when doubt exists about a particular process, one takes a resulting value 
which would certainly be more hazardous to man than the (unknown) true 
value. This is, of course, a safe procedure, but it leads to more restrictive 
practices than would be imposed if better information were available. This 
over-restriction due to ignorance has an economic cost which will mount 
rapidly with the increasing use of nuclear energy, and can be decreased by 
the results of additional research.

In order to provide an adequate basis for controlling the sea disposal of 
radioactive wastes with optimum benefits to mankind, it is necessary to 
learn much more about the processes listed above, in various parts of the 
sea, than we now know. This requires an adequate long-range programme 
of research on the physics, chemistry and geology of the sea, and on the 
biology of its contained organisms, with particular reference to the radio
active waste disposal problem.

Research required in estuarine and coastal waters

Of the various parts of the sea, that of most immediate concern from the 
standpoint of radioactive waste disposal is the region which includes the 
harbours and estuaries and the shallow coastal waters over the continental 
shelf. It  is, of co\irse, generally recognized that high-level wastes cannot 
safely be introduced into these waters; but some quantities of low-level 
wastes are being, and will surely continue to be, liberated there. Such wastes 
arise from a variety of sources: low-level liquid wastes from shoreside power 
reactors, such as the United Kingdom establishment at Windscale on the Irish 
Sea ; low-level solid and packaged wastes from hospitals, laboratories, etc ; low- 
level liquid wastes from nuclear-powered ships. It is also in harbours and 
approaches to harbours that accidental sinking of nuclear-powered vessels 
is most likely to occur, with possible release of fairly large quantities of fis
sion products. The potentialities of nuclear explosions for deepening and 
widening channels and for creating artifical harbours are being explored. 
The effects of the resulting radioactivity are of primary importance in evaluat
ing the feasibility of such operations.

At the same time, this is the region of the sea most used by man for a variety 
of purposes, and from which he obtains a large share of his marine food,
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including some of the organisms low in the food chain, such as seaweeds and 
molluscs, which most highly concentrate some of the hazardous radio
isotopes.

Safe disposal of radioactive materials in estuarine and coastal waters relies 
primarily on dilution (dispersion) rather than on isolation, since few parts 
of this environment are isolated from man, and these imperfectly. Wastes 
in impervious containers may be isolated from the water and its contained 
organisms for a time, likewise isotopes precipitated in bottom sediments may 
be at least partially isolated, particularly where they are in areas with no 
commercial fishing. Dilution is accomplished by mixing the estuarine and 
coastal area, and by exchange (flushing) to the larger volume of the open 
sea offshore.

Outstanding characteristics of the inshore environment are its complexity 
and variability. Although the basic principles remain the same from one 
place to another, at the present state of our knowledge each locality presents 
a nearly unique problem. What is needed is a better understanding of import
ant parameters of estuarine and coastal situations, so that evaluation based 
on general principles can be made realistic, and so that detailed studies of 
waste-receiving capabilities of particular localities can be carried out more 
efficiently and precisely than is now the case.

Circulation and mixing
The rate of removal of dissolved materials from an estuary or coastal 

environment by the motion of the waters, that is the flushing rate, and also 
the distribution in space and time of materials introduced into such an en
vironment, depend on the character of the circulation and mixing, which 
is determined by a number of internal and external factors. Studies of a single 
estuary, or of a single coastal area, will not be sufficient to provide general 
basic concepts. Present knowledge of the hydrography of estuaries indicates, 
however, that they may be classified into types on the basis of .(1) physical 
structure (i.e. length, width, depth, shape, etc.), (2) the net water gain or loss 
due to the difference between fresh-water inflow and evaporation, and (3) 
the character of the tidal circulation. Similarly, coastal areas may be fitted 
into a broad classification scheme. The required research programme should 
include detailed studies of a number of representative estuaries and coastal 
environments, encompassing the range of variation of environmental factors. 
Four types of estuaries which should be studied have been listed by B r o w n  
ei al (3) as follows:

1. Coastal plain estuaries-. These estuaries are shallow, elongated indentures 
on the coast-line, having free connexion with the open sea, and within 
which sea-water is measurably diluted by land drainage.

2. Inverse estuaries: Embayments in which evaporation exceeds precipita
tion and fresh-water inflow.

3. Fiord-type estuaries: Deep coastal indentations in which fresh-water 
inflow exceeds evaporation. One important case is that in which the 
entrance is so restricted as greatly to limit the replacement of water 
in the deeper parts of the estuary.

4. Bar-built estuaries: Shallow embayments with restricted connexion to 
the open sea, within which tidal motion is hence small compared to 
wind-induced motion.
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Methods of studying the circulation and mixing of typical estuaries should 
include : (1) field studies of the time and space distribution of current, tempera
ture, salinity and other chemical components in relation to other parameters 
such as morphology, tidal effects, river inflow and evaporation, and winds;
(2) tracer studies utilizing both (a) wastes introduced by existing industrial 
outfalls; and (b) planned release of suitable tracer chemicals, both non-radio
active and radioactive; (3) studies of hydraulic models, particularly in con
junction with the foregoing tracer studies.

Both vertical and horizontal advection are important in coastal waters, 
the former being brought about where there is convergence or divergence of 
the surface drift in relation to the land boundary. Mixing processes are effected 
by a number of factors, including effects of bottom topography on current, 
internal waves and inertial currents, fresh-water run-off from the land, and 
wind stress. The various mixing and advective processes are often subject 
to large changes related to climatic variations over the adjacent coastal area; 
consequently studies need to be continued over sufficient time to establish 
seasonal and longer-term variations.

Although coastal regions are difficult to fit into any classification scheme, 
it is at least possible to divide coastal waters into relatively homogeneous 
regions for study purposes, as has been indicated for North-American coastal 
waters by B r o w n  et al (3). Considerable research has already been done 
on the physical oceanography of many of these regions, but there appear 
to be in nearly all cases large deficiencies in our knowledge of seasonal and 
other temporal variations, and in our understanding of mixing processes and 
of vertical advection. Research in coastal waters needs particularly to include:

1. Studies of time variations in the circulation ̂ and mixing, through periodic 
surveys and more especially by the employment of moored buoys or 
other fixed stations for giving quasi-continuous records of currents 
and of physical and chemical properties.

2. Comprehensive studies of the distribution of properties and current 
measurements covering a wide spectrum of scales in space and time 
as a basis for better understanding of mixing processes.

3. Investigation of the utility of model studies, which may be effective, 
as they have already been in studies of estuaries, in helping to evaluate 
regions with complex boundary effects.

An additional important line of research is the development of a suitable 
theory into which to fit the observational data for coastal waters to arrive 
at a useful understanding of the physical regime of this complex environment 
intermediate between the estuaries and the open sea. Such theory is needful 
for attaining precision in predicting the space and time distribution of dis
solved waste materials.

Sedimentation 'processes
Radioactive materials may be deposited on the bottom in estuarine and 

coastal areas by precipitation, by sorption on clays and other inorganic sedi
ments, or by the deposition of organic materials in which they have been 
incorporated or on which they are adsorbed. The deposition does not neces
sarily remove them from the direct route to man, since in such waters there 
occur also both vertebrate and invertebrate benthic and bottom-feeding 
organisms which are part of the food-fish harvest. If the radioactive elements 
are readily taken up from the sediments by such organisms, • such sediment
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ation may, by concentrating certain isotopes in a smaller volume of sediments 
than the original volume of water in which they were dispersed, actually 
lead to increased transfer to man through his food. As has been noted by 
C a k r it t  et al (4), we are now unable to make any quantitative estimates of the 
effects of sedimentation processes, although it is believed on the basis of 
experience at Windscale, Chesapeake Bay and elsewhere that (except where 
sources of marine food products are directly adjacent to waste disposal sites) 
the net effect is to reduce the transfer of hazardous radioisotopes to man.

I t  is evident that additional research, both in the laboratory and in the field, 
on the nature of sedimentation processes, and on sorption and exchange of 
radioisotopes between water, sediments, and organisms in estuarine and coastal 
environments is required as a basis for more precise consideration of waste 
disposal in these environments.

A further important aspect of sorption and sedimentation processes is the 
possibility of employing selected clay minerals in decontaminating the water 
around a nuclear-powered vessel involved in a reactor accident, or following 
nuclear detonations. Some research has recently been commenced, according 
to C a b k i t t  et al (4) and W a l l e n  (5).

Biological effects
The role of organisms in estuarine and coastal waters is of paramount impor

tance to the consideration of disposal of radioactive waste materials, for two 
reasons : firstly, because the uptake and excretion of organisms, together with 
their migrations, can result in a great difference of circulation and mixing 
between those elements which enter into the biological cycle and those elements 
which do not ; secondly, because the concentration of radioisotopes by organisms 
used by man for food is the principal route by which he is exposed to the 
radioactivity entering these waters, which, as noted above, provide a large 
share of the seafood harvest.

Many elements, including some which have important radioisotopes, are 
concentrated by large factors by organisms (see, for example, the tables in 
R e v e l l e  (1), and P r i t c h a r d  et al (2). These may be taken up directly 
from the water or bottom sediments, or, in the case of the organisms above 
the plants, passed through the food chain. The uptake of radioactive elements 
by sessile plants and animals “hold up” the circulation of these elements, so 
that the flushing rate for them is slower than the flushing rate of the water. 
For those isotopes with large biological concentration factors, high concen
trations may develop locally, for example on heavily fouled' pilings or in clam 
and oyster beds. Also, as noted by K e t c h u m  (6), the combination of uptake 
by organisms in the overlying water and gravity effects on their excreta and 
dead bodies, in an area with estuarine-type circulation or in regions of coastal 
upwellings, will result in hold-up in the circulation of elements concentrated 
by such organisms. In addition, the migrations of organisms will modify the 
distribution of the radioactive elements which they take up.

In order properly to evaluate the distribution of radioactive waste materials 
in estuarine and inshore waters, and in order to estimate the share of radio
activity which will appear in man’s food from this part of the sea, it is necessary 
to know a great deal about the uptake by different kinds of organisms of various 
radioactive elements, both from the water and the sediments, the rates of 
subsequent excretion, and the transfer rates from prey organisms to their 
predators, and also to know a good deal about the vertical and horizontal
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migrations of the organisms and about their rates of mortality and rates of 
fallout of their excreta and dead remains. Such information can be obtained 
by three approaches:

1. Field studies of the ecology, behaviour, and biochemistry of the organisms, 
using classical methods. Such studies should be conducted simultaneously 
and in co-ordination with field studies of the circulation and distribution 
of properties of typical estuarine and coastal areas described above under 
“Circulation and mixing” .

2. Laboratory studies of uptake and excretion of radioisotopes in water and 
sediments and of passage from prey to predator. Such studies are now being 
carried on in several laboratories (5), but need to be much intensified.

3. Field studies using radioactive tracers to measure the flux of elements 
through the various parts of the ecological system. Such studies are essen
tial because the complete ecological system cannot yet be reproduced in 
the laboratory. Some such studies may be conveniently conducted in 
connexion with existing waste-disposal operations. However, controlled 
field experiments in small lagoons or other semi-enclosed bodies of 
water are desirable because more precision can be achieved by such 
planned experiments (3, 7).

i

Research required in the open sea: The near-surface layer

The waters of the ocean are stratified. The near-surface layer, from which 
most of man’s food harvest is taken, is a relatively thin stratum, varying in 
thickness in different places but averaging about 75 m, within which vertical 
mixing by wind-stirring is relatively rapid and complete, wherefore it is often 
called the “upper mixed layer”. Below this is a zone within which temperature 
decreases, and density increases, rapidly with depth. This thermocline, or 
pycnocline, separates the upper mixed layer from the layers of intermediate 
and deeper water, the latter extending to the bottom, within which there are 
gentle gradients of decreasing temperature and increasing density and salinity 
with depth. The upper layer is characterized by relatively rapid currents and 
mixing. In the intermediate and deep layers, vertical movements and hori
zontal currents are more sluggish. The strong density gradient through the 
pycnocline acts as a partial barrier between the upper layer and the lower 
layers. There is, however, exchange of elements across the pycnocline by up- 
welling and downwelling, by vertical diffusion, by sinking of organic and 
inorganic sediments, and by vertical migrations of organisms.

The principal source of radioactive materials introduced into the upper 
mixed layer of the open sea has been fallout from weapons tests. Sources from 
peaceful uses of atomic energy are wastes from nuclear-powered ships, and 
wastes from shoreline reactors and other establishments which may be 
dumped there.

Because of its greater water volumes and often more rapid and extensive 
mixing, the upper layer of the open sea has a greater capacity safely to receive 
radioactive wastes than estuarine and coastal waters. Furthermore, materials 
which fall out of this layer by sedimentation processes have a much smaller 
chance of being returned to man. The waste:receiving capacity of these waters 
is, however, much less than that of the deep sea. Especially in and near com
mercial fishing areas, there can be returned to man an important fraction of 
some of the radioactive elements through the pelagic foodfish harvest. Our
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present knowledge is fairly adequate for directing the safe disposal in the 
open sea during the next decade of quantities of low-level wastes likely to be 
generated by nuclear-powered ships, and low-level wastes likely to be intro
duced into this environment from other industrial sources (shoreside reactors, 
laboratory wastes). The safe disposal of much larger volumes of low-level 
wastes, or the disposal of even small quantities of high-level wastes will, how
ever, require much improvement of our knowledge of this part of the sea. 
Some of the more important directions for such research are mentioned below.

Location of existing and, potential commercial fishing arms
The important hazard to man from radioactive wastes in the open sea lies 

in their return to him through the food-fish harvest. All parts of the open sea, 
however, do not and cannot support commercial fisheries. The ocean, like the 
land, has areas where the biological production is high, where the environmental 
conditions cause an abundant growth of plants and animals which, in turn, 
support large populations of harvestable fishes. Other areas, veritable biological 
deserts of the sea, are incapable of supporting harvestable fish populations. Now, 
some areas of high basic biological production which have large harvestable 
fish stocks are not yet exploited [see for example Pig. 4.3 of S c h a e f e r  and 
R e v e l l e  (8)] ; other regions of high basic production may not support com
mercial fisheries because of the behaviour characteristics of the fish and other 
causes. We can be confident, however, that areas of very low basic production 
do not and will not support significant commercial fisheries. I t  is desirable so 
far as possible, obviously, to restrict the disposal of atomic wastes to such 
desert areas.

We know how to characterize the productivity of the sea by some relatively 
simple techniques, including measurements of C14 uptake, chlorophyll content 
of the water as a measure of standing crops of phytoplankton, zooplankton 
volumes, and certain physical and chemical characteristics. The mapping of 
the oceans with respect to these parameters, together with the preparation 
of maps of present commercial fishing areas, can provide a most useful guide 
to areas of relatively least hazardous disposal of atomic wastes.

Currents and mixing
The upper layer of the open sea is characterized by relatively swift currents, 

and by rapid horizontal mixing through eddy diffusion. Both these phenomena 
are of importance to atomic waste disposal, because they are primary processes 
determining the amount of material deposited in one area that will arrive in 
other areas. The eddy diffusivity, of course, is also important in determining 
the rate of dilution of the dissolved or suspended radioactive materials.

Average surface currents of the ocean are quite well mapped. Their varia
bility and their fine structure are not well understood, however. It seems 
important, therefore, at least in and near those places where disposal of signi
ficant quantities of radioactive materials may be contemplated, to study the 
horizontal currents in some detail, in order to insure that the materials are 
not carried into other places where they might constitute a hazard.

The process of turbulent diffusion in the sea is not well understood. I t  is 
often considered, for a first approximation, to be Pickian (i.e. the coefficient 
of diffusivity is assumed to be isotropic and uniform throughout the water). 
Measurements indicate, however, that the rate of spreading of trace substances 
is more rapid than it should be under the assumption; this means that an ato
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mic pollutant would be more rapidly diluted, but it also means more rapid 
spreading to adjacent areas. J o s e p h  and S e n d n e r  (9) have recently publi
shed a diffusion equation, on the assumption that the dispersion increases 
linearly with distance, which seems to describe better the existing observational 
data. This whole matter, however, requires more investigation, both experi
mental and theoretical.

Sedimentation processes
Solid fractions of atomic wastes tend to be removed from the upper mixed 

layer by gravity effects. Such solid fractions may occur as precipitates of those 
elements which exist in sea-water as solid phases—e.g. ruthenium, niobium, 
and cerium. Others may result from sorption on to organic or inorganic par
ticles, or by accumulation in organisms which later die.

Experimental work appears to be needed to determine the physical states 
of elements with important radioisotopes in sea-water, the absorption charac
teristics of the particulate matter occurring in the upper layers of the open sea, 
and the rates of settling of particles of different kinds.

It needs to be noted that uptake by organisms may greatly impede the 
settling of some particulate matter. This is suggested, for example, by the 
observation that Ce144, which is present in sea-water in particulate form, and 
its daughter Pr144, were found by H a r l e y  (10 ) to amount to 80 to 90% 
of the fission-product activity in plankton samples from the Pacific, a consi
derable time after their introduction into the sea.

Biological processes
Some biological phenomena and processes important to the radioactive waste 

problem in the upper layer of the open sea have been mentioned above—the 
charting of existing and potential fishing areas, and the effects of the biosphere 
on sedimentation processes. The organisms in the sea, however, also affect 
the distribution of radioactive wastes in other ways, which need to be properly 

-understood for effective waste-disposal planning.
As noted earlier, the organisms of the sea concentrate certain elements in 

their bodies, either by direct uptake or by accumulation from their food. 
Although some studies have been and are being made to détermine the factors 
by which various elements are concentrated by organisms, a great deal yet 
needs to be done. Concentration factors for some important elements having 
radioactive isotopes, such as chromium, tantalum, and tungsten, are not 
available for any organisms. For other elements, concentration factors have 
been determined for a few organisms, but not for any used as human food. 
For no elements have we good estimates of transfer rates from one part to 
another of the food chain.

I t  is also important to determine to what degree some elements can be 
substituted for others in the organisms’ metabolism. It is known, for example, 
that calcium and strontium are metabolized in similar fashion, so that the for
mer acts as a diluent for the latter—thus the ratio of radiostrontium to calcium 
is important rather than the absolute amount of radiostrontium. I t  is sus
pected that other elements may be similarly related, ]mt this requires investi
gation for marine organisms.

The migrations of organisms may also have a profound effect on the distri
bution of those radioactive wastes which they incorporate in their bodies. 
Vertical migrations of organisms, many of which readily cross the pycnocline,
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can easily transfer radioactive material across this density barrier to physical 
circulation. Horizontal migrations can transfer such materials from the area 
of introduction to other areas. More important, fish contaminated in one area 
may be caught in far distant uncontaminated areas. Thus, additional study of 
the extent and range of both vertical and horizontal migrations of the animals 
in the sea is important for the precise evaluation of the effects of waste disposal.

Research required in the open sea: The deep and intermediate layers
Since the waters of the deeper parts of the ocean, below the pycnocline, 

exchange only slowly with those of the upper mixed layer, radioactive materials 
introduced into the deep sea will be isolated for some time, at least for several 
decades and perhaps for several hundred years, from the upper layer where they 
can be returned to man. During this time they will be diminished by radioactive 
decay, and will be diluted by dispersion. Some part of the material will be 
deposited in deep sea sediments, where it may remain for a very long time, 
perhaps almost permanently for some elements. It can be confidently stated 
that much greater quantities of wastes can be safely placed in the deep sea than 
anywhere else in the oceans. Quantitative assessment of the capacity of the 
depths of the ocean for recéiving such wastes and the best manner and places 
of introduction can, however, now be made only in the most general fashion. 
Certainly the deep sea can be used for a considerable quantity of such wastes, 
including high-level wastes. If, however a very large quantity of high-level 
wastes, such as the 1,000 tons per year estimated by C r a ig  (11) as possible 
within a few decades, is to be placed in the deep sea, it is necessary to learn 
a great deal more about this part of the ocean than we now know as a basis 
for guiding such operations. It is understood that all nations now developing 
power reactors plan to accommodate the high-level fuel reprocessing wastes 
by treatment and storage on land. In the foreseeable future, however, it may 
prove to be desirable for certain nations with easy access to the sea and no good 
land-storage sites to use the depths of the ocean for this purpose.

In order to assess the effects of radioactive materials introduced into the 
deep sea, we need to be able to determine how these materials are dispersed 
throughout the deep waters, what share will be deposited and retained in the 
bottom sediments, and what amounts of activity will eventually reach the 
upper layers of the sea and the organisms in this part of the ocean through which 
the activity is returned to man. For these purposes certain lines of research, 
in addition to those mentioned above for the upper layer, need to be pursued :

Circulation, mixing, and, exchange with the surface layer

The mean currents and mixing processes in the deep sea are poorly known. 
Calculations from the distribution of properties and the few direct current 
measurements indicate that the mean current is small in most parts of the 
deep sea, of the order of a  few cm/sec. W ü s t ’s  (12) calculations have, however, 
indicated meridional currents up to 17 cm/sec along the western margin of 
the western trough in the Atlantic; and D i e t r i c h  (13) has calculated velo
cities of about 10 cm/sec for the deep Antarctic Circumpolar Current, and for 
the Subarctic Bottom Current in the North Atlantic, the latter perhaps 
increasing to 40 cm/sec across the Greenland— Scotland Ridge. Recent direct 
measurements by Stommel and Swallow have indicated a rapid deep current
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along the western boundary of the Atlantic, under the Gulf Stream—which 
had been predicted by theory.

According to the most recent and comprehensive theory of deep ocean cir
culation, developed by H. S t o m m e l (14), the deep and bottom waters of 
the ocean are carried from high-latitude, near-surface source regions to low 
latitudes in narrow, fast-flowing western boundary currents at depths of several 
thousand metres. At all latitudes lateral mixing occurs between the water 
in these currents and waters of the same density in the central and eastern 
parts of the oceans. Over most of the ocean the deep water moves up slowly—  
at an average rate of perhaps 5 m a year—to the region of the thermocline, 
and the return flow to high latitudes takes place in the upper water layers. 
Using Stommel’s estimate of total transport of the western boundary currents 
of 60 miUion cm per second, we would have an average residence time of the 
water in the deep ocean of about 700 years.

Calculations by W o o s t e r  and K e t c h u m  (15) and C r a ig  (11) based 
on the distribution of properties, including the distribution of radio-carbon, 
have given other estimates of mean residence time. Estimates by various 
methods for the water in the Atlantic below 2,000 m vary from 50 years to
1,000 years. An estimate for the Pacific based on measured heat flow through 
the sea floor suggests a residence time of less than 1,000 years. Whether tho
rough mixing of the deep water is accomplished during the average residence 
time of a water particle is still a moot point, although C14 data from the Atlantic 
tend to indicate that it is.

In order to improve our knowledge of circulation and mixing in the deep 
sea, and the rate of exchange with the surface layer, several lines of research 
suggest themselves. It is of importance to test Stommel’s model, which can be 
first approached by making direct measurements of the western boundary 
currents in both the Atlantic and the Pacific ocean. Zonal sections of tempera
ture and salinity, from surface to bottom, at every 10° or so of latitude across 
the Pacific, like those now being made in the Atlantic, will give a further check 
(from geostrophic calculations) of the western boundary currents, and will 
provide a basis for calculating the net transfer upward across the thermocline 
between sections. Mixing and vertical exchange across the thermocline can be 
studied by tracer techniques, using the existing fallout from weapons tests, 
as suggested by B r o w n ,  et al (3 ), naturally-occurring radioactive materials 
(C14, radium, etc.), and, perhaps most effectively, by purposive experiments 
with radioactive materials, which has been suggested by, among others, 
F o ls o m  and V i n e  (16) and B r o w n  et al (3 ).

Sedimentation in the deep sea
A s  mentioned above, some fraction of the radioactive wastes in the deep 

sea will be deposited in the bottom sediments, which may retain them for 
very long periods of time, thus effectively isolating them. This would be 
especially true in the case of disposal in packages which would sink to the 
bottom. In this case, dispersion of the activity would be by slow diffusion 
from concreted wastes, or would be delayed until the disintegration or rupture 
of an impermeable container. Since the deep-sea sediments have high exchange 
capacities, much of the waste would be retained, at least until the upper 
layers of the sediments became saturated. G o l d b e r g  and A r r h e n i u s  (17) 
have also shown that in the deep-sea sediments some elements which have 
radioactive isotopes are removed from the water by ferromanganese oxide
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minerals, zeolite phillipsites, and the micro-crystalline skeletal apatite from 
the remains of marine vertebrates.

The processes, both inorganic and biochemical, bringing about bottom- 
deposit accumulation of elements having radioisotopes are not well under
stood, and should be investigated by both field studies and laboratory experi
ments. Further, it is desirable to determine the average time an element 
spends in the water of the deep sea before being removed by sedimentation 
processes. This has been roughly estimated for a variety of elements from 
concentrations in sea-water, concentrations in sediments, and rate of accu
mulation of sediments, assuming a steady-state system and uniform mixing 
of the oceans. These estimates are, however, not very reliable because the 
basic data on the sediments are sparse and because the assumption of steady- 
state and uniform mixing may not be correct. More extensive studies of 
the composition and rates of deposition of sediments in different parts of 
the sea are called for.

Biological aspects

Radioactive waste materials in the deep sea may be returned to the upper 
mixed layer, and thence to man, by the circulation and mixing of the water 
in which they are dissolved. They may also, in some instances, be returned 
by organisms. This can happen in two ways. First, some of the animals of 
the upper layer which are used by man feed in the depths of the sea where 
they could obtain radioactive materials taken up by their food organisms. 
The feeding of sperm whales on deep-sea cephalopods is a case in point. Second, 
some elements of the biosphere perform regular migrations between the 
intermediate depths, at least, and the surface layer, readily crossing the ther
mocline. Such organisms might take up radioactivity in the deep water and 
liberate it in the surface water. Elements most effectively transported by 
this means would be those which are readily and rapidly exchanged with 
the water. K e t c h u m  and B o w e n  (18 ) have calculated that this biological 
transport can be more rapid than that due to physical processes. On the 
other hand, if the vertical migrants are eaten by fish in the surface layer, 
and these are, in turn, taken by man for food, those elements which are con
centrated and retained by the migrants, but which are incorporated in the 
bodies of their predators, would be readily returned to man by this route.

Research is required to measure the uptake and excretion rates of elements 
important in radioactive waste materials by deep-sea organisms, especially 
those which migrate between the surface layer and the deeper layers, on rates 
of migration of such organisms, and on the efficiency of ingestion and digestion 
of food by organisms at different trophic levels. Much of this work can be 
done by classical methods of biological oceanography, but experiments using 
moderately large quantities of radioactive materials as tracers in experiments 
in the open sea, some of which have been suggested by S c h a e f e r  (7 ), 
also constitute á powerful new approach.

Research for monitoring
Introduction into the marine environment of radioactive materials in 

amounts that might, by any possibility, constitute a hazard should be ac
companied by careful and systematic monitoring in and near the disposal
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areas to measure the concentration and distribution of such materials. Thus 
C a r r i t t  et al (4), discussing the disposal of low-level wastes in coastal 
waters of the American Atlantic seaboard, have stated, “Monitoring of a 
disposal area at intervals following the start of disposal operations will be 
essential to the safe and efficient use of an area” . P r i t c h a u d  et al (2) 
have recommended that “I t  is essential that a systematic monitoring programme 
be initiated as soon as possible to determine the consequences of the release 
of radioactive wastes from nuclear-powered vessels, both civilian and military”, 
and have further recommended that “The monitoring should cover all harbours 
in the United States and its territories entered by nuclear vessels to the 
extent required by such use. I t  should be flexible enough to encompass, 
when circumstances require, all marine environments where organisms are 
exploited by man. It should be directed towards the detection of the radio
active isotopes produced by both corrosion and fission processes, distinguishing 
the quantities originating from fallout, from land-based reactors and from 
nuclear vessels” . The National Academy of Sciences Committee on Ocean
ography (3) hás likewise placed heavy emphasis on the need for careful 
monitoring.

Monitoring of radioactive wastes in the sea requires their measurement 
in sea-water at exceedingly low concentrations, since some isotopes can consti
tute a hazard in dilutions of the order of 1 x  10- 6 /лс/L The efficient detec
tion, identification, and measurement of these materials at such low 
concentrations require research into improved instrumentation and chemical 
techniques for the purpose.

A promising tool for monitoring is the use of organisms as detectors. As 
we have noted previously, it is not the concentration in the water but in 
the organisms which is the controlling factor for safe waste disposal, since 
the organisms often concentrate the materials by several orders of magnitude 
over the concentration in the water. It is thus obvious that the simplest 
way to monitor nuclear wastes in the marine environment is through measure
ments in the biota. Furthermore, selected kinds of organisms are known 
to concentrate certain elements especially. For instance, some molluscs con
centrate cobalt by a factor of at least 104, and certain tunicates concentrate 
niobium by very large factors. A systematic search for organisms which 
concentrate particular elements heavily is therefore a primary line of research 
towards the development of rapid and simple “bio-assay” methods in a moni
toring programme.

Spécifié research proposals
The National Academy of Sciences— National Research Council’s Com

mittee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation on Oceanography and Fisheries 
during 1956 extensively reviewed the problems of disposal of radioactive 
wastes in the sea, and considered the present status of knowledge and additional 
information required in this connexion (1). Its recommendations included 
suggestions for research in physical, chemical, and biological oceanography, 
including field investigations, experimental studies in the sea using tracer 
techniques, and laboratory studies. At a meeting with scientists of the United 
Kingdom in the autumn of 1956 (19), questions needing answers through add
itional research were further discussed. Finally, a working group of the Committee 
on Effects of Atomic Radiations on Oceanography and Fisheries, operating
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as a panel of the Committee on Oceanography, has made specific recom
mendations for a five-year research programme for the United States, together 
with cost estimates (3), which may be outlined as follows:

Estuarine and coastal studies
The recommendations under this heading involve studies of circulation 

and mixing in estuarine and coastal environments, encompassing essentially 
the research of this sort discussed earlier in this paper. It was recommended 
that % 1,400,000 per year be provided for such studies in estuaries, and an 
equal sum for studies in coastal waters.

Research in the open ocean
The Committee has recommended studies of circulation and mixing in 

the open ocean, including:
1. Tests of the Stommel theory of the deep circulation in the ocean, in

cluding direct measurements of the western boundary currents, and 
the completion of zonal profiles across the Pacific at each 10° of latitude 
for calculation of transport and upward transfer across the thermocline ;

2. Estimates of vertical exchange across the thermocline, employing 
measurements of the distribution in the sea of naturally-occurring radio
isotopes and of the artificially-created radioisotopes now present in 
the sea from past weapons tests; and

3. Studies of mixing within the deep waters by the tracing of radioactive 
materials introduced in the deep sea in a line along the deep margin 
of a western boundary current.

The estimated cost of this research is $ 1,400,000 per year .'It was recognized 
that international collaboration would be most helpful in conducting these 
studies.

Sedimentation processes in estuarine and coastal waters and in the deep sea
Research recommended under this heading includes studies aimed at 

measuring the concentration of elements of the fission-product spectrum 
in both deep and shallow waters, and rates of sedimentation in various environ
ments. Studies were also recommended to investigate the exchange character
istics of organic and inorganic components of the sediments.

I t  was suggested that about $ 350,000 be devoted to the support of these 
researches during the first year and $ 165,000 per year thereafter.

Effects of the biosphere on the distribution and circulation of radioisotopes in 
the sea.

The research programme on biological aspects, both in inshore and ojaen- 
sea areas, includes studies of basic productivity, investigations of abundance, 
species composition, migrations and food-chain relationships of zooplankton 
organisms, studies of benthic populations with respect to their abundance 
in various habitats, sources of food and feeding habits and food-chain relation
ships, studies of commercially-important fish and marine mammals with 
respect to their distribution and migrations, sources of food and feeding 
habits and uptake and sites of deposition of radioactive isotopes, elemental 
analyses of representative invertebrates and vertebrates, and ecological studies 
of representative waste-disposal areas.
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For these purposes it was estimated that $ 838,000 per year will be required.
In addition it was recommended that studies of genetic effects of radiation 

on marine organisms be given additional support in the amount of $ 100,000 
per year.

Field experiments using radioactive isotopes
I t  was recognized that the use of radioisotopes as tracers in field experi

ments is an important new tool for studies of both physical and biological 
processes in the sea.

It was recommended that tracer experiments be conducted in a small 
lagoon to measure the distribution and transfer rates of radioisotopes through
out a marine ecosystem. A budget of $ 100,000 per year was proposed for 
this work.

Several large-scale field experiments in the open sea were also considered 
appropriate, including: (1) an experiment in tagging surface-water of the 
open sea to measure lateral mixing in the mixed layer above the thermocline ;
(2) an experiment in mid-depth in the main thermocline, to measure the rate 
of lateral spreading of water within the thermocline, and to determine how 
effectively the thermocline seals the deep water from the surface water;
(3) an experiment in tagging bottom water. It was again recognized that 
such large-scale experiments should involve international collaboration.

Budget estimates for such large-scale experiments are difficult to make, 
since there is little previous experience to refer to, but each test might cost 
from $ 400,000 to $ 5,000,000 depending on location, duration, and com
plexity.

Excluding the large-scale field tests mentioned immediately above, the 
recommended research programme would cost a total of about $ 30 million 
over a five-year period. About one-third of this represents work now under 
way, leaving some $ 20 million for new effort.

The research recommended by this Committee, while not including all 
the new studies which I have discussed in this paper, encompasses a substantial 
share of them, and would constitute a good start on the accumulation of 
the knowledge which will be required for safe and efficient use of the sea 
as a receiver of radioactive waste materials.
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OCEANOGRAPHIC RESEARCH REQU IRED IN SUPPORT OF 
RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL

Abstract

For low-level waste disposal in coastal waters the character of the biota 
and the eating habits of local human populations will determine the safe 
limits of contamination. In such a situation the sedimentary bottom popu
lations win be important, since they will be exposed continuously, while 
planktonic and fish populations will drift through or enter the area of conta
mination sporadically.

In the open ocean, on the other hand, planktonic populations are of prime 
importance, both as the food supply of pelagic edible species, and because 
they may be effective in transporting isotopes.

Similar questions face biologists studying either sedentary or planktonic 
populations. These include the need to know the distribution and density 
of populations of various species, the rate of growth of the individuals and 
of the populations, the seasonal cycle of production and of abundance, the 
ability of various organisms to accumulate various elements, and the ways 
in which these elements are transported through the food web, to the bottom 
through sedimentation or vertically within the water column through mi
gration and exchange.

For each specific waste-disposal problem a survey of the local biota will 
be required, as will the subsequent monitoring of the operation.

RECHERCHES OCEANOGRAPHIQUES NECESSAIRES POUR 
L ’ELIMINATION DES DECHETS RADIOACTIFS

Résume

En ce qui concerne l’évacuation des déchets de faible activité dans les eaux 
côtières, les limites de sécurité pour la contamination seront déterminées par 
le milieu biologique et le régime alimentaire des habitants de la région. Dans 
une telle situation, ce sont les populations du fond sédimentaire qui joueront 
un rôle important puisqu’elles subissent une exposition permanente alors que 
le plancton et les poissons n’entrent dans les régions contaminées qu’en passant 
ou dans des cas isolés.

En revanche, dans la haute mer, les populations planctoniques sont d’une 
importance primordiale à la fois comme source alimentaire pour les espèces 
pélagiques comestibles et comme transporteurs éventuels d’isotopes.

Des questions semblables se posent aux biologistes qui étudient les popula
tions sédentaires ou planctoniques. Il faut qu’ils connaissant entre autres la 
distribution et la densité des populations de diverses espèces, la rapidité de 
croissance des individus et de ces populations, le cycle saisonnier de la repro
duction et de l’abondance, la faculté de divers organismes d’accumuler divers 
éléments, et la façon dont ces éléments atteignent le fond au moyen de la chaîne 
alimentaire par voie de sédimentation, ou sont transportés verticalement au 
sein de la colonne d’eau par migration ou échange.

Pour chaque problème concret que soulève l’élimination des déchets, il 
faudra étudier le milieu biologique local et, par la suite, faire le contrôle radio
logique de l’opération.
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О К ЕА Н О ГРА Ф И ЧЕСК О Е И С СЛ ЕД О ВА Н И Е, НЕО БХОДИ М ОЕ  
В ПО ДДЕРЖ КУ У Д А Л ЕН И Я  ОТХОДОВ

Резюме
Для удаления отходов с низким уровнем активности в прибрежные воды 

определяющим фактором уровня заражения будет служить характер живот
ного и растительного мира и средства питания местного населения. При таком 
положении вещей следует уделить внимание осадочному животному миру, 
поскольку он будет подвергаться облучению непрерывно, тогда как планктоны 
и рыба будут лишь проплывать или заходить в зоны спорадичного заражения.

С другой стороны, в открытом океане планктоны играют первостепенное 
значение, как с точки зрения того, что они являются морской разновидностью 
пищевого продукта, так и с точки зрения того, что они являются носителями 
изотопов.

С подобными вопросами сталкиваются биологи, изучающие либо мир 
непередвигающихся живых организмов, либо мир планктонов. Здесь необхо
димо знать расселение и плотность различных разновидностей этих организмов; 
скорость роста отдельных организмов и их семейств в целом; время их раз
множения и изобилия; способность различных организмов аккумулировать 
в себе различные элементы, а также пути, по которым эти элементы пере
носятся пищевой тканью на дно посредством осаждения или вертикально 
в водяном слое посредством миграции и обмена.

Для каждой специфической проблемы по удалению отходов требуется 
исследование местного характера животного и растительного мира, а также 
последующего контроля самой операции по удалению отходов.

INVESTIGACIONES OCEANOGRAFICAS NECESARIAS PARA  
LA EVACUACION DE DESECHOS RADIACTIVOS

v Resumen
Cuando se trata de evacuar desechos de baja actividad en aguas costeras, - 

las condiciones de seguridad de la operación quedan determinadas por el 
carácter de la fauna y la flora y por la forma de alimentación de la población 
humana local. En dicho caso habrá que estudiar especialmente los organismos 
bentónicos sedentarios, que estarán expuestos continuamente a la irradiación, 
en tanto que los peces y el plancton atravesarán la zona contaminada o sólo 
entrarán en ella de cuando en cuando.

En cambio, las poblaciones planctónicas son de fundamental importancia 
en mar abierto, tanto por servir de alimento a las especies pelágicas com
estibles como porque pueden transportar isótopos.

Los biólogos que estudian las poblaciones bentónicas o planctónicas deben 
resolver problemas similares. Por ejemplo: la necesidad de conocer la distri
bución y la densidad de poblaciones de distintas especies; el índice de creci
miento individual y colectivo; el ciclo estacional de producción y de abun
dancia ; la capacidad de algunos organismos para acumular diversos elementos, 
y la forma en que esos alimentos son transportados a través de la cadena 
de alimentación al fondo del mar (por medio de la sedimentación) o vertical
mente, dentro de la columna de agua (por migración e intercambio).

Para cada problema concreto de evacuación de desechos será necesario 
estudiar la fauna y flora local, así como el consiguiente monitoraje de la 
operación.
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OCEANOGRAPHIC RESEARCH REQUIRED IN  
SUPPORT OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL

B o st w ic k  H . K etch u m  
W o od s  H o le  O c e a n o g r a ph ic  I n s t it u t io n 1 

W o od s  H o l e , M a s s .
U n it e d  St a t e s  o f  A m e r ic a

The new oceanographic research required to evaluate radioactive waste 
disposal in the sea will include contributions from the disciplines of physical, 
chemical, geological and biological oceanography. Since the return of radio
activity to man will be principally through the biological cycle, the studies 
required in marine biology will be emphasized.

Two categories of problems in waste disposal must be recognized. One is 
concerned with the disposal of low-level wastes in inshore coastal waters 
or estuaries, and the other with the disposal of higher-level wastes in the open 
sea. I t  seems probable that quasi-general solutions to the problems of the 
open sea are attainable, so that we may at least extrapolate from one area 
to another. Conditions in coastal regions and estuaries are so variable, in 
both space and time, that each case will be unique and each must be solved 
individually.

Two sorts of investigations will be required in order to permit a more 
rational evaluation of the possibilities and limitations of sea disposal of radio
active wastes. When confronted with this problem the biologist quickly 
recognizes his lack of basic and fundamental knowledge concerning the distri
bution and rate of growth of marine organisms and their populations, and 
of the interrelationships between various organisms and the elements which 
might be expected as contaminants. Studies of these basic problems are being 
conducted, but the rate of progress is slow compared with the rate at which 
the information is required. It should also be pointed out that these basic 
problems can be studied anywhere in the world and the results will be pertinent 
and applicable wherever the same species of marine organisms are found.

A second category . of investigations which will be required includes 
studies in direct support of a specific disposal operation. Each proposed or 
planned disposal operation should include, as an integral part thereof, a 
survey of the biota and an evaluation of the expected transport of the cont
aminant through the biota or by water currents so that the possibilities of 
return to man either directly in the water or indirectly through the food cycle 
can be evaluated. Monitoring of the operation wiJl always be necessary, and 
should be planned not only to assure the human population that their health 
and safety is adequately protected, but also to increase knowledge concerning 
the basic scientific problems.

The basic studies of the interactions of marine organisms and their popul
ations with radioisotopes, and the more specific evaluation of a waste-disposal 
operation, will both provide information of mutual value. For example, when 
we know enough concerning the basic biological problems, a census of the 
biota in a proposed disposal area will provide biologists with information 
from which they can evaluate possible accumulation of various radioisotopes

1 Contribution 1111. Supported in part by the USAEC under contract AT (30— 1) 1918.
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in the biota and the possibility of various organisms serving as food for species 
important to man. Conversely, if the monitoring of a disposal operation 
is properly planned, we can learn much about the basic biological problems 
of accumulation and transport.

Marine biological problems
Among the general biological problems which require immediate attack 

may be enumerated the interaction between different species of organisms 
and specific elements which may be presented to them in their environment, 
the effects of accumulation of radioisotopes on marine organisms and on 
their populations, the transfer of elements along the food chain, and the 
effects of the organisms upon the distribution of elements in the sea.

Accumulation.
The metabolic processes of organisms result in tissues with concentrations 

of elements differing widely from the concentrations supplied in food or in 
the environment. Some elements, in particular organisms, are more or less 
greatly concentrated, others are more or less greatly excluded. A reasonable 
working hypothesis is that, for any given element, sufficient study will reveal 
a concentrating species. Considerable information is available for those 
elements most obviously essential for life, such as carbon, nitrogen and phos
phorus. Less information is available concerning the elements required in 
trace amounts for existence, and almost completely unknown are those trace 
elements which apparently are not essential for life.

Two approaches to the problems of the accumulation of elements within 
organisms are available, and both should be pursued much more actively 
than they are today.

A laboratory study of accumulation involves exposing a particular organism 
or population to an environment containing the element under investigation. 
With the simpler forms of life, such as the planktonic algae or bacteria, 
cultures or populations can be exposed to the element and the accumulation 
studied as a function of concentration of the element and of the size and rate 
of growth of the population. With higher organisms, however, and particularly 
with marine species which have pelagic larval forms, the studies must be 
conducted at various stages of the life cycle and the transport or the retention 
of the element from one stage to the next evaluated. This is particularly true 
since many of the sedentary forms have pelagic larvae which can be carried 
over great distances by the water currents, so that new members of the popu
lation may not be derived from parents in the same vicinity. Indeed, radio
active tagging of these larvaé might prove a way of following the dispersal 
of a species from a breeding centre.

The other approach to the study of the accumulation of elements by marine 
organisms is the determination of the chemical composition of organisms 
collected in their natural habitat. Any radioisotope added to the water will 
approach the same specific activity in the organism as in the water, and 
the degree of accumulation will, of course, be proportional to the concentration 
of the natural element in the organism. From such data one can predict 
the ultimate accumulation in the organisms from a knowledge of the specific 
activity in the water, or conversely can specify a permissible specific activity 
in the sea from a knowledge of the accumulation within the organism.
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Both these approaches have their advantages and disadvantages. The 
tracer technique has a remarkably high sensitivity and can be used for the 
elements which are present in living organisms or in the environment in 
concentrations too low to permit adequate chemical analysis. I t  is, however, 
difficult to reproduce the natural environment adequately, and many important 
marine species cannot be bred in the laboratory, and indeed the adults can 
be maintained only briefly for the purposes of the experiment. In many 
of the experiments which have been done in the past using radioisotopes, 
the difference between a chronic exposure and a single dose has not been 
clearly recognized. In a chronic exposure the organism would be expected 
to achieve a steady state with the environment which would approach, if 
the exposure were sufficiently long, a specific activity equal to that of the 
medium. In the single-dose experiments, however, there is little chance for 
the steady state to be achieved unless the dose is unusually large. This type 
of experiment does give valuable information concerning the rate of excretion 
and turnover of the element being studied. The advantages of the approach 
by chemical analysis include the possibility of doing a large number of 
specimens in a routine way and in being able to determine the accumulation 
by organisms which we are still unable to culture in the laboratory. The 
disadvantages lie in the lack of sensitivity for some rare elements, and the 
impossibility of determining the excretion rate or turnover time for the 
element within the organism. Since both approaches provide valuable in
formation and supplement each other, they should both be pursued more 
actively than they are now.

Effects on populations and individuals.
Entirely too little is known concerning the somatic and genetic effects . 

of ionizing radiation upon marine organisms. Marine organisms living beneath 
the surface are normally exposed to much less ionizing radiation than are 
terrestrial plants and animals. A given increase in their environment would 
consequently produce a larger proportional increase in the radiation to which 
they are exposed.

It is generally presumed that conditions which will produce a negligible 
return to man will have no effect on the populations in the sea. This assumption 
may well be correct, but it should be recognized as an assumption and should 
be subjected to experimental test before it is accepted as a fact.

Many marine organisms live a precarious existence indeed. The larvae 
produced by a single mating pair in the marine environment may number 
millions, and only two of these need survive in order to maintain the popu
lation. The natural mortality in the sea- is thus enormously great, and it is 
conceivable that a very small effect could be catastrophic. The studies reviewed 
by D o n a ld s o n  and P o s t e r  (1) indicate that the larval stages of fish 
are the most sensitive, a result which might be expected from the observations 
that the growing tissues are more sensitive than mature cells (2). Thus rapidly- 
growing larval forms, where already the mortality among marine organisms 
tends to be extraordinarily high, should also be the stage in the life cycle 
where the sensitivity to ionizing radiation would also be at its maximum.

The genetic effects of ionizing radiation on marine organisms are virtually 
unknown. In part this is because marine organisms are difficult to grow in 
the laboratory, and other forms, easier to work upon, have consequently 
been used in most genetic studies. Since marine organisms live in an environ-
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ment with a low natural background of radioactivity, it is likely that a given 
added dose will represent a greater proportional increase of mutation rate 
than it would in terrestrial organisms. Because of the great fluctuations of 
population size common for marine species, the likelihood of fixation of 
semi-lethal mutants in the population may be increased. This could make 
a high mutation rate more dangerous than in other populations. I t  seems 
clear, therefore, that studies of the genetics of marine organisms should be 
encouraged, not only in relation to the possibilities of waste disposal in the 
sea, but also because the marine organisms come from an environment low 
in natural radioactivity.

Transfer along food chains.
The transfer of both energy and elements in the sea from one organism 

to another is effected by a food chain, or web, which in some cases attains 
a high degree of complexity. Fundamentally, however, the chain consists 
of three essential steps: the production of organic matter by the plants, 
which consist of planktonic algae only in the open sea but include both 
planktonic and attached algae in shallower coastal waters; the herbivores, 
which also are planktonic in the open sea but may consist of both planktonic 
and sedentary forms inshore; and the carnivores. This last step may be a 
multiple one, with a secondary carnivore eating a primary one and so forth, 
so that the three simple steps may be multiplied when considering a particular 
species of higher carnivore. At each step in the cycle only part of the material 
consumed is converted to new living organisms, most of it being required 
to satisfy the respiratory needs or excreted undigested and unused. There 
is consequently a loss of energy at each step. A comparable loss of elements 
is much less certain, however. Some species of both herbivores and carnivores 
can retain virtually all the ingested amounts of particular elements for long 
periods or for their entire life cycle. This is particularly true for elements 
in the structural tissues. I t  must also be remembered that some higher 
organisms can assimilate some elements directly from the water and are not 
restricted to obtaining them from food.

The rate of accumulation of elements from the sea will depend directly 
on the rate of growth of the various populations. Many studies of the 
distribution and growth of populations in the sea have been made, but the 
influence of environmental factors on these population growths is not yet 
completely understood. This type of basic information is essential in order 
to predict how populations and their seasonal and geographic changes in 
size will interact with the disposal of radioactive materials. Certainly the 
population size will differ by several orders of magnitude in northern coastal 
waters at different seasons. Likewise different geographical areas differ by 
several orders of magnitude in the maximum size of the population they 
can support. I t  is probably possible now to produce a gross map of the world 
distribution of various' populations, and in some relatively restricted areas 
detailed maps of distribution of some species are available. Much more needs 
to be known, however, before the biological oceanographer can select areas 
which would be suitable or unsuitable for the disposal of radioactive wates.

As our information concerning the accumulation of elements by various 
species becomes more complete, we can evaluate the steady-state distribution 
of an element among various populations in the sea. The rate of accumulation, 
and consequently the fate of an element added to the sea, will depend upon
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a better knowledge of the turnover time within populations, which may be 
quite different from the biological half-life of the element or its turnover 
time within an individual specimen. This type of information can only be 
derived by studies of natural populations.
Transport by organisms.

Because of the movement of organisms which are independent of the direct 
circulation of the water, the plants and animals of the sea can modify the 
distribution of radioisotopes or other chemicals in the water column. By their 
vertical migrations, organisms can transport elements either up or down 
from regions of high to regions of low concentration. Organisms or their 
excretory products sink out of the surface layers and transport elements 
downward in the sea. Other organisms can resist sinking and accumulate 
at the surface. Sedentary organisms living in a current can accumulate elements 
from a much larger volume than that available to them at any one time. 
Mass horizontal migrations of organisms can transport elements and lead 
to high concentrations.

In the open sea, planktonic populations are of prime importance, both as 
the food supply of pelagic edible species and because they may be effective 
in transporting isotopes (3, 4). H a r l e y  et al (5) found that the plankton 
of the central Pacific Ocean contained, on an average, nearly five hundred 
times the water concentration of fallout activity. Throughout most of the 
open ocean areas of the world the surface water is separated from the deep 
water by an intense density gradient. Physical mixing processes across such 
gradients are necessarily slow, and the length of time for which wastes added 
to the deep waters would remain isolated from the surface has been variously 
estimated at between a few hundred and a thousand years. These estimates, 
reviewed by W o o s t e r  and K e t c h u m  (6) and C r a ig  (7), take into 
account only the transport which would be expected from physical processes. 
In these same areas, however, the zooplankton undergo diurnal migrations 
which generally penetrate much or all of the thermocline or density gradient. 
K e tch t jm  and B o w e n  (4) have calculated that the transport of readily - 
exchangeable materials as a result of this migration can equal or exceed 
the transport by physical processes. Any exchange by this mechanism would, 
of course, reduce the time of retention of materials which had been added 
to the deep waters of the ocean.

To evaluate the importance of this mechanism of vertical exchange of 
materials will require much more definite information than is now available 
concerning the nature and biomass of the organisms which undergo the 
migration, and the accumulation by these organisms of various elements. 
The rate at which the organism approaches equilibrium with the environment 
is extremely important in this case, since those elements which are exchanged 
rapidly will be transported most effectively.

Sedimentary processes constantly carry materials downward in the sea. 
The effect of these processes is apparent from the distribution of nutrients 
essential for plant growth, since the concentration of these is always reduced 
at the surface and is at its maximum at. intermediate depths. The maximum 
nutrient concentration is always closely associated with a m in im u m  concen
tration of oxygen, which indicates that these are related to the decomposition 
of organic matter. Evaluation of the effects of this process on radioisotopes 
added to the sea will require a knowledge, not only of the biomass of the
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organisms, but also of the surface area, since sorption of elements is as 
effective a mechanism of accumulation as are metabolic processes. This is 
particularly true of the microplankton, which affords by far the greatest 
surface area in the open sea where other suspended materials are rare.

Many species of fish migrate horizontally over wide areas of the ocean. 
A classic example is the Pacific salmon, which returns from the open sea 
to breed in the stream in which it was spawned. Long migrations of tuna, 
mackerel and many other species are well known! Bowen (unpublished) 
has computed that the tuna, which accumulate zinc in the liver, are an im
portant transport mechanism for this element in the Pacific. The information 
required to evaluate the importance of this process is again the basic biological 
knowledge of the population size, routes of migration of the species, and the 
degree of accumulation of various elements within their tissues.

Discussion

Information on all these basic biological problems is required before a final 
evaluation of the capacity of the sea, or of a given area, for radioactive wastes 
will be available. I t  is well to remind ourselves constantly that pollution 
develops insidiously, and that long periods of time will be required for the 
recovery of an over-polluted area. I t  is therefore wise to proceed cautiously 
with radioactive waste disposal in the oceans, and to ensure continuing 
monitoring of conditions and re-evaluation of disposal operations.

These precautions are particularly necessary in coastal and estuarine 
waters. Here the circulation is complex and changeable, since it depends 
upon variable wind and rainfall conditions. In the shallow, inshore waters 
the circulation does not provide prolonged isolation from the biological cycle. 
Planktonic populations, and even some species of fish, may be expected to 
be transient visitors to an inshore disposal site. Sedentary populations and 
the sediments on the bottom are stationary in spite of continuous motion 
of the water, and may be expected to accumulate contaminants from the 
large column of water flowing past. Thus they will integrate variations in 
the operation over long periods of time. Prom the monitoring point of view 
this may be a great advantage, since the sedentary organisms themselves 
and the bottom sediments may be expected to give higher concentrations 
of some elements and to give more meaningful results from a monitoring 
programme than could be obtained from direct analysis of the water or of 
the transient plankton populations.

The deep waters of the open sea, on the other hand, offer promise of 
significantly long periods of isolation or retention of radioisotopes so that 
their incorporation in the biological system and their subsequent return 
to man would be minimal. Much work has been done in recent years in an 
effort to evaluate the age of the deep ocean waters, and it can be expected 
that the results of some of the oceanographic investigations during the Inter
national Geophysical Year will add substantially to our knowledge in this 
regard. In the open sea the plankton forms by far the greatest part of the 
biomass, and may be expected to concentrate added radioisotopes many 
times (5). The plankton may be expected to spend a substantial part of its 
life-cycle in a contaminated water mass, moving with it in its slow circulation. 
Plankton studies in the open sea should therefore receive emphasis, since it 
seems probable that incorporation of radioisotopes in bottom organisms or
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sediments would in effect remove them from the rest of the biological cycle 
and increase the time of retention in the depths.

In conclusion, encouragement of biological oceanographic research in 
support of radioactive waste disposal is imperative for several reasons. In 
the first place, the biological cycle offers the most direct route for the return 
of radioactivity to man. For low-level waste disposal in coastal waters the 
character of the biota and the eating habits of the local human population 
will always determine the safe limits of contamination. Biological activity 
will lead to higher concentrations of some elements within the organism 
than is presented in the environment. Furthermore, through the motions 
of the organisms, elements can be transported both vertically and horizontally 
in ways which would not be expected from currents and physical processes 
alone. Finally, in monitoring operations analysis of organisms promises the 
most meaningful results. Not only will the organisms concentrate some 
elements so that these can be more easily detected, but they will also integrate 
the variations which may occur during the operation.
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DISCUSSION

The Chairman (Mr. R. Revelle, United States of America) : As you know, 
this session deals with the question of the oceanographic and fisheries research 
required for safe radioactive waste disposal. We will first hear the three papers 
listed in the programme and then spend the rest of the morning in panel dis
cussions on various aspects of the question. Since there are seven such discus
sions, apart from the three papers, I  would ask all speakers to be extremely 
brief, and must limit speakers from the floor to one minute.

Mr. Hela (Finland) will lead panel discussion No. 1 and Mr. Fedorov (Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics) will lead discussion No. 3. I  myself will lead dis
cussion No. 4, Mr. Morgan (United Kingdom) discussion No. 5, Mr. Buzzati- 
Traverso (Italy) discussion No. 6 and Mr. Eliassen (IAEA) discussion No. 7.
Mr. Groen (Netherlands) was to have led discussion No. 2 but, since he is 
unable to do so through indisposition, I will try and say a few words on the 
subject myself.

By way of introduction I will try to give a brief summary of what seems 
to me to be the feeling of the speakers and of those attending this conference.
I t  will be highly coloured, however, by my own opinions. I  think that the sub
ject for discussion this morning assumes that some radioactive materials are 
now being, and will continue to be, put into the ocean. At the same time, 
scientists and administrators of all countries are aware of the provision in 
Article 25 of the Convention on the High Seas adopted by the Geneva Confer
ence on the Law of the Sea that every State should take measures to prevent 
pollution of the seas through the dumping of radioactive wastes, taking into 
account any standards and regulations which may be formulated by competent 
international organizations. I  think it is very important in our discussions this 
morning, as in all our thinking about these matters, to keep in mind when 
we talk about radioactive wastes that these come from various sources, that 
they consist of various kinds of radioactive material and that we are dealing, 
now at least, with widely different levels. As far as the peaceful uses of radio
activity are concerned, our present problems are to dispose of waste whose 
activity can be measured in curies, or, at the most, in thousands of curies. I t  is 
possible at some time in the future, in spite of what my engineering friends 
always tell me, that some people may want to dispose of very much larger 
quantities of radioactive waste into the sea. I  think both of these things have 
to be kept in mind, but the two problems should be kept separate.

The immediate problem before us is the disposal of low-level waste, by which 
I  understand waste with an activity of the order of millicuries to hundreds / 
of curies. Such waste may be discharged in coastal waters from atomic power 
plants on or near a beach and may be due to induced activity in the cooling 
water, leakage of fission products or accidents to a reactor system. Likewise, 
some of the low-level waste from atomic power plants on ships is bound to be 
disposed of at sea, whether intentionally or not. Furthermore, experimental 
facilities, laboratories and hospitals, industrial plants and military installations 
have disposed of packaged low-level waste, contaminated refuse and low- 
level waste solutions in the past, and will probably continue to do so in the 
future. Then the oceanographers themselves may want to use some radioactive 
materials as tracers in the sea. They are doing it, of course, right now with 
carbon-14, in order to study productivity, and in the future they may quite 
often want to use larger quantities as tracers of biological cycles in the sea or
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tracers of water movements. Other types of experimental and economic use 
for various peaceful purposes of atomic explosions or atomic reactors actually 
in the water may result in some radioactive materials being released into the 
sea.

Accepting, as I think we must accept, the fact that radioactive materials 
of some quantity will be in the ocean, the question then is what is the best 
way to put them in the ocean and what effect will they have, how can we 
avoid pollution, as the Geneva Conference puts it, which means, I take it, 
prejudice to other uses or resources of the sea. One of the uses of the sea is 
that it is an obvious and in many respects a proper place for disposal of human, 
industrial and other waste. It is after all a very large hole in the ground but 
as always in the study of marine resources, we have conflicts between the people 
who want to turn to account different resources or uses as well, as conflicts 
between different groups who want to use the same resource. But our problem 
this morning is to talk about, to describe and perhaps to stimulate, the research 
which win minimize the harmful effects of the disposal of radioactivity at sea 
and will make it possible to turn to account the fact that the ocean is an obvious 
receptacle, with the minimum of conflict with other users of the marine re
sources.

Mr. Mkiphorov (Bulgaria) ( translated from Russian) : Our conference is 
called upon to tackle the problem of radioactive waste disposal. This question 
concerns not only us, as scientific specialists, but also the whole of mankind. 
The layman does not understand nuclear physics. He does not understand 
oceanography, turbulence or formulae, but, all the same, he is not devoid of 
a healthy instinct of self-preservation and we, as representatives of the intel
lectual elite of mankind, must interpret the scientific facts for the represent
atives of all States and for all peoples, if we are to deserve their trust in us.

Permit me to say that when discussing the results of our waste disposal 
practice, we should not think only of our present practice, which is largely 
concerned with disposal into the sea.

I personally think that what we already know regarding this problem is 
fully sufficient to warrant the absolute prohibition of this dangerous practice 
in future. Both disposal into the sea (into the hydrosphere) and, not less, 
disposal into the atmosphere, constitute a serious menace. I look upon the 
migration of chemical elements as a continuous natural process. Twentieth- 
century man is not only a significant factor in the migration of elements, he 
is also a creator of new elements. Radioactive wastes are a mixture of active 
isotopes absolutely identical in their geochemical hebaviour with their stable 

\ equivalents.
The only practical way out of the present serious situation with regard to 

the disposal of radioactive wastes is, I think, for all wastes to be reduced to 
mineral form in future and disposed of only in the lithosphere and then only 
in a properly regulated and supervised manner. Naturally, that has its obvious 
economic disadvantages. But all suggestions based on dilution, on considera
tions of economy, on illusory claims of safety, etc., are, in my opinion, devoid 
of any factual basis. Disposal of wastes into the sea is, admittedly, the most 
convenient and the cheapest method at present. But there is no longer any place 
on our earth for dangerous experiments, if we do not wish to risk our own lives 
and those of posterity. Whoever makes poison should know how to handle it. 
Science, technology and economics all exist through man and for man and 
not the other way around.
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Mr. S. H. Small (Norway) : Could any of the speakers please say what 
research is being carried out in connexion with natural radioactivity ? Know
ledge in this field is important in considering overall exposure to radiation and 
might provide us with answers to many questions about mixing rates and so 
on. Monitoring for rapid warning purposes needs quite considerable knowledge 
of changes in natural background radiation.

Mr. D. E. Carritt (United States of America) : There are two workers that I 
know of doing work in natural radioactivity. They are Mr. Koczy, who has 
reported here on some of his work on the determination of radium and some of 
its daughter products in sediments, and Mr. Bowen working at the Woods Hole 
Oceanographic Institute is doing other work connected with natural radio
activity.

Mr. M. Fontaine (France) (translated from French) : The authors of the last 
two papers read have referred to levels of radioactivity which would have no 
harmful effects on marine life. I do not think that we know enough about this 
subject at present to warrant such assumptions.

The Chairman: Perhaps Mr. Fontaine would care to postpone his remarks 
until Panel Discussion No. 6, which deals precisely with this point.

Mr. V. I. Spitsyn (USSR) (translated from Russian) : I cannot agree with 
Mr. Ketchum’s view that the rare elements are not significant for life. On the 
contrary the important role of trace elements is becoming clearer every day. 
For this reason, radioisotopes, if disposed of into the sea, can undoubtedly 
have a very important influence on biological processes. In this connexion 
one cannot agree that it is enough to draw up general standards for radioactivity 
in the sea—it is also important that the isotopic composition of the sea should 
not vary from the normal.

Future oceanographical research should be closely linked with radio
chemical research. For example, in order to study the movements of the ocean 
waters by the method of determining their radium content, it is important to 
know how the leaching rate of radium from suspended particles of uranium 
minerals affects this method. Is there not differentiation in the uptake of 
tritium by living organisms ? If that were detected, it would cast serious doubts 
on the suitability of tritium as a tracer in the study of the coastal water move
ments. In our laboratory we found evidence of such differentiation in the iso
topic exchange of oxygen between water and certain tungstenates. The scarcity 
of scientific information on the behaviour of radioisotopes in the sea and in 
marine organisms compels us once more to state that the uncontrolled disposal 
of radioisotopes into the seas and oceans is inadmissible.

Mr. В. H. Ketchum (United States of America) : To judge from Mr. Spitsyn’s 
statement some of my remarks must have been somewhat distorted in the 
course of interpretation. I agree with him entirely that many of the rare ele
ments are essential to life and require study. I merely said that there are some 
elements about which we know very little and are therefore not sure whether 
they are essential to life or not.

Mr. D. E. Carritt: I make only one comment on this point and that is that 
in considering the possible disposal of tritium to natural waters, we must dis
tinguish between tritium as tritiated water and tritium, for example, in amino- 
acids. The biological root of these two forms of tritium will be completely differ
ent, so that the maximum permissible discharges we are going to fix for a dis
posal system must necessarily differ very considerably according to the case.
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Panel Discussion N o.l: Circulation and mixing in estuaries and coastal waters

Mr. I. Hela (Finland) (Discussion Leader) : In considering what oceanographic 
and fisheries research is required in connexion with waste disposal, we are taking 
the estuaries and coastal areas first for three very good reasons. Firstly, the 
largest concentrations of artificial (mainly low-levël) radioactivity in circulation 
in the sea will in future be found in the estuary and coastal areas. Secondly, most 
of the marine biota used directly or indirectly by man reproduce in these 
waters. Thirdly, they are the areas which will be most critical for man in the 
event of contamination of the sea. The marine knowledge we already have and 
the data or observations on estuaries and coastal areas not so far used for our 
specific purpose will be most valuable. The tides and tidal currents have 
already been studied, mainly for navigational purposes, the tidal flushing of 
several harbours is being studied, a few estuaries are very well-known, and 
beach erosion and the movement of bottom material, etc. in that connexion 
have been studied by coastal engineers. I t  would be most useful for the whole 
existing pool of coastal data and knowledge to be evaluated with reference 
to the waste disposal problem and the marine scientists should be asked to 
undertake this task.

A large amount of new research work will nonetheless be needed. It may be 
of interest for me to try and give the technical or other reasons why, despite 
their proximity to man, the estuary and coastal regions are not better known. 
One reason is that most oceanographers have regarded, and still do regard, the 
high seas as a more appealing and romantic subject for research than coastal 
waters. In many countries, coastal waters are often studied not by oceano
graphers but by other agencies interested in different problems. Then again, 
the problems of the high seas and of coastal water, though fundamentally 
similar, must be approached in different ways and require different tools for 
their study. In studies of the high seas it is chiefly the mean conditions which 
are studied, whereas in coastal waters it is the rapid changes such as those 
caused by storm surges which are significant for study of the disposal problem. 
This means that coastal water studies have to be more detailed and are there
fore more difficult to conduct. And finally, before the advent of the waste dis
posal problem, the importance of coastal water studies was not fully realized. 
These are the main reasons why in a sense less is known about the coastal areas 
than about the high seas, but they are no excuse for the neglect of such studies.

For the purposes of the discussion, I think we must make some rough 
delimitation of the two types of waters under consideration. By coastal waters 
I  understand the whole zone between the fresh-water interface and the outer 
limit of the continental shelf. And secondly, as to the size of an estuary, the 
Mediterranean is today considered the largest of the estuaries.

Mr. E. Glueckauf (United Kingdom) : There is still too little knowledge of 
the actual oceanic discharges which the industrial use of atomic power will 
eventually entail. I t  will perhaps help to clarify thé discussion if I give some 
figures for 1966 .1 choose this year because by then a substantial proportion of 
Great Britain’s power supplies will be derived from nuclear energy. All the 
radioactive processing for this power programme will be done in one factory, 
at Windscale.

By 1966, annual production of strontium-90 is expected to amount to 12 
megacuries. The vast majority of this will be stored and only about 0.001 Me 
per annum will be discharged into the sea. This figure can be compared
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with a present annual fallout of strontium-90 over the Atlantic Ocean from 
atomic explosions of 0.2 Me, and both these figures should be compared with 
the natural radioactivity of sea-water (emanating mainly from potassium-40), 
which in the Atlantic Ocean amounts to approximately 100,000 Me.

It is thus apparent that with good housekeeping, as at Windscale, only 
minute concentrations actually arise in the ocean after dilution by sea currents 
and that these concentrations are quite negligible compared with those arising 
from natural and other sources.

Mr. P. Korringa (Netherlands) : The research programmes advocated by the 
authors of the three papers read this morning are most impressive, and I think 
we all can agree that such programmes should be undertaken and that such 
detailed information is really needed. But we have to be very realistic about 
this matter. Radioactive waste, as we know, is already being discharged into 
the sea, and we may rest assured that in the next few years urgent applications 
will be made for licences to discharge more. This is a matter that our respective 
governments will have to decide, and in order to do so they will need expert 
advice. On the other hand, we can be sure that the results of all the research 
involved by the programmes advocated this morning will not be available for 
a very long time. So governments will be faced with the dilemma of either 
refusing to allow disposal of radioactive waste into the sea or of taking a short 
cut to reach a provisional decision. In this connexion, I should like again to 
stress the importance of the work done in the United Kingdom which has 
been discussed in detail by Mr. Morgan. A very realistic effort is being made 
there to come to a short-term decision on the basis of such information as we 
already have.

If I may make some suggestions as to the kind of research on coastal waters 
that is immediately required, I should say first of all a better insight is needed 
into water circulation, especially into the way the water from the sea reaches 
the estuaries and the layering, as illustrated in Mr. Hela’s paper and slides 
(Session E). With that, too, it will be quite a long time before we know every
thing in detail.

Apart from getting more precise oceanographic information, another sug
gestion I would make for research in coastal waters in the near future is to 
establish a net of stations in the sea and determine the zero-value of radioactiv
ity therein before we start discharging waste. Then, when waste is being 
discharged, readings should be regularly taken, not at a fixed time of the year 
but at various seasons. This will be quite a tedious job but it should be 
done.

The reason I suggest this is because, as I  said in my paper, what I am most 
afraid of is the process of biological accumulation by which some organisms 
can accumulate relatively enormous quantities of some elements. Perhaps I 
may venture to quote some information I  got orally this week from Mr. 
Hiyama, who told me that just a few weeks ago in Japan there was a very 
serious case of people falling U1 after eating fish and shellfish and many of 
them dying, not through the ordinary transmission of diseases such as typhoid, 
due to bad sanitation, nor through shellfish poisoning caused by toxic plankton, 
but by straightforward poisoning. This was traced back to some waste contain
ing mercury which had been discharged into the sea and, although very diluted, 
had been accumulated by shellfish, and by the fish which fed on the shellfish, 
to such an extent that many people who ate the fish died.
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Biological accumulation might be studied in the laboratory, but, as has 
been pointed out by previous speakers, it is difficult to keep several organisms 
in the laboratory and very difficult, if not impossible, to reproduce the natural 
food chain in the laboratory. We should do it in nature. It has also been sug
gested that we should examine only the end-product, only the fish or the shell
fish eaten by man, to see if they are radioactive. But I feel this is not enough. 
I t  would be like running a business and only counting the takings at the end 
of the year. Such a method gives no insight into what has happened in between 
and gives no idea of what steps can be taken to get better results. I  feel that we 
should conduct experiments in nature, and I am thinking not in terms of dis
charging experimental quantities of radioactive waste of a given element or 
kind, but in terms of discharging into the very area in which we are interested, 
some non-radioactive elements, especially the rarer elements, the trace ele
ments, and then discovering by chemical analysis what happens to the different 
organisms living in that area and finally to the fish. This would be a harmless 
experiment provided that we do not do it on too large a scale (as with mercury 
in Japan). Nobody will be harmed or frightened (this is important for, as I 
pointed out before, the psychological factor must be taken into account). We 
could then get an idea of the elements we particularly need to beware of and 
would have to prohibit all discharge of such elements into the sea by industry.

Mr. U. d’Ancona (Italy) (translated from French) : By way of preface, I  
must say that I do not agree with Mr. Hela that the Mediterranean can be 
regarded as an immense estuary: the Baltic, the Adriatic, possibly even the 
Black Sea can, but not the Mediterranean.

Circulation in coastal waters and in closed seas is in some ways more complex 
and varied in character than ocean water movements. Every sea which is 
closed or whose communication with the open sea is restricted presents peculiar 
problems which have to be considered separately as far as the disposal 
of radioactive products is concerned. The main aspects to be considered are 
the degree of salinity, the thermal regime, currents, and the organisms which 
may be involved in the concentration of radioactive products.

Exchanges between the Mediterranean and the Atlantic are limited. Radio
active waste discharged into the former will probably remain there for long 
periods and accumulation of such waste will therefore occur. The interplay of 
currents in the Mediterranean is so far known only in broad outline, but it 
should be pointed out that there are circular currents and currents emerging 
from the great depths (e.g. in the Straits of Messina). We consider that even 
the deep waters of the Tyrrhenian Sea and the Ionian Sea have a certain instab
ility which might contribute to the dispersion of radioactive products along 
the coasts. Radioactive waste might, furthermore, change the thermal regime 
of the deep waters, thereby giving rise to vertical circulation. It must be borne 
in mind, too, that fishing in the Mediterranean is conducted to a depth of 
about 1,000 m.

Thus before any radioactive waste is discharged into the Mediterranean we 
must have more complete oceanographical information about it. The Italian 
Commission for the Geophysical Year has undertaken a series of systematic 
observations of salilnity, temperature, currents, etc. and a study of plankton 
distribution in the Tyrrhenian Sea. When the results of this research are pro
duced we shall have a better knowledge of conditions in the Mediterranean 
basin. We are also carrying out research in the Adriatic and the Ionian Sea 
but we need to improve our knowledge of all the various basins of the Medi
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terranean as each of them has its own peculiar and often little-known 
features.

I think what we need is more intensified oceanographic research as a co
operative international effort and that for the time being all disposal of radio
active waste in the Mediterranean is to be avoided.

Mr. К. M. Fedorov (USSR) (translated from Russian) : When drawing up 
a programme of research into coastal waters, regardless of whether we intend 
to prove the possibility or impossibility of discharging radioactive wastes into 
them, we must bear in mind that the problem of coastal waters, although separ
ated in today’s programme of discussion from that of the open sea, is every bit 
as international as the problem of the open sea. Some speakers had been at 
pains to show that the problem of coastal waters is a strictly national one. I 
entirely disagree. As an example, I  could adduce the fact that sea currents 
and certain coastal currents can retain their identity over large distances and 
bathe the shores of several different coastal States. Near the Straits of Messina, 
for instance, there are areas of intense upwelling, the effects of which can very 
well be felt on parts of the coastline of other States far distant from the Straits 
of Messina.

I could not therefore agree with the statement that when studying, for ins
tance, the food cycle or the passage of radioactive materials into the human 
body via fish or other seafood we need only consider the eating habits of the 
local population adjacent to the disposal area. I  should have thought that it 
was essential to study this question in relation to all the nations surrounding a 
particular basin. Particular attention should also be paid to study of the coastal 
currents and their circulation, including, of course, study of the meteorological 
conditions which give rise to a particular system of currents in a given area.

Mr. E. Foyn (Norway) : We have been studying the chemical and hydrograph
ical constitution of the waters in a few Norwegian fjords only, but what we have 
found there may apply to other places, too. When studying the density and 
oxygen content of the water by means of densigraphs and oxymeters, we have 
found the lamination of the water masses to be far more clear-cut than we 
expected. I  will now show some slides to demonstrate this. The densigraph 
photographs the density continuously as it is lowered through the sea. The 
shadow on the first slide is in reality a density curve (horizontal scale—density ; 
vertical scale—depth). You will see that the density is roughly stable down to 
a certain depth and then comes a very rapid variation in density, occurring 
often in the space of half a metre or less. This discontinuity line acts as a false 
bottom and particles distributed in the area will sink down through the lighter 
water mass near the surface and will accumulate on this false bottom.

The next slide, which shows the oxygen content, demonstrates how this 
process takes place with ordinary organic particles. The vertical scale shows 
the oxygen content which, as you can see, varies from 9 millilitres per litre to 
about 3, but most of these variations come within one single metre, which 
means that these particles, which produce oxygen, are concentrated on the 
false bottom. I  am afraid, the same thing would happen to the particles 
if they were radioactive. However, if we looked for them in the water somewhat 
above or below this level, we might be unable to find them. This then is a 
problem which should be studied, since otherwise we might have no means of 
tracing the material we are distributing in the sea.

Mr. D. Pritchard (United States of America) : Although I  have quite a lot 
to say regarding the programmes of biological, chemical and physical research
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which should be undertaken in regard not only to estuaries and coastal waters 
but also to the surface and deep layers of the open sea, I  will deal with only 
one aspect, as much of the rest will be discussed by other speakers. I  select 
the study of physical diffusion and exchange deliberately because the need 
for such studies may not be brought out by other speakers and also because 
the surface is the most important. I  think I can bring to your attention a 
new technique for pursuing the required research which constitutes a significant 
advance.

Theoretical studies of the problems of turbulent diffusion in estuaries, coastal 
waters and the ocean and of large-scale exchange phenomena between segments 
of the marine environment have been hampered by lack of adequate direct 
observation of such phenomena in the ocean. In general, the quasi-steady state 
distribution of naturally-occurring tracer materials has been used in an attempt 
to test various diffusion theories, but observations of this kind do not provide 
the necessary basic information on transient-state phenomena which are needed 
to lay the foundation for a really adequate formulation of the different pro
blems. However, some of the necessary information can be obtained by arti
ficially tagging a given volume of water by the introduction of suitable tracer 
materials. The possibility of using artificially-introduced radioactive materials 
for this purpose was discussed by Folsom and Vine in 1957 and has also been 
maintained by our Chairman. Fluorescent dyes have been used for small-scale 
dispersion studies in the ocean by Seligman in England and also by Japanese 
Government agencies (see their report in 1958 on the use of rhodamine-B in 
experiments off Japan). In these studies, detection limits of about 1 part in 10s 
to 1 part in 109 were the best realized.

One problem associated with the use of fluorescent materials as tracers is 
that many naturally-occurring components of sea-water also fluoresce. It is 
difficult to obtain the technical limits of detectability against this fluctuating 
natural background. The problem is particularly acute in productive near
shore environments. Dr. James H. Carpenter of the Department pf Oceano
graphy of The John Hopkins University has recently modified a Turner filter 
fiuorimeter for use witli a continuous-flow cuvette. He found the wave-lengths 
of the exciting and excited light for rhodamine-B are such as to minimize the 
background due to natural fluorescence and to scattering of suspended par
ticles. By suitable selection of cut-off filters, the problems associated with 
natural background and scattering even*in very productive and turbulent 
estuarine waters were practically eliminated. The limits of detectability actually 
attained in field studies were 0.03 parts per thousand million (i.e. 3 parts in 
1011). In field studies, 23 kg of rhodamine-B were released in Baltimore Harbour 
and the dispersing dye traced for five days, by which time the maximum 
concentrations were still 10 times the lower limit of detectability.

As mentioned earlier by Mr. Carritt, for purposes of tagging water volumes 
for the study of dispersion, approximately 0.1 kg of dye appears to be equi
valent to 1 curie of gamma activity. Rhodamine-B costs about $ 10 per kg 
in the United States. In a recent publication by the Committee of Oceano
graphy of the National Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences 
it was estimated that 20,000 curies of an isotope suitable for deep-water tag
ging experiments could be delivered at the dock for about $ 50,000, or at a 
cost of $ 2.50 per curie. Since the amount of dye equivalent to 1 curie would 
cost about $ 1, and the material required for a comparable experiment 
$ 20,000, it seems that experimental tracer studies in the ocean could be accom
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plished with a non-radioactive,, non-toxic substance at less cost and consider
ably less danger than with radioisotopes. In the case of estuarine and coastal 
waters the feasibility of tracing the dispersion of this artificial tracer in amounts 
costing of the order of $ 500— 1,000 per experiment for periods of 5— 10 days 
has already been practically demonstrated.

We feel in fact that further research will provide even less expensive, more 
sensitive techniques for the use of non-toxic artificial tracers, and I propose 
that part of the research effort assigned to this particular field be devoted to 
the methodology of this kind of tracer technique. I  might point out that the 
advance we feel has been made in this case lies not merely in the selection of 
particular dye but in the integration and adaption of the tracer material, 
the detecting instrument and the observing technique. Any method which 
requires a collection of samples and subsequent analysis is virtually useless in 
diffusion studies. Continuous and essentially in situ measurements are required.

Mr. I. Hela: (Finland) I feel that these able contributions have answered 
our first question; what should be done by the oceanographers in order to solve 
their share of the problems of marine disposal in coastal and estuarine waters ?

Panel Discussion No 2: Circulation and mixing in surface layers

The Chairman: As I said at the beginning of this meeting, I will endeavour 
to lead the discussion on this subject in Mr. Groen’s stead. I might say first 
that the problem is that none of the theories of turbulence which are purely 
heuristic theories, purely pragmatic theories, seem to be appUcable over the 
whole range of turbulent and mixing processes in the open ocean. In other 
words, we cannot use any particular coefficient of eddy diffusion, or eddy 
viscosity or eddy conductivity, over more than a very small range of mixing 
lengths. A more reasonable approximation to the mixing has been suggested 
by Joseph and Dietrich and that is that the so-called coefficient of eddy diffu
sion or of eddy viscosity varies directly with the geometrical dimensions of 
the mixing fluid. We can describe this very simply by saying that if we have a 
point source that is diffusing, it seems to diffuse in this way (draws on the 
diagram-writer)  if this (pointing to the centre line) is the direction of the mean 
motion. Whereas, if there were constant eddy diffusivity, the spread of the 
material would approach an asymptotic pair of parallel lines. Another way of 
putting this is that when we are dealing with horizontal diffusion the so-called 
“simple” theory of turbulence gives us eddy diffusivity values of 10® and 107 
in the horizontal direction and in the vertical direction 10 to 103. So there is 
obviously something very wrong with our basic ideas of turbulence.

Another way to put the problem is to study the experimental results when 
one puts bouées, parachute drogues, or other objects in the water which tend 
to remain at the same depth. If, for example, we put 20 parachute drogues 
in the water and follow them over a course of several days, and supposing that 
they are, to begin with, in line over a distance of one mile (represented by the 
line I  am just drawing) then after a week, say, you will find that the drogues 
have drifted apparently something like this (plots the position of the drogues 
on the diagram-writer, showing them at some distance from their point of depart
ure and further apart from each other but still roughly in line). There is some 
kind of coherence or almost a segmental flow in the horizontal direction, and 
apparently what happens is that the sheer between the different layers gives 
us an illusion of turbulence, or spreading or diffusion, which does not in fact
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exist in any particular layer. These two comments simply illustrate the com
pletely chaotic state of our present ides of diffusion or mixing in the surface 
layers of the open ocean. One thing that we do know is that the vertical mixing, 
the mixing above the thermocline, i.e. in the waters between the surface and 
the top of the thermocline, is very rapid, that mixing will take place throughout 
the thermocline in about a day at the most, probably just a few hours, but that 
the mixing across the thermocline is relatively slow though perhaps by no 
means negligible ; there may actually be transport in both directions across 
the thermocline.

I now throw open the discussion on this problem of mixing in the upper 
layers of the open ocean, which has considerable practical importance from 
the standpoint both of fallout and of the radioactive waste discharged by 
nuclear-powered ships.

Mr. P. Pellerin (France) (translated from French) : I  should like to make a 
few remarks on a purely technical matter connected with what you have 
just said, Mr. Chairman. Experience with the discharge of radioactive effluents 
into rivers shows that for the quite large distance of several kilometres from 
the point of discharge, dilution is far from being homogeneous. Charting the 
radioactivity of rivers or oceans by sampling at a series of points may not 
provide an accurate picture of actual conditions. For the purpose of establish
ing levels of natural and added radioactivity, it is therefore preferable to adopt 
the method of drawing off water from the sea or river concerned continuously 
over a fairly long period through a weighted pipe towed behind a vessel and 
running it into a large tank in which the water is well mixed before samples 
are taken for analysis. This simple method is easily standardized and should 
thus enable comparable results to be obtained in different countries. I t  would 
avoid the considerable variations which at present make most results difficult 
to use.

Mr. R. T. P. Whipple (United Kingdom) : With reference to our Chairman’s 
remarks, I should like to report some experimental results found in fluorescent 
dye experiments after release on the sea bottom at about 20 m depth in 
coastal waters off the South Coast of England.

Between one and six hours, the dilution at the centre of the patch varied 
roughly linearly with the distance that the dye had drifted from the release 
point. Relative dilution had the dimensions of a volute, and it satisfied the 
formula : D =  a H2 (S +  S0) when H is the depth, S„ ̂  ±  1 km, and a was between 
1.5 and 3 in calm weather. In rough weather the patch was less elongated and 
broader, but the change in alpha was small.

For continuous discharges, aerial photography showed the plum shape to 
be fairly closely parabolic. These experiments showed that the size of the largest 
eddies must have been comparable with the depth.

Mr. I. Joseph (Federal Republic of Germany): I  only want to make a brief 
remark on the use to which our theory is put in Publication No. 658 of the 
National Research Council of the United States National Academy of Sciences 
on “Radioactive waste disposal from nuclear-powered ships”. In that work an 
attempt is made to estimate the maximum permissible amount of waste for 
various regions of the sea on the basis of our theory, but in so doing the author 
has combined statistical considerations and expression in geometrical terms. 
This mixed approach is not, strictly speaking, admissible. I t  may be a good 
enough method for obtaining a rough estimate of the maximum quantity but 
it is scientifically unsound. In order to avoid any misconceptions in the future
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as to the way in which our formula is to be used, I should like to stress that the 
statistical approach and the geometrical approach must be kept strictly apart.

Mr. Y. Miyake (Japan) : A factor of importance in the study of the mixing 
of radioactive material in surface layers is the process of advection, that is, 
transport by the ocean currents, as distinct from the ordinary process of diffu
sion. In my experience, the radioactive debris from fallout from the testing 
site in the Pacific flowed along the North Equatorial current, and outside 
of this current there was no appreciable activity.

Mr. J . Rotnicki (Poland) (translated from Russian) : We in Poland very 
strongly support the point of view that wastes must not be disposed of into the 
sea, not because we think that the amount of activity is dangerous in general 
but because we do not know what effect fission fragments have on man.

We therefore consider that the 100,000 Me of activity from potassium 
mentioned by Mr. Glueckauf do not constitute a great danger for the popula
tion but that the danger lies in the 12 kc from strontium-90, because the 
genetic effects of this element on man are not at present known.

I t  seems likely that it would be advisable to organize a programme of joint 
research by oceanographers, biologists and geneticists. Only such a joint pro
gramme can give the answer to the question of the advisability of waste dis
posal into the sea.

Mr. E. Glueckauf (United Kingdom) : Mr. Chairman, I merely wish to make 
it quite clear, in case I  have been misunderstood, that the figure of 100,0001 
quoted for natural radioactivity in the Atlantic was 100,000 megacuries and 
not curies. This should be compared with the 0.001 Me of strontium-90 activity 
that we shall be discharging into the sea by 1966.

Panel Discussion No. 3 : Circulation and mixing in the deep waters

Mr. К. M. Fedorov (USSR) (Discussion Leader) (translated from Russian) : 
The problem of studying the deep waters comes up in connexion with the plans 
which have been put forward for dumping radioactive wastes in them, and this 
problem remains the same whether we intend to deposit high- or low-activity 
wastes in these depths. To summarize the views which have been expressed on the 
ocean deeps of the world, I should say that there are two main schools of thought 
on the question: the first maintains that the mixing processes, or perhaps it 
would be more correct to say the replacement of deep waters in the ocean, take 
place comparatively rapidly, in perhaps 40 to 50 years. This point of view is 
supported by observations and calculations such as the biochemical consump
tion of oxygen, the absence of phosphate accumulations in the lower layers 
and the prevalence of acidic processes in the surface layers of the ocean bed. 
The other school holds that the replacement of deep waters in the ocean, and 
consequently the time required for any contamination from the depths to 
come to the surface, takes place much more slowly, over a period of several 
hundred years, or even 1,000 or 1,500 years. This opinion is supported by studies 
conducted with radioactive carbon (C14) and radium.

I should like to say that, while it is difficult as yet to decide between these 
two views, I am personally in favour of the first. Both schools of thought, it 
must be said, are open to much criticism ; I  shall not dwell on these criticisms, 
but simply indicate the studies arising out of them which might prove useful 
in establishing the rate at which the deep waters are replaced. First, I  think, 
it would be desirable to test the radiocarbon method in those areas where we
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know th'at there is a rapid mixing of waters, or where they are replaced in a 
yearly cycle, for instance in the Mediterranean, or where we know there is a 
slow replacement of water, for example in the Black Sea. In that way we could 
then compare the data obtained when trying out this method with the observed 
pattern and see whether they really correspond. It would also be necessary 
to arrive theoretically at a new interpretation of the radiocarbon and radium 
data, because certain scientists, including United States research workers, 
consider that the age, or residence time, of the water depends on how we 
interpret the circulation of ocean water in general. After all, if two inter
pretations are possible today, why should we not find a third?

Moreover, we should perhaps look for other ways in which radium gets into 
sea-water in addition to direct leaching from the surface of sediments on the 
ocean bed. It is also essential to carry out research into the biochemical con
sumption of oxygen in order to find what its annual consumption in deep water 
really is, taking into account the living organisms which inhabit the depths. 
Finally, in my opinion, we should undertake very thorough direct observations 
of currents at great depths, constantly improving the equipment which we 
use for this purpose. That, I think, briefly summarizes the opinions so far 
expressed here in both formal and informal discussions.

The Chairman: Speaking merely as a contributor to the panel discussion, 
I would just like briefly to point out that we are dealing with a real ocean on 
a real earth and not with some ideal or generalized ocean. On a real earth there 
are certain particular places which may be critical in studying the time con
stants or the residence time of the deep waters. One of these is undoubtedly 
the western North Atlantic under the Gulf Stream, where there is a western 
boundary current flowing from north to south. This will probably give a mea
sure of the total amount of deep water coming into the North Atlantic and of 
course, in reverse, the total amount of water leaving the North Atlantic. There 
is probably a similar place in the western Pacific off the Tonga Islands. Measure
ments of the deep currents here on the eastern side of the Tonga Islands should 
again give us a measure of the amount of deep water coming into the Pacific 
Ocean, and thus, in reverse, the amount of deep water leaving it, or by calcula
tion the total residence time of the deep water.

Secondly, it is quite clear that accurate and numerous carbon-14 measure
ments for the residence time of the deep water are needed and they are needed 
not only in the deep waters themselves but also in high latitudes to get some 
idea of the nature of the interchange of carbon-14 between the sea and the air.

Mr. F. F. Koczy (United States of America) : I shall more or less repeat what 
I already said two days ago, with a slight change of subject. Our discussion 
leader, Mr. Fedorov, has just said that there are only two main possibilities. 
I think, however, that we already have a few more ways than these of deter
mining the total overturn. Incidentally, in my opinion, these so-called “age 
determinations” are not real age determinations át all, because there are 
mixing processes involved and what you get is only what we call an “average 
residence time” , which has nothing to do with age.

If we look at total circulation, we find there are certain points where deep 
water is created. There are only a few of these in the whole world. There is 
one water mass that circulates round the Antarctic and it is from this water 
mass that part of the deep water comes. This water certainly sinks down to 
the deepest part and continues to move along or very close to the ocean floor. 
The currents we can measure there can be very strong, but we are not quite
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sure that they are permanent. They may be only a part of a one-month cycle 
in circulation and the values we get are only momentary ones. Then we have 
the region above that where the mixing rate decreases, owing to the increasing 
stability of the water. So when studying general circulation, we have always 
to bear in mind where we are determining it and how we are determining it. 
In the tropics we always find a very slow rate of exchange with the surface 
water. On the other hand, it would perhaps be a little difficult to use the 
Antarctic region for waste disposal, because there we are quite sure to find a 
high rate of overturn. We have found radium values in the surface water in the 
North Sea and the North Atlantic which were very high, indicating that 
deep water is mixed in those areas. The total part of deep water coming in 
there may be expressed as an age, or, as we say, residence time, of only 
100— 200, years but these are only special isolated areas. In the tropics, on the 
other hand, there is very little exchange, and there we have found an average 
residence time of about 300 years. Beside that there is the total amount of 
water created, which has been calculated by Munk and by Stumbell, both of 
whom also arrive at a time of about 200— 300, perhaps even 400, years. The 
C14 measurements give ages of about 300— 600 years and my average values 
for radium point to a residence time of about 300— 400 years. These are the 
data for the Atlantic.

To turn now to the oxygen values: here I am in disagreement with Mr. 
Fedorov because the oxygen consumption values are really unknown. Worth
ington in his calculations used a value which is certainly wrong, as he himself 
now agrees. In the Atlantic we have a decrease in oxygen content of 1 milli
litre from the surface water down to the deep water, so now we need to know 
the rate of consumption of oxygen in deep water in order to discover how long 
it takes for a certain water mass to reach a certain point in the deep sea, allow
ing for mixing, and then we can obtain the average residence time. In the 
Pacific we have 3 ml deficit, in the Atlantic we have 1 ml. That means that 
the overturn in the Pacific must take at least three times longer than in the 
Atlantic, where we have only 1 ml deficit. Determination by radium of the 
residence time of this deep water gives values of 1,500 years, so you see the 
conclusions to be drawn from radium determination tally with the con
clusions to be drawn from the difference in oxygen content between the 
Atlantic and Pacific Ocean. Now that, I  think, is a really good point that we 
can make against the organic determination of the rate of exchange of deep 
water and surface water.

Mr. H. J . Dunster (United Kingdom) : I  am by profession a physicist and I 
am not sure that that entitles me to call myself one of our Chairman’s engineer
ing friends. However it is very much my view that the high-activity, low-volume 
radioactive wastes from the processing of fuel are not likely to be dispersed 
into the ocean in the foreseeable future and I do not think we should adjust 
our oceanographic research programme on the assumption that these wastes 
will be so dispersed. This is not, I  hope, to go on record as disapproving of 
research on deep-sea oceanography. This is not a platform on which I would 
care to take that viewpoint, but I do feel that if this conference is to stimulate 
research it should attempt to stimulate it first in fields other than the very 
deep sea.

Mr. М. B. Schaefer (United States of America) : I  wish to make only one 
small remark in connexion with the subject that Mr. Fedorov and Mr. Koczy 
spoke about. I t  appears from the various measurements of radium, carbon-14
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and so on, which were mentioned by Mr. Koczy, that we get mean residence 
times of the order of a few hundred years in the Atlantic and several hundred 
years in the Pacific. The oxygen data quoted by Mr. Fedorov indicate, he says, 
a mean residence time of 40— 60 years. For this to be the case in the Pacific, 
the oxygen consumption in deep water would have to be about 0.5 ml of 
oxygen per litre per year.

This appears to me to be obviously too high for the following reasons. The rate 
of formation of organic carbon in the surface layer of the ocean, where it is 
all formed by photosynthesis, of course, has been determined by Steemann 
Nielsen at about 60 g of carbon per sq m per year and this value has been 
confirmed by various other people. Now, if all of this carbon were oxidised 
in the deep water, it would still give only about 0.03 ml of carbon per litre 
per year, which would give a residence time of about 100 years. This is the 
maximum because this would mean that all of the carbon that is formed is 
burned up in the deep ocean. We of course know that this is not true because 
there is a good deal of respiration by animals and so on in the surface layer. 
A more reasonable estimate might be to say that 20% of the respiration 
occurs in the deep water and 80% in the surface water, in which case you 
would get to a mean residence time of about 500 years, which is not too 
different from the other values.

I  think the important thing from the standpoint of the research that needs 
to be done in this particular field is to find out what share of the organic carbon 
that is formed in the surface layer falls down to the deeper layer and becomes 
oxidized. I  think that this is the critical number we need to find out to bring 
these various calculations into line.

Mr. V.Romanovsky (France) (translated from French): The following is a 
brief survey of the results of some oceanographic measurements made in the 
deep waters of the Mediterranean by the Centre de Recherches et d’Etudes 
Océa/nogra/phiques at the request of the French Atomic Energy Commission.

Before contemplating the use of deep waters for storing radioactive waste, 
it seems essential to establish whether the environment is suitable for the 
purpose and whether there is any risk of pollution.

Feeling that the only really conclusive experiments would be those conducted 
in the actual depths into which waste containers might  be sunk, we carried 
out the following operations:

1. Measuring currents at 20 cm above the sediment;
2. Determination of the salinity and dissolved oxygen gradients in a layer 

lying between 10 cm and 1 m above the sediment;
3. Large-scale sampling from the surface of the bottom sediment ;
4. Core-sampling in the sediment to a depth of 2 m below its surface ;
5. Photographing the seabed to discover what its surface looks like;
6. Testing the compactness and bearing characteristics of the bottom sedi

ments. These tests were carried out in the laboratory and in situ. In the 
latter case we used photographic penetrometers.

7. Dredging and trawling to collect sealed biota (benthos); and
8. Plankton collection in a horizontal belt 1 m above the bottom sediment.

This is a vast programme and only part of it has been carried out as yet. 
Nevertheless, from operations conducted in a zone between 1,400 and 2,600 m 
below the surface, the following facts have been established:
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(i) The currents measured near the bottom are generally weak but often 
vary from one point to another. On the continental slope and in sub
marine canyons currents in the neighbourhood of 10 cm/sec were ob
served. Only once was a strong current flowing along a canyon recorded. 
Below the 2,200 m level, i.e. on the great submarine plain, currents be
come extremely weak and all our measurements, with one exception, 
where we recorded 6 cm/sec, gave speeds of less than 0.5 cm/sec. Mea
suring over a wider area will enable us to delimit the zones where prac
tically no currents exist, and the readings of flow-meters placed on the 
bottom will show whether any seasonal variations occur;

(ii) The dissolved oxygen gradient is very steep. We recorded 2 mg/litre 
at 10 cm from the bottom and 6 mg/litre at 1 m from the bottom (at a 
depth of 2,500 m). On the other hand, the salinity is virtually constant 
in a layer 1 m above the bottom sediment;

(iii) The mud which covers enormous areas is very soft in the first 5— 10 cm 
below the surface ; for the first few decimetres, it is of low density but 
thereafter its compactness increases rapidly.

The operations described will be continued with more detailed measurements 
and recordings with a view to acquiring complete knowledge of the site.

Mr. К. M. Fedorov (translated from Russian): As we have now exceeded 
our time limit, I  should only like to add that what has been said once again 
sharply brings out the need to reconcile all this contradictory information 
we have, on oxygen and radiocarbon for instance, and to weld it into a unified 
theoretical system which can explain these various conflicting notions.

The Chairman : I  might just add one thing in confirmation of what Mr. Koczy 
said. The radiocarbon measurements in the Pacific indicate a residence time 
in the deep waters for radiocarbon of about 1,500 years, just about three times 
the value obtained in the Atlantic, which coincides exactly with his radium 
measurements and with the difference in the oxygen content.

Panel Discussion No. 4 : Sedimentation processes in the sea

The Chairman: Speaking as leader of this discussion, I  would suggest that 
the problem really has three parts to it. Firstly, sedimentation by organisms, 
and I am thinking here not only of the organic material that settles to the 
bottom but also of the hard parts of organisms, the calcareous and silicious 
tightness skeletons. Some of the tightness material, in particular, and some of 
the calcareous phosphatic material tends to accumulate elements in the middle 
and upper parts of the atomic table by factors which are very large, more than
1,000 and up to 100,000.

Secondly, we are concerned with what are called orthogenic minerals, that 
is minerals that form in the ocean or on the bottom of the ocean, such as the 
ferromanganese minerals, the various zeolites and the apatite-like minerals 
that are formed from alteration of boney material, i.e. minerals containing 
calcium phosphate. Each of these tends to concentrate a different group of 
elements and compounds in the middle part of the atomic table.

Thirdly, we are concerned with absorption on the surface or anion exchange. 
These are processes which have been studied by soil scientists and by industrial 
scientists for many decades. The techniques for these studies, X -ray diffraction 
and electronic diffraction techniques, are rapidly increasing in sensitivity and
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in usefulness. Here there are two possible lines of research: not only finding 
out what happens to the radioactive materials which are introduced into the 
ocean, that is their abstraction by sedimentary processes, but also perhaps 
conducting studies which may lead to new ways of permanently fixing radio
active materials and minimizing the diffusion from solid particles.

When we talk about residence times in the ocean for many of the elements in 
the middle part of the atomic table we are talking about surprisingly short 
times (in some cases of the order of 100 years or less) and it may very well 
be that sedimentation processes, that is the actual abstraction of the material 
from the water, both in coastal waters and in the deep sea, represent a very 
significant mechanism for the removal of radioactive materials from the ocean. 
I  believe that this has been the experience at Windscale, where United King
dom scientists have found quite a high concentration of radioactive materials 
in the bottom materials in the immediate neighbourhood of the outfall and a 
much smaller concentration in the water at some distance from the outfall 
than one would expect from the simple process of diffusion.

Mr. A. Ivanoff (France) (translated from French): Among the lines along 
which research in physical oceanography should be undertaken or pursued 
further with reference to the disposal of radioactive waste in the sea, the ob
taining of a better knowledge of particles in suspension in sea-water is worthy 
of mention for at least two reasons :

1. As already pointed out by several speakers, strong concentration of 
radioactive substances may occur at the level of the particles in suspen
sion, as a result of either biological or physico-chemical processes.

2. Since the distribution of particles in suspension is primarily determined by 
mixing phenomena, the study of this distribution may provide information 
on the state of turbulence of the water and mixing rates, the need for 
knowledge of which has already been stressed by several speakers.

Thorough study of particles in suspension in a sample of sea-water is, as we 
all know, a very laborious business. However, some information can be ob
tained very quickly by optical means, e.g., by measuring the diffusion coeffi
cient of the sample. I t  is precisely on these optical methods that we are work
ing in concert with the Atomic Energy Commission. The apparatus we have 
evolved for studying the scattering and polarizing properties of samples of 
sea-water was described at the International Oceanographic Congress in 
New York. I t  was used in the Naples area in May 1959 and between Monaco 
and Corsica in August 1959. In the areas studied and at the time the measure
ments were made, the water in the Mediterranean seemed to be extremely 
poor in particles in suspension, at least at some distance from the coast and at 
depths greater than 100 or 150 m. Incidentally, it was established that 
certain particles, probably of the vegetable kingdom, possess strong polarizing 
properties which make their detection particularly easy. Accumulations of 
these particles were observed a few dozen metres down.

We are now studying techniqués for taking samples of sea-water in close prox
imity to the sea-bed in order to deduce from their optical properties informa
tion on the turbulence characteristics of the water. The first results obtained 
seem to show that, at least in the Monaco area and at depths exceeding 50 m, 
it is not until less than 2 m, or even 1 m, from the sea-bed that any increase 
occurs in the turbidity of the water, which probably means that turbulence 
is fairly slight.
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Panel Discussion No. 5 : Effects of the biosphere on the distribution and 
circulation of radioisotopes

The Chairman: Before calling on Mr. Morgan to lead the discussion, I  should 
like to say that I  think that the subject covers not only what one might call 
the biological role of organisms in transporting radioisotopes but also the whole 
problem of the uptake, accumulation and retention of radioisotopes in orga
nisms and in the organs of organisms.

Mr. F . Morgan (United Kingdom) (Discussion Leader) : This particular section 
relates to living organisms, the transport of isotopes by them and the transport 
of isotopes within them. Whatever the source of the isotope, whether a disposal 
area or an outlet, the problem will be the same, i.e. to start from the con
centration field defined by the oceanographers and to work out the life-cycle of 
the organisms in relation to this field and in relation to other trophic levels. 
I  gave a specialized example earlier based on the method of marking and 
recapture of fish in coastal waters, but I  wish to leave this aspect of transport 
and to deal with transport within organisms.

At this conference the emphasis has been on diversities and difficulties. 
I believe the prospects for research are brighter than this. First, there is a high 
reproducibility within a given species. For example, a given size of a given spe
cies at a given temperature and a given rate of feeding takes up a given iso
tope at a fixed rate and I  believe that, when this high degree of experimental 
control is generally employed, the physiology and biochemistry of these less 
familiar elements will soon fall into place. Such control will also have a salu
tary effect upon field work, in which there is still a tendency to take spot 
samples of plant or animal materials and relate the concentrations of activity 
in them to the concentration in the water they happen to be in at that moment. 
Furthermore, it is at the physiological and biochemical levels that more unity 
is to be found. This is already strongly suggested by, for example, the patterns 
of behaviour of strontium and caesium in mussels from quite different origins. 
The whole of this work would benefit from more effort in physiology and bio
chemistry. After all, several nuclear power stations will have small quantities 
of radioactive zinc, iron and calcium to dispose of. These are essential nutrients 
and they will be studied by means of tracers in any case. I t  is only a matter of 
timing. Even the elements that appear as fission products would have been 
taken up by the biochemists in the next decade or two. As research projects 
they will have to be given higher priority, that is all. What has to be avoided 
is the postponement of such research because of the confusion and even para
lysis arising from the wide variety of choice.

I  understand that we can look forward to contributions from Mr. Zenkevich, 
Mr. Chipman and Mr. Hiyama, but I should particularly like speakers from 
France and the Netherlands and representatives of the Baltic countries to contri
bute to this discussion, too.

Mr. L. A. Zenkevich (USSR) (translated from Russian) : At the present time 
it is becoming more and more clear that the biota in the ocean form a single 
whole, which we call the biological structure of the ocean, and that life in 
the ocean depths does not remain isolated. I  should like to add some other 
considerations to what I said in my paper. Acoustic sounding of the ocean 
depths indicates that in various layers, down to the very lowest, there 
occur temporarily considerable concentrations of plankton. These layers 
appear and disappear, undergoing vertical migrations which vary distinctly
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from day to day and work in a distinct yearly cycle. It should be noted 
that the thermocline does not prevent this vertical exchange, except in 
those places where it is exceptionally marked. In places where it is not so 
marked it does not stop the vertical migration of organisms. These layers of 
concentrated plankton, which have been discovered by acoustic sounding, are 
found at depths of 600 and 1,500 m, and also at 2,000 and 3,000 m, and are 
exceptionally mobile and unstable.

I t  may be that this system is the way by which food reaches the great depths. 
Deep-water fish have been found in large quantities in the stomachs of entirely 
surface animals and vice-versa: in deep-water organisms at depths of 1,000 
and 1,500 m we have found completely fresh phytoplankton which could only 
have been caught by these organisms in the upper surface layers of the sea. 
I  feel that these somewhat obscure facts require the most serious attention, 
since they might bring about fundamental changes in the thinking of physi
cists, and I  am glad to note that at the present conference the biological pheno
mena in the sea have been treated as a very important factor in solving the 
question of radioactive waste disposal into the lower depths of the ocean.

Mr. ¥ .  Hiyama (Japan) : The many points I  wished to make have already 
been covered by previous speakers so, with the Chairman’s permission, I will 
go somewhat outside the scope of oceanography. What I  want to stress is the 
necessity for biochemical analysis in order to discover the nature and quantity 
of the trace elements, not only in marine products and the environmental water, 
whether sea or fresh water, but also in all the foodstuffs taken in by man, 
and in order to determine the total amount that we have in our body in nor
mal physiology. This is necessary because in order to discover what contribu
tion marine products can make to human uptake of radionucleides, we must 
first know (a fact so often forgotten by marine biologists, like myself) how 
marine products contribute to building tissue or maintaining human life.

, Many people think that marine products make quite a large contribution to 
building tissue or to maintaining life but, in fact, their contribution differs 
entirely according to the particular kind of nucleide one has in mind.

Let us take sodium chloride as an example. In Japan, all our table salt is 
extracted from sea-water, which means, as I  pointed out during Session F , 
that in my country, on an average, we absorb the equivalent of about 5 litres 
of sea-water per head per day. In the case of iodine, 100% of the amount 
necessary to keep the human body healthy is derived from the sea in Japan. 
With strontium, on the other hand, we are fairly convinced that only 0.5 or
0.6 of the strontium we absorb comes from sea-food; the rest comes from food 
obtained from the land. These facts are quite important if one wishes to deter
mine the magnitude of the contribution of sea-food to the human body. Such 
data should be expressed in terms of the number of roentgens or rems in organs 
of critical importance from the standpoint of human health.

Mr. W. Chipman (United States of America) : I  should like to make a very 
brief comment on the subject of future research along biological lines. First, 
I should perhaps stress the need, already mentioned by Mr. Morgan, for close 
attention to be paid to the physiological changes which take place within marine 
organisms. We must realize that we are dealing with the uptake of elements, 
a subject of which we know too little as far as marine life is concerned, and that 
these elements are not only taken in but will also leave the organism again 
unless it has no mechanism for excretion. Thus the elements within the orga
nism are in a dynamic state or, in other words, we are concerned with changes,
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and throughout marine biota there is constant change, a constant dynamic 
state. I t  is well to determine from the elemental composition of organisms what 
the maximum possible specific activity could be but we must also remember 
that we are dealing with a dynamic system and the changes occuring within it.

As for the mode of entry there seems to be a little confusion in some minds as 
to the importance óf this factor. Unless there is definite restriction, the uptake 
from the water might be just as important as uptake from food. On the other 
hand the uptake from food might, in some cases, be as important or more 
important than the uptake from water. The matter of uptake is merely a 
matter of speed in getting the element to the tissues. The maximum amount 
of element, the elemental composition of the organisms do not change. Diffe
rence in mode of uptake merely involves a change in the rate at which a certain 
specific activity is reached.

As for research, I agree with Mr. Hiyama that, with marine organisms, as 
with humans and other mammals, we must consider various items of the diet of 
marine organisms and the relative importance of each food item as to its specific 
activity or its radionucleide content. Thus we need a great deal of research 
into the various food items that comprise the diet of marine biota. This we 
should study in great detail, and from the knowledge we gain perhaps we can 
learn much more regarding the passage of elements into the body from the 
water and from food and their passage to other components of the biota.

Mr. G. Berge (Norway) : I  would only like to stress two points in connexion 
with this discussion, the first one being the importance of primary production. 
As far as we know, one of the main channels through which radioactivity can 
enter the human body is through the organic chain. The main entrance to this 
chain is plant production in the sea. We know from measurements that this 
varies considerably in the open sea from one year to another. The question 
of depositing radioactive elements into the sea is quite closely connected with 
primary production as regards not only the quantity but also the quality of the 
elements. I  therefore think that primary production is one of the main things 
to be investigated before any conclusions are drawn regarding the disposal 
of radioactive elements into the sea.

The other point is the movements of fish shoals. You know, for instance, that 
all the most important fish in Norwegian fisheries range over very large areas. 
I  could mention the herring, which move from the Norwegian Coast through 
the Barents Sea and the Norwegian Sea to Iceland and back to the Norwegian 
coast. These fish feed mainly in Icelandic waters and the disposal of radioactive 
waste in those waters might have repercussions on the fish off Norway, thou
sands of miles away. We have the same situation with cod fish which feed in 
the Barents Sea and are fished off the coast of Norway. Then again there are 
tunny which have their feeding grounds in the Norwegian Sea and are fished 
all over Northern Europe and down to the Mediterranean Sea.

To sum up, I  would say that the movements of the fish in connexion with 
primary production and feeding grounds are very important factors which 
should be thoroughly investigated before any conclusions are drawn regarding 
ocean disposal of radioactive waste.

Mr. U. d’Ancona (Italy) (translated from French) : I  should like to stress the 
significance of the differences in the biological importance of the various radio
isotopes. Some of these enter normally into the composition of living matter or 
are accumulated by the organisms. Others do not enter into the composition of 
Uving matter; they exert a biological influence only as sources of radioactivity.
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The first group of radioisotopes is more dangerous and should be more carefully 
controlled.

Mr. A. K. Ganguly (India) : I  have just a small point to add that, in addition 
to the various types of oceanic research, studies should also be conducted on 
the influence of natural and artificial radioactivity on marine ecology. I should 
be grateful if some competent person here could tell us about any significant 
work in this field. I  am not a marine ecologist myself.

Mr. Y. I. Spitsyn (translated from Russian) : I t  seems to me that the discus
sions we have held on research work in oceanography have shown fairly clearly 
that a great deal, if not everything, concerning the behaviour of radioactive 
isotopes in the sea is still obscure. This being so, I  feel that it is essential to 
insist categorically that no positive recommendations as to the possibility of 
disposing of any quantities of radioactive materials in the sea should be made 
by the International Atomic Energy Agency or any other official institution 
as a result of this conference. A lot of research work has still to be done and it 
is my firm belief that the results will probably show that the disposal of radio
activity, or radioactive isotopes, in the open sea cannot be permitted.

Mr. F . Morgan (United Kingdom) : I  think, however, it is well within our 
terms of reference to make recommendations concerning research, and that is 
precisely what we are doing now.

Mr. W. Hermanowicz (Poland) (translated from Russian): Conventional 
sewage water containing phenol contaminates the water along certain sections 
of the Baltic coastline of Poland and renders the fish inedible. I t  follows from 
this that radioisotopes, which are more dangerous for man’s health, should 
likewise not be disposed of in the sea.

Mr. Genova (Spain) (translated from Spanish,) : I t  is the business of oceano
graphical institutes to see that the resources of the sea are conserved and deve
loped. Hence, they must take a stand against the disposal therein of radioactive 
waste, which is unquestionably a harmful practice, though there are differences 
of opinion among those who seek to estimate the seriousness of the damage. 
No accurate method of measuring this damage would appear to exist at present, 
but it may be confidently stated that the danger will grow with the develop
ment of the nuclear industry.

Since contamination carriers (fish, currents, plankton, etc.) are no respecters 
of jurisdictions, no distinction can be made, from the oceanographical point of 
view, between territorial waters and the high seas. The great mass of water 
that covers two-thirds of the surface of the globe, should be regarded as the 
heritage of all, rather than as a no-man’s land. No country should try out or 
engage in practices that may be harmful to others.

In short, no radioactive waste of any sort should be dumped into the sea.
Mr. F . Morgan: To summarize very briefly, I  think that a corrective 

emphasis has been placed in this discussion on the lower trophic levels in food 
chains and on the contribution that can be made by biochemical and physiolo
gical research. As far as timing goes there appears to be no real contradiction 
between this initial selection of problems and the final diversification of re
search.

Panel Discussion No. 6 : Effects of radiation on marine organisms
Mr. A. Buzzati-Traverso (Italy) (Discussion Leader) : The seventh subject 

which has been listed by D. E . Carritt as requiring at this moment the attention 
of scientists interested in the problems deriving from the radioactive con-
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fcamnation of the sea is that of the effects of atomic radiations on populations 
of the sea. This subject has been greatly overlooked until now. I t  is under
standable that our primary concern is that of the safety of human populations, 
but it appears necessary to study also the effects of radiations on plants and 
animals living in the ocean, for, in the long run, these effects may also become 
of interest for mankind. I think one could summarize the problems connected 
with this topic in a few points as follows :

1. The amount of knowledge on the effects of ionizing radiations on marine 
organisms is exceedingly small. I t  is an almost completely untouched 
field of research.

2. The available information derived from the study of the effects of radia
tion on terrestrial forms is of very limited use for our purpose. The reasons 
for this are the following :
(a) While radiation biologists have been mostly concerned with the chan

ges brought about by the treatment of single individuals, in oceano
graphic problems of radioactive waste disposal we are always dealing 
with populations.

(b) One can consider ecological and genetic effects separately. On the 
need for research on the former we will shortly hear Mr. Maurice 
Fontaine. The knowledge on the genetic effects of radiations on 
populations is very limited. To my knowledge, one can rely only 
on the data by Marocowich on bacterial viruses, on those by Ñovick 
and Szilard on bacteria; on those by Magni and by Mortimer on yeasts, 
and those by Wallace and by ourselves on Drosophila.

(d) The results of these investigations point in the direction opposite 
to that of current evolutionary theories. Under irradiation, at least 
within certain limits, the rate of adaption turned out to be higher 
than in non-irradiated populations.

(e) Attempts to produce genetic radiation resistance in many experi
ments did not succeed. The press, however, reported recently that in 
the swimming pool of a research reactor in the United States turbidity 
was produced by the growth of highly-resistant bacteria.

(f) In the majority of the investigations mentioned, relatively high radia
tion doses were used. What happens under very low and chronic 
treatments is simply not known. According to recent data by Timoféeff- 
Ressovsky, however, low level radiation brings about a greater bacte
rial growth in the soil than under normal circumstances.

3. For these reasons it appears urgent to investigate the effects of ionizing 
radiations on populations of marine organisms. I  believe that the first 
step should be made in terms of laboratory experiments. On the basis of 
data thus obtained one could then proceed to attack the problem in the 
field. I win now open the discussion on this topic.

Mr. M. Fontaine (Translated from French): To continue from where I 
left off in my previous remarks, one thing it is most important to know is 
at roughly what levels the radioactivity from the main radioisotopes involved 
may, without being fatal to animals or simply causing direct or indirect 
contamination of man, lead to disequilibrium in aquatic communities, a 
disequilibrium which clearly may have repercussions on human life outside 
the field of the radioactivity. From what we know of the effect of radioactive 
contamination on the higher vertebrates. it is probable that before causing soma
tic lesions or easily detectable organic disorders, such contamination may lead,
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in a particular species, to premature senility, degeneration of the reproductive 
or nutritive functions, a falling-off in motor activity or to genetic disturbances 
which would put the species at a disadvantage in the struggle for life that 
inevitably takes place between various members of a community. We know 
how important are differences in radiosensibility between the various spe
cies. To obtain such information, which I  look upon as essential for sound 
determination of permissible doses, we shall have to develop research in 
experimental ecology, i.e. work on biocoenoses which, though relatively 
simple, nonetheless comprise essential links in a natural biocoenosis. The 
species selected would clearly have to be those with a relatively rapid life 
cycle to enable us to obtain as accurate and far-reaching an insight as possible 
into the changes wrought in a community by low-level radioactivity. We 
already have results for two main lines of research, both of them highly 
interesting.

The first consists in observing the effects of radioactive fallout in nature, 
as has been done so well by our colleague, Mr. Dunster, for example. Such 
investigations are most useful but are often difficult to interpret ecologically, 
for one thing because no geographical limits can be set for the field of ex
periment, a fundamental drawback, to which must be added the risk of pollution 
of the ocean itself. The second line of research consists of putting animals 
or algae into tanks containing radioactive water, or giving the animals radio
active food, and then seeing what happens to them. Such work is necessary 
in order to study certain natural phenomena, but is of course somewhat 
artificial.

Between these two types of research should come research on experimental 
radioecology, of which we so far have only very few examples in fresh water 
but which, thanks to current advances in marine aquariology, can also be 
carried out in sea-water for a wide range of biocoenoses.

Mr. A. Buzzati-Traverso: I  think perhaps another example of a few data 
at the ecological level is the data derived from the testing grounds of atomic 
weapons in the Pacific which have been published by some American colleagues.

Mr. В. H. Ketchum: I  agree with Mr. Fontaine that no work is being done 
on the radioecology in sea-water. I  do think, though, that we should recognise 
the general ecological studies which are being pursued quite actively in sea
water. Of course the Norwegians were among the earliest to start ecological 
studies of the populations in the sea, and United Kingdom scientists have 
carried on this tradition both at their Plymouth laboratory and at several 
others and I  am happy to say that we, in the United States, have now joined 
the parade. As a matter of fact we joined it many years ago but have only 
recently played a really active part. Without naming each country in succes
sion, I think I  may say that there is a great deal of basic ecological study 
being pursued and this is necessary first as a background for any changes which 
might occur in the ecological picture.

M r.P. A.Moiseev (USSR) (translated from Russian): The discussions at this 
Conference on questions relating to the influence of radiation on marine organ
isms have been very useful. Many participants, from Bulgaria, Canada, Finland, 
France, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, the USSR, 
the United States of America and several other countries have presented 
facts showing that there has been an increase in the concentration of radio
active materials in marine organisms, or have expressed concern at this 
increase. The data which have emerged from the research work on this practice
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have brought out the fact that fish, molluscs and other marine organisms 
are able to accumulate concentrations of strontium, caesium and other radio
active materials in amounts ten times greater than the concentrations in 
the surrounding environment. By now, as a result of atomic explosions in 
the North Pacific, the quantity of strontium there is ten times greater than 
in thè Atlantic and each year tens of thousands of curies of radioactive waste 
are released into a very limited area. Even Mr. Morgan, who displayed in 
his paper what we consider a quite unjustified calm about the possibilities 
and results of radioactive contamination of marine organisms, reported that 
many of the fish which had passed through the area where fission products 
are released showed increased radioactivity. At the same time we have seen 
the utter insufficiency of the facts at our disposal in this field.

In addition to the general dangers of radioactive contamination, I  should 
like to endorse in particular the papers read by Mr. Buzzati-Traverso and 
Mr. Fontaine, who pointed out to the conference the need for a painstaking 
study of the genetic effects of radiation on living organisms. Data which 
have emerged up to now in the USSR tend to show that the action 
of even low radiation doses on fish causes an abrupt deterioration in the 
development of spawn and larvae, which in its turn lowers the rate of repro
duction of the whole population. Research work on these lines, taking into 
account the effects of individual radioisotopes, must be greatly intensified 
and extended. I t  seems to us that the facts available at the present time 
clearly show the great threat to the health of man caused by the disposal 
of radioactive waste into the sea, the highly complex nature of the problem 
of the effects of radioactivity on marine organisms and the urgent need to 
carry out further broad and detailed studies of the way in which radioactive 
materials affect living organisms.

Mr. V. I. Spitsyn (translated from. Russian) : I  should like to give the con
ference a brief account of the results of the most recent research work carried 
out in my laboratory. We have established that the introduction of radio
isotopes into the catalyser considerably increases its efficiency. If the catalyser 
is irradiated externally with a similar dose of electron or gamma-rays the 
same results are not observed. I should like to draw the attention of biologists 
to this fact since it obviously means that in this field one cannot compare 
the action of external radiation with the influence of radiation from an isotope 
introduced into the system of an organism.

Mr. A. Buzzati-Traverso: To wind up this discussion, I  should like to 
say that the comments which have been made indicate that the effect 
of radiation on marine organisms is indeed an area of study which calls for 
immediate action at the laboratory level.

The Chairman: I  quite agree that this is a very interesting and to some 
extent neglected area.

Panel Discussion No. 7: Co-ordinated studies for special disposal problems, 
including monitoring

Mr. R . Eliassen (IAEA) (Discussion Leader) : Many of the research studies in 
the fields of fisheries and oceanography reported on at this Conference have been 
predicated on the need of the wastes disposal engineer for design criteria on which 
to base the processes and facil ities for the treatment and disposal of low-level 
radioactive wastes. The engineering criteria may be needed for the design of
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out-falls for municipal and industrial sewage systems receiving radioisotopes ; 
or they may be for the disposal of low-level wastes from stationary or mobile 
nuclear power plants or from nuclear fuel reprocessing plants. For reasons 
of engineering economics it may be desirable to dispose of low-level wastes 
by dilution in watercourses to the extent that the health of the public will 
not be affected. The means of calculating safe tolerance levels in coastal 
waters for a special disposal problem, starting with ICRP values and taking 
into account all pertinent physical, chemical and biological factors, have 
been worked out admirably by Morgan and his colleagues for the Windscale 
facilities. Similar co-ordinated studies among many scientific disciplines, 
together with the development and use of varied monitoring techniques, 
are needed for the many types of estuaries and coastal water conditions 
likely to receive dilute radioactive (low-level) wastes in the future. As the 
results of research are co-ordinated and the underlying scientific principles 
have been delineated through field tests and monitoring programmes at 
operational sites, the breadth of concept of all participating disciplines will 
be increased. Out of this may well come the development of rational engineering 
criteria for the design of facilities for the disposal of low-level radioactive wastes 
into rivers, estuaries and coastal waters. With these criteria, and well-developed 
methods for applying them, it may be possible to proceed with engineering 
designs involving the taking of only a limited number of observations, instead 
of requiring an extensive co-ordinated research study, as is at present necessary 
for each new disposal site.

The financing of research projects is always a problem. I should like to 
take this opportunity to mention the research grants programme to which 
I have been assigned in the Headquarters of the International Atomic Energy 
Agency. There are considerable funds available to research laboratories in 
Member States specifically for research related to waste disposal. I t  is hoped 
that ideas for research projects in this field will be brought to fruition by 
this Conference. Research groups should feel free to submit applications 
to the Agency for nominal amounts to extend the scope of their research 
programmes. Information can be obtained from the Department of Research 
and Isotopes of the Agency in Vienna.

Mr. F . Duhamel (France) (translated from French) : The studies and research 
work mentioned by the previous speakers are very interesting since the 
phenomena to be investigated condition the movements of radioactive sub
stances in the sea. However, as regards the subject with which we are mainly 
concerned, i.e. the possibility of storing radioactive waste in the sea, the 
first thing we need to know is whether the wastes will stay put inside their 
containers or escape from them. To discover this, research in France has 
been on the following lines: studies of the suspended particle content of 
sea-water, monitoring samples of sediment and water, monitoring in situ, 
and checking the condition of the stored materials by means of photo
graphs.

On the four coloured slides I  am now going to show you will see the under
water camera, the way it is lowered into the sea, and two views of the sea
bed between Antibes and Calvi at depths of about 2,500 m.

The studies on particles in suspension were carried out by Mr. Ivanoff 
on the Vinarettu Singer, now in Monaco harbour. The studies of the consistency 
and appearance of the sea-bed and of water movements were made by 
Mr. Romanovsky on board Le Passeur du Printemps, now in Antibes harbour.
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Participants in this Conference are welcome to look over these two vessels 
and the instruments they carry.

A considerable volume of radioactive waste has already been discharged 
into the sea and we have heard several well-documented papers on the subject, 
but it is not possible, at this stage, to give a valid scientific ruling thereon. 
That, to our mind, does not mean that no such waste can be disposed of in 
the sea. Moreover, in considering this question, it is necessary to distinguish 
between two types of waste: liquid and solid.

Liquid waste must be so discharged that the concentration of each radio
isotope does not exceed the maximum permissible concentration laid down 
by the ICRP, taking into account the cumulative contamination by the various 
isotopes combined. Before the waste is disposed of, it must pass through 
flocculation basins to ensure that the contamination of matter in suspension 
is not greater than that of the liquid. In practice it will always be possible 
to do this provided that the contamination thus produced be added to that 
already existing in the sea-water only when it relates to the same isotopes 
and the waste can be monitored on leaving the last flocculation basin. With 
such waste, it is still possible to study diffusion and the danger to man is 
actually negligible.

Solid waste must be compacted and shielded from chemical action. Con
tainers must not be dumped in the sea if the level of activity in the waste 
is so high that it could affect their resistance to stresses or chemical attack. 
This means that the level of activity in waste disposed into the sea must 
be kept within a certain limit. Dumping should be effected at a site where 
conditions are favourable, i.e. where the bottom is as soft as possible, water 
movements are very slight and marine fauna sparse. The site must be difficult 
of access and it is preferable, therefore, to dump the waste into the abyssal 
region, without, however, going so far as to seek out the abyssal trenches.

Solid waste which can be dumped in this way may be divided into two classes : 
miscellaneous waste, which must be shredded and compressed, and chemical 
sludge, which must be compacted.

The following work has been done in France along these lines:
1. Compacting studies conducted in the laboratories at Toulouse University, 

under the direction of Professor Farran, in co-operation with the team 
led by Mr. Cohen of the Atomic Energy Commission, have yielded 
remarkable practical results.

2. Instruments have been developed, in co-operation with the Oceano
graphic Research and Study Centre directed by Mr. Romanovsky, 
for monitoring the storage site (colour photography) and investigating 
the sea-bed (bottom consistency, water velocity).

3. Measurements of suspended matter in sea-water are being made by 
Professor Ivanoff and an instrument for detection in situ is being designed. 
We hope to develop television apparatus for the purpose in the near 
future.

In this way we shall evolve the equipment required for teams specialized 
in the supervision of the experimental storage of waste, equipment which 
will enable us to determine whether radioactive waste can be safely disposed 
into the sea, on what conditions this can be done and how such waste can be 
monitored.

The development of atomic energy cannot be deferred until such time as 
oceanography has become a superfluous science. Atomic energy must, on
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the contrary, make its contribution to that science, and it is entitled to expect 
support and co-operation in return.

Mr. I. Hela: The results given by Mr. Morgan have shown us that in particular 
local areas where specific isotopes, certain types of fish and a specific po
pulation are involved, the main disposal problem is actually only rather 
limited. Everybody, I  think, admires the excellent work performed in the 
United Kingdom. Nevertheless a grave warning must be expressed against 
any general encouragement of marine disposal of low-level and other radio
active wastes for fear that, with the more general use of atomic energy, this 
may be abused by less qualified people with a less-developed sense of 
responsibility operating in areas where conditions are not so favourable. The 
possibility of accidents on land or at sea must be borne in mind, too. In every 
case, therefore, a very conservative attitude must be adopted at the outset 
towards the marine disposal of the radioactive waste and undue optimism or 
carelessness avoided. Finally, extensive research and development programmes 
must be carried out with a' view to evolving ¿more thorough monitoring 
techniques.

Mr. F. Morgan: I  should like to draw attention to the preliminary investi
gations required in order to discover exactly what things need monitoring. 
The other day Mr. Pritchard gave an excellent account of order-of-magnitude 
studies (Session H). I  should like to give the biological pointer again. In 
all these problems there is a critical animal or a critical plant, and above 
all a critical route or food chain to man, and the object of biological order- 
of-magnitude studies is to clear away the extraneous issues from these critical 
features. You have to get this clear in order to start the biological work in 
time and to get a sound basis for public health control.

I  have mentioned that at Windscale the plaice were a local problem, but 
the porphyra were not a local problem. We traced these algae hundreds of 
miles down to South Wales where they are processed and eaten. Thus the 
porphyra were not a local problem and we did not treat them as such. We 
had to chase this particular plant hundreds of miles. These features, and 
this specificity of critical features, do need emphasizing, but above all they 
need finding at the start to clear the way for public health monitoring control. 
These primary studies do not, however, prevent the study of other organisms 
and other isotopes. Those workers who prefer these other studies should be 
encouraged to get on with them concurrently.

One last point : if we are to exchange data on surface phenomena and obtain 
a balanced view, I  feel I  should draw attention to published USSR work dealing 
with the results of using coatings of strontium-90 as a means of preventing 
the growth of barnacles on the hulls of ships.

Mr. N. Saito (Japan) : Many participants in this Conference have quoted 
figures relating to the contamination of marine products and the like. However, 
it seems to me that these data are not always comparable. I t  might, therefore, 
be very helpful if monitoring techniques or other methods of analysis were 
standardized on an international basis through the medium of the IAEA  
or UNESCO or some other competent organization.

Mr. P. Cohen (France) (translated from French): Since we are coming 
to the definition of criteria for the guidance of engineers, there is one question 
I  wish to raise. One of the conclusions to be drawn from this morning’s dis
cussion appears to be that, owing to the exchange capacity of sediment in
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suspension in the sea, its presence is a favourable factor as far as the choice 
of disposal area is concerned. On the other hand, it has also been stated that 
fish can assimilate certain sediments. As a layman, I  should appreciate it 
if somebody could resolve the apparent contradiction between these two 
statements.

Mr. R. Eliassen: I t  is certainly outside my scope but I  think it is a subject 
on which research might well be pursued. I  will refer the problem to you, 
Mr. Chairman.

The Chairman: I  would rather leave it to a biologist. Perhaps one of them 
would be so good as to discuss the matter with Mr. Cohen privately. Before 
we leave the question of co-ordinated research, there is one aspect on which 
we have not touched this morning and that is the question of international 
co-operation in research into natural and artificial radioactivity in the sea. 
I would like to ask Mr. Miyake to say a word about this from the standpoint 
of the International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU).

Mr. Y. Miyake; The Special Committee on Oceanic Research (SCOR), 
formed by ICSU, set up the Working Group on Radioactivity in the 
Ocean. This Working Group held its first meeting in New York under 
TAEA and UNESCO auspices on 28— 29 August 1959. Papers were sub
mitted on radioactive caesium in the coastal waters of Japan by Dr. 
Yamagata, on strontium-90 in the Pacific by myself, on fission material 
in the Atlantic by Dr. Bowen, the maximum concentration of radioisotope 
in sea-water by Professor Martin, radium as a. tracer in oceanography by 
Dr. Koczy and aspects of using tritium and carbon-14 for ocean circulation 
studies by Drs. Bolin and Ostlund.

The Working Group submitted a resolution to SCOR as follows: firstly, 
it recommended that the General Council prepare a marine radiochemical 
technique as a supplement to interesting publications such as those of FAO 
and other organizations. This is intended to give non-specialists an idea 
of the scope of this subject of quite recent development. Secondly, it stressed 
the need for increased support of existing centres for radiochemical analysis 
and for any new centres which might be set up. There is a particular need 
for exchange of information, standards and more especially of budding research 
workers between these centres. Thirdly, it advocated that sampling networks 
be set up on a national basis, suggesting that ocean weather ships and whalers 
might be particularly suitable for this purpose. The fourth and last recom
mendation concerned radioactive tracer experiments. The need for such 
experiments to increase our knowledge of oceanic diffusion is becoming in
creasingly obvious and the Working Group accordingly recommended that 
SCOR should assess proposals for radioactive tracer experiments. Radio
active tracer experiments are being planned and these could be profitably 
assessed by SCOR.

The Chairman: Two remarks by way of brief summing-up. In the first 
place, we have not mentioned at all this morning how the research is going 
to get done. This is partly a problem of manpower, namely of what young 
or middle-aged or old persons really wish to engage in the research we have 
been talking about. I t  is also, of course, a question of financial support 
in terms of ship-time, instruments, salaries, and technical assistance for 
their work. Mr. Eliassen has mentioned the fact that the IAEA has some 
funds for this purpose. In my opinion, the amount of money available 
not only from this source but from all sources can probably be increased
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by at least a factor of ten, provided we can interest scientific workers in doing 
the research.

Secondly, why do we want to do this research? Our USSR friends tell 
us that no radioactive materials should be put in the ocean. Our United 
Kingdom friends say that they know how to put it in already. I think that 
there are basically two considerations to be borne in mind here. The first 
is that artificial radioactive materials are bound to find their way into the 
ocean whether we want them to or not. simply because of their very nature. 
The second is that the more we find out about the circulation and mixing 
of sea-water, biological uptake and retention, accumulation and transport 
and the pathways by which radioactive material travels from the water 
through the organisms to man, the more economically we can dispose of 
radioactive materials, and the larger the amounts we can put into a particular 
region. At the present time we are limited by the considerations of safety, 
so limited that many people say that we should not dispose of any radioactive 
material in the sea at all. If it can be demonstrated that it is both economical 
and safe to dispose of radioactive materials in this way, this will perhaps 
go a long way towards solving one of the great problems of the atomic power 
industry in the future.

I  myself am convinced, in spite of the statements made by several people, 
that within not too many decades a good deal—not by any means all—  
of the high-level waste will also be put into the ocean. The time is very short 
to prepare for this contingency. I may of course be wrong, but the chances 
are at least finite that this will be done, and, if it is, it should certainly be 
done only on the basis of more knowledge than we possess at present. I t  is 
going to take ten to twenty years to obtain the necessary information.

I think we must, therefore, take a quite liberal view towards many of 
the research problems that we have discussed today, not hoping to solve 
them within a year, not only attacking those problems that can be solved 
within a year, but attacking those problems that may take a long time to 
solve and which may prove to be of no importance once we have solved them. 
We just cannot take any chances. I am quite sympathetic with the point 
of view that there are high- priority problems, problems that have to be solved 
immediately. In general, however, these cannot be solved by new research, 
they have to be solved by evaluating the results of previous research. This 
is something that scientists can do, but it should not be confused with finding 
out something new, because finding out something new in general takes so 
much time that it cannot be used very effectively for immediate problems.
I  hope that this has been a profitable session.
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M O N IT O R IN G  O F F R E S H  W A T E R S  U S E D  F O R  D IS P E R S A L  
O F R A D IO A C T IV E  W A S T E S

Abstract
, The Ottawa River is a very large river. The water has a low solids content 

with little plankton. In many ways the river resembles a lake. Effluent is 
diluted, into a great volume of low-activity cooling water and enters the river 
at a concentration of radionuclides less than the MPCW for occupational 
workers. The concentration of total В  у  radionuclides above the plant is
2 x  10~8 jtic/ml, and 1.6 km below the plant it is 3 x  10~8 /лс/ml. Sampling 
of the river bottom shows that its radioactivity has been decreasing for several 
years in spite of continuous addition of activity adsorbed on colloidal silica 
deposited from the water. Large fish are the only river organisms used by 
man. Traces of Sr90 have occasionally been found in the bones, but none 
in the flesh. Although P 32 forms only 0.04% of the total radioactivity 
found in the effluent, it makes up 75— 95% of the total radionuclides found 
in most samples. A maximum concentration of 10-3  /¿с/g wet weight has 
been found in the whole bodies of small perch.

C O N T R O L E  D E S  E A U X  F L U V I A L E S  U T I L I S E E S  P O U R  LA  
D IS P E R S IO N  D E S  D E C H E T S  R A D IO A C T IF S

Résumé
Ottawa est un très grand fleuve. Ses eaux ne contiennent que peu' de subs

tances solides, notamment peu de plancton. A bien des égards, ce fleuve ressem
ble à un lac. Les effluents sont dilués dans. une grande quantité d’eau de re
froidissement, de faible activité; lorsqu’ils pénètrent dans le fleuve, leur con
centration en radionuclides est inférieure à la concentration maximum admis
sible dans l’eau pour les travailleurs exposés professionnellement. La concen
tration totale en émetteurs beta et gamma est 2 x 10-8  /¿с/ml en amont de l’usine 
et 3 x 10_8/ic/ml à 1,6 km en aval. Les échantillons prélevés au fond du fleuve 
montrent que sa radioactivité diminue depuis plusieurs années, en dépit des 
apports continuels .de l’activité adsorbée par les silices colloïdaux en suspension 
qui se déposent. Les seuls organismes présents dans le fleuve et utilisés par 
l’homme sont les gros poissons. On a parfois trouvé des traces de strontium-90 
dans leurs arêtes, mais il n’en a pas été décelé dans la chair. Pour les petites 
perches, on a constaté une concentration maximum de 10-3  /te de S2P  
par gramme de poids brut, pour l’organisme entier. Bien que le phosphore-32 
ne constitue que 0,04 pour cent de la radioactivité totale relevée dans les 
effluents, il représente de 75 à 95 pour cent de la quantité totale de radionucli
des trouvés dans la plupart des échantillons.

И ЗМ ЕРЕН И Е РА Д И О А КТИ ВН О С ТИ  СВЕЖ ЕЙ ВОДЫ , 
И С П О Л ЬЗУЕМ О Й  ДЛЯ РА ЗБА ВЛ ЕН И Я  РА Д И О А К ТИ ВН Ы Х

ОТХОДОВ

Резюме
Река Оттава является очень большой. В ее воде содержится мало твердых 

веществ и имеется небольшой планктон. Во многих отношениях эта река 
представляет озеро. Эффлюэнт разбавляется большими объемами низко
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активной воды, использованной для охлаждения, и поступает в реку при кон
центрации радионуклидов, не превышающих предельно допустимой концен
трации для рабочих. Общая концентрация бета- и гамма-радионуклидов 
вверх по течению от завода составляет 2 X10-8 милликюри/миллилитр и 
1,6 километра вниз по течению от завода равна 3 x  10-8 милликюри/миллилитр. 
Взятие проб со дна реки показывает, что радиоактивность понижается в течение 
целого ряда лет несмотря на постоянное добавление активности, осаждающейся 
на коллоидальном кремнии, выделяющемся из воды. Из речных организмов 
человеком употребляется в пищу только крупная рыба. Следы стронция-90 
были случайно обнаружены в костях, но не в мясе. Максимальное содержание 
10_3 милликюри Р 32/г общего веса было обнаружено в небольших окунях. 
Хотя фосфор-32 составляет только 0,04% общей радиоактивности эффлюента, 
он представляет 75—95% всех радионуклидов обнаруженных в большинстве 
взятых на исследование рыб.

M O N IT O R A JE  D E  LA S  A G UAS D U L C E S  U T IL IZ A D A S  P A R A  
L A  D IS P E R S IO N  D E  D E S E C H O S  R A D IA C T IV O S

Resumen
El Ottawa es un río muy ancho. Sus aguas contienen, pocas materias sólidas 

y escaso plancton. En muchos aspectos puede compararse a un lago. El efluénte 
se diluye en una gran cantidad de agua refrigerante, de baja actividad, y su 
concentración de radionúclidos al penetrar en el río es inferior a la concen
tración máxima admisible en el agua para trabajadores expuestos por razones 
profesionales. La concentración total de radionúclidos beta gamma es, aguas 
arriba de la instalación, de 2 x  10~8 /лс/т1, y de 3 x  10“ 8 /гс/ml a 1,600 metros 
aguas abajo de la instalación. Las muestras tomadas en el lecho del río indican 
que su radiactividad está decreciendo desde hace algunos años, no obstante 
la continua adición de sustancias radiactivas adsorbidas a la sílice coloidal 
que depositan las aguas. Los únicos organismos del río que utiliza el hombre 
son peces de regular tamaño. En  algunas ocasiones se han encontrado vestigios 
de estroncio-90 en sus espinas, pero nunca en la carne. En la perca pequeña 
se ha hallado una concentración máxima, en todo el organismo, de 10“ 3 /¿c 
de 32P/g en peso húmedo. Aunque el fósforo-32 produce solamente el
0,04 por ciento de la radiactividad total hallada en el efluente, representa 
del 75 al 95 por ciento del total de radionúclidos encontrados en la mayoría 
de las muestras.

MONITORING OF FRESH WATERS USED FOR 
DISPERSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES

I. L . O p h e l
' E n v ir o n m e n t a l  R e s e a r c h  a n d  R a d ia t io n  D o s im e t r y  B r a n c h , D iv is io n  
o f  B io l o g y  a n d  H e a l t h  P h y s ic s , A to m ic  E n e r g y  o f  Ca n a d a  L im it e d ,

Ch a l k  R iv e r , O n t ,
Ca n a d a .

Introduction
The Ottawa River at Chalk River is a large, slow-flowing stream (Fig. 1). 

In the course of 32 km it varies in width from 0.4 to 2.4 km, with depths 
ranging up to 60 m. The average current velocity over this section is about
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10 km per day, and the flow rate over a number of years has varied between 
225 and 1700 m3/s, resulting in an average of approximately 550 m3/s.

The river water contains little dissolved mineral (total solids =  50 mg/kg) 
or suspended solids, (less than 5 mg/kg), and the pH is near 7.0. The plankton 
is sparse and in species composition resembles that of nearby lakes. Thermal 
stratification of the river occurs during periods of low flow. In fact, the Ottawa 
River in this region has many of the characteristics associated with a large 
oligotr'ophic lake. I t  is covered with thick ice in winter.

At the point where the establishment’s outfall enters, the river is 0.8 km 
wide with a maximum depth of 30 m. The outfall discharges about 120 m 
from shore at a depth of 21 m.

More than 70% of the 1.4 x  105 m3/day of effluent discharged is inactive 
cooling water from the heat exchangers of the NRU reactor. This water 
is available for dilution of wastes containing radionuclides before the effluent 
enters the river. These wastes include cooling water from the delay tanks 
associated with the N R X  reactor, laundry and decontamination wastes, 
and small volumes of some laboratory and chemical wastes.

The N R X  cooling water contains radionuclides produced by neutron 
activation of dissolved solids and corrosion products. Fission products may 
be present when a fuel-rod sheath fails. The other wastes contribute fission 
products and trans-uranic radionuclides.

Effluent monitoring
All effluent entering the river is sampled continuously by means of a pro- 

portional-flow sampler. Daily samples are assayed for total beta-gamma 
emitters and total alpha emitters. Gamma emitters are identified with a



multi-chaimel gamma-ray spectrometer. Each week a composite sample is 
prepared and analysed for Sr89, Sr90, Cs137, Ce144, Ru106, U 238 and Pu239. 
The methods used are described elsewhere by M e r r i t t  (1).

During 1958 the concentration of short-half-life nuclides in the effluent 
averaged 1.5 x 10-5  ^c/ml, while the average of the longer-lived fission pro
ducts was 5 x 10-7 ¿¿c/ml. The concentration in the effluent of Sr89, Sr90 
and Y 90 combined was less than 10% of the total fission-product concentration. 
If all of the fractional MPC’s of the individual radionuclides are added the 
total is less than one occupational MPC in the effluent.

River monitoring

Limnological aspects

Dispersion of the effluent by the Ottawa River causes further dilution 
of the radionuclides. An accurate quantitative measurement of downstream 
dilution is not possible because of the low initial concentration of the effluent. 
However, .samples of river water are collected regularly at 1.6 km, 8 km and 
32 km downstream from the outfall. The sampling station at 32 km is on 
the intake of the first downstream municipal water system. Assay of the 
samples (2-litre volumes) taken during 1958 show an average concentration 
above background of 3 x 10-8  /гс/ml at 1.6 km and undetectable amounts 
( < 1 x 10~8 ¿¿c/ml) at 8 km and 32 km. These quantities compare with an 
upstream figure of 2 x 10- 8 /¿c/ml which is due mainly to fall-out from weapons 
tests. If dispersion* of larger amounts of radionuclides were contemplated, 
it would be necessary to carry out dilution studies with suitable tracers.

Fluorescein dye has been used to study the dilution of the water from 
Perch Creek in a bay of the Ottawa River. This water carries activity arising 
from the Chalk River disposal areas (2). Dilution was slow and there was 
some upstream movement of the dye due to eddy currents in the bay.

Other upstream movements of water have been observed during periods 
of low flow when the river is thermally stratified. In the summers of 1955 
and 1959 the circulation of water above the thermocline carried some of 
the effluent upstream for several hundreds of metres.

The best measure of effluent dispersion is obtained by intensive sampling 
of the river bed downstream from the outfall, and by collecting suspended 
sediment before it reaches the bottom. Core samples are taken at intervals 
over the whole river bottom for 1.6 km downstream and at intervals on 
lines crossing the river at 3, 7, 11, 15, 18.5, 22 and 32 km downstream. Core 
samples are also taken at 4, 7 and 10 km in the upstream direction. Sediment 
is collected with open aluminium cans suspended from a buoy. In winter 
a hole is cut through the ice and the can is lowered. The can is not allowed 
to rest on the bottom, and before raising, a lid is lowered down the suspending 
wire to prevent loss of the contents.

Bottom cores and sediment are analysed for radionuclides (1) and examined 
in the gamma-ray spectrometer. Autoradiographs of the dried mud have 
been used to isolate particulate radioactivity. Minute amounts of plutonium 
have been found in these particles upon examination in an alpha pulse-height 
analyser.

Analysis of the suspended sediment by X-ray diffraction shows it to be 
colloidal silica. The silica forms a flocculent precipitate which settles to the
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bottom and carries some of the radionuclides with it. Adsorption of the 
nuclides on the floe appears to be selective. During March 1958 the ratio 
of Cs: Ce: Sr in the sediment from the cans was 0.03: 1: 0.14, while in the 
effluent the corresponding ratio was 0.52: 1: 0.22.

Sampling of the river bottom determines the distribution of the deposited 
radionuclides and enables the total amount present to be estimated. Fig. 2 
shows such a chart made in 1956. A total of 650 millicuries was calculated 
to be present in an area of 2.2 km2. Subsequent years have shown a marked 
reduction in the amounts present on the river bottom. The corresponding 
total found in 1958 was 200 me. I t  is evident that the present rate of deposition 
is less than the rate of leaching of radionuclides deposited some years ago.

Biological aspects
I t  is known that some plants and animals in the river are capable of con

centrating certain elements in their tissues. Such organisms are working 
against the processes of dispersion. Retention in their tissues prevents the 
downstream movement of the radionuclides and simultaneously re-concen- 
trates them. The biological programme is designed to : (a) monitor the animals 
used as food which may transmit radionuclides to man; (b) examine the or
ganisms which are known from previous studies to accumulate the highest 
concentrations of nuclides; (c) assay sedentary organisms, such as clams 
and rooted aquatic plants, that are known to remain in one part of the river 
for extended periods of time.

Sampling of river organisms is carried out during the time that the river 
is free of ice. Regular collections are made at stations 1.6, 8, 19 and 32 km 
downstream and at 8 km upstream.

Large fish are the only organisms in the river used as food by man. They 
are caught with gill-nets and brought to the laboratory for dissection. Portions 
of flesh (muscle), bone and stomach (including stomach contents) are taken 
for analysis. The tissues are wet-ashed with nitric acid and hydrogen peroxide
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(3) in graduated flasks. After digestion the flasks are made up to volume 
and an aliquot of solution is dried on a stainless-steel planchet and counted. 
The remaining solution is retained for possible radiochemical analysis.

Small fish (young fish and minnows) are known to accumulate high con
centrations of radionuclides. They are caught with hand-seines and are wet- 
ashed whole. Clams and aquatic plants are prepared in the same manner.

АД counting of gross beta radioactivity is performed with automatic equip
ment using end-window G-M counters. Scintillation counters are used for 
alpha emitters and for beta-counting of radiochemical separations.

In the past five years the greatest .concentrations of radionuclides have 
been found in young perch (5 cm) collected in August at 1.6 km downstream. 
The maximum concentration found was 1 x  10_ 3 /tic/gm wet weight. Ninety 
per cent of this amount was due to P 32. In other fish, and at other times of 
the year, concentrations were lower. The maximum concentration of Sr90 
found was 3 x  10- 6 /ic/gm in the bone of a large fish. Normally Sr90 is not 
detectable in the bones of fish from the river. I t  has never been found in 
flesh samples. Organisms from 32 km downstream have never shown radio
activity above background levels.

Radioactivity in the river organisms reaches a peak in late August or 
early September and declines rapidly thereafter. In the spring it rises slowly 
through May and June, then more rapidly through July and August. The 
rise and fall of the radioactivity closely parallels the changes of temperature 
in the river water.

The dominant nuclide in the river organisms is P 32. Despite the fact that 
it comprises less than 0.04% of the total radioactivity in the effluent it makes 
up 75% to 95% of the total radionuclides found in most samples.
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SA M P L IN G  D E V I C E S  FO R  W A T E R  A N D  SOIL

Abstract

Movement of radioactivity below ground is monitored at Chalk River 
by several methods. Sealed aluminium pipes are set in the ground down to 
the glacial till. A battery-operated Geiger counter is lowered down the pipe 
on a cable. I t  can detect activity of 20— 50 dpm/ml dissolved in ground 
water. A portable y-ray spectrometer is being developed for use in these 
dry wells. Ground water is sampled at fixed depths by Alundum thimbles 
connected to the surface by polythene tubing. Samples are withdrawn into 
an evacuated flask. Several thimbles can be taped to a rod which is positioned 
inside a casing driven to the required depth, and the casing is then withdrawn, 
leaving the thimbles in position in the soil. Porous bronze piezometers can 
be pressed or driven to any depth in the absence of rock. Water passes freely 
through the bronze and is withdrawn into an evacuated flask. Multiple samples 
of soil may be taken at a series of preselected depths in one hole by samplers 
set inside connected section of drill rod. Each sampler is a hollow rod pierced by 
slits which are closed during drilling by a piston. For sampling, the piston is 
slightly withdrawn and the rod twisted. A second piston, attached to the first, 
is then drawn up to close the slots and the string of samplers is lifted from the 
hole. Undisturbed samples of sand are taken below the water table by a sampler 
containing an air bell which enables the sample to be withdrawn into an air 
cavity and be held in the tube by air pressure while the sampler is being 
brought to the surface.

M E T H O D E S  D E  P R E L E V E M E N T  D ’E C H A N T IL L O N S  DANS  
L ’E A U  E T  L E  SOL  

Résumé

A Chalk River, le mouvement de la radioactivité souterraine est contrôlé 
de plusieurs manières. Des conduites d’aluminium étanches sont énfoncées 
dans le sol jusqu’à la couche d’argile à blocaux. Une compteur Geiger actionné 
par une batterie est descendu dans la conduite au moyen d’un câble. Il peut 
déceler une activité de 20 à 50 désintégrations par minute par millilitre de 
strontium -90+yttrium -90 dissous dans les eaux souterraines. On construit 
actuellement un spectromètre portatif à rayons X , destiné à servir dans ces 
puits secs. Des échantillons d’eau souterraine sont prélevés à des profondeurs 
déterminées au moyen de petits récipients d’aluminium reliés à la surface 
par des tuyaux de polythène. Les échantillons sont déversés dans un ballon 
qui est ensuite enlevé. On peut fixer plusieurs récipients sur une tige qui est 
entourée d’un coffrage; ce coffrage est enfoncé à la profondeur voulue et en
suite retiré, laissant les récipients en place dans le sol. Lorsqu’il n’existe pas 
de formations rocheuses, des pièzomètres de bronze poreux peuvent être en
foncés profondément dans le sol, par pression ou forage. L ’eau circule librement 
à travers le bronze et se déverse dans un ballon qui est enlevé. Dans un seul 
puits, il est possible d’extraire de nombreuses carottes prélevées à toute une 
gamme de profondeurs déterminées à l’avance, en utilisant des sondes fixées 
à une tige de forage. Chaque sonde est constituée par une tige creuse percée 
de rainures qui sont fermées par un piston lors du forage. Pour le prélèvement
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de la carotte, lé piston est amené légèrement en retrait et l’on fait tourner la 
tige. Un deuxième piston, fixé au premier, intervient alors pour boucher les 
rainures et l’ensemble des sondes est retiré du puits. On prélève des carottes 
de sable non remué en dessous du niveau hydrostatique au moyen de sondes 
munies d’une cloche à air, grâce à laquelle la carotte peut être amenée dans une 
cavité d’air et maintenue dans la conduite par la pression de l’air pendant 
que la sonde est remontée à la surface.

П РИ БО РЫ  ДЛЯ ВЗЯТИ Я ПРОБ ВОДЫ И ПОЧВЫ

Резюме

В Чок-Ривер движение радиоактивности под землей определялось с по
мощью различных методов. Алюминиевые трубы с заглушками опускаются 
в землю до горизонта грунтовых вод. Работающий от батареи счетчик Гейгера 
опускается по трубе на проводе. Он может улавливать активность в 20—50 рас
падов в минуту/миллилитр Sr —9 0 + У —90, растворенных в грунтовой воде. 
Специально для этого разработан компактный гамма-спектрометр. Пробы 
грунтовой воды берутся на определенных глубинах с помощью наконечников 
Алундума, соединенных с поверхностью полиэтиленовыми шлангами. Взятые 
пробы воды переливаются в колбу, из которой откачен воздух. Несколько 
таких наконечников или отборников могут присоединяться к стержню, рас
положенному внутри трубы, погружаемой на требуемую глубину, после чего 
последняя вынимается, оставляя их укрепленными в почве. Если грунт не 
скалистый, то пористые бронзовые пьезометры могут вдавливаться или 
вводиться на любую глубину. Вода свободно проходит через такую бронзу 
и собирается в колбу, из которой откачен воздух. Из одной скважины можно 
с помощью специальных устройств для взятия проб, помещенных внутрь свя
зующей секции бурового инструмента, взять по нескольку образцов почвы с ряда 
предварительно намеченных глубин. Устройство для взятия проб представляет 
полый стержень с боковыми отверстиями, которые закрыты во время бурения 
заглушками. Для взятия проб заглушки слегка вытаскиваются, и стержень пово
рачивается. Затем вытаскивается вторая заглушка, соединенная с первой, для 
того чтобы закрыть отверстие, и устройства для взятия проб вытаскиваются из 
скважины. Пробы песка, находящегося ниже горизонта воды, берутся с помощью 
устройства, снабженного воздушным колоколом, который позволяет забрать 
пробу в воздушную полость и удерживать ее в трубе под давлением воздуха 
пока все устройство не будет вынуто на поверхность.

D IS P O S IT IV O S  P A R A  TOM AR M U E S T R A S  D E  AG UA Y  D E
S U E L O S

Resumen
En Chalk River se utilizan varios métodos para controlar el desplazamiento 

subterráneo de las sustancias radiactivas. Se introducen en el terreno tubos 
cerrados de aluminio hasta alcanzar el conglomerado glaciar. Por el tubo 
se hace descender un contador Geiger amarrado a un cable y alimentado 
por una batería. El contador puede detectar una actividad de 20 a 50 des
integraciones por minuto y mililitro del radioisótopo 90Sr-|-90Y , disuelto en
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las aguas subterráneas. Se está construyendo un espectrómetro portátil 
de rayos gamma para utilizarlo en estos pozos secos. Las muestras del agua 
subterránea se toman a profundidades fijas por medio de manguitos de alúmina 
fundida (alundum) conectados con la superficie mediante tubos de politeno. 
Las muestras se recogen en un frasco en el que se ha hecho el vacío. Pueden 
conectarse varios manguitos a una varilla que se coloca dentro de un tubo 
de revestimiento, el cual se introduce a la profundidad necesaria y se retira 
después, quedando los manguitos en posición. Si el terreno no es rocoso pueden 
insertarse, a presión o barrenando, piezómetros porosos de bronce. El agua 
se filtra sin dificultad a través del bronce y se recoge en un frasco donde se 
ha hecho el vacío. Pueden obtenerse varias muestras del suelo, a diferentes 
profundidades preseleccionadas de un mismo orificio, utilizando dispositivos 
de muestro ’’insertos en el interior de una sección conectada con la varilla 
de perforación". El dispositivo de muestreo consiste en un cilindro hueco 
perforado por ranuras que permanecen cerradas mientras se introduce en el 
terreno por medio de un émbolo. Para tomar las muestras se hace retroceder 
ligeramente el émbolo y girar el cilindro, a continuación de lo cual se 
acciona un segundo émbolo, unido al primero, para cerrar las ranuras y se 
extrae del orificio el conjunto de dispositivos. Pueden obtenerse muestras 
de la arena sin alterar que se halle debajo del manto freático mediante 
un dispositivo dotado de una campana neumática que permite recoger la 
muestra en una cámara de aire y mantenerla en el tubo por la acción de la 
presión atmosférica mientras el aparato se eleva a la superficie.

SAMPLING DEVICES FOR WATER AND SOIL
W. F . M e r r it t  a n d  P .  J .  P a r s o n s  

E n v ir o n m e n t a l  R e s e a r c h  B r a n c h , D i v is io n  o f  B i o l o g y  a n d  H e a l t h
P h y s i c s ; A t o m ic  E n e r g y  o f  Ca n a d a  L i m i t e d , C h a l k  R i v e r , O n t .

Ca n a d a

Introduction
Low-level radioactive liquid wastes produced at Chalk River are disposed 

of in seepage pits in a controlled area. Low-level solid wastes are buried 
in pits in the ground. To monitor the movement of radioactivity away 
from these pits it is necessary to have suitable methods of detecting the 
radioactivity and also of obtaining samples of ground water and soil so that 
the specific radionuclide involved may be determined by analysis.

Detection and monitoring of radioactivity in the ground-water
The movement of radioactivity in the ground water is detected and monitored 

in dry wells, which consist of thin-walled aluminium tubes, 3 in (7.6 cm) 
outside diameter, 0.125 in. (3.2 mm) wall, inserted in the ground. To install
a. tube, a four-inch (11.6 cm) steel casing is driven to the required depth, 
using a churn drill. The hole is baled out and the aluminium tube with a 
solid end is inserted inside the casing. The required length of tubing is assembled 
by welding additional lengths to the sealed tube as it is inserted. Then the
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casing is withdrawn slowly and the wet sand collapses in around the aluminium 
tubing holding it in position.

The radioactivity is detected by lowering a battery-operated Geiger counter 
down the aluminium tubing on a cable and noting readings at convenient 
intervals. The sensitivity of the apparatus will vary with the type and energy 
of the radiation from the nuclides present in the soil, and is in the range of 
20— 50 disintegrations/min/ml for Sr90—Y 90.

A portable, gamma-ray spectrometer is being developed by the Radiation  
Dosimetry Branch at Chalk R iver and, when, completed, w ill make possible 
the identification of gamma-emitting nuclides in  the soil, using the dry wells 
described above.

Ground-water samples 
Porous cup

These consist of RA-98 Alundum extraction thimbles, 45 x  127 mm, sealed 
with a rubber stopper. Two polyethylene tubes, 0.125 in (3.2 mm) outside 

v diameter, 0.050 in (1.27 mm) inside diameter, are sealed through the stopper, 
one extending to the bottom of the thimble. Several of these assemblies 
may be taped to an aluminium support rod at the required depths. The tubing 
is led to the top of the rod (Fig. 1). The assembly is positioned inside a 4-in 
(11.6 cm) casing and the casing withdrawn leaving the samples in the ground. 
Samples are withdrawn by connecting an evacuated filter flask to the polyethylene 
tubing. At Chalk River it takes one to two hours for a tube to fill and it may 
be emptied in about three minutes through 20 ft (6 m) of polyethylene tubing. 
These samplers are not recoverable.

Fig. 1 
Porous cup sampler

Porous bronze piezometer
These samplers are manufactured by the Geonor Co., Oslo-Blindern, Norway. 

They were originally designed as piezometers for measuring water pressures 
in  soils and were modified to our specifications. Their construction is shown
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in Fig. 2. They consist of a cylindrical brass central tube with holes drilled 
in its walls. This tube is surrounded by cylinders of porous bronze which 
are sealed to each other with shaped brass rings and a compression fitting. 
The leading end has a pointed brass cap. Polyethylene tubing is sealed into 
the central tube with a rubber gasket and compression fitting. Sampling 
is also done with an evacuated filter flask. The assembly is threaded to fit 
a standard E  drill rod.

The samplers are pressed into the ground using a rack jack frame and ball- 
cone clamp assembly as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. These are also obtainable 
from Geonor. The samplers may be withdrawn using the same apparatus.

Fig. 2
Porous bronze water sampler

Fig. 3 
Pressing apparatus
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For areas where the soil is not suitable for pressing, the samplers are sturdy 
enough to be driven into position w ith standard manual or mechanical 
drivers.

Pig. 4 
Rack jack in use

Soil sampling
Multiple, samples

A device has been developed for the simultaneous collection of samples 
of granular soil at different depths below the water table. The device is shown 
in Fig. 5. It  consists of a series of double pistons mounted on a draw bar inside 
connected lengths of E  drill-rod. Each length of rod has entry slots in the wall 
which are masked by the upper pistons. The assembly is pressed or driven 
to the required depth in the ground. The draw bar is extracted 2 in (5 cm) 
to raise all the pistons clear of the slots. The wet soil flows into the sample 
chambers, and is assisted by twisting the drill rod a few turns. The draw 
bar is extracted a further 6 in (15 cm) so that the entry slots are sealed by 
the lower pistons. The assembly is then jacked out of the ground, and the 
sample removed from each section for radiochemical analysis. Each sample 
had a dry weight of about 50g.

Undisturbed samples

A device has been constructed for the collection of undisturbed soil samples 
from below the water table. Such samples yield data of the various strata 
and help to explain the existence of discrete horizons of radioactive ground
water in the soil. In addition each sample can be tested for permeability 
and porosity before being sectioned for visual and grading examination.
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-Fig. 5 
Soil sampler

The details of construction and operation are shown in Fig. 6. The device 
consists of a sample tube attached to. a sample head which is connected to an 
anvil by a 5-ft (1.5 m) length of E  drill-rod. A cylindrical air bell is free to slide 
on this rod through an air-tight bronze bush. The sampler is lowered on a cable 
down the cased hole until both bell and sampling tube rest on the bottom. The 
sampling tube is then driven 18 in. (45 cm) into the soil by means of a drill 
rod which extends from the anvil to the surface. This drill rod is withdrawn 
and air is pumped down a flexible tube into the anvil and through to the sam
pler head. The air pressure closes a diaphragm valve above the sample tube and 
blows off into the bell, expelling the water through a set of holes near the end 
of the bell. When the water is completely expelled, the sampling tube is raised 
into the bell and the two are brought to the surface. The lower 10 cm of tube 
and sample are cut off with a tube cutter and used to test the permeability 
of the undisturbed sample.
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Fig. 9 
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Discussion

The apparatus described has been used at Chalk River for monitoring con
tamination of the ground-water resulting from the disposal of radioactive 
wastes into the soil. In addition, the water and soil samplers have been used in 
experiments for measuring the direction and rate of flow of ground-water 
using radioactive tracers. The results of these experiments are used in predicting 
future movements of contamination in the water table and aids in the selection 
of sites for future disposals.



GAMMA M O N I T O R I N G  OF L A N D  S U R F AC E S

Abstract
Rapid monitoring of land surfaces is useful in delineating the area affected 

by an accident involving airborne contamination or detecting long-term 
contamination of the environment. A rugged monitor capable of making a 
continuous record when carried on a vehicle has been used for carrying out a 
pre-operational survey of the area surrounding the site of the NPD power 
reactor near Chalk River. I t  consists of an anthracene crystal y-ray detector 
with a photomultiplier, pulse-amplifier, counting-rate circuit, DC amplifier, 
1-mA recorder train. This equipment weighs 28 kg and is mounted with two 
bolts on the bumper of a jeep. It can be dismounted and set up on a tripod at 
the same height above the ground. The mercury batteries are kept inside the 
vehicle. The circuitry is transistorized. A jig is fitted to carry a standard radium 
calibration source. The instrument is insensitive to cosmic radiation, and when 
the vehicle was driven at 16 km/h readings were 80% of those obtained if the 
counter was stationary. A road survey of the NPD reactor area, with readings 
also taken at fixed check points 100 m from the roadway and 3.2 km apart, 
showed that the recorded background radiation on the roads was very uniform, 
averaging 6 /гг/h. Check-point readings varied from 4.5 to 7.0 ¿tr/h.

C O N T R O L E  GAMMA D E S  S U R F A C E S  T E R R E S T R E S

Résumé
Un contrôle rapide des surfaces terrestres est utile pour délimiter la zone 

contaminée à la suite d’un accident ayant provoqué une pollution radioactive 
de l’atmosphère, ou pour déceler une contamination à long terme du milieu 
ambiant. On a utilisé un appareil très résistant, capable d’assurer un enregistre
ment continu lorsqu’il est autoporté, et l’on a fait un contrôle de la zone en
tourant l’emplacement du réacteur de puissance NPD, près de Chalk River, 
avant la mise en service de l’installation. L ’appareil se compose d’ùn détec
teur —  cristal d’anthracène, photomultiplicateur et amplificateur —  et d’un 
dispositif de mesure et d’enregistrement —  amplificateur à courant continu, 
enregistreur 1 milliampère. L ’ensemble, d’un poids de 28 kg, est fixé par deux 
boulons au pare-chocs d’une jeep. Il peut être démonté et placé sur un trépied, 
à la même hauteur au-dessus du sol. Les batteries au mercure se trouvent à 
l’intérieur du véhicule. Les circuits sont à transistors. Un support peut recevoir 
une source de radium étalonnée. L ’appareil est insensible aux rayons cosmi
ques ¡ lorsque le véhicule roulait à 16 km/h, le taux de comptage était de 80 pour 
cent par rapport à celui que l’on obtenait si l’appareil était immobile. Un con
trôle effectué sur les routes de la zone du réacteur NPD, ainsi qu’en des points 
de comparaison situés à 100 mètres de la chaussée et à 3.2 km de distance, a 
montré que le rayonnement de fond enregistré sur les routes était très uniforme 
et que sa moyenne était de 6 ¿¿r/h. Les valeurs enregistrées aux points de com
paraison étaient comprises entre 4,5 et 7,0 ¡x r/h.
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ГА М М А -Д О ЗИ М ЕТРИ Я  ЗЕМ НОЙ П О ВЕРХН О СТИ
Резюме

Быстрое проведение дозиметрического контроля земной поверхности по
лезно для определения размеров площади, попавшей под воздействие радио
активного загрязнения воздуха или для обнаружения длительного заражения 
окружающей среды. Для подготовительного исследования места, которое 
окружает площадку энергетического района NPD около Чок-Ривер, исполь
зовался массивный контрольный прибор, способный производить непрерыв
ную регистрацию при установке его на автомобиле. Он состоит из антрацено
вого кристаллического счетчика гамма-лучей со схемой фотоумножителя 
усиления импульсов скорости счета — усилитель постоянного тока — 1 т А  
серия импульсов самописца.' Это оборудование весит 28 килограммов и 
устанавливается при помощи двух болтов на буфер виллиса. Его можно снять 
и установить на треножнике на такую же высоту над землей. Внутри авто
мобиля устанавливается ртутная батарея. Схемы работают на полупроводни
ках. Для стандартного источника радиокалибровки устанавливаются зажим
ные приспособления. Прибор не чувствителен к космическому излучению и 
при скорости движения машины 16 км/час отсчеты достигают 80% тех, которые 
получаются при неподвижной установке счетчика. Обследование дороги на 
территории NPD при счете, снятом также на установленных проверочных 
пунктах в 100 метрах от дороги и в 3.2 км в сторону от дороги показало, что 
зафиксированный фон излучения на дорогах был очень сходным и равнялся 
в среднем 6 (iR/h. Показатели проверочных пунктов колебались от 4,5 до
7,0 ¿tR/h.

C O N TR O L D E  L A  A C T IV ID A D  GAMMA E N  LA  S U P E R F I C I E
D E L  T E R R E N O

Resumen
Para deliminar la zona afectada por un accidente que origine la contamina

ción del aire o detectar la contaminación a largo plazo del medio ambiente, 
conviene controlar con rapidez la actividad de la superficie del terreno. Para 
llevar a cabo un control de la zona donde está situado el reactor generador 
NPD, en las proximidades de Chalk River, antes de su entrada en funciona
miento, se ha utilizado un detector capaz de registrar sin interrupción cuando 
es transportado en un vehículo. Consiste en un cristal de antraceno, detector 
de rayos gamma, dotado de fotomultiplicador, amplificador de impulsos, cir
cuito de recuento, amplificador de corriente continua y sistema registrador 
de 1 miliamperio. El aparato pesa 28 kilos y se monta por medio de dos pernos 
en el parachoques de un “jeep”. Puede desmontarse y colocarse sobre un trí
pode, a la misma altura sobre el terreno que cuando está instalado en el. auto
móvil. Las baterías de mercurio permanecen dentro del vehículo. Los circuitos 
están provistos de transistores. Se ha acoplado un dispositivo para transportar 
una fuente patrón de radio. E l aparato es insensible a los rayos cósmicos y 
cuando el vehículo se desplaza a 16 km/h las lecturas efectuadas representan el 
80 por ciento de las obtenidas cuando el contador permanece inmóvil. La  
medición de la radiactividad en las carreteras que atraviesan la zona del reac
tor, acompañada de lecturas complementarias en puntos fijos de control dis
tantes 100 metros de la carretera y 3.2 km entre sí, ha demostrado que la radia
ción ambiente en las carreteras es muy uniforme, alcanzando un promedio de
6 ¿tr/h. Los valores hallados en los puntos de control varían de 4,5 a 7,0 /гг/h.
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GAMMA MONITORING OF LAND SURFACES
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E n v ir o n m e n t a l  R e s e a r c h  a n d  R a d i a t io n  D o s im e t r y  B r a n c h , D iv is io n  
o f  B i o l o g y  a n d  H e a l t h  P h y s i c s , A t o m ic  E n e r g y  o f  C a n a d a  L i m i t e d ,

Ch a l k  R i v e r , O n t .
Ca n a d a

Introduction
Before a nuclear reactor or processing plant is put into operation it is neces

sary to establish with considerable precision the background radiation that 
exists in an area surrounding the site. After the facility is in operation it is 
desirable to be able to detect small increases above this background so that if 
such increases are due to the facility it will be possible to introduce corrective 
measures before a hazardous situation arises. In addition, if an accident involv
ing radioactive material should occur, it is necessary to be able to determine 
rapidly if any part of the surrounding area has been contaminated.

Since the area of interest around a site may be several hundred square miles, 
it is essential to have a rugged, reliable instrument that can be mounted on a 
motor vehicle. It  should be demountable and portable so that radiation fields 
away from the vehicle and roads can be measured. Furthermore it should pro
duce a permanent record of the measured radiation.

The Radiation Dosimetry Branch of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited 
was asked to design and build such an instrument for use by the Environmental 
Research Branch.

Description of the instrument
The circuit of the counter is illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 1.
The power supply which provides the voltages for the electrodes of the photo

multiplier contains a transistor oscillator whose output is stepped up and 
smoothed with a Cockroft-Walton multiplier. The voltages are regulated by 
reference to a Zener diode.

The pulses obtained from the photomultiplier, when the anthracene crystal 
is irradiated by gamma rays, are amplified by a linear pulse amplifier. The

Fig. 1
B lock schematic diagram o f  scintillation counter
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output pulses-from the amplifier are sufficiently large to drive the counting- 
rate circuit which follows it. The counting rate circuit provides a direct current 
proportional to the pulse rate and a range switch gives full-scale ranges of 
25 /иг/h and 100 /лт/h when calibrated with radium gamma rays. This corres
ponds to counting rates of 862 cpm and 3,450 cpm respectively. In addition, 
integrating time constants of 2 and 20 seconds are available. The shorter 
time constant provides the more rapid response necessary in a moving vehicle 
which might cover a considerable distance in 20 seconds. The longer time cons
tant is intended for stationary use and results in better smoothing of the statis
tical fluctuation of the count rate. The counting-rate circuit consists of a mono
stable circuit driving a diode pump.

The output current is sufficiently large to drive a 25-pA meter and this 
current is applied to a direct-current amplifier, which in turn drives a 1-mA 
recorder.

Fig. 2 is a photograph of the equipment mounted on a jeep. Normally, the 
recorder and meter are kept in the cab of the vehicle so that both may be read 
while the survey is in progress. In addition the mercury batteries are kept 
inside the vehicle to prevent their temperature from dropping too low in very 
cold weather. The battery complement is small because of the low power re
quirements of the transistorized circuitry.

Fig. 2

When measurements are made away from the vehicle, a tripod is used to 
support the counter at the same height (one metre) above the ground as the 
jeep mounting. This arrangement becomes important when the radiation is 
caused by a source distributed over the ground. Since the total weight of the 
instrument is only 23 kg, it is easily transferred to the tripod.

A jig containing a small radium source can be attached to the counter to 
check its calibration.
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Field surveys
The instrument is being used in a pre-startup environmental survey of an 

area of 300 square miles surrounding the site of the Canadian demonstration 
power reactor (NPD) at Rolphton, Ont. I t  has also been used to survey 
the areas surrounding the atomic energy establishment at Chalk River. In 
addition the instrument provides a rapid check for the presence of any parti
culate fall-out associated with minor releases of airborne activity from the 
reactors at Chalk River.

Field testing of the mounted instrument was carried out with the aid of an 
isolated radiation source located near a roadway. Readings were taken with 
the vehicle stationary on the road at the point of maximum intensity. The 
vehicle was then driven past this point at various speeds and with the instru
ment set at all possible combinations of range and time constants. I t  was found 
that 80% of the stationary reading was obtained at a vehicle speed of 10 miles 
per hour (16 km/h) and an instrument time constant of two seconds on either 
the 25- or 100-^tr scales. These instrument settings and vehicle speed have 
been used on all subsequent surveys. In the case of a major accident causing 
radioactive contamination of large areas it would be possible to travel at higher 
speeds.

Two surveys of the area surrounding the NPD reactor site have been com
pleted. Roads intersecting the area were traversed and relevant data such as 
distance, weather conditions and landmarks were marked directly on the re
corder chart during transit. At two-mile (3.2 km) intervals the vehicle was 
stopped and the instrument was dismounted and placed on the tripod at a 
distance of 100 yards (<—'90 m) from the roadway. After an accident these 
readings would provide check-points away from vehicle and road contamina
tion. Measurements of the standard radium source are made at the start of 
each survey and at each subsequent 10-mile (16-km) interval.

A study of the recorder traces from the NPD surveys indicates a uniform 
gamma background averaging approximately 6 ¿¿r/h (52 mr/year). Lowest 
readings (4 /tr/h) were obtained while travelling on bridges over large bodies 
of water. Check-point readings ranged from 4.5 to 7.0 ¿¿r/h (40 to 62 mr/year). 
AJI of these dose-rates are expressed in radium gamma-ray equivalents.

The dose rates given above are somewhat lower than those recorded by 
Solon  et al. (1) during a radiation survey of the United States. However, their 
instrument was an ionization chamber designed to record both the cosmic-ray 
and gamma-ray contributions to the background dose-rate. The instrument 
described in the present paper is not sensitive to the cosmic-ray component.

REFERENCES
(1) SOLON, L. R., LOWDER, W . M„ ZILA, A. V., LEVINE, H. D„ BLATZ, H. and 

EISENBUD, М., “External Environmental Radiation Measurements in the United 
States” , Proc. 2nd ТШ Conf. Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, 23 159 (1958).
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A R E V I E W  O F  R A D I O A C T I V E  W A S T E  D IS P O S A L  T O  T H E  
G R O U N D  A T  H A N F O R D

Abstract

The disposal of radioactive wastes to the ground from the Hanford separa
tions plants is summarized ; volumes of wastes and contained curies discharged 
to swamps, trenches, and cribs are presented. Significant literature on ion- 
exchange studies using Hanford soils is reviewed. A  field experiment w ith a 
model crib is described; prelim inary findings indicate that spreading a 
waste solution below a disposal facility may be of greater benefit in  disposal 
operations than previously assumed. Further studies w ith the calcite-phosphate 
reaction are reported; significant variables which affect Sr+2 removal are cal- 
cite surface area, pH  of the influent, flow raté, temperature and phosphate 
ion concentration. Bone-seeking radioisotopes are also removed from F~ 
solutions when contact is made w ith calcite. The zeolite clinoptilolite shows 
high selectivity for Cs+ even in  the presence of increased Na+-. concentration. 
The effect of the large-scale ground disposal operation at Hanford is described 
by means of a map and geological cross-sections showing areas and volumes of 
ground and ground water contamination.

E T U D E  S U R  L ’E L I M I N A T I O N  D A N S  L E  S O L  D E S  D E C H E T S  
R A D I O A C T I F S  A H A N F O R D

Résumé

Les auteurs donnent un aperçu de l ’élimination dans le sol des déchets radio
actifs des usines de séparation des isotopes de Hanford ; ils indiquent les quan
tités de déchets —  et de curies —  qui sont évacuées dans des marécages, des 
tranchées et des coffres. Ils  passent en revue des études importantes qui ont 
été publiées sur les propriétés d’échangeurs d’ions des sols de Hanford. Ils  
décrivent une expérience pratique faite avec un coffre modèle; il ressort des 
résultats préliminaires que le fa it de répandre une solution de déchets au-dessous 
d’une installation d’évacuation pourrait être beaucoup plus avantageux pour 
les opérations d’évacuation que l ’on n ’avait cru précédemment. Les auteurs 
signalent d’autres études fondées sur la  réaction calcite-phosphate ; parm i les 
variables importantes qui influent sur l ’élimination du Sr++, il faut citer: la 
zone de surface de la calcite, le pH  du liquide de dilution, la  vitesse de circula
tion, la température et la  concentration des ions de phosphate. Au contact de 
la  calcite, les radioisotopes ostéophiles sont également retirés des solutions de 
F~. La clinoptilolite zéolitique manifeste une sélectivité élevée pour le Cs+, 
même en présence d’une concentration accrue de N a+. Les effets d’une vaste 
opération d’élimination dans le sol à Hanford sont exposés à l ’aide d’une carte 
et de coupes transversales des couches géologiques indiquant les zones d’éva
cuation et" les degrés de contamination des terrains et des nappes d’eau sou
terraines.
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ОБЗОР ПО У Д А Л ЕН И Ю  РА Д И О А К ТИ ВН Ы Х ОТХОДОВ  
В ЗЕМ ЛЮ  В ХЭН Ф О РДЕ

Резюме

Даются выводы по удалению радиоактивных отходов в землю с хэнфордских 
заводов по разделению изотопов. Описывается удаление высокоактивных 
отходов в болота, рвы и выработки. Дается обзор литературы по изучению 
ионного обмена почвы в районе Хэнфорда. Дается описание эксперимента 
в полевых условиях с моделью выработки; предварительные результаты по
казывают, что рассредоточение отходов под установкой для их удаления может 
представлять большую выгоду, чем ранее предполагалось. Также сообщается
о реакции кальцит-фосфата. Важными переменными величинами, влияющими 
на удаление Sr+2 являются внешняя поверхность кальцита, pH сливаемых 
отходов, скорость потока, температура и содержание ионов в фосфате. Радио
изотопы, которые могут накапливаться в костях, также удаляются из F -  
растворов, когда имеется контакт с кальцитом. Цеолит клиноптилолит показы
вает высокую избирательность для Cs+ даже в присутствии повышенной 
концентрации Na+. Влияние удаления отходов в землю в крупных масштабах 
в Хэнфорде поясняется с помощью карты и теологических разрезов, показы
вающих размеры загрязнения земли и грунтовых вод

'E V A C U A C IO N  D E  D E S E C H O S  R A D IA C T IV O S  E N  E L  
S U B S U E L O  D E  H A N FO R D

Resumen

Los autores describen brevemente los métodos utilizados para la evacuación 
en el subsuelo de los desechos radiactivos de las instalaciones de separación 
de Hanford; indican también las cantidades de desechos evacuados en estan
ques, zanjas y cajas, y su actividad en curies. Dan cuenta, además, de las 
publicaciones más importantes sobre los estudios de intercambio iónico 
realizados utilizando tierras de Hanford. En la memoria se describe una in
vestigación sobre el terreno efectuada con una caja experimental; los resultados 
preliminares indican que la dispersión de una solución de desechos debajo 
de una instalación de evacuación puede tener un efecto más beneficioso de lo 
que se suponía. Se describen nuevos estudios sobre la reacción calcitafosfato ; 
los factores que afectan la separación del Sr+2 son la extensión superficial de la 
calcita, el pH del afluente, el caudal, la temperatura y la concentración del 
ión fosfato. Los radioisótopos osteófilos pueden separarse de las soluciones de 
F -  poniéndolas en contacto con calcita. La clinoptilolita de ceolita presenta 
una elevada selectividad para el Cs+, incluso en presencia de una concentración 
más elevada de Na+. Los efectos de la evacuación en gran escala de desechos 
radiactivos en el subsuelo de Hanford se indican mediante un mapa y  seccio
nes transversales geológicas, que muestran el volumen de las aguas fréaticas 
y la superficie del terreno contaminados.
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A REVIEW OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL 
TO THE GROUND AT HANFORD
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G e n e r a l  E l e c t r ic  C o m p a n y  

R i c h l a n d , W a s h .
U n it e d  S t a t e s  o f  A m e r ic a

Introduction
The philosophy, techniques, and controls applied at Hanford in the ground 

disposal of certain radioactive wastes were described at the first Geneva Confer
ence on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy (1). At the second Conference, 
disposal facilities were discussed, volumes and contained curies were reported, 
and experiences were highlighted (2). The present paper will summarize ground 
disposal (3), review significant laboratory and field soil-science and mineralog- 
ical research (4, 5), with emphasis on recent findings (6, 7), and describe the 
extent of ground water contamination around the disposal sites (3).

Operating experience
The separations plants at Hanford discharge large volumes of solutions con

taining radioactive materials to various ground disposal facilities. These

NANFORD^m smwjNè'^
.. J J" f  jii-- . .
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Fig. 1
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facilities, together with the volume and contained curies discharged through 
mid-year 1959, are schematically shown in Fig. 1 ; the geology and hydrology 
of the site (4, 5, 8, 9, 10) are also indicated.

The largest contribution to the waste volume is made by the process cooling- 
water streams. These discharge to natural depressions in the ground surface 
which are locally called “swamps” . This waste is normally uncontaminated 
but infrequently contains low-level contamination due to corrosion failure of 
process equipment. The present recommended maximum limit for radio
isotopes in wastes sent to swamps is 5 х Ю _ 5 /мс beta-emitters/cc. Through 
June, 1959, a total of 139,000,000,000 litres and about 2,500 fission-product 
curies have been discharged to swamp sites.

Trenches are single-use facilities into which high-salt wastes or wastes con
taining chemically complexed radioisotopes are discharged. The effectiveness 
of the disposal depends upon the specific retention properties of the some 
hundred metres of dry calcareous clays, sands, and gravels (locally called 
“soils”) existing at the sites. A description of a waste that has been discharged 
to a trench is helpful in understanding this disposal technique.

The first Hanford separations plants produced a high-activity-level solution 
containing the depleted uranium and the fission products; this was placed in 
underground storage tanks. The uranium was later recovered from this solution 
and a mixed-fission-product solution of somewhat greater volume remained 
for either tank storage or ground disposal. A co-precipitating or “scavenging” 
process was developed (11) to remove from this fission-product solution the 
bulk of the Sr90 and Cs137 which was returned to the tanks as a sludge. 
Analysis of the solution which had been separated from the sludge revealed 
the presence of Co60, presumably arising from the activation of natural cobalt 
impurity in the fuel elements. The chemistry of the scavenging process rendered 
this radioisotope almost incapable of ion exchange in the soil, probably due 
to the formation of complex ions. While some of this solution was disposable 
to the ground through the usual cribbing procedures (12), it was necessary to 
dispose of most of it by trenching, which does not rely on adsorption reactions 
as a major holding mechanism. Through June, 1959, 18 trench sites have re- ' 
ceived 106,000,000 litres of waste containing 647,000 curies of fission products.

Process condensate wastes, which generally contain radioisotopes in concen
trations of 10_1 to 10_3//c gross beta-emitters/cc, and those waters which have 
the potential of becoming highly contaminated are discharged to sub-surface 
cribs. The classical crib design was a box-like, timber structure; more recent 
types have trapezoidal cross-sections and may vary in length from 6 to 500 me
tres. They are filled with washed and sized gravels to promote even distribution 
of the waste solution. The wastes are piped into them underground and from 
them the wastes percolate through the soils towards the water table. The 
effectiveness of this disposal method depends upon adsorption and other 
reactions of the radioisotopes with the soil. Through mid-1959 seventy-two 
crib structures have received 14,900,000,000 litres containing 1,900,000 curies 
of fission products.

The term “gross beta-emitters” requires some clarification. Generally it may 
be used as a measure of the fission-product mixture of normal composition 
range as determined primarily by irradiation time in the reactors and cooling 
time prior to analysis. This normal range is distorted in certain waste streams 
to a significant degree, however, by chemical processing which segregates 
certain of the fission-product elements into different streams. The scavenging
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process, for example, removed important quantities of Sr90 and Cs137 and these 
were returned to storage in the high-level waste tanks ; the remaining solution 
was therefore depleted in strontium and caesium and, for this reason, the 
gross beta measurement represents a mixture more largely ruthenium and 
much less hazardous than a normal fission-product mixture. For another exam
ple, the vapours from tanks of self-boiling waste have a fission-product content 
differing greatly from the normal ; the condensates from these vapours, which 
are sent to cribs, contain a smaller percentage of Sr90 owing to its precipitation 
and retention in the tanks. Again the gross beta measurement represents a 
mixture differing greatly from the normal. Analyses for individual radio
isotopes in the wastes or in the ground water samples are made when required.

Of the total fission products discharged to the ground it is estimated that 
75% has decayed to non-radioactive nuclides.

Soil science
»

Wastes discharged to the ground filter through the soils towards the water 
table. Ion-exchange and other reactions with soil minerals are utilized to 
retain fission products in the soil column. Fig. 2 pictorially indicates the results 
of this exchange process. As the wastes flow downward, the strontium, caesium, 
and other fission products which have favourable adsorption properties are 
removed by the soil in an order determined by the characteristics of the soil 
and of the solution concerned. Ruthenium in processed solutions does not have 
good adsorption characteristics and continues downwards to enter the ground 
water. The illustration of these chemical and waste flow effects is highly ideal-

Fig. 2
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ized and simplified to a major extent. The shape of the “cone” below the dis
posal facility is in actuality largely unknown; the influence of strata of different 
permeability, of saturated or near-saturated flow down the axis and unsatur
ated flow towards the edges of the body are as yet little understood. In particular, 
the illustration assumes homogeneous soils, idealized and unchanging waste 
concentrations, and uniform pH and temperature; none of these is obtained 
in actual practice.

Radioisotopes entering the ground water are looked for in samples from per-' 
forated steel-cased monitoring wells drilled around the facility and down the 
water-table gradient. Weekly samples are taken from wells monitoring active 
disposal facilities; less frequent samples are taken from wells monitoring 
abandoned facilities.

Present techniques in the disposal of low-level and intermediate-level 
wastes to the ground at Hanford have been developed through many labora
tory and field experiments. Separate laboratory soil chemistry studies have 
been made with Sr90 (6, 7, 13, 14, 15), Cs137 (15, 16), Pu239 (17), Ce144, Y 90 
and others (15, 18). Many of the earlier studies were of the equilibrium type 
in which a 1 :10 soil-to-solution mixture was shaken overnight, then centrifuged 
and the supernatant solution analysed for the ion of interest. A distribution 
coefficient or Ka was then calculated as:

Tj- _ Counts/min/g. soil
Counts/min/ml. solution

More recent work has been done largely with soil columns in which a solution 
containing the ion of interest was fed at a constant rate to one end of a column 
and the effluent collected with a fraction collector from the other. The frac
tions were then analysed and a breakthrough curve drawn plotting 
Concentration effluent . ,, , r , , n n ,. r ,
^--------- г— t -------•—л------г ag a in st th e  n u m b e r  o f  c o lu m n  v o lu m e s  o f  so lu t io n  fe d  t oConcentration influent °
the column.

M c H e n r y  (13, 14) found that strontium was adsorbed by soil as a divalent 
cation according to the law of mass action. Factors influencing sorption were 
found to be Sr concentration, p H , time of contact, nature and concentration 
of complementary ions, and total salt concentration. The influence of P 0 4-3  
on Sr uptake in the presence of CaC03 and related mineral structures was found 
to be anomalous; the reactions will be considered later.

Recent soil column and equilibrium experiments verify the effect of pH on 
Sr sorption in the presence of gross quantities of foreign ions. For example, 
the influence of pH on Sr sorption in the presence of 2,000 ppm of Na has been 
studied. At pH 3, about 10 column volumes were required for 5% breakthrough 
of Sr and Kd was 7. At pH 11, more than 75 column volumes were required 
and Kd was about 25.

Soil column work with actual wastes and operating experience have indicated 
that the capacity of Hanford soil for sorption and retention of most radio
nuclides is generally very greatly increased by neutralization; most wastes 
have therefore been neutralized before release to the ground.

Soil column studies (6, 7) have also shown that flow rate and temperature 
have an influence on Sr sorption by soil. Where Sr is the only cation present, 
no temperature effect is seen but, when Sr must compete with other cations 
for exchange sites, a considerable effect may be observed. Fig. 3 illustrates the 
decreased soil uptake of Sr relative to that of Mg at elevated temperatures 
from a solution containing 1,000 ppm Mg and 0.1 ppm Sr. The effect is presum-
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ably due to dehydration of ions at elevated temperatures. In the Mg-Sr system, 
illustrated in the figure, Mg ions have more water of hydration that Sr ions. 
Ions that are normally highly hydrated lose much of their water at increased 
temperature and approach closer to the centre of charge, thereby competing 
more effectively for the exchange sites. In the case of any particular solution 
the ion of interest may be adsorbed to a greater or lesser extent at elevated 
temperatures, depending on whether the foreign ions present are hydrated more 
or less than the ion of interest.

BREAKTHROUGH OF Sr COMPETING WITH Mg ON HANFORD SAND 
AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES

Fig. 3

The temperature effect can be of importance in practice because condensate 
wastes going to ground may be released at near boiling temperatures. Desorp
tion, if such were to occur by most conceivable natural processes, would almost 
certainly be under ambient earth temperature conditions.

Studies (16) have shown that Cs is adsorbed by ion-exchange reactions in 
soils as a monovalent cation. Effects of Cs ion concentration, pH, nature and 
concentration of foreign ions, total salt concentration, and temperature have 
been determined and were found to be, in general, similar to effects on Sr, but 
to differ in magnitude. While Sr is adsorbed slightly more strongly than Ca, 
Cs is adsorbed even more strongly than Sr at low pH and slightly less so at 
high pH (1).

Rare-earth ions such as Ce144 are also adsorbed as cations by soils at low pH 
and nuclide concentration. However, as pH increases above 5 and as nuclide 
concentration increases, the rare earths precipitate as hydroxides. These 
precipitates can form negatively-charged colloids a t certain pH values. Under 
most conditions, rare-earth nuclides are strongly held by the soil and move 
much less freely than Sr and Cs.

Traces of Pu are also present in some waste streams going to ground. R h o 
des (17) made a study of the soil adsorption of Pu. He found that Pu existed 
largely as a positively-charged hydroxide polymer above pH 2. As such, it 
was adsorbed very strongly by soü and only a small portion of the sorbed Pu 
could be leached off with N aN 03 or NH4NOs solutions. However, acetate or
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oxalate ions in the system appeared to form complexes with the Pu and these 
were not readily sorbed by the soil. At very high concentrations of nitrate ion, 
it is known that Pu forms anionic nitrate complexes which are not appreciably 
sorbed by soils.

In an experiment to more closely simulate actual disposal conditions, 
M c H e n r y  (19) operated a soil column 11.8 metres in length with a high- 
salt waste containing a mixture of fission products. Nuclides emerging from 
the column were collected in fractions. The column was then sectioned and 
the nuclides determined at various depths in the column. The findings showed 
that under the conditions of this particular solution, soil and throughput, rare- 
earth nuclides were mainly adsorbed in the first 5 cm of the column and were 
below detection at the 50-cm depth. Strontium sorption was mostly in the first 
5 cm also and Sr was not detectable beyond the 100-cm point. Most of the 
Cs was adsorbed in the first 25 cm of soil and was near detection limits at the 
exit of the column. Ruthenium was adsorbed the least and initial effluents 
contained about 10% of the influent concentration. Conclusions from this 
experiment wére that results with actual solutions in long soil columns were 
very similar to those predicted from short columns and equilibrium experi
ments.

In order to predict breakthrough of nuclides into ground water sufficiently 
far in advance to have new disposal facilities available when needed, laboratory 
soil column and equilibrium tests are made for each disposal facility with each 
waste of concern. Extrapolation from short (40 cm) columns to 60 to 100-metre 
field columns has been done on the assumption that the same breakthrough 
curve will apply. The “column volumes” plotted on the abscissa are calculated 
for field application by assuming no lateral spread from the edges of the crib.

Recent experiments to determine more precisely the effect of column length 
on breakthrough curves have been made with laboratory column lengths up 
to 15 metres. These experiments indicate that the slope of breakthrough curves 
becomes greater with greater column length. Thus, data from short columns 
predict initial nuclide breakthrough sooner than it actually occurs in long 
columns and this, in turn, indicates that predictions have been conservative 
from this standpoint.

In order to investigate more fully the applicability of laboratory findings, a 
field experiment with a model crib is under way (20). The model is a bottomless 
box 60 x 60 x 60 cm set in the ground in a location where ground water is 
only about 3.6 m below the ground surface and the overlying soil is fine sand, 
apparently homogeneous. Seven well casings, 5 cm in diameter and screened 
on the bottom third of their length, were set one metre into ground -water in 
a pattern around the crib ás shown in Fig. 4. Well F  was driven at an angle 
such that ground water was intercepted directly beneath the crib. Contours 
on the water-table map indicate that ground-water movement is toward Well G. 
Influent to the crib contained 600 ppm Ca as Ca(N03)2 and about 0.1 ppm Sr 
traced with Sr85. Float valves admitted influent at a rate such as to keep a 
constant level of solution in the crib. Samples of ground water were taken from 
the wells at close intervals and a gamma detecting probe was used to follow 
activity near the well casings above ground water.

In this first experiment with the model crib, nitrate was detected first in 
the ground water in Well E  (Fig. 5) rather than in Well F . Downward move
ment of the solution was therefore not completely vertical but was displaced, 
probably because of soil heterogeneity. Nitrate ion concentration in the well
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To Pond

Fig. 4
Experimental crib showing well placement

VO LU M E D ISP O SE O  TO SROUNO ( l I T E R S  ) 

3000 6000 9000

1000 2000 3000
V O LU M E D IS P O S E D  TO 6 R 0 U N 0  (  G A LLO N S )

Fig. 5
Experimental crib nitrate breakthrough curves
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samples ultimately reached about 90% of the influent concentration, presum
ably because of dilution with ground water. Nitrate ion is an adequate tracer 
of water movement through these soils and the order of appearance of this ion 
in the various wells reflects the lateral distribution of liquids beneath the crib. 
In Well E  50% of the ultimate concentration was reached after 5,000 litres 
of solution had been charged to the crib. Using the known soil porosity of 31 %, 
it may be inferred that the solution above the water table occupied a volume 
at least 16 times as great as would be calculated from the volume directly 
beneath the crib assuming no lateral spread.

These findings indicate that spreading beneath a ground disposal site may 
be of greater benefit in waste disposal than has previously been assumed. It  
is expected that an understanding of scale-up procedures will be obtained 
through further work with the model.

V O LU M E O IS P O S E O  TO GROUND (  L IT E R S  )

0 5000 10,000 1ЗД00 20,000 25,000 30,000

Fig. 6
Experimental crib Sr8 5  breakthrough curves

Breakthrough curves for Sr85 (Pig. 6) show that Sr was found first in Well P  
directly beneath the crib. A 50% Sr85 breakthrough was achieved in this well 
at 23,500 litres.

Mineral reactions

During the course of soil studies at Hanford, it was noted that the addition 
of phosphate to some waste streams improved the soil uptake of Sr+2 (21). 
It was found later that this was due to a calcite-phosphate reaction in which 
the.mineral apatite was formed by a “replacement” process from the calcite. 
During the formation of the apatite some of the lattice positions normally 
occupied by Ca+2 ions were filled by Sr+2 ions in a new crystal (22). The equa
tion for the reaction is

3 P 0 4-s  +  5 Ca CQ3 +  OH- ^ Ca5 (PQ4)3OH +  5 C 03~2

Undoubtedly the reaction plays a significant role in the removal of Sr 
from phosphate-containing wastes by the calcareous soils of the Hanford site.
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More recently, columns of crushed calcite have been studied quite extensively 
for possible application in waste treatment processes. The significant variables 
which affect Sr+2 removal have been found to be calcite surface area, pH of 
the influent solution, column flow rate, temperature, and phosphate ion con
centration. Large concentrations of alkali metal ions or alumínate ions do not 
interfere, although alkaline-earth metal ions may cause the formation of pre
cipitates upon the addition of phosphate.

Table I  shows the relative effect of various calcite particle sizes. Sr+2 is 
removed more rapidly where surface area is greatest.

TABLE I
RELATIVE AMOUNTS OF STRONTIUM REMOVED FROM PHOSPHATE SOLUTION 

BY CALCITE OF VARIOUS GRAIN-SIZE RANGES

Calcite Grain Removal of
Size Range, mm Strontium, %

1.0 to 2.0 33.9
0.25 to 1.0 36.8
0.05 to 0.25 69.2

<  0.05 80.0
Solution-calcite contact time, hr 1.0 
Calcite weight, mg 400
Initial solution pH 11.1
Initial solution: Ш NaN03; 0.05MNa3P 0 4; 2 mg Sr(N03 )a/l ; 100,000 d Sr9 0— Y 9 0 /m/ml;

40 ml solution/sample.

Fig. 7 shows the effect of pH on Sr+2 removal by calcite. I t  can be seen that 
high pH values favour the reaction. Below pH 7 calcite is soluble and the re
action with phosphate to produce apatite does not occur. This may be a major 
disadvantage of the calcite-phosphate reaction for waste stream decontamina
tion since in many waste streams ions are present that precipitate on neutraliza
tion or the addition of phosphate. Sedimentation, filtration or centrifugation 
would then be necessary before passage of the solution through a calcite 
column.

Contact time: 1.0 hr
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FLOW R A T E  t m ' i s / z m / t u .

Fis- 8Variation of Sr9 0  removal from a kinetic system with flow rate and temperature. Influent 
solution: 0.05 M  Na3P 04; 1 M  NaN03; 1.5 x 10— 4 mg Sr/1; pH =11.9. Column: 50 g,

0.25 to 1.0 mm calcite

Fig. 8 shows the influence of column flow rate and temperature on the remov
al of Sr+Z from solution. Flow rate must be kept quite low to obtain a high 
decontamination factor ; decontamination factors as high as 10® can be obtained 
with flow rates of 10 ml/cm2/hr.

Temperature also has an appreciable effect on Sr removal, especially at 
high flow rates. At low flow rates the curves of Fig. 8 approach a common 
point and the temperature effect approaches ,zero.

The concentration of phosphate in solution is important and maximum 
Sr+2 removal is approached at about 0.05Ж P 0 4~ 3. Figs. 9 and 10 show the 
effect on Pm +3 removal of increasing P 0 4~ 3 concentration from 0.005 M  to

OJ
0J
ал
o.s
o.<
0.3

0.2
at

0.01

0.0001
10 SO 190 ,  500 1800

PLOW R A T E , m u /cm /h r.

. 9Variation of Pm1 4 7  removal from a kinetic system with flow rate and temperature. 
Influent solution: 0.005 M  Na3P 04; 2.87 x 10_B mg Pm+3 / l ;  pH =  11.8. Column: 50 g,

0.25 to 1.0 mm calcite
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0.05 M  (23). The figures also show that other cations, predominantly those of 
the “bone-seeking” group, are captured by the growing apatite lattice while 
monovalent ions such as Cs137 are not removed to an appreciable degree by 
this reaction.

Fig. 10
Variation of Pm1 4 7  removal from a kinetic system with flow rate and temperature. 
Influent solution: 0.05 M  NagP04; 2.87 x 10- 5  mg Pm+3 / l ; pH =11.8. Column: 50 g,

0.25 to 1.0 mm calcite

Other natural carbonates of related structure, such as siderite or rhodochro- 
site, can also be used as effectively as calcite for removal of the “bonè-seekers” . 
Some of these other minerals may be of interest for radioisotope recovery 
because subsequent chemical separations would be easier in some cases.

Other mineral reactions of the replacement type have been studied, including 
the calcite-fluoride reaction (24). I t  was found that a reaction between F _ 
and calcite with neutral to alkaline solutions containing U, Sr, Pu, or rare 
earths, resulted in the removal of these radioisotopes from solution. Ideally 
the reaction is

C a C 0 3  +  2 F -  ^ C a F 2  +  С 0 3 ~ 2

During the recrystallization and replacement process, cations with suitable 
size and charge enter the fluorite lattice. Again, cations removed into the 
fluorite are predominantly the “bone-seekers”.

A search was made for a similar replacement reaction for application to the 
Cs case. None has been found to date. Several natural zeolites have been 
studied, however, for the removal of Cs from solutions; clinoptilolite 
(Na20  • A120 3 • 8SiOa • 6H 20 )  showed the greatest Cs specificity.

Fig. 11 shows the effect of 1 N  solutions of the cations indicated in competi
tion with 0.01 N  Cs+, 1.74 x  10-8 N  Cs137.

Fig. 12 shows the high Cs selectivity of clinoptilolite with competing Na+ 
in various concentrations. Above 3 N  Na+, the effect of increasing the Na+ 
concentration is slight.

Clinoptilolite exhibits a high specificity for Cs+ and has an exchange capacity 
greater than that of any of the common clay minerals studied such as illite, 
montmorillonite and vermiculite. The material can be crushed and screened
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Fig. 11
The effect of competing cations on the Cs capacity of clinoptilolite. Common influent 
solution: 1 normal competing cations as indicated: 0.01JVCs+; 1.74 X  10~ 8 N  Cs137. 
Common temperature : 25° С unless otherwise indicated. Common influent pH : 3.0, except 
1.2 for A1+ 3  and Fe+3. Common flow rate: 294 ml/cm2/hr. Common column: 50 g, 0.25 

to 1.0 mm, Na-based clinoptilolite

Fig. 12
The effect of Na concentration on clinoptilolite Cs capacity. Common influent solution: 
Na concentration as indicated: 0.01 N  Cs+; 1.74 x 10~a'N  Cs137. Common temperature: 
25° C. Common influent pH: 3.0. Common flow rate: 294 ml/cm2/hr. Common column: 

50 g, 0.25 to 1.0 mm, Na-based clinoptilolite

to obtain a desired particle size, while fine-grained clays must be bonded and 
extruded for use in columns. Clinoptilolite is much more acid-stable than clays, 
or even than most other zeolites. The increased thermal and radiation stability 
of the inorganic clinoptilolite over that of organic cation exchangers is another 
practical advantage.

More than 13,000 column volumes (63 ml/column volume) of tap-water con
taining 200 ppm salts, chiefly calcium and sodium carbonate, and 1 X 10-2 /лс 
Cs137/ml were passed through a 50 g, 0.25 to 1.0 mm clinoptilolite column at
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a flow rate of 1,590 m]/cm2/hr without detectable Cs137 breakthrough; analyt
ical sensitivity was ca. 10-5 1мс/ш1. Decontamination factors of 103 to 104 
were obtained.

To compare this performance with that of the replacement reactions, a 
50 g column of 0.25 to 1.0 mm calcite (1.9 cm diameter x  12 cm long) was 
studied. With 0.05 M  Na3P 0 4 and 1 x  10-2 /лс Sr90/ml, Sr breakthrough was 
first detected (analytical sensitivity, 7 x  10-8 /лс/ml) at 2,800 column volumes 
when Sr90 decontamination factors began to fluctuate between 105 and 10® 
at flow rates of 10 to 20 ml/cm2/hr. At 3,300 column volumes the decontamina
tion factor had decreased to 10s.

The calcite reactions will occur when phosphate- or fluoride-containing 
wastes are disposed to calcareous soils. I t  is believed that these and other 
mineral reactions will be of value additionally in the treatment of radioactive 
wastes prior to environmental disposal.

The contamination picture

For the purposes of waste management, knowledge of the adsorption pro
perties of the soil and of the ground-water contamination is required for assur
ing the continued safe disposal of radioactive wastes ; knowledge of the exact 
location of the radioisotopes fixed on a given soil column is not considered to 
be essential. A field study was performed, however, to study the distribution 
of radioisotopes on the soils beneath one crib site. Early in 1956 a moderate

Fig. 13
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well-drilling programme was carried out around an abandoned crib which had 
received 151,000,000 litres of predominantly acid waste containing 753,100 
gross beta curies of fission products. The original wells drilled prior to using 
the crib were deepened and an additional twelve wells were drilled at various 
distances from the crib centre. Soil samples were taken for analysis during 
the drilling. Fig. 13 shows pictorially some of the results of this study. The 
wastes spread from an initial distribution area of about 370 m2 to an area of 
approximately 7,400 m2 at the water table. The shaded areas indicate the con
centrations of the beta-emitters in the soil. The highest concentrations were 
found in the soils immediately below the crib. Fig. 14 is another section of the 
soils below the crib showing the probable distribution of the radioisotopes 
Cs137, Sr90 and Ru, as determined from the analytical data. Since Cs137 was 
not found in any of the wells drilled after the crib was abandoned, although 
Ru and Sr were accounted for, it is assumed that Cs137 had been retained in 
the soils immediately below the crib. This is in good accord with the knowledge 
that Cs had decreased mobility in comparison with Sr when acidic wastes are 
passed through soil. Sr90 was largely contained in the upper soil layers ; how
ever, some did penetrate to the ground water in the vicinity of the W-22-15 
well. Ruthenium, which is the major ground-water contaminant, was found



to be spread more widely than any of the other radioisotopes, as expected. 
The eastward trend of the contaminated soil body is explained by the structure 
of the beds ; easterly-dipping fçreset deltaic bedding is general in the Hanford 
fluviatile sediments and has been detected and measured in the vicinity of this 
particular site.

The large volumes of wastes discharged to ground at Hanford have resulted 
in a certain degree of ground-water contamination (3). The areal extent of 
this at the water table as of June, 1959, is shown in Fig. 15. The figure illustrates 
also the ground-water contours of the nearby “mounds” and the relationship 
of the present (8) mounds to the distribution of contaminants. It must be 
emphasized, however, that the mounds have increased and decreased in height 
during their history and have changed appreciably in shape and location. 
Conclusions as to the original source of the contamination in a given well 
must therefore be made with the full history of the disposals and the flow 
patterns in mind.

F ig . 15

As can be seen on the map, there are six general areas of ground-water 
contamination, the largest of which extends eastward from a point of disposal 
about 5 km. The degree of ground-water contamination is indicated. Some 
attention has been directed towards the sampling of well waters a t depth and 
some locations have been found where contamination is greater at depth that 
at the water table or where it exists only at depth. These cases are under study ;
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tentatively they are explained by the preferential carrying of solutions by more 
permeable strata leading to depth. The sinking of high-salt wastes is very 
likely a contributing factor in some cases although the relative importance of 
such processes is not yet evaluated.

Concentrations range from as low as 1.5 x  10-7 цч beta-emitters/cc at some 
distance away from the points of disposal to greater than 1.0 x  10~4 цс beta- 
emitters/cc alongside the cribs; the maximum observed was 6.0 X 10_2 imc 
beta-emitters/cc. Isotopic analyses are made on a schedule when concentra
tions of radioisotopes in routine ground water samples exceed l x l 0 -4/tc 
gross-beta emitters/cc.

Most of the radioactive material in the ground water is ruthenium ; however, 
small amounts of Cs137, Co60 and Sr90 have also been detected. In 1956, Co60 
and Cs137 were detected in the ground water (near A on the map) at distances 
up to 350 m from the disposal point. At that distance the concentrations were
1 x  10-® and 1 x  10-6 /¿с/ос, respectively. At the present time, the Cs137 can 
no longer be detected and Co60 is found in seven wells immediately adjacent 
to the site, the maximum detected concentration of Co60 being 2.1 x  10-4 ¡uc/ec.

Also in 1956, Cs137 was detected in a well 35 m from a crib site near point D 
at a concentration of 1.4 x  10~5 ¿¿c/cc. The Cs137 is no longer detectable at 
this site.

In April of 1957, Sr90 was detected in a well 5 m from a crib located in the 
area designated as point F  at a concentration of 1.0 x  10~6 /гс/сс. The Sr90 
concentration is currently at a level of 1.7 x  10-6 ¿uc/cc in the well immediately 
adjacent to this crib.

Table 2 lists the detection limits of the routine procedures currently used 
to analyse water samples from monitoring wells.

TABLE II
ROUTINE ANALYTICAL DETECTION LIMITS

Analysis Sam ple V olum e D etection  L im it

Gross Beta 1 0 0  ec 8  x 1 0 ~ 8 /tc/cc
Uranium 0 . 1  cc 6  X 10~ 8 fic/oc
Co6 0 1 0 0  cc 6  X 10- 7  fic/co
Sr9 0 300 cc 7 x 10" 8 fic/cc
Cs1 3 7 25 cc 5 x 10- 7  ¿ic/cc

Much greater sensitivities can be obtained by special methods and individual 
handling of samples.

Conclusion

The radioactive waste disposal processes in use at Hanford have been 
supported over the years by closely correlated and balanced programmes 
of theoretical study, laboratory and field experiment, and observational 
experience. Extensive research and development efforts in geology, hydrology, 
mineralogy, soil chemistry, analytical chemistry and process engineering have 
been applied to ground disposal problems. The effects of the large-scale dis
posals illustrate that such operations may be conducted safely in a suitable 
environment.
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D IS P O S A L  OF R A D I O A C T I V E  W A S T E S  IN  N A T U R A L  SALT

Abstract
The proposed use of cavities in salt formations as a disposal site for radio

active wastes is based upon :
1. Existence of salt for geologic time periods,
2. The impermeability of salt to the passage of water;
3. The widespread geographical distribution of salt;
4. The extremely large quantities of salt available;
5. The structural strength of salt;
6. The relatively high thermal conductivity of salt in comparison with other 

general geologic formations;
7. The possible recovery of valuable fission products in the wastes injected 

into the salt;
8. The relative ease of forming cavities in salt by mining, and the even 

greater ease and low cost of developing solution cavities in salt; and
9. The low seismicity in the areas of major salt deposits.
Radioactive liquid wastes can be stored in cavities in natural salt formations 

if the structural properties of the salt are not adversely affected by chemical 
interaction, pressure, temperature, and radiation. Analytical studies show that 
it is possible to-store 2-year-old 10 ,000  MWD/T, 800 gal/ton waste in a sphere 
of 10 ft diameter without exceeding a temperature of 200° F . Laboratory tests 
show that the structural properties and thermal conductivity of rock salt 
are not greatly altered by high radiation doses, although high temperatures 
increase the creep rate for both irradiated and unirradiated samples. Chemical 
interaction of liquid wastes with salt produces chlorine and other chlorine 
compound gases, but the volumes are not excessive. The migration of nuclides 
through the salt and deformation of the cavity and chamber can only be studied 
in undisturbed salt in situ. One-fifth-scale models have been run in a bedded 
salt deposit in Hutchinson, Kansas, and full-scale field tests are in progress.

E L IM IN A T IO N  D E S  D E C H E T S  R A D IO A C T IF S  D ANS L E  S E L
N A T U R E L  

Résumé
L ’emploi envisagé des cavités des gisements de sel comme lieu d’évacuation 

des déchets radioactifs se-fonde sur les considérations suivantes:
1. L ’existence du sel dans des formations correspondant à diverses périodes 

géologiques ;
2. L ’imperméabilité du sel à l’écoulement d’eau;
3. La vaste répartition géographique du sel;
4. Les énormes quantités de sel existantes ;
5. La solidité structurale du sel;
6. La conductivité thermique relativement élevée du sel par rapport à 

d’autres formations géologiques générales;
7. La récupération éventuelle de précieux produits de fission dans les 

déchets injectés dans le sel;
8. La facilité relative d’obtenir des excavations dans le sel par voie d’extrac

tion, ainsi que la facilité encore plus grande et le coût réduit de la prépa
ration dans le sol de cavités par voie de solution ;
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9. La faible séismicité constatée dans les zones des principaux gisements 
de sel.

Les déchets radioactifs liquides peuvent être emmagasinés dans les cavités 
des formations de sel naturel, à condition que les propriétés structurales/du 
sel ne soient pas défavorablement influencées par les interactions chimiques, 
la pression, la température et les rayonnements. Il ressort d’études analytiques 
qu’on peut emmagasiner 3.200 litres (800 gallons) par tonne de déchets d’ura
nium irradié à 10.000 MWj/t, vieux de deux ans, dans une sphère de 3 mètres 
(dix pieds) de diamètre sans dépasser une température de 93° C (200° F). Des 
essais de laboratoire montrent que les propriétés structurales et la conductivité 
thermique du sel gemme ne sont pas sensiblement transformées par des doses 
de rayonnements intenses, bien que les températures élevées augmentent le 
taux de fluage des échantillons irradiés et non irradiés. Les interactions chimi
ques de déchets liquides avec du sel donnent naissance à du chlore et à des 
composés gazeux du chlore, mais les volumes n’en sont pas excessifs. Les migra
tions des nuclides à travers le sel ainsi que la déformation de la cavité ne peu
vent être étudiées que sur place dans le sel vierge. Des maquettes à l’échelle de 
1/5 ont été essayées à Hutchinson (Kansas) dans un gisement de sel; des essais 
d’une certaine importance sont actuellement en cours.

\

У Д А Л ЕН И Е РА Д И О А К ТИ ВН Ы Х ОТХОДОВ В П РИ РО Д Н УЮ
СОЛЬ

Резюме

Предлагаемое использование полостей соляных залежей в качестве мест 
для удаления радиоактивных отходов основывается на:

1. Существовании соли в течение геологических веков,
2. Водонепроницаемости соли,
3. Широком геологическом распространении соли,
4. Чрезвычайно больших количествах имеющейся соли,
5. Структурной прочности соли,
6. Сравнительно высокой теплопроводности соли по сравнению с другими 

геологическими образованиями общек  ̂ характера,
7. Возможном использовании ценных расщепляющихся продуктов в отходах,

введенных в соль, J
8. Сравнительно легком создании полостей в соли путем выемки породы

и еще большей легкости и низких затратах на разработку в соли раст
ворных полостей, и ^

9. Низкой сейсмичности в районах главных соляных залежей.

Жидкие радиоактивные отходы могут храниться в полостях, находящихся . 
в залежах природной соли, если структурные свойства соли не нарушены 
химическим взаимодействием, давлением, температурой или радиацией. 
Аналитические исследования показывают, что можно хранить 800 гал/тонн 
двухгодичных отходов на 10000 MWD/T в сфере диаметром 10 футов, если 
температура не. превышает 200° по Фаренгейту. Лабораторные испытания 
показывают, что структурные свойства и теплопроводность горной соли не 
изменяются в значительной степени под воздействием высоких доз радиации,
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хотя высокие температуры увеличивают степень ползучести как для облу
ченных, так и для необлученных образцов. Химическое взаимодействие жидких 
отходов с солью дает хлор и другие хлористые газообразные соединения, но 
их количество не велико. Миграция нуклидов в соли и деформация полости и 
камеры могут быть изучены только в нетронутой залежи соли на месте. Ис
пытывались модели в одну пятую натуральной величины в залежах пластовой 
соли в Хатчинсоне, Канзас; проводятся также полномасштабные полевые 
испытания.

E V A C U A C IO N  D E  D E S E C H O S  R A D IA C T IV O S  E N  FO R M A 
C IO N E S  S A L IN A S  N A T U R A L E S

Resumen

Las razones por las que se propone utilizar las cavidades en las formaciones 
salinas como lugar de evacuación de desechos radiactivos son:

1. La gran antigüedad de los yacimientos de sal;
2. La impermeabilidad de la sal al agua;
3. La amplia distribución geográfica de los yacimientos salinos;
4. Las enormes cantidades de sal disponibles ;
5. La resistencia estructural de la sal;
6. La elevada conductividad térmica de la sal comparada con la de otras 

formaciones geológicas ;
7. La posibilidad de recuperar valiosos productos de fisión de los desechos 

evacuados en formaciones salinas;
8. La relativa facilidad con que se puedan formar oquedades por excavación 

del yacimiento y la facilidad aún mayor de formar cavidades a bajo 
coste por disolución de la sal;

9. La escasez de sismos en las zonas donde existen grandes yacimientos de 
sal.

Los desechos radiactivos líquidos pueden almacenarse en las cavidades de los 
yacimientos salinos naturales si las propiedades estructurales de la sal no 
resultan desfavorablemente afectadas por la interacción química y los efectos 
de la presión, temperatura y radiación. Los estudios analíticos demuestran que 
luego de dejarlos enfriar durante dos años es posible almacenar los desechos 
resultantes del tratamiento de uranio irradiado a 10,000 MW día per tonelada 
y formados a razón de 800 galones/tonelada en una esfera de 10 pies de diámetro 
sin que la temperatura exceda de 200° F . Los ensayos de laboratorio demuestran 
que las propiedades estructurales y la conductividad térmica de la sal gema no 
resultan apreciablemente alteradas por grandes dosis de radiación, aunque las 
temperaturas elevadas aumentan el índico de fluencia tanto en las muestras 
irradiadas como en las no irradiadas. Por la acción de los desechos líquidos 
sobre la sal se forman volúmenes moderados de cloro y otros gases clorados. 
La migración de los núclidos a través de la masa salina y la deformación de 
las cavidades pueden sólo estudiarse en las formaciones salinas inalteradas. 
En un yacimiento estratificado de sal situado en Hutchinson, Kansas, se han 
hecho experimentos con modelos a escala 1 :5  y se están realizando pruebas 
sobre el terreno a escala 1:1.
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DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES IN NATURAL
SALT

F . L . P a r k e r ,  W . J. B o e g l y ,  R . L . B r a d s h a w ,  F . M . E m p so n , L. H e m p h i l l ,
E . G . S t r t j x n e s s , T . T a m u r a  

H e a l t h  P h y s ic s  D iv is io n  
O a k  R id g e  N a t io n a l  L a b o r a t o r y *

O a k  R i d g e , T e n n .
U n i t e d  S t a t e s  o e  A m e r ic a

Advantages of disposal in salt
The use of salt formations as a storage and disposal medium for radioactive 

wastes is predicated upon the following properties of salt (1):

1. Salt is impervious to the passage of water. Since salt is quite soluble, 
if water had penetrated the salt formations it would have left holes and 
caves similar to those developed in limestones by the passage of water 
through cracks and faults in the limestone. Actually, even larger holes 
and caverns could be expected in salt on the basis of the relative solubility 
of salt and dolomitic limestone: 1,100 to 1 (35.7 to 0.032 g per 100 ml of 
cold water).

Salt will move plastically to seal any cracks and faults, and therefore 
only the surface of the deposits may come into contact with the water 
and be dissolved. The plastic movement of salt is well illustrated at the 
potash mines at Carlsbad, New Mexico, where surface slumps of 5 to
7 feet have occurred without cracks appearing in the salt formation over
lying the potash.

There is some disagreement as to the impermeability of salt. Tests 
accompanying the development of dissolved cavities in salt beds for the 
storage of petroleum products have shown that some cavities are some
what permeable. In the salt in which these solution cavities have been 
developed, however, it is possible to have lenses of impurities, and it may 
be through these layers that the fluid moves. Permeability of salt has been 
measured in the laboratory as less than one one-hundredth of a mifli- 
darcy (2). Therefore, owing to the plasticity of salt, salt-contained wastes 
should not reach nor contaminate surface or ground waters.

2. Salt is widely distributed in the United States of America, as shown 
on Fig. 1 (3). Except for the Pacific Coast States, salt deposits are rela
tively close to all the major population centres of the United States, and 
thus to most of the existing and proposed nuclear power plants. Since the 
cost of shipping fuel elements to the fuel element reprocessing plant at the 
disposal site or from the reprocessing plant to the disposal site is a major 
cost in the over-all fuel reprocessing waste disposal cycle, the short dis
tances from nuclear power plants to the salt disposal sites could be a major 
saving.

A brief discussion of the geology and structure of salt will be pertinent 
here. Natural salt occurs in bedded and dome deposits. Bedded deposits, 
having been formed by the concentration of saline waters and the preci-

* Operated by Union Carbide Corporation for the US Atomic Energy Commission.
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pitation of salts, are interstratified w ith the other sediments and eva- 
porites— commonly clay, marl, sandstone, limestone, gypsum, anhy
drite, dolomite, and shale. Consequently the constituents and properties 
of bedded salt can vary quite widely. The salt formations in  the northern 
part of the United States are bedded deposits, typified by the Salina 
formation underlying New York, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Ohio and 
Michigan,'and the Permian formations in  the middle part of the United  
States, underlying Kansas, Colorado, Oklahoma, Texas and New Mexico. 
The maximum total thickness of salt in  the Salina formation is about
1 . 0 0 0  feet, and about 300 feet in the formations of Permian age. However, 
the Retsof mine in New York excavates a bed of high purity of only 
9 to 1 0  feet, as does the Carey Salt Company mine in Hutchinson, Kansas.

Salt domes occur prim arily in the Gulf Coast Section, where salt from  
older sedimentary formations has flowed upward through fractures in the 
overlying rocks (sp. gr. 2 .6 , vs. sp. gr. 2. 2  for salt) to form plugs and domes 
in  the overlying sediments. The diameter of such plugs may be as large 
as 4 miles. The distance from the ground surface to the top of the dome 
varies from 18 feet to distances greater than 1 0 , 0 0 0  feet.

3. The estimated reserves of salt in  the United States were greater than 
6 x l 0 13 tons in 1943 (4). The volume of salt in  the domes in  Texas 
and Louisiana alone is more than 3 x  1011 cubic feet at depths less than
1.000 feet, and more than 5 x  1012 cubic feet at depths less than 5,000 feet 
(5), or enough to provide the world’s need of salt at the present rate of 
consumption for over 6,000 years. These deposits are infinitesimal in 
comparison to the enormous amounts in  the bedded deposits underlying 
large areas.

I t  is obvious that there is no shortage of salt, or chance that a valuable 
natural resource w ill be contaminated or rendered useless by the storage 
of radioactive waste. There remains, of course, the salt in the ocean, if  
the improbable event of the contamination of land sources of salt should 
occur. I f  all the. salt in  the ocean were recovered it  would total 4x/2 m il
lion cubic miles.

4. The compressive strength of rock salt is about 3,000 pounds per square 
inch, or similar to that of a good concrete. This compares w ith  a com
pressive strength of 50,000 pounds per square inch for steel, 12,000 pounds 
per square inch for granite, and 5,000 pounds per square inch for sandstone. 
As w ith most geological materials, the structural properties of salt are a 
function of the history and composition of the specimen, and the varia
tions between samples can be quite striking.

The strength of salt as a structural material, however, is such that cavi
ties as large as 100 feet high, 100 feet wide, and 3,000 feet long can be 
opened at depths 700 feet below the ground surface and remain open w ith
out support of any kind. Fig. 2  shows the unsupported openings in  a salt 
mine (6 ).

5. Salt has a coefficient of thermal conductivity of 2. 8  B T U /h r/ft2 °F /ft, 
about three times that of other rocks. For comparison, the thermal con
ductivity of salt is about one-tenth that of steel and about one-hundredth 
that of copper.
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The higher coefficient of thermal conductivity would enable the heat 
generated by the fission-product decay to be more quickly dissipated to 
the surrounding areas than would be possible in other rock media.

Fig. 2
Grand Saline, Texas Salt Mine

6 . The use of salt as a disposal site for radioactive wastes would allow the 
radioactive materials to remain accessible if  at some future tim e reco
very should seem desirable. Other disposal methods preclude the recovery 
of the wastes, except at the cost of unusual effort and expense.

7. The cost of developing space in  salt formations is low. Solution cavities 
can be formed at a cost between 1.2  and 4.8 cents per gallon. The solution 
cavities are formed by a method similar to that used in  producing sul
phur. Concentric pipes are placed in holes th at are drilled to the rock salt ; 
water is pumped down the centre pipe to dissolve the salt. Then the 
resulting brine is forced back to the surface through the annular space 
between the two pipes. Excavated salt cavities are higher in price, cost
ing from 6  cents to 23.8 cents per gallon, but offer a number of advantages. 
Mined cavities allow access to the disposal area, give greater flexibility  
in the shape and use of the space, allow the cavity to be placed in the
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Fig. 3
Earthquakes of the United States through 1946



soundest formations, allow inspection before use, and would make reco
very of the decayed fission products easier.. This would be true for both 
solid and liquid wastes. The salt mined in  the United States makes 
available each year enough space to store all the high-level wastes gene
rated from now until the year 2 ,0 0 0 ,. a t the projected rate of nuclear- 
power growth.

8 . Salt formations in the United States are located in areas of low seismicity, 
and only small and infrequent disturbances to the structures are to be 
expected.

Fig. 3 shows th at few, if  any, earthquakes of appreciable force have 
occurred in the areas in  which salt formations of interest are located (7).

Unsolved problems o! disposal in salt
There are, however, three major problems to be solved before disposal of 

radioactive wastes in cavities in salt formations; ( 1 ) heat generation due to 
decaying fission products and its dissipation; (2 ) the chemical interaction of the 
wastes and salt; and (3) the effects of temperature, radiation, pressure, and 
waste liquids upon the integrity of cavities in rock salt.

Theoretical temperature rise
The maximum allowable temperature in wastes in  cavities in  salt should 

be such that no significant change in  the salt structure can take place. Though 
salt melts a t a temperature of 1,400° F , it  deforms plastically at much lower 
temperatures. Geophysicists estimate th at i f  the temperatures are not allowed 
to rise more than 200° F , then no major changes are to be expected (8 ). Accordingly 
the permissible temperatures of the wastes in the salt cavities have been lim ited  
to those below boiling.

T A B L E  I

M A X IM U M  T E M P E R A T U R E  R ISE OF R A D IO A C T IV E  W ASTES STORED Ш  5- AJVD
1 0 -ft-R A D IU S  SPHERES

Age o f 
Fission Products 

(years)

5-ft-radius Spheres 10-ft-radius Spheres

Distance 
from Centre 
o f  Sphere (ft)

Temperature 
(°F) . Time (hr)

Distance 
from Centre 
o f  Sphere (ft)

Temperature
{°F) Time (hr)

1 0 527 1 , 0 0 0 0 1733 2 , 0 0 0

2.5 470 1,500 5.0 1533 2 , 0 0 0

5.0 317 1,500 1 0 . 0 983 3,000
1 0 . 0 122 3,000 2 0 . 0 335 7,000
50.0 8 2 0 , 0 0 0  ' 1 0 0 . 0 15.6 60,000

6 0 102 4,000 0 368 7,000
2.5 91 5,000 5.0 331 7,000
5.0 64 7,000 1 0 . 0 227 1 0 , 0 0 0

1 0 . 0 28 1 0 , 0 0 0 2 0 . 0 94 2 0 , 0 0 0

50.0 32 40,000 1 0 0 . 0 > 8 >150,000
1 1 0 6 6 7,000 0 245 1 0 , 0 0 0

2.5 60 7,000 5.0 2 2 1 15,000
5.0 43 1 0 , 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 153 15,000

1 0 . 0 ' 19 15,000 2 0 . 0 6 6 30,000
50.0 2 60,000 1 0 0 . 0 >7 >150,000
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Purex and acid aluminium nitrate wastes, which represent the major frac
tion of high-level wastes in the United States today, have a heat production 
of 25 to 30 BTU/hr/gal of waste after an irradiation period of 4,000 M W D /T  
and 100 days’ cooling outside the reactor. However, i f  these wastes are stored 
in a geological structure which has a low coefficient of therm al conductivity, 
the temperatures reached may be quite high.

The time-space-temperature distribution for anticipated wastes has been 
calculated. I t  was assumed th at fuel elements which have been irradiated to 
higher levels, such as 10,000 M W D /T  w ith 33 M W /T  specific power when 
reprocessed, produce 800 gallons of liquid wastes per ton of uranium. These 
liquid wastes were cooled for 1 , 6 , and 1 1  years and stored in  spherical cavities 
in  salt of 5- and 1 0 -foot radii. The temperature-rises due to such storage are 
shown in Table I  (9).

The 5- and 1 0 -foot-radius cavities were chosen when the solution of the simpli
fied steady-state problem allowing a maximum temperature rise of 2 0 0 ° F  
showed that a heat-generating source of 2  B TU /hr/gal could be stored in cavi
ties of this size. I t  w ill be noted that for 1 -year-old wastes in  a 5-foot-radius 
sphere the maximum rise in temperature at the centre of the sphere was 
527° F  at 1 , 0 0 0  hours, and 317° F  a t the surface of the sphere at 1,500 hours. 
The maximum temperature rise for 6 -year-old wastes at the centre of the 
sphere was 120° F  at 4,000 hours and 64° at the surface at 7,000 hours.

As interpolated from these data, 2 -year-old wastes can be stored in  a 10-foot- 
diameter sphere and w ill reach a peak temperature of 2 0 0 ° F  in less than 
5 months. The data for the 1 -year-cooled wastes in a 1 0 -foot-diameter sphere 
are plotted in Fig. 4 to show the typical build-up and decay of the tempera
ture in the wastes and in the salt surrounding them. To simplify the calcula-

Fig. 4
1 year-old waste— sphere of 5-ft radius, surrounded by  an infinite bed o f salt



tions the waste-filled cavities were assumed to be located in an infinite expanse 
of salt; the thermal conductivity, density, and specific heat of the salt and the 
wastes were assumed to be constant and independent of changes in  tempera
ture. A ll heat was assumed to be lost by conduction only; no phase changes 
were perm itted in the wastes or salt; no convection currents were perm itted  
in the wastes ; and all the beta and gamma energy was assumed to be absorbed 
in  the wastes. The wide variations w ithin geologic structures justified these 
simplifying assumptions. A ll the assumptions, except the infinite expanse of 
the salt medium, are on the conservative side; that is, the temperatures cal
culated are higher than those actually achieved in practice. The restriction 
of no convective currents in the wastes imposes a temperature gradient from  
the centre of the cavity to its boundaries. I f  convective currents were present 
in the waste, the temperature would be uniform throughout the sphere.

T A B L E  I I
PH YSIC AL PRO PERTIES OP ROCK SALT

All results have been rounded off to the nearest 100 psi and the standard deviations to
the nearest 50 psi

Type o f  Salt
Exposure

Dose
(r)

Compressive
Strength

(psi)
Yield Strength 

(psi)
Apparent 

Elastic Limit 
(psi)

Modulus 
o f  Elasticity 

(psi)

Bedded, parallel* 0

At 20° С 

4200 ±500 2500 ±300 1900 ±300
x 1 0 » 

0.35 ±  0.06
1 0 » 4500 ±  500 2500 ±150 1900 ±  200 0.32 ±0.06
1 0 7 4600 ±400 2700 ±250 2 1 0 0  ± 2 0 0 0.35 ±0.02
1 0 8 4600 ± 150 3400 ±  250 2800 ± 2 0 0 0.36 ±0.09

5 x  1 0 » 3500 ± 5 0 2700 ±200 2000 ±300 0.39 ±0.07
Bedded,
perpendicular** 0 4000 ±400 2300 ±  300 1700 ±200 0.36 ±0.17

1 0 * 3800 ±  500 •1800 ±250 1400 ±  250 0.35 ±0.10
1 0 7 4100 ±400 2300 ±  500 1800 ±500 0.38±0'.04
1 0 8 4000 ±  400 2400 ±  500 1900 ±300 0.38 ±  0.06

5 x 1 0 s 3500 ±400 2400 ±  300 1900 ±250 0.37 ±0.11
Dome 0 5600 ±  1 0 0 2900 ±150 2 0 0 0  ±  1 0 0 0.50 ±  0.05

1 0 » 5300 ±  100 2900 ±150 2000 ±  300 0.51 ±0.12
1 0 7 5100 ±200 3000 ±  100 2100 ±300 0.62 ±0.06
1 0 8 4100 ±  200 2700 ±  100 1800 ±  2 0 0 0.48 ±0.04

5 x  1 0 8 3600 ±500 2600 ± 2 0 0 1900 ±  50 0.59 ±0.12

Bedded, parallel*. 0

At 200° С 
3900 ±200

1

1600 ±  2 0 0 1400 ±  100 0.09 ±0.01
5 x 108 3400 ±400 1900 ±  250 1800 ±  250 0 . 1 2  ± 0 . 0 2

Bedded,
perpendicular * * 0 3600 ±100 1600 ±  1 0 0 1500 ±150 0 . 1 1  ± 0 . 0 1

5 x 108 3300 ±400 2100 ±150 1800 ± 1 0 0 0.13 ±0.01
Dome 0 3600 ±  500 1900 ±150 1600 ± 2 0 0 0.14 ±0.01

5 x  1 0 8 3100 ±300 2300 ±150 1800 ± 2 0 0 0.16 ± 0 . 0 1

* Bedded salt, force applied parallel to the planes o f  stratification.
** Bedded salt, force applied perpendicular to the planes o f  stratification.
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However, it  has been shown that, for cavities of this size, the surface tempera
ture in the conduction case approaches the uniform temperature achieved if  
convective currents are present.

Chemical compatibility of wastes and saM
The interaction between sodium chloride and Purex wastes results in  gas 

production. Purex wastes are prim arily nitric acid w ith small additions of 
ferric and sulphate ions. A  laboratory study of n itric acid and salt showed that 
nitrosyl chloride and chlorine were the main constituents of the off-gases (1 0 ). 
The volumes of gas from unirradiated mixtures were extremely small (of the 
order of 2  to 3 m l of gas per 500 ml of solution per day) (1 1 ). When the samples 
were irradiated, the off-gas volumes increased to about 500 m l of gas per 500 ml 
of solution per day. This was prim arily due to the radiolysis of water in the 
solution.

Structural properties of salt
Laboratory studies on the structural properties of rock salt show, as in  

Table I I ,  that dome salt from Grand Saline, Texas, has more compressive 
strength than bedded salt from Michigan and Kansas, and that heat and radia-

STRAIN (in./in.)

Fig. 5
Compression test of bedded salt at room temperature
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Fig. 6

Creep test of bedded salt at room temperature

tion apparently have little  effect on the properties of salt up to temperatures 
of 2 0 0 ° С and for irradiations less than 5 x  1 0 8 r  (1 2 ). Figs. 5 and 6  show the 
changes in the compressive strength and the creep of salt after irradiation. 
The creep is highly accelerated by the application of heat and pressure.

Field experiment
Based upon these analytical and laboratory studies, a series of field ex

periments are being made. W hile it  is possible to scale down a chemical process 
to bench size, it  is practically impossible to reproduce in the laboratory con
ditions found in geological formations. Samples removed from a formation 
go through a process of stress relief violent enough in some cases to shatter 
the sample. Even if  the samples are not shattered, there is some alteration 
o'f the physical properties of the salt. I f  the overburden pressure is reapplied, 
the stresses induced w ill not necessarily be the same unless the sample is 
completely elastic, which is not true for most geologic materials.

Full-scale, tests
The original plans for the field experiments called for two full-scale cavities, 

7 1/2 feet by 7 1/2 feet by 10 feet deep, therm ally equivalent to the 10-foot- 
diameter sphere, in the floor of an unused portion of the Carey mine at Hutchin
son, Kansas. The schematic layout for the full-scale test is seen in Fig. 7. 
The test cores from the corners of each cavity and the cavity itself, when 
finally excavated, showed a complex’ m ixture of salt, shale and anhydrite, 
rather than the uniform salt beds that the in itia l cores had suggested. Fig. 8  

shows the composition of the cores from the corners of the two cavities. 
W hile the cavities were being excavated and 120 thermocouple wells drilled 
about them, it  was found that there was a loss of drilling fluid in some of 
the wells. Consequently it  was decided to fill the cavities w ith brine in an 
attem pt to cause salt crystals to grow and block whatever passages might 
be present. This is a technique used in the petroleum industry where wells 
losing drilling fluid are filled w ith brine and allowed to stand before drilling  
is resumed.
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Fig. 7
USAEC-ORNL Waste Disposal Field Test, Carey Salt Company—Hutchinson Mine
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Fig. 8

Core logs from comers of field cavities showing anhydrite and shale bands interstratified
with salt
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One-fifth-scale tests

Three one-fifth-scale cavities were excavated, two in the pure salt bed 
being mined and one in the floor, to determine whether the 25% impurities 
in the floor would have any major effect upon the temperature rise in the 
wastes. The smaller-size cavities would also provide additional scaling in 
formation, since our laboratory experiments in blocks were one-tenth-scale. 
The W o one-fifth-scale cavities in the w all of the mine are shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9
One-fifth-scale experiments in salt

About the cavities can be seen the thermocouples, the condensate line, the 
off-gas lines and collecting systems, and the power control consoles. The 
cavity on the left, No. 2 , was charged w ith 25 gallons of synthetic Purex 
waste saturated w ith salt, and the cavity on the right, No. 1, was charged 
w ith 25 gallons of neutralized Purex waste saturated w ith salt.

Temperature rise.— The power to the electrodes was supplied in such a 
manner as to simulate the energy output of 1 0 , 0 0 0  M W D /ton burnup, 33 M W /T  
specific power, and 800 gal/ton waste. For the full-scale test, this waste cooled 
two years should cause an 80° G temperature rise. For the one-fifth-scale 
tests a higher energy output per unit volume is necessary to achieve the 
same temperature rise. Consequently power was supplied, starting at a rate 
of 40 watts per gallon, which is equivalent to this waste cooled for only 50 days. 
The power input was decreased daily in accordance w ith the decay curve 
for 50-day-old wasté. The temperature reached, as well as the predicted
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temperatures in the neutralized waste, are shown in Fig. 10. The measured 
power input, as well as the design power input, are also shown in  Fig. 1 0 . 
The power inputs do not coincide, because large fluctuations in line voltage 
made it  impossible to set the correct power input.

Fig. 1 1  shows the temperature in  the acid waste in the cavity excavated 
in  the pure salt. The power input varied quite widely till a controlling w att
meter was installed, since the manual controls were not as sensitive as the 
variable transformer controls used for p it 1. The maximum temperature

AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER

TÍME AFTER STARTUP (days)

Fig. 10
Synthetic neutralized Purex waste in 18-in. cavity in 100% NaCl

AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER

■ Fig.. 11 •
Synthetic Purex jsvaste. in 18-in., cavity in 100% NaCl.
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AUGUST SEPTEMBER

TIME AFTER STARTUP (days)

Fig. 12
Synthetic Purex waste in 18-in. cavity in 75% NaCl, 25% CaSO,

reached was approximately 2 0 ° С below that predicted, or 30 % below the predicted 
temperature rise. Fig. 1 2  shows th at the maximum temperature in the acid 
waste in the p it in the floor of the mine was also about 2 0 ° С below the pre
dicted maximum.

From these prelim inary tests it  can be concluded that the 25% anhydrite 
in  the floor of the mine has no major effect on the temperature rise in the 
waste. The temperature rise in the neutralized waste is considerably higher 
than that in the acid waste, and is attributed to the assumed lower thermal 
conductivity of the precipitate in the neutralized waste.

The thermal data from these first tests have not as yet been completely 
evaluated, but the temperatures in the salt are following the predicted tem 
peratures quite well.

Chemical compatibility.— The off-gases from these cavities were therm ally 
fractionated at -75° and -195° С by collecting them in m ethyl alcohol- 
carbon dioxide and liquid nitrogen traps. The gas samples taken during the 
test, which have only been partly analysed, confirmed the results of the 
simplified system of salt and nitric acid. The main constituents were nitro- 
sylchloride, nitrous oxide, carbon dioxide and chlorine. The nitrous oxide 
and carbon dioxide were assumed to be due to the reduction of nitric acid in  
the wastes and of the asphalt used in the seal trench. The acid wastes produced 
far more gas than the neutralized wastes. In  p it 3, due to fau lty welding, 
the highly corrosion-resistant cover did corrode and produced a larger volume 
of gases of a different variety from those in acid p it 2 .

The condensate collected was in excess of 3 litres for p it 1 and none at 
all for p it 2  t ill the end of September 1959. For p it 3 no exact volume could 
be determined, as some spilled out on the floor through the holes in the cover.

■ Gas seals.— One of the major purposes of the one-fifth-scale tests was 
to check the design of the gas seal-of the cavities. The gas seal used in cavities
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1 and 2  was sand, silica gel and activated carbon, sealed w ith asphalt and 
glyptal. The seal worked quite well, though there was some recrystallization 
through the seal around cavity 1 . There was no discernible breakthrough 
about cavity 2 , though a slight odour was detectable near the p it. Cavity 3 
was abundant both in  gas production and condensate. However, because 
cavities 1 and 2  were essentially gas- and liquid-tight, the same seal is being 
used in the seal trenches of the full-scale pits.

Structural integrity.— An examination of pits 2 and 3 (p it 1 is still running) 
showed some undercutting, a maximum of 3 inches in p it 2 . In  both pits 2  

and 3 there was the characteristic deposition of salt crystals on the floor 
of the cavity. This is identical w ith the experience in the laboratory experi
ments, where the salt from acid wastes recrystallized on the bottom, and 
salt from neutralized wastes crystallized over the top of the wastes. This 
may be due to the slightly-decreased solubility at lower temperatures. The 
lowest temperatures in  the acid wastes occur at the bottom, and the lowest 
temperatures in the neutralized wastes occur at the top.

Full-scale tests (resumed)

The full-scale cavities were allowed to stand w ith brine for about 2  months. 
Then p it 1 was drained. Water-stage recorders were installed on both cavities, 
and their records are shown in Fig. 13. In  order to compare the slopes, the 
record for p it 1 is plotted as its m irror image. I t  can be seen that there is 
a hydraulic connexion between the two cavities and that the water moving 
out of cavity 2 flows only into p it 1 and at an average rate of 17 gallons per 
day. As shown in Fig. 13, the flow occurs m ainly on the north side of p it 1,
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with lesser amounts on the east side. The leak appears to be in or a t the shale 
band occurring 7 1 / 2  feet below the top. Tests at the University of Texas (2 ) 
have shown that salt has a perm eability of less than a hundredth of a m illidarcy 
(that is 10- 13 cm2, or for percolating water a velocity, of 1 0 - 8 cm/sec). This 
would hâve tended to support the original thesis that the flow was through 
space created by the rebound of the floor after excavation, due to the relief 
of the overburden pressures and due to the horizontal stresses in the rock. 
However, measurements by the United States Bureau of Mines (13) show 
that the horizontal stresses in the floor aré not sufficient alone to cause arching 
of the floor. The Bureau of Mines has installed strain gauges about the cavities 
to measure the plastic flow of the salt due to the rise in  temperature when 
the wastes and pits are heated. The Bureau of Mines also determined that 
the vertical stress is simply that due to the overburden pressure, or above
2,000 pounds per square inch. As shown in  Fig. 6 , the creep at that stress 
w ifl be quite low.

Additional measurements by the Bureau of Mines show a flow of salt into  
the excavated cavity of about 2 x  1 0 - 5 in /in/day. This movement is due to 
the readjustment of stresses in the area of the p it when the p it was drained.

Conclusions
The effect of radiation upon the structural properties of salt was found 

to cause no significant change except at doses greater than 1 0 ® r, and only 
minor changes took place at that level. The only major change in gas pro
duction th at is due to radiation is the radiolysis of water w ith increased 
volumes of hydrogen and oxygen in the off-gases. I t  was found also that for 
a dose of 5 x  10® r  the therm al conductivity of salt is reduced by less than 
1 0 % of its value before irradiation.

S till unsolved are the problems of migration of the cavity, and the chemical 
com patibility of salt and actual radioactive wastes.

The gross features of a salt-disposal system have been studied, and field 
experiments are under way to test the effects of temperature rise and synthetic 
wastes upon the integrity of the cavity, the distribution of the temperature 
about and w ithin the cavity, and the gas and condensate production. The 
prelim inary tests have confirmed the theoretical calculations and the laboratory 
tests.
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M O V E M E N T  ОГ R A D I O A C T I V E  E F F L U E N T S  IN  N A T U R A L
W A T E R S  AT H A N F O R D

Abstract
The Hanford plant is located in a semi-arid region on a very thick 

bed of unconsolidated water-deposited sediments resting on the basalt bed
rock. This m aterial may be considered in two geologic units, the lower bed 
being much less permeable than the upper. The Columbia R iver flows through 
the plant area and it  is first used for human consumption about 55 km down
stream from the last reactor plant.

Low-level effluent from the reactors is discharged into the Columbia River 
after a one-to-three hours’ hold-up period in retention basins. More than 
60 radioisotopes have been identified in the effluent, nearly all of very short 
half-life. Depletion of various radioisotopes in river water by mechanisms 
other than decay is observed. This averages about 40% in the 55 km  between 
the reactors and Pasco and is ascribed to biological assimilation and sedi
mentation processes.

Low-level waste solutions from chemical processing plants are discharged 
into the ground where they seep through 70 to 120 m of sediments before 
reaching the local water table. Most of the radioactive material is immobilized 
by adsorption or other reactions during passage through the soil. The water 
and the few contaminants th a t reach the water-table move w ith  the ground 
water towards the Columbia River. The rate and direction of travel are deter
mined by the form of the water-table surface and the hydraulic characteristics 
of the transm itting aquifers. The local water-table configuration has been 
radically affected by the disposal of large volumes of water. From the gradient 
and the measured permeabilities of the aquifers an average “travel tim e” 
for water of 180 years is estimated. Is  is recognized that the maximum velocity 
may be several times the average. However, the effect of adsorption or other 
reactions is to greatly slow down the movement of dissolved m aterial relative 
to the rate of movement of the water. No movement of fission products from  
the disposal sites to the river has been detected.

I..

L E  M O U V E M E N T  D E S  E F F L U E N T S  ^ R A D IO A C T IF S  D A N S  
L E S  E A U X  N A T U R E L L E S  È  H A N F O R D

Résumé
L ’installation de Hanford se trouve dans une région semi-aride-de sédiments 

non consolidés en couche très épaisse, qui ont été déposés par les eaux et repo
sent sur un lit  rocheux basaltique. Ces roches forment deux couches géologiques, 
la  couche inférieure étant beaucoup moins perméable que la  couche supérieure.
La Columbia traverse les terrains de l ’installation et ce n ’est qu’à environ 
55 kilomètres en aval du dernier réacteur qu’on commence à utiliser les eaux 
pour la consommation Ьитгупе^-

Les effluents de faible œ tens$e provenant des réacteurs sont évacués dans 
la Columbia après un séjour d’une à trqis heuges jiirns des réservoirs. Dans les 
effluents, on a pu identifier plus de 60 radioisotopes, qui, pour la plupart, ont y
une très courte période. On a observé l ’appauvrissement de l ’eau fluviale en
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plusieurs radioisotopes par suite de mécanismes autres que la désintégration. 
Cet appauvrissement atteint 40% en moyenne sur les 55 kilomètres qui 
séparent les réacteurs et Pasco; il serait dû à des processus d’assimilation 
biologique et de sédimentation.

Les solutions de déchets de faible intensité provenant des usinés de tra ite
ment chimique sont évacuées dans le sol où elles filtrent à travers lés sédiments 
sur une profondeur de 70 à 120 mètres avant d’atteindre la nappe aquifère. 
Pendant leur passage à travers le sol, la plupart des substances radioactives 
sont retenues par adsorption ou par d’autres réactions. L ’eau et les quelques con
taminants qui atteignent le niveau hydrostatique se déplacent avec les 
eaux souterraines en direction de la Columbia. La vitesse et la direction de ce 
déplacement sont déterminés par la forme de la surface piézométrique et les 
caractéristiques hydrauliques de l ’aquifère. La configuration locale de la nappe 
a été fortement influencée par l ’évacuation de grandes quantités d’eau. Compte 
tenu du gradient hydraulique et du degré de perméabilité des aquifères, on 
estime à 180 années la durée moyenne du déplacement de J’eau. On reconnaît 
que la vitesse maximum peut être plusieurs fois supérieure à cette moyenne. 
Cependant, l ’adsorption ou les autres réactions ont pour effet de ralentir .con
sidérablement le mouvement des matières dissoutes par rapport à la  vitesse de 
déplacement de l ’eau. On n ’a décelé aucun mouvement de produits de fissino 
entre les lieux d’évacuation et le fleuve.

Д В И Ж Е Н И Е  Р А Д И О А К Т И В Н Ы Х  Э Ф Ф Л Ю Е Н Т О В  
В П Р И Р О Д Н Ы Х  В О Д А Х  В Х Э Н Ф О Р Д Е

Резюме

Хэнфордский завод расположен в полузасушливом районе на очень толстом 
слое нетвердых, содержащих воду отложений, на коренной базальтовой породе. 
Таким образом можно рассматривать две геологических породы, из которых 
нижняя значительно менее проницаема. Река Колумбия протекает через 
территорию завода, и ее вода используется для потребления только в 55 км 
вниз по течению от последней установки.

Низкоактивные жидкие отходы из реакторов сливаются в реку Колумбию 
после 1—3 часов выдержки в специальных бассейнах-отстойниках. В таких 
отходах обнаружено более 60 радиоизотопов, причем почти все из них имеют 
очень короткий период полураспада. Рассматриваются вопросы обеднения, 
не включая обычный распад, различных радиоизотопов в речной воде помимо 
обычного распада. На расстоянии 55 км между реакторами и Паско такое 
обеднение в среднем составляет 40% и объясняется процессами биологи
ческого поглощения и осаждения.

Низкоактивные растворы жидких отходов с химических заводов по обработке 
топлива удаляются в землю; они должны просочиться через 70—120 метров 
осадочных пород, прежде чем достигнут подземных вод. Большинство радио
активных материалов задерживается путем поглощения или других реакций 
при прохождении через почву. Очищенная таким образом вода и незначитель
ные отходы, достигающие подземных вод, направляются вместе с ними к 
реке Колумбии. Скорость и направление определяются формой водного 
горизонта и гидравлическими характеристиками водоносных пластов. Боль
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шие объемы воды, сливаемые в грунт, оказали корённое изменение на характер 
горизонта подземных вод. Исходя из измеренной проницаемости водоносных 
пластов, среднее время прохождения воды оценивается в 180 лет. Признается 
также то, что максимальная скорость может значительно превышать среднюю 
величину. Однако, влияние поглощения или других реакций очень сильно 
замедляют движение растворенного материала по отношению к скорости 
движения воды. Не было обнаружено проникновения продуктов деления из 
районов удаления в речную воду.

M O V I M I E N T O  D E  LO S  E F L U E N T E S  R A D I A C T I V O S  E N  A G U A S  
N A T U R A L E S  E N  H A N F O R D .

Resumen

Lá instalación atómica de Hanford está situada en un terreno semiárido 
asentado sobre una capa muy espesa de sedimentos sin consolidar depositados 
por el agua, que descansa sobre un lecho rocoso de basalto. Estos materiales 
pueden considerarse como dos formaciones geológicas distintas, pues la capa 
inferior es mucho menos permeable que la  superior. E l río Columbia atraviesa 
los terrenos de la instalación y el.prim er lugar donde sus aguas se utilizan  
para el consumo humano se encuentra a unos 55 km, río abajo, del último 
reactor.

E l efluente de baja actividad originado por los reactores se descarga en 
el río después de retenerlo de una a tres horas en estanques dispuestos al 
efecto. En el efluente se han detectado más de 60 radioisótopos, casi todos 
ellos de período muy corto. Se ha observado que el agotamiento de algunos 
radioisótopos en las aguas del río no sólo se debe a procesos de desintegración. 
Este agotamiento alcanza un valor medio del 40 por ciento en los 55 km  
que hay de los reactores a Pasco, y  se supone que es el. efecto de procesos 
biológicos de asimilación y sedimentación.

Los desechos líquidos de baja ’actividad procedentes de las plantas de tra ta 
miento químico se descargan en el terreno, donde se filtran a través de sedi
mentos de 70 a 120 metros de espesor antes de alcanzar el manto freático 
de la  localidad. La mayor parte de las sustancias radiactivas quedan in 
movilizadas por adsorción u otras reacciones que tienen lugar a su paso a 
través del terreno. E l agua y  las escasas sustancias contaminantes que llegan 
al manto freático se desplazan con las aguas subterráneas hacia el río Columbia. 
La velocidad y dirección de desplazamiento dependen de la forma de la super
ficie del manto y de las características hidráulicas de las capas acuíferas 
portadoras. La forma del manto freático ha sufrido una profunda modificación 
debido a la evacuación de grandes cantidades de agua. Basándose en la pen
diente de las capas acuíferas y en las mediciones de su permeabilidad, se ha 
calculado que el desplazamiento dura por término medio 180 años. Se admite 
que la  velocidad máxima puede ser varias veces superior a la media señalada. 
Sin embargo, el efecto de la adsorción o de otras reacciones es disminuir 
considerablemente la velocidad de desplazamiento de las sustancias radi
activas, en relación con la velocidad de las aguas. No hay indicios de que 
los productos de fisión se estén desplazando desde los lugares de evacuación 
hacia el río.
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MOVEMENT OF RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS IN
NATURAL WATERS AT HANFORD

J. F . H o n s te a d , R . F . F o s t e r ,  a n d  W . H . B ie r s c h e n k  
H a n f o r d  L a b o r a t o r ie s  O p e r a t io n  

H a n fo r d  A to m ic  P r o d u c t s  O p e r a t io n  
G e n e r a l  E l e c t r i c  C om pany 

R ic h la n d , W a sh .
U n it e d  Sta t e s  o f  A m e r ic a

Introduction
The hazardous quality of radioactive isotopes cannot be destroyed except 

by means of natural decay. The processes commonly referred to as waste 
“disposal” therefore actually resolve into systems which perform one of 
two functions. Either the radioactive m aterial is injected into a path that 
is of long enough duration to perm it suitable decay of the radioisotopes 
before they appear in a populated domain, or they are sufficiently diluted 
by environmental materials to levels of no concern to the population. In  
actual practice, a combination of the dilution-decay principles is generally 
employed.

A t Hanford, there are tw o jn a jo r sources of low-level radioactive effluent 
solutions. One of these is the large-volume cooling-water stream discharged 
from the reactors. The radioactive m aterial in this water results from the 
activation of impurities in the water and corrosion products from the reactor 
hardware. The activation products are characterized by relatively short 
half-lives and are generally less hazardous than the long-lived fission pro
ducts. The cooling water is discharged directly to the Columbia R iver, where, 
the very large dilution capacity and a significant decay interval reduce the 
concentration of radioisotopes to a small fraction of the maximum permissible 
drinking-water lim it for members of the public living in the neighbourhood 
of controlled areas.

The second major source of low-level activity solutions is the complex 
system of chemical plants used for the processing of uranium fuels to recover 
the plutonium product. The radioactive material contained in  these wastes 
is largely a m ixture of fission products. Typically, the relative hazard of 
a m ixture of fission products is determined to a major extent by its con
centration of strohtium-90 (28-year half-life). Since this isotope is very toxic, 
the wastes must either be decontaminated w ith respect to Sr90 w ith exceptional 
efficiency or must be disposed of in  a manner that assures a suitably long 
decay interval before they reach a point accessible to the public. ControUed 
ground disposal of low -activity solutions from Hanford chemical processing 
plants utilizes prim arily the long-decay-interval concept of protecting employees 
and neighbouring populations from exposure to radioactive materials. Thus, 
wastes are perm itted to infiltrate the earth sediments and those components 
that eventually reach the water table move slowly w ith the ground water 
to the Columbia River.

The Hanford plant is located in south-eastern Washington in a semi-arid 
region w ithin the rain shadow of the Cascade Mountains. The more than 
1,500 sq km  controlled by the AEC at this location provide ample 
isolation from populated areas (Fig. 1 ). The Columbia R iver flows through 
the plant, providing large supplies of water for plant operation and dilution
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Fig. 1

for low-level waste effluents. The Columbia flow measuring station nearest 
the Hanford reactors is some 98 km  upstream. The runoff from 232,000 
sq km flows by this station (33). There is norm ally one major 
temperature cycle and one major flow cycle annually on the Columbia River. 
The river generally crests in the month of June w ith flows of more than 15,000 
cu m/sec. and it  has a low-water period which extends from September 
to April w ith minimum flows of about 1,700 cu m/sec. R iver temper
atures are typically highest, about 2 0 ° C, in August and September as the high 
flow recedes. Low river temperatures, about 2 ° C, occur rather regularly 
in  February. As over much of its course the river bottom is sandy 
or rocky, the water is clean, w ith turbidities generally averaging less than 
7 ppm except during high flows when they may briefly exceed 30 ppm. The 
hydrology of the area is such that all underground drainage beneath the 
plant is directed toward this river (1). The river thus represents the sole 
path whereby radioactive m aterial in  solution can be transported into the 
public domain. A fter leaving the plant, the first locations at which the waters 
of the Cólumbia R iver are used for human consumption in  large quantities 
are the cities of Kennewick and Pasco. A  few minor applications of river 
water upstream o f these cities for irrigation, fishing, bathing, and boating 
are also subjected to radiological study.

Effluent disposal to the river
O f the radioactive wastes generated by the operation of the Hanford re

actors, the predominant ones are reactor cooling-water streams. A fter passing 
through the reactor and picking up. heat and radioactive contamination,
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the spent coolant— reactor effluent— is discharged into the river following 
a one-to-three-hour hold-up period in retention basins. Radioactive isotopes 
are formed in the reactor by the neutron bombardment of m aterial present 
in the neutron flux by mechanisms that may involve several nuclear reactions. 
For example, sodium is a common constituent of the cooling water fed to 
the reactor, and a substantial part of the radioactive sodium-24 measured 
in the effluent originates from this source by means of an (n, y) reaction. 
Sodium-24 can also be formed from an (n, a) reaction w ith  aluminium, and 
since aluminium is used for jackets of the fuel elements' and for some of the 
reactor piping, a significant part of the radiosodium comes from this source. 
Another source that contributes part of the sodium-24 is a magnesium isotope 
im purity in the cooling water which is converted to sodium-24 by means 
of an (n, p) reaction.

Although the exact source of many of the im portant effluent isotopes is 
as yet uncertain, it  is known that the bulk of the radioactive materials are 
activation products of impurities present in the water, of elements in  the 
film  which forms on the reactor tubes and fuel elements, or of constituents 
in the metals of which the reactor components are constructed. Some minor 
amounts of fission products also occur as a result of natural uranium dissolved 
in  the Columbia River water undergoing a fission reaction in  the active zone 
of the reactors.

More than 60 radioisotopes have been identified in  the effluent. Fig. 2 
shows the relative abundance of those comprising most of the total radio
activity under normal circumstances at four hours and 24 hours after irra 
diation. Since the rate of radioactive decay is different for each isotope, the 
relative abundance of the various isotopes is constantly changing. By the
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tim e the effluent has travelled some 55 km  to the vicin ity of the city 
of Pasco, the effluent composition might be expected to resemble that indicated 
by the shaded portions of the bars in Fig. 2 . O f the total number of isotopes 
detected in the effluent, 24 are of sufficient interest that their concentration 
is measured on a routine basis.

The travel time of the river between the reactor effluent outfall furthest 
downstream and the intake of the Pasco city water plant (about 55 km) 
has been measured by float methods (30). Minimum travel times were 22.4 hours 
at a river flow of 2,500 cu m/sec. and 11.2 hours a t 10,000 cu m/sec.

The effluent discharged to the river becomes uniform ly distributed in  the 
vertical direction relatively quickly, because of the force w ith which it  leaves 
the discharge pipes, its high temperature, the turbulence of the river, and 
the relatively shallow depth— 7 to 14 m. The effluent is slowly spread 
horizontally by turbulent diffusion through the 300 to 600-m w idth of 
the river as it  is transported downstream (22). A  typical dispersion pattern 
from one reactor is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3

The tendency for high concentrations of the effluent to remain in mid
stream is advantageous to down-river reactors, since their shoreline intakes 
pick up a smaller fraction of the radioactive m aterial. As mentioned previously, 
during the fall and winter months the river flow is at its lowest, while during
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the spring freshet the flow may increase several times and thus reduce the 
travel time between the reactors and the city of Pasco. W hile this allows 
less time for radioactive decay of the effluent isotopes, the potential exposure 
from drinking river water is actually reduced because of the greater volume 
of water available for dilution.

The measured amount of radioactive materials in the river water at Pasco 
is less than th at calculated from the quantities released from the reactors’ 
retention basins and the measured travel times. This is ascribed to the scaven
ging of certain isotopes by living organisms, suspended silt particles, and 
bottom sediments. This depletion may be considered as a type of “self-puri
fication” which has significance in the estimation of the radiation exposure 
to people who drink the. water and in accounting for the accumulation of 
radioisotopes in  aquatic life and river sediments. A fter correction for radio
active decay, the average depletion amounts to about 40% between the effluent 
discharge points and Pasco. The degree of depletion is different for each 
particular isotope, values having been measured for the 16 individual isotopes 
which make up 98% of the effluent activity. Depletion varies from Jess than 
1 0 % to more than 60%. Since this depletion is largely dependent upon the 
solids content of the river, it  is to be expected that the self-purification of 
the river w ill vary w ith stream conditions. Losses of individual isotopes 
from the water indicate th at chromium-51 and zinc-65 should be prominent 
in river sediments and this has been confirmed. No accumulation of long- 
lived fission products has ever been found in the Columbia River.

A t the present time radioisotopic determination of about 2 0  isotopes or 
groups of isotopes (sufficient to define the exposure accurately) are made 
at weekly intervals on samples of water collected from the Columbia R iver 
immediately below the reactors and at Pasco, and from the drinking-water 
supplies of Pasco, Kennewick, and the most down-river reactor. These weekly 
analyses are augmented by analyses of samples obtained from automatic 
equipment which collects and combines aliquots over a week’s period. The 
composite samples are especially useful in  determining the average con
centration of the longer-lived isotopes. The contribution which each reactor 
makes to the to ta l isotope load in the river is determined from samples of 
the effluent which are analysed each day for gross beta- arid alpha-emitters, 
each week for uranium, plutonium, and polonium, and twice each month 
for the fu ll 2 0  isotopes or groups which are of interest to the human exposure 
lim it.

From  the comprehensive biological surveys of the river carried out during 
the early years ( 1 2 ) (26), it  was possible to select a few key organisms, such 
as the Rocky Mountain whitefish, and representative sampling sites to perm it 
continued routine assay of the concentration of effluent isotopes in  the aquatic 
forms. Such measurements are now carried out as a part of the regular moni
toring programme which is used to evaluate the radiation exposure associated 
w ith the operation of the Hanford plants (20).

Liquid-waste disposal to the ground
Operation of the Hanford chemical processing plants requires 1.5 to

2.3 x  1 0 10 litres of water per year, a ll of it  being supplied from the Columbia 
River. A  small fraction of this water leaves the chemical processing plants 
in  high-level radioactive waste streams to be stored in  underground tanks,
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but most of it  leaves as low-level and intermediate-level radioactive wastes 
to be disposed of directly to the ground. Some 70 m of sand and gravel 
of glacial origin (glaciofluviatile sediments) immediately underlie the waste 
disposal sites (6 ). Below this is an earlier fluviatile or lacustrine formation 
(Ringold formation) which is as much as 2 0 0  m thick, consisting of silts, 
sands, and gravels w ith several clay beds. The water table which is from  
70 to 120 m below disposal sites lies largely w ithin the Ringold formation 
but extends in  some places into the overlying glaciofluviatile sediments. 
Below these two major units is the relatively impermeable basalt.

According to Hanford definition, the radioactive concentration of inter
mediate-level wastes ranges from about 1 0 ~ 5 to 1 0 0  /лс/сс. Chemical processing 
plant wastes in this category have included secondary decontamination 
streams, condensates from high-level waste concentrators, and supernatant 
effluent from scavenging processes in aged high-level waste tanks. Over 
1010 litres of such wastes had been adm itted to the ground through mid-1959. 
Separations process cooling water and u tility  steam condensates, which may 
occasionally be slightly contaminated from process vessel leaks, are considered 
in  the category of low-level wastes w ith radioactive concentrations less than 
about 5 x  1 0  5 /лс/сс. About 1.4 x Ю11 litres of such water have been discharged 
to ground.

A t Hanford, the semi-arid climate (averaging less than 18 cm of rainfall 
per year), a suitable fraction (1— 5%) of montmorillonitic clay distributed 
through the permeable surficial sediments, and the deep water table combine 
to produce a situation wherein most of the long-lived radioisotopes in the 
waste are trapped by electrochemical bonds or are immobilized by other 
reactions as the liquids seep downward through the soils. Those wastes that 
reach the water table move w ith the ground water towards the Columbia River, 
the direction and rate of movement being dependent upon the hydraulic 
characteristics of the transm itting aquifers.

The hydraulic characteristics of Hanford aquifers have been measured 
and estimated by a variety of established field methods (2 ). These include 
evaluation of data from pumping tests, specific capacity tests, tracer tests, 
cyclic ground-water response to river-level fluctuations, and hydraulic gra
dients. M utually consistent results show th at the perm eability of the glacio
fluviatile sediments ranges from about 0.46 cc/sec/cm2 (unit gradient) to  
more than 2.8 cc/sec/cm2 and the perm eability of the underlying Ringold 
deposits ranges from about 4.6 x 1 0 -3  to 2.8 x  1 0 ~ 2 cc/sec/cm2 (2). A  summary 
of results is given in the following table.

A V E R A G E  F IE L D  P E R M E A B IL IT Y
cc/sec/cm2 (unit gradient)

Aquifer tested Pumping tests Specific 
capacity tests Tracer tests Cyclic

fluctuations
Gradient
method

A- 0.60 0.46 2.9 0.79 _
3.1 3.0 2.7

В 0.042 0.046 — 0.046 —

0.23 0.19 0.28
С 0.0023 0.0028 — 0.007 0.0046

0.028 0.014 0.023 0.014

A— Glaciofluviatile, В— Glacial and Ringold, С— Ringold
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Since 1944, the chemical processing plants have discharged to ground over
1.4 x 1 0 11 litres of liquid effluents. Such large volumes have had a profound 
effect upon the regional water table. Fig. 4 shows the contours on the un
disturbed water table interpreted from the earliest measurements of water 
level in  wells and from general hydrological knowledge. Similar maps have 
been prepared periodically over the years and w ith increasing detail as more 
wells became available (4). The ground-water contours as of June 1959 are 
shown in Fig. 5. Two distinct ground-water mounds have been created on 
the water table, their location, elevation and shape] determined by the location 
of the disposal sites which feed them  and upon the nature and geological 
attitude of the sedimentary formations in  which they occur. I t  is of importance 
to study these mounds, since they determine the direction and rate of flow 
of the ground water, and this in turn is im portant in the proper location 
of disposal sites and in following the underground movement of mobile 
materials.

In  the absence of more precise data, it  is assumed that ground water always 
moves in the direction of the hydraulic gradient indicated by the water-table 
contour map. Therefore, the best means of determining the direction of 
movement is by drawing vectors perpendicular to ground-water contours 
from high to low head. Strictly, even a perfect contour map of the water 
table would show only the horizontal direction of movement of the ground 
water at the water table. The hydraulic gradients are three-dimensional, 
however, and the water moves not only along the water table but also to
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depths below the water table and generally upward again to the water table 
at some other place.

As Fig. 5 indicates, the pattern of ground-water movement underlying 
the Hanford plant has changed fundamentally during the 14 years of plant 
operation, owing to concurrent changes in water table form. In  brief, the 
zone saturated by infiltered waste effluents creates a ground-water-divide 
between two well-defined mounds w ith intermediate-level waste disposal 
sites located on the inner flanks of the mounds and the southern slope of 
the saddle between them. From the northern or outer flank of this system, 
the artificially recharged water largely moves radially northwestward and 
northeastward. From the southern or inner flank of the divide the infiltered 
wastes converge and move generally southeastward, swinging eastward as 
their travel path lengthens ( 1 ).

The directions of movement described above are those which would be 
taken currently by any radioactive waste products infiltering to the water 
table from an overlying disposal site. I t  must be recognized, however, that 
deposits of sand and gravel such as comprise the glaciofluviatile and Ringold 
sediments are, in varying degree, lenticular, and in coarse lenses wastes 
would move more rapidly than in the fine materials. In  addition, if  the lenses 
are elongated in one direction or the strata are inclined steeply, the direction 
of flow w ifl incline in the direction in which water moves most easily. Further
more, a waste contained in a stream of ground water disperses both along 
and transverse to the direction of flow. As pointed out by T h e is  (31), dispersal 
in  the direction of flow reduces the concentration of the contaminant i f  the 
waste is a slug temporarily introduced and gives a warning at a locality 
downstream of the approach of a continuously introduced waste stream. 
Dispersal across the direction of flow spreads a contaminant more widely 
but reduces the concentration.

Such factors as heterogeneity, anisotropy and dispersal assume great 
importance in determining the path of contaminants in the ground water. 
Consequently, the estimated mean lateral path of ground-water contamination 
derived from water-table contour maps is taken to represent the probable 
minimum distance of travel from beneath disposal sites to the Columbia 
River. Based on the hydrologie conditions inferred from Fig. 5, a minimum  
path from the disposal sites to the river of from 29 to 34 km  appears 
reasonable.

The rate of ground-water flow is fixed by the vector quantity describing 
the maximum hydraulic gradient. Darcy’s law for lam inar flow is applicable, 
but enables the estimation of only average velocities. Variation from the 
average is likely to be considerable, so that some small fraction of the flow 
may move at several times the average velocity. For example, fluorescein 
tracers have been detected in  observation wells at various distances down 
gradient from injection wells. Rates of travel of the dye, based on the first 
detected arrival, have been measured to  be 52 m /day through 15 m  of 
travel in  one case; 52 m /day through 3,500 m and 60 m /day through 
4,100 m in  a second case; and 135 m /day through 2,700 m in a th ird  
case. These velocities are 3 to 4 times greater than the calculated average 
values.

Along the estimated hydraulic path from ground disposal sites to the river, 
ground-water movement occurs under an average hydraulic gradient of about 
0.004 in  the Ringold aquifer of perm eability estimated to be 1 .4 x 1 0 -*
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cc/sec/cmâ. The effective porosity of this aquifer is estimated to be 1 0 %, 
therefore the average rates of movement are calculated to be about 
0.5 m /day. Movement in the highly permeable glaciofluviatile sediments 
occurs chiefly under shallow gradients of only about 0 . 0 0 0 1  and the average 
permeability is assumed to be 2.5 cc/cm2/sec. Average velocities of about
2  m /day are calculated for this portion of the path assuming an effective 
porosity of 1 0 %.

Direct movement to the Columbia R iver through glaciofluviatile sediments 
is inhibited by the relative positions of the ground-water mounds. Instead, 
general movement occurs more to the south through Ringold deposits. Based on 
the average ground-water velocities calculated from measured gradients and 
estimated permeabilities and porosities of the aquifers affected, a “travel 
tim e” of about 180 years is calculated for ground-water flow from ground 
disposal sites to the river. I t  is recognized however that the maximum rate 
of movement of the ground water and even of some materials dissolved in 
it  (e.g., ruthenium-106 and nitrates) may be several times the average. On 
the other hand, those dissolved constituents that enter into adsorption re
actions (e.g., strontium-90 and caesium-137) w ill move far slower than the 
water, the chemical nature of each ion establishing the degree of retardation. 
Consequently, “isotope travel tim e” is suggested as a more descriptive term  
for the actual occurrence of concern, the ground-water movement rate being 
of significance as it  represents a maximum conceivable isotope travel rate.

Studies at the University of California Sanitary Engineering Research 
Laboratory have shown that hydraulic phenomena produce velocity variations 
that bring about a longitudinal mixing of selected intruding and displaced 
fluids. A  diffuse zone or “concentration front” forms rather than a sharply 
defined interface (23) (27). The depth of this zone increases in  proportion 
to the distance travelled due to portions of the intruding contaminant moving 
at velocities exceeding the average. They also point out th at ion-exchange 
reactions may modify the propagation of a radiocontaminant in two ways: 
( l ) th e  median velocity of the contaminant front w ill be predictably less than 
that of the liquid front, and (2 ) the depth or diffuseness of the front may 
be modified over that resulting from purely hydraulic phenomena. When the 
radiocontaminant is not selectively sorbed by the exchange medium, the 
front w ill become increasingly diffuse as it  progresses through the medium. 
W hen the radiocontaminant has a selective affin ity for the medium, as may 
be the case w ith strontium or caesium as the displacing cation, the front 
may rather tend to sharpen as propagation continues.

Em pirical data obtained from radiological monitoring of wells at Hanford 
have shown that the chemical form of Ru 106 in Hartford wastes prevents 
this isotope from being significantly affected by ion exchange, and anionic 
components of waste such as nitrates are apparently not affected at all. 
Much additional study is needed before the existing knowledge of ground
water travel rates can be applied to the calculation of isotope travel rates 
for all of the constituents of interest in radioactive wastes.

Another factor requiring study is the “sinking” of wastes. I t  is recognized 
that the possibility exists for high-density wastes to settle in the zone of 
saturation by gravity. This concept presumes that the vertical movement 
under gravity w ill be significant compared to horizontal movement rates 
and w ith rates of dispersion throughout the aquifer. To date, no clear-cut 
evidence of this phenomenon has been obtained in  field studies of waste
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movement. In  general, irregularities in the contamination pattern observed 
are explainable on the basis of formation in homogeneity and anisotropy, 
but a more systematic study of che phenomenon is contemplated.

Conclusions
Although low concentrations of various waste components have been found 

in  wells which monitor the ground waters near disposal sites, ground waste 
disposal practice at Hanford has been so managed that no movement of fission 
products to the river has been detected. The radioactive m aterial in the 
Columbia River is monitored isotopically at the points where river water 
is used, and their exposure potential is summed to perm it their evaluation (2 0 ). 
A ll radioactive m aterial in  the river except that naturally present may be 
presumed to originate from reactor effluent.

The calculated average exposure to /persons near the plant as a result of 
drinking water from the Columbia R iver is less than 20% of the maximum  
permissible lim it for members of the public living in the neighbourhood 
of controlled areas, and the exposure received by persons from consistently 
eating some kinds of fish caught near the plant can amount to about this 
same fraction. Swimming or boating on the river and the irrigation of crops 
provide only minor contributions to the total exposure. No restrictions on 
downstream use of the river have resulted from the presence of the radio
active effluent.

I t  has thus been illustrated that, for an environment of the Hanford type, 
low-level radioactive waste disposal to a river and simultaneously to the 
ground in its neighbourhood may be practised w ith safety. This “dilute 
and disperse” waste disposal policy is a sound method of dealing w ith  the large 
volumes of low-level and intermediate-level wastes that are necessarily gener
ated by nuclear plants. Hanford experience illustrates a method of taking 
advantage of natural environmental features in optimizing plant operation. 
A  clear understanding of the many factors involved in  dealing w ith waste 
disposal problems is, in fact, necessary to the wise selection of a site for 
such an installation.
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D IS P O S A L  O F  L O W - A C T I V I T Y  W A S T E  A N D  A C C U M U L A T I O N  
I N  C U L T I V A T E D  S O IL S

Abstract
The paper describes a method of accumulating long-lived radioisotopes 

in  soils and calculating the maximum contamination they would cause in 
vegetables grown on these soils. The authors suggest a way of expressing 
this contamination and a formula by which the maxim um contamination 
of one kilogramme of the harvested produce in relation to the tolerated conta
mination per litre  of irrigation water could be calculated.

R E J E T S  D ’E F F L U E N T S  F A I B L E M E N T  R A D I O A C T I F S  E T  
A C C U M U L A T I O N  D A N S  L E S  SO LS C U L T I V E S

Résumé
L ’article décrit une méthode destinée à prévoir l ’accumulation des radio

éléments de longue période dans les sols et à chiffrer la  contamination lim ite 
qui en résultera pour des légumes cultivés sur ces sols. Les auteurs proposent 
un mode d’expression de cette contamination et une formule qui perm ettrait 
de calculer la contamination lim ite d’un kg de produit récolté par rapport à la 
contamination tolérée d ’un litre  d’eau d ’irrigation.

Ж И Д К И Е  Р А Д И О А К Т И В Н Ы Е  О Т Х О Д Ы  С Л А Б О Й  
А К Т И В Н О С Т И  И  И Х  Н А К О П Л Е Н И Е  В В О З Д Е Л Ы В А Е М Ы Х

П О Ч В А Х

Резюме
В статье описывается метод, позволяющий предвидеть накопление долго

живущих радиоактивных изотопов в почве и определять предельный уровень 
вытекающего из этого заражения для овощей, выращиваемых на этих землях. 
Авторы статьи предлагают метод выражения этого заражения и формулу, 
позволяющую вычислить предельный уровень заражения одного килограмма 
овощей по отношению к допустимому уровню заражения одного литра оро
шающей воды.

D E S E C H O S  Y  E F L U E N T E S  D E  B A J A  A C T I V I D A D  : SU  A C U M U 
L A C I O N  E N  LO S  T E R R E N O S  C U L T I V A D O S

Resumen
En la memoria se describe un método para evaluar la acumulación de los 

radioelementos de período largo en los terrenos y  para calcular la conta
minación lím ite resultante para las hortalizas cultivadas en dichos terrenos. 
Los autores proponen un método para expresar dicha contaminación y una 
fórmula que perm ita determinar la  contaminación lím ite de un kilogramo 
de producto cosechado en función de la contaminación admisible por litre  
de agua de riego.
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REJETS D ’ EFFLUENTS FAIBLEMENT RADIO
ACTIFS ET ACCUMULATION DANS LES SOLS 

CULTIVES
G. B a r b ie r ,

S t a t io n  C e n t r a le  d ’A g r o n o m ie , V e r s a i l l e s  
et G. M ich o n ,

Se r v ic e  d ’H y g ie n e  A to m iq u e  e t  d e  R a d io p a t h o l o g ie ,
Ce n t r e  d ’E t u d e s  N u c l é a ir e s , Sa c l a y ,

F r a n c e

Le fonctionnement normal d’un centre nucléaire conduit à évacuer deux 
types d’effluents radioactifs. Les effluents d’activité spécifique très élevée 
posent le problème le plus irritan t d’un stockage efficace à l ’échelle de la vie 
moyenne des radioéléments qu’ils contiennent. Ils  retiennent toute l ’attention  
des spécialistes et l ’on peut espérer qu’une solution satisfaisante du point de 
vue biologique et hygiénique sera trouvée. Par contre, pour les effluents de 
très faible activité spécifique, la solution envisagée consiste à les évacuer 
dans des déversoirs naturels. La seule précaution prise consiste à vérifier que 
ce rejet, dans une rivière par exemple, n ’entraînera pas une contamination 
égale ou supérieure aux normes internationales qui définissent les quantités 
maximales admissibles des radionuclides dans l ’eau de boisson de l ’homme.

I l  n ’est pas évident a priori que cette lim ite maximale admissible soit le 
meilleur critère. En effet, ü ne semble pas à l ’heure actuelle que les populations 
se contaminent par les eaux de boisson, mais bien par leurs aliments d’origine 
végétale ou animale. Comme les animaux domestiques se contaminent essen
tiellement par leurs aliments végétaux, il semblerait plus judicieux de baser 
un niveau maximum admissible sur l ’étude de la contamination végétale 
résultant de ces rejets. Le problème prend toute son acuité si l ’eau en aval 
du point de rejet est utilisée pour l ’irrigation des terres cultivées ou des pâtu
rages.

C’est cet aspect du rejet des effluents faiblement radioactifs que nous vou
drions brièvement évoquer ici.

Le problème peut être posé de la manière suivante :
Si un élément radioactif de vie longue, tel le strontium-90 ou le cesium-137, est 

apporté au sol de façon continue par l ’eau d’irrigation, ou d’ailleurs par tout 
autre phénomène, à raison d’une quantité constante par unité de temps et par 
unité de surface, est-il possible de prévoir la  concentration lim ite de cet élément 
dans tels ou tels végétaux cultivés.

Si l ’on ne tient compte que de la décroissance radioactive, la  quantité N  
présente dans le sol variera selon la  relation :

dN =  (a— AN) dt que l ’on peut encore écrire

N  = - j ( l  —  e-  u )s iN  =  Opourt =  0

a: apport par unité de temps
A: constante radioactive de l ’élément considéré.
Pour un temps très long N  tend vers la lim ite a/Я.
En fa it la lim ite réelle de l ’accumulation sera plus faible en raison de pertes 

de diverses natures essentiellement l ’exportation par les récoltes et le lessivage 
par drainage.
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On peut montrer que les pertes par lessivage ( 1 , 2 ) et l ’exportation par les 
récoltes (1, 3) ont de fortes chances d’être proportionnelles aux quantités 
présentes de radioélément dans un milieu donné. La quantité perdue annuelle
ment sera par conséquent égale à :N  (Â+<p), où q> fa it apparaître l ’ensemble 
de ces pertes et la  lim ite d’accumulation se définira comme a/(A+ç>).

Cependant ce n ’est pas tan t la  lim ite d’accumulation dans le sol considéré 
qui nous intéresse que la contamination lim ite qui en résultera pour les produits 
végétaux cultivés sur ce sol. I l  semble indispensable de déterminer empirique
ment par des expériences culturales “in situ” avec des cultures variées, sur des 
types de sols très divers, la valeur d’un coefficient c défini comme suit :

_quantité de radioélément absorbé par unité de produit récolté
quantité de radioélément dans l’unité de sol 

en mètres carrés de sol par kg de produit récolté par exemple. Ce coefficient 
varie bien entendu avec le type de culture et la  nature du sol. Les expériences 
doivent être poursuivies pendant un nombre d’années suffisant pour rendre 
homogène la  répartition des radioéléments dans la  couche labourée et pour 
que les équilibres de leur rétention par les argiles du sol soient atteints (2— 4,) 
notamment pour le cesium qui est peu à peu fixé par le réseau cristallin des 
argiles' ilütiques.

On peut tenter de déterminer c par des cultures sur des terrains où un apport 
in itia l unique du radioélément étudié est pratiqué. Si après quelques années 
le coefficient c se stabilise, il peut servir de base acceptable pour une prévision, 
à long terme. La teneur lim ite du produit récolté en radioélément serait alors 
exprimée par la  relation a.c/(A + 9?). ' I l  ne resterait plus qu’à apprécier le 
danger que fa it courir l ’alim ent ainsi contaminé à l ’espèce humaine.

Si l ’on ne peut changer les types de culture pratiqués dans une région donnée 
et choisir ainsi les coefficients c les plus favorables, le seul élément sur lequel 
on puisse agir est l ’apport annuel a qui dépend des concentrations maximales 
admissibles pour les effluents et du débit d’eau utilisée par unité de surface de 
terrain.

C’est dans cet esprit que nous avons entrepris des expériences dans quatre 
régions françaises, différentes par leurs sols et par leur clim at. Dans chaque 
station des parcelles sont contaminées par du eoSr, du 137Cs. Les parcelles 
témoins non contaminées intentionnellement serviront à tenir compte des 
retombées radioactives générales. Les parcelles sont contaminées, soit par un 
apport unique massif, soit par des apports périodiques de manière qu’au 
bout de 5 ans les quantités apportées à toutes les parcelles soient identiques. 
Dans trois stations l ’apport périodique mensuel est fa it par arrosage des par
celles. Dans la quatrième station, on compare l ’influence de divers modes 
d’irrigation par aspersion, par raie ou par irrigation profonde. Les cultures 
varient avec les régions, mais sont toujours des cultures maraîchères. Ce sont 
les organes végétatifs qui concentrent le plus les éléments minéraux.

Les parcelles sont utilisées au maximum comme les terrains maraîchers et 
plusieurs récoltes différentes sont effectuées par an.

Pour les raisons déjà exprimées plus haut, auxquelles viennent s’ajouter les 
variations climatiques entre deux années consécutives, il n ’est pas possible de 
donner ici des valeurs, même très approchées, de la  contamination lim ite des 
plantes que l ’on pourra observer. Cependant quelques données générales peu
vent être déjà tirées de cette expérience. L ’exportation des radioéléments par 
les plantes reste très faible, d’autant plus faible que dans les conditions prati
ques les parties non- commercialisées retournent au sol. Pour six récoltes succes-
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becomes stabilized after some years it  could serve as an acceptable basis for a 
sives cette exportation a été comprise entre 1,5 et 3°/00. Ces prélèvements sont 
négligeables devant la décroissance radioactive qui est en deux ans de 4,8% 
pour le 90Sr et 4,5% pour le 137Cs. Les divers modes d’irrigation se classent dans 
l ’ordre de contamination croissante des végétaux, en moyenne, comme su it-, 
raie, souterraine, aspersion. Dans nos essais l ’aspersion n ’a pas entraîné, con
trairem ent à notre attente, une contamination beaucoup plus importante des 
végétaux que celle obtenue par les autres systèmes.

Le but de cette communication n’était pas de fournir des données précises, 
mais de proposer une méthode de prévision des effets agricoles à longue éché
ance des rejets d’effluents faiblement radioactifs. Nous pensons qu’il est possible 
de rapporter la  quantité de radioélément contenue dans un kilo de produit à 
celle contenue dans un litre  d’eau d’irrigation. A  l ’équilibre, la  lim ite de cette 
valeur r  sera donnée par l ’expression :

r  ->  en litre  d’eau/kilo de produit

où d est le débit d’irrigation en l/m 2/an.
En d’autres termes, un kilo de produit récolté contiendra autant de radio

activité que r  litres d’eau d’irrigation.
Cette lim ite r variera pour chaqiié condition pédoclimatique et culturale, 

mais il est probable qu’elle sera toujours très supérieure à l ’unité. Ce qui se 
conçoit intuitivem ent très facilement, puisqu’il faut plusieurs dizaines de 
litres d’eau pour obtenir un kilo de legumes.
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DISPOSAL OF LÓW -ACTIVITY WASTE AND  
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(Translation of the foregoing paper)
When'working normally a nuclear centre produces two types of radioactive 

waste th at have to be disposed of. W aste of very high specific activity sets the 
most irksome problem of providing effective storage gauged in accordance 
w ith the average half-life of the radioisotopes in the waste. This m atter is 
receiving the fu ll attention of the experts and it  can be hoped th at a satis
factory solution from both the biological and public health standpoints w ill 
be found. For very low -activity wastes, on the other hand, the solution envi
saged is to discharge them into natural channels, the only precaution being 
long-term estimate. The maximum radioisotope content of the crop harvested
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to ensure th at discharge into a river, for example, w ill not lead to the same or •
a higher level of contamination than that set by the international standards 
which lay down the maximum permissible quantities of radionuclides in  drink
ing water for human consumption.

A priori, this maximum permissible concentration does not seem to be 
necessarily the best criterion, since people appear at present to be contaminated 
not by drinking water but by food of plant or animal origin. As domestic 
animals are mainly contaminated by plant foods it  would seem more advisable 
to base the maximum permissible level on a study of plant contamination re
sulting from radioactive waste. This problem is most acute when water down
stream from the disposal point is used to irrigate cultivated land or pastures.

I t  is to this aspect of the disposal of low -activity waste that we wish briefly 
to refer here.

The problem can be put in the following way.
I f  a radioisotope of long half-life, such as strontium-90 or caesium-137, is 

delivered continuously to the soil by irrigation water or in any other way in a 
quantity which is constant in  terms of time and area, is it  possible to estimate 
the maximum concentration of the element in any given cultivated plants ?

I f  radioactive decay only is taken into account, the quantity N  present 
in  the soil win vary according to the equation :

dN =  (a— AN) dt, which can also be written
N  =  y  (1 —  e- Afc) , i f N  =  Ofort =  0 ,

where a is the quantity delivered by unit of tim e, and A is the decay 
constant of the element in question.

Over a very long period, N  tends towards the lim it a/A.
In  actual fact the real maximum accumulation w ill be lower because of 

losses of various kinds— m ainly what is taken away by crops and leached out by 
drainage.

I t  can be shown that’what is lost by leaching out ( 1,2) and removed by harvests 
(1, 3) is very likely to be proportional to the quantities of the radioisotope 
present in any given area. The quantity lost annually w ill therefore, be 
equal to N  (A +  <p), where 9? is the to ta l of the losses referred to above and the 
maximum accumulation w ill be defined as a/(A +  gj).

However, we are interested not so much in the maximum accumulation in 
the soil in question as in the resultant maximum contamination for plants grown 
in  that soil. I t  therefore seems essential to determine empirically, by actually 
growing various crops experimentally on very different types of soil, the value 
of a coefficient с which may be defined as follows :

quantity of radioisotope absorbed per unit of crop harvested 
quantity of radioisotope per unit of soil 

in  m 2 of soil per kg of crop harvested, for example. The coefficient varies, 
of course, w ith the type of crop and the nature of the soil. The experiments 
must be conducted for a number of years sufficient to ensure that the radioiso
topes are homogeneously distributed in the ploughed layer and th at the point 
of equilibrium of their retention by the clays of the soil w ill be reached (2— 4), 
as for example in the case of caesium, which is gradually fixed by the crystal 
lattice of the illitic  clays.

One could try  determining с b y ’raising crops on land to which a single in i
tia l delivery of the radioisotope concerned has been made. I f  the coefficient с 
becomes stabilized after some years it  could serve as an acceptable basis for a
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long-term estimate. The maximum radioisotope content of the crop harvested 
would then be expressed by the relation a.c/(A +  <p) and the only thing then to 
be done would be to evaluate the danger to human beings from the foodstuff 
thus contaminated.

I f  the types of crop grown in  a given area cannot be changed so as to choose 
the most favourable с coefficients, the only factor which one can effect is the 
annual delivery a which depends upon the maximum permissible concentra
tions for the waste and the volume of water used per unit of land area.

We are conducting experiments on these lines in four regions of France 
which differ in soil and climate. A t each station, plots are contaminated by 
Sr90 and Ce137. Control plots, deliberately kept free from contamination, enable 
allowance to be made for general radioactive fall-out. The plots are contami
nated either by a single large delivery or by periodic deliveries so arranged that 
after five years the total deliveries to all the plots are identical. A t three 
stations the periodical monthly delivery is made by watering the plots. A t the 
fourth station the effects of various types of irrigation by sprinkling, by 
trench or by deep irrigation are compared. The crops vary w ith the region, 
but are always market-garden crops, as these are the plants which concentrate 
mineral elements the most.

The plots are exploited to the fu ll as market garden land and various different 
crops raised annually.

For reasons already given above and also because of climatic variations 
between two successive years, no figures— even very approximate— can be 
given here for the maximum contamination of the plants under observation. 
Some general data can, however, be deduced from this experiment. The amount 
of radioisotopes removed by the plant is very low, all the more so as, in  prac
tice, the parts which are not marketed return to the soil. For six successive har
vests the amount removed was between 1.5 and 3 per mille. B y comparison 
w ith the radioactive decay which, in two years, amounts to 4.8% for Sr90 
and 4.5% for Ce137, these withdrawal figures are negligible. In  ascending order 
of plant contamination, on the average, the various types of irrigation can be 
classified thus : trench, deep, sprinkling. Contrary to what we expected in our 
experiments, sprinkling did not lead to very much greater plant contamination 
than that brought about by the other methods.

The object of this paper is not to furnish precise data but to propose a method 
for estimating the long-term agricultural effects of low-activity waste. We 
believe it  possible to relate the quantity of radioisotope contained in a kilo
gramme of harvested crop to that contained in a litre  of irrigation water. A t 
the point of equilibrium, the maximum for this value r w ill be given by the
expression.  ̂ per щ ге of water/kg of harvested crop

where d is the irrigation flow in litre/m 2/y r :
In  other words, 1 kg of harvested crop w ill contain as much radioactivity 

as r litres of irrigation water.
This maximum r will vary for each condition of soil, climate and crop, 

but probably will always be much greater than unity. This is very easy to 
understand since it takes some dozens of litres of water to produce 1 kg of 
vegetables.

REFERENCES
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ENVIRONM ENTAL IMPLICATIONS OF RADIOACTIVE  
WASTE DISPOSAL AS RELATED TO STREAM ENVIRON

MENTS
* Abstract

Increasing volumes of radioactive waste materials are being introduced into 
streams annually. These originate from the many laboratories in which radio
active materials are used for beneficial purposes, as well as from existing 
atomic energy facilities. To these amounts introduced directly into the river 
under essentially controlled conditions must be added those radioactive mate
rials originating from fall-out and feeding into the stream through run-off 
or direct deposition.

Since these same streams may serve a multiplicity of purposes, as for exam
ple, potable and industrial water, recreation, fishing, irrigation, and naviga
tion, the effect of these discharges on each of these activities must be carefully 
evaluated. Present criteria do not provide a complete basis for determining 
permissible levels of discharge unless information is available on the amounts 
of specific radionuclides already present and the fate of these same nuclides 
in the downstream environment. Permissible levels of discharge will have to 
be modified in accordance with the above information and particularly in 
terms of the uses to which the downstream watercourse is put. Where several 
sources of discharge are to be permitted on a given water-course, allocation 
of maximum amounts of specific radionuclides must be established in accord
ance with downstream exposures of populations from all sources.

Several suggested approaches to the handling-of this problem of waste mana
gement in relation to downstream uses are outlined and some of the difficulties 
associated with the application of each approach are considered.

INCIDENCES DU MILIEU SUR L ’ELIMINATION DES 
DECHETS RADIOACTIFS DANS LE VOISINAGE DES COURS

D ’EAU

Résumé
Chaque année, des quantités croissantes de déchets radioactifs sont déver

sées dans les cours d’eau. Ces déchets proviennent des nombreux laboratoires 
utilisant des substances radioactives à des fins bénéfiques, ainsi que des installa
tions d’énergie atomique. Aux quantités qu’on déverse directement dans les 
cours d’eau en se conformant aux conditions qui constituent l’essentiel d’une 
réglementation satisfaisante, il faut ajouter les substances radioactives prove
nant des retombées et qui pénètrent dans les eaux par voie d’écoulement ou 
sous forme de dépôt direct.

Etant donné que les mêmes cours d’eau peuvent servir à une multiplicité 
d’usages, tels que la fourniture d’eau potable et d’eau à usage industriel, 
les sports nautiques, la pêche, l’irrigation et la navigation, il y a lieu d’évaluer 
minutieusement l’effet de l’évacuation des déchets, sur chacune de ces activités. 
Les critères actuels n’ofírent pas de données complètes pour la détermination 
des niveaux admissibles d’évacuation, à moins qu’on ne possède des renseigne
ments sur les quantités de radionuclides déterminés déjà contenues dans les 
eaux et sur ce qu’il advient de ces radionuclides lorsqu’ils sont entraînés en 
aval. Les niveaux admissibles d’évacuation devront être modifiés conformé
ment aux renseignements précités, en tenant compte particulièrement des
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emplois que l ’on fa it de l ’eau en aval. Lorsqu’on autorise, sur un cours d’eau 
donné, des écoulements de plusieurs origines différentes, il est indispensable 
de fixer des quantités maxima de radionuclides déterminés, en prenant en 
considération la mesure dans laquelle les populations résidant en aval sont 
exposées aux rayonnements quelle que soit leur source.

Les auteurs du mémoire suggèrent plusieurs méthodes perm ettant de résoudre 
le problème que pose le traitem ent des déchets eu égard à l ’utilisation des cours 
d’eau en aval; ils examinent plusieurs des difficultés qui résultent de l ’applica
tion des différentes méthodes envisagées.

В Л И Я Н И Е  У Д А Л Е Н И Я  Р А Д И О А К Т И В Н Ы Х  О Т Х О Д О В  Н А  
В О Д Н У Ю  С Р Е Д У  В У С Л О В И Я Х  Т Е Ч Е Н И Я  Р Е К

Резюме
В настоящее время ежегодно в реки попадают все в большем количестве, 

радиоактивные отходы. Они идут из многочисленных лабораторий, в которых 
используются радиоактивные материалы для полезных целей, а также из 
существующих средств использования атомной энергии. К  этому- количеству, 
попадающему непосредственно в реки при условиях контроля, следует добавить 
еще и радиоактивные материалы, которые являются следствием выпадения 
и просачивания или прямые осадки, попадающие в реки.

Поскольку эти же реки могут использоваться для множества целей, например, 
их воды используются для питья, для промышленных целей, для проведения 
отдыха, рыболовства, ирригации и навигации, действие сброса отходов на 
каждую из перечисленных целей должно быть тщательно изучено. Настоящий 
критерий не обеспечивает полных данных для определения допустимого, 
уровня радиоактивных веществ до тех пор, пока не будет иметься информация 
о количествах специальных радиоактивных изотопов, уже имеющихся в реках, 
и каково положение с теми же самыми изотопами в условиях речного течения. 
Допустимое присутствие радиоизотопов должно изменяться в соответствии 
с вышеуказанной информацией и, в особенности, с учетом, как используется 
вода вниз по течению рек. Следует установить, где можно разрешить на 
данном течении реки несколько источников удаления отходов и распределение 
максимального количества специальных радиоактивных изотопов в. соот
ветствии с той опасностью, которая может угрожать населению от пользо
вания водой рек вдоль его течения, учитывая все источники попадания отходов.

Дано описание нескольких предложенных подходов к разрешению проблемы, 
как поступать с отходами при сбрасывании их вниз по течению рек и рассматри
ваются некоторые трудные моменты, связанные с применением каждого 
подхода к этой проблеме.

E F E C T O S  D E  L A  E V A C U A C I O N  D E  D E S E C H O S  
R A D I A C T I V O S  E N  L A S  C O R R I E N T E S  F L U V I A L E S

Resumen
Cada año es mayor la  cantidad de desechos radiactivos que se vierten en las 

corrientes fluviales, como consecuencia de la labor de numerosos laboratorios 
comerciales que utilizan materials radiactivos y como resultado también del 
funcionamiento de las instalaciones de energía atómica. A  los desechos que se 
evacúan directamente en los ríos en condiciones rigurosamente controladas hay
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que añadir las sustancias provenientes de la precipitación radiactiva y las que 
se depositan directamente en el río o incorporan a la corriente_a través de sus 
afluentes.

Como las corrientes fluviales pueden utilizarse con diversos fines : para obte
ner agua potable, para el consumo industrial, como lugar de recreo, para la 
pesca, el riego o la navegación, hay que evaluar cuidadosamente los efectos 
de la evacuación en cada uno de los casos mencionados. Los criterios actual
mente establecidos no proporcionan una base suficiente para determinar el 
limite admisible de evacuación, a no ser que se conozcan las cantidades.de cada 
radionúclido ya presentes en el agua y su comportamiento al ser arrastrados 
por la corriente. Habrá que modificar los límites admisibles de evacuación 
según estos datos y, sobre todo, según los fines con que se utilice el río aguas 
abajo del punto de descarga. Si en un río determinado se permite la evacuación 
de desechos radiactivos en diferentes puntos, habrá que determinar las canti
dades máximas correspondientes a cada radionúclido teniendo en cuenta la 
exposición de las poblaciones situadas aguas abajo de todos los puntos de des
carga.

En la memoria se sugieren diversas maneras de abordar el problema de la 
evacuación de desechos según el uso que se hace de la comente aguas abajo del 
punto de evacuación, y se examinan las dificultades prácticas inherentes a 
cada una de ellas.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS OF R AD IO 
ACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL AS RELATED TO 

STREAM ENVIRONMENTS

C o n r a d  P. S tr a u b , A b r a ham  S. G o ld in  a n d  A l b e r t  G. F r ie n d  
R o b e r t  A . Т а е т  S a n i t a r y  E n g in e e r in g  C e n t e r ,  U S  D e p a r t m e n t  o e  

H e a l t h ,  E d u c a t io n  a n d  W e l f a r e ,  C in c in n a t i, O h io  
U n it e d  S t a t e s  o e  A m e r ic a

Water is essential to industry, both in the manufacturing processes and to 
convey waste materials from the immediate vicinity of the industrial site. 
The nuclear industry, like any other, requires a good water supply. For exam
ple, water is used to recover the source material from the ore during the milling 
process, to dissipate the heat produced in a reactor, to moderate or shield a 
reactor, and finally, to dilute waste products returned to the environment.

This paper is concerned with the environmental implications of radioactive 
materials following their release into a stream. For clarity and simplicity, the 
discussion wül be concerned primarily with United States practice and examples. 
In addition, consideration will be given to the advantages and disadvantages 
accruing from sampling different media and conclusions which may be drawn 
from such samples both in terms of the normal radioactive waste discharge 
pattern and-the accidental release of radioactive materials. In the final sections 
of the paper, the factors which affect permissible discharges will be considered.
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Quantities oí water used
An expanding nuclear industry has resulted in  an increase in the volume of 

radioactive waste materials introduced into stream environments. These waste 
materials originate in all phases of the industry, from ore processing through 
the ultim ate use of fissionable material for power purposes and from the pro
duction of radionuclides to their use in research, industry, and medicine. The 
amounts of water used and wastes discharged from various operations are 
summarized in Table I .  From this summary it  may be seen that, again based 
on United States practice, an estimated discharge in the order of 16 X 104 cu 
m per day may be reaching the stream environments. The volume and 
activity released at a given site w ill vary greatly depending on the specific 
operations involved. Referring to Table I ,  it  w ill be seen th at approximately 
48% of the total estimated volume of wastes from industrial operations dis
charged to the streams is from condenser cooling operations at Hanford. The 
quantity of radioactivity discharged does not necessarily indicate the hazard 
associated w ith the discharge. To determine the significance of each of the dis
charges exemplified in Table I  requires knowledge of the specific nuclide content 
of the specific waste.

TABLE I
E S T IM A T E D  Q U A N TITIE S  OF W A T E R  AND A C T IV IT Y  DISCHARG ED 

(U N IT E D  STATES PRACTICE)

Source Volume discharged 
m3/day

Activity discharged 
curies/day Reference

Mills 6 . 8  X 104 ~  1 0 0 (1 )
Feed materials plants 0.1 X 104 (1 )
Condenser coolant 8.0 X 104* ~  410* (1 )
Isotope users 1.1 —  1.9 X 104** 1  —  2 (1 )
Fall-out ~  460*** (2 )

* Average since 1944 at Hanford.
* * Based on assumption that isotopes used have an MPC value o f 10-4/ic/ml and that they are reduced 

to MPC level before release.
*** Based on run-off values reported for total drainage aroa at Vicksburg, Mississippi (2.93 x 1012 m a) 

and extrapolated to total area o f United States (7.75 x 1019 m s).

The levels found in streams below nuclear establishments must be corrected 
for the contribution of. fall-out. As shown in Table I ,  the amount of activity  
contributed through fall-out is approximately equal to that contributed by 
industrial operations. In  the absence of weapons tests, the amounts of shorter- 
lived radionuclides currently in fall-out are relatively minor, the bulk of the 
radioactivity being due to the longer-lived isotopes such as cerium-144, 
zirconium-95, niobium-95, promethium-147, strontium-90 and caesium-137.

Water uses
Before any study of the effect of radioactive materials on a stream system 

can be initiated, it  is necessary to determine the uses of the upstream and 
downstream environments. These uses control, in many cases, the degree of 
contamination which may be permitted. Some of the functions a stream may 
serve include: (1 ) sources of domestic water supply, (2 ) sources of industrial 
water supply, (3) irrigation, (4) food supply, (5) waste disposal,(6 ) recreation, 
and (7) navigation. The radionuclides discharged must be considered in terms 
of the chemical composition of the receiving stream and its use.
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Unlike many industries which have discharged waste materials into streams 
until nuisances have been created, the atomic energy industry, under the 
control of the United States Atomic Energy Commission, has carefully res
tricted the amounts of radioactive materials released into stream environments. 
The USAEC has established lim its of environmental discharge at one-tenth 
of the levels recommended by the National Committee on Radiation Protection 
and Measurements (3) as maximum permissible concentrations of radionuclides 
in water for a ll users of radionuclides supplied by the Commission and for all 
reactor licensees. In  general, similar levels have been adhered to at most atomic 
energy facilities. These restrictions have been instrumental in minimizing the 
amounts of radioactive materials released to the environment.

Release a t these levels, however, does not preclude the possibility of higher 
levels in the stream environment. N atural agents remove radioactive materials 
from the water environment. I t  is well established that clays, other finely 
dispersed materials, and aquatic biota concentrate radionuclides to a degree 
dependent on many factors. For example, many of the induced radionuclides 
will be concentrated because their stable isotopes are required in the metabolism 
of the organisms. A  radioelement may also be metabolized along w ith a similar 
non-radioactive element, as strontium in lieu of calcium. Dead organisms are 
more general in their uptake than are living ones. The concentration of radio
nuclides must be recognized because the radioactive levels which result may 
be more significant than the levels in the water phase alone, as shown below.

Since permissible concentrations have not been designated for water uses 
other than for drinking water, great care must be exercised in determining 
what amounts may be discharged where other water uses are under considera
tion. For example, in the case of the Columbia River, which has a stable phos
phorus concentration of only 0 . 0 1  mg/1, biological organisms have concentra
ted P 32 in  excess of 1 0 0 ,0 0 0 -fold. This accumulation has necessitated a lowering 
of the maximum permissible concentration for release of P 32 to this stream by 
a factor of approximately 1,000 (4).

Radioactivity may affect industrial water uses. Two examples of this are 
the preparation and processing of food materials and the manufacture of paper 
or photographic films. Another example might be the production of reagent 
grade chemicals, particularly where these are used in the determination of 
extremely low environmental levels of radioactivity.

In  the use of streams for irrigation, consideration must be given to the method 
of irrigation used. In  the case of spray irrigation, one may have greater uptake 
as a result of foliar deposition which may have a higher transfer rate than the 
uptake of radioactivity through the root system (5). Where ditch irrigation  
is practised, the uptake of radioactivity by the plant w ill be influenced by the 
depth of penetration of radionuclides into the soil and their availability to the 
root system, as well as by the amounts accumulated in  the humus layer 
for translocation to the plant (stem-base absorption suggested by R . S co tt . 
R u s s e l l  (6).

Where waters are used directly as a medium of food supply, th at is, for the 
growth of fish, w ild fowl, and shellfish, the actual accumulation of activity by 
these biological forms must be evaluated to ensure that human over-exposure 
w ill not result from the consumption of these contaminated substances.

I f  radioactive wastes are discharged into the stream from m ultiple sources, 
or if  fall-out enters the stream following run-off or by direct deposition,
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allowances must be made for the amounts of radioactivity contributed by 
specific radionuclides before more activity is added.

Recreational uses of water include bathing, boating, and fishing. Bathing 
would present an immersion problem where the drinking-water MPC values 
would be applicable. Boats and fishing gear may be contaminated, w ith  the 
consequent possibility of exposing the individual.

From the standpoint of navigation, there is the possibility of some uptake 
on under-water surfaces w ith potential exposure when the ships are in  dry dock 
and are under repair.

Downstream study
A t this time, it  would be well to emphasize that gross activity measurements 

do not have very much significance. To calculate the actual hazard due to the 
release of these wastes insofar as recommended standards are concerned, it  is 
necessary to know the specific radionuclides comprised in the waste materials.

Inasmuch as the amounts of activity currently released into stream environ
ments are small, little  information as to specific radionuclides present can be 
obtained from the usual quantities of water normally taken for analysis (250 m l 
to 1 litre). Various concentration schemes must be resorted to and these pre
sent problems in the subsequent separation of specific materials. I t  goes w ithout 
saying that the determination of gross activity in such samples is of little  
value for exposure calculations. In  studies below atomic energy facilities, a wide 
variety of environmental media has been sampled in order to determine which 
would give the maximum amount of information for a minimum of effort. 
The various media sampled (water, muds, biota and vegetation) are listed in  
Table I I  along w ith an indication of the advantages and disadvantages of each. 
These studies were carried out in  order to determine the movement of specific 
radionuclides in terms of the media sampled and to note which is most effective 
in  detailing information of a qualitative nature. From the changes in nuclide 
concentrations of pairs of elements in the water at two locations, considerable 
inform ation could be obtained relative to the removal of either of these elements 
w ithin the given stretch of stream. Where such differences are found, a more 
thorough study of the portion of stream can be made to isolate the factors 
responsible for the removal of the particular radionuclide.

O f the media mentioned, only water provides quantitative information. 
I f  the mass of organisms (plankton, algae, fish, etc.) can be determined as a 
function of the quantity of water w ith which they have had contact, it  may be 
possible to quantitate these results. In  other words, the productivity must be 
known. However, it  must be recognized that the levels of activity associated 
w ith these organisms, as well as w ith silts and bottom muds, are affected by 
levels of activity in the stream. These media are dynamic systems and there 
w ill be an exchange of activity between the liquid and solid phases in either 
direction depending upon the levels occurring in each. Thus, during periods of 
low stream activity, one can assume that activity w ill be returned from the 
solid media where it  was temporarily stored during periods of high water 
activity. Below uranium m illing operations, for example, where quantities of 
radium may be associated w ith particulate m atter discharged into the t ailings 
ponds or directly into the stream itself, this particulate m atter w ill settle to 
the bottom of the stream and radium w ill be released slowly to the surrounding 
water for long periods of time.
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TABLE II
M E D IA  S AM PLED . ADVAN TAG ES AND D ISADVANTAG ES

Media
Sampled Advantages Disadvantages

Water Simplicity 
Quantitative 
Legal standard 
Human consumption

Low activity levels 
Varying chemical composition 
Fall-out contamination

Fish Simplicity 
Cumulative intake 
Human consumption

Low activity levels 
Species differences 
Seasonal variation 
Temperature effects 
Varying food habits

Muds

Algae (sessile)

Cumulative
Concentration

Cumulative 
Concentration 
Ease of collection 
Fixed (non-mobile) 

organisms

Qualitative 
Movement of bottom 
Sampling difficulties 
Semi-specific 
Non-quantitative

Plankton Semi-cumulative
Concentration

Sampling difficulties 
Seasonal variations 
Mobility
Contamination with silt, 

debris, etc.

Vegetation
(Aquatic)

Ease of sampling
Non-quantitative 
Little knowledge 
Seasonal

Shellfish (Aquatic 
Invertebrates)

Highly variable depending 
temperature, etc.

on species, feeding habits,

In  Fig. 1 , we have indicated the gamma spectra obtained below the Knolls 
Atomic Power Laboratory for several of the media sampled. Each was obtained 
at the same station and it  can be seen that each medium provided information 
that was not made available by the other media. Thus, it  can be seen that 
before deciding on a sampling programme, one would have to determine what 
one is most interested in finding and make a proper selection of the sampling 
medium to be analysed.

Normal versus emergency releases
Studies of the downstream distribution of individual radionuclides provide 

information on their temporary hold-up or storage under given conditions of 
stream flow. From these data, it  may be possible to calculate those parameters 
which influence the tim e of flow to various points downstream where the stream 
is used for specific purposes. Such information would be extremely useful in 
planning for the emergency situation when much larger quantities of radio
active materials may be released accidentally into the stream environment.

From such studies, it  may be possible to predict levels of various radio
nuclides at downstream points and to relate these to the maximum permissible
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concentrations and periods of intake. During periods of emergency, it will 
probably not be possible to reduce the levels of activity to usable values by 
any of the current municipal water-treatment processes, so that it may be 
necessary to avoid taking water from the stream for some time to avoid expo
sing the downstream population excessively. From knowledge of flow para
meters, the time when the water cannot be used may be estimated. This infor
mation will also be helpful in planning emergency storage of water to cover the 
period when the stream cannot be used as a source of water supply. Of further 
interest and consideration in this respect is the possible diversion of radio- 
actively contaminated waters to prevent their entry into reservoirs, where, 
because of diffusion and deposition of particulate and adsorbed radioactivity, 
prolonged use of radioactively contaminated water might lead to excessive 
exposures. The actual amounts of water that would have to be diverted would 
not be too large in terms of the total reservoir capacity. Such diversion would 
speed up the movement of the contamination downstream and its eventual 
release into the oceans.

Studies of the kind outlined above will also give information on the possible 
further utilization and exploitation of the stream environment for the tempo
rary storage and removal of radioactive wastes, thus reducing the costs of 
waste treatment. Such use of the stream can be considered only when the 
public health is not jeopardized.

Methods ol calculating permissible discharge
I f  there is no further dilution or removal downstream, discharge at the m axi

mum permissible concentration w ill result in an exposure to the downstream 
populations at dosages calculated from these levels. I t  must be remembered, 
however, that this is but one source of exposure as far as the population is con
cerned, and, because it  is only one source of exposure, one cannot discharge at 
the maximum permissible concentrations recommended (3, 7). Furthermore, 
as has already been pointed out, where reconcentration may take place in 
biological organisms or plant m aterial consumed by man, lower concentrations 
of discharge may have to be provided.

Since, with time, there may be more than one user of a given stream for 
the release of radioactive waste materials, the problem of apportionment of 
stream use for this purpose must be considered. Although this is of some signi-

TABLE III
STRO NTIUM -90 C O N TAM IN ATIO N — E N V IR O N M E N TA L SOURCES 

C IN C IN N ATI, 0 Ш 0  D A T A

Source Level of Sr*° 
«ic/1, we/m1, wie/kg

Daily Intake 
ml or gm

Intake of SrM 
дос/day

Air
Water Cistern 
Water surface 
Milk 
Food

0.04 /i/ic¡m3 
0.3 —  20 /¿/tejí 
0.6 —  0.9 /i/ic/1 
8.5 jUjmc/1 
0.2 —  60 ///¿c/kg

2 X 107 ml 
2200 ml 
2200 ml 
1000 ml 
1200 gm

0.8
0.7 —  44 
1.3 —  2.0 
8.5 
7

Totals Min.— 17.0— 17.6 /i/io'/day 
Max.— 18.3— 60.3  ji/iQ lday
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ficance in our interstate streams, it is of considerably greater importance where 
international streams may be involved. It must be appreciated that the contri
butions of important radionuclides from fall-out must also be included if a 
rigorous study .’of the problem and its evaluation is to be made.

In  Table IlIJw e have summarized typical intake values at Cincinnati, Ohio, 
of strontium-90 from several environmental sources. These win be used as an 
example of a possible approach towards allocating stream discharge levels. 
Again, as stated earlier, one should not forget that the stable chemical composi
tion of the stream system may m aterially affect concentration factors in the 
various media under consideration. The effect of such concentration must be 
evaluated if  over-exposure to segments of the downstream population is not 
to result.

The examples below indicate several approaches that have been outlined 
above and which may be used for determining levels of release with the dis
advantages of each approach.

Approach 1— The 'simplest method of trying to determine the level of 
a specific radionuclide that may be discharged into the stream is to use 1 / 1 0  

of the maximum permissible concentration (MPC) for that radionuclide 
in water, as defined by the National Committee on Radiation Protection 
or the International Commission on Radiological Protection. In  the case 
of strontium-90 the maximum permissible concentration would be 10- 7  /no/ml. 
The disadvantage of this approach is that it  does not allow for other releases 
which may be taking place upstream or for other radionuclides which may 
be present. The MPC value in this instance can be used as an effluent standard 
only. The maximum permissible concentration may bë calculated from the 
following expression:

gwA ^  (M PC)*A (1)

where qwa =  concentration of radionuclide A  in water
(MPC)wA =  maximum permissible concentration of radionuclide A  in  water, 

based on- the critical organ x.
Approach 2—:Since the previous approach did not take into account existing 

levels of radioactivity, the second approach makes such a correction. I f  
other sources, upstream of the particular discharge in question, contribute
3 x 10~ 8 fjLcjwl of strontium-90 and fall-out contributes 2 x 10- 9  ¿ис/m l, the 
amount of activity that can be added to the stream (not to exceed the MPC  
value of 10~ 7 ¿tc/ml) amounts to^0.7 x  10- 7  ¿ис/m l. The disadvantage of this 
approach is that the contribution of other sources of exposure is not taken 
into consideration.

The following expression may be used in calculating the maximum per
missible concentration at the release point in the presence of other activity 
due to the same radionuclide:

(6wa) plant <  (MPC)W\  — [(ewA) upstream +  (gwA) fall-out] (2)
where

(é>wa) plant =  concentration of radionuclide A  in water in  plant release, 
(MPC)wa =  maximum permissible concentration of radionuclide A  in  

water, based on critical organ x,
( q w a ) upstream =  concentration of radionuclide A  in water from upstream 

sources,
(i?wA) fall-out =  concentration of radionuclide A in water from fall-out.
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Approach 3— From the values given in  Table I I I ,  it  w ill be seen that air, 
m ilk, and food contribute 16.3 /¿¿¿c/day of strontium-90 exclusive of the contri
bution from water. I f  no other radioactive materials are exposing the po
pulation downstream, and the total daily permissible intake amounts to
2 2 0  дос/day (determined from the maximum permissible concentration for 
water of 1 0 0  ¡л/á,c /1  x  the water intake of 2. 2  1/day), the amount that can 
be contributed by water would represent the difference between this value 
and the 16.3 fi/лс stated earlier. As a result, the maximum concentration
in water would amount to 93 /лцс/1 or 0.9 x 1 0 -7  ¿¿c/ml. The disadvantage
of this approach again is that it  is incomplete and does not take into con
sideration the contribution from other radionuclides in each of these environ
mental media.

This approach may be expressed m athematically as follows:

IwA +  IaA +  IniA "b I fA <  (M PC)* A- (3)
or

kw pwA “h kaÇaÀ -f- kmgmA -f" kf ^  (МРС)^д (4)
where

IwA =  daily intake of radionuclide A  from water
IaA= daily intake of radionuclide A  from air

I m a  =  daily intake of radionuclide A  from m ilk
IfA = d a ily  intake of radionuclide A  from food
kw= daily intake of water
ka =  daily intake of air

km= daily intake of m ilk
k t= d a ily  intake of food

gwA= concentration of radionuclide A  in water 
g»A =  concentration of radionuclide A  in air 

gmA =  concentration of radionuclide A  in m ilk 
QtA= concentration of radionuclide A  in food 

(MPC)wa =  maximum permissible concentration of radionuclide. A  in water, 
based on critical organ x. -<

Approach 4— This approach takes into consideration the amount of radio
active m aterial contributed from each environmental source and estimates 
the intake for all of these materials. The dose is calculated on the basis of 
the intake of each radionuclide and to this is added the dose from external 
sources. This dose contribution is then subtracted from the permissible dose 
level and one can then determine the permissible levels of the radionuclides 
which can be released w ithout exceeding this residual dose level. Thé formulae 
given below summarize the method of calculating the maximum permissible 
concentration in the discharge.

D i  +  D | +  . . .  +  D * +  D * < L *  (5)

■Од (kw  SwA +  ka SaA +  km  5mA +  k f »fA )
Since

Lx kw (MPC)
Then

wA
(6)

k w  iiwA +  k a gaA +  к ш  SmA +  k {  д д  R *  R *

A
kw(MPC)*A Lx Lx

+  - f < l  (7)
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Where D i =  dose due to organ x from radionuclide A 
Dg =  dose due to organ x from radionuclide В 
Dy =dose due to gamma radiation 
Dn =dose due to neutron radiation 
Lx = permissible dose to critical organ involved 
Ry = external dose due to critical organs from gamma radiation 
RÍ =  external dose due to critical organs from neutron radiation

Others =  same as above 
Approach 5— In  terms of the water use, the concentration of activity in 

fish, in plants irrigated w ith this water, and in  animal products due to grazing 
on forage crops grown under such conditions, one can determine the actual 
intake of radioactive materials from each of these sources. These data w ill 
provide information on the reconcentration factors which occur and on per
missible levels of discharge which w ill have to be adjusted in terms of total 
exposure (internal and external) from all sources. The equations in Approach 4 
are modified to the following to correct for reconcentration.

k w QwA -|- k a ya A +  I'm  £>mA +  k f  » f Д +  ¿  1 )A 1<1> UwA x>x p x

2 7 -----------------------------------------— 6----------------------- +~  1<W(MPC)*A Lx Lx

since

(MPC)Lv =  ^  (M PC)- A ,

where
Ci,a =  concentration factor for radionuclide A in medium b 

кь =  daily intake of medium b 
(МРС)ъд =  maximum permissible concentration of radionuclide A in bio

logical material, based on organ x.
Others =  same as above 

Since all levels are considered in terms of long-term intake (50 years), 
modifications in operating procedures can be made in time to reduce per
missible discharges before excessive exposures occur.

Public relations

The public in the vicinity of a nuclear facility should be completely in
formed of the levels of radioactive materials released into the stream environ
ments, whether by design or accident, and of the consequences of such releases.

It will not be enough to point out that there are no problems because 
of the low levels of radioactivity released. The public can be satisfied only 
by actual data on the levels of activity found in the various segments of 
the environment in which they have an interest, coupled with proper inter
pretation of these data. The analyses will have to include water and various 
food substances which either develop in or aré in contact with the potentially 
contaminated stream. Negative experimental information of this sort will 
be much more meaningful than the bland statement that the radioactivity 
levels in the stream are at an inconsequential level.

The public should also be fully advised of the precautions taken to control 
releases of activity during emergency situations and what the escape of 
such radioactive materials may mean in terms of the environment. Prior
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knowledge, confidence in the integrity of the plant supervision, and full 
understanding of the consequences of a nuclear incident w ill m aterially aid 
in public acceptance of living w ith  nuclear energy.

Conclusions
In  this paper we have pointed out that it  is necessary to sample a wide 

variety of environmental media to determine which would be most useful 
as a subsequent indicator of changes of activity levels in a stream environment. 
We have outlined several approaches that might be used in determining 
permissible levels of discharge as a function of downstream water use.

In  order to facilitate environmental studies, particularly where multiple 
sources of radioactive wastes are released into a given stream environment, 
it  would be desirable to label each discharge w ith some material which would 
permit identification of the source of the effluent. In  some cases, the radio
nuclide spectrum of the discharge can be used as an approximation to this 
concept. A t present, it  is incumbent upon each plant to obtain detailed in 
formation on the nuclide composition and quantity of radioactive materials 
discharged from their operations. Such records are necessary for an accurate 
interpretation of the effect of these waste discharges on downstream water uses.
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S O R P T IO N  R E G U L A R I T I E S  I N  B E H A V I O U R  O F  F I S S I O N -  
P R O D U C T  E L E M E N T S  D U R I N G  F I L T R A T I O N  O F  T H E I R  

S O L U T IO N S  T H R O U G H  G R O U N D

Abstract
Research on the sorption of radioisotopes under natural conditions employing 

the controlled filtration process was performed. Radioisotopes were intro
duced into the solution as soon as filtration had become steady and the process 
continued for four months. Soil samples were then taken by drilling at different 
depths and analysed to determine their radioisotope content. Diffusion of 
radioisotopes was observed at depths of up to 1 0  m; two distinct boundaries 
of soil-activity decrease were ascertained: at the surface of the site and at 
the depth of the solution filtration front.

In  addition, the radiostrontium absorption by natural sorbents, principally 
pure minerals widely distributed in soils and subsoils, was investigated se
parately. The presence of calcium ions, even in small quantities, sharply 
reduces the degree of radiostrontium sorption. However, other conditions 
being equal, strontium may be absorbed to a greater extent than calcium, 
according to the composition of the sorbent.

The field investigations of radiostrontium sorption and migration showed 
that when filtering radioactive solutions two possible variants have to be taken 
into account. In  the first case the solutions are discharged into soil unaffected 
by any flow of ground water. In  this situation the radiostrontium is retained 
by the soil. In  the second case, the radioisotopes proceed directly into the 
water-bearing horizon. The radiostrontium w ill then migrate w ith the ground 
water flow and through the soil and this migration w ill be further affected 
by the sorption and desorption processes occurring.

The experiments performed demonstrate the ease w ith which long-lived 
radioisotopes migrate under natural conditions and call attention to the need 
for thorough study of ground water problems in connexion w ith various 
methods of disposing of radioactive waste into ground.

L O IS  D E  L ’A B S O R P T I O N  D E S  E L E M E N T S  R A D I O A C T I F S  
L O R S  D U  F I L T R A G E .  D E S  S O L U T IO N S  A  T R A V E R S  L E S

T E R R A I N S

Résumé
En déclenchant un processus de filtration, il a été possible d’étudier l ’absorp

tion des éléments radioactifs dans la nature. Dès que la filtration est devenue 
constanté, on a commencé à ajouter à la solution des éléments radioactifs ; le 
processus a duré quatre mois. Des forages consécutifs ont permis de recueillir, 
à des profondeurs différentes, des échantillons du sol qui ont été analysés en 
vue de déterminer leur teneur en radioéléments. I l  a été constaté que la  diffu
sion des isotopes radioactifs atteignait une profondeur d’au moins dix mètres, 
et qu’il existait deux zones nettement déterminées où la radioactivité du sol 
était plus faible : l ’une à la surface du terrain et l ’autre au fond atteint par la 
solution filtrée.

On a procédé en outre à une étude séparée de l ’absorption du radio-strontium  
par des absorbants naturels, principalement par les minéraux purs largement 
répandus dans les diverses terrains,
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La présence de certaines quantités, même petites, d’ions de calcium réduit 
sensiblement le taux d’absorption du radiostrontium.

Cependant, en raison de leur composition —  toutes les autres conditions 
étant égales —  certaines substances peuvent absorber le strontium en quantités 
plus élevées que le calcium.

La vérification sur place de l ’absorption et de la migration du radiostrontium  
a montré que la filtration des solutions radioactives peut se présenter sous deux 
formes différentes. E lle prend la première lorsque les solutions sont déversées 
dans des terrains sans à l ’action du flux d’eau. Le radiostrontium est 
alors retenu par les terrains. La deuxième se présente quand les éléments radio
actifs pénètrent directement dans les couches aquifères. Dans ce cas le radio
strontium est entraîné par les courants souterrains et pénètre également dans 
les terrains où sa migration s’accompagne du processus d’absorption et de 
désorption.

З А К О Н О М Е Р Н О С Т И  С О Р Б Ц И И  О С К О Л О Ч Н Ы Х  Э Л Е М Е Н Т О В  
П Р И  Ф И Л Ь Т Р А Ц И И  Р А С Т В О Р О В  ЧЕРЕЗ Г Р У Н Т Ы

Резюме
Используя процесс установившейся фильтрации, было проведено исследо

вание сорбции радиоэлементов в природных условиях. С момента установления 
фильтрации в раствор вводились радиоэлементы, и процесс продолжался в 
течение 4х месяцев. Затем посредством бурения отбирались пробы грунта 
с различных глубин и анализировались на содержание радиоэлементов. Рас
пространение радиоизотопов наблюдалось до глубины не менее 1 0  метров 
с двумя резкими границами уменьшения радиоактивности грунта: в поверх
ностной части и на глубине фронта фильтрации раствора.

Кроме того, отдельно изучалось поглощение радиостронция природными 
сорбентами, преимущественно чистыми минералами, широко распространен
ными в почвах и грунтах.

Присутствие даже небольших количеств ионов кальция резко снижает 
степень сорбции радиостронция.

Однако в зависимости от состава сорбента стронций, при прочих равных 
условиях, может поглощаться в большей степени, чем кальций.

Полевая проверка сорбции и миграции радиостронция показала, что при 
фильтрации радиоактивных растворов следует рассматривать два возможных 
варианта. Первый — растворы сбрасываются в грунты, не подвергающиеся 
воздействию водного потока. При этом радиостронций задерживается грун
тами. Второй — радиоэлементы попадают непосредственно в водонесущий 
горизонт. В этом случае происходит миграция радиостронция с потоком 
грунтовой воды, а также его миграция по грунтам с наложением процессов 
сорбции и десорбции.

L E Y E S  D E  L A  A B S O R C IO N  D E  L O S  E L E M E N T O S  R A D I 
A C T IV O S  C U A N D O  SE F I L T R A N  S O L U C IO N E S  A  T R A V E S  D E  

L A S  F O R M A C IO N E S  G E O L O G IC A S
Resumen

Provocando un proceso de filtración se ha podido estudiar la absorción 
de los elementos radiactivos en la  naturaleza. En cuanto se inició la filtración 
se añadieron elementos radicativos a la solución ; el proceso se prolongó durante



cuatro meses. Después, mediante una serie de perforaciones consecutivas, 
se extrajeron muestras de tierra recogidas a distintas profundidades y  se 
analizaron para determinar su contenido de elementos radiactivos. Se pudo 
comprobar que la difusión de los radioisótopos alcanzaba una profundidad 
de diez metros por lo menos y  que había dos zonas perfectamente delimitadas 
en las que la radiactividad del terreno era menor: la capa superficial y  el 
fondo de la zona de filtración.

También se ha estudiado la absorción del radioestroncio por los absorbentes 
naturales, especialmente por los minerales puros muy difundidos por las 
diversas formaciones geológicas.

La presencia de iones de calcio, incluso en pequeña cantidad, reduce con
siderablemente el grado de absorción del radioestroncio.

Sin embargo, según su composición — siempre que las demás condiciones 
sean iguales —  otras sustancias pueden absorber el estroncio en cantidades 
más elevadas que el calcio.

Verificando in situ la  absorción y  la migración del radioestroncio se ha 
podido comprobar que la filtración de las soluciones radiactivas puede revestir 
dos formas diferentes. En el prim er caso, si las soluciones se vierten en terrenos 
que resisten a la acción de las corrientes de agua, el radioestroncio queda 
retenido por las rocas. En el segundo caso, cuando los elementos radiactivos 
penetran directamente en las capas acuíferas, el radioestroncio es arrastrado 
por las corrientes subterráneas y  penetra también en las rocas, en las que 
su migración se combina con un proceso de absorción y  desorción.

ЗАКОНОМЕРНОСТИ СОРБЦИИ 
ОСКОЛОЧНЫХ ЭЛЕМЕНТОВ ПРИ ФИЛЬТРАЦИИ 

РАСТВОРОВ ЧЕРЕЗ ГРУНТЫ
В. И. СПИЦЫН, В. Д. БАЛУКОВА,

В. В. Громов, С. И. Захаров, б . П. Жагин и Ф. М. Спиридонов,
СССР

Методы захоронения жидких радиоактивных отходов являются одним из 
широко обсуждаемых в литературе вопросов. На протяжении последних лет 
согласно данным иностранной литературы, для средне- и низкоактивных сброс
ных растворов, наряду с другими методами хранения, используется их сбрасы
вание в грунтовые слои или искусственные земляные хранилища (1—8). В неко
торых случаях сброс проводится в старые карьеры, шахты и отработанные 
нефтяные и газовые скважины в верхних геологических формациях (8 ). Опре
деляющим в выборе места и метода сбрасывания в землю считается гидро
геологическая характеристика и емкость данных грунтов по отношению к 
радиоизотопам.

Сложность и многообразие грунтов и условий их залегания не позволяют 
только на основании лабораторных исследований делать заключение о пове
дении радиоэлементов в естественных условиях. Для установления более стро
гих и общих закономерностей лабораторные исследования должны дополняться 
полевыми опытами.
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Цель настоящего исследования* заключалась в изучении передвижения 
важнейших осколочных элементов в грунтах естественного сложения, при 
условии установившейся вертикальной фильтрации. Опыт проводился на грун
тах средней проницаемости, представленные в основном среднесуглинистыми 
карбонатосодержащими породами, с тонкими песчаными прослойками. Грун
товые воды участка залегали на значительной глубине, около 30 м, и никакого 
влияния на опыт не оказывали. Емкость поглощения основных грунтов соот
ветствовала 13—20 милли-экв. %. Лабораторные исследования сорбционных 
свойств грунтов по отношению к отдельным осколочным элементам показали, 
что наличие в коллоидно-дисперсной фракции таких минералов как иллит и 
монтмориллонит определяет их достаточно высокую сорбционную емкость 
при сорбции из нейтральных и щелочных сред. Так для радиоцезия емкость 
составила 150—200 мкюри на 100 г грунта, а для радиостронция 5—7 мкюри на 
100 г грунта. Однако лабораторные данные о емкости поглощения осколочных 
элементов не определяют естественные условия сорбции и относить их к про
цессу сорбции при установившемся режиме фильтрации не представляется 
возможным. Вместе с тем миграция радиоизотопов по грунтам является одним 
из решающих факторов в вопросе сброса радиоактивности в грунтовые фор
мации.

Наше полевое исследование было поставлено таким образом, чтобы полу
ченные данные наиболее близко отвечали естественным условиям фильтрации 
растворов через грунты. Для этого был использован известный в гидротехнике 
метод Н . С. Нестерова. На рис. 1 представлена схема опыта. Заливка раствора 
производилась в два концентрически расположенных кольца (1 и 2 ), из которых 
внутреннее диаметром 1,0 м являлось рабочим, а внешнее диаметром 3,0 м — 
защитным, обеспечивающим вертикальное движение фильтрующего потока в 
проекции внутреннего кольца.

В целях предохранения персонала от радиоактивного излучения указанные 
кольца помещались на глубине 4,5 м (этот уровень условно считался нулевым) 
в колодце с кирпичной кладкой и земляной обваловкой. Уровнемеры, сливные 
трубы и система баков, выделенные за пределы колодца, обеспечивали заливку 
растворов и наблюдение за фильтрацией. Опыт проводился в две стадии. 
Сначала осуществлялось промачивание грунта до стабилизации расхода ра
створа через внутреннее фильтрующее кольцо, т.е. до установления постоян
ного коэффициента фильтрации. В этой операции использовался неактивный 
раствор, содержащий N aN 0 3 (100—200 г/л и NaOH (до 6  г/л). Эти растворы 
имели достаточную ионную силу, но не производили разрушающего действия 
на изучаемые грунты. Затем во внутреннее кольцо вводился такой же раствор, 
но с радиоизотопами Sr, Cs, Ru, Z r + N b  и редких земель, общей активностью 
около 400 кюри, и фильтрация продолжалась при коэффициенте фильтрации 
0,0054 м/сутки. Спустя четыре месяца после просачивания всего раствора до 
нулевого уровня проводилось бурение колодца по внутреннему кольцу с отбо
ром проб для определения сорбции.

На рис. 2  и в табл. 1 представлены полученные результаты.
Из рассмотрения рис. 2 можно установить некоторые закономерности распро

странения радиоизотопов при установившейся фильтрации. В условиях описан
ного опыта проникновение радиоизотопов было отмечено до глубины 10,0  м. 
Таким образом, несмотря на высокие сорбционные емкости грунтов, опреде
ленные лабораторными методами, верхние слои грунта не поглотили всех

* Работа проводилась при консультации Н.Н . Биндемана.
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ТА Б Л И Ц А  1

РАСПРЕДЕЛЕНИЕ РАДИОИЗОТОПОВ ПО  ГЛ У Б И Н Е  КО ЛО Д Ц А

№№ проб
Глубина пробы 

от нулевого 
* уровня (м)

Содержание радиоизотопов в % от суммы загрязнения

Sr Cs Ru Р.З.

1 3,5 11,0 1,0 86,5
2 ■ 4,5 10,2 2,6 5,1 86,5
3 6,5 16,3 0,5 6,7 71,7
4 7,0 13,2 0,3 3,2 90,8
5 9,0 — 0,2 3,7 83,7
6 9,5 11,4 1,5 3,1 63,8
7 10,0 12,0 0,9 1,9 76,4

введенных радиоизотопов, хотя наблюдалось довольно быстрое уменьшение 
радиоактивности фильтрата в этих слоях за счет сорбционных явлений. Значи
тельное уменьшение радиоактивности происходит до глубины 3—4 метров. 
Очевидно, здесь идет фильтрация по макропорам грунта, предварительно про
питанного нерадиоактивным раствором. В таких условиях сорбция радиоизо
топов проходит в меньшей степени, чем это наблюдается в статических усло
виях.

На глубине более 4 м обнаруживается другая закономерность: понижение 
радиоактивности грунта замедляется и загрязнение радиоизотопами прибли
жается к некоторой постоянной величине. Здесь миграция радиоизотопов свя
зана с диффузионными и капиллярными явлениями. Расчет области проникно
вения радиоактивного фильтрата, произведенный на основе значений коэффи
циента фильтрации (Кф ), показал, что при К ф =  0,0054 м/сутки нижняя отметка 
распространения раствора по макропорам будет находиться вблизи 4,0 м, что 
вполне согласуется с границей, обнаруженной в эксперименте.

Содержание отдельных радиоизотопов в пробах грунта, приведенное в 
табл. 1 , указывает на практически постоянный изотопный состав ниже той гра
ницы распространения раствора, где заканчивается процесс фильтрации.

Таким образом установлено, что в миграции радиоизотопов большое зна
чение имеют процессы, связанные с капиллярными и диффузионными явлени
ями. Последние проявляются, повидимому, в большей степени в том случае, 
когда грунт неоднороден, например, если суглинистый слой содержит песча
ные прослойки.

Как известно, одним из наиболее опасных радиоизотопов является Sr90, 
поэтому нами была изучена сорбция радиостронция большим числом природ
ных сорбентов, преимущественно чистых минералов неорганического происхож
дения, составляющих основу почв и грунтов. Из полученных результатов можно 
сделать нывод, что наиболее хорошо поглощают радиостронций следующие 
минералы: монтмориллонит — до 99,9%, каолинит — до 6 8 %, слюды — 
до 87%, гидрослюды (глауконит, вермикулит, биотит) — до 80%, пиролюзит 
— до 99,9%, галлуазйт — до 8 8 %, торф — до 93%, фосфорит — до 90% и 
нефелиновые сиениты — до 70%. С другой стороны, широкораспространенные 
в грунтах минералы групп кальцита, кварца, гипса, полевые шпаты и другие, 
поглощают радиостронций незначительно — от 10% до 50%. Кроме того, 
наличие в растворе ионов кальция снижало поглощение радиостронция в два 
и более раз для минералов, плохо поглощающих радиостронций.
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Таким образом, поглощение радиостронция неорганической частью почв и 
грунтов в основном должно определяться глинистыми минералами. Можно 
ожидать, что радиостронций, попав в грунты, будет, при прочих равных усло
виях, в большей мере задерживаться там, где имеются глинистые минералы и 
где грунтовые воды содержат наименьшее количество ионов кальция.

Принимая во внимание, что кальций оказывает большое влияние на мигра
цию стронция в грунтах (9), для выяснения количественных закономерностей 
сорбции стронция монтмориллонитом была изучена в статических условиях 
при температурах 22°, 40° и 58° С система „монтмориллонит—ионы стронция 
икальция“. Сорбенты трех разных месторождений в Sr- и Са—формах встряхи
вались до установления равновесия с растворами, содержащими хлориды каль
ция и стронция в различных концентрациях при постоянной ионной силе, рав
ной 0,12. Константы обмена, полученные из экспериментальных данных, приве
дены в таблице 2 .

Т А Б Л И Ц А  2

К О Н С ТА Н ТЫ  О БМ ЕН А И  Е М К О С Т И  И ЗУЧЕН Н Ы Х ОБРАЗЦОВ 
М О Н Т М О Р И Л Л О Н И Т А

Тип сорбента
Температура

опыта,
°С.

Ионообменная 
емкость, 

мг-экв./ЮО г, 
S

Константа обмена 
кальция на 
стронций.,

к,

Константа обмена 
стронция на 

кальций,
к*

Огланлияский 22 107 0,81 1,33
бентонит 40 104 0,65 1,43
Туркменистан 58 103 0,58 --

Крымский кил 22 ' 102 0,77 1,17
40 110 0,61 1,72
58 116 0,48 --

Монтмориллонит 22 99 1,42 0,62
Кзыл-спе 40 104 1,05 1,13
(Казахстан) 58 106 0,76 ---

Константы обмена К х и К 2 определялись из выражения

Ç l 1 i 1 1
С, ' K S t  S ~  q, ’

где Сг и С2 — равновесные концентрации обменивающихся ионов в растворе, 
q2 — адсорбированное количество одного из ионов,
S — ионообменная емкость,
К  — константа обмена.

Из таблицы (2) следует, что для всего изученного интервала концентраций 
ионов (от 4 до 36 мг-экв/л) и диапазона температур (22—58° С) в системе’,,монт
мориллонит — ионы стронция и кальция14 сохраняются экивалентность обмена 
(процесс сорбции подчиняется уравнению 1), и обратимость ионного обмена
(K j =  ) .  Можно также отметить, что повышение температуры не изменяетк 2

величины обменной емкости (S), которая имеет следующие средние значения
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вмг. экв./IOOr: огланлинский бентонит — 104,7, крымский кил — 109,3, монтмо-, 
риллонит месторождения Кзыл-спе — 103,0.

Повышение температуры может вести к изменению свойств сорбента, а 
также величины гидратации ионов, что вызывает увеличение сорбции одного 
иона и уменьшение сорбции другого. В данном случае стронций начинает с 
повышением температуры поглощаться хуже кальция, хотя общая емкость 
остается достаточно постоянной, т.е. реакция обмена кальция на стронций идет 
на монтмориллоните с выделением тепла. Расчеты показали, что на один 
грамм-моль обменивающихся ионов в интервале 22—58° С выделяется прибли
зительно 2—3 ккал.

Кроме того, хотя монтмориллонитовые глины разных месторождений почти 
в одинаковой степени поглощают ионы Са2+ и Sr2+, однако могут быть такие 
случаи, когда данный минерал, очевидно в зависимости от его состава, может 
поглощать один из ионов несколько сильнее. Примером такой дискриминации 
в поглощении ионов Са2+ и Sr2+ служат изученные сорбенты. Как следует из 
табл. 2 , монтмориллонит первых двух месторождений, поглощает кальций 
лучше, чем стронций (К 1 <1), а монтмориллонитовая глина месторождения 
Кзыл-спе при t=22°  лучше сорбирует ионы стронциия (К 2 > 1).

Полевые эксперименты по наблюдению миграции радиостронция в реальном 
грунтовом потоке, проводившиеся в течение 15 месяцев, также подтверждают 
зависимость его сорбций на грунтах от присутствия ионов кальция в грунтовых 
водах. В поток было введено несколько десятков кюри радиостронция. В 
результате установлено, что распространение данного радиоизотопа по воде и 
грунтам идет с различной скоростью. Сравнительно высокое содержание ионов 
кальция в воде (до 50мг/л) определяло равновесие Са2+ —Sr2+ не в пользу 
сорбции последнего. Это обстоятельство вызвало быстрое продвижение радио
стронция с потоком. Наблюдения первых месяцев показали, что скорость 
миграции элемента составляла около 6  см/сутки, и практически соответствовала 
скорости движения потока. Однако абсолютная концентрация радиоэлемента в 
воде по мере, продвижения быстро уменьшалась. Последнее обстоятельство, 
при использованной чувствительности измерений 1 0 " 9 кюри/л, ограничило 
наблюдения за радиоактивностью воды расстоянием, равным 7 м от места 
сброса.

Одновременно, на выбранных путем бурения водонесущего горизонта пробах 
грунта на расстояниях свыше 1 метра от места сброса радиостронций не был 
обнаружен. Повторное бурение, спустя 15 месяцев после слива радиоактив
ности, позволило установить фронт продвижения радиостронция по грунтам. 
В данном случае, скорость распространения складывалась из процессов сорбции 
и десорбции радиоэлемента.

Загрязнения грунтов четко определялись на расстоянии 6  м от исходного 
места сброса. Пренебрегая продвижением активности в начальный период 
заливки растворов, скорость миграции радиостронция по исследованным грун
там ориентировочно могла быть оценена, как равная приблизительно 1,1—1,3 
см/сутки, т.е. распространение радиостронция с потоком протекало примерно 
в пять раз быстрее, чем происходила его миграция по грунтам.

На рис. 3 показано распределение радиостронция, которое было установлено 
в другом полевом опыте, с методической стороны представляъшем своеобраз
ную ионообменную колонку, заполненную монолитом грунта ненарушенной 
структуры. Через монолит был профильтрован раствор нитрата натрия (200г/л), 
содержащий радиостронций. Затем в течение нескольких месяцев через нижнюю 
часть колонки в горизонтальном направлении происходило просачивание грун
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товой воды, содержащей ионы кальция. В результате произошел смыв радио
стронция и унос его с потоком. В то же время, содержание радиоэлемента в 
верхней части колонки, недоступной для водного потока, сохранилось равным 
первоначальному.

Таким образом наши эксперименты показывают легкость миграции долго
живущих радиоизотопов, особенно радиостронция, в естественных условиях и 
заставляют обратить внимание на необходимость тщательной проработки во
просов гидроизоляции при различных способах сброса радиоактивных отходов 
в земные формации.
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SORPTION REGULARITIES IN BEHAVIOUR 
OF FISSION-PRODUCT ELEMENTS DURING 

FILTRATION OF THEIR SOLUTIONS THROUGH 
GROUND

У. I .  S p its y n , V. D . B a lu k o v a , V. V. G rom ov , S. I .  Z a k h a r o v , B . P. Z h a g in
a n d  F . M . S p ir id o n o v  

USSR
(Translation of the foregoing paper)

The technique of discharging liquid radioactive waste into the ground 
has been widely discussed in the literature. From data published abroad 
it  appears that in  recent years one of the methods of storing m edium-activity 
and low -activity waste solutions has been to discharge them into, the soil 
or into artificially-constructed storage pits in  the ground (1— 8 ). In  some 
cases they are discharged into old quarries or mines and exhausted oil or gas 
wells in upper geological formations (8 ). The hydro-geological characteristics 
and capacity of the soil to absorb radioisótopes is a decisive factor in selecting 
the site and the method of discharge into the ground.

Owing to the complexity and variety of soils and soil stratification it  is 
not possible, on the basis of purely laboratory research, to arrive a t any 
conclusions about the behaviour of radioisotopes under natural conditions. 
In  order to establish stricter and more generally applicable rules of behaviour 
it  is necessary to supplement laboratory research by field experiments.

The purpose of the present investigation* was to study the distribution 
of the major fission-product elements in soils of natural formation under 
conditions of a steady vertical filtration. The experiment was carried out 
in  soils of average permeability, for the main part consisting of medium- 
clayey carbonaceous soils w ith th in  sand seams. The ground water of the 
site lay at some depth— about 30 m— and did not affect the investigation. 
The absorption capacity of the basic soil-type was 13— 20 m illi-equivalent %. 
Laboratory investigations of the sorption properties of the soil w ith respect 
to individual fission-product elements showed that the presence of minerals 
such as illite  and montmorillonite in  the coUoidally-dispersed fraction was 
responsible for its relatively high adsorptive capacity w ith respect to neutral 
and alkaline media. Thus for radiocaesium the capacity was 150— 200 me 
per 100 g of soil and for radiostrontium 5— 7 me per 100 g of soil. However, 
laboratory data on the absorption capacity of fission-product elements are 
not applicable to natural sorption conditions and cannot be related to the 
sorption process occurring under the steady filtration regime. A t the 
same tim e, the migration of radioisotopes through the soil is a determining 
factor in the ground disposal of radioactive substances.

Our field investigation was conducted in  such a way as to ensure that 
the data obtained should correspond as closely as possible to the natural 
conditions governing the filtration of solutions through soil. For this purpose, 
N . S. Nesterov’s method, fam iliar in  hydraulic engineering, was employed. 
A  diagram of the experimental equipment is shown in  Fig. 1. The solution

* The study was performed in consultation with N. N. Bindeman
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4. Feed-pipes

was discharged into two concentric cylinders (1 and 2 ), consisting of an inner 
operating cylinder, lm  in diameter, and an outer protective cylinder, 3 m 
in diameter, the latter being requifed to ensure the vertical motion of the 
filtering stream w ithin the inner cylinder.

To protect the staff against irradiation these cylinders were situated at 
a depth of 4.5 m (which was taken as the zero level) in a brick-lined well sur
rounded by packed earth. Control of the solution-fiow and the filtration  
process was effected by means of level-gauges, feed-pipes and a tank system 
outside the well. The experiment was carried out in two stages.' In  the first 
place liquid was delivered to the soil until the rate of flow through the inner 
filtering cylinder attained stability, i.e. until the filtration factor became 
constant. An inactive solution containing N a N 0 3 (1 0 0 — 2 0 0  g/1) and NaO H  
( >  6  g/1) was used for this operation. This solution was of sufficient ionic 
strength but had no decomposing effect on the soil studied. The same solution 
containing radioisotopes of Sr, Cs, Ru, Z r + Nb and rare earths w ith a total 
activity of about 400 curies was then introduced into the inner cylinder 
and filtration was continued at a rate of 0.0054 m/day. Four months later, 
after all the liquid had filtered down to the zero level, drillings were made 
in the well w ithin the inner cylinder and samples taken to determine sorption.

The data obtained are shown in Fig. 2  and Table I  below.

TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION OF RADIOISOTOPES AT VARIOUS DEPTHS Ш THE WELL

Sample
No.

Depth of samp
ling below zero 
level in motres

Radioisotope content expressed as a percentage of total contamination
Sr Cs • Ru Rare earths

1 3.5 11.0 1.0 86.5
2 4.5 10.2 2.6 5.1 80.5
3 6.5 16.3 0.5 6.7 1 71.7
4 7.0 13.2 0.3 3.2 90.8
5 9.0 — 0.2 3.7 83.7
0 9.5 11.4 1.5 3.1 63.8
7 10.0 12.0 0.9 1.9 76.4
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Fig. 2
Distribution oí total radioactivity in the soil at various depths

From Fig. 2  certain regularities in radioisotope distribution under steady 
filtration can be ascertained. In  the experiment described the presence of 
radioisotopes was detected at a depth of 1 0  m. Hence, despite the high sorption 
capacity of the soil, as established by laboratory experiments, the upper 
layers of soil did not absorb all the radioisotopes introduced, although a 
fa irly  rapid decrease of radioactivity in the filtrate was observed in these 
layers as a result of sorption. A  marked decrease in  radioactivity occurs 
down to a depth of 3— 4 m. I t  is apparent that in  this case filtration is occurring 
through the macropores of soil previously saturated w ith the non-radioactive 
solution. Under these conditions radioisotope sorption occurs to a lesser 
degree than under static conditions.

A second behaviour pattern is found at depths below 4 m : activity in the 
soil decreases more slowly and contamination by radioisotopes approaches 
a constant magnitude. A t these levels radioisotope migration is associated 
with diffusion and capillary phenomena. Calculation of the extent of radio
active filtrate penetration at various values of the filtration coefficient • (Kf) 
showed that where K t =  0.0054 m /day the lower lim it of solution diffusion 
through the macropores would lie close to the — 4 m level, which fu lly  agrees 
with the lim it observed in  the experiment.

From the percentage of individual radioisotopes present in thé soil samples, 
as shown in Table I ,  it  can be seen th at below the level of penetration at 
which the filtration process ceases the isotope composition is practically 
stable.

I t  is thus apparent that processes associated w ith capillary and diffusion 
phenomena have an im portant bearing on radioisotope migration. These 
processes are evidently more marked in  instances where the soil is not homo
geneous, for example where the clay stratum contains sand seams.

Sr90 is known to be one of the most dangerous radioisotopes and we have 
consequently studied the sorption of radiostrontium by a large number 
of natural sorbents, m ainly pure minerals of inorganic origin, which constitute 
the main component of soils and subsoils. From the data obtained it  appears 
that the best mineral sorbents of radiostrontium are the following: mont-
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morillonite ( 'J? 99.9%), kaolinite (£68% ), mica (£87% ), hydromicas such 
as glauconite, vermiculite, biotite ( >  80%), pyrólusite ( £  99.9%), halloysite 
( >  88%), peat ( > 93%), phosphorite ( 90%) and nepheline syenites ( > 70%).
On the other hand, various minerals widely distributed in soil, such as those 
belonging to the calcite, quartz, gypsum and feldspar groups, have a low 
capacity (10— 15%) for absorbing radiostrontium. Moreover, the presence 
of calcium ions in the solution reduced radiostrontium absorption by a factor 
of two or more in the case of minerals with a low radiostrontium absorption 
capacity.

Hence, radiostrontium absorption by the inorganic constituents of soils 
and subsoils must principally be accounted for by clayey minerals. It may 
therefore be supposed that, other conditions being, equal, radiostrontium 

’ in the soil will be retained to a greater degree where clayey minerals are 
present and where the ground water has the lowest calcium-ion content.

In view of the fact that calcium greatly influences strontium migration 
in soil (9), a “montmorfflonite-strontium ion-calcium ion” system was investi
gated under static conditions at temperatures of 22°, 40° and 58° С for the 
purpose of determining quantitative laws governing strontium sorption by 
montmorillonite. Sorbents in Sr- and Ca-forms from three different deposits 
were agitated until equilibrium had been reached in solutions containing 
calcium and strontium chlorides in various concentrations at a constant 
ionic strength equal to 0.12. The exchange constants derived from the ex
perimental data are shown in Table II.

TABLE II
EXC H AN G E CONSTANTS AN D  C APAC ITIES OF T H E  SAM PLES STU D IED

Typo of norbent Temperature
“C

Ion-exchange
capacity

mg-eq/lOOg,
S

Calcium for 
strontium 

exchange constant
Ki

Strontium for 
calcium 

exchange constant 
■ K 2 .

Oglsinliii bentonite 22 107 0.81 1.33
40 104 0.05 1.43

Turkmenistan 58 103 0.58 —

Crimean bentonite - 22 102 0.77 1.17
clay (kil) 40 110 0.01 1.72

58 116 0.48 —

Montmorillonite 22 99 1.42 0.62
Kzyl spa 40 104 1.05 1.13
(Kazakhstan) 58 100 0.76

The exchange constants K x and K2 were derived from the equation:

+  in
C2 K S  "*■ S -  q2’ I1*

where Сг and C2 are the equilibrium concentrations of exchange ions in 
the solution,
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q2 =  quantity of a given ion adsorbed,
S=ion-exchange capacity,

К = exchange constant.

Table II shows that in the “montmorillonite-strontium ion-calcium ion” 
system, exchange equivalence (the sorption process conforms to equation 1)
and ion exchange reversibility (K 1 =  =̂r-) are maintained over the whole
range of ion concentrations (4—36 mg-eq./l) studied at the given temperatures 
(22— 58° C). It can also be seen that increases in temperature do not affect 
exchange capacity (S), whose average values in mg-eq./100 g are as follows : 
Oelanlin bentonite: 104.7, Crimean clay: 109.3, montmorillonite (Kzyl spa 
deposit): 103.0.

Increases in temperature may bring about changes in the properties of 
the sorbent and the ion hydration values, thus increasing the sorption of 
one ion and decreasing that of the other. In the given case less strontium 
than calcium is taken up as the temperature rises although the total capacity 
remains fairly constant, i.e. the reaction of exchange of calcium for strontium 
on montmorillonite is accompanied by the generation of heat. Calculations 
have shown that some 2— 3 kcal are generated per gramme-mole of exchange- 
ions over the temperature range 22— 58° C.

Moreover, although montmorillonite clays from different deposits absorb . 
Ca2+ and Sr2+ ions to an almost identical extent, cases may well arise where 
montmorillonite will absorb one of the ions more strongly; this of course 
would depend on the composition of the sorbent. The sorbents studied provide 
an example of such discrimination in the absorption of Ca2+ and Sr2+ ions. 
As can be seen from Table II, montmorillonite from the first two deposits 
absorbs calcium more strongly than strontium (K1<1), whereas the mont
morillonite clay from the Kzyl spa deposit absorbs strontium ions more 
strongly at 22° С (K2>1).

Experimental observations of radiostrontium migration in the field in 
an actual ground-water current, which were continued over 15 months, 
also confirm the dependence of strontium sorption on soil on the presence 
of calcium ions in the ground water. Some tens of curies of radiostrontium 
was added to the water and it was found that it diffused at different rates 
through water and soil. Because of the relatively high calcium-ion content 
of the water ( > 50 mg/1) the Ca2+ — Sr2+ equilibrium was not favourable 
to strontium sorption. This was responsible for the rapid movement of radio
strontium with the current. Observations in the first months of the experiment 
established that the migration rate of the strontium was about 6 cm/day, 
which was practically the same as the speed of the current. However, the abso
lute concentration of radiostrontium in the water decreased rapidly in relation 
to its forward movement. This circumstance restricted observations of activity 
in the water, which were effected with a measurement sensitivity of 10~9 c/1, 
to a limit of 7 m from the point of discharge.

However, no radiostrontium was detected at more than 1 m from the point 
of discharge in soil samples taken by drilling the water-bearing horizon. 
Further drilling, 15 months after the activity was released, enabled the extent 
to which radiostrontium had advanced through the soil to be established. The 
diffusion rate was here determined by the sorption and desorption processes 
undergone by the radioelement.
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Ground contamination was clearly established at a distance of 6 m from the 
original point of discharge. Disregarding the progress of activity during the 
initial delivery of the solutions it can be tentatively estimated that the rate of 
migration of the radiostrontium through the experimental soil site was approx
imately equal to 1.1— 1.3 cm/day; in other words, the speed of diffusion of 
radiostrontium in the ground water was about 5 times as fast as its migration 
through the soil.

Fig. 3
Radiostrontium distribution in the soil mass by depth

Fig. 3 shows the radiostrontium distribution established in another field 
experiment performed with a type of ion-exchange column filled with 
an undisturbed homogeneous soil mass. A sodium nitrate solution (200 g/1) 
containing radiostrontium was filtered through this mass. After some months, 
ground water containing calcium ions began to filter horizontally through the 
lower part of the column. This caused radiostrontium to be washed out and 
carried away with the current. At the same time, the quantity of radiostrontium 
in the upper part of the column, which the ground-water current did not reach, 
remained unaltered.

Our experiments thus demonstrate the ease with which lông-lived radio
isotopes, particularly radiostrontium, migrate under natural- conditions, and 
call attention to the need for thorough study of water1 segregation problems 
in connexion with various methods of disposing of radioactive waste. into 
ground formations.
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A FUNDAM ENTAL STUDY ON THE IN FILT R A TIO N  
CHARACTERISTICS OF RADIOACTIVE LIQUID WASTES

Abstract
When a liquid waste containing radioactive substances is released or 

leaked out at a disposing site or from a plant using atomic energy or 
nuclear products and spread over the ground surface in that place, it will 
percolate into the soil and any adsorbable substances contained in the liquid 
will be partly adsorbed by soil particles. As one of the fundamental studies on 
this problem, the motion of liquid through unsaturated porous media is 
discussed and then a theory is introduced to estimate the variation of.the concen
tration of radioactive substance in the flowing liquid. Furthermore, the vali
dity of this theory is examined quantitatively by laboratory experiments with 
a filter column.

ETUDE FONDAM ENTALE SUR LES CARACTERISTIQUES  
DE L ’ IN FILT R A TIO N  DES DECHETS RADIOACTIFS

LIQUIDES

Résupié
Lorsque des déchets liquides contenant des substances radioactives sont reje

tés ou se perdent par fuite, en un lieu d’évacuation ou dans une installation 
utilisant l’énergie atomique ou des produits nucléaires, et se répandent en 
surface à cet endroit, ils s’infiltrent dans le sol et toute substance adsorbable 
que contient le liquide est partiellement absorbée par les particules du sol. 
Dans le cadre des recherches fondamentales entreprises à ce sujet, les auteurs 
ont étudié le mouvement de liquides au travers de milieux poreux non saturés ; 
ils ont ensuite mis au point une théorie permettant d’évaluer les variations 
de la concentration en substances radioactives du liquide en mouvement. En 
outre, la validité de la théorie a été examinée quantitativement par des expéri
ences en colonne de laboratoire.

ФУНДАМЕНТАЛЬНЫЕ ИССЛЕДОВАНИЯ 
ИНФИЛЬТРАЦИОННЫХ СВОЙСТВ ЖИДКИХ 

РАДИОАКТИВНЫХ ОТХОДОВ

Резюме
Когда радиоактивные жидкие отходы в районе их удаления или в районе 

завода, использующего атомную энергию или ядерные продукты, сливаются 
и распространяются по поверхности земли в данном месте, они просачиваются 
в грунт, и все абсорбенты, содержащиеся в них, поглощаются почвой. В каче
стве одного из фундаментальных исследований данной проблемы мы обсудили 
движение жидкости через ненасыщенную пористую среду, и предложили теорию 
для оценки различной концентрации радиоактивных вещесть в текущей жид
кости. Кроме того, правильность данной теории была проверена в большом 
числе различных лабораторных экспериментов с фильтровальной колонкой.
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ESTUDIO FUNDAM ENTAL DE LAS CARACTERISTICAS DE 
LA IN FILTRACION DE LOS DESECHOS RADIACTIVOS

LIQUIDOS
Resumen

Cuando en un lugar de evacuación o en una planta que utiliza energía ató
mica o productos nucleares se descargan o hay difusión o escape de desechos 
radiactivos líquidos que se extienden por la superficie del suelo, esos desechos 
se infiltran en el terreno y las sustancias adsorbibles que contienen son adsor
bidas en parte por las partículas del suelo. En uno de los estudios fundamenta
les llevados a cabo sobre esta cuestión, los autores de la memoria han exami
nado el desplazamiento del líquido en un medio poroso no saturado y han 
expuesto una teoría para calcular la variación de la concentración de sustancias 
radiactivas en el líquido que se desplaza. Además, han sometido a una compro
bación cuantitativa la validez de esa teoría mediante experimentos de labora
torio realizados con una columna filtro.

A FUNDAMENTAL STUDY ON THE INFILTRATION  
CHARACTERISTICS OF RADIOACTIVE LIQUID 

WASTES
Sh ig e h is a  I w a i ,

T a k e s h i  G o d a  a n d  Y oriterix  I notje 
K y o t o  U n iv e r s it y , K y o to  

J a p a n

1. Introduction

Since the behaviour of various radioactive substances in a waste liquid, 
flowing through porous media, is governed by the adsorption capacity of the 
medium layer, these substances ordinarily appear somewhat later than the 
wet front of solvent at the lower part of the layer. Therefore, in order to esti
mate the local and time fluctuations of the concentration of radioactive sub
stances, theoretical analysis should be performed on the two bases of hydraulic 
infiltration law and of adsorption theory.

Acting on that basis, K a u fm a n  et al (1) presented a theoretical rule 
governing the concentration of the substance dissolved in gro.und water. 
However, this theory should be applied only to a water flow in a certain satu
rated aquifer.

The dilution effect of ground water and the behaviour of radioactive sub
stances under a ground-water table are of great importance, but the pheno
mena of adsorption occurring above the ground-water table, where the strata 
is usually unsaturated, should be noted as a more important fact which would 
take place in the process of radioactive contamination of ground water. In 
this case, since the hydraulics of infiltration are extremely complicated by such 
factors as capillary force, entrapped air pressure, distribution of particle size 
and others, its theoretical analysis has not been accomplished yet. Furthermore,
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the mechanism of adsorption is also very complicated because the physical or 
the chemical characteristics of soil particles are very varied; in addition, the 
waste solution usually contains various electrolytes, both cations and anions.

In this paper, in order to simplify the analysis procedure, only a few signi
ficant factors are taken into account under an assumed ideal condition, i.e.. 
that the waste liquid, containing only one dissolved substance, flows down
wards one-dimensionally, through homogeneous, unsaturated porous soil 
media. This gives a basic consideration on which to formulate the local and 
time. distributions of ionic concentration (or the intensity of radioactivity) 
in the flowing waste, as well as the accumulation rate of such adsorbed sub
stances in thé medià.

Thus, in Section 2 of this paper, on the basis of H o r t o n ’s Law (2) of infiltra
tion and the theory of monomolecular adsorption by L a n g m u ir  (3), two funda
mental differential equations are introduced, which were finally solved theo
retically by representing the ion concentration as a function of time and posi
tion.

Furthermore, this theory agrees with the result of experiments. The result 
shows, as stated in Section 3, that the time-concentration curves observed 
experimentally and obtained theoretically at the bottom of the model filter 
column agreed well, qualitatively, with each other. The laboratory experi
ment is carried out by feeding an inactive CoCl2 solution on a filter layer, 
under a constant head, after verifying the adequacy of our theoretical premises 
by a similar experiment with distilled water.

The final objects of this study are (a) to obtain further information and 
reference data for the underground disposal of radioactive liquid wastes; 
and (b) to investigate the degree of soil contamination caused by fall-out follow
ing a nuclear explosion and by an accidental release or a leakage of radioactive 
liquids at nuclear reactors or hot laboratories, in connexion with the site 
selection or the construction of such facilities. In view of the importance of 
these problems, it is really desirable that any study on them, either theoretical \ 
or experimental, should be more developed in the future.
2. Theoretical consideration

Theories have been developed satisfactorily by many researchers on the 
motion of liquid in saturated media. However, in unsaturated media, the 
flowing mechanism is complicated for the aforementioned reasons, which are 
generally very difficult to analyse and formulate. As far as we know, only 
P h i l ip  (4) proposed a theory, after developing Darcy’s Law. Furthermore, 
a few researchers, ( H o r t o n  (2), U c h id a  (5), etc.) presented several experi
mental formula on the rate of infiltration or the advancing velocity of the wet 
front. .

With regard to the mechanism of adsorption, on the other hand, classical 
adsorption equilibrium formulae, by G ib b s  (see 6) and F r e u n d l i c h  (7) 
are very familiar to us. L a n g m u ir ’ s Theory (3), based on the assumption 
that the adsorption phenomena occur monomolecularly on contact layers of 
plane surface, where the energy of adsorption is kept constant at any part of 
it, and the theory of B r u n a u e r  et al (8), based on a similar assumption but 
presupposing a polymolecular contact layer, also come to mind.

Now, Horton’s Formula of infiltration, which is highly thought of because 
of its good accordance with various field data, and Langmuir’s Theory of 
monomolecular adsorption, since it is easily handled theoretically without
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losing any correspondance to experimental results, are both accepted as the 
basic laws in our study on introducing a fundamental quantitative relationship.

Assuming that a solution which contains only one kind of ions infiltrating 
to the surface soil layer one-dimensionally, and taking a small portion of soil, 
at a depth from the soil surface, the changing rate of concentration of the 
adsorbable substance contained in the liquid can be quantitatively related to 
the rate of accumulation of the substance adsorbed in the soil portion, according 
to the law of conservation of mass :

8 (0 0 ) 8  (С u Ф) 8 q
St +  dz 8 t ' '

where, С =  concentration of the adsorbable substance contained in a unit 
volume of medium soil, 

q =  mass of the adsorbable substance stored in a unit volume of 
medium soil,

u =  linear pore velocity of liquid flowing downwards through the soil 
layer,

<P =  P-S,
P=porosity of the soil layer,
S =  degree of saturation, 
t=tim e ,
z =  depth measured from an origin at the surface of the soil.

In this equation, Ф and u are considered to be functions of z and t. However, 
Ф can be regarded as unrelated to x and t, because the porosity P is a constant, 
when the natural consolidation of soil is neglected, and the degree of satura
tion S is also invariable, since the storage effect of the pores may be excluded 
except at the final stage of infiltration. Similarly neglecting the storage effect 
of the pores, u is considered to depend only upon t, because the flow is only 
downward.
• According to the assumption by D uptjit-Forchheimee. (6), the 
infiltrating velocity v of the flow per unit horizontal area is expressed by

v = < P n ,  (2)

then equation (1) can be written as

1 + v !SL=_!£L (3)
8 t Sz St

The rate of adsorption may be expressed mathematically in the same manner 
as used in our former study (9). Thus, by means of symbols of <p and 0, respecti
vely representing a total number of adsorption beds charged in a unit volume 
of soil and the ratio of the number of beds where the adsorption has been com- . 
pleted to the total number, the rate of positive adsorption is given by 
PiÇ5vC(l— в) and the rate of desorption by p 2(p0, where px and p2 are the coeffi
cients for each of the two rates. Consequently an apparent rate of adsorption 
is expressed by

— PiÇ’ C v (1 — 6) — p2ç?0 . (4)

At an equilibrium state of adsorption, a quantitative relationship between 
р г and p2 is determined, as in equation 4 naturally becomes zero. Express-
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ing both cp and 6 as functions of q and the adsorption capacity of soil as a, 
equation 4 can be rewritten as

=  kvC (a — q), (5)

where к is an adsorption rate coefficient.
Here, boundary conditions may be presented by equations'(6), which mean 

that, at the soil surface where z is zero, С must be an original concentration 
C0 of the adsorbable substance in the liquid, and that, at any depth of z, q 
should be zero so long as the wet front does not reach there.

where v is a mean value of v from t =  0 to t =  t. Solving equations (3) and (5) 
under the conditions in equations (6), q and С will be obtained, both resulting 
■in a functional form of z and t.

For simplifying the mathematical analysis, we substitute v for a total dis
charge of fluid per unit sectional area

In order to solve these equations, I and V are transformed respectively by

С (z =  0, t =  t) =  C0 ,

(6)

о

and substitute z with I, which is a volume of soil prism having a length z and 
a unit sectional area. Then, we can rewrite the operators as

Accordingly, equations (3), (5) and (6) are reformed as follows:

(7)

(8)

I =  x; V =  у 4- Ф x . (10)
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Since general forms + Ф ~^r and exist in this case, equations
(7) and (8) are rewritten as

SC _ _ S q  
Sx Sy ’ ( И )

|S- =  kC(a-q), . (12)

and the boundary equations by (9) are also changed to

С(х =  0,у) =  Со, (13)г

q(x,y =  0) =  0. (13),
After obtaining

dx~  (logu C) =  -  k (a -  q) (14)

from equations (11) and (12), this equation is partially differentiated with respect 
to y, then, by taking into account equation (11), the following equation is. 
obtained,

а м 1 о ^  =  _ к | С _
д х д у  ox '

Integrating equation (15) about x under the condition in equation (13)г, it 
becomes

g^(lOgoC) =  k(C0 - C ) ,  (16)

which is integrated again with respect to y. Thus, finally, a solution containing 
an arbitrary function <p (x), is obtained as follows :

C = — -■ u'- У -ь— ■ (17)
<f (x )  -I- 0° » к У '

By applying equation (13)x to equation (17), we can easily find

у (o) =  0. (IS)

In order to determine the general form of q> (x) in equation (17), this equation 
is substituted for equation (14), when the following equation is obtained,

----- = k(a —q). (10)q> (x) +  ес"кУ ' ' >

Here, upon utilizing the condition in equation (13),2

ka = . (20)<p (x) +  1  '

is obtained, which is solved on <p (x) under the condition in equation (18). 
Thus, the general solution is found as
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Therefore, we can find С by substituting equation (21) for (17), then also find 
q by C, thus obtained, and equation (14). Finally, after transforming x and у 
backward to 1 and V by equation (10), С and q are given by the following equa
tions, as the required solution in this case.

<p(x) =  ekax—1 (21)

exp. {C0 к (V— Ф1)}
C0  exp. {kal} — 1 +  exp. {C„k(V — Ф1)}

_  exp. {Cp к (V— Ф\)}—  1_______
a exp. {k a l}— 1  +  exp. {C„k(V— Ф1)}

(22)

(23)

Applying Horton’s Formula on infiltration, we obtain

V  =  v0 +  (v0— vc)e— (24)

where: v0=initial infiltration velocity;
v0 =  final infiltration velocity; and 
Я = a  constant.

Therefore the total discharge У can be represented by

Y =  |otv d t =  v0t +  ^ = ^ ( 1 — e - ' fc). (25)

Substituting equation(25)and 1 =  z for equations(22)and(23), we can arrive at 
the following solutions,

c  exp. [cok jv0t +  -v3---v°- (1 — e—*t) —Ф z|j

exp. -Jkazj- -|- exp. Ĉ0 k| v0t +  V°  ̂V(i (1 — е—Щ — Ф zj j  — I

exp. Ĉ„ к .vut +  V°  ̂ V" ( 1  — e— я t) — ф z j j — 1  

a exp. jk a z j'+  exp. Jcok-Jvct +  -- “-y  V° ( 1 — e— * t) — Ф z|j — 1

(26)

(27)

Equation (26) gives the ionic concentration С in the portion of liquid flowing 
downwards through the horizontal plane of depth z, at any time t. Here, the 
values of C0, k, v0, vc, Я and Ф would be properly presumed, while the values 
of a maybe estimated as follows, in the same way as K a tjfm an  et al(l).

If the initial porosity is Фв, the time whén the wet front of liquid reaches the 
bottom of the column is t0 and the time required to saturate the adsorbing beds 
contained in this column is t1( then, by the law of continuity, the following 
equation is established:

J*'vdt =  (Ф — Ф0) z +  J ^ 'vd t. (28)

On the other hand, since the amount of in- or out-flowing absorbable sub
stance is

C0 v d t or Ĵ*1 C v d t
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respectively, and the amount of - adsorbed substance accumulated in the 
column becomes С0Ф z +  az,

az-f-C0í>z +  P1 C vdt =  C0 î*1 v d t . . (29)
J t(( J to

Hence finally we obtain
a =  | [ j * ‘ (C0- C ) v d t - C 0í>0z]. (30)

In the previous analysis, the natural decay of the dissolved substance is not 
taken into account. When it is a radioactive nuclide, for instance, we must con- • 
sider the basic decay formula

I =  l 0 exp. { -  0.C93 7t} , (31)

where, I =  intensity of radioactivity in the solution; and 
T =  half-life of the nuclide.

Ou the other hand, since the physical or the chemical characteristics of solu
tion may be almost identical whether an electrolyte in it :is radioactive or not,
we can also solve the adsorption problem in such a case of radioactive liquid,
in the light of the analytical process previously adopted; Thus, by substituting 
С for I and introducing equation (31) to the analytical process, equation (26) 
can be converted to a final solution

exp. [ l 0 k ! v ct +  V" .  Vu ( 1  —e—¿t)—Фг | 1

i  = — ¡---------------------------------------------------------------------r ------- -T ------v 37,-- ------ ПГ exp- {-°=693fcM •
0 exp. jkazj- +  exp. ĵ I0 к v0t H---- ^ — - ( 1  — e— ¿t) — «PzjJ

3. Experimental studies

Experiments were performed in our laboratory in order to examine the ade
quacy of our theory, introduced in the preceding section.

A. Preliminary test with distilled water
The purpose of the preliminary test was to ascertain the validity of our 

hydraulic assumptions, namely that Horton’s Law is applicable to the filtra
tion in the model filter layer and that the porosity and the degree, of saturation 
are regarded as invariable, without any bearing on location and time.

The experimental apparatus used in this test is shown in Fig. la. Under a 
constant head, distilled water was supplied continuously to .the upper part of 
the filter column and, in order to find the filtration velocity, the amount of 
filtrated water which flowed out from the bottom of the column in one minute 
was measured intermittently once a minute. Moreover, as shown in Fig. lb, 
the local and the time changes of electric conductivity were measured by means 
of platinum electrodes, which were inserted in the sand layer. Then, the 
change over time of the degree of saturation in the filter sand was estimated by 
comparing the values of conductivity, thus measured, with a calibration curve, 
which had been previously prepared by an. experiment with the same appara
tus but under several known degrees of saturation. The platinum electrodes 
were located at 21.5 cm for No. l, .at 73.5 cm for No. 2 and at 121.5 cm for No. 3, 
all below the sand surface.
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Fig. la 
Experimental apparatus

The filter column was filled with the kind of slow-filter sand in use at Mat- 
sugasaki Water Purification Plant, Kyoto City, of which the specific weight was 
2.60, the effective size 0.36 mm and the uniformity coefficient 1.81. After 
washing with 0.1 N hydrochloric acid, it was filled into the column to a depth 
of 156 cm. Its porosity was 48.4% and its moisture content was 12.3%. The 
infiltration experiments were carried out under a steady condition of water 
column of 9 cm deep above the sand surface.

The time changes in the degree of saturation and in the filtration velocity 
were as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respectively. The time fluctuation of 
the amount of filtrated water is also shown in Fig. 3. As shown in .Fig. 2, 
since air bubbles were sealed in the layer by the entrapping air pressure.,in the 
pores, the degree of saturation was as low as 30— 50% when a steady state 
was reached and it then remained almost constant. The peak of the degree of 
moisture appeared for a short period, within around 15 minutes after the time' 
of starting the filtration. Such phenomena are probably .due to the fact that 
the soluble substances, which had adhered originally to the sand grains, were
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Observed variation of degree of saturation

inevitably eluted by the wet front. Also a slight local variation of the degree of 
moisture was observed, but it was considered to be within a tolerable range of 
measurement error.

Since no visible shrinkage was observed, and the porosity therefore seemed 
constant everywhere in the filter column during a filter run, our assumption 
that the value of Ф could be taken as constant regardless of z and t would 
seem to be justified.
p.'The observed value of filtration velocity fluctuated somewhat haphazardly, 
as shown in Fig. 3, but Horton’s Law would be applicable even to such 
data by taking into account its general tendency.
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Platinum electrode
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B. Infiltration test, with CoCl2 solution

Two runs of infiltration tests were carried, out with CoCl2 solution in order 
to ascertain the adaptability of our theory. A series of data obtained by obser
ving the time fluctuation of ionic concentration of Co++ in the filtrate was 
compared with the theoretical results computed by equation (26).

As a dissolved ion to be dosed, Sr++, one of the isotopes of which is Sr90, 
which has a long life and significant biological effects, would be preferable. 
However, the quantitative analysis of Sr++ is rather difficult when Ca++ or 
Mg++ ion coexists with it, especially when tap-water is used as a solvent. This 
is why we used Co++ instead of Sr++.

By using the same apparatus and the same procedure as in the preliminary 
test, the ionic concentration of Co++ in the filtrate was colorimetrically deter
mined with a 0.5% solution of Nitroso-R salt after converting the recorded 
amount of filtrate to the filtration velocity.

The conditions in each run were as follows:-

a) Run No. 1

Kind of medium =  Slow-filter sand at Matsuga-
saki Water Purification Plant, 
Kyoto.

Depth of the filter layer =  158 cm
Porosity =42.9 %
Water depth above surface of layer =  8.5 cm
Moisture content before starting the run =  3.21%
Initial concentration of Co++ =148 ppm
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Kind of medium =  Surface soil collected near
the building of the Sanitary 

Engineering Department, 
Kyoto University (specific 
weight 2.59, effective size
0.26 mm, uniformity coeffi
cient 6.93).

Depth, of the filter layer =  68 cm
Porosity =  40.8 %
Water depth above surface of layer =111 cm 
Moisture content before starting the run =  46.6%
Initial concentration of Co+H' =1,015 ppm

cm/min
IS

) Run No. 2

x lO *

О ; FILTRATION VELOCITY 
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Fig. 4
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400m/n 
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' Fig. 5
Filtration velocity and amount of fíltrate



The fluctuations over time of the filtration velocity and of the amount of 
filtrate on Run No. 1 and Run No. 2. are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, res
pectively.. The observed data on Run No. I coincide fairly well with Hortons 
Law, and not so well on Run No. 2. This is probably mainly due, apart from 
a slight fluctuation of the water depth above the filter surface, to the clogging 
of the lower part of the filter layer with fine sand and silt, which passed the 
pores and then precipitated on the filter bottom. However, since its influence 
would not be so serious, our assumption that Ф is constant might be acceptable: 

The time-concentration curve on Run No. 1 or Run No. 2 would be obtained 
by fitting a curve to the observed data, marked with the empty circles in 
Fig. .6 or Fig. 7. In order to compare it with our theory, a group of theoreti
cal, curves, corresponding to various к values, was drawn on each of these two 
figures by full lines.

Fig. 6

Co++ Breakthrough curve (Bun. No. 1)

IN IT IAL  CONCENTRATION 1 0 /5 PP™

.0  /00 200 . 300 4 0 0 mia-
TIME

Fig. 7
Co++ Breakthrough curve (Run No. 2)

As shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, the tendencies of experimental and theoretical 
results coincide well with each other, qualitatively, both being S-shaped. 
Quantitatively, however, their mutual correspondence remained uncertain 
because we were unable to determine a value of к for a given condition. Accord
ing to Langm uir’s theory (3), which- assumes that the adsorption occurs 
only on the first monomolecular layer of a plane surface, where the energy 
of adsorption is kept constant, the value of к should be always constant. In
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general, however, this hypothesis would not be accepted, because к would 
take diffèrent values at various stages even for a set of adsorption processes. 
Therefore, we must continue to investigate the probability of occurrence of the 
polymolecular adsorption during infiltration. For this reason, the theory of 
Brunatjer et al (8) on adsorption should be borne in mind in the future 
as a promising substitute for the monomolecular theory.

4. Summary and Conclusions
The authors discussed the adsorption phenomena of radioactive liquid perco

lating into soil, on the basis of an ideal case that the liquid, having only one 
kind of nuclide, is flowing downwards one-dimensionálly through homogeneous 
porous soil media. Combining Horton’s Infiltration Law (2) and Lang- 
muxr’s Adsorption Theory (3), a new theory was, proposed to estimate the 
variation of the ionic concentration in the liquid infiltrating through the 
medium layer, after careful hydraulic and physico-chemical investigations. 
Furthermore, several model experiments were performed to prove its validity, 
resulting in the following conclusions:

a) In general, Horton’s Infiltration Formula is applicable to such pheno
mena;

b) The degree of saturation and porosity may be regarded as constant, 
regardless of time and position ;

c) The result of the authors’ theoretical analysis [equation (26) or (32)] was 
verified to be qualitatively correct by model experiments. However, 
on the value of the constant k, which controls adsorption behaviour, 
our study was still incomplete. It is necessary to carry out further study 
on it.

The above-mentioned is a basic study in an ideal case. In a natural case, 
however, the phenomena are very complicated, being affected by local soil con
ditions such as entrapped air pressure., capillarity force, soil formation, soil 
characteristics and so on. Moreover, in a field problem, it is noted that the effect 
due to any specific property of the infiltrating liquid, such as the mutual inter
ference between coexisting electrolytes contained in it, for example, must be 
carefully considered.
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Mr. P. Lévêque (France) (translated from French): Could Mr. Mawson say 
at what depths it has been found appropriate to carry out preliminary investi
gations and to take soil samples ?

Mr. C. A. Mawson (Canada) : The depth to which we do sampling depends 
entirely on what we are looking for. If we find a series of bands of activity at, 
say 1 m, 10 m and 15 m below the surface of the soil, we shall want to take 
samples at those specific depths and win arrange our London crucibles on the 
rod accordingly, and instal the samplers at that depth and take any water 
samples required. The soil sampling devices also can be used at whatever 
depth we like. The horizons are usually detected by letting the counter down 
the dry wells, and after detecting the zones of activity we take water and soil 
samples for radiochemical analysis and occasionally undisturbed soil samples.

As for the preliminary investigations, we have so far sampled only the 
immediate surface of the soil, i.e. we have taken samples of grass and grass 
roots down to about 6 inches.

Mr. N. Salto (Japan) : I should be interested to learn whether anybody at 
Chalk River has done any measurement of alpha activity in the soil. From the 
studies which I have been pursuing for the last three years I have come to 
the conclusion that Pu239 is present in the air in detectable amounts. There 
is hence some possibility that it settles and is accumulated on the surface of 
the soil.

Mr. C. A. Mawson: We have tried very hard to find plutonium contamination 
on the soil. We have had several accidents at Chalk River and one of the first 
things that we always looked for was plutonium contamination on the soil, 
but were never able to detect any traces of it. Another point that I might 
mention here is that plutonium moves extraordinarily slowly through our 
soils—in fact we have never been able to observe any movement of plutonium 
at all through soil.

Mr. W. J. Kaufman (United States of America) : I should like to ask 
Mr. Aikin or Mr. Mawson how they define detectability and by what criteria 
the detectability of various measurement systems are established, for example 
that used to measure the activity in the Ottawa River.

Mr. C. A. Mawson: The detectability is rather difficult because it varies 
almost from hour to hour. The large stack we have at Chalk River carries 
argon-41 from the NRX reactor and activity which would be detectable at 
10 a. m. may be quite undetèctable by 3 p.m., because the background will 
have increased tenfold. Since detectability depends partly on the instrument 
and partly on the background we run into difficulties in doing our low back
ground counting simply because of the special argon problem. If, on the other 
hand, you are thinking, for example, of the sensitivity of the dry wells, we are 
able to detect by counter an amount of strontium-90 which would be equi
valent to about 50 disintegrations per minute in the ground water.

Mr. E. S. Simpson (United States of America) : Mr. Mawson just mentioned 
that plutonium did not appear to move through the Chalk River soils. I was 
wondering if he had any quantitative data on the movement of other radio- 
nucleides with the ground water and through the soils, that is, assuming that 
the average rate of movement is less than the average rate of movement of 
ground water.

Mr. C. A. Mawson: Yes, I can give you some quantitative data on that, but
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it varies, of course, a great deal because the ground water itself moves at differ
ent speeds in different parts of the disposal area. The radionucleide which 
moves fastest is ruthenium-106. The strontium-90 follows rather closely behind 
and moves at about one-third of the rate of movement of the ground water. 
Caesium-137 is next fastest, although it is very, very slow compared with 
ruthenium or strontium. Then comes cerium which is very tightly bound to 
the outside of the sand granules and appears to be held by their ferruginous 
outer coating. And after that, there is almost nothing else. In fact, as far as 
surface seeps are concerned, the only things which have appeared on the 
surface are ruthenium-106 and strontium-90. But from our soil sampling 
programme we do know that caesium and cerium are moving slowly through 
the soils.

Mr. A. W . Kenny (United Kingdom) : I should like to ask our Canadian 
colleagues three questions of fact. First of all, does the Perch Creek which 
takes the drainage from the disposal area drain into the Ottawa river above 
the water intakes ? Secondly, what is the concentration of strontium-90 in 
the tapwater at the first community taking water downstream ? And thirdly, 
is the concentration of phosphorus in the form of phosphate ions in the Ottawa 
river small ? Do you have any figures on it and could it explain the high uptake 
of radiophosphorus by the organisms in the river?

Mr. C. A. Mawson: The Perch Creek enters the Ottawa river roughly a 
quarter of a mile below the plant, but the water from the creek does not 
immediately turn downstream with the river current, it flows upstream for a 
little way and then turns back again. You may remember from the slide I 
showed that just below the plant there was a curious point that came out into 
the water; this makes an eddy, which is one of the reasons for the eddy patch 
which you saw in one of Mr. Aikin’s slides. In other words, although the creek 
does leave well down-stream from the water intake, under summer conditions, 
when the river is acting as a lake and there is an upstream wind, there is a 
surface current which is driven upstream and on occasion there is sufficient 
activity in the river at the water intake to alarm the water-intake monitors, 
which are set at about 1/50 of drinking-water tolerance.

As far as strontium-90 in the water intake below stream is concerned, I am 
afraid I cannot answer that question because the total beta-gamma activity 
is about 3 x 10-® microcuries per mille under dry conditions when the river is 
flowing at a very slow rate. Now, 3 x 10 - 8 microcuries per mille gives a counting 
rate of about two counts per minute per litre. If one has to divide that up to 
account for the various isotopes, naturally vast quantities of water have to 
be evaporated to be able to get any count at all. We realize of course that this 
is something we will have to do, because a day will come when the amount of 
weapons fallout coming down the river wifi be so high that we shall have to 
purify the river before we can put any activity into it from the plant. Conse
quently, we must be able to evolve a good, quick method of doing radioche
mical analyses on the river water and this is going to be both difficult and ex
pensive.

With regard to the phosphorus-32, the river is naturally very low in phos
phorus. АП the Canadian rivers originating in the Canadian shield come off a 
granite country covered with spruce and pine and with a sandy soil and conse
quently almost everything in the river is low, including phosphorus. As 
Mr. Kenny suggested, any phosphorus in the river is very quickly taken up by 
the living organisms.
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Mr. J. M. Lyshede (Denmark) : I should like to ask Mr. Aikin if the decrease 
in radioactivity downstream is continuous or if it depends on the turbidity 
of the water.

Mr. A. M. Aikin (Canada) : As far as we can tell the decrease in radioactivity 
is continuous. As I have already mentioned, it is found at our sampling stations, 
close to the plant, but we do not detect it at sampling stations further down 
the river. Whether there is a sharp break somewhere we do not know, but all 
the evidence points to the fact that it gradually disappears somewhere on the 
way down the river.

Mr. C. A. Mawson: I should like to add one small point, if I may. There is 
a sharp turn in the river about 10 km below the plant. Up to this point there 
is probably very little mixing but just beyond it there are a number of islands 
surrounded by extremely turbulent water, which may well be responsible for 
thorough mixing.

Mr. H. Wijker (Netherlands) : I should like to ask Mr. Mawson if the in
struments he showed are transistorized or not and, if so, what is the influence 
of temperature changes on them.
' Mr. C. A. Mawson: The meter on the jeep is completely transistorized and 

for this reason the electronic parts are all kept inside the cab during the winter 
when very low temperatures indeed are reached. The counter is relatively 
unaffected by changes in temperature.

Mr. A. Barbereau (Prance) (translated from French): Experiments have 
shown that radioelements are fixed selectively by the soil in accordance with 
its mineralogical composition. For a given radioisotope in a given soil, has 
Mr. Pearce observed any progressive advance in penetration of the soil as 
disposal of the radioisotope into the soil is continued? Such a phenomenon 
could be associated with the saturation of succeeding layers of the soil, which 
consequently lose their power to resist penetration.

Mr. D. W. Pearce (United States of America) : Yes, certainly. The soil be
neath a crib, for example, does become progressively saturated with the 
radioelements until one finally gets a breakthrough first of ruthenium into 
the groundwater and thence into the well, generally that nearest to the 
particular site. Our laboratory work, which involves the study of particular 
soils from particular locations and samples of the particular waste, allows us 
to predict what might be the capacity of the soil beneath a given crib. We are 
then able to advise the operating plant as to the desirability of stopping dis
posal to that particular crib and on the choice of the next crib site to be used 
for that particular waste.

Mr. P. Lévêque (France) (translated from French): Could Mr. Pearce tell 
us how rainfall affects evaporation and fixation in average soil, and, in the light 
of results so far obtained, the total amount of radioactive solutions it is possible 
to deliver to the Hanford soils ?

Mr. D. W. Pearce: The waste solutions are delivered underground to the 
cribs and to all ground disposal sites except the swamps. Now, any liquid 
delivered to a swamp at the surface would be subject to rapid evaporation 
because of the very dry air. I am afraid I have no data on the actual percentage 
of this evaporation. Mr. Honstead just tells me that his estimate of the per
centage of evaporation of water in an arid climate would be 2— 3 % of the water 
discharged to a pond. Personally, I should estimate the evaporation to be 
greater by a factor of five approximately.

On the second part of the question, the amount would vary a great deal
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from site to site, of course. Assuming the soils to be homogeneous through
out, the capacity of a given site, a crib for example, would depend largely on 
the composition of the particular waste concerned, which would vary over a 
veryapiAv range. Capacity would also depend, of course, on the salt content, 
the content of ions in the solution competing with the radioactive ions for 
places on the exchange materials. We have a great deal of data on this point, 
but the range is very wide.

Mr. L. Baetsle (Belgium) : Mr. Pearce has mentioned that the addition of 
phosphate slowed the strontium-90 movement. This could be explained by the 
Sr3 (P04)2 formation, which occurs only at alkaline pH. Has the relationship 
between the strontium-90 movement and the pH of the radioactive waste 
solution already been investigated ?

Mr. D. W. Pearce: Yes, this question has been very thoroughly investigated. 
I feel that very convincing proof has been adduced that this is actually a case 
of what the mineralogists call a replacement reaction in which the calcite 
crystal reacts at the surface with the phosphate and hydroxyl ions and forms 
the new mineral species hydroxyapatite. Very good. X-ray diffraction dia
grams, for example, have been obtained, and we have carried out a large number 
of experiments with phosphorus-32, radiocalcium, promethium and with many 
of the bone-seekers. I think this is a rather interesting reaction which is worth 
discussing here. It is certainly useful in calcareous soils for picking up and 
retaining the bone-seekers and I think it will also be found useful in large 
mineral beds, for example, in a final clean-up reaction for low-level radioactive 
waste before discharge to the environment. The flojv-rate problems involved 
tend to be a little difficult from the engineering point of view but the reaction is 
rather an amazing one with regard to its ability to clean up solutions.

Mr. N. Saito (Japan) : Since the chemistry of ruthenium is very complicated, 
may there not be some possibility of retaining Ru106 by changing its chemical 
composition ?

Mr. D. W. Pearce: Yes, indeed, if the ruthenium could be reduced to a 
valence of +3  for instance, it would act as a typical cation and would be 
adsorbed very satisfactorily on the soil. It would be difficult to say how stable 
such a system would be over a long period of time and if subject to oxidation 
or certain other reactions but fortunately ruthenium has a very short half-life, 
and in our particular case, activity has long ceased before the water reaches 
the Columbia River.

Mr. Y. I. Spitsyn (USSR) (translated from Russian): How many curies of 
radioisotopes per year reach the Columbia River through the ground water ?

Mr. D. W. Pcarce: We have no evidence that radioisotopes from the sepa
rations plant areas have ever reached the Columbia River.

Mr. Y. I. Spitsyn (translated from Russian) : What was the activity of the 
waste solution disposed of into the salt mine ?

Mr. F. L. Parker (United States of America) : There was no activity in the 
salt mine itself. We simulated the effects of the fission-products heating by 
passing an alternating current through the solution itself, thus reproducing 
very closely the actual temperature distribution in the waste. We have not so 
far operated the test with radioactive solutions.

Mr. 0 . Jaag (Switzerland) (translated from French): It has been shown that 
soü can adsorb or retain activity from radioactive solutions. We have carried 
out a number of experiments to determine the retention capacity of various 
types of more or less calcareous soils and have found in particular that peat of
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the type common in the Jura has a fairly high capacity of retention. On the 
basis of these experiments we have constructed an apparatus employing peat 
to decontaminatè low-activity rainwater so that it can safely be used as drink
ing water.

Mr. Ь. Baetsle (translated from French): We have found that in neutral 
solutions caesium is much more effectively retained by soil than strontium. 
I should be very interested to hear Mr. Spitsyn’s comments on the fact that 
his investigations have led him to a different conclusion. I should also like to 
know under what conditions his equilibrium constants for strontium, etc. 
were established.

Mr. V. I. Spitsyn (translated from Russian): Information on the question 
of caesium absorption by mineral components is available in one of the USSR 
papers presented at the second Geneva conference, so I did not dwell on the 
subject in my own paper. Our research has extended to other systems as 
well, such as strontium-caesium systems, but has not yet been carried beyond 
the stage of experimental field work.

Mr. A. R. Newby-Fraser (Union of South Africa) : I should like to ask 
Mr. Staub whether the question of cyclic exposure of river beds as a result of 
regular annual droughts has been considered as a significant factor in releasing 
activity fixed and possibly concentrated by natural ion-exchange processes in 
a river.

Mr. C. P. Staub (United States of America) : In the case of exposure of the 
bed itself there is always the problem that an air-borne contaminant may be 
released and this is something that one would of course have to guard against. 
I cannot really say any more on the subject, since we are unfamiliar with 
this phenomenon. The nearest close parallel to' it would be fall-out deposited 
on the ground.

Mr. E. S. Simpson: I gather that in the USSR, as in the United States, 
the unsaturated portion of the soil column is being used for waste dis
posal purposes at certain places. In the United States we are concerned about 
the long-term effects of this operation. We want to know whether we can depend 
on ion exchange and other absorption processes to hold the radioactive nuc- 
leides above the water-table or whether there are natural forces which will in 
time carry these radionucleides down to the water-table and into the water 
environment. Would Mr. Spitsyn care to comment on this ?

Mr. Y. I. Spitsyn (translated from Russian): As I have stated in my paper, 
ion exchange between strontium and inorganic sorbents occurs very readily; 
hence in our view, there is a permanent danger that strontium will enter the 
soil and the ground water. I strongly advocate the use of water-isolating screens 
in cases where radioisotopes come into contact with the soil.

Mr. C. A. Mawson: Whenever we considered the question of delivering 
active solutions into the soil over the course of years, we have always been 
concerned about what was going to happen after the soil had become saturated 
and the radionucleides were emerging from it at the same speed as they were 
being put in. Although we are nowhere near that situation at the present time 
we decided to ask the mathematicians to produce some calculations on the 
problem as a whole, and it is encouraging to report that they came to the con
clusion that even with a completely saturated column of soil there is a very 
considerable hold-up time during which many of the products decay, and in 
fact the situation is never reached in which radioactive, materials emerge at 
the rate of input.
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Mr. V. I. Spitsyn (translated from Russian): If the state of the soil is such 
that the water-table is low-lying it will act in this way, that is, it will act as a 
reservoir temporarily holding back the effluent; however, the conditions 
prevailing at Hanford are exceptional, and one can by no means count on this 
effect. I remember for instance reading in one of the United States contri
butions to the second Geneva conference that it was now impossible to carry 
out experiments of this nature at the Savannah River plant. On the subject 
of mathematical calculations, let me quote a humorous saying to the effect 
that mathematics is like a mill which grinds up whatever you put into it. 
But in this sort of instance we must also reckon with the chemical properties 
of the soil, and from our investigations we have come to the conclusion that 
even when calculations indicate a high sorptive capacity of the soil, the kinetics 
of the process do not permit complete saturation ever to occur.
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CONTRIBUTIONS OF GEOLOGY TO THE PROBLEM OF 
R ADIOACTIVE W ASTE DISPOSAL

Abstract
The earth is the sphere of interest of the geologist, and it is the only place 

on or in which wastes can he dispersed or stored. In that sense, problems 
of radioactive waste disposal are primarily geological.

Accumulated geologic knowledge and established principles have been 
applied widely in the United States to problems of disposal, and the unique 
nature of these problems has led to research and significant advances of 
knowledge in specialized aspects of geology.

A common activity has been appraisal of sites for nuclear energy facilities. 
This includes analysis and evaluation of geologic, topographic, hydrologie, 
geochemical and seismic factors. Also, regional analyses are made of the gross 
characteristics of. major physical subdivisions of the United States and the 
relation of these characteristics to waste storage and disposal.

Special problems include the actual and potential behaviour of ordinary 
wastes in specific geologic environments. Other studies concern possible use 
of structural basins, stratigraphie traps, and salt beds and salt domes for 
storage and containment of high-level waste. Much general and some detailed 
study has been made of background radiometry.

Water is the critical factor in waste disposal; accordingly certain natural 
processes by which water may be purified or chemically altered have been 
investigated. Significant results have been achieved in studies of dispersion 
and diffusion processes in ground water and surface water ; the rate of travel 
of contaminants in streams; the mechanics of ground-water flow in granular 
materials ; ground-water flow in cavernous rocks ; and the behaviour of water 
and chemical solutions in the zone of aeration.

Thermal and chemical-stability problems that would develop if high-level 
waste were injected in geologic formations also have been investigated. 
Geologic, petrologic and geophysical studies have been made of specific 
areas, and research in clay mineralogy, ion exchange and geochemistry has 
been aimed directly at waste disposal problems.

CONTRIBUTIONS DE LA GEOLOGIE AU PROBLEME DE 
L ’ELIM IN ATIO N DES DECHETS RADIOACTIFS

Résumé
La terre est l’objet des études géologiques; or, les déchets radioactifs ne 

peuvent être dispersés ou entreposés que dans ou sur la terre. En ce sens, 
les problèmes relatifs à l’élimination des déchets radioactifs sont avant tout 
d’ordre géologique.

Les Etats-Unis ont appliqué largement les connaissances géologiques accu
mulées et certains principes bien établis aux problèmes de l’élimination; 
le caractère exceptionnel de ces problèmes a nécessité des recherches qui ont 
permis d’approfondir considérablement nos connaissances dans des domaines 
particuliers de la géologie!
. De nombreux travaux ont porté sur l’étude d’emplacements pour installa
tions nucléaires. Cette étude comporte l’analyse et l’évaluation de facteurs
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géologiques, topographiques, hydrologiques, géochimiques et sismiques. On a 
analysé aussi par région les caractéristiques d’ensemble des grandes divisions 
naturelles des Etats-Unis et les incidences de ces caractéristiques sur l’entre
posage et l’élimination des déchets.

Parmi les problèmes spéciaux, on étudie comment se comportent ou pour
raient se comporter des déchets ordinaires dans des milieux géologiques déter
minés. D’autres études portent sur l’utilisation éventuelle de cavités syncli- 
nales, de failles stratigraphiques, de bancs de sel et de dômes de sel pour 
l’entreposage et l’isolement des déchets de haute activité. De nombreuses étu
des générales et quelques études de détail ont été entreprises sur la radiométrie 
du milieu ambiant.

L’eau naturelle est le facteur critique dans l’élimination des déchets ; on a 
donc étudié certains processus naturels par lesquels on peut purifier l’eau ou en 
modifier la composition chimique. Les études consacrées aux problèmes sui
vants ont donné des résultats intéressants : processus de dispersion et de diffu
sion dans les eaux souterraines et dans les eaux de surface ; vitesse de circula
tion des contaminants dans les cours d’eau ; mécanisme d’écoulement des eaux 
souterraines dans des roches granulaires ; écoulement des eaux du sol dans les 
roches caverneuses ; comportement de l’eau et des solutions chimiques dans la 
zone d’aération.

Les problèmes de stabilité thermique et chimique qui se poseraient si l’on 
injectait des déchets de haute activité dans les formations géologiques ont 
également fait l’objet de recherches. On a fait des études géologiques, pétro- 
logiques et géophysiques de zones déterminées, et des recherches de minéra
logie des argiles, d’échanges d’ions et de géochimie ayant directement trait 
à l’élimination des déchets.

ВКЛАД ГЕОЛОГИИ В РЕШЕНИЕ ПРОБЛЕМЫ УДАЛЕНИЯ  
РАДИОАКТИВНЫХ ОТХОДОВ

Резюме

Земля является сферой интересов геологов, и она является единственным 
местом, в котором или на котором могут захороняться или удаляться отходы. 
В этом смысле проблема удаления радиоактивных отходов является прежде 
всего геологической проблемой.

В Соединенных Штатах накопленные знания по геологии и установившиеся 
принципы широко применялись для решения проблемы удаления отходов, и 
сходный характер этих проблем привел к проведению исследований и значи
тельному расширению знаний по специальным аспектам геологии.

Общая деятельность заключалась в выборе мест для ядерных установок. Эта 
деятельность включала анализ и оценку геологических, топографических, 
гидрологических, геохимических и сейсмических факторов. Кроме того, был 
проведен региональный анализ основных характеристик главных физических 
зон Соединенных Штатов и связи этих характеристик с удалением и захоро
нением отходов.

Особые проблемы включают изучение настоящего и потенциального пове
дения обычных отходов в конкретных геологических структурах. Другие иссле
дования касаются возможного использования структурных синклиналий, стра
тиграфических складок, соляных пластов и соляных куполов для захоронения
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и сохранения высокоактивных отходов. Было проведено много общих и не
сколько детальных изучений измерения фоновой радиации.

Вода является решающим фактором в проблеме удаления отходов; в связи 
с этим были изучены некоторые природные процессы, при которых вода может 
очищаться или изменять свой химический состав. Были достигнуты значитель
ные результаты в изучении процессов дисперсии и диффузии в подземных и 
поверхностных водах, скорости распространения загрязняющих веществ в 
потоках, механики подземных водных потоков в зернистых породах, подводных 
потоков в трещиноватых скальных породах и поведения воды и химических 
растворов в зоне аэрации.

Были также изучены проблемы теплового и химического равновесия, которые 
могли бы возникнуть, если бы высокоактивные отходы были введены в геологи
ческие формации. Были проведены геологические, петрографичёские и геофизи
ческие исследования конкретных районов, а исследования по минералогии 
глин, ионообмена и геохимии были непосредственно увязаны с проблемой уда
ления отходов.

CONTRIBUCION DE LA GEOLOGIA A LA RESOLUCION  
DE LOS PROBLEMAS QUE PLANTEA LA EVACUACION  

DE DESECHOS RADIACTIVOS

Resumen
La Tierra constituye la esfera de interés del geólogo y es el único lugar 

en cuya superficie o en cuyo seno pueden dispersarse o almacenarse desechos. 
En este sentido, los problemas que plantea la evacuación de desechos radiacti
vos tienen un carácter primordialmente geológico.

En los Estados Unidos los conocimientos geológicos acumulados y los 
principios establecidos se vienen aplicando a la resolución de los problemas 
que plantea esa evacuación; el carácter singular de estos problemas ha con
ducido a que se realizasen investigaciones y consiguiesen importantes avances 
en ramas especializadas de la geología.

Una de las tareas más usuales consiste en la evaluación de los posibles 
emplazamientos de las instalaciones nucleares. Esta tarea abarca el análisis 
y la evaluación de los factores geológicos, topográficos, hidrológicos, geo
químicos y sísmicos. También se han llevado a cabo análisis de tipo regional 
para estudiar las características generales de las principales subdivisiones 
geográficas de los Estados Unidos y su relación con el almacenamiento y la 
evacuación de desechos.

Entre los problemas especiales figuran el comportamiento real y potencial 
de los desechos de tipo ordinario en determinados medios geológicos. Se ha 
estudiado también la posibilidad de utilizar cuencas estructurales, grietas 
estratigráficas y lechos y domos de sal para almacenar y confinar los desechos 
de elevada actividad. También se han efectuado muchos estudios de carácter 
general, y algunos más detallados, sobre la radiometría de fondo.

El agua es el factor geológico crítico; por esta razón se han estudiado 
determinados procesos naturales mediante los cuales puede ser purificada 
o alterada por medios químicos. Se han logrado importantes resultados en 
los estudios realizados sobre las siguientes cuestiones: procesos de dispersión 
y difusión de las aguas subterráneas y de las aguas superficiales; velocidad 
de desplazamiento de los agentes contaminadores en una corriente; proceso
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del flujo de las aguas subterráneas a través de materiales granulosos; flujo 
de las aguas subterráneas a través de rocas cavernosas y comportamiento 
del agua y de las soluciones químicas en la zona de aeración.

Se han estudiado también los problemas térmicos y de estabilidad química 
que se plantearían si se inyectasen desechos radiactivos de elevada actividad 
en las formaciones geológicas. Se han efectuado estudios geológicos, petro
gráficos y geofísicos de zonas determinadas, así como investigaciones en 
materia de mineralogía de las arcillas, de intercambio iónico y de geoquímica, 
con miras a resolver algunos de los problemas planteados por la evacuación 
de desechos radiactivos.

CONTRIBUTIONS OF GEOLOGY TO THE PROBLEM  
OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL*

R. L. Nace
W a t e r  R e s o u r c e s  D iv is io n , G e o l o g i c a l  S u r v e y ,  

W a s h in g to n  25, D.C.
U n it e d  St a t e s  o f  A m e r ic a

Nuclear energy and geologic time
• Seemingly, the commitment of humanity to a “nuclear energy era” is 
irrevocable. The task of scientists is to find a way for man to live in the same 
world with by-product wastes from the industry. Therefore, it seems appro
priate to suggest that careful evaluation of the relative long-term hazards 
from various kinds of wastes is needed. High-level waste, which must be 
stored or confined, is commonly said to be the overriding problem. This, 
however, is not necessarily true, or it may be true only during early decades 
of the “nuclear age” . In the long run, ordinary wastes** that are released 
to the environment may be a problem more serious than the wastes that 
are contained. Dispersal of ordinary waste and slow pollution of earth environ
ments through geologic time might be genetically disastrous.

Basic gcologic aspects of the problem
“Environment” is a key word in the waste problem. Release' of nuclear 

wastes to the physical environment is deliberate, though contamination is 
held to levels that some scientists believe are acceptable. This physical 
environment is the earth, which is the only place that is available for practical 
waste disposal. The earth is the domain of the geologist. Therefore, the

* Publication authorized by the Director, United States Geological Survey.
** The United States Atomic Energy Commission (2) has defined three categories of 

waste : low-, intermediate-, and high-level. Usage varies among authors, however, and some 
writers refer only to high and low levels. Some nuclear energy installations release only low- 
level waste ; others release intermediate waste also. In this paper, two categories are re
cognized: high-level and ordinary. High-level waste is that which is stored (retained). 
Ordinary waste is any waste that is intentionally released to the environment. The latter 
term is brief, it implies no specific range of radioactivity, and it focuses attention on one 
horn of the disposal dilemma—what is to be released and what is to be immobilized and 
restrained.
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problem of finally disposing of fission-product waste is basically a problem 
for geologists [Hess (1)].

Those geologists who have recognized and accepted a responsibility in 
waste-disposal problems are dedicated scientists who appreciate the nature 
and importance of the waste-disposal problem. Their work has improved 
the prospects for ultimate solution.

General nature ol geologic contributions
Geology uses and applies other sciences to the study of the earth. The 

contributions of applied geology to waste-disposal problems have been great 
at some times and places but small at others. For example, some sites for 
nuclear energy facilities have been studied exhaustively by geologists ; others 
have had only a cursory inspection.

Almost from the day it was created in 1946 the United States Atomic Ener
gy Commission has sought the aid of geology, and the Commission has co-oper- 
ated closely for many years with the United States Geological Survey. The Com
mission also has promoted recognition of the importance of geology in the 
nuclear energy industry. Geologic contributions to the industry, accordingly, 
consist of far more than raw-materials exploration and study of engineering- 
geologic aspects of military applications of nuclear energy. Contributions 
include reactor-site analysis and evaluation, and studies of the stratigraphie, 
structural, geochemical, geophysical, hydraulic, hydrologie, and geothermal 
aspects of waste management. Foundation conditions for buildings and other 
structures, regional seismicity, risk of seismic damage, and other aspects 
of engineering geology are related closely to waste management, because 
plant failure from any cause might lead to the release of fission products. 
Applications of explosive nuclear energy also create problems of indirect 
waste disposal, because residual fission products from these explosions remain 
in the environment, and their behaviour therein is controlled by factors 
similar to those that control other wastes. But in this paper I will review only 
those contributions of geology that are aimed specifically at waste-manage- 
ment problems and that are peculiar to the nuclear-energy industry.

Working definition of geology
“Geology” is used in this paper in its broad sense: the application of other 

sciences to study of the earth. All sciences are complex, and geology is a 
very broad science, so “geology” combines a loosely knit group of many 
specialities. Geologists need a philosophic frame of mind and broad training 
in order to be able to synthesize, generalize, and find a basic unity among 
the specialities.

Geology is a science of prediction as well as of history. What will happen 
to a given kind and amount of waste if it is released or escapes into a given 
earth environment ? The judgments and predictions of the geologist on such 
questions are today’s news to the plant operator.

Critical geologic aspects of the problem
Nuclear energy facilities of many kinds will ultimately be distributed 

throughout the world. More than 300 non-military reactors are reportedly 
in operation already or soon will be. Probably most of the large ones are
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in the United States, and this is the reason why much study of waste disposal 
on the land has been done in the United States.

A good deal of geologic attention in the United States has been focused on 
water and geochemistry. АД wastes from controlled fission are in aqueous 
solution at some stage in their processing, and the bulk of them remain in 
solution when dispersed or stored. Water is a ubiquitous and universal solvent, 
so natural water can dissolve and transport practically any waste with which 
it comes in contact. Also, water is the principal geochemical agent in the upper 
several thousand feet of the earth’s crust. Finally, water is an indispensable, 
basic natural resource in which dangerous contamination cannot be accepted. 
On all counts, therefore, water is the critical geologic factor.

On the other hand, water cannot be considered separately from its environ
ment. The stratigraphie and structural geologic features of an area control the 
occurrence and movement of water. Water, considered either as a resource, 
as an agent of erosion and sediment movement, or as a geochemical agent, 
can be understood fully only in terms of its geologic environment. Hydro
geologic study is the general means for determining what will be the fate of a 
waste-carrying solution that is released or escapes at or below the land surface.

Geochemical processes such as ion exchange (including adsorption), chemical 
precipitation or other reactions, diffusion, dispersion, and isotopic dilution 
may occur in water either at the surface of the earth or underground. These 
processes may alter the nature of a waste liquid and of the medium through 
which it moves.

Another group of specialized topics is water-movement phenomena, such as 
the mechanics of stream flow and ground-water motion, the behaviour of water 
and aqueous solutions in the zone of aeration, density currents, thermal 
currents, and vapour transfer. These concern movement of water as liquid or 
as vapour. The dissolved constituents in a liquid may move with the liquid, 
they may move more slowly than the liquid, or they may be removed from 
the liquid and be immobilized.

Radiogenic heat raises the temperature of waste solutions, so the feasibility 
of injecting high-level waste into deep-lying formations or of storing waste 
underground would depend partly on geothermal factors. Other factors are 
the chemical and thermal stability of high-level waste in geologic environments 
and the chemical and thermal stability of geologic materials in the presence 
of the wastes.
Sources of geologic contributions

Established principles and standard methods in physical geology, hydro
logy, hydraulics, and geochemistry have been applied widely to problems of 
waste disposal. Also these unique problems have intrigued specialists and have 
led to numerous fundamental studies. Notable contributions have been made 
by the US Geological Survey, other government agencies, mining and petro
leum interests, private geologists, university and State organizations, research 
institutions, and private organizations. Much of the work has been done under 
contracts with the US Atomic Energy Commission.

Investigations and applications of geology to the waste problem may be 
comprehensive or specialized, general or detailed ; they may be basic or super
ficial; and they may relate to emergency, interim, or permanent situations. 
Extensive information is available, but much of it is yet unpublished. There
fore, it is impossible at the moment to identify all contributions of geology or to
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judge which contributions have the greater long-term significance. Only a 
selected few prominent topics and contributions will be mentioned in this 
summary.
Understanding and definition of problems

T h e is  (3, 4, 5) has written instructive résumés of outstanding situations 
and problems in ground disposal of wastes. His early publications described 
the hydrogeology of major waste-producing sites in the United States ; grouped 
rocks in five general classes; and reviewed the specific problems of (1) disposal 
through deep wells into water-saturated permeable formations; (2) injection 
into cavernous rocks, such as limestone; (3) disposal in non-saturated perme
able sediments; (4) retention in lined and unlined pits in sediments; and (5) 
storage in cavities in non-permeable materials, such as halite and other natural 
salt deposits. Theis also evaluated the general feasibility of several alter
native methods of disposal. His 1956 paper was one of the earliest widely- 
available published papers that identified specific problems of ground disposal 
in geologic terms and demonstrated the basic significance of hydromechanics 
both in surface-water and ground-water environments.

E. G. Struxness and others have reviewed pit-disposal practices and results 
in some detail. M a w s o n  (6) illustrated the need for thorough consideration 
of waste disposal during early planning stages for a facility, and reviewed 
waste-disposal practices at Chalk River in Canada.

B r o w n  et al. (7, 8) described waste-disposal practices and experiences 
of the Hanford Atomic Products Operation at Richland, Wash, and listed 
factors that govern the feasibility of ground disposal in that area.

D e  L a g u n a  (9) summarized the hydrogeologic aspects of problems of 
safe waste disposal. His paper uses language that is readily understandable 
to the non-geologist professional, and is one of the most effective published 
papers of its kind. A summary by N a c e  (10) explained his opinion that final 
disposal of waste is essentially an earth-science problem; summarized the 
nature of wastes in relation to time, terrestrial environments, and the danger 
to water resources; reviewed means and proposed means for waste disposal; 
evaluated the safety of ground disposal of liquid and solid wastes ; summarized 
pertinent activities and research of the US Geological Survey ; and suggested 
a philosophy and general policy about waste disposal.

B a r k e r  (11) reviewed briefly the factors that affect the transport of radio
active substances by water, with special attention to waste products. These 
factors include physical movement, uptake by aquatic biota, dispersion in 
streams, and ion exchange and adsorption. He discussed water-treatment 
aspects briefly.

The feasibility of studies that require determinations of radium and uranium 
where they are present in water only in vanishingly small amounts has been 
improved greatly in recent years by refinement of techniques (B a r k e r ,  12). 
Regional studies of the occurrence of radium and uranium in ground water 
in the United States as a wholè (12) and in the Staked Plains of Texas and 
New Mexico (14) were not aimed at waste-disposal problems, but they contrib
ute to understanding of the geochemistry of radioelements; thus they are 
pertinent to waste problems, including atmospheric fallout. Concentrations 
in ground water from the Ogallala formation (Pliocene) in the Staked Plains 
range from 0.9 to 12 parts per thousand million for uranium and <0.1 to 
0.8 /г/icfl for radium.
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Waste-disposal practices

A special publication by the United States Congress (15) contains the most 
comprehensive collection of information yet assembled about the nature of 
industrial radioactive wastes and their disposal. General assimilation of this 
information should lead to widespread improvement in understanding of 
waste-disposal problems. Waste-disposal practices may be divided into three 
classes, based on the degree of permanency of the practice:

(a) Interim practices.—These may entail a small to moderate hazard if they 
are employed only for a short time. Sometimes the degree of hazard is 
not known definitely but usually it seems small. Practices are classed 
here as “interim” ones if reasonable proof is lacking that they are accept
able. for permanent use. This class includes temporary means for disposal 
of unusual amounts or levels of radioactivity after an accident or during 
an operational emergency.

(b) Hold-over practices.—Most hold-over practices originated during World 
War II when little thought had been given to peaceful uses of fission 
energy. Nuclear-energy operations were expected to end or to be curtailed 
after the war, so the long-term implications of waste disposal received 
relatively little study. Some of these practices have created potentially 
hazardous situations and have been, or probably will have to be, changed.

(c) Permanent practices.—These are practices that might be continued 
“for ever.” Probably no disposal practice, except the disposal of in
nocuous waste, should be called permanent, because present knowledge 
is not an adequate basis for reasonably final judgment about the accept
ability of practices with toxic wastes.

Each category of practices includes varied procedures whose details differ, 
depending on the degree and kind of radioactivity of the waste, its isotopic 
composition, the half-lives of constituent isotopes, the physical state—liquid 
or solid, and the chemical nature, composition, and stability of the solution, 
if it is a liquid.

Radioactivity cannot be neutralized or destroyed by any means now known. 
We can only wait for the activity to die. “What shall we do while waiting ?” 
is the general question that includes all problems with waste that cannot be 
released and dispersed immediately after it is generated.

Specific geologic contributions

Geologic study of what can be done with wastes usually produces double 
benefits: (1) study directly advances knowledge that is needed to cope with 
waste problems, and (2) most of this knowledge has direct applications in other 
kinds of water problems.
Site appraisal

Site appraisal consists of analysis, evaluation, and classification. The ana
lysis includes determination and description of topographic, physical, geologic, 
and hydrologie characteristics. Stratigraphie and structural geologic features 
generally are highly significant, and ground-water and surface-water features 
are nearly always critical factors. The analyst uses general knowledge about
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nuclear facilities, nuclear wastes and waste-disposal problems because he 
commonly has little specific information about the proposed facility. Adequate 
site analysis usually requires study in an area larger than the site itself, com
monly much larger. In practice, however, many analyses have covered rather 
small areas, owing to limitations of time and funds.

Site evaluation, a more advanced stage of appraisal, is accomplished after 
the specific proposed nature of a facility becomes known. Information about 
the amount and kinds of wastes that will be generated, stored, or discharged 
is analysed in relation to site characteristics. The hydrologie and geologic 
hazards then are evaluated in order to determine what additional or special 
site information is needed for more complete evaluation or for identification 
of specific potential hazards or sources of hazards.

Finally, a site is classified as suitable, questionablè, or unsuitable for the 
proposed facility. If the facility is constructed, site evaluation may be amplified 
when additional geologic information is obtained or the design of the facility is 
altered. The usual minimum post-construction programme consists of environ
mental monitoring.

Regional and comprehensive studies

Comprehensive studies are essential around any large reactor or around 
any facility that handles or stores large amounts of radioactivity. The problem 
at each facility is unique because no two facilities are identical and no two 
geologic settings are the same. Sometimes the first step in geologic study is a 
regional reconnaissance, as was the case with the National Reactor Testing 
Station in Idaho*. Many reconnaissance studies have been made on the Argonne 
National Laboratory area in Illinois; the Buffalo area, New York; the Hartford 
Research Center near Middletown, Conn. ; the Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory, 
New York; the Los Alamos Area, New Mexico; the Camden-Philadelphia area 
of New Jersey and Pennsylvania; the Piqua area, Ohio; the Elk River site in 
Minnesota; and many others.

Reconnaissance often is followed by detailed and comprehensive study which 
commonly extends over a large area. An example is the Hanford Atomic 
Products Operation. Comprehensive' study in that area covered a region of' 
about 1,000 square miles around a reservation area of about 500 square miles. 
Later investigations concerned more specific and specialized aspects of the 
hydrogeology. For examples of later investigations see (16), (8), (17), and (18).

Thorough and comprehensive studies have been made for most large installa
tions, such as Brookhaven National Laboratory, Long Island, N.Y. ; the 
National Reactor Testing Station, Idaho; Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 
Tennessee (19), the Savannah River Operation, South Carolina, and others. 
These studies may include detailed descriptive geology and surface mapping, 
subsurface exploration by test drilling and geophysical methods, analysis of 
hydrogeologic factors, review of waste-disposal requirements and practices, 
and evaluation of hazards from wastes in the geologic environment. Nearly 
all the comprehensive studies and reports have disclosed important gaps in 
understanding of fundamental principles of geology, hydromechanics, and 
geochemistry. These disclosures have led to basic research on specialized topics.

* The list of References at the end of this paper contains no citations of reports that 
have not been published and are not available to the public.
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National, international, and continental analyses
Eventually, nuclear energy plants probably will be distributed widely in 

the world. Therefore, waste-disposal problems are national, international and 
continental in geographic scope. No entire continent has been studied yet, but 
a nation-wide analysis of the United States is in progress. The first step is a 
generalized review of the physical characteristics of principal physiographic 
subdivisions of the United States and the relation of these characteristics to 
regional and continental aspects of waste-storage and waste-disposal problems. 
A general review study is already well advanced, and work on the second stage, 
a more comprehensive analysis of characteristics and problems, is in progress. 
This work includes compilation of summary information about the physio
graphy, general geology, water tables, general course and velocity of ground
water movement, main surface drainage lines, and other geologic factors that 
bear on regional possibilities for waste disposal.

Geologic terrain and rock-type studies
Bocks and sediments differ widely among themselves in their permeability, 

ion-exchange capacity, heat conductivity, plasticity, strength, and other 
properties that are of interest in waste management. Extrusive volcanic, 
pyroclastic, calcareous, shaly, coarse-clastic, and other terrains are the sub
jects of special current studies in the United States. These studies will aid 
determination of what general areas are most suitable for various kinds of 
disposal operations. Special kinds of deposits, such as natural salt beds and 
salt domes, have also been investigated.

Natural salt beds and domes may be suitable for direct disposal of high-level 
waste. The principal problems would be radiogenic heat from waste and the 
degree of chemical compatibility of waste solutions with the salt. If Cs137 
and Sr90 could be separated essentially completely, the thermal problem 
would be relieved greatly. Several groups—University of Texas, Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory, Geotechnical Corporation (Dallas, Texas), Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, and the US Geological Survey—have investigated 
various aspects of storage in salt, including the physical properties of salt and 
its chemical stability in various kinds of radioactive solutions. S e r a t a  (20) 
studied stresses and thermal effects on salt in subterranean cavities. R o b in 
s o n  and others (21) reported on the physical properties of salt, anhydrite 
and gypsum, including density, elasticity, acoustic velocity, plasticity, thermal 
conductivity, thermochemistry, electrical resistivity, porosity, permeability, 
and magnetism.

Calculations by B ir c h  (22) (p. 14), indicate that salt is superior to shale in 
the rate of heat dissipation because of the superior heat diffusivity of salt. 
In a salt cavity, however, all the space would contain liquid, so heat generation 
per unit volume would be greater from waste in a salt cavity than from waste 
in sand or shale, in which only the pores would contain liquid. A mass of 
liquid waste 12.5 ft thick and generating 0.01 W  of heat per gallon would, 
if stored in a salt bed, reach a temperature of 130° С in 50 years (this tempera
ture to be added to initial temperature). Evidently storage in salt would entail 
less efficient heat dissipation than storage in porous rock, but the difference 
would be indecisive for a given amount of liquid. Therefore, a site could be 
chosen on other grounds, such as accessibility, mechanical stability, or effective
ness of seal.
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Storage in salt, nevertheless, would have other advantages. The position 
of the waste would be known accurately, and pressure could be maintained to 
prevent boiling or geysering. If the temperature were kept below 150° C, the 
depth of storage would not need to exceed 150 ft, so far as thermal factors 
are concerned, according to Birch.

A report by P i e r c e  and R ic h  (23) summarized the occurrence of rock- 
salt deposits throughout the United States. This report will be helpful in the 
selection of sites to be considered for waste disposal.

Storage in structural basins and stratigraphie traps
Some geologists favour the idea of final disposal of high-level liquid waste 

by injecting it through deep wells into sedimentary rocks. Structures would 
be chosen in which the liquid presumably would be contained at least for 
several centuries. The rocks, if not naturally permeable, would be made so by 
hydraulic or explosive fracturing.

Geologists are studying geologic environments in the United States to assess 
the apparent suitability of general areas, of specific stratigraphie and lithologie 
sequences, and of certain kinds of geologic structures and stratigraphie traps. 
The first step is to establish criteria for assessing geologic and hydrologie 
suitability. The next is to analyse nation-wide information, chiefly information 
already available, in order to choose generally favourable areas or structures. 
The third step is preliminary study of specific areas or structures that seem to 
be favourable. These studies include: (1) classification of lithologie types, of 
stratigraphie sequences and relations, and of structural types ; (2) forecast of 
principal problems that would arise during and after waste disposal; (3) pre
liminary evaluation of the seriousness of these problems and their amenability 
to solution; and (4) decision whether further consideration is justified.

One or more areas will be chosen tentatively for disposal of waste, and a 
test may be made with a simulated waste liquid. Factors that must be consid
ered are:

(a) accessibility of the area;
(b) duration of hazardous activity of the waste;
(c) degree of certainty of containment;
(d) susceptibility to monitoring;
(e) hydrologie regimen;
(f) engineering feasibility; and
(g) cost.
The first preliminary study to be completed is that of R e p e n n in g  (24) 

in the San Juan Basin of New Mexico. Certain stratigraphie units in that area 
consisting mainly of gypsum beds may be suitable host rocks for solid waste 
but probably not for liquid waste. The suitability of limestone is problematic 
because solution channels commonly are present. Limestone should not be 
considered as long as more favourable formations are available.

Shale, which could be fractured artificially *to create a storage reservoir, 
would be a suitable host formation in certain kinds of geologic structures. 
Liquid waste might be immobilized completely in shale. Moreover, the mineral 
components of shale have large sorption capacities for certain elements, and 
radioisotopes might be immobilized by sorption. But shale has several dis
advantages. Its heat-conductance is comparatively moderate. Fractured shale 
would contain irregularly distributed and variably sized openings in which
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local “hot spots” might develop. Clay minerals react with acid waste, and these 
reactions might break the shale down and allow waste liquid to escape.

Sandstone, on the other hand, has greater thermal conductivity than shale, 
is less reactive with acids, and, when fractured, would tend to form a tabular 
reservoir. The natural reservoir form is also tabular. This form allows more 
rapid heat dissipation than a bulbous form.

Synclinal structures may be favourable for waste disposal. Generally, it is 
assumed that natural hydraulic gradients are downdip in synclines. If so, both 
the hydraulic gradient and gravitational effect on a heavy waste liquid would 
cause the liquid to move downdip*, if it moved at all. The waste supposedly 
would be trapped downdip in a closed syncline and could escape only by upward 
leakage through imperfectly confining beds.

The assumptions about synclinal structure may be invalid. Disposal might 
be at depths of several thousand feet or more. Natural water at such depths 
is commonly highly mineralized, and at many places it is a concentrated heavy 
brine. Under some conditions, density differences might cause a waste liquid 
to move upgradient, though this possibility is not necessarily serious. The water 
in a deep-lying permeable formation might be brine, but waste liquid might 
be made denser than the country water** so that it would not migrate by 
gravity out of the low part of the structure.

R e p e n n in g  (24) suggested that sandstone lenses which are completely 
enclosed by impermeable shale may be more suitable than the shale itself as 
a host for waste liquid. Such lenses might be present in any kind of structure.

The identification of formations that are suitable for injection of high-level 
waste would require intensive study of the origin of the formations and an 
extensive drilling programme. Roedder (25) (p. 43) emphasized that, in 
addition to being internally suitable, the formation must be in an area where :

(1) it is economically feasible to process fuel elements;
(2) transportation from the processing plant to the disposal site is inexpens

ive;
(3) no future production of water, oil, gas, brine or other natural resource 

is likely;
(4) truly impermeable beds enclose the formation above and below; and
(5) neither the present hydrologie flow patterns nor those created by injec

tion would cause toxic waste to invade the human environment.
In this context “truly impermeable” means sufficiently low in permeability 
to confine the waste for at least several centuries.

Injection problems.—The petroleum industry disposes yearly of hundreds 
of millions of gallons of oil-field brine in the United States. The cost is small—  
about 0.03 cents per gallon—where brine is injected into the ground, commonly 
in the same formation from which the brine came. The predicted yearly pro
duction of liquid high-level radioactive waste in the United States is 50 x 10® 
gallons by 1980 and 200 x 10® gallons by 2,000 (26) (p. 11). These volumes 
are only approximate but show that the expected volume of high-level waste 
liquid is small compared to known capacities of underground formations. 
Volume of waste, therefore, is not necessarily a serious problem.

* Unpublished information indicates, however, that deep in some synclinal structures 
the hydraulic gradient in water-bearing formations is reversed— that is, the gradient is 
updip.

** “Country water” is introduced here as a parallel to the well-known term “country 
rock” .
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Earth fracturing may be necessary in formations which are too low in 
permeability to accept waste at desired injection rates ; or waste liquid might 
be injected and left in a fractured zone in a very tight formation. Fracturing 
techniques are used widely in the petroleum industry to improve the yield of 
oil-producing zones around wells. Formations are fractured by explosives or 
by injecting quantities of fluid and sand under high pressure. The fluid enters 
the formation and fractures it by internal pressure.

A  report of the A m e r ic a n  P e t r o le u m  I n s t i t u t e  (27) on deep-well disposal 
problems considers the specific topics of fluid containment, heat dissipation, 
damage to aquifers, well-pipe corrosion, well design and operation, site selection, 
injection-plant problems, and economic factors. The report recommends 
laboratory and theoretical studies and proposes field investigations to include :

a) Survey of sedimentary basins of the United States (work is already under 
way);

b) Exploration by geophysical methods and test drilling;
c) Test injection of radioactive liquid into a central well surrounded by 

monitor wells.
The Committee which wrote the report reached the conclusion that, despite 
numerous problems, deep-well disposal can be practised safety. Not all geologists 
are convinced.
Thermal and geothermal studies

Experiment field research on thermal problems, using radioactive waste 
solutions, may be impractical : several decades might be needed for the solution 
to reach its maximum temperature; an even longer time might be required 
for certain important consequences, such as physical breakdown of the host 
rock, to be observable; also, underground conditions probably could not be 
controlled to the extent that would be necessary. For these reasons, little of 
consequence has been done in field thermal experiments.

Вшсн (22) analysed simplified experimental mathematical models under 
assumed limiting conditions. His studies indicated that thermal effects of 
waste burial at depths exceeding a few thousand feet would confer no decisive 
advantage over shallow burial. A major question, however, is when and how 
an underground storage reservoir at any depth would break down during 
prolonged build- up of heat. Birch’s results indicate that waste which generated 
heat at a rate of 0.01 W  per gallon, if distributed in a layer about 100 m 
thick, would cause no undue rise of temperature. Higher rates of heat genera
tion, however, would create difficult problems.

The initial rise of temperature would be a function of the configuration of the 
waste body, the concentration of radioactive materials in the waste, the thermal 
conductivity of the host rock, and time. As long as conduction is the principal 
means of heat loss, thé loss is relatively easy to compute. At some point, how
ever, new effects would appear. For example, if the waste were injected into 
a formation containing water, would convection mix the waste with the country 
water ? Would density currents develop ? When would the host rock break down 
or be altered by heat so that the thermal and hydraulic conductivity and con
vective properties would change materially ? The knowledge and experience 
of the petroleum industry may help to answer questions about conditions 
under which liquid waste would remain in a natural reservoir. But a structural 
trap would not necessarily operate in the same way for a waste liquid as it does 
for petroleum. Capillary pressure of the order of at least several atmospheres
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helps to prevent the escape of oil and gas through a fine-grained water-bearing 
caprock (28). A sand-shale boundary may be impermeable to oil trapped in 
the sand, but the overlying immiscible water, not the shale, is the barrier. An 
aqueous waste, if it were miscible with the country water, might pass through.

Critical conditions.—Calculations of thermal build-up to temperatures of 
thousands of degrees are useless, B i r c h  (22) noted, because reservoir condi
tions would be altered at much lower temperatures and different processes 
would operate.

Shale and evaporite rocks are extremely low in permeability and are suffici
ently plastic for self-sealing of fractures under rock pressures that prevail at 
relatively moderate depths. Country water normally has the temperature of the 
country rock. Heating of shale and evaporites by waste liquid might reach 
a few hundred degrees without causing drastic physical changes, and plastic 
deformation would keep chambers tight at suitably chosen depths. But 
chemical and minéralogie changes might open channels through which waste 
could move, so the time-rate of change would be important. Strontium-90, for 
example, would decay by a factor of 1,000 in 280 years (22) (p. 9).

Convection would lessen the thermal problem by lowering the maximum 
temperature, but convection might lead to environmental contamination. 
Convection probably would occur in a reasonably permeable layer containing 
waste generating 0.01 W per gallon. In a horizontal layer having uniform 
permeability and thickness, the waste liquid would be stable until the thermal 
gradient exceeded the adiabatic gradient by an amount which can be calculated 
for given conditions, according to Birch. The critical thickness can be calculated 
also. For a thermal gradient of Io С per m (1,000° С per km) and a 
permeability of 1 darcy or more, the critical thickness would be less than 
400 m at 100° С (22) (p. 7). This permeability is high for deep-lying rocks, 
but lower permeability would not permit injection of waste at satisfactory 
rates.

Boiling is another possibility. Under some circumstances a body of waste 
liquid formed by a single injection might require about a hundred years to 
reach its maximum temperature (22) (p. 12). The bottom pressure in a drill 
hole usually is between the pressure of a water column and that of a rock 
column the length of the hole. Waste liquid might be held under sufficient 
pressure to prevent steady boiling, but geysering might be caused by build
up of heat or by rise of water to areas of lower pressure.

The geometric form of the waste-liquid body is an important consideration 
in thermal problems. A spherical form has some advantages, because a spherical 
body would reach maximum temperature more quickly than other forms, per
haps in a decade or somewhat longer. Use of this form would give an opportun
ity to observe temperature rises in different media and to verify or obtain field 
thermal constants and other data in the near future. A thin, tabular layer 
might heat up more slowly, but its form might be indeterminate.

Skibitzke (29) analysed thermal factors that bear on the problem of 
waste liquid injected in a deep formation. Roedder (25) (pp. 7— 11) con
sidered the heat problem briefly but instructively.
Chemical and geochemical 'problems

Chemical and geochemical problems in management and disposal range from 
reaction of wastes with fabricated storage containers to reaction with earth 
materials. A few examples of problems are noted below.
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Acidic Waste in Earth Storage
Nearly all high-level liquid waste now on hand in the United States is 

acidic and is composed predominantly of aluminium nitrate compounds. 
Problems attendant upon the disposal of such waste in deep-lying geologic 
formations have been studied by R o e d d e r  (25), whose principal concern 
was with chemical reactions with natural formations. Roedder introduced the 
term “salaquifer” *, which had been coined informally by Theis, for application 
to deep-lying permeable formations because these probably are saturated with 
saline country water.

Chemical reaction may be expected between a waste and a salaquifer. 
Precipitation is one kind of reaction, as was shown by experiments with 
typical natural minerals that occur in salaquifers. Precipitated aluminium 
and ferric hydroxide gels eventually would clog the salaquifer and block 
further injection. Depending on the rapidity and completeness of blocking, 
this method of disposal might be uneconomical. Aluminium nitrate com
pounds probably are unsuitable for injection in salaquifers, but the chemical 
character of wastes that are being generated may change within a few years, 
so disposal by injection is not ruled out.

Roedder considered other types of waste and possible means of avoiding 
chemical precipitation. His conclusions were that, from the standpoints of 
safety and technology, the only realistic approach to the injection problem is

a) to remove the more dangerous and more thermogenic isotopes from 
the waste,

b) to remove highly thermogenic short-lived isotopes,
c) to pretreat the waste and the salaquifer chemically to improve their 

compatibility,
d) to use a salaquifer composed of sand of glass-making quality lying far 

below all potable waters.
Steps a) and b) would yield a highly radioactive residue to be stored or disposed 
of by other means, so this method would provide only a partial solution to the 
disposal problem.

Roedder’s analysis included discussion of an ingenious method suggested 
by Theis for creating a truly impervious underground reservoir by injecting 
cementing material in a large ring of wells to form an impervious cylindrical 
wall. Waste would be injected through wells just inside the cemented wall. 
During injection, uncontaminated water would be pumped out of a pressure- 
relief wall at the centre of the area. Formation of the “impervious” wall 
would be very difficult, and its integrity would be hard to determine. Some 
geologists doubt the feasibility of such an undertaking, but all serious proposals 
should receive objective consideration.

Roedder’s paper includes a rather full list of literature on many phases of 
waste disposal.

Ion Exchange and Related Phenomena
Natural ion-exchange and adsorptive capacities of minerals and rocks offer 

a possibility for removing radionuclides from waste solutions and immobilizing

* Some hydrologiste object to this term on the ground that it implies approval of waste 
disposal in aquifers. This objection seems to be unsound. The water-bearing “ deep- 
lying permeable formation” is an aquifer whether one calls it that or not. “ Salaquifer” 
is useful and economical of syllables.
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them. For example, strontium and plutonium, which are among the more 
dangerous health hazards, are susceptible to sorption reactions. Caesium, 
ruthenium, zirconium, niobium, and many others also may be sorbed.

In a summary-review paper, C a r r o l l  (30) assembled a large store of 
information about ion exchange in clays and other minerals. Because the 
power of sorption on a mineral increases with increasing atomic weight of the 
sorbed element, heavier elements tend to replace lighter ones on exchange 
positions. The relative bonding energies of some common univalent and biva
lent cations on exchange positions, according to Carroll, are as follows:

Li+<  Na+<  K +<  Rb+<  Cs+, and Mg+2 <  Ca+2 <  Sr+2 <  Ba+2 
The most common exchangeable cation in clay-mineral soils is Ca, which is 
below Sr in the replacement series.

The exchange reaction is reversible. For example, among bivalent cations, 
the bonding energy of a single cation differs with different clay minerals. Thus 
on kaolinite the bonding energy of Mg>Ca>Ba, but on illite Ba>Ca>Mg. 
Carroll listed numerous other complex factors which influence exchange reac
tions. Replaceability differs with the type of adsorbing mineral, nature of other 
adsorbed cations, concentration of cations in solution, pH, and other factors. 
Laboratory tests of exchange capacity usually are made at pH 7 under specified 
conditions so that different tests can be compared directly. For special pur
poses, however, tests are made through a range in pH and other conditions.

Thomas (University of North Carolina) * pointed out that no complete theory 
of the thermodynamics of ion exchange has been developed, and laboratory 
experiments are needed through a range of temperatures and concentrations 
to define the form of the adsorption isotherm.

Frysinger (University of North Carolina)* described experiments with 
vermiculite which show that its adsorption of caesium is slow, requiring hours 
to reach saturation, compared to minutes for montmorillonite. The specificity 
for caesium varies, depending on the degree of saturation of the solid, and it 
may reverse under some conditions. Reversal has been observed, for example, 
in the system yttrium—caesium—vermiculite. Caesium that is adsorbed on 
vermiculite is strongly fixed, and only a small percentage of it can be removed 
by treatment with potassium or even by isotopic exchange with stable caesium.

According to Jacobs (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)*, strontium and the 
rare-earth elements are removed from solution mainly by interstitial precipita
tion, rather than by true adsorption, so the degree of removal is independent 
of the concentration of the solution. He agreed with Frysinger that the strong 
fixation of caesium is related to collapse of the vermicuhte lattice.

P r o u t  (31) reported an interesting study of the sorptive capacity of 
natural soils from the vicinity of the Savannah River plant. Sorption of 
radionuclides was measured as a function of pH and cation concentration. 
High concentrations of hydrogen ion inhibited sorption of all nuclides studied 
in this investigation. Maximum sorption occurred at pH between 7 and 9. 
High concentrations of sodium and aluminium ions in solutions also inhibited 
sorption of caesium and strontium.

Plutonium, zirconium, and niobium are hydrolysed readily, and the effect 
of pH on sorption of these nuclides in solution is complicated by the formation 
of hydrolytic species at high pH. In general, sorption of these nuclides by soil

* Oral statements at informal conference on disposal of waste to the ground. Berkeley, 
Calif., Aug. 25— 27, 1959.
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is favourable from neutral solutions (31) (pp. 5— 6). Maximum adsorption of 
ruthenium occurs from neutral solution, but some of the ruthenium in these 
solutions is not adsorbed under any conditions.

Soil at the Savannah River plant contains about 20% clay and 80% sand. 
The predominant clay mineral is kaolinite. Prout’s report contains a tabular 
summary of exchange capacities of the Savannah area soil in a range of pH. 
The capacity ranged from 0.012 milliequivalents (meq) per 100 g of soil at 
pH 4, to 1.24 meq/100 g at pH 10. The report also includes data on sorption 
of several individual radionuclides in a wide range of pH.

Sorption processes are important at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, where 
intermediate-level radioactive waste has been dischàrged into seepage pits 
since-1951. Laboratory experiments (32) were designed to measure the effect
iveness of sorption by native soils as an indication of the safety of pits for 
the disposal of waste containing about 1 me of radioactivity per 1 of 
solution.

Observation around disposal pits at Oak Ridge showed that the soil retained 
Cs but passed detectable amounts of stable nitrate and radioactive Ru, Co, 
and Sb. These reached nearby water wells and ground-water seeps. Study of 
the sorption properties of soil may lead to development of methods of removing 
radionuclides from waste before discharging it to pits.

The “soil” in tests by B la n c h a r d  et al. (32) was Conasauga shale 
(Middle Cambrian in age) and weathered shale. The shale consists of a mica
ceous mineral, quartz, and a small amount of halloysite. The exchange capacity 
of a representative sample was 28.6 meq/100 g of shale. Experiments showed 
a high sorptive capacity of the shale for Cs, even in the presence of numerous 
ions competing for exchange positions, but sorption varied somewhat with the 
concentration of Cs. At very low concentration, more than half the Cs was 
“irreversibly adsorbed”. On the other hand, the shale removed but little Ru, 
Co, or Sb. B la n c h a r d  et al. (32) recommended carrier precipitation 
of wastes and soil-column-adsorption treatment, rather than direct disposal 
of the waste in seepage pits.

A related study at the Hanford Atomic Products Operation, Richland, 
Wash, has been reported by R e is e n a t te r  (33). At Hanford, ordinary 
liquid waste is discharged to so-called cribs. The cribs are square or rectangular 
covered excavations whose walls are stabilized by revetments. The waste 
seeps through the pits into the zone of aeration and percolates downward 
200—300 ft to the zone of saturation. Much of the radioactive solutes is 
removed by sorption in the column of sediments beneath the cribs and above 
the water table. The policy at Hanford is to end the use of a crib whenever 
certain long-lived isotopes are detectable in ground water below the facility 
in concentrations of a tenth or more of the maximum permissible concentra
tion (m pc) for potable water. For operational reasons it was necessary to 
estimate the usable life of a crib before radioisotopes would break through to 
the water table. Results of laboratory tests with short columnar samples of 
glaciofluvial gravel were extrapolated to compute the sorptive capacity of field 
columns. For one location the estimated volume of a specified kind of waste 
that could be put through a crib is 10® X 42.1 gallons. At the present rate of 
waste discharge, this crib would have an estimated useful life of 230 days.

Much specialized research has been done on natural clay minerals. Since 
1951, for example, the Geological Survey has studied about 450 soil and 
sediment samples for clay identification, ion-exchange capacity, and other
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properties. Studies have been made also of the role of clay minerals in the 
transportation of iron by water (33), of the chemical reactions between various 
minerals and simulated waste solutions, of the solubility of clays in acids and 
alkalis, of the effects of sea-water on clays, of the leaching of clay minerals in 
limestone environments, and of neutralization curves and monovalent-cation- 
exchange properties of clay minerals (34).

Gfround-water hydrology
B ie r s c h e n k ’s  (17) study of aquifer characteristics and ground-water 

movement at Hanford is a fine contribution to practical waste-disposal pro
blems. The average permeability of water-bearing glaciofluvial sediments at 
Hanford ranges between 10,000 and 66,000 gallons per day per sq ft 
(gpd/ft2). Permeability of the lacustrine Ringold formation is only 100—
■—600 gpd/ft2. The estimated rates of ground-water flow through these forma
tions range from a few inches to 160 ft per day. The faster rates are about 
two times greater than those that have been generally considered to be pro
bable maxima in permeable gravel. The ground water from this area discharges 
naturally to the Columbia River. Bierschenk estimated that contaminated 
ground water moving at the average .rate for this area may require as much as 
180 years to move 20 miles from disposal-crib areas to the river.

The transmissibility of the basalt aquifer at the National Reactor Testing 
Station varies from a few hundred thousand gallons per day per foot (gpd/ft) 
up to about 5,000,000 gpd/ft and may range considerably higher. The velocity 
of ground-water movement varies from extremely small to several hundred 
feet per day (ft/d). The average rate is of the order of about 40 ft/d.

For many years, classical hydraulic theory was the basis for all analytical 
treatments of ground-water flow. Rectilinear laminar flow through isotropically 
permeable media in ideal aquifers was assumed. These were working as
sumptions, which served most practical purposes, so development of theory 
and treatment to include the effects of anisotropy and non-homogeneity 
in real aquifers was not essential.-Hydrologie work at the National Reactor 
Testing Station at Hanford, and at other installations, necessarily leaned 
heavily on classical theory and standard methods of computation. But 
numerous observed phenomena, such as high rates of movement and apparent 
dilution of wastes, raised questions about the real nature of ground-water 
movement and other phenomena in aquifers. Effects of anisotropy and homo
geneity became critical issues, because these effects may change radically 
our concepts of what would happen to a stream of waste liquid in the ground. 
The need to dispose of radioactive liquid wastes in the ground, therefore, 
has stimulated re-evaluation of classical ground-water hydrodynamics.

Ground-water hydrodynamics

Hubbert (35) said some years ago that anisotropy distorts flow 
patterns, so that flow lines are not parallel to the gradient of Ф. He 
defined Ф as a potential “whose value at a given point is defined to be equal 
to the work required to transform a unit mass of fluid from an arbitrary 
standard state to the state at the point in question.. . ” (p. 785). He rejected 
older concepts that flow is derived from a pressure or velocity gradient. 
One of Hubbert’s principal efforts was to derive an expression for Darcy’s 
law to include the force of gravity, because expressions which exclude gravity
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are incomplete. He was unable to provide expressions to include anisotropy 
and non-homogeneity. An important contribution by Hubbert, in addition 
to inclusion of gravity, was that he summarized theories of ground-water 
motion in well-developed mathematical expressions.

At the time Hubbert’s theory of ground-water motion was published, not 
many hydrologiste accepted it as significant in relation to practical pro
blems. However, increasing need for more accurate expression in specialized 
water studies, and the advent of radioactive waste, have brought wider 
attention to the development of theory. The principal difficulty has been 
to find expressions that can be reduced to forms sufficiently simple for use 
in the field.

Several individuals have challenged the adequacy of the theory of laminar 
flow to describe mixing processes in an aquifer. Diffusion and various pro
cesses of dispersion may dilute and mix streams of ground water without 
turbulence. For example, if streamlines may intertwine in a three-dimensional 
system, the individual flow paths will not necessarily always close back 
on one another after passage through pores around a grain of sand. Thermal 
diffusion and convection currents in an aquifer also may contribute to mixing. 
The crux of the problem lies in the microscopic pattern of flow because, 
if mixing and diluting processes actually operate, they operate on a microscopic 
scale.

Microscopic Flow Systems in Aquifers

“Microscopic-flow system” means the paths of motion of individual molecules 
of water. This system has a vital bearing on the behaviour of radioactive 
waste liquids that enter a ground-water reservoir, especially if dilution occurs 
and proceeds at a determinable rate. In that case and under some conditions, 
waste streams might be released at radioactivity levels much higher than those 
that would be permissible if two-dimensional streamlined flow governed 
the system and mixing did not occur.

S ch e id è g g e b , (36) believed that microscopic flow lines would not be 
in orderly movement caused by the force fields of hydraulic potentials. Instead, 
the pattern of movement would be described by a stochastic variable—the 
sand-grain geometry—and therefore they would be purely random.

If Scheidegger is correct, flowlines could be separated, dispersed, and 
intertwining, and a waste liquid in the zone of saturation could be diluted. 
Scheidegger’s conclusion, however, has not been accepted generally as signi
ficant; neither has its significance been disproved. According to Skibitzke 
(written communication, October 1955):

“Poisson’s differential equation seems to describe Darcy’s law within pore 
spaces. 'Poisson’s equation is the microscopic definition of energy lost due 
to motion through interstices, while Darcy’s law is an integration of micro
scopic effects into macroscopic dimensions. If this is true, other forces, such 
as chemical ones and those due to heat energy, may be analysed and compared. 
Solutions to Poisson’s equation are extremely difficult to find, but computer 
research may lead to such solutions.”

Skibitzke believed that the work of La Grange at the end of the eighteenth 
century outlined several significant features that have been neglected by 
later authors. Proof that Poisson’s equation describes microscopic ground-water 
motion, he suggests, lies in methods of analysis that were outlined by La 
Grange.
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Because a complete and generally acceptable theory of ground-water 
motion is lacking, means have been sought to get empirical evidence of mixing 
and dilution, or lack of it, in aquifers in thé field and in simulated aquifers 
in the laboratory.

For waste-disposal purposes, it is necessary to know whether the microflow 
of ground water is rectilinear, curvilinear, intertwining, turbulent, diffusive, 
or other. One must know accurately where a waste liquid is in the ground, 
where it will go, what path it win follow, and how long it will be in transit. 
Only general answers can be given to these questions at present.

Tracer studies.—The motion of waste liquid in an aquifer is affected by 
several forces, such as differences in the surface tension, density, temperature, 
and viscosity of the injected liquid and the country water. Many investigators 
have attempted to determine how ground water moves, seeking direct field 
evidence, erecting and studying mathematical models, and making laboratory 
experiments in which they attempted to detect or observe directly the move
ment of the water and of streamlines. Experimenters commonly used dyes, 
which were injected into the water, or they observed electrochemical effects. 
Direct evidence of undisturbed microflow phenomena in the interior of flow 
systems was not obtainable, however, because the observation instruments 
themselves disturbed the system.

Authors have suggested repeatedly that radioactive tracers could be used 
for field determinations of the rate and direction of ground-water motion, 
because these tracers could be used in amounts so small that they would not 
disturb flow phenomena. Some have believed that mere observation of tracer 
motion might be substituted for regional ground-water studies and geologic 
analyses of ground-water systems. But tracer tests alone rarely would be 
reliable for regional studies, and field problems still require detailed regional 
stratigraphie, structural, geochemical, and hydrologie studies by astute 
geologists. S k ib it z k e  (37) analysed this problem and reached the conclusion 
that the direction and rate of flow of ground water remain indeterminate. 
Therefore tracers cannot now be substituted for geologic studies. The reasons 
for this indeterminacy are quite simple. In order to follow and detect a tracer 
in the zone of saturation, one must know where to look for it. That is, one 
can find the tracer readily if one knows already or can estimate accurately 
its rate and path of movement.

The permeability of natural aquifers varies in three dimensions. Field 
use of tracers in ground-water problems would require means for analysing 
in detail very complex permeability variations in space. Detailed information 
and analysis are not needed for most practical problems in the use and de
velopment of ground water because details are not significant in such problems. 
Detailed information may be warranted in some waste-disposal problems, 
but several factors would limit the effectiveness of tracers in practical ap
plications. Ground-water velocities generally are slow, and to follow tracers 
for more than a few hundred feet involves excessive lengths of time. The 
travel distance in regions of interest, however, commonly is of the order 
of miles or tens of miles. In the Snake River Plain of Idaho in the United 
States the distance is 100 miles. In a practical sense, therefore, tracer studies 
usually can involve only a small local segment of a ground-water system.

Skibitzke and his colleagues in the United States have attacked systematically 
the problem of microscopic-flow patterns, using a simulated natural-flow 
system on a laboratory scale. In the laboratory it was possible to analyse
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quantitatively the streamlines and molecular motions and to determine 
quantitatively the true path of a molecule of water. The . experimental set-up 
avoided a prime difficulty that has plagued most techniques in the past. 
This difficulty was the effect of the tracer itself on the flow system into which 
it was injected. No means was available for detecting or correcting for this 
effect. The new experiments avoided that difficulty by using radioactive 
trace isotopes in quantities so small that the tracer had no effect on the flow 
system.

The experimenters created an artificial “aquifer” having properties that 
reduced to a minimum the number of variables that would affect the results. 
The artificial aquifer was an essentially homogeneous prismatic block com
posed of sand that was cemented and coated with epoxy resin. The block 
was brought into chemical and ion-exchange equilibrium with a circulating 
liquid containing stable phosphorus. After equilibrium was reached, a tracer 
solution of P32, which was chemically identical with stable phosphorus in 
the surrounding liquid, was introduced as a needle-width stream at the up
stream end of the “aquifer.”

Phosphorus-32 in the tracer stream replaced stable phosphorus in the 
aquifer by isotopic exchange, and subsequent determination of the locations 
of the radioactive atoms permitted determination of the path of the tracer 
stream. The final stage of the experiment consisted of cutting the sandstone 
block into slices sawn at right angles to the direction of flow. Surfaces of 
the cut sections were cleaned by sand-blasting, and X-ray film was exposed 
in such a way that a density analysis could be made of the rays striking 
the film during the exposure period. The slabs also were assayed with a scalar 
counter from which readings at points on a rectangular grid were recorded 
on graph paper. From these readings, isopleths were drawn to connect points 
having equal radiation intensity.

Analysis showed some lateral spreading of the tracer material as it moved 
longitudinally through the aquifer. The rate of lateral spreading was slightly 
less than the spreading that would be produced by molecular diffusion in 
a motionless liquid. The mathematical implications of this result are described 
in a paper which is in preparation. The experimental techniques developed 
are a milestone in progress towards solution of some fundamental problems 
in hydromechanics because it is now possible to make direct experimental 
determinations of the paths taken by water particles through porous solids.

New experiments have been made also with non-homogeneous artificial 
aquifers to obtain visual demonstrations of the nature of ground-water move
ment. These, also, have been highly successful.
Surface water and sediment phenomena
- The dynamics of surface-water flow, like that of ground water, is under 
intensified study because of problems posed by radioactive waste. The US 
Atomic Energy Commission and the US Geological Survey began a study 
in 1948 of the hydrology and hydraulics of the Mohawk River near the Knolls 
Atomic Power Laboratory. Tests involved the release of low-activity waste 
through a sewer outfall into the river. Observations and studies continued 
intermittently over a period of years, and the results, have been published 
only recently (38).

The Mohawk River study included measurements of radioactivity of surface 
water, ground water, rainwater, suspended sediment, and bed sediment
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from the stream channel. Radioactivity from atmospheric fallout is shown 
by some of the data. The results of the study were not definitive, but they were 
useful in connexion with plant operations and they helped to define several 
lines of further inquiry that have been undertaken at places better suited 
for experimental work.

Theories of surface-water movement and dispersion have been reviewed 
by R. E. Glover, R. G. Godfrey and others in the Geological Survey ; and 
they have made flume experiments and tests in natural streams. The results 
of early stages of the experiments give us confidence that final results of 
work now in progress will have fundamental significance. These experiments 
seek to disclose dispersal patterns in a uniform-flow model and to correlate 
deviations with the width-depth ratio of stream channels, the mass-transfer 
coefficient, and Froude and Reynolds numbers.

The dispersion and concentration of radioactive waste by stream sediments 
also has been studied. The principal laboratory work in progress has been 
reported by S a y re  et al. (39). Pertinent topics are waste characteristics 
(chemical, physicochemical, radioactive), dispersion, sorption by sediments, 
sediment transport, and uptake of radioisotopes by biota.

Sorption by stream sediments is common, so the distribution of waste 
adsorbed on sediments follows the principles of sediment movement. Much 
of the theory in this field is only partly developed. Sediment movement 
and deposition, however, are among several natural processes which may 
secondarily reconcentrate low-level radioactivity that has been released to 
streams.

Conclusion

This review of applications of geology to waste-disposal problems does 
not do justice to any single topic, and many additional topics have special 
interest and importance. For example, applications of mathematics to hydro
geologic problems and use of electronic computers to-develop mathematical 
solutions of problems have been fruitful. Electrical analogue models have 
been developed to solve problems in the response of geohydrologic systems 
to various influences. Geophysical techniques have been applied profitably 
(40). Fallout tritium in water has been used as a tracer in hydrologie pro
blems. The topics discussed, however, may be sufficient to illustrate the role 
of geologic and related sciences in the waste-disposal problem. In the future, 
much more geologic study will be needed on a wide front.
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W ASTE DISPOSAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPM ENT IN THE  
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Abstract
A review of the waste-disposal research and development carried out 

in the United States of America is given. The major research effort concerns 
the conversion of high-lével liquid wastes into solids. At Hanford and Oak 
Ridge low-level wastes are disposed to the ground in pits, cribs and lagoons. 
Geochemical studies related to waste disposal are conducted at Hanford, Oak 
Ridge and the University of North Carolina. Experiments with soil columns 
ate described ; these are more effective for the decontamination of waste streams 
than either cribs or pits. The most suitable exchange materials for the soil 
columns are found to be vermiculite supported by rock phosphate and the 
latter supported by graded gravel. The progress of research work on the 
possibility of injecting radioactive liquid wastes into porous formations 
through deep wells and disposing of radioactive wastes in impermeable 
formations by hydraulic fracturing is outlined.

L ’ELIM IN ATIO N DES DECHETS RADIOACTIFS A U X  
ETATS-UNIS D ’AMERIQUE: T R A V A U X  DE RECHERCHE ET

PROGRES ACCOMPLIS
Résumé

L’auteur passe en revue les recherches effectuées aux Etats-Unis en matière 
d’élimination des déchets radioactifs et les progrès accomplis dans ce domaine.

En matière de recherche, on s’attache principalement à la conversion en 
solides des déchets liquides de haute activité. A Hanford et à Oak Ridge, 
les déchets de faible activité sont éliminés par décharge terrestre dans des 
coffres, puits et dépôts lagunaires. Des études de géochimie se rapportant à 
l’élimination des déchets sont en cours à Hanford, à Oak Ridge et l’Université 
de Caroline du Nord. Le mémoire décrit les expériences faites avec des colonnes ; 
pour décontaminer les déchets liquides, ces dernières sont plus efficaces que 
les coffres ou les puits. Les substances échangeuses d’ions les plus appropriées 
pour les colonnes sont vermiculite-phosphate naturel-gravier trié. L’auteur 
expose les progrès deà travaux de recherche portant sur la possibilité 
d’injecter des déchets radioactifs liquides dans des formations poreuses, par 
décharge dans des puits profonds, et d’évacuer les déchets radioactifs dans 
des formations imperméables par fissuration des roches sous prossion hydrau
lique.

ИЗУЧЕНИЕ ПРОБЛЕМЫ УДАЛЕНИЯ ОТХОДОВ В США 
. /  Резюме
Дается обзор проводимых в США исследований проблемы удаления отходов. 

Основное внимание в исследованиях уделяется проблемам переработки вы
сокоактивных жидких отходов в твердую массу. В Хэнфорде и Окридже низко
активные отходы удаляются в землю в колодцы, выработки и лагуны. В 
Хэнфорде, Окридже и университете Южной Каролины проводятся геохими
ческие исследования, связанные с удалением отходов. Описываются опыты 
с почвенными колонками; они являются более эффективными для дезактивации 
жидких отходов, чем выработки и колодцы. Наиболее подходящими породами 
для почвенных колонок являются вермикулит, лежащий на твердых фосфатах,
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которые, в свою очередь, лежат на крупнозерностом гравии. Излагается ход 
исследовательской работы, имеющей целью изучение возможности впрыски
вания радиоактивных жидких отходов в пористые породы через глубокие 
колодцы и захоронения радиоактивных отходов в непроницаемых породах 
гидравлическим путем.

INVESTIGACIONES Y TRABAJOS REALIZADOS EN LOS 
ESTADOS UNIDOS EN MATERIA DE EVACUACION DE 

DESECHOS RADIACTIVOS 
Resumen

El autor examina las investigaciones y trabajos realizados en los Estados 
Unidos en materia de evacuación de desechos radiactivos. En Hanford y 
en Oak Ridge los desechos de baja actividad se descargan en pozos, cajas 
de drenaje y estanques. Las investigaciones se refieren principalmente a la 
solidificación de desechos líquidos de elevada actividad. En Hanford, en 
Oak Ridge y en la Universidad de Carolina del Norte se llevan a cabo estudios 
geoquímicos sobre la evacuación de desechos. En el documento se describen 
experimentos efectuados con columnas de tierra, que son más eficaces para 
descontaminar las corrientes de desechos que las cajas de drenaje ol os pozos. 
Los materiales de intercambio más apropiados para las columnas de tierra son 
la vermiculita sobre fosforita, con base de grava graduada. El autor describe los 
progresos de las investigaciones sobre la posibilidad de inyectar desechos 
radiactivos líquidos en formaciones porosas a través de pozos profundos y 
de evacuar desechos en formaciones impermeables previamente fracturadas 
por medios hidráulicos.

WASTE DISPOSAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOP
MENT IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
E. G. S t r u x n e s s , K. E. C o w s e r , W. d e  L a g u n a , D. G. J a c o b s , R. J . M o r t o n

a n d  T . T a m u r a  
H e a l t h  P h y s ic s  D iv is io n  

Oa k  R id g e  N a t io n a l  L a b o r a t o r y *
Oa k  R id g e , T e n n .
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Introduction
Early in 1959 the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy of the United States 

Congress held public hearings on “Industrial Radioactive Waste Disposal.” 
These hearings included detailed descriptions of radioactive waste types, 
current waste-management operations, waste research and development 
programmes and estimates of the magnitude and economics of waste disposal 
in the future, and concluded with a discussion of the activities and responsi
bilities of various Federal, State and international agencies in the regulation 
and control of radioactive waste disposal (1, 2).

In July 1959 the same Congressional Committee held additional hearings 
on the disposal of low-level radioactive wastes in the ocean. During the hearings 
the US Atomic Energy Commission emphasized that its present policy of

* Operated by Union Carbide Corporation for the US Atomic Energy Commission.
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disposing of low-level, solid, packaged wastes in not less than 1,000 fathoms 
would be continued until scientific evidence had clearly demonstrated that 
disposal in lesser depths and nearer to shore could be made without harmful 
effects upon fisheries, or upon man and the marine environment (3).

We shall leave the question of ocean disposal and the international aspects 
of the problem to competent authorities in this field, and examine here the 
possibilities of safe disposal on land, with particular emphasis on the research 
and development programmes now under way in our country.

For the land disposal of low-level wastes, the United States practice has been to 
release them to the environment, with or without treatment, under extensive 
programmes of monitoring and control. According to the considered judgment 
of those who testified during the hearings, this disposal practice has not 
resulted in aiiy harmful effects to the public, its environment or its resources. 
Even though such dispersal methods have not led to concentrations in the 
environment in excess of maximum permissible limits, one can expect this 
to happen as the nuclear power industry increases, or if the maximum per
missible limits of radioactivity in the environment are further reduced.

Until the health physicists, ecologists and earth scientists can supply 
us with assurance as to the safety of returning these low-level wastes to nature, 
we are approaching the solution to this problem in a pessimistic and, at 
the same time, a practical way. First, we are developing improved methods 
for the handling and treatment (decontamination) of large-volume, low-level, 
liquid and gaseous wastes prior to discharge. Secondly, assuming that it will 
be necessary to use the environment to some extent in dispersing and diluting 
low-level effluents, we are making a substantial effort to achieve a better 
understanding of the fate and effects of radionuclides in the environment.

For the handling and treatment of high-level liquid wastes, the United States 
practice has been to reduce their volume, if possible, and to store them in under
ground tanks. Although tank storage will be an integral part of any reactor 
fuel reprocessing-waste treatment-ultimate disposal complex, we do not 
regard temporary containment of high-level wastes in tanks as a solution 
to the disposal problem. The hazard potential is far too great to rely on man- 
made barriers to their movement into the living environment. It is necessary 
to consider the safety of natural barriers for the final disposal of these wastes. 
And, as an added safety factor, we should reduce their mobility by con
verting liquid wastes to chemically stable solids, if it is economically feasible.

In the following paragraphs we shall describe briefly some of the research 
on treatment and disposal of low-level liquid wastes, conversion of high-level 
liquid wastes to solids, storage of waste solids in selected geologic formations, 
and disposal of liquid wastes in permeable or impermeable geologic formations 
through injections wells. The research and development of methods for storage 
of liquid wastes in natural salt formations will be described by Dr. F. L. Parker 
in a separate paper.

Treatment and disposal of low-level liquid wastes 
Low-level waste treatment

Since August 1957 low-level wastes at Oak Ridge have been treated in the 
first water-softening plant ever adapted for the decontamination of radioactive 
waste water, particularly for the removal of radioactive strontium (4, 5, 6). 
The plant, capable of treating 500,000 gallons per day and so constructed
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APPROX. SCALE IN FEET

Fig. 1
Flow diagram of process waste system

that an additional treatment line of similar capacity could be added at a 
later date, was designed specifically to reduce the concentration of radio
strontium injprocess waste water to a level that would not exceed acceptable 
standards for discharge into the Clinch River.

A flow-diagram of the waste collection and treatment system is shown 
in Fig. 1. The main components of this system are: (1) an automatic diversion 
valve; (2) the equalization basin; (3) the settling basin; and (4) the waste 
treatment plant. When the level of beta-gamma radioactivity is so low 
( <  50 c/min/ml gross beta) that it is not necessary to treat the waste water, 
this is diverted automatically at the monitoring station, shown at the top 
of the figure. The wastes thus diverted bypass the treatment plant but flow 
through the settling basin before discharge through the flow-measuring and 
sampling station seen at the bottom of the figure. Waste water requiring 
treatment is collected in the equalization basin, whence it is pumped to the 
treatment plant on the left of the figure.

Fig. 2 is a schematic drawing of the plant showing the treatment units 
and their arrangement. Waste water to be treated is pumped to the flash 
mixer with a mixing period of 1.5 minutes. Lime-soda and clay dosages are 
applied in the flash mixer, after which the wastes flow successively through
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three compartments of the coagulation basin for 30 minutes of slow mixing, 
followed by quiescent flow through the settling basin (12 ft wide, 8 ft deep 
and 70 ft long) with a calculated detention time of over 2 hours at 350 gal 
per min flow. A sludge scaper moves sludge along the bottom of the settling 
basin into the sludge hoppers, whence it is pumped to a 16,000-gallon sludge 
storage tank where it is held and allowed to settle before disposal. Finally, 
the sludge is hauled by tank truck and discharged into a disposal pit excavated 
in a local shale formation.

Since the main design criterion was to reduce the calcium carbonate content 
of the waste water to 30— 35 ppm, we were interested in determining the
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Relation of Ca++ residual to strontium removal
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Fig. 4
Relation of Ca++ residual to total rare earths removal

efficiency of the treatment process in terms of the Ca++ residual in the plant 
effluent. The percentage removals of strontium and the total rare earths 
as a function of the calcium remaining in the plant effluent are shown in 
Figs. 3 and 4. It is apparent that the highest strontium and rare-earth removals 
are obtained when calcium is reduced to a low value. With increased softening 
efficiency, resulting in low calcium concentration, the percentage removal 
of strontium and the total rare earths is increased.
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Lime-soda softening is not effective in removing radiocaesium from process 
waste water. Prior to the continuous addition of clay* in the process, caesium 
removals ranged from zero to 42% removal, probably influenced by the 
amount of silt in the equalization basin. Previous studies of preferential 
caesium sorption by Conasauga shale (7) suggested the addition of a clay 
mineral to the flash mixer. After a period of several months, during which 
various clay dosages were used in the treatment process (see Fig. 5), the 
continuous addition of 200 ppm Grundite for caesium removal was established.
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Fig. 5
Process waste treatment plant removal of caesium by grundite

For the first two years of plant operation 2 x 10® gallons of waste water 
was treated. Strontium removals averaged 84% and were as high as 94% 
during some weeks. Total rare earths were removed as efficiently as the stron
tium. Caesium removals from October 1958, when the addition of Grundite 
was inaugurated, averaged 86%. The cost per 1,000 gallons of waste treated 
was 18 cents.

Studies are now under way to discover the optimum combination of the 
four treatment variables, namely clay dose, particle size, proportion of lime 
stoichiometric requirement, and excess soda ash. Preliminary results indicate 
that removal efficiencies of 92— 95% for both strontium and caesium are 
feasible (8). The use of coagulants to aid in the precipitation of suspended 
solids is also being investigated to reduce the amount of radioactive material 
leaving the plant as suspended material.

Soil column disposal
For the past decade, large volumes of medium- to low-level waste have 

been disposed of at Hanford and Oak Ridge in pits, cribs and lagoons, which 
function either as storage basins or as ion-exchange columns. The total amount 
of waste that such devices can handle and the safety of their operation depend 
on how good an ion-exchange column is provided by the earth around them. 
This is a difficult question because the answer depends on a detailed knowledge

* Grundite, a commercially available illite, containing 65— 75% illite, 10— 20% kao- 
linite, and 5— 15% quartz.
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of the physical and chemical properties of an underground mass of inhomo- 
geneous soil and rock. Perhaps the general pattern of waste movement can 
be defined, but it is doubtful that the movement of individual fission products 
can be defined as closely as desired. For this reason there is some question 
as to the long-term safety of such ground-disposal methods.

Buried soil columns, or lined pits, containing one or several naturally- 
occurring soil-exchange materials could effectively decontaminate waste 
effluents and provide better control. The volume of soil required would not 
be large: for example, about 10 cubic yards per year of Oak Ridge soil could 
decontaminate the present Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) inter
mediate-level waste stream.

The proper choice of soil material is the basic design feature. At this time, 
vermiculite supported by rock phosphate which, in turn, is supported by 
graded gravel are promising exchange materials for the soil columns. The 
main considerations are (1) high exchange capacity for strontium and caesium, 
and for as many of the other fission products as possible, and (2) mechanical 
stability so that the column will maintain its flow rate without plugging.

We are examining a variety of materials such as vermiculite and rock 
phosphate to obtain information on saturation capacity, breakthrough capa
city, and rates of reaction of important fission products in various waste 
solution under different operating conditions. We plan to use these data 
in the design of a pilot plant to test soil column disposal.

ALTERNATE BACKWASH 
SU PPLY LIN E

SOIL DISPOSAL SYSTEM

Fig. 6

Conceptual design of intermediate level waste disposal at ORNL

The conceptual design of a soil column system, perhaps to replace the present 
pit system for disposal of ORNL intermediate-level wastes, is shown in the 
line drawing of Fig. 6. Here we see a sand filter and two soil columns in series 
ahead of a rock-filled, covered pit. The wastes, which are now pumped directly 
to open pits from two 170,000-gallon tanks, contain suspended solids that 
would plug the soil columns and reduce their capacity. A sand filter, with 
alternate backwash facilities, would be necessary to remove the suspended 
solids. Although two soil columns are shown, it is not yet clear how many 
full-sized columns may be required each year. This depends on the column 
capacity and the volume of wastes. Operation in series will allow use of the 
head-end columns to their saturation capacity before the breakthrough 
capacity of succeeding columns is greatly exceeded. The effluent from the
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soil columns could flow through ruthenium remover, depending on the need 
for reduction of radioactive ruthenium. Finally, the decontaminated effluent 
would be passed into the rock-filled pit. The pit would provide an element 
of safety in case unexpected amounts of radioactivity passed through mal
functioning soil columns, and would serve as a convenient place to dispose 
of insoluble material backwashed from the sand filter or the soil columns.

The cost of such a system would be low, and the column units could be 
abandoned in place when the exchange capacity was exhausted. The area 
could then be paved or covered for protection against the weather, leaving 
the bulk of radioactivity and virtually all of the more hazardous fission pro
ducts confined in a known location. We believe that such a system, once 
developed and demonstrated, may have wide application for the disposal 
of medium- or low-level wastes.

Geochemical studies

The research group at Hanford is confronted with the problem of estimating 
the time of travel to the water table for the particular fission products in 
question. Consequently, the major emphasis is on determining the behaviour 
of radionuclides in soil columns above the water table for given waste streams 
(9, 10).

At Oak Ridge, on the other hand, the problem is slightly different. Here 
the waste solution is almost immediately in contact with ground water, 
so that investigations under way are primarily concerned with the rate and 
direction of ground-water movement, as well as with the mechanisms by

TOTAL Cs (meq)

Fig. 7
The sorption of caesium from 0.1 M  HCI by various clays ( 1 meq cation exchange capacity)
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which radionuclides are retained by the soil (11, 12, 13). Emphasis on 
mechanisms involves a description of radionuclide behaviour over a wide 
range of concentrations, since the behaviour of an ion present in low con
centrations may differ substantially from the behaviour of the same ion in 
high concentrations.

Other investigators, notably Thomas of the University of North Carolina, 
are investigating the thermodynamics of ion sorption by clay minerals in 
the presence of high concentrations of inert salts (14).

Some general conclusions may be reached from the work reported by each 
of these groups. First, plutonium is very strongly sorbed by all soils when 
the solution pH is between 2 and 8. Secondly, strontiumis apparently removed 
from solution primarily by precipitation. The retention of strontium by soil 
clays is quite dependent on the pH and salt content of the waste, though 
these factors may be overcome in the presence of insoluble phosphates. Thirdly, 
because it can exist as an anion or as uncharged complexes, ruthenium is 
not effectively sorbed by most soils. Fourthly, the retention of caesium by soils 
is dependent on the mineralogy of the soil formation, but it is generally sorbed 
quite strongly.

The work of Tamdba and Jacobs (4) on determination of the mechanism 
of caesium sorption by clay minerals indicates that crystal structure is of

TOTAL Cs ( meq)

Fig. 8
The sorption of caesium from 0 A M  NaCl by vermiculite
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major importance. In the collapsed 2:1 layer lattice clay minerals the caesium 
is “fixed” in the same manner as potassium added to agricultural soils as 
fertilizer. Pig. 7 shows caesium sorption obtained for 1 milliequivalent cation 
exchange capacity of various clays in 0.1 M  HCI. With the exception of 
the curve obtained for illite, the curves can be explained on the basis of simple 
mass action. An explanation of the illite curve requires, an assumption that 
a few of the exchange sites are very selective for caesium; the remainder 
of the exchange sites show no appreciable selectivity for caesium.

to  6 (0  5 1 0 '4 10 3 10"2 Ю-1 1

TOTAL Cs (meq)

Fig.,9.Description of Cesium Sorption by Ca-Montmorillonite 
from 0.1 M NaCl Based on Mass Action.

Fig. 9
Description of caesium sorption by Ca-montmorillonite from 0.1 M  NaCl based on mass

action

Potassium treatment of vermiculite and heating of bentonites to 600° С 
caused conversion of these minerals to a lattice similar to that of illite. The 
caesium sorption curves obtained for the collapsed minerals, shown in Fig. 8 
and Fig. 9, were of the multifunctional type similar to that of illite. In all 
cases caesium sorption in dilute caesium concentrations, corresponding to 
actual waste concentrations, was increased by lattice collapse. These results
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stress the importance of structure on the specificity of caesium sorption by 
clay minerals.

More recently studies have been extended to specific sorption of strontium 
from sodium nitrate solutions. The mineral variscite, an alumino-phosphate, 
has been treated to optimize its specificity; specificities over 100 have been 
obtained for this mineral at neutral pH. For comparison, clay minerals show 
specificities for strontium of the order of 10.

Conversion oí high-level wastes to solids
The consensus of opinion at the recent Congressional hearings as to the most- 

favoured system of high-level waste treatment and disposal was the conversion 
of liquid waste to solid form and storage of these in a salt mine, either an aban
doned mine or one mined specially for the purpose.
Idaho Chemical Processing PlanJb

There are several methods under development by which radioactive liquid 
wastes may be converted to a solid. One method is to convert aluminium ni
trate waste to the solid oxide in a fluidized-bed calciner. The method was deve
loped at Argonne National Laboratory and the Idaho Chemical Processing 
Plant (15). A $ 4-million pilot plant is nearing completion at the Idaho site to 
demonstrate and evaluate this process on a pilot-plant scale. J. I. Stevens, of 
the Phillips Petroleum Company, describes this work in a separate paper 
presented to this conference.
Brookhaven National Laboratory

In a different approach, being developed at BNL, the radioactive fission 
products are absorbed and fixed on clay (16). Briefly, this system is based on 
two objectives. First, the wastes, as they emerge from the reprocessing of 
reactor fuels containing bulk salts of aluminium and zirconium, are calcined to 
produce the stable oxides of these metals. These stable oxides, after further 
treatment, are considered suitable for ultimate disposal. Secondly, recognizing 
that some of the fission products do not form stable oxides, the bulk oxides are 
leached so that they may be adsorbed on the clay mineral. As this solution is 
passed through columns of extruded clay, ion exchange removes the radioactive 
fission products from the liquid. Actual fixation of the fission products in the 
clay, once it is adsorbed there, is accomplished by heating the clay to about 
1700° F. Rotary kilns are used for the calcination step, and the gases emerging 
from the calciners are condensed to a liquid. The method has been tested on a 
small pilot-plant scale with tracer levels of radioactivity in simulated wastes, 
and at the present time plans are being made to test it with actual fuel repro
cess wastes.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Another possibility is under study at Oak Ridge (17). When the waste solu

tion is discharged from the fuel reprocessing plant, the waste could be evapo
rated to produce a pumpable sludge. Vapour and non-condensables from the 
evaporation could be passed to an off-gas treatment and fission product 
recovery system. The sludge in the evaporator would then be pumped into a 
pot calciner. The heating cycle would be programmed so that the major 
portion of the water is removed from the solids in the temperature range of
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100—200° С. After this the remaining solids would be calcined at temperatures 
ranging from 600° С to 800° C, the maximum temperature which the solids 
would be allowed to attain during final storage. Interim cooling will be neces
sary, because of fission-product decay heat, before the storage vessel is shipped 
to some final storage site.

TO

Remote furnace for drying radioactive waste

The basic design feature in this system is that the calcination step is accom
plished in the storage container itself. The system, shown schematically in 
Fig. 10, is in an early stage of development, and present work concerns itself 
mainly with obtaining the necessary engineering data on physical and chemical 
properties of the calcined solids and off-gas treatment.
Hanford Atomic Products Operation

Work is also under way at Hanford to evaluate the calcination of both 
Purex low-acid and neutralized Purex wastes (18). A pilot plant facility will 
be installed there with sufficient flexibility to allow for tests with a fluidized- 
bed calciner, a pot calciner or a radiant-heat spray calciner. The fluidized-bed 
and pot calciners are similar to those already described, but the spray calciner 
is different. Spray is introduced at the top of a cylinder 12 ft high and 8 ft 
in diameter with steam in a ratio of about 1 part steam to 3 parts waste. The 
top section is heated by calrods to 350° С and the middle section by resistance 
heat to 860° С ; the bottom is unheated. Within a very short residence time, 
small oxide particles are formed and collected at the bottom of the calciner. 
In the case of neutralized waste, sugar is added to the slurry feed to .convert 
the sodium nitrate to sodium carbonate and reduce the nitrate to nitrogen. 
The product powder is predominately sodium carbonate, which fuses to a glassy 
melt with a density of 2.3 g/cc at 860° C. The off-gas system will use a cyclone 
to remove the fine particles in the off-gas bed, a condenser, a packed scrubber
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and jet mixer to absorb the reactive gases, and a second cyclone before dis
charge to the stack.
Argonne National Laboratory

At Argonne, feasibility studies are being performed on the fluidized-bed 
calcination of Purex low-acid waste to aid in the design of the proposed fluid- 
bed unit at Hanford (19). The results of a 200-h operation in a 6-in fluid-bed 
waste calciner are quite promising. A granular free-flowing product is pro
duced at 500° C. Difficulties in the operation due to atomizing-nozzle 
lump formation, particle agglomeration and particle growth are being resolved 
with new nozzle designs and the use of attrition air.

All methods of converting radioactive liquid wastes to solids have the dis
advantage that radioactivity in the form of particulates and gases is given off 
during the heating cycle, and all differ markedly in the leachability of the final 
product. All, however, share the advantage that the product could be stored 
for long periods of time and protected from the weather. Keeping such solids 
away from the weather should not be too difficult.

Ultimate disposal of high-level wastes 
Storage of solids in selected geologic formations

The initial or interim storage of calcined solids may be limited to storage 
systems that require artificial cooling for a period of time to avoid temperatures 
in excess of the maximum calcination temperatures. The development and 
design of such high-temperature solids-storage facilities is a necessary adjunct 
to waste calcination. Various methods are under study or test at the establish
ments mentioned and are described by others in the proceedings of this confe
rence.

When the heat generated in calcined solids due to fission-product decay is 
reduced to a point where they can be kept cool without forced cooling, it would 
be safer to store them in a permanent site underground.

Although rock salt is the most favourable natural geologic environment 
for solid waste storage at the present time, other formations should also be 
considered. Mines developed in massive unfractured horizontal limestone beds 
are frequently quite dry and would provide satisfactory conditions for the 
storage of solid wastes. Mining operations in granite and shale indicate that 
equally suitable storage chambers could be excavated in these formations.

It is time now to consider the possible location, the safety and the economics 
of permanent storage facilities in a variety of geologic environments. Even 
for low-level solid wastes it is safer and possibly cheaper to put them in under
ground vaults than to dispose of them at sea.
Deep-well disposal

Storage of radioactive liquid wastes in deep porous rock was first suggested 
to the Atomic Energy Commission by a committee of earth scientists in the 
National Academy of Sciences (20), and its feasibility was later considered by 
d e  L a g u n a  and B l o m e k e  and a committee of the A m e r i c a n  P e t r o l e u m  
I n s t i t u t e  (21,22, 23). They reviewed the experience of the petroleum industry 
in the disposal of oü-field brines, and suggested specific approaches to the 
problem which might be undertaken in the development of a deep-well disposal 
process for radioactive wastes.
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There are four principal problems to be solved which we may examine by 
referring to the schematic system shown in Fig. 11. First, what kind of geologic 
formation would be most favourable for waste storage, and what is its location 
in relation to the chemical processing plant or research establishment which

Fig. 11
Disposal of radioactive wastes in deep wells

might have need of it ? A formation suitable for waste disposal might consist 
of a series of inter-bedded sand lenses and shale formations with a thickness of 
one or two hundred feet or more at depths of several thousand feét. Petroleum 
technologists have made extensive studies of the movement of fluids in such 
aquifers, and have developed a good understanding of the relation between the 
rate of fluid movement, the permeability of the rock, and the pressure distri
bution in the aquifer. They believe that there are extensive areas in which 
suitable reservoirs for storage of radioactive waste can be found, at which sites 
future plants can be built.

Secondly, what pre-treatment of the waste may be required to control 
plugging of the well bore, or precipitation in and consequent plugging of the 
disposal formation ? Filtration will be required to remove any suspended solids, 
but other treatment may also be desirable. It may be necessary to use some 
additives such as corrosion inhibitors, chelating agents or wetting agents for 
specific purposes. The physical characteristics and chemical composition of the 
waste to be disposed will largely determine the answer to this question.

Thirdly, what design considerations in well equipment may be required to 
control corrosion and to allow for the use of various diluents, instruments, and 
maintenance equipment ? The outer casing should be set below any fresh-water 
strata (1,000 to 2,000 ft.) and encased in cement to protect any potable-water
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zones above the disposal formation. The inner string of pipe could be a seam
less steel casing in which smaller-diameter tubing for waste injection and diluent 
could be strung. The well-head assembly should be as simple as possible and 
properly protected and shielded, possibly below ground level. Around the 
centre injection well would be several monitoring wells (only one is shown 
in Fig. 11), depending upon the geologic and hydrologie considerations of the 
disposal site.

Fourthly, what interactions between injected waste and the disposal forma
tion would occur that might lead to interstitial precipitation or excessive 
increase in temperature ? One critical factor is the heat-generating capacity 
of the wastes, and the heat-transfer characteristics of the disposal formation 
and the contiguous geologic formations. Another is the preferential sorption 
of long-lived fission products by clay minerals in the formation that might 
result in “hot” spots. Control of the maximum temperature may be achieved 
by storage of the waste for some time prior to injection, or by dilution of the 
waste. Calculations by B ir c h  (24) suggest that an average concentration of 
15 to 60 c/ft® of 30-year half-life waste would result in a temperature rise 
between 100° and 200° С in a formation 65 to 250 ft thick. Maintaining the 
liquid below the boiling point would be a safe limit for permissible temperature 
in the disposal formation.

Deep-well disposal is regarded as a possibility of the more distant future, 
and studies related to its development are progressing slowly. The United 
States Geological Survey is compiling information on the major 
physiographic subdivisions of the United States in relation to the regional 
aspects of waste disposal, and on some of the deep sedimentary basins (25, 
26, 27). It is expected that a recently-organized committee of the American 
Association of Petroleum Geologists will begin a similar compilation of signi
ficant information on stratigraphie colûmns at key points in these deep basins, 
together with data on the physical and chemical properties of the important 
rocks. Once these data become available to the Atomic Energy Commission, 
they can be used in locating a suitable.stratigraphie test well for preliminary 
exploration of a potential disposal site. Small-scale injectivity tests are being 
conducted by the University of California and by the United States Bureau 
of Mines. Laboratory studies of ion-exchange and chromatographic separation 
under various conditions of ionic concentration and temperature are under 
way at a number of laboratories and research institutions.
Disposal by fracturing

Disposal of self-solidifying mixtures of radioactive waste, mud and cement 
by injecting them into an impermeable rock under sufficient pressure to create 
space by hydraulic fracturing has interesting but perhaps limited possibilities. 
Within the last five years the petroleum industry has developed and expanded 
the use of this technique in promoting oil recovery. Modifications of it have 
been used for the disposal of highly toxic wastes in certain segments of the 
chemical industry. Perhaps, as these technologists have suggested, hydraulic 
fracturing might be adaptable to the disposal of specific waste types under 
specific conditions existing at particular sites.

A particularly controversial point, which will have to be resolved before this 
method receives acceptance, is the orientation and extent of the fracture pat
tern, and the possibility of controlling the direction of fracturing. Residual 
stresses in the rock will have much to do with the fracture pattern in depth
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where the confining pressures are high, while bedding and joints will be the 
controlling factors near the surface. Depths down to 1,500 or 3,000 feet are 
generally thought to be favourable for horizontal fractures.

We are exploring the possibilities of fracture disposal of low-level wastes 
in the impermeable Conasauga shale at Oak Ridge. The general plan is to 
develop disposal operations ultimately at depths of 1,000 or 1,S00 ft, at a 
site where the Conasauga is nearly horizontal and is overlain by a few hundred 
feet of fairly competent limestone.
Conclusion

Broadly speaking, the United States contributions presented at the 
Monaco Conference and published in these proceedings define the philosophy 
and scope of the research and development programmes in this country related 
to the treatment and disposal of radioactive wastes. The work is largely sup
ported by the Production and Reactor Development Divisions of the US 
Atomic Energy Commission, and is in the main carried on at all major research 
and production establishments of the AEC, with the active support and advice 
of other Federal agencies. The largest and most comprehensive studies of 
ground disposal are conducted at Oak Ridge National Laboratory and the 
Hanford Atomic Products Operation.

This paper summarizes the status of ground-disposal research in the United 
States. The investigation of disposal in natural salt formations is discussed by 
F. L. Parker and his associates in a separate paper. Additionally, several 
methods of waste processing or waste treatment are described.

At the present time, greatest emphasis is placed on the conversion of high- 
level liquid waste to solid form, followed by indefinite storage of such wastes 
solids in specially-designed storage facilities. Some consideration is given to the 
storage of high-level waste solids in suitable structures underground as well, 
particularly in abandoned salt mines or in salt cavities made especially for that 
purpose. The possible direct disposal of radioactive liquid wastes, particularly 
low or intermediate-level wastes, in selected geologic formations through deep 
injection wells is also considered, but the research effort is minimal and the 
eventual application is quite uncertain.

The operation of ground disposal methods is very dependent upon the geo
logy and hydrology of the particular disposal site. Even more important is a 
detailed knowledge of the physical and chemical properties of the geologic 
formations involved and their interaction with the wastes to be disposed. 
Ground disposal of radioactive wastes is basically a problem in geochemistry.
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DESIRABLE NEW GEOLOGIC RESEARCH IN SUPPORT OF 
RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL AS INDICATED BY , 

HANFORD EXPERIENCE
Abstract

All disposal of radioáctive wastes to land relies on the geologic environment. 
Disposal to that environment is not ultimate, however, for no material is 
impermeable, unleachable or non-corrodable when we consider geologic time.

Hanford’s disposal interjects a maximum of geologic features between 
disposal sites and the point of nearest pubUc exposure. This is the concept 
named by Simpson the “delay-and-decay” concept.

Problems involved in disposal at Hanford includê  1) the quantitative 
inexactness of geology, (2) the lack of isotropic, homogeneous earth materials, 

fâ)- determination of the quantitative importance of deviation of geologic 
and hydrologie features from an average, and (4) determination and measure
ment of the parameters of interest.

Cases at Hanford are cited to illustrate the above points. Wells totalling 
557 in number and 33,000 m in depth have been drilled, but provide data 
that must be cautiously used. Standard aquifer performance tests are limited 
in value, for unit and directional permeabilities are integrated into average 
values. Ion-exchange studies provide quantitative values of direct interest, 
helping to interpret geologic features. Hydrologie studies, correlated to the 
soil chemistry work and the geologic data, result in logically explainable 
geologic controls to ground water movement.

Disposal to ground of radioactive wastes is neither a cure-all nor something 
to be feared. The integration of data from studies by geologists, hydrologiste, 
geochemists and mathematicians has gone far to assure the safe disposal 
of wastes to ground at Hanford. A great amount of work remains to be done, 
however.

NOUVELLES RECHERCHES GEOLOGIQUES
SOUHAITABLES AU SUJET DE L’ELIMINATION DES 
DECHETS RADIOACTIFS, SELON LES INDICATIONS 

FOURNIES PAR L’EXPERIENCE DE HANFORD
Résumé

Pour toute élimination de déchets radioactifs dans le sol, on doit tenir compte 
du milieu géologique. Mais les produits ainsi éliminés ne restent pas définitive
ment dans le milieu ambiant: à la longue, aucune matière n’apparaît imper
méable, ni capable de faire obstacle au filtrage ou de résister à la corrosion.

Le procédé utilisé à Hanford consiste à intercaler le plus grand nombre 
possible de structures géologiques entre les lieux d’élimination et lés points 
les plus proches d’irradiation éventuelle des populations. Selon la décontamina
tion de Simpson, ce procédé fait appel aux notions de temporisation et de 
désintégration.

Les problèmes qui se posent à Hanford pour l’élimination des déchets por
tent sur les points suivants : —

1. l’inexactitude des données géologiques quantitatives;
.2. l’absence de terrains isotropes et homogènes;



3:4a nécessité de déterminer l’importance quantitative de l’écart des 
caractéristiques géologiques et hydrologiques, par rapport à la jnpyexmejj 

,4? (la nécessité de déterminer et de mesurer les paramètres intéressants.
Le mémoire donne des exemples, pris à Hanford, qui illustrent les points 

ci-dessus. On a foré 557 puits d’une profondeur totale de 33.000 mètres, mais 
les indications obtenues doivent être utilisées avec prudence. Les études cou
rantes des propriétés aquifères des sols n’ont qu’une valeur limitée, car les 
données relatives à la perméabilité des différentes structures dans toutes les 
directions sont présentées globalement sous forme de valeurs moyennes. Les 
études fondées sur les échangea d’ions fournissent des données quantitativés 
d’un intérêt immédiat qui peuvent aider à interpréter les caractéristiques 
géologiques. Les études hydrologiques, associées aux recherches géochimiques 
et aux données géologiques, permettent d’expliquer logiquement l’influence des 
structures géologiques sur les mouvements des eaux souterraines.

L’enfouissement des déchets radioactifs n’est ni une panacée ni une pratique 
à redouter. A Hanford, en combinant les données obtenues par les géologues, 
les-hydrologistes, les géochimistes et les mathématiciens, on a pu parvenir à de 
bons résultats en matière d’enfouissement sans danger des déchets. Il reste 
néanmoins beaucoup à faire.

ПРОВЕДЕНИЕ НОВЫХ ГЕОЛОГИЧЕСКИХ ИССЛЕДОВАНИЙ 
ДЛЯ ОСУЩЕСТВЛЕНИЯ РАБОТ ПО УДАЛЕНИЮ 

РАДИОАКТИВНЫХ ОТХОДОВ НА БАЗЕ 
ОПЫТА В ХЭНФОРДЕ

Резюме
Весь процесс удаления радиоактивных отходов зависит от геологической 

структуры окружающей среды. Но удаление в эту среду не является окончатель
ным, поскольку никакой материал не является совершенно непроницаемым, 
ненасьнцающимся или некоррозийным с точки зрения геологического времени.

Опыт в Хэнфорде по удалению радиоактивных отходов подчеркивает необ
ходимость сопоставления геологических особенностей, существующих в районе 
удаления отоходов и в ближайшем районе, где возможно облучение населения.

Проблемы, возникшие в Хэнфорде в связи с удалением радиоактивных отхо
дов, включают:

1. количественную неточность геологии,
2. недостаток изотопных, гомогенных геологических структур,
3. определение количественного значения отклонения геологических и гидро

логических особенностей от нормального положения и
4. определение и измерение параметров, представляющих интерес.
Приводятся примеры для иллюстрации вышеуказанных случаев. Было отрыто

557 колодцев общей глубиной 33000 метров, но данные, полученные в резуль
тате этой большой работы, недостаточно точны. Ценность стандартных аквифер- 
ных испытаний в рабочих условиях ограничена, поскольку необходимые ввод
ные данные слишком обобщаются. Изучение ионного обмена дает количествен
ные значения, которые представляют непосредственный интерес и помогают 
истолковать геологические особенности. Гидрологические исследования, увя
занные с работой по химии почвы и имеющимися геологическими данными, 
оказывают помощь в объяснении процесса движения грунтовых вод.
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Удаление радиоактивных отходов в грунт не является ни панацеей, ни чем- 
то иным, чего следует бояться. Обобщение данных, полученных в результате 
исследований геологов, гидрологов, геохимиков и математиков, позволяет 
убедиться в безопасности удаления радиоактивных отходов в грунт в Хэнфорде. 
Тем не менее остается еще проделать большую работу в этом отношении.

NUEVAS INVESTIGACIONES. GEOLOGICAS QUE CON
VENDRIA HACER PARA FACILITAR LA EVACUACION DE 
DESECHOS RADIACTIVOS SIGUIENDO LAS INDICACIONES 
PROPORCIONADAS POR LAS EXPERIENCIAS EFECTUADAS

EN HANFORD

Resumen

La evacuación de desechos radiactivos en el subsuelo depende de la es
tructura geológica del lugar de que se trate. No obstante, la evacuación en 
ese medio no tiene carácter definitivo ya que ningún material es impermeable
o inmune a los efectos de la Uxiviación o de la corrosión cuando se consideran 
períodos de tiempo en términos geológicos.

Las experiencias realizadas en Hanford hacen intervenir un máximo de 
características geológicas entre los puntos de evacuación y el punto más 
próximo en que las personas quedarían expuestas a las radiaciones, Este es 
el concepto que Simpson denominó concepto de demora y desintegración.

Entre los problemas que plantea la evacuación de desechos en Hanford 
cabe mencionar los siguientes: 1) la inexactitud cuantitativa de los datos 
geológicos; 2) la ausencia de materiales isotópicos homogéneos en la com
posición del subsuelo; 3) la'determinación cuantitativa del grado en que 
las características geológicas e hidrológicas se apartan de los valores promedios, 
y 4) la determinación y medición de los parámetros de interés para estas 
experiencias.

Para ilustrar los mencionados extremos, el- autor cita algunos casos re
gistrados en Hanford. Se han realizado perforaciones que representan en 
total 557 pozos y 33.000 m de profundidad, pero los datos obtenidos han 
de ser utilizados con cautela. Los ensayos normalizados destinados a comprobar 
el comportamiento de la capa acuífera tienen un valor limitado, ya que la 
permeabilidad del suelo perforado y la dirección de las corrientes se reducen 
a valores medios. Los estudios del intercambio iónico proporcionan valores 
cuantitativos directamente aprovechables que ayudan a interpretar las 
características geológicas. Los estudios hidrológicos, combinados con el estudio 
de la química de los suelos y con los datos geológicos, permiten un control 
geológico del movimiento de las aguas, .lógicamente explicable.

La evacuación de desechos radiactivos en el suelo no es ni una panacea 
universal ni un procedimiento que haya de inspirar temor. La combinación 
de los datos proporcionados por los estudios de los geólogos, hidrólogos, 
geoquímicos y matemáticos ha contribuido mucho a asegurar la evacuación 
sin riesgos de los desechos en el subsuelo de Hanford. No obstante, todavía 
queda mucho camino por recorrer.
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DESIRABLE NEW  GEOLOGIC RESEARCH IN SUP
PORT OF RADIOACTIVE W ASTE DISPOSAL AS 

INDICATED BŸ HANFORD EXPERIENCE

R a n d a l l  E . B r o w n  
H a n f o r d  L a b o r a t o r ie s  

H a n f o r d  A t o m ic  P r o d u c t s  O p e r a t io n  
G e n e r a l  E l e c t r ic  C o m p a n y  

R i c h l a n d , W a s h .
U n i t e d  S t a t e s  o f  A m e r ic a

Introduction
All disposal of radioactive liquid wastes to land ultimately, if not immediately, 

relies on the geologic environment. This is true whether wastes are discharged 
directly to ground as liquids at shallow depths, at intermediate or great 
depths as has been proposed, or are evaporated to dryness and buried in 
soHd form, or stored in tanks as either liquids or solids. The potential hazards 
of waste disposal demand that methods of geologic and hydrologie appraisal 
be more precise and exact than in almost every other field of geologic ap
plication, to permit reliable predictions of waste behaviour and movement 
and the correct interpretation of observed events, and to assure that the 
operation is safe.

The needed degree of detail and accuracy can be achieved in part by standard 
and routinely-used procedures; however, the limitations of the methods 
must be recognized as well as their potentials. Thus, dips of geologic structures 
mapped with the aid of a Brunton compass are accurate to about one degree. 
At Hanford, stratigraphie correlations made on the basis of dips determined 
by Brunton compass proved inadequate; correlations made on the basis of 
dips determined by telescopic level of about 5 m/km were necessary to provide 
logical correlations and the solution of numerous problems.

Standard well drawdown tests must assume at least some degree of iso- 
tropism and homogeneity of the formations, although such conditions are, 
strictly speaking, never present in nature. These tests provide only averages 
of the unit permeabilities of the aquifers penetrated, and in addition integrate 
directional permeabilities into one value. Thus maximum velocities of the 
ground waters will be masked by integration into one value.

Additionally, the tests appreciably disturb the natural conditions present. 
Hanford has operated on the basis that tests desirably should be performed 
under natural conditions, and that distortion of those conditions may result 
in data not extrapolative to the natural state without confirmation by other 
methods. However, any method showing promise of providing data is at least 
examined.

The use of drilled wells for providing geologic samples, hydrologie data 
and periodic water samples and for in-place tests poses problems, for the 
drilling processes in some measure disturb the geologic formations and their 
hydrological characteristics. At best the samples are only an extremely minute 
part of the total earth materials or ground waters. Thus, if the wells pérmit 
the procurement of unrepresentative data because of the disturbance, the 
problems are greatly compounded.
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The geologic and hydrologie features and their variables involved in waste 
disposal thus require a combination of many studies for adequate solution. 
The number and kind needed to provide reasonable proof of the features 
and their importance can yet be based only on seasoned judgment, and in 
some cases upon repeated tests over many years with a variety of changed 
but known conditions.

The geologic setting at Hanford
The general geologic picture at Hanford is clear-cut, but in detail it is 

highly complex. This complexity is, however, advantageous. A variety of 
geologic and hydrologie conditions and combinations of those conditions are 
available, of which we expected some would be highly suitable for waste 
disposal. This proved true. Evaluation of the many geologic and hydrologie 
factors influencing ground-water movement and waste behaviour at Hanford 
have required the time and effort of many scientific disciplines. To date 
more than 12 years of research effort and nearly 200 man-years of time have 
been spent m studying the behaviour of radioactive wastes in the ground 
and ground waters. Further increases in the safety of Hanford’s operation, 
better general knowledge of waste behaviour, and decreased disposal costs 
depend on the fullest utilization of all those disciplines.

The general geologic picture is summarized elsewhere (1, 2). Continuing 
geologic studies continue to improve and detail that picture towards a distinctly 
yet-to-be-achieved point of diminishing returns. The region is underlaid by 
the basaltic lava flows of the Columbia River basalt series to a depth in excess 
of 3,250 m, as evidenced at the Standard Oil Company of California strati
graphie test well at the south-west corner of the Hanford project. The basalts 
thus extend to more than 2,300 m below sea level at the well site, and probably 
to more than 3,300 m below sea level in the heart of the Pasco Basin. Con
servatively the flows number probably at least 100. The flows encountered 
were typically massive, dense, fine-grained, hard basalt flows with only few 
interbeds. The lava-flows in the vicinity of this well and westward towards 
the Cascade Range are folded into a series of generally east-west to north
west-trending anticlinal mountain ridges and intervening synclinal valleys, 
plunging towards the Pasco Basin. Eastward the structures die out and are 
superseded by the gently-rising lava flows that form the basalt plain to the 
east (Fig. 1).

Above the basalts is a complex series of lacustrine, fluviatile and aeolian 
deposits, each derived in part from the reworking of older formations and 
thereby in part grading into each other. Contacts between formations ac
cordingly are seldom sharp and are frequently difficult to locate (Fig. 2). 
Directly overlying the basalt is the Pleistocene Ringold formation, a series 
of generally well-stratified silts, sands, clays and gravels of almost universally 
low permeability. This formation is gently deformed and folded with the 
underlying basalts, although at decreasing angles upward, reflecting deposition 
in what is interpreted as a then essentially continually-deforming basin.

Capping part of the Ringold formation is the remnant of a once extensive 
caliche bed, representing a probably long-extant erosion surface. Above 
it is a deposit of silt, fine sand and clay of aeolian origin, equivalent to the 
Palouse spil of eastern Washington. The material to the ground surface includes 
Recent glaciofluviatile and fluviatile gravels, sands and silts from about
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ANTICLINAL RIDGES ÍN SOUTH -  CENTRAL WASHINGTON

Fig. 1
Anticlinal ridges in the basalt series are shown as solid lines where the basalt is at the 
ground surface. The ridges are shown as dashed lines where the basalt series is covered 
by basin-fill sediments. The Hanford Works lies in the east-central part of the map 

area, the Cascade Range just off the map to the west (left).
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7,000 to 10,000 years old, deposited on a second erosion surface cut into the 
Palouse soil, the caliche bed and the deformed Ringold formation by the 
then glacial-meltwater-swollen Columbia River. The main mass of the fluviatile 
deposits is composed of highly permeable, highly heterogeneous, cross-bedded, 
cut-and-fill-bedded, deltaic-bedded sandy gravels deposited in the filling 
basin. Towards the margins of the basin these gravels grade and interfinger 
into finer sands and silts known as the Touchet deposits. Recent superficial 
alluvium, colluvium and æolian silts and sands complete the section.

Methods of evaluation used at Hanford
Many methods of geologic and hydrologie evaluation are used at Hanford, 

most of them applicable to other sites, a few unique to Hanford conditions. 
Regional geologic mapping provides the base to which the detailed or strictly 
local data are related and by which they are interpreted and extrapolated 
to other sites. About 5,000 km2 of the Pasco Basin area are being studied,

Pig. 3
Setting well screen with chum drill rig
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although only about 800 km2 of area in its centre are immediately pertinent 
to waste disposal. Various other methods of regional study are used, including 
magnetometric surveys. Geophysical seismic study is also planned. Drilled 
wells, however, provide the basic exploratory and research methods and 
structures for the following reasons: they provide (1) geologic data and actual 
samples for identification of formations and later laboratory study from 
the deeply-buried geologic units, (2) means for determining the water-table 
levels, (3) research structures for special, in-place tests, and (4) means of 
sampling the ground waters to determine the ultimate behaviour of the waste 
products. Thus, in spite of their apparent disadvantages, wells will continue 
to be used extensively.

Up to 1 November 1959, 557 wells totalling more than 33,000 m in depth 
had been drilled at Hanford since the waste-disposal research programme 
began in 1947. These wells, impressive in total, represent the equivalent 
of one well/1.45 km2 in the about 800 km2 of immediate interest in waste 
disposal. They also amount to less than the equivalent of one well through 
each cubic kilometre of post-basalt sediment. The magnitude of the area 
involved and the scope of the geologic study required in a waste disposal 
programme comparable to Hanford’s is apparent. Adequate sampling of 
the geologic features and the ground waters with that well spacing is at best 
a major problem.

Wells drilled at Hanford are cased to the basalt through the unconsolidated 
to semi-consolidated Ringold, Palouse and Recent fluviatile deposits. Churn 
(cable-tool) drill machines are routinely used for drilling, sampling and setting 
casing (Fig. 3). Although rock bits are normally used for drilling, they require 
the addition of water to the hole to promote formation of a bailable slurry. 
The traversed materials, however, are broken up and mixed in the slurry; 
hence evidence of sedimentary structures that are often diagnostic of the 
formations is destroyed, and the samples provide only averaged or composited 
data of the drilled interval. Drive-barrel methods have recently been used. 
In some materials (silts, sands, and clays) they operate faster (up to 18 m/day) 
and more cheaply, and simultaneously provide better data. Here an open 
steel casing about 15 cm in diameter and about two metres long is used for 
drilling and sampling in the same manner as a drive sampler is used for sampling 
alone. No bits are used and the sediments are not broken. Water is not added 
to the hole in drilling, hence the samples also provide information on the natural 
moisture content of the sediments. This is desirable information where the 
annual rainfall is less than 18 cm and where capillary forces can be depended 
upon to retain some waste liquids above the water table almost indefinitely 
(3, 4). Additionally, where radioisotopes are fixed in the soil above the water 
table, this method eliminates the possibility of leaching of those radioisotopes 
off the sediments by the addition of the drilling water; hence better data 
can be obtained on the location of those isotopes in the ground.

The procured samples are studied by standard pétrographie methods. 
Heavy mineral studies are sometimes used. Both X-ray diffraction and diffe
rential thermal analyses help to identify the silt and clay fraction mineral 
components. Roedder has demonstrated that the sedimentary interbeds within 
the upper part of the basalt series are characterized by an abundance of mont
morillonite, derived from the alteration of volcanic tuffs, dominantly andesitic 
in composition. The oldest post-basalt sediment shows less montmorillonite, 
more feldspar and quartz in the silt and clay fraction, some kaolinite and mica.
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The trend continues upward through the stratigraphie section, and chlorite 
ultimately appears in the later deposits. This trend reflects either a change in 
the source materials of the sediments, of weathering conditions, or both. The
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cation-exchange capacity in meq/100 g increases as the montmorillonite content 
increases, about as stated in the expression 1.1 M + 4 = C, where M is per cent 
total montmorillonite and С is the exchange capacity. This empirically-deter
mined equation does not apply where the montmorillonite is absent or very 
low in concentration. It does show, however, the importance of the clay minerals 
at Hanford.

Total cation-exchange capacity studies and particle-size distribution studies, 
both involved with the clay-size fraction and the clay minerals, are used in 
geologic studies. An increase in the silt and clay fraction and the exchange 
capacity of the sediments at the water-table level (indicated on Pig. 4 by the 
high area in the west central part of the map, and also on Fig. 6) thus helped 
to identify up-folded, low-permeability, high-exchange-capacity beds of the 
lower part of the Ringold formation there (Fig. 4, 5, 6).

GEOLOGIC CROSS S E C T I  ON —  HAN FO R D  W O R K S  AREA

10s MEQ/FT3

These exchange-capacity values, combined with the depths to water, pro
vide the capacity factor, shown on Fig. 5. This gives a numerical value to geo
logic conditions in indicating preferential areas for waste disposal where the 
above water-table conditions are deemed most important.

The concern of geology with the disposal of liquid radioactive wastes is pri
marily that of movement of the ground waters. Geologic studies thus are direc
ted largely to those features that affect ground-water movement. In the case 
cited where clay mineral studies helped to resolve the geology, the upfolded
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Ringold beds were then shown to be controlling the lineation and orientation 
of the ground-water mound that lies just west of that high-exchange-capacity 
area. The mound in turn controls the behaviour of the ground water as deter
mined from traced, barely detectable amounts of radioactive contaminants in 
the ground waters (5). Thus geology, hydrology, soil chemistry and radioche
mistry were combined to solve a geologic problem.

Many hydrologie methods and tests have been used at Hanford, although all 
are not repetitively or routinely used. Some methods are used infrequently 
to test other methods. Some tests are used routinely with the principal aim 
of providing a long-term record of events chronicled by a single method 
of evaluation for comparison purposes. Single and multiple-well drawdown 
tests, specific capacity tests, tracer tests, cyclic fluctuations of water levels 
and hydraulic gradients are used to determine the hydraulic characteristics 
of Hanford aquifers and hence help to solve the geologic problems. Some of 
these tests are assumed to provide only comparative or indicative data, 
particularly if the test notably distorts the natural conditions, or measures only 
the average or composited conditions. They nevertheless have considerable 
value in identifying geologic units where permeabilities differ appreciably 
between them but the samples obtained by drilling procedures are insuffi
ciently distinguishable. Thus the fiuviatile sediments have permeabilities 
ranging from 0.46 to 2.8 cc/sec/cm2, whereas the Ringold sediments have per
meabilities ranging from 4.6 x 10-8 to 2.8 x 10-2 cc/sec/cm2. Samples of the 
respective sediments in some cases can scarcely be distinguished from each 
other on the basis of pétrographie or other common tests.

Long- and short-term hydrographs of wells are similarly indicative of 
geologic features, although not definitive in themselves. Thus the response 
of water levels in wells to diurnal and other barometric pressure changes (and 
to earthquakes even at appreciable distances) is largely related to the degree 
and extent of confinement of the aquifers. Increasing response to pressure 
changes reflects a lesser permeability of the confining bed. Longer-term 
hydrographs (months to years) are examples of the routine methods used 
to indicate the regional response to changes in the total volumes of water 
discharged to the ground, appreciable base-level changes, or other characteris
tics of the ground-water regimen. The direction and distance of response to the 
changes indicate relative permeabilities, hence changes in the geologic condi
tions (6).

The annual spring rise of the Columbia River provides a cyclic event that 
permits determination of the probable geologic conditions near the river. The 
effect of that river rise is noted in some sites up to six kilometres from the river, 
elsewhere it is less than two to three kilometres. The rapidity of response is also 
a measure of the permeability of the materials between the wells and the river. 
These data helped to delineate a river channel paralleling the current river 
channel and separated from it by a narrow ridge of nearly impermeable Rin
gold sediments broken only by a few gaps permitting locally rapid entry and 
exit of waters to and from the ground-water system. In another case, wells in 
the vicinity of the ground-water mounds permitted a study of the growth and 
subsidence of the mounds over a period of more than 10 years, as volumes of 
cooling waters released to open swamps fluctuated with planned changes 
in plant operations (Figs. 7, 8). Geologic factors that influence the form and 
orientation of mounds, and therefore the rate and direction of travel of the 
ground waters beneath adjacent plant areas, are identified by the particle-size
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distribution studies and ion-exchange capacity studies already referred to. 
Continuation of these hydro-geologic studies ultimately disclosed the presence 
of Ringold formation sediments above the water table in the current-flow path 
of ground waters. (See Fig. 8). Creation of the mound thus evidently diverted 
those waters away from the more permeable zones of lower exchange capacity. 
This suggests a mechanism for temporarily increasing the safety of disposal, 
although Hanford does not depend on any such artificial controls. The data 
from these studies provide continually better knowledge of the basic principles 
of ground-water movement and the geologic factors affecting that movement.

The distribution of natural salts in the ground waters is similarly useful 
in determining regional sources of ground waters and regional flow patterns, 
as well as different geologic formations, particularly when combined with the 
above studies. The ground waters, largely calcium bicarbonate waters, were 
thoroughly analysed from representative wells by the United States Geological 
Survey. The waters from most wells have been separately assayed for sodium, 
nitrate and calcium ions to complete the project-wide picture. This disclosed 
that sodium-ion concentration up to about 50 ppm occurred east of the eastern 
ground-water mound shown on Fig. 8, compared with an average of about 20 ppm 
elsewhere. This suggested that sodium salts were being leached from upfolded 
beds of the Ringold formation by the cooling waters released to those open 
swamps. These ions were chosen for assay partly because they are important 
non-radioactive constituents of many of the waste streams discharged to ground 
and were determined to be leaders of the radioisotopes in those wastes. These 
initial studies thus served to establish background levels of concentrations of 
those ions.
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Temperature distribution studies are similarly useful in determining the 
paths of ground-water flow. Adjacent to the Columbia River in the site where 
cyclic events identify permeability, temperatures of the ground waters (nor
mally 15.5° C) decrease as the colder river water in spring (about 7.5° C) 
moves inland under the influence of a reversed gradient during the spring high 
water. This was combined with cyclic studies and the movement of uranium 
in the ground waters resulting from discharge of solutions to seepage pits 
near the river bank. Data from the eighteen wells in the vicinity disclosed that 
the river water penetrated about 1/2 km from the river with a river flow of 
about 1.3 x 1071/sec, although the water table was noticeably affected up to a 
distance of about three kilometres. The temperatures and sample assays 
clearly indicated a break in the Ringold sediments ridge separating the present 
Columbia River channel from the old channel. River waters entered the ground
water system predominantly through this gap and were largely stopped when 
they encountered the rising Ringold sediments on the opposite side of the old 
channel. A decrease in river height corresponding to about 2 x 10® 1/sec flow 
resulted in detectable uranium moving very slowly back into the river about 
one kilometre downstream through the Ringold sediments that there form an 
evidently unbroken ridge between the two channels.

The geologic and hydrologie studies culminate in the use tests. Here disposal, 
very conservatively managed, provides a means for studying the geology and 
hydrology, and simultaneously provides better knowledge of the factors per
mitting disposal. Here the non-radioactive ions act as leaders and the radio
isotopes act as tracers. Samples are taken from wells on daily, weekly or 
monthly schedules to maintain the history of events as correlated to water- 
table-level changes and changes in plant operating conditions.

Geologic problems
Unequivocal proof of geologic situations can seldom if ever be obtained. 

Continually more detailed geologic data must be produced to increase and 
assure still further the safety of disposal at Hanford.

Geologic problems needing attention are those bearing on ground-water 
movement. General principles are in part well defined, but quantitative speci
fic effects have been but superficially evaluated from a theoretical standpoint 
in many cases (7).

Among the more dominant problems are (1) the problem of quantitative dis
persion as affected by the geologic features, and (2) the problems of vertical 
movement of ground waters balanced between the effects of geologic structures 
and gravity-settling of the wastes. Dispersion is now recognized as a mechanism 
by which the front of a moving body of contaminated water becomes broader 
laterally, making its detection surer by widely-spaced wells, and by which the 
activity density is decreased as it travels forward.

The quantitative effect of this is as yet unknown, although the potential safety 
factors present in such a process may, in some select geologic materials, be 
quite large. Most importantly, however, it will ultimately determine the mini
mum spacing of monitoring wells to assure detection of traced materials. 
Obviously this will vary for each set of geologic conditions.

High-salt wastes, such as have resulted from the bismuth-phosphate separa
tions plants at Hanford, possess the required specific gravity to settle by gravity 
provided dispersion does not occur to a degree precluding further settling.
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In any event, the comparison between the effects of gravity-settling and the 
effects of the geologic structures must be evaluated. Unfortunately the slightly 
varied permeabilities that are encountered and are significant are difficult 
to evaluate.

Before these rather fundamental problems can be solved at any one site, the 
geology must be known to a high degree of accuracy and detail. The directions 
and angles of dip of bedding, including that resulting from folding but also the 
attitudes of cross bedding, cut-and-fifl bedding, and deltaic bedding, must be 
known. At Hanford most of the strata are nearly flat-lying (dip about one 
degree or less), yet the contaminated bodies of sediment above the water 
table are canted and markedly asymmetrical in the dip direction of the deltaic 
bedding (4). Be]ow the water table, ground waters may preferentially follow 
the dips to lower altitudes. Recognition of this event is of course important to 
permit sampling of wells at the proper depths to intercept the waste materials, 
and to permit this event to be distinguished from that of gravity-settling. 
Such data require knowledge of the direction of flow of the streams depositing 
those sediments, if the canting of two or more such bodies is to be related to the 
same controlling feature, and if wells are to be placed in the proper position to 
monitor the disposal sité.

Stream-deposited sediments, including at Hanford both the Ringold for
mation and the fluviatile sediments, are notoriously heterogeneous and an
isotropic. Even those sediments that appear to fulfil the requirements of homo
geneity and isotropism may in use demonstrate significant divergence from 
that optimum. Percolation tests at Hanford, to permit sizing of disposal 
units, have produced rates varying more than tenfold in essentially identical 
sandy gravels only a few hundreds of metres apart. The lower rate in at least 
some cases is attributed to a silt parting perhaps no more than a few milli
metres thick, close beneath the site.

Where tabular minerals such as mica are concentrated in the sediments, or 
where gravels are imbricated, the deposits can be expected to be anisotropic 
because of the preferred orientation. Both these conditions occur in the princi
pal formations at Hanford. Vertical permeabilities in stream-deposited mate
rials may in some cases apparently be as low as l/100th the maximum hori
zontal permeability, and seldom if ever equal to the horizontal permeability. 
Additionally, horizontal (directional) permeabilities can be expected to vary 
in lesser amounts, depending on the direction of the current depositing those 
sediments. In imbricate-bedded gravels or foreset-bedded deltaic deposits, 
the direction of greatest permeability probably is normal to the current flow 
depositing the sediments.

Other geologic features of unknown quantitative importance include such 
factors as facies variations as well as the vertical variations between beds. 
These facies variations, similar to the directional permeability, are related to 
the direction of current flow. Finer materials generally deposit at the margins 
of the sedimentary basin; similarly the minéral content and consequently the 
exchange capacity can also vary.

The low vertical permeability known to occur even in some sediments with 
a high horizontal permeability, combined with the vertical variations from 
bed to bed, results in at least locally confined and potentially, artesian aquifers. 
In materials such as occur at Hanford these aquifers may possess different 
piezometric surfaces, and upon penetration by wells some vertical flow of 
water is known to occur within the wells. Both negative and positive artesian
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wells occur at Hanford. In the first case the ground-water table has been raised 
by the discharge of water to swamps. Here, the poor interconnexion between 
some aquifers at different depths resulted in a lower piezometric surface for 
the lower aquifer (or a negative artesian pressure) of about 15 m than the water 
table in the unconfined and higher aquifer. Perforation of the well casing 
throughout the entire saturated zone permits a flow of water down the well.

The reversed situation, with positive artesian head in lower aquifers, is a 
more normally recognized situation. Here, in the synclinal or basin areas, the 
flow or potential for flow is upward in the well. Perforation of the entire satu
rated zone then leads to recharge of the water table aquifer by the confined 
aquifer. Both conditions need recognition and identification by careful deli
neation of the geologic structure, careful observation during drilling, and pro
per in-well measurements. If even a small negative or positive pressure exists, 
the already arbitrary ground water-table level, as measured in a well, may be 
distorted, leading to erroneous water-table level conclusions. Sampling of the 
waters in the wells also may provide dangerously misleading data, for the water 
samples taken may be from other than the desired aquifer. Significantly, 
though, the fact that the wells show artesian head is geologically important. 
At Hanford, the wells penetrating into the lower Ringold formation sediments 
and showing positive artesian head are concentrated in the downwarped parts 
of the Pasco Basin. This tends to verify the stratigraphie correlations (made 
with great difficulty) that indicated very gentle folding of the Ringold forma
tion contemporaneously with the underlying basalt.

Inasmuch as wells are expensive, slow to drill, cannot always be accurately 
positioned and sample only at one point, extensive use of geophysical methods 
of investigation are planned at Hanford. These methods measure some in- 
place properties of the formations without disturbing them, as does drilling. 
Wells will continue to be drilled, however, for théy appear to be the only 
method providing positive evidence of the behaviour of radioisotopes. The 
use of rotary methods in some instances is expected to provide useful and 
different data. Primarily this will permit automatic logging of the uncased 
holes. However, rotary drilling requires that drilling muds be used, thus the 
geologic formations will be disturbed by that addition. Guaranteed removal 
of the drilling mud is not completely achievable without some further alteration 
of the formation. Good samples may be procurable only with difficulty, if at all.
Summary and Conclusions

The detailed regional geologic picture is obviously necessary to permit 
interpretations and explanations of observed situations and events. It is 
also highly necessary to permit us to co-ordinate, interpret and apply the data 
from the fields of hydrology, soil chemistry, soil physics, geochemistry and 
mathematics. Extrapolation or projection of the information to new sites 
or situations places a high demand upon that geology.

Waste disposal deals with substances some of which are hazardous for 
periods of geologic time. We will be lax if we do not consider the geologic 
history in an area, particularly where that area lies in a region characterized 
by recent orogenic activity. Evidence of earthquakes, changes of land level 
with respect to the sea, the history of rivers traversing the regions, mountain 
making, climate changes and many other environmental aspects may well 
indicate the possible history in the future within the times with which we 
are concerned.
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Geology clearly holds the key to waste disposal to the land environment. 
Unfortunately the desired degree of reliability of determination of the geologic 
parameters is not amenable to precise definition. Generally it can yet be based 
only upon seasoned judgment and experience. We dare not compromise 
radiological safety. Until the geologic parameters can be defined far more 
quantitatively than now, waste disposal to the ground must not become 
a widely used method of disposal.
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SUMMARY OF CURRENT GEOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN 
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA PERTINENT TO 

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL ON LAND
Abstract

Research in geology may be divided into three categories according to 
the degree of containment required for the waste in order to assure conformance 
with generally accepted standards of health and safety.

I. Maximum containment environments are intended to retain for cen
turies or for millenia essentially all waste materials stored in them. 
Two general types are under investigation, salt deposits and deep 
permeable formations. In both cases various laboratory experiments 
are being performed to study the interaction between waste solutions 
and appropriate earth materials, and, in the case of salt, a field experi
ment is in progress utilizing simulated (non-radioactive) high-activity 
waste.

II. Intermediate containment environments are intended to slow down 
significantly the mobility of radioactive wastes to provide sufficient 
time for radioactive decay before the wastes come into contact with 
man or his food chain. Examples of intermediate containment are 
shallow burial of packaged waste, and discharge of bulk liquid waste 
into seepage pits. Research is in progress to study the combined effect 
of transport of radionuclides by ground water and retention of radio
nuclides by sorption on earth materials.

III. Environments of no containment are those in which radionuclides 
are immediately brought into contact with man or with any of the 
biota of his food chain. Research is under way both to determine 
the capacity of individual environments to receive such waste within 
health and safety limits, and to improve techniques for doing so. 
Current research includes (a) classification of terrains as related to 
waste disposal problems, (b) study of diffusion characteristics of 
streams, (c) the effect of organic and inorganic stream solids on radio
activity concentration, and (d) the effect of suspended sediment and 
river-bed material on the transportation of radionuclides.

BILAN DES RECHERCHES GEOLOGIQUES ACTUELLES 
AUX ETATS-UNIS, DU POINT DE VUE DE L’ELIMINATION 

DES DECHETS RADIOACTIFS DANS LE SOL
Résumé

Les recherches géologiques peuvent se diviser en trois catégories, selon le 
degré d’isolement qui doit être assuré aux déchets pour respecter les normes 
de santé et de sécurité généralement admises.

I. Les structures assurant un isolement maximum doivent reténir pendant 
des siècles ou des millénaires pratiquement tous les déchets qui y sont 
déposés. Les recherches portent sur deux types généraux: les dépôts 
salins et les formations perméables profondes. Dans les deux cas, on 
procède à des expériences en laboratoire pour étudier l’interaction des 
déchets en solution et des matières constituant le terrain considéré;
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pour les dépôts salins, une expérience sur le terrain est en cours, dans 
laquelle on utilise des déchets simulés de. haute activité, qui, en réalité, 
ne sont pas radioactifs.

II. Les structures assurant un isolement moyen doivent ralentir notable
ment la mobilité des déchets pour que ceux-ci aient le temps de se 
désintégrer au point de vue radioactif avant de venir en contact avec 
l’homme ou la chaîne alimentaire. Comme exemple d’isolement moyen, 
on peut citer l’enfouissement à faible profondeur de déchets emballés 
et le déversement de déchets liquides en vrac dans des couloirs d’infil
tration. Des recherches sont en cours pour étudier la manière dont se 
combinent le transport des radionuclides par les eaux souterraines et la 
rétention des radionuclides fixés par sorption dans les matières consti
tuant le terrain.

III. Les structures n’assurant aucun isolement sont celles où les radio
nuclides viennent directement en contact avec l’homme ou l’un des 
éléments vivants de la chaîne alimentaire. Des recherches sont en cours 
à la fois pour déterminer la capacité de différentes structures à recevoir 
de tels déchets sans que la santé et la sécurité en soient affectées et 
pour améliorer les techniques employées à cette fin. Les recherches 
actuelles ̂ portent sur les points suivants :
a) Classification des terrains eu égard aux problèmes d’élimination 

des déchets;
b) Etude des caractéristiques de diffusion des courants;
c) Action sur la concentration de la radioactivité des solides organiques 

et inorganiques se trouvant dans les courants ;
d) Action, sur le transport des radionuclides, des sédiments en sus

pension et des matières constituant le lit des rivières.

КРАТКИЙ ОБЗОР ГЕОЛОГИЧЕСКИХ ИССЛЕДОВАНИЙ В 
СОЕДИНЕННЫХ ШТАТАХ АМЕРИКИ, ОТНОСЯЩИХСЯ К 

УДАЛЕНИЮ РАДИОАКТИВНЫХ ОТХОДОВ НА СУШЕ
Резюме

Геологические исследования можно разделить на три категории в соответ
ствии с той степенью, в которой отходы могут задерживаться в среде, чтобы 
гарантировать соблюдение общепринятых норм по охране здоровья и технике 
безопасности.

I. Большинство геологических структур обладает способностью удержи
вать в себе удаленные отходы в течение столетий и тысячелетий. В дан
ном случае рассматривается два основных вида: соляные отложения и 
геологические формации с глубокой проницаемостью. И в том и в другом 
случаях осуществляются лабораторные опыты по изучению взаимодей
ствия между отходами в виде растворов и соответствующими породами, 
а что касается соляных отложений, то здесь осуществляется эксперимент 
с применением моделирующего (нерадиоактивного) высокого активного 
отхода.

II. Геологические структуры для промежуточного удаления, имеющие 
среднюю сортировочную способность, должны играть роль значитель
ного замедлителя подвижности радиоактивных отходов с тем, чтобы
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дать достаточно времени'для радиоактивного распада до того, как отходы 
смогут войти в соприкосновение с человеком или его пищей. Примером 
промежуточного удаления является неглубокое захоронение упакован
ных отходов и сливание жидких отходов в сточные ямы. Приводится 
исследование по изучению совместного влияния переноса радиоактив
ных изотопов подземными водами и удержания их на породах при по
мощи сорбции.

III. Среда, в которой отходы практически не удерживаются, является средой, 
где радиоизотопы немедленно входят в контакт с человеком или с его 
растительной и животной пищей. Исследовательские работы как с целью 
определения возможности удаления отходов в такую среду в пределах 
норм охраны здоровья и техники безопасности, так и с целью улучшения 
технических приемов удаления отходов. Исследования включают:
a) классификацию грунта в соответствии с проблемами удаления отхо

дов, .
b) изучение способности изотопов к распространению,
c) влияние органических и неорганических формаций твердых веществ 

на концентрацию радиоактивности и
d) влияние осадочного отложения и речного ила на перенос радио

изотопов.

RESENA DE LAS INVESTIGACIONES GEOLOGICAS QUE 
ACTUALMENTE SE EFECTUAN EN LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS 
SOBRE LA EVACUACION DE DESECHOS RADIACTIVOS EN

EL SUBSUELO

Resumen
Atendiendo al grado de confinamiento que los desechos radiactivos exigen 

para que su evacuación se ajuste a las normas generalmente aceptadas en 
materia de seguridad y de protección de la salud, las investigaciones geo
lógicas efectuadas con relación a esa evacuación pueden dividirse en tres 
categorías.

I. Los medios que ofrecen un confinamiento máximo podrán utilizarse 
pata retener por espacio de siglos o de milenios prácticamente la 
totalidad de los materiales de desecho en ellos acumulados. Se están 
estudiando medios de dos tipos generales: los yacimientos de sal 
y las formaciones permeables profundas. Sobre unos y otros se están 
llevando a cabo diversos experimentos de laboratorio para estudiar 
la acción recíproca entre las soluciones de desechos y los materiales 
adecuados del subsuelo y, en el caso de los yacimientos de sal, se 
procede actualmente a un experimento sobre el terreno utilizando 
soluciones simuladas de desechos de elevada intensidad (no radi
activos).

II. Los medios que ofrecen un confinamiento medio podrán utilizarse 
para reducir considerablemente la movilidad de los desechos radi
activos a fin de que transcurra tiempo suficiente para que se produzca 
su desintegración radiactiva antes de que entren en contacto con 
el hombre o con su cadena alimentaria. Entre los ejemplos de con
finamiento medio cabe mencionar la evacuación a poca profundidad
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de desechos envasados y la descarga de desechos líquidos no envasados 
en fosos de infiltración. Se están realizando investigaciones para 
estudiar el efecto combinado del transporte de los radionúclidos 
por las aguas subterráneas y de la retención de los radionúclidos, 
por sorción, en los materiales del subsuelo.

III. Los medios que ofrecen un confinamiento nulo son aquellos en que 
los radionúclidos entran inmediatamente en contacto con el hombre
o con cualquier elemento de la flora y de la fauna que integran su 
cadena alimentaria. Se están realizando investigaciones con objeto 
de determinar la capacidad de los diversos medios para recibir esos 
desechos dentro de los límites exigidos por razones de seguridad y 
de protección de la salud, y a fin de perfeccionar la técnica de esta 
operación. Las investigaciones en curso comprenden : a) la clasificación 
de los macizos autóctonos con relación a los problemas que plantea 
la evacuación de desechos; b) el estudio de las características de la 
difusión de las corrientes; c) el efecto de los sólidos orgánicos e in
orgánicos que se hallan en la corriente sobre la concentración de la 
radiactividad y, d) el efecto de los sedimentos en suspensión y de las 
materias que forman el lecho de las corrientes sobre el transporte 
de los radionúclidos.

SUMMARY OF CURRENT GEOLOGICAL RESEARCH  
IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA PERTINENT  
TO RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL ON LAND*

E . S. Sim p so n
G e o l o g i s t ,  US G e o l o g i c a l  S u r v e y ,  W a s h in g t o n ,  DC 

U n i t e d  S t a t e s  o f  A m e r i c a

Introduction
A problem that plagues the engineer concerned with the management 

and disposal of radioactive wastes is that of giving concise definitions to 
the terms high-level waste, intermediate-level waste, and low-level waste. 
So many variables are involved that it is not possible to give concise definitions. 
The most important single variable usually is that of radioactive concentration. 
In a rough way we may say for liquid waste : (a) waste whose activity con
centration is of the order of millicuries per litre or higher is high-level; (b) waste 
whose activity concentration is between microcuries and millicuries per litre 
is intermediate-level; and (c) waste whose activity concentration is less than 
microcuries per litre is low-level. Even rough generalization of concentration 
level is not applicable to solid waste, as much depends on the stability of 
the solid in which the radioactivity is fixed.

This paper proposes to examine the problem from a somewhat different 
point of view. Instead of trying to define categories of wastes, I will try to

* Publication authorized by the Director, US Geological Survey.
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define categories of environments into which wastes are put, and then to 
summarize current research undertaken to learn more about the environ
ments. Thus, a high-level waste is one which requires an environment of 
maximum containment; an intermediate-level waste is one requiring an 
environment of intermediate containment; and a low-level waste is one re
quiring an environment of no containment. In order to determine into which 
kind of environment a given waste should be put, and to conform to accepted 
standards of health and safety, we must have knowledge of the waste, 
knowledge of the environment, and knowledge of how the two will interact. 
For the present, at least, this knowledge is not available in handbooks.

Environments of maximum containment are established to contain, under 
continuous and long-term control, essentially all the radioactive waste stored 
in them. Until now, the only maximum-containment environment in use 
has been subsurface storage tanks built of steel and concrete. Research and 
development are under way to find natural environments that would be more 
stable, more isolated, and hence more safe than tanks.

Intermediate-containment environments are those in which wastes have 
a certain freedom of movement within prescribed limits, and where interaction 
between wastes and environment is expected to keep wastes within limits. 
The distribution of wastes may be known only vaguely, and the escape of 
small quantities beyond limits is expected. If, however, it appears that the 
rate of escape might exceed established safe standards, remedial action would 
be taken. The principal kind of environment in use for intermediate contain
ment at major Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) facilities has been the 
vadose zone, the unsaturated zone of unconsolidated permeable earth ma
terials between the land surface and the water table.

Radioactive wastes totalling hundreds of thousands of curies per annum 
currently are being stored in the ground. The radioactive components of 
liquids are sorbed in the vadose zone after discharge through seepage pits 
and cribs, and solids are buried at shallow depths. The prescribed horizontal 
limit of the environment usually is the boundary of the nuclear facility, 
and the vertical limit usually is the local water table.

Environments for intermediate containment of liquids have been used 
with only partial knowledge of possible long-term effects, but they have 
been used with the generous safety factors of large site areas (tens or hundreds 
of square miles) and, in the western part of the United States, great depths 
to the water table. Research is now under way to learn more about flow through 
unsaturated porous media, ion exchange and adsorption, and the effects 
of small-scale inhomogeneities in the environment on the path and dispersion 
of moving liquids.

We speak of no containment when the environment at large is used to 
receive wastes over which it is considered safe to exercise surveillance but 
little or no control. In order to meet accepted health and safety standards, 
the capacity of the environment must be known. Atmospheric, hydrologie 
and biologic environments are involved, but this paper summarizes research 
only in the fresh-water hydrologie environment. Disposal of wastes in this 
environment has been called “dilute and disperse,” but this name does not 
convey the whole idea. In general, after dispersion comes reconcentration 
by parts of the environment, such as the biota of streams. The possibility 
of reconcentration necessitates environmental sampling and analysis in èvery 
dilute-and-disperse operation, except where an insignificant quantity of
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radioactivity is involved. Perhaps a better name would be “dilute, disperse, 
and survey”.
Maximum containment

Tanks for maximum containment, although probably safe for decades, 
may not be safe for centuries. The mere existence of immense concentrations 
of radioactive waste in fluid or semi-fluid states within major watersheds, 
or overlying major ground-water reservoirs, is a sword of Damocles. Should 
the hair of continuous surveillance and maintenance be broken, the force 
of gravity may be relied on to bring the waste into contact with water supplies. 
Hence, natural environments that could provide maximum containment and 
be relatively free of surveillance are being sought with a persistent and ac
celerating effort. Such environments should be isolated from and, if possible, 
beneath supplies of potable water.

The Committee on Waste Disposal of the National Academy of Sciences— 
National Research Council prepared a report in 1957 (1) in which (a) salt 
deposits and (b) deep permeable formations were recommended as natural 
environments which appeared to satisfy best requirements for maximum 
containment. Research to implement both recommendations has been under
taken, although salt deposits have received the principal emphasis because 
they appear to be the more promising of the possibilities.

About two years ago the AEC assigned to the Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
(ORNL) the task of designing and conducting a series of field experiments 
in which synthetic (non-radioactive) fission-product waste would be placed 
in excavations in the floor of a salt mine. The first of these experiments is 
under way in a bedded salt deposit near Hutchinson, Kansas; the mine is 
645 feet below land surface. The design of the field experiment was preceded 
by laboratory and analytical studies at ORNL that included:

1. Dissipation of heat, as related to cavity size.—Starting with 2-year-old 
waste that produces about 3 W/gallon of heat by radioactive decay, 
it was calculated that an individual cavity should be roughly no larger 
than a 10-foot-diameter sphere, in order that waste-fluid temperature 
would be less than 100° C. Pertinent solutions to the heat-flow equations 
were given by B i r c h  (2), and extended by P a r k e r  and his co-workers (3,4). 
The temperature of the fluid will be raised by electrolytic heating using 
carbon electrodes in the field experiments with synthetic wastes. The 
rate of heating will decrease with time to correspond to the decay of 
the radioactive prototype.

2. Structural properties of salt.—Compression tests and creep tests on salt 
blocks showed that radiation doses up to 5 x Ю8 r produced only minor 
changes in the modulus of elasticity, yield strength, or creep rate, but 
that a temperature rise from room temperature to 200° С reduced the 
modulus of elasticity, decreased the yield strength, and increased 
the creep rate. Investigations continue both in the laboratory and, 
in co-operation with the US Bureau of Mines, in the mine itself.

3. Chemical compatibility.—The chemical nature of the waste solutions 
varies widely, depending largely on type of fuel element, per cent burn-up, 
separation process, and degree of neutralization. Furthermore, natural 
salt rarely is pure but contains as much as 10% of carbonates, sulphates, 
and other chloride salts. Experiments (4) with synthetic Purex waste 
mixed with natural salt from various sources showed that precipitation
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and thermal reactions were of small importance and that gas production 
probably was the most reliable index of chemical interaction. Neutralized 
waste mixed with salt produced only slightly more gas than did the 
control mixture of acid waste and reagent-grade NaCl. Acid waste 
mixed with natural salt, however, produced significant quantities of 
gas, the major constituent of which was C02. Similar mixtures, when 
placed in a gamma radiation field of 3.5 x 10® r/h, produced much larger 
volumes of gas. The off-gases largely are non-radioactive, but in actual 
waste enough radioactive nuclides are entrained to require gas collection 
and control.

As part of the chemical problem, corrosion-resistant materials had to be 
found for containers and instruments that came into contact with waste liquid 
or vapour. Materials that show promise include titanium and a cobalt-base 
alloy called “Haynes 25”, graphite, glass-lined steel, Teflon, and, if feasible, 
Teflon bonded to steel.

The field tests under way seek to obtain data on the structural integrity 
of the cavity, the migration of nuclides from the cavity, the migration of 
the cavity itself, temperature gradients, and gas production. Several tests 
are planned in several different cavities, and the variables to be studied 
include : type, concentration, and pH of waste ; configuration and construction 
of cavity; and rate of heat production.

Concurrently with the work at ORNL, the AEC also is sponsoring a study 
at the University of Texas that is oriented towards storage in solution cavities 
rather than in salt mines. A cavity is produced by drilling a doubly-cased 
well to the salt deposit ; fresh water then is pumped down through the inner 
casing and the resulting brine pumped up and out through the outer casing. 
After the cavity is dissolved to the desired size and shape, presumably it 
could be filled with waste solutions and sealed. Reports prepared by various 
workers at the University summarize the occurrence of salt domes in the 
Gulf Coast Province of the United States (5). The authors studied analytically 
and by laboratory measurements the structural properties of salt with respect 
to the development of design principles for disposal of waste and surveyed 
practices of storing liquefied petroleum gas in salt cavities (6, 7).

The investigation of the structural properties of salt at the University 
of Texas was more detailed than that at ORNL and, in general, agreed with 
the ORNL results, including the effects of irradiation. The ORNL results 
for maximum compressive strength (4,000 lb/in2) and modulus of elasticity 
(0.4 x 10® lb/in2), however, were about twice those obtained at Texas, the 
difference resulting from lack of standardized procedures in testing salt.

The authors of the Texas studies concluded that the disposal of reactor- 
fuel wastes into a salt cavity is possible because a properly designed cavity 
establishes an ultimate structural equilibrium. Measurements made in a salt 
mine were cited which, they said, confirmed their theoretical calculations. 
Their conclusion that creep would practically disappear within about a decade 
in a properly designed cavity, however, has not received universal endorse
ment.

No specific plan has been advanced for a field test to introduce waste into 
a cavity in salt through a well. Costs would be higher and problems of instru
mentation and field „measurement would be more difficult than in the mine 
tests now under way; however, disposal into solution cavities through wells
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seems potentially more flexible and ultimately less costly than disposal into 
mine cavities.

The US Geological Survey has participated in the salt investigations from 
the start and has provided the AEC with continuing technical support and 
consultation. Reports have been prepared on the occurrence of salt in the 
United States (8) and on some of. the physical properties of salt (9, 10).

The second recommendation of the Earth Sciences Committee, that of 
disposal into deep permeable formations, was implemented first of all by a 
study to determine its feasibility. For many years oil-field brines have been 
successfully returned to underground formations through injections wells, 
and a considerable body of technical experience is at hand for that operation 
(11). At the request of AEC, the American Petroleum Institute formed a 
special API Sub-Committee on the Disposal of Radioactive Waste in No
vember 1957. The Sub-Committee, which had the experience of the petroleum 
industry as a background, reviewed the problems of deep-well disposal. In 
a report issued in October 1958 (12), it called attention to the main problems 
requiring study but came to the general conclusion that the problems were 
soluble and that radioactive waste could be disposed of safely by injection 
into porous rocks.

After publication of the report, preliminary research and analysis were 
undertaken to get details of the problem in better perspective. The Geological 
Survey undertook a survey of the sedimentary basins of the United States. 
The first of these reports is prepared (13) and others are in preparation. Their 
object is to provide a basis for selecting a site for a field experiment, if and 
when other conditions permit.

The difficulty of well-bore and formation plugging could arise from chemical 
incompatibility between waste solutions and formation minerals. The variables 
are so complex that analytical and test-tube studies of the subject (14) in 
effect begged the question by suggesting large-scale laboratory or field tests. 
An attempt is under way to cut this Gordian knot by laboratory tests by the 
US Bureau of Mines on long cores of selected rocks. Synthetic wastes of various 
types will be forced through the cores and the gross result analysed. It may 
turn out that the problem of incompatibility has been overrated.

Another, and perhaps knottier, problem mentioned by the API Sub-Com- 
mittee is that of chromatographic separation of radioactive isotopes by for
mation minerals. Strontium, caesium, and other long-lived isotopes are sorbed 
in some degree by most earth materials. Such sorption should tend to con
centrate some radioisotopes in zones close to the well. It is possible that the 
resultant thermal hot spots could damage the formation or otherwise impair 
the safety of the operation. A way out of this difficulty is not apparent as 
yet ; the concentration of wastes that could be disposed of could be restricted 
severely. The problem is being studied at ORNL.

The Sub-Committee also mentioned problems of corrosion, radiation damage, 
pre-treatment processes for wastes, and design of pre-treatment plants, but 
these problems have yet to receive more than preliminary consideration. 
A field test, or even the selection of a site for a field test, probably is several 
years in the future.

Deep-well disposal into relatively impermeable formations, especially beds 
of shale, has been considered; storage space is created by fluid pressure or 
hydraulic fracturing. This method involves injecting waste fluid under pressure 
high enough to fracture and penetrate the formation at the desired depth.
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The waste fluid would be mixed with cement, so that the injection pressure 
need be maintained only long enough for the cement to set. Thousands of 
oil wells are fractured hydraulically each year to increase their yield. In oil 
wells, however, after the formation is fractured, the injection fluid is with
drawn. Furthermore, porous sandstone and not shale is commonly fractured.

A major drawback and source of controversy is the uncertainty over the 
orientation and extent of the fractures produced. Although many wells have 
been fractured, very few data indicate orientation (15, 16, 17). Fractures 
might begin in shale but may transgress into overlying or underlying permeable 
formations. Fractures may reach as far as land surface. Another drawback 
is the need to put the waste fluids under high pressure. Should a pump fail 
or a pipe break, the consequent contamination of the land surface would be 
serious. It is possible, however, that methods might be worked out whereby 
putting waste under pressure could be avoided.

Nevertheless, because suitable rocks and structures are common and widely 
distributed, it appears worth while to explore its possibilities. A series of 
hydraulic-fracturing experiments are planned at ORNL. About 4,000 ft3 of 
a cement and water grout tagged with caesium-137 will be injected under 
pressure into a shale bed at about 300 ft depth. After injection, the orientation 
and extent of the injected grout will be defined by borings. Subsequent tests 
will be completed at depths of 500 ft and 1,000 ft. The ORNL experiments 
are oriented toward the disposal of intermediate-level waste. The consequences 
of a possible pipeline failure in this case would not be serious, and other 
possible hazards would be reduced. For this reason, it may turn out that 
in the near future the method will prove feasible and economical for inter- 
mediate-level waste, but that considerable more research and development 
will be required before it could be applied to high-level waste.

Intermediate containment
Natural environments that provide intermediate containment of radioactive 

wastes are utilized at all the major AEC facilities. The need to dispose of 
hundreds of millions of gallons of waste fluids each year forced the issue. 
For the most part, these environments were used with little knowledge of 
their capacity. Nearly invariably, however, the large area occupied by the 
facility provided a generous safety factor. The activity concentration of 
the wastes ordinarily was less than a microcurie per m illilitre  and generally 
much less. Cumulatively, however, since the beginning of operations the total 
activity in liquids discharged into seepage pits, cribs and the like is about 
3 million curies. The activity in solids disposed of by shallow burial probably 
is about the same.

The immediate problem, therefore, was not to determine which environ
ments were best for intermediate containment, but to determine the capa
cities of the environments put into service. Research proceeded along three 
lines: field sampling to determine the distribution of the various disposed 
radioactive elements ; laboratory and field research to determine the chemical 
and hydrologie mechanisms that control the distribution ; arid analysis, of data 
to predict future movement of the elements.

The study of the movement of ground water through an environment usually 
is separated into two parts—essentially vertical movement through the un
saturated zone from the land surface to the water table, and essentially hori
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zontal movement through the saturated zone below the water table. I think 
the problem can be illustrated best by an idealized example that treats satu
rated flow. Imagine a saturated porous medium, or aquifer, that contains a 
spherical region of exactly the same composition as the rest of the aquifer 
whose diameter is, say, ten times larger than the average diameter of the grains 
composing the aquifer but very much smaller than the thickness of the aquifer. 
A homogeneous mixture of radioactive and non-radioactive ions that are foreign 
to the rest of the aquifer are in solution within the spherical region. Imagine 
further that all the ground water is moving in a given direction at a given 
average velocity and under a given gradient .The problem is to describe the average 
velocity and the distribution of each species of ion in the spherical region. The 
original homogeneous mixture and spherical distribution certainly will be 
altered. The progress of the ions through the aquifer will be influenced mainly 
by the motion of the ground water, which transports and disperses the ions, 
and by the sorptive capacities of the mineral grains of the aquifer, which pro
perty delays the motion of each ion species to various degrees.

Given a homogeneous, isotropic aquifer whose sorptive capacity is zero, the 
mechanism of transportation and dispersal of ions is much simplified and has 
been rather thoroughly investigated during the past several years (18, 19, 
20, 21, 22, 23). Under these conditions, the question of how ground water 
transports and disperses ions in the spherical region may be answered as fol
lows:

1. The centre of distribution will move at exactly the average velocity of 
the ground water. Average ground-water velocity in medium to coarse 
sand, for example, and under common natural gradients, roughly would 
range from a metre to a few tens of metres per day.

2. The region, originally spherical, will enlarge and elongate in the direction 
of flow, and the concentration distribution of the ions both longitudinally 
and transversely will become Gaussian. The standard deviation of the 
distribution will increase as the square root of the distance of travel and 
be virtually independent of velocity. It is estimated that the standard 
deviation of the longitudinal distribution would be about 5 m in an aquifer 
composed of medium sand after a flow of 10 km from the point of origin, 
and the standard deviation of the transverse distribution would be 
about 1 m. In other words, more than 99% of the foreign ions would be 
contained in a cigar-shaped region about 30 m long and about 6 m wide 
(3 times the standard deviation in each direction).

3. If ground-water velocity is about 1 m per day, it would require more than 
27 years for the foreign ions to travel the 10 km, and after reaching a point
10 km distant it would require only 1 month for virtually all of them 
to pass that point. Furthermore, if a series of wells were spaced 10 m 
apart transverse to the direction of flow, it would be possible for the for
eign ions to pass between the wells and not be detected in well samples.

Fortunately, or unfortunately, this ideal rarely is approached in nature. 
Real aquifers are never homogeneous or isotropic. Inhomogeneities almost 
certainly will increase dispersion—probably by one or more orders of magni
tude. The problem is to develop an “aquifer-inhomogeneity parameter” and 
then to relate it to dispersion. This problem is under active investigation by 
the US Geological Survey and by others. A few preliminary laboratory and 
field experiments and a little analytical work have been done, but nothing 
has yet been published.
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Assume that only one ionic species is present, that sorption is a linear 
function of concentration, and that ground-water velocity is slow enough to 
permit at every point virtual equilibrium between the ions in solution and the 
ions sorbed on the mineral at that point. A distribution coefficient, Kd, is de
fined as being equal at each point to the number of ions sorbed on the mineral 
per unit weight of mineral, divided by the number of ions in solution per unit 
volume of solution. Under the assumption of linearity, Kd would be constant.

A rather simple relation has been developed (24, 25) that gives the average 
velocity of the ions, if the average velocity of the ground water and Ka are 
known:

Va 1
Vw l+KdR

where Ya =  average velocity of ions
Vw =  average velocity of ground water
R =  ratio of weight of mineral to volume of water per unit volume 

of aquifer (and ordinarily equals 5 or more units consistent with 
those for Kd).

For example, if Ka= 10, the average velocity of ions would be about 2% of 
the average velocity of the ground water.

H ig g in s  (24) treated the problem of dispersion resulting from the sorption 
and desorption of ions, but he neglected the effect of hydrodynamic dispersion. 
This fact, together with other oversimplifications, reduces the value of his cal
culations. E w in g  (25) also treated the problem of dispersion, basing his work 
on that of O r c t j t t  et al (26) and V e r m e u l e n  and H i e s t e r  (27, 28), and in
cluded the effect of hydrodynamic dispersion. The approach is sound and pro
bably the best at hand. Its disadvantage is that it is largely empirical and 
depends on careful field sampling and laboratory measurement in order to 
make calculations. The equations given by both authors for calculating average 
ionic velocity, however, appear to be useful for first approximation or order- 
of-magnitude calculations, if applied judiciously to field conditions.

Again, fortunately or unfortunately, different ionic species are not sorbed 
to the same degree; the distribution coefficient, Kd, only approximates a 
constant and only for very dilute solutions ; the sorptive characteristics of the 
various foreign ionic species interfere mutually one with another and with 
the natural ions previously in solution in ground water; and the mineral grains 
composing the aquifer change in composition, size, and other characteristics 
from place to place. When simplifying assumptions are omitted, present ana
lytic techniques cannot perform the calculations necessary to predict velocity 
and distribution of ions in an aquifer. H. C. T h o m a s  has contributed to and 
summarized the basic problems (29), and has remarked recently that a satis
factory synthesis probably is two or three decades away.

What has just been said regarding water transport and ionic sorption in 
flow through saturated media also largely applies to flow through unsaturated 
media—with complications. Surface-tension effects become important, vapour 
transfer becomes important, and Darcy’s law does not apply. Soil scientists 
have treated the problem for many years ; I am not sufficiently cognizant of 
the work that has been done to hazard a summary. Apparently, however, our 
knowledge contains large gaps. We know that water percolating downward from
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a seepage pond or crib eventually reaches the water table. We do not know 
how new water moving down through the unsaturated zone mixes with and/ 
or displaces water already there; we do not know the shape and extent of its 
lateral spread, if any ; and we do not know if and under what conditions late
ral spread, if any, reaches equilibrium. Research on flow through unsaturated 
media is under way in Geological Survey laboratories in Washington, DC, and 
in Denver, Colorado, and by the General Electric Co. at AEC’s Hanford Ato
mic Products Operation. It is obvious that our understanding of such 
flow lags far behind our knowledge of flow through saturated media, and pro
bably a lot more effort, time and money will be spent before answers are 
forthcoming.

In the meantime we are faced with a practical problem. We need to know, 
or at least to estimate, the capacity versus escape-rate for long periods of time 
of radioactive nuclides placed in intermediate-containment environments. 
This is true for environments already in service and for environments that will 
be selected in the future. No two environments are alike, and it is inevit
able that each will require separate analysis and evaluation. Progress 
can be made by the method of successive approximations—get the best answer 
we can today and improve and refine tomorrow. And, in fact, considerable 
progress has been made along these lines. (See Industrial Radioactive Waste 
Disposal Hearings, Joint Committee on Atomic Energy 1959, especially vol. 2 
and contained bibliographies.)

Studies have been most comprehensive at Hanford, Washington. This is 
only logical, because the bulk of radioactive waste in the United States is stored 
there. The geology of the area has been explored by surface mapping and by 
test borings, and now a proposal to employ geophysical methods is under con
sideration; the water-bearing characteristics and sorptive properties of the 
subsurface formations have been measured in numerous places; a series of 
water-table contour maps have been prepared that show the changes in the 
water table since disposal operations began ; and the distribution of radioacti
vity beneath many of the disposal cribs has been surveyed. On the basis of 
considerable yet incomplete data, W. H. B iërsch S ü stk  in a Hanford Works re
port (30) computed that the average time of travel for ground water flowing 
from a point near the disposal cribs to the Columbia River, about 25 km, is of 
the order of 180 years. The time of travel for the radioactive ions will, in general, 
be much longer. In this regard, field data show that the stable nitrate ion tra
velled fastest, radioactive ruthenium next, and caesium and strontium lagged 
far behind. Of particular interest at Hanford are the studies of possible down
ward migration of radioactivity sorbed in the unsaturated earth materials 
beneath abandoned cribs. A report giving preliminary data is in preparation.

At the National Reactor Testing Station, Idaho, environmental studies are 
proceeding along roughly similar lines, but they are not as far along as at Han-, 
ford. Of particular interest here, however, is the application by the Geological 
Survey of an electric model analyser. This analyser provides an electric ana
logue of the hydrologie regimen of the site. Of course, the information it pro
vides is no better than the data on permeability, water gradients, and other 
factors that are fed into it, but the model does two important jobs : (a) it brings 
to light inconsistencies in field data, and hence indicates where new informa
tion is required; and (b) it provides in a matter of hours answers to problems 
that otherwise would require weeks or months of effort to calculate. This tech
nique is of general application and undoubtedly will be used at other sites.
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No containment

An environment may be said to afford no containment if radioactive nuclides 
are brought into contact with man or with the biota that form any part of his 
food chain. Surface-water environments obviously fall into this category, and 
so do most potable ground-water environments. Ground-water research already 
has been treated as part of intermediate containment. The difference here 
mainly is one of accessibility : if an area designated for intermediate contain
ment were to be utilized for public water supplies, it would no longer be inter
mediate containment but would be no containment. It would be like building 
part of a city inside the walls of a nearby prison. If this were done, the prison 
would no longer exist as a prison.

By placing radioactive wastes in environments of no containment, almost by 
definition we relinquish control over the movement of these wastes. Therefore, fi 
for safe and efficient use of such environments, it is necessary to know, environ
ment by environment and isotope by isotope, their capacities, as free agents 
of nature, to receive and transport the isotopes without violating accepted 
health and safety standards. Such information is not available generally, and 
probably never will be available completely. Therefore, guided by the infor
mation that is available and governed by the dictates of prudence, we discharge 
a small amount of waste and then measure its effect carefully ; at least this has 
been the pattern.

The flow of virtually all natural streams is turbulent. The theory of turbulent 
diffusion or mixing is well advanced (31), and many flume experiments have 
been performed that confirm the predictions of theory. When we step from the 
hydraulic laboratory to a natural stream with its meanders, riffles, shallow 
reaches, deep reaches, sandy bottoms and rocky bottoms, however, we lose 
our way. The highway of theory is still good and its subgrade and pavement 
still serve' to carry us along, but the signposts are missing. The signposts are 
the coefficients that have to be cranked into formulae to get a practical answer.
A few experiments have been performed in natural streams and canals (32,
33) to determine these coefficients, mostly in response to some immediate need. 
Experiments to determine dispersion coefficients are time-consuming and costly 
and, unless correlated carefully with other stream variables, of only local 
usefulness. Very recently the US Geological Survey undertook on behalf of 
AEC a systematic study of dispersion coefficients in natural streams. The first 
experiments were performed last June. It is the purpose of the study to develop 
a relation between stream variables that are relatively easy to measure, or to 
calculate, and the dispersion coefficients. If successful, this research will permit 
the prediction with reasonable precision, on the basis of readily measurable 
stream variables, of the mixing characteristics of a given stream or reach 
thereof for various conditions of stream discharge.

Even if mixing and dilution in streams were understood completely, it would 
provide only a part of the total answer. The larger part of the problem is that 
of accumulation and concentration. River solids, both animate and inanimate, 
remove activity from solution and concentrate it. This aspect of the problem is 
being studied by the US P u b l i c  H e a l t h  S e r v i c e  (34), by Harvard University in 
co-operation with AEC, and at various AEC facilities. Representatives from 
USPHS are here at the conference to report on this phase of their work. River 
sediment is part of the hydrologie regimen of streams, and the Geolo
gical Survey has had a continuing programme of research in this area for many
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years. Recently, again on behalf of AEC, the Survey began to consider river 
sediment in terms of its effect on both dispersion and concentration of radio
active wastes. A recent study, based primarily on library research, reviews the 
status of research on disposal of radioactive waste in natural streams. Field 
studies probably will be undertaken to complement those under way on tur
bulent mixing.
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THE CONTAINMENT OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES IN DEEP 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS

Abstract
Generally the volumes of low- and intermediate-level radioactive wastes 

produced at chemical processing sites are so great as to make permanent sto
rage prohibitively costly. In many instances chemical treatment may provide 
sufficient decontamination to allow the discharge of these effluents to surface 
streams or estuaries. However, in some circumstances such methods are costly 
and either do not make possible adequate decontamination, or result in exces
sively large volumes of semi-solid wastes that must be permanently stored. It is 
believed that in such a situation the deep underlying formations of the earth 
may constitute a safe and economic waste-disposal resource. In sandstone for
mations large volumes of waste may be stored with a high degree of contain
ment integrity. Both the interstitial voids and ion-exchange properties serve 
to make available a great storage capacity.

The disposal system employing deep formations of the earth is conceived to 
consist of a pattern of injection wells for introducing the waste, and of relief 
wells which serve to reduce well-head pressures, permit monitoring, and direct 
the flow in such a manner as to make maximum use of the formation. Infor
mation needed for the design of such a system includes data on the dispersion 
or short-circuiting properties of the formations, ion-exchange characteristics 
of the media, and the chemical and radiochemical properties of the waste. A 
two-well prototype injection system has been in operation for two years at the 
Engineering Field Station of the University of California.

L’ELIMINATION DES DECHETS RADIOACTIFS DANS LES 
FORMATIONS GEOLOGIQUES PROFONDES

Résumé
En général, les déchets de faible ou moyenne activité produits dans les usines 

de traitement chimique atteignent un volume tel que le coût de leur entre
posage permanent est prohibitif. Dans plusieurs cas, un traitement chimique 
peut produire une décontamination suffisante pour que ces effluents puissent 
être jetés dans des cours d’eau et des estuaires. Dans certaines circonstances, 
cependant, ces méthodes sont onéreuses ; en outre, ou bien elles ne permettent 
pas une décontamination suffisante, ou bien elles donnent de grandes quantités 
de déchets semi-solides qui doivent être entreposés d’une façon permanente. 
On croit qu’en pareils cas les déchets peuvent être enfouis d’une manière sûre 
et à peu de frais dans les profondeurs des formations sous-jacentes du sol. De 
grandes quantités de déchets peuvent être entreposées avec une très forte 
probabilité d’isolement parfait dans les formations gréseuses. Les vides inter
stitiels et les propriétés d’échange d’ions permettent de disposer d’une grande 
capacité d’entreposage.

Les installations d’élimination qui permettent d’utiliser les formations pro
fondes du sol comprennent des puits d’injection par lesquels on introduit 
les déchets et des puits de sûreté qui servent à réduire la pression à l’orifice 
des puits, à exercer un contrôle radiologique des opérations et à diriger les 
effluents de manière à utiliser la formation au maximum. Pour établir le pro
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jet d’une telle installation, on a besoin de renseignements comprenant des 
données sur les propriétés de dispersion de la formation, les caractéristiques 
d’échange d’ions de la couche et les propriétés chimiques et radiochimiques des 
déchets. Le prototype d’une installation d’injection à deux puits fonctionne 
depuis deux ans à l’Engineering Field Station de l’Université.

УДАЛЕНИЕ РАДИОАКТИВНЫХ ОТХОДОВ В 
ГЛУБОКИЕ ГЕОЛОГИЧЕСКИЕ ОБРАЗОВАНИЯ

Резюме
Обычно на предприятиях химической обрабатывающей промышленности 

радиоактивные отходы с низким и средним уровнями активности имеют место 
в таком большом количестве, что их хранение в течение долгого времени нерен
табельно. Во многих случаях химическая обработка отходов может обеспечить 
достаточную их дезактивизацию для отвода отходов в реки или моря. Однако 
в некоторых случаях такие методы требуют затрат и либо не обеспечивают до
статочной дезактивации, либо приводят в итоге к образованию чрезвычайно 
большого количества полутвердых отходов, для которых необходимо обеспе
чить стационарное хранение. Предполагается, что в таком случае глубокие 
геологические образования могут явиться местами для безопасного и рента- 
бильного захоронения отходов. В образованиях песчаника можно хранить в 
большом количестве отходы с высокой активностью. Как общее свойство 
жидкостей, всегда стремящихся заполнить пустоты, так и особенности ионного 
обмена в отходах благоприятствуют широкому использованию таких емкостей 
для хранения отходов.

Система удаления отходов, в которой используются глубокие геологи
ческие образования, как считают, состоит из системы впускных скважин для 
введения отходов и разгрузочных скважин, которые служат для контроля и 
регулирования потока отходов с целью обеспечить наиболее рациональное 
использование емкости. Нужные сведения для проектировки такой системы 
включают данные по дисперсионным свойствам, образованию данной геологи
ческой формации, особенностям ионного обмена среды, а также по химическим 
и радиохимическим свойствам отходов. В технической полевой станции уни
верситета в течение двух лет действует опытная двухскваженная впускная си
стема.

EVACUACION DE DESECHOS RADIACTIVOS EN 
;; FORMACIONES GEOLOGICAS PROFUNDAS

Resumen
Por lo común, el volumen de los desechos radiactivos de actividad baja e 

intermedia producidos en las instalaciones de tratamiento químico es tan con
siderable que el coste de su almacenamiento permanente resulta prohibitivo. 
En muchos casos el tratamiento químico permite alcanzar un grado de descon
taminación suficiente para permitir la evacuación de los efluentes en estuarios
o corrientes de agua superficiales. No obstante, en determinadas circunstancias 
estos métodos son demasiado costosos, y no permiten lograr un grado suficiente 
de descontaminación o dan lugar a la formación de enormes cantidades de
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desechos en estado semi-sólido que han de almacenarse de modo permanente. 
Se estima que en tales casos las formaciones geológicas profundas pueden cons
tituir un lugar de evacuación satisfactorio desde el punto de vista de la seguri
dad y de la economía. En las formaciones de arenisca resulta posible acumular 
grandes cantidades de desechos con un alto grado de estabilidad del confina
miento. Merced a sus cavidades intersticiales y características de intercambio 
iónico, esas formaciones suelen poseer una capacidad de almacenamiento muy 
considerable.

En principio, el sistema de evacuación que utiliza las formaciones geológicas 
profundas ha de consistir en un conjunto de pozos de inyección por los que se 
introducen los desechos, y de pozos de compensación que sirven para reducir 
la presión en la boca de los pozos, medir la radiactividad y dirigir el flujo de tal 
modo que se aproveche al máximo la capacidad de almacenamiento de la for
mación. Entre los datos necesarios para proyectar un sistema de este tipo figu
ran las propiedades de dispersión de la formación sus características de inter
cambio iónico y las propiedades químicas y radioquímicas de los desechos. En 
el Centro tecnológico experimental de la Universidad de California viene fun
cionando desde hace dos años un sistema piloto de dos pozos con una capa 
acuífera.

THE CONTAINMENT OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES  
IN DEEP GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS

W. J. K a u fm a n  
U n i v e r s i t y  o f  C a l i f o r n i a ,  B e r k e l e y  

U n i t e d  S t a t e s  o f  A m e r i c a

The normal operations of a reactor fuel-element reprocessing plant are the 
major sources of radioactive wastes in terms of both total radioactivity and 
waste volume. These fission-product wastes are often broadly classified into 
low-, intermediate-, and high-level categories, the latter including by far the 
major fraction of the radioactivity, but generally constituting the smallest 
volume fraction. It has been widely accepted that permanent containment of 
high-level wastes is the only satisfactory means of avoiding excessive environ
mental contamination. Even here, there are many who consider tank storage 
of these materials inadequate from the standpoint of public health and advo
cate their fixation in highly insoluble ceramics. The intermediate and low-level 
wastes present a very different and often far more difficult problem. They are 
too voluminous to be stored economically, but they are also often too highly 
radioactive to be released to the hydrosphere.

It is an established principle that the environment has a certain assimilative 
capacity for liquid domestic and industrial wastes, the magnitude of this 
capacity being determined largely by the waste characteristics, by several 
specific properties of the receiving body of water, and by the beneficial uses 
for which man chooses to employ this water. In the case of organic , and in
organic wastes the assimilation process may be represented by a combination 
of dilution and degradation, the latter reaction being most easily typified by 
the aerobic biological decomposition of organic matter. It is generally recogni
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zed that waste disposal is in fact a beneficial use and that a body of water may 
be employed primarily for receiving wastes, provided that this use is not in 
conflict with other uses and does not entail an unacceptable risk to the public 
health.

The fact that there is often a serious conflict of interests in establishing a 
certain level of acceptable pollution does not negate the principle that an accept
able level does indeed exist. It is believed that radioactive wastes are no 
exception to this principle and that any segment of the hydrosphere, be it the 
Black Sea or the central portions of the Pacific Ocean, has a certain and cal
culable capacity to assimilate radioactivity without causing unacceptable 
risks of biologic damage or economic loss to man. It must be admitted that the 
solution to a specific problem may be extremely difficult ; in the final analysis 
the question of what is “acceptable” is a political and social one that can only 
be answered by negotiation and compromise. It is in this area that national 
and international standards, representing the judgments of all peoples, will be 
most necessary.

The chemical reprocessing plant is a central facility serving a number of 
nuclear reactors. This fact is often a major consideration in selecting a suitable 
site for such an installation. Obviously another important consideration is the 
capacity of the plant environs to supply the necessary process water and to 
receive the inevitable gaseous, liquid, and solid wastes. When the environs have 
a clearly limited assimilative capacity for radioactive wastes, as is generally the 
case where an inland river site is selected, the chemical engineer may resort to 
several alternative, but partial, solutions of the intermediate and low-level 
waste problem. One of the basic precepts of industrial waste disposal is the 
elimination or reduction of a waste by process changes within the plant. Re
use of condensates from high-level waste storage tanks at Hanford is an 
excellent example of a measure that places additional radioactivity in storage 
while reducing discharge to the environment. Another common approach is 
to install a waste treatment facility, often employing various flocculant preci
pitates that scavenge the more hazardous radioisotopes from solution, thus 
producing a semi-solid sludge that, after further dewatering, may be safely 
stored. Although synthetic ion exchangers and evaporation are often mentioned 
as providing even greater degrees of decontamination, these methods are gene
rally prohibitively costly where the waste volumes are great. Where the sur
face waters do not have sufficient assimilative capacity for radioactive wastes, 
unless accompanied by excessively costly storage facilities or chemical treat
ment operations, earth disposal may be the only alternative.
Disposal of radioactive wastes into the earth

In a strict sense, the discharge of liquid radioactive wastes into the earth 
simply achieves prolonged retention during which radioactive decay proceeds 
in the normal manner. The waste undergoes little or no dilution, such as that 
following river or ocean discharge. The time-scale of earth retention, i. e. the 
residence time prior to return to the earth’s surface water, may vary from a 
few weeks for a coarse, shallow, gravity aquifer adjacent to a river, to hundreds 
of thousands or even millions of years for a deep sandstone,formation. The 
hydrologist makes a distinction between the waters participating in the hydro
logie cycle, the so-called “meteoric” waters, and the highly saline waters 
found in the interstices of deep sandstone formations and termed “connate” 
waters.
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There are several nuclear sites in the United States where limited quantities 
of radioactive wastes are discharged into surface formations. At one of these, 
the Hanford site in the State of Washington, a formation of fluviatile deposits 
several hundred feet thick and extending well above the ground-water table 
receives low- and intermediate-level wastes (1). Essentially permanent retention 
of these wastes is achieved owing to the low annual precipitation and the 200— 
—300-ft dry column of sediments having an ion-exchange capacity of about 
5 meq per 100 g. When the addition of liquid waste to the top of the soil column 
is suspended, there are no mechanisms by which the sorbed radionuclides can 
be transported to ground water to any significant degree. At other sites, 
where the local geology is less suitable for ground disposal operations, the 
constituents of wastes discharged to the earth migrate with ground water and, 
after a prolonged residence time, may be expected to reach a surface stream. 
At the present time there are no installations employing deep formations,
i. e. those containing connate water, for radioactive waste disposal.

Á deep injection system for radioactive waste containment
Certain regions of the earth are underlaid with porous sandstone many 

thousands of square miles in areal extent. These sandstone formations are the 
place of origin of our petroleum resources, but more often contain brines or 
connate waters of little economic value. Such formations are believed to 
represent an extremely attractive waste-disposal resource and, if properly 
developed, to offer a means of storing low- and intermediate-level wastes with 
almost perfect assurance of complete containment. There are several reasons 
for this. First, connate-water-bearing formations are extremely stable and iso
lated, geologically speaking, as is evidenced by their undisturbed existence for 
millions of years. Thé presence of chloride concentrations ranging up to nearly
200,000 ppm and the occurrence of petroleum are believed to support strongly 
the arguments regarding stability and isolation from the earth’s meteoric 
water system. Secondly, the liquid capacity of such formations is enormous, 
as they are often hundreds of feet thick and thousands of square miles in areal 
extent. Furthermore, the capacity of a connate sandstone for radioactive 
wastes derives from two sources: the porosity, which ranges from 10 to 30% 
and the cation exchange capacity contributed by the clay fraction of the 
medium. Thirdly, the technology of introducing waste waters into the earth 
has been developed to a high degree by the petroleum producers.

Numerous factors must be considered before a radioactive waste can be 
injected into a deep formation. In order that an aqueous waste may be intro
duced into a porous medium, it must be free of suspended material that would 
clog the interstices through which the liquid is to pass. It should also be free of 
substances that would form precipitates on coming into contact with the con
nate water. The presence of organic matter that would promote bacterial 
growths and cause clogging must also be avoided. These problems are identical 
with those faced by the petroleum service company operating a water flood, 
and can be resolved by some of the conventional processes employed in indus
trial water-conditioning: chemical flocculation, sedimentation, filtration, and 
chlorination. The pre-injection treatment would result in a highly radioactive 
solid or semi-solid sludge that could be fed into the high-level waste handling 
system or dried and stored separately, depending on the local conditions.

A major problem in the development of a deep injection system is the select
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ion of a suitable formation and its careful exploration to provide data for the 
design and cost analysis of the injection system and to demonstrate contain
ment reliability. Ideally the injection formation should have a high and uni
form permeability so as to offer a minimum resistance to fluid flow and to 
reduce pumping costs. It should be of great areal extent, not over 50—100 ft 
thick, and preferably confined by formations of lesser permeability. Homo
geneity is most important, since the existence of fractures or lenses of high 
permeability would permit the waste to bypass large masses of media and thus 
reduce the effective or useful capacity of the formation. As is discussed sub
sequently, the magnitude and specific nature of the cation exchange capacity 
are of importance in determining the retention of such radioisotopes as stron
tium-90 and caesium-137. The question of effective formation capacity is 
related to certain fundamental aspects of flow through porous media, and to 
the equilibria and kinetics of ion exchange between individual radionuclides 
and the clay fraction of the medium.

A  hypothetical deep well disposal operation

A simplified schematic illustration of deep well injection at a central chemical 
reprocessing plant is shown in Fig. 1. An actual installation would of course be 
composed of a grid of injection, and relief, or monitoring, wells. The relief well 
performs several essential functions. By permitting the displaced connate 
water to leave the receiving formation, the natural static state of the for
mation is maintained and the likelihood of a breakout through the confining 
formations is minimized. The relief well, since it creates a depression in the 
piezometric surface, causes a maximum rate of liquid movement in a desired
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direction and into a well that can be conveniently monitored. Withdrawal of 
connate water also serves to reduce input pressures and hence pumping costs. 
The effluent brine, and perhaps even a low-level waste containing nuclides of 
small hazard, may be discharged into an adjacent river or ocean, or returned 
to the earth at a shallower depth. When the level of radioactivity at the relief 
well becomes unacceptably great, it is taken out of operation and may sub
sequently function as an injection well. Pretreatment facilities are essential 
to prevent undue reduction of formation permeability. It is believed that a 
properly-designed system of injection and relief wells penetrating a suitable 
formation would provide more permanent containment than would even man- 
made tanks near the surface of the earth.

Hydraulic dispersion in porous media
Water that advances through the interstices of a porous medium does not 

move at a constant velocity, but rather may have a wide range of velocities 
such that a diffuse interface or “front” develops between the displaced for
mation water and the injected fluid. This phenomenon is generally termed 
“dispersion”, and has been observed to occur even in carefully packed labora
tory columns where isotropy and homogeneity are known to prevail. In a
natural formation the normal curvilinear streamlines of flow, the existence of
fractures and other gross heterogeneities, and the density differences between 
injected and displaced fluids may all contribute to the early arrival of the in
jected liquid at a relief well. These various sources of dispersion are illustrated 
in Fig. 2, in which the density of shading is intended to depict the concentration 
of the injected liquid as it mixes with and displaces the pore fluid.

It is of academic and, to some extent, of practical interest to formulate the 
dispersion phenomenon and to characterize the medium by a single dispersion 
constant. For the simple case of one-dimensional dispersion in a column of 
porous media, R i f a i  et al. (2) have proposed the differential equation:

Sc — So , -p . <52 c . .-7~ =  v -— D^—г (1)<5t 6x óx2 ' '

in which с is the concentration of the displacing fluid, x is distance, t is time, 
and D is the dispersion constant. The average interstitial velocity, v, is defined 
by the quotent R/f, in which R is the flow rate per unit area and f is the poro
sity. A similar equation has been presented by Bbran (3), Day (4), and others.

The dispersion constant was found by Rifai to have a simple linear relation
ship to the interstitial velocity, as expressed by:

D =  v Dm (2)
in which Dm is the medium dispersion constant. Integrating equation (1) for 
the proper initial and boundary conditions yields an expression for the theo
retical liquid breakthrough curve:

” / o . - V * [ l - e r f i n j S r ]  < »

For spherical sand .particles of diameter equal to 0.45 mm, Dm was found to be 
very nearly constant for values of v ranging from 1 cm/hour to 10 cm/second.
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Fig. 2
Hydraulic dispersion in flow through porous media

A similar analysis can be made for the dispersion occurring in radial flow of 
water from a vertical line source located in a confined aquifer, and it can be 
shown that the medium dispersion constant, Dm, remains applicable.

For the more complex systems involving a pattern of injection and relief 
wells it becomes most difficult to arrive at purely analytical solutions to the 
differential equations expressing dispersion. ín these situations model studies 
employing a suitable water tracer are a necessary adjunct to direct field ex
ploration. Typical field data for a two-well pilot system are given in Fig. 6. 
In this instance tritiated water was employed as the tracer. From such hydrau
lic breakthrough curves it is possible to compute the average water residence 
time as well as the distribution of residence times, or velocities, for a complex 
system.

The role oí ion. exchange in waste retention
One of the most attractive aspects of injection disposal of radioactive wastes 

is the sorption of nuclides by the porous medium. The ion-exchange capacity 
of sandstone formations will range up to 20 or 30 meq/100 g; this, though small 
in comparison to that of synthetic exchangers, will serve to enhance the storage 
value of such formations for low- and intermediate-level wastes. As an aqueous 
solution of several radioisotopes moves through a formation, each chemical
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Fig. 3
Separation of strontium and caesium fronts by selective sorption in a geologic formation

species of nuclide will advance at a particular velocity, a velocity often far 
less than that of the conveying water. Fig. 3 illustrates schematically the rela
tive separation of caesium-137 and strontium-90 from a waste containing a 
few miiliequivalents per litre of stable calcium, and moving through a for
mation having an exchange capacity of the order of 10 meq/100 g. The ex
changer behind the strontium-90 front is in equilibrium with the strontium 
concentration of the influent waste, i.e. it is saturated with the radionuclide. 
A similar situation exists behind the caesium-137 front. Since the radionuclides 
are present in very small chemical concentrations, “saturation” with stron
tium-90 does not interfere with the exchange sorption of caesium-137. While 
the waste water has moved several hundred feet, only a few feet of formation 
may be saturated with strontium, and caesium has moved only a few inches 
beyond the injection-well sand face.

The relation between the average solute and solvent velocities may be deve
loped from an examination of the equilibria existing between the solid and
liquid phases of the exchange system. For a two-component system, i.e. one 
containing a single gross component, such as the calcium ion, and one or more 
trace components, such as strontium-90 and caesium-137, an equilibrium may 
be assumed to develop which can be approximately described by mass action 
constant :

Sr++* +  Ca-clay==;Ca++ +  Sr*-clay
KSr* — Ca — (q/c)sr*-(c/q)ca (4)

2 Cs+* +  Ca-clay^Ca++ +  Cs2*-clay
Kcs* -  Ca =  (q/c)2cs* • (c/q)Ca (5)
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Many attempts have been made to derive more consistent expressions for de
fining such equilibria. The efforts of B o y d  et ей. (5 ) and K r is h n a m o o b t h y  and 
O v e r s t r e e t  (6) are among the most noteworthy. The average radiostrontium 
velocity may now be expressed in terms of the average interstitial water velo
city:

vsr* =  v ----------------- -------п----- Г  (6)
l  +  K Sr* - C a ' Cca

Similarly, for radiocaesium,

VCs* =  V
1 + ] /к с 8»-С а • Cca

(7)

In equations (4) through (7), q refers to the sorbed ion concentration in any 
consistent set of units, с is the liquid phase concentration, and q is the bulk 
density of the exchanger. Q is the cation exchange capacity, and has been 
substituted for qca in equations (6) and (7) since it is assumed that essentially 
all of the exchange sites are occupied by calcium.

The major factors determining the average rate of advance of the radioiso
tope front are represented in equations (6) and (7). The factor off very nearly 
equals 1.6 +  1/f and will range from 4 to 12. Ksr*-ca (or Ksr-ca) has been found 
to vary over rather narrow limits, usually falling between 1.0 and 1.6. K cs*-ca, 
is generally greater than Ksr.ca, and appears to be dependent on the clay 
species contributing to the formation ion-exchange capacity. O r c u t t ,  K a u fm a n  
and K l e i n  (7) have reported the exchange capacities of five connate- 
water-bearing sandstones from California oil fields as ranging from 0.3 to
13.0 meq/100 g. E w in g  (8) has completed a detailed study of a sandstone from 
the Meyer zone of the Santa Fe Springs field in California. The predominant 
clay mineral was mica, which gave the Meyer Sand an exchange capacity of 
2.2 meq/100 g. The mass action constants for the Meyer Sand in equilibrium

Fig. 4
Cation breakthrough curves for laboratory column of media from test aquifer
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with Ca-Cs137 and Na-Cs137 were greatly dependent on the gross cation con
centration. For example, Kcs-Na ranged from over 1,000 at a sodium con
centration of 0.007 meq/ml, to 10 at a sodium concentration of 0.9 meq/ml. 
Similarly, Ксв-са ranged from 100 at 0.007 meq/ml of Ca++, to 8 at a calcium 
concentration of 0.9 meq/ml. It is thus apparent that, in the case of both 
caesium-137 and strontium-90 migration, the presence of molar concentrations 
of either sodium or calcium will greatly reduce the waste-storage capacity of a 
formation. However, strontium carried by a surface water containing 2 meq/litre 
of calcium would move at approximately 0.4% of the water velocity through 
a porous sandstone having an exchange capacity of 5 meq/100 g.

Unfortunately the average radiocation velocity may be much less than the 
maximum velocity, and it is the latter that determines the effective capacity 
of a formation. The problem is one of ion-exchange kinetics, and is illustrated 
by Fig. 4. The column packing was obtained from a test aquifer at the Rich
mond Field Station of the University that was utilized in the field tests des
cribed in a subsequent paragraph. The average rate of strontium travel was 
about 1.2% that of the water, but the earliest arrival of strontium corresponded 
to a velocity that was 2.5% of the water velocity. The caesium breakthrough 
curve shows that even greater velocity variations occurred and that the maxi
mum velocity was nearly three times the average. The constants designated к in 
Figure 4 were derived from the kinetic theory of H i e s t e r  and V e r m e t t l e n  (9).

Field studies of injection disposal
Two pilot investigations of waste injection have been conducted on a shallow 

aquifer located at the Richmond Field Station. The test aquifer was a water- 
deposited, consolidated gravel and sand stratum averaging 4.4 feet in thickness 
and confined between thick dense clay layers. The aquifer material ranged in 
effective (10%) size from 0.20 to 1.5 mm, averaging 0.56 mm. The aquifer was

FIG. 5 LAYOUT OF TWO-WELL INJECTION SYSTEM 

Fig. 5 _
Layout of two-well injection system
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approximately 90 to 100 feet below the ground surface and contained water 
under a head of about 85 ft with a natural pressure-gradient of about 0.003. 
The permeability, based on pumping and tracer tests, ranged from 840 gallons 
per day ft2 (4.0 x 10~3 cm/sec) to 1,890 gallons per day ft2 (8.9 x 10-3 cm/sec).

The first field test involved the injection of a synthetic waste prepared from 
a local well water containing trace concentrations of strontium-89 and cae- 
sium-134. The waste was introduced at the injection well and permitted to 
move in a nearly radial pattern. The results of this investigation have been 
reported by Ew ing (10) and indicated that the movement of the strontium 
isotope could be predicted with a fair degree of accuracy." No caesium was 
observed at any of the observation wells.

The second field test began 23 July 1959, and employed both an injection 
and a relief well. The general layout of the well field for the second test is 
shown in Fig. 5. The injection and relief-well pumping rates were carefully 
balanced at 17 gpm. In both field studies the injection water contained 
3.60 meq/litre Ca++, 6.63 meq/litre Mg++ and 3.04 meq/litre Na+.

Fig. 6
Two-well injection study

The results of the two-well study for the initial 110-day injection period 
are given in Fig. 6. In order to determine the hydraulic characteristics of the 
test aquifer, particularly those related to dispersion, tritiated water was intro
duced at a constant rate for the first ten days of the test. Strontium-89 at a 
concentration of 3.5 x 10-6 /ic/ml (as of 23 July 1959) was introduced for the 
first 24 days of the test. Tritium measurements were made with a liquid scin
tillation spectrometer, whereas strontium determinations employed an internal 
gas-flow detector operated with methane gas in the Geiger range. The arrival 
of the tritiated water at the relief well (100 S) was first observed two days
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after the beginning of the injection operation, but no significant concentration 
of strontium-89 had appeared at this well after 110 days of operation. Strontium 
first appeared at the 13 S observation well one day after injection began and 
reached a maximum at 21 days. It did not reach the full influent concentration 
as would normally be expected. The ratio of average water velocity to average 
strontium velocity, based on observations at 13 S, was only, approximately 
20 in contrast to the value of 80 obtained in the laboratory and reported in 
Fig. 4. This great discrepancy is believed to be due to the removal of fine mat
erials, and particularly the clay fraction, from the vicinity of the injection well 
during the course of developing and gravel-packing that well. It is also quite 
probable that the test formation samples utilized in the laboratory measure
ments were contaminated with clay from the confining strata and thus were 
not representative of the test formation.

Strontium-89 first appeared at the 63 S observation well at 50 days and con
tinued to be observed in that well up to 110 days, reaching a maximum con
centration of about 0.03 C0. All strontium measurements were of course 
corrected for radioactive decay. Although there are some strontium-89 positive 
observations shown in Fig. 6 for the relief well, these are simply due to the 
statistical variations of measurement.

The tritium breakthrough data at the relief well show a marked difference 
from that at the 63 S observation well. At the latter point the passage of the 
tritium “transient” along a line between the injection and relief wells was 
observed with relatively little dilution. However, the tritium-labelled water 
appearing at the relief well was so diluted by unlabelled water that the maxi
mum tritium concentration was only 0.40 C0. After 110 days about 72% of 
the injected tritium had been recovered. The remaining 28% may have been 
lost, either to the normal ground water flow through the aquifer or into the 
confining layers. On the other hand, it may yet be recovered, since the stream 
lines of waterflow for this arrangement of wells theoretically extend to infinity. 
The average time of transit of strontium-89 between the injection and relief 
wells was estimated to be between 350 and 450 days. The absence of measurable 
strontium at the relief well after 110 days indicates very little short-circuiting 
and a fair conformity with ion-exchange theory.

Summary and Conclusions
The injection of radioactive wastes into deep geologic formations is considered 

a feasible and economic approach to handling low- and intermediate-level 
wastes. Deep injection does not represent a panacea for all nuclear wastes at 
all sites, but rather is one possible solution to be arrived at only after considering 
all factors peculiar to a given situation. Disposal by dilution into rivers and 
oceans, perhaps in combination with chemical or physical treatment, is often 
a more satisfactory alternative and should only be rejected on the basis of a 
careful analysis of hazard and economic factors. In selecting a site for a central 
chemical reprocessing plant, the existence of a suitable geology for ground 
disposal operations should be given careful consideration, since deep formations 
of the earth potentially offer far more permanent retention than can be achieved 
by surface storage systems.

The technology of waste-water injection has been developed to a high degree 
by the petroleum production industry. The operations of this industry demon
strate the necessity of pretreatment of wastes to insure compatibility with the
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receiving formation. If the wastes at a nuclear site vary widely in composition, 
then hold-up and blending, followed by chemical precipitation, filtration, pH 
adjustment and chlorination, will no doubt be required to meet the compati
bility criterion.

Detailed exploration of a proposed disposal site will require the application 
of the most advanced geophysical methods, including the drilling of test wells 
and the use of water tracers. Information determined by passing typical waste 
solutions through formation cores, coupled with field measurements of the 
dispersion properties of the formation, will make possible a completely engi
neered disposal system. The useful formation capacity, and hence the unit 
cost of the injection phases of the operation, should be a calculable quantity. It 
is believed that the system of injection disposal described herein, employing 
both injection and relief or monitoring wells, will provide economic and safe 
containment of low-and intermediate-level wastes.
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DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE IN THE 
SUBSURFACE OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF 

GERMANY: GEOLOGICAL AND HYDRO-GEOLOGICAL
PROBLEMS

Abstract
The geological and hydrogeological problems related to the subsurface disposal 

of radioactive wastes in the Federal Republic of Germany are outlined. Special 
consideration is given to the possibility of storing solid and liquid wastes in 
the salt-domes widespread in the north-west, and of injecting liquid waste 
into deep reservoirs containing briny water and located in favourable geologic 
structures.

ELIMINATION DES DECHETS RADIOACTIFS DANS LE 
SOUS-SOL DE LA REPUBLIQUE FEDERALE 

D’ALLEMAGNE:
PROBLEMES GEOLOGIQUES ET HYDROGEOLOGIQUES

Résumé
Les auteurs décrivent les problèmes géologiques et hydrogéologiques que 

pose, dans la République fédérale d’Allemagne, l’élimination des déchets 
radioactifs dans le sous-sol. Ils examinent notamment la possibilité d’emma
gasiner des déchets solides et liquides dans les salines, qui abondent dans la 
partie nord-ouest et d’injecter des déchets liquides dans de profonds réservoirs 
d’eau saline, situés dans des formations géologiques présentant des conditions 
favorables.

ПОДЗЕМНОЕ УДАЛЕНИЕ РАДИОАКТИВНЫХ ОТХОДОВ В 
ФЕДЕРАЛЬНОЙ РЕСПУБЛИКЕ ГЕРМАНИИ. 

ГЕОЛОГИЧЕСКИЕ И ГИДРОГЕОЛОГИЧЕСКИЕ ПРОБЛЕМЫ
Резюме

Приводится описание геологических и гидрогеологических проблем, связан
ных с подземным удалением радиоактивных отходов в Федеральной Республике 
Германии. Особое внимание уделяется возможности складирования твердых и 
жидких отходов в соляных куполах, имеющихся в большом количестве в северо- 
западной части Германии, и захоронения жидких отходов в глубокие резерву
ары, содержащие соленые воды и расположенные в подходящих геологических 
структурах.

EVACUACION DE DESECHOS RADIACTIVOS EN EL SUB
SUELO DE LA REPUBLICA FEDERAL DE ALEMANIA 

PROBLEMAS GEOLOGICOS E HIDROGEOLOGICOS
Resumen

Los autores exponen los problemas geológicos e hidrogeológicos que plantea 
la evacuación de desechos radiactivos en el subsuelo de la República Federal 
de Alemania. Examinan sobre todo la posibilidad de almacenar desechos sólidos 
y líquidos en los domos de sal, muy abundantes en el noroeste del país, y de 
inyectar desechos líquidos en depósitos profundos de agua salobre situados en 
estructuras geológicas que presentan condiciones favorables.
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DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE IN THE 
SUBSURFACE OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC  

OF GERMANY: GEOLOGICAL AND HYDRO-  
GEOLOGICAL PROBLEMS

R . W a g e s , a n d  W . R ic h t e r
B tTNDESANSTALT FÜR BODENFORSCKUNG, HANNOVER

F e d e r a l  R e p u b l ic  o f  G e r m a n y

I.
This constitutes a discussion about the possibility of disposing of radioactive 

waste in the subsurface of the Federal Republic of Germany. The problem 
already exists, though only a small percentage of these products has actually 
to be dealt with. Up to the present, relatively vague data are available about 
the apparent quantity of waste during a time unit (for example one year), 
about the quantitative relation of liquid and solid waste, and about their pro
bable radioactive level. However, the problem of disposal can be considered 
with a view to the future.

In countries with industries and institutions working more with radioactive 
material and therefore having greater amounts of waste products, the possi
bilities of disposal on land have also been investigated. Disposals in shallow 
depths have been carried out in practice (1, 2, 3).

II.
There are two basic possibilities for the disposal of waste :
(a) the injection of liquid waste into zones filled with ground-water,
(b) the insertion of waste products into subterranean cavities.
All investigations show that the type of disposal always depends on the geo

logical conditions'. Thermal (4) and technical conditions also depend vastly 
on local and regional geological possibilities. Each country therefore has its 
own problems.

III.
Having regard to the conditions in Germany, some general features of 

potential reservoirs can be indicated.
1. There are first of all the strata or depth zones with a water content that 

participates in the hydrologie cycle. These zones can be subdivided as 
follows :
(a) A partial zone above the general ground-water horizon where, at 

certain times only, parts of the cavities of pores and clefts of the 
rocks are filled with water.

(b) A second partial zone consisting of that part of the ground-water 
body which, according to the infiltration rate, loses its water more 
or less quickly to the rivers.

The ground-water of the two zones which follows the hydrologie cycle is 
bound to participate also in the biologic cycle.

2. Below this region of generally shallow depth lies a deeper ground-water 
reservoir with water that has practically no part in the hydrologie cycle.
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This water may be considered as fossil (5), and will remain so for longer 
than historical time periods—i. e. over geological times. It may be stated 
that almost all high-degree brine in the deeper underground is fossil 
water.
The border zone between this fossil water and the water subjected 
to the hydrologie cycle is situated at very different depths, depending 
on the local geological conditions.

3. Cavities below ground can only be considered suitable for the storage 
of waste products if they do not contain any ground-water or if their 
water content does not in any way participate in the hydrologie cycle.

This condition is rarely satisfied by cavities which lie above the ground-water, 
or by newly-created cavities.

However, the possibility exists of creating absolutely dry cavities surrounded 
by impermeable walls in compact salt deposits of the subsurface. These salt 
deposits are known to represent, in a hydrological sense, foreign bodies within 
the subsurface ground-water, and contain no natural cavities. Where cavities 
have not already been created by mining, they may sometimes be formed by 
solution.

In a region so densely populated as the Federal Republic of Germany, it is 
advisable not to insert radioactive waste in a ground-water horizon subject 
to the hydrologie cycle. Special local requirements demand other solutions. 
Such ground-water may easily be avoided, for there are large areas which 
offer other possibilities of waste disposal below the surface: e. g. storage of 
waste in salt-deposits, or in deep regions containing fossil ground-water, which is 
simultaneously displaced.

The north-west of the country may serve as an example for the discussion 
of these possibilities, for its subsurface has become relatively well known through 
very active prospecting and drilling.

1. Under a cover of quaternary sediments lie the clay, sandstone and limes
tone beds of the Tertiary, Cretaceous, Jurassic and Triassic formations. 
Below this series, ranging in thickness from 2,000 to more than 4,000 m 
of weakly-bent beds broken up at faults, originated the salt formation of 
the Permian (Zechstein and Rotliegend). Some of the salt of the Permian 
rose at times of tectonic movement and now forms numerous salt-domes. 
When they contain potash salt in workable quality and quantity, these 
salt-domes are of economic significance. Others however, consist only of 
impure rock salt of no economic interest. As already mentioned, these 
salt-domes are hydrologically foreign bodies within the subsurface 
ground-water. Cavities made in the salt have in principle no connexion 
with ground-water participating in the hydrologie cycle. They therefore 
also stand outside the biologic cycle.
Waste may be stored in the salt as follows:
(a) by dissolving cavities in salt-deposits useless for mining. These cavi

ties should lie at suitable depths and in suitable positions in relation 
to the salt-level region and the flanks of the salt-dome.

(b) cavities in salt domes of mining and economic interest. Here cavities 
could be created outside the part of mining interest, for instance in 
abandoned mines or below the level of general interest for mining.
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A number of other problems resulting from storage in salt-domes, 
e. g. thermal problems, solution problems and problems of how to 
create sufficiently large fracture-proof cavities, need not be reviewed 
at this moment. They can be solved economically but doubtless first 
require further research.

2. Injecting waste into deep zones containing fossil ground-water :
It is well known that, apart from the shallow fresh-water region, the 
ground-water in the north-west of the country is very briny. Concentrations 
may rise to 170 g Cl /kg, many times greater than that of sea-water. This brine 
can be considered fossil (5) and has therefore not participated in the hydro
logie cycle for a long time and will, under natural conditions, not do so 
again for long, i. e. geological, periods. According to research results, 
however, it is still everywhere hydraulically connected with .the shallow 
ground-water. According to the specific gravities, it shows hydrostatic 
pressure and can easily be displaced from its reservoir into neighbouring 
regions.

In those circumstances liquid matter could be stored in zones where, be
cause of the lack or meagre distribution of impermeable beds, there is no 
subdivision of the ground-water horizon, i. e. where a thick uniform body of 
groundwater is present down to a considerable depth. A condition of storage 
in such zones would be solution of the problems about water movements and 
convection arising from the different thermals and specific gravities of the 
connate waters and the injected waste.

Associated with a considerably smaller risk, and of greater interest in prac
tice, is the storage of liquid waste in areas where the underground is sub
divided into ground-water horizons. Storage would there be possible in syn- 
clines as well as in essentially horizontal ground-water horizons. It would be even 
easier in what the oil geologist calls traps, such as domes, anticlines and stra
tigraphie traps, and at the flanks of salt-domes. There are numerous structures 
of the kind which have no economical significance and which, especially, are 
not oil- or gas-bearing.

An example of a relatively shallow structure is that at Engelbostel, north 
of Hanover (6), which theoretically could serve for the disposal of waste water. 
It is a flat cupola of Wealden sandstones with its top about 180 m deep. It 
contains neither oil nor gas. The sandstones are filled with brine of approxima
tely the concentration of sea-water. The cover rocks consist, practically up to 
the surface, of clays of the Lower Cretaceous. Their density was tested when 
underground coal-gas storage was arranged within the sandstones. This gas 
storage displaced about 10 million m3 of water from the structure into the 
adjacent troughs.

This structure would take up approximately 20 million m3 of waste water 
without risk that either this or the connate water contamined by it would ever 
take part in the hydrologie cycle again. It may be of use to state that the com
bined waste water of three large United States production sites, Savannah River, 
Oak Ridge and Hanford (3), could be stored without difficulty in a structure 
such as Engelbostel.

Another structure near Hildesheim, south of Hanover, is also a cupola of 
Wealden sandstones, the axis of which dips gently to a great depth from south 
to north. About 400 m below the surface the cupola is cut by a transgression 
of beds of the clayey Lower Cretaceous. Though we have a typical trap in the
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oil geological sense, the Wealden sandstones contain only brine. This type of 
trap also would be suited for taking up large quantities of waste water.

There exist still more structures in the north-west of the Federal Republic 
of Germany which, according to present knowledge, are obviously suited for 
storing large quantities of waste water. Further investigations are necessary 
to ascertain the suitability of each.

Besides the north-west, other areas of the Federal Republic may offer 
possibilities, for instance the Upper Rhine basin, the Lower Rhine region, 
and the molasse trough north of the Alps. On the other hand, over relatiT 
vely large areas disposal of waste in the subsurface would hardly be safe.

V.
It follows from the foregoing outline that, under the geological conditions 

of the Federal Republic of Germany, relatively large quantities of radioactive 
waste can certainly be injected below ground.

By injection of liquid waste into structures with fossil ground-water, or by 
storing of liquid or solid waste in caverns of salt-domes, it is doubtlessly 
possible to dispose of all the waste products to be expected in the Federal 
Republic of Germany for a long time. After sufficient examination of each 
case it wiü be completely possible to dispose of the waste in such a way that 
it is barred from the hydrologie cycle. This guarantees that the radioactive 
substances of the waste cannot enter the biologic cycle.
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DISCUSSION

Mr. P. Lévêque (France) (translated from French) : With regard to 
Mr. Kaufman’s paper, I should like to point out that specific geological form
ations have been investigated in France with a view to gas storage. One 
such formation is at present in use for that purpose in the Paris basin, and 
several others in the vicinity of the gas deposits at Lacq in the Pyrenees 
are being investigated and may be utilized. In my opinion, the objectives 
in this field are almost the same as those relating to the injection of liquid 
radioactive waste and the cost of such studies might be reduced by the 
establishment of liaison between the two teams of research workers.

Mr. F. R. Bruce (United States of America) : I should like to ask Mr. Kauf
man to what degree it is necessary to remove particulates before deep-well 
injection of wastes and why the water is disinfected before injection.

Mr. W. J. Kaufman (United States of America) : It is necessary to remove 
particulates down to the order of a very few parts per million. If this is not 
done the well face will be clogged and it will be necessary to redevelop or 
to refracture, in some other way, the formation in the vicinity of the face. 
The reason for the bacteriological problem is that even wastes that have 
been rather highly treated will contain small quantities of nutrients. These 
materials will result in the growth of bacteria again on the sand face at the 
bottom of the well and this, in turn, creates a rather serious clogging problem. 
This has been the experience in the petroleum industry. It is rather easily 
controlled, however, by small dosages of chlorine, in the vicinity of a few 
parts per million, or even by the maintenance of a chlorine residual of one 
or two parts per million continuously in the injected liquid.

Mr. B. F. Kolychev (USSR) (translated from Russian)-. The possibility 
of disposing waste in deep geological formations is undoubtedly very interes
ting and probably very promising, but the waste does not always arise at the 
place where these formations occur. Does Mr. Kaufman think it is possible 
to transport these wastes, and, if so, by what means ? How can the pressure 
in these formations be lowered in order to prevent the leakage of wastes into 
other systems of ground waters?'

Mr. W. J. Kaufman: The answer to the first question is probably simply 
“No”. However, it will depend on the cost. We are talking about wastes of 
relatively large volume, and the transportation of . these in anything but 
pipelines is probably out of the question. How long you wish to make your 
pipelines depends on what they will cost.

We can reduce the pressure by removing water—the brine water—from 
the formation, at the relief well. In 1947 there was a serious dispute between 
the oil producers and the cattle breeders in Texas as the brines from the oil 
wells were not exactly suitable for use in the water supply for cattle. At that 
time they initiated programmes of reduced returning of the brines to the 
ground, as primarily a waste disposal measure. They have found that this 
practice has actually paid off in terms of reducing the necessary pumping 
pressures for removing the petroleum products from the ground. We speak 
of this as re-pressurization. The same principles would apply here ; by pump
ing water out, the pressure against which one must pump water in is reduced.

I Mr. W. Hermanowicz (Poland) (translated from Russian): Can Mr. Brown 
say what was the radioactivity of the liquids discharged into pits, at which
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depth they were discharged and what was the radioactivity of the liquids 
which passed through the soil ?

Mr. R. E. Brown (United States of America) : Most of these questions, 
as I recall, were answered in the papers read by Mr. Honstead and Mr. Pearce 
yesterday. Most of these liquids, disposed to ground, are, of course, the very, 
very low-level wastes discharged to swamps. The low to intermediate-level 
wastes are of much smaller volume. Quantitatively, however, the very low- 
level wastes discharged to swamps constitute by far the greatest volume.
I believe the actual figures, activity densities and total curies were given 
in the papers presented yesterday.

Mr. F. M. Trotter (United Kingdom) : In the disposal of radioactive wastes 
into the ground careful consideration should be given to the. possibility of 
immobilizing mineral reserves, actual and potential. This is particularly 
important in a country like the United Kingdom where the economy is largely 
based on its mineral wealth—its coalfields, ironfields, saltfields, etc.

When examining the question of the disposal of radioactive wastes into 
the ground geological factors should not be considered in vacua. They should 
be related to other factors such as density of population. For example, projects 
acceptable in sparsely populated regions may well be wholly unacceptable 
in densely populated areas.

Mr. L. Baetsle (Belgium) : I should like to ask Mr. Brown if he uses in his 
calculation the overall exchange capacity or the available capacity for ion 
exchange of tracer components.

Mr. R. E. Brown: The exchange capacity studies, on which I reported, 
were primarily intended to determine general patterns of distribution and 
orders of magnitude. They were also very valuable in defining geologic para
meters and geologic structures. Standard methods of soil chemistry were 
used. Once a disposal site is selected, much more precise studies are made, 
using the same methods, theoretical methods, and laboratory column ex
periments with simulated and actual wastes.

Mr. К. K. Dar (India): What I have in mind is not really a structure but, 
in a sense, a geological formation, and I would like to ask whether the geologists 
who have spoken about the disposal of radioactive wastes into structures, 
or different types of formations, would consider the disposal of wastes in 
deserts, where the rainfall is low and the ground water-table is very deep, 
as a satisfactory method of disposal.

Mr. R. L. Nace (United States of America) : That question was so phrased 
that it is impossible to answer it directly, because the permissible procedure 
would have to be adapted to the environment. Merely because rainfall is 
light and the water-table is at depth is not a sufficient reason to assume 
that waste could be disposed more or less indiscriminately in the area. For 
example, if you dumped liquid waste, it would produce saturation and filtra
tion downward to the water-table. One would have to know the direction 
of movement of the natural water in order to determine when that might 
enter into the human life-cycle, and so on. However, an area with a dry 
climate is certainly a favourable place for the storage of waste, if the environ
ment and the waste itself are properly prepared.

The Chairman (Mr. V. I. Spitsyn, USSR) (translated from Russian) : I am con
vinced that this research must be jointly carried out by geologists, chemists 
and physico-chemists. The occurrence of clogging, which may be very harmful 
in the initial stage of the discharge of wastes, may become a positive factor
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when the radioactivity of the wastes discharged reaches the maximum toler
ance level which is acceptable in the case of wastes intended for disposal,

Mr. J. Harpaz (Israel): Any project including a system of deep wells is 
usually very expensive. Is there any preliminary cost evaluation compared 
with other methods of treatment and disposal of radioactive waste ?

Mr. W. J. Kaufman: This information at the present time can be most 
easily obtained from the cost of introducing brines and other waters in con
nexion with the operations of the petroleum industry. In this particular 
case the costs are a fraction of a cent per gallon for introduction, and these 
costs include the cost of treatment of the water before injection. It is quite 
obvious that in the case of radioactive wastes the cost would be appreciably 
higher. We have not made specific economic studies of this as yet, however.

Mr. S. Buchan (United Kingdom) : I have noted one very important difference 
between the extent of the areas available for ground disposal in the United 
States of America and those in the United Kingdom. Mr. Nace mentioned 
that an area of 800 square miles was reserved for disposal at Hanford. In 
our country it would be difficult to find an area of permeable strata of that 
size not required for water supply. In England, about one-third of the water 
supply is ground water drawn from solid rocks and a great deal of the rem
ainder of the supply has its origin in spring-water draining from solid formations.

Even disposal at depth into the older rocks, which would have to be car
ried out under pressure, might be dangerous because of the many unconfor
mities and faults that have affected the great variety of geological formations 
in England and which might allow migration of liquid effluents from the 
older rocks into the higher water-bearing formations.

Discussion of advantages and disadvantages of radioactive waste disposal into 
geological structures

Mr. A. K. Ganguly (India) : I should like to draw the attention of those 
participating in this Conference to two points which may have been over-, 
looked.

First, the disposal of radioactive contaminants arising from the mining 
and beneficiation of atomic minerals and the extraction of uranium and 
thorium. It is industrial practice in some places to dispose of these wastes in 
dumping-grounds at the plants. The highly radiotoxic elements, like 
radium-226 and radium-228, appear in leachable form when the minerals are 
opened out for extraction of the elements. With extensive processing of 
these ores, the waste from the minerals can give rise to perilous conditions 
in the mining and processing locales.

Secondly, I should like to refer to the ground disposal of radioactive wastes 
in areas washed annually by heavy monsoon rains. The underground move
ment of disposed radioactive materials has been referred to at this Conference. 
In our laboratory experiments we observed that a slightly alkaline soil retains 
radium very effectively as long as the element has pH better than 7, but 
does not do so when leached to reach quantities of slightly acidic rain-water. 
We expect the rate of movement of disposed activity to be fast under field 
conditions in areas where there are heavy monsoons. One of the solutions 
to the problem may be contained disposal. I request comments from the 
delegates on these two points.

Mr. K. Yarga (Hungary): Please permit me to make known briefly the
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system of storage tank established by us for storage of the waste from labor
atories contaminated by radioactive isotopes and the main points of view 
for its placement as well as the chosen technical solution.

In  about 1 0 0  laboratories in  Hungary mixed radioactive wastes w ith  a 
relatively small concentration are produced regularly in connexion w ith  
the medical, agricultural and industrial use of radioactive isotopes.

For placement of these wastes, the Hungarian Atomic Energy Commission, 
in  conjunction w ith the M inistry of Health, has established a temporary 
experimental burial ground suitable for storage of the above-mentioned 
mixed radioactive wastes.

The burial ground has been placed at a distance of about 14 km  from  
Budapest at a distance of 1 km  from the nearest inhabited area. The soil of 
the place assigned is formed of clay w ith small permeability. There is no 
source for drinking water, well or anything like that in the area. Further
more, the territory is not liable to be affected by land-slides or earthquakes.

The radioactive wastes are stored in stainless-steel tanks placed in a water
proof basin sunk into the soil. The technical design of the basin and tanks 
is shown in Figs. 1 and 2 .

One basin is being constructed at present w ith a maximum capacity for 
storing 160 m3 of material. For the tim e being only a modest controlling
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laboratory and the dwelling of the superintendent are existing. We wish to 
establish there in the future an evaporating and ion-exchanging enriching 
laboratory, the combustion chamber for burning the animal and organic 
wastes and the crushing equipment to break the glass and the other fragile 
voluminous materials.

Regarding the operation of the above-mentioned experimental burial 
ground, our definite practice has not yet been developed up to now and we 
hope that we shall be able to develop the mode of operation most suitable 
to the conditions of Hungary on the basis of the experience given in the 
Proceedings of this Conference.

According to our plans the burial ground w ill be operated by the Station 
of Public H ealth of the Council of Budapest under the supervision of the 
M inistry of Health.

On the basis of the experience gained in connexion w ith the operation of 
this burial ground, we wish to develop subsequently a larger system of burial 
grounds for isotopes.

M r. B. Phiiberth (Federal Republic of Germany): The possibility of dis
posing of radioactive waste in the icecaps of the earth appears to guarantee 
safety and ought to be investigated. These icecaps lie on a rock bed and are 
more than 3,000 m thick. The high-activity waste would be put into containers, 
like bombs, and dropped by aircraft at the summit of the icecap. The con
tainers would penetrate 1 0  or 2 0  m under the surface and, year by year, 
would become covered w ith new layers of snow, sinking deeper and deeper 
into the ice, where the waste would remain for more than 2 0 , 0 0 0  years.

Although I  have not sufficient tim e to give details, I  should like to mention 
that detailed calculations have been made and some of them have been 
published, e.g.

Transport problems ;
Dropping of the containers into the ice ;
Movement of the ice ;
Movement of the containers or particles in relation to the ice ;
Diffusion of radioactive particles in the case of damaged containers ; and
Possibility of ice-melting.

The costs have also been calculated. I  should like to stress that all these 
calculations show a positive result.

A t the international symposium on “Physics of the ice-movement” in 
Chamonix in September 1958, an official recommendation was made to the 
International Atomic Energy Agency to the effect that the disposal of fission 
products in the icecaps might be a satisfactory solution to the problem, but 
that further research should be carried out before a decision was taken.

In  view of the urgent character of the problem of radioactive waste disposal,
I  ask you to investigate, in co-operation w ith the glaciologists, the possibility 
of adopting that solution.

M r. B.. Amavis (France) ( translated from French)  : Before effluents are 
deposited in the ground, the behaviour of radioactive ions in the soil in  question 
must be known. Several speakers have drawn attention to the fact that a 
soil’s heterogeneity is an im portant factor as regards the fixation and move
ment of radioactive elements. Again, laboratory investigation of the absorption 
properties on the basis of representative samples of the soil studied would 
appear to be necessary.
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W ith  this double objective in view, an experimental station for the study 
of radioactive waste in the soil has been established at the Saclay Nuclear 
Research Centre.

A  trench 20 m long, 3 m deep, and w ith an average width of 1 m has been 
installed at that station. Fig. 1 shows the geological formation of the Saclay 
soil:

S ilt about 2  m thick.
Underneath there is a sandy clay, incorporating some millstone rock 

nodules.
The figure also shows how water is run in ; the water-level in the trench 

is kept constant by means of a float-operated sluice valve.

sche' ma DE LÀ tranchée
COUPE GëblOGIQUe ET DISPOSITIF P'a LIMEHTATION,
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The trench is filled w ith coarse gravel, covered by a layer of relatively 
impermeable earth.

The trench is surrounded by eight boreholes fitted w ith piezometers 
(Fig. 2 ). The most distant boreholes, P 1: P2, P 3 and P4, are about 1 2  m deep, 
but boreholes Sj, S2, S3 and S4 are only 7 m. Tap-water, tagged w ith Sr90 
and tritium  in permissible doses, was run in continuously for over a year at 
the rate of 3 m3 per day. The tritium  reached borehole S2 at 2 m from the 
trench, very rapidly (at the end of 48 hours). A fter about two months it  
had reached borehole P2. The tritium  subsequently spread as far as bore
holes Sj and P l5 arriving only very irregularly.

The tritium  had not yet reached the other boreholes even after 1,200 m3 

of radioactive fluid had been run in. This confirms the heterogeneity of under
ground circulation in the Saclay soil. As regards Sr90, we were not able to 
trace its presence in any piezometer— this would appear to provide satis
factory evidence of the good absorption capacity of the constituent elements 
of the land in  question. Average ion-exchange capacity is 2 1  meq per 100 g. 
The fixation of Sr90 was studied in  the laboratory by means of columns of 
earth of varying dimensions, dosed w ith contaminated tap-water.

Table I  shows the concordance of the results obtained, irrespective of 
the dimensions of the columns tested (of either 12 kg of earth or 250 g only).

TABLEAU I  
RESULTATS DES ESSAIS DE LABORATOIRE

Colonne
terre Cap.

d’éch.
m eq/g

v f  litre Dm
B

Débit
ml/mntillons Poids 

en g.
Den
sité

Volume
cm 3

f k en litre

lim o n
d e
Saclay
(tra ji-
ch é e )

_  h =  90 cm 
¡3  ш  10 om 

„  h =  50 cm 
l 0 =  10 cm 

„  hs= 25 cm 
B>0 =  2,8cm 
„  h a  30 cm 

2,8cm

11.250

6.250

250

250

1,6

1 ,6

1,6

1,26

7.000

3.900

156

198

0,21

0,21

0,21

0,21

4,56

1,9

0,075

0,087

0,65

0,49

0,49

0,44

3,6

3,75

3

7,8

3.9

3.9 

2,2  

6,4

0,104

0 Д 0 0

0,117

0,17

460

180

5

5

(— 4  m  
— 7 m )

. h =  100 om 
0 = 10 cm 

. h s  13 om 
A»e¡ = 2,8cm

12.500

90

1,6

1,06

7.840

86

0,21

0,21

5,3

0,055

0,67

0,64

4

1,3

2,05

0,07

0,078

0,025

420

5,28

As regards Sr90, we were able to determine the К  coefficient of diffusion, 
introduced by Hiester and Vermeulen, and used by M r. Kaufm an a t Berkeley. 
This К  coefficient is very much the same for all columns, provided the same 
density is adopted for the column as obtains for the earth in situ, i.e. 1 .6 . 
A  different density (column B. 3) gives a divergent result.

This “K ” coefficient enables the extrapolation of the columns, as shown 
in  Fig. 3, where we see the escape curve of Sr90 for column B 2. The circles 
represent experimental points and the triangles theoretical points. As you 
see, concordance is satisfactory.
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These various experiments have enabled us to adopt a provisional theory 
on the movement of ions in the Saclay soil.

We are continuing our studies w ith actual radioactive solutions contained 
in dissolved salts, and w ith variable pH , and so making another stride forward 
in our knowledge of the problem.

M r. C. Le Morvan (Prance) ( translated from French)  : Better methods 
for the geological study of sites w ill unquestionably make it  possible to use, 
in  specific cases, a revised version of the Hanford system of high-activity 
effluent disposal offering additional safeguards.

This system may be said to have been adopted without any great preli
m inary study ; but the point I  wish to make is that complete safety can be 
obtained at first go, if  one takes the trouble to compound an artificial soil 
according to a recipe which w ill ensure that it  has the properties desired.

The civil engineering work involved w ill raise the cost of effluent disposal; 
but, as against this, any site w ill be suitable, and there w ill be no danger 
from unforeseen geological accidents, or the somewhat unpredictable vagaries 
of the underground water-table of natural soils.

Since the cost factor is involved, I  would like to point out that the trans
port costs of radioactive substances constitute the main item  of expenditure 
in waste disposal. The daring Hanford system, like that used a t Windscale, 
is of interest very largely because of the saving in  transport costs obtained.

Such saving is also a feature of storage on the ground at the place where 
the waste is actually produced. In  a paper presented at Session B, M r. Poma- 
rola briefly described a system of storage in hexagonal towers that also meets 
the requirement of economy. The safety factor is further increased by ease 
of supervision. No cluttering-up of the site is to be feared ; w ith this system, 
the 3,200 cubic feet of waste produced weekly at Harwell, for instance, would
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not fill up an area of 700 x 700 m in 20 years. I t  would, moreover, be 
much less costly than ocean disposal.

The face of the problem of ocean disposal has in fact been completely 
transformed by the introduction of nuclear-propelled vessels. W hile civil 
engineering techniques have hitherto been able to provide a suitable answer 
to all problems of the final disposal of waste, this one so far defeats it.

M r. P. Lévêque (France) ( translated from French) : The concept of a per
m eability coefficient is already more than 1 0 0  years old and has often been 
used w ith advantage, but at other times has been distinctly dangerous. 
I t  presupposes, in  fact, an isotropical and homogeneous soil, which nature 
tends to abhor. On the other hand, studies made by M r. T a it in the United States 
and M r. Emmanuel de Gélis, in particular, on the determination of the per
m eability of a site as a whole, more particularly by the introduction of the 
notion of transmissivity, which is the product of perm eability m ultiplied 
by the thickness of the stratum, have made it  possible to obtain much more 
precise knowledge of a given earth mass; this is more particularly the case 
as regards'the study of perm eability in  transient state. Nevertheless, despite 
the progress made, there is still a great deal of uncertainty as regards speed 
of circulation and the perm eability of soils. During studies made in the alluvial 
stratum  of a large French river, transmissivity was found to be fairly  homo
geneous near the borehole, to decrease somewhat a little  further on, and 

• then becoming almost stable at a distance of 500— 800 m from the borehole 
and pumping plant.

Despite that apparent homogeneity, direct measurements of rates within  
the alluvial deposit by means of the traditional fluorescein and rhodamine 
tests seem, after checking by calculation and piezometers, to be relatively 
uniform. These rates were found to be about 50 times greater than those 
arrived at by calculation of the average rate for the stratum in the neigh
bourhood of the pumping site. The danger of such privileged channels in a 
stratum in  use in the proxim ity of a storage site, and hence of rates in excess 
of the calculated average figures, w ill be immediately apparent.

Luckily, the techniques for studying watertightness and for soil imper- 
meabilization evolved during the treatm ent of the ground for dam founda
tions, both in France and abroad, make it  possible to treat the ground like 
a sick man and deprive it  of the greater part of its local or general permeability. 
The methods adopted included cement grouting, but also and. above all, 
for this is of prim ary importance to us, the injection of clay and clayey 
m aterial.

From the point of view of the storage problems w ith which we are concerned, 
this procedure has a two-fold advantage : firstly, it  enables us to adjust entirely 
at w ill the perm eability of a given earth mass, and secondly, through injec
tion of clay the fixation capacity of the soil as a whole can be increased, either 
by the construction of artificial zig-zag channels or by some other means. 
Thus, it  is possible to envisage the treatm ent of whole alluvial plains, which 
are not used, of course, for industrial or even domestic purposes, the perme
ab ility  of each part of which could be lim ited by clay injection, a relatively 
cheap process. By this means the fixation capacity of alluvial soils w ith a 
relatively low . clay content could be increased 1 0 - or 2 0 -fold.

M r. F . Duhamel (France): I  wish a t this stage to take brief stock of our 
ideas in France on the question of waste disposal, and more particularly
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storage in the ground, since that is the subject of this meeting. I  venture, 
nevertheless, to take up a little  of my time by reverting to the subject I  
dealt w ith yesterday, since I  have been asked for explanations by several 
persons. I  would like to point out that we have on board the Vinaretta Singer, 
here in Monaco Harbour, equipment which may be inspected by interested 
persons on application to M r. IvanofF (France): and on board the Passeur 
du Printemps at Antibes, equipment used in underwater exploration, for 
taking colour photographs in  particular. This equipment is w ithin quite 
easy reach, Antibes being only 35 km from Monaco.

To return to my main point, the various methods in use in  France have 
already been described by M r. Gailledreau, M r. Amavis, M r. Le Morvan 
and M r. Lévêque either today or at previous meetings, but I  feel that I  
must dwell on an aspect of the m atter to which M r. Le Morvan has just drawn 
attention, i.e. that transport costs are a factor in all the various solutions 
considered.

Various methods of waste storage, at sea, in the ground and deep under
ground come readily to m ind; but account must be taken in  all these cases 
of the cost factor as a standard of comparison. In  deciding whether or not 
waste should be disposed of at sea, transport costs are in m y opinion a more 
im portant factor than the conclusions of biological research, and I  wish 
to draw attention to one of the points to which, in my opinion, insufficient 
importance has perhaps been attached during this Conference. That is the 
problem of mine tailings. I  may not have been listening very carefully, but 
I  do not recall having heard any speaker refer to this point. Now, as regards 
mine tailings, an output of 1 , 0 0 0  tons of uranium a year, for instance, repre
sents very roughly speaking 30,000 tons of waste. Very approximately— since 
it  depends on the content of the ore— those 30,000 tons w ill contain 20 curies 
of dangerous radioactive substances. These radioactive substances are no 
longer where nature put them; hence they are just as dangerous, and should 
be given just as much consideration, as the artificially-produced fission waste.

Storage on the site is certainly a possible solution as regards this type 
of waste; hence we are led to consider the problem of waste from the point 
of view of choice of site. The fact th at waste is likely to be produced is, I  
feel, an essential factor to be taken into account when choosing a site and the 
ground should therefore be studied before the choice is made. In  France, 
we have at the present time 4,000 drums of cold uranium waste. A t Saclay 
there are 5,000 drums filled w ith waste from the Paris region and the 
dismantling of the Châtülon plutonium plant w ill provide another 6,000 
drums. Each of these drums contains 200 litres. A t Marcoule there are about 
4,000 drums w ith a maxim um activity of 1 me per 1; and, as you doubtless 
know, there is to be a new site at Cadarache, near Aix-èn-Provence. The 
possibilities of discharge into, the waters of the Durance are extremely lim ited. 
We shall be able to use only the non-canalized section of this river w ith a 
flow of 5 m3 per second. Hence, the discharge possibilities are almost non
existent. This notwithstanding, we are proposing to install experimental 
piles at this site, sodium-cooled fast neutron piles in particular.

In  conclusion, I  consider that the first essential is to imprison the radio
activity. The way in which pollution may occur, and the way in which it 
can be diffused by mechanical, physico-chemical or biological means, have 
been studied here, and I  consider that the main thing is to prevent diffusion 
from the point of contamination, that is to say, the receptacle. In  the scale
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of values this is, in  m y opinion, more im portant than the biological aspect 
of the m atter. To put it  simply, we must not put the cart before the horse.

M r. J. Pomarola (France) ( translated from French)  : Numerous contri
butions and the very interesting papers we have heard this morning show 
the importance of research on radioactive waste disposal in  natural soils 
or specially prepared earth columns. As in  the case of the other proposed 
methods of waste disposal, there can be no certainty as to the permanence 
of such storage. Nevertheless M r. Le Morvan has said that a carefully pre
pared soil could provide that assurance. Other contributors, such as M r. Burns, 
M r. Cerré, M r. W aldichuk and myself, have spoken in our papers of the 
confinement of waste in  carefully designed containers and M r. Cerré has 
given a mixing formula for the concrete.

I t  would have been interesting if  other experts in such matters, present 
at this Conference, had been able to supply details regarding the direction 
and progress of research on the composition and characteristics of concrete, 
with a view to ensuring resistance to compression and non-deterioration 
under attack from the various physical or chemical agents.

M r. C. A . Mawson (Canada) : We have considered quite seriously the question 
of the disposal of our high-activity wastes in  glass blocks into the ice cap. 
However, although the actual technical problems were not difficult and it  
seemed a very reasonable and excellent meains of disposal, such a large amount 
of shielding has to be supplied to perm it the disposal of a very small amount 
of waste that the transportation costs were quite, prohibitive.

The Chairman (Mr. V . I .  Spitsyn, USSR) (translated from Russian): Since 
there are no further questions, I  should like to take this opportunity to say 
a few words on the subject under discussion before I  close this session. Radio
active waste disposal into geological structures is, of course, still in  the research 
stage. There is reason to believe that, in many cases, suitable geological 
conditions for this type of waste disposal w ill be found, but care must be 
taken to ensure that the underground disposal of radioactive wastes will 
not endanger the health of the population or damage the economy.

The question of transportation of radioactive wastes must also be borne 
in mind. The possibility of burying such wastes in the ice of the Arctic or 
Antarctic does not seem to be very promising because the problem of trans
porting radioactive wastes in very heavy protective containers could hardly 
be solved successfully. Further research on this question is, therefore, neces
sary.

I  should also like to point out that radioactive waste disposal into deep 
formations can have international legal implications. The Rhine, for example, 
flows through a number of countries, and some of the rivers in the Pyrenees 
run through both France and Spain.

Finally, I  should like to express the hope that further research on the 
different aspects of this problem w ill produce positive results.
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